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12:00m America Outdoors with Baratunde Thurston
Oregon: New Heights

Oregon is known for its wild coastline and misty forests, but it's a place where a few hours in your car can take you from the coast to the high
desert or the Cascade mountains. Embracing this incredible variety, Baratunde embraces forest bathing, goes spearfishing to discover
underwater kelp forests, rides along with cowboys on the cutting edge of sustainable ranching and rollerblades through Portland.

(CC) N/A #205H(S)NPS

06:00a Molly of Denali
Come Back Birdie!/Winter Is Coming

Molly might have the chance to spot a rare hummingbird that migrates from Mexico, but there's no fireweed in the field to attract it! If she plants
some now, will it bloom in time for the migration? /Everyone in Qyah is preparing for winter. To do her part, Molly organizes the Trading Post, but
when an ordering mix-up causes an unexpected shipment to arrive, it's up to Molly and Tooey to make sure nothing goes to waste.

(CC) DVI #203H(S)PBS

06:30a Alma's Way
Harper's Quick Change/All Rapped Up

When Alma, Harper, and Rafia see a quick-change video Safina made, Harper wants to make a video for her dad of her changing into her robot
costume that's just like it. The only problem is, they can't figure out how she changed her clothes so fast! They'll need a little help to make a video
of their own. Alma is supposed to help Eddie record a rap, but starts a rap circle with Junior, Andre, and Becka instead.

(CC) DVI #132H(S)PBS

07:00a Wild Kratts
Rainforest Stew

When Chris and Martin go in search of an obscure rainforest creature to add to their Life Lists, the Wild Kratts becomes embroiled in the complex
relationships of a tropical rainforest.

(CC) N/A #211H(S)PBS

07:30a Curious George
Lost Treasure of Bugaboo Bend/Apple Pie of My Eye

(CC) N/A #1114H(S)PBS

08:00a Work It Out Wombats!
Moo Moo Choo Choo / Lake Bellyflop

The Wombats help to free the Moo Moo Choo Choo train, which got itself stuck in a sea of ooey-gooey mud. / First spied through a telescope,
three adventurous Wombats attempt to find mystical Bellyflop Lake - without getting lost!

(CC) DVI #119H(S)PBS

08:30a Daniel Tiger's Neighborhood
The Family Campout/A Game Night for Everyone

The Family Campout - Daniel and Dad Tiger head to the "Dad and Me" Camp-out, joined by his friends and their dads. When Katerina arrives
with her mom, she notices that she's the only one who brought her mom. Henrietta assures Katerina that all families are different, and that's okay.
A Game Night for Everyone - Daniel and Mom are on their way to "Mom and Me" Game Night when they run into O and X the Owl. O isn't sure if
he can go to Game Night without a mom, but Uncle X assures him that he has his uncle, who loves him very much, to bring him.

(CC) DVI #415H(S)PBS

09:00a Sesame Street
Community Mural

Friends on Sesame Street are painting a mural to celebrate the people in their neighborhood. Tamir, Ji-Young, and Abby have a hard time finding
a paint color that is the same color of their skin and fur. Nina shows them how they can mix paint to create the beautiful color that looks just like
them. She mixes brown paint with some pink to make a beautiful pinkish brown color that looks just like her skin Nina Pinkish Brown. Tamir mixes
brown paint with a little bit of gold to make a beautiful golden-brown Tamir Brown. Ji-Young mixes gold paint with a little bit of pink to make Ji-
Young Pinkish Gold. Abby adds in a little bit more red paint to pink to make a beautiful pink color, Abby Pink. Everyone works together to make
the mural special, showing that we may be different on the outside but we're all friends on Sesame Street.

(CC) DVI #5301H(S)PBS

09:30a Rosie's Rules
Purple Sweet Potato Buns/Tias Big Break

Rosie, Jun and Granpda Liu go to the Asian Market to get more sweet potato buns, but their normal route is closed. / Rosie and Javi help Tia
overcome her stage fright when she appears on a TV cooking show.

(CC) DVI #131H(S)PBS

10:00a Donkey Hodie
A Donkey Dilemma/The Quiet Game

Donkey promised to help Grampy bathe Gregory and also to play Bubble Bonanza with Panda today. What a dilemma! / The pals play too loudly
while Rock Star Penguin tries to write a song. They make up a quiet game to help. Who can stay quiet the longest?

(CC) DVI #205H(S)PBS

10:30a Biz Kid$
Take It to the Bank

Get a kid's view of the services that banks, credit unions and other financial institutions offer - and why you should make use of them early in life.
Learn the different products and services that banks offer and how to shop for the right bank for you. Meet a young entrepreneur with a haunted
house who has no fear of banking.

(CC) DVI #508(S)APTEX
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11:00a Curious Crew
Electric Generators

A STEM power surge of phenomena! Get "charged up" with STEM knowledge as the Crew and Dr. Rob explore everything about electric
generators!

(CC) N/A #904H(S)NETA

11:30a Make48
The Team Pitches, Pt. 2

Time's up. We cover more time with each pitch. In real time each pitch is 7 minutes. We reduce 10 pitches to about 4 minutes each. Time to pitch
and present the product ideas to the panel of judges. We include personal back stage comments before and after the pitches from our teams.
The judges will then deliberate behind closed doors (with cameras of course) and the winner will be announced!

(CC) N/A #408H(S)APTEX

12:00n Market to Market
News and commodity market analysis from the weekly journal of rural America.

(CC) N/A #4907H(S)IPTV

12:30p Motorweek
2023 Mercedes-Benz Eqs Suv

We're charged up for our look at the Mercedes-Benz EQS SUV, an all-electric utility with all the proper luxuries we've come to expect. Then we'll
go for a ride in the Mazda 3 hatchback, returning for 2023 with some meaningful updates.

(CC) N/A #4304(S)PBSPL

01:00p Real Ag
Sunflower

(N) N/A #1107HSHPTV

01:30p Plan Stronger TV
Pre-Nuptial and Post-Nuptial Agreements

David Holland is joined by business coach, Teresa Rand, who shares how not to feel invisible as we age. Nicholas Stuller explores the value of
financial advisers. Our Attorney Panel reveals the importance of pre-nuptial and post-nuptial agreements.

(CC) N/A #603H(S)ACCES

02:00p Classic Gospel
Bev Shea: Then Sings My Soul

George Beverly Shea's deep resonant voice has sung hope into the lives of hundreds of millions of people throughout his long and legendary
career. Throughout his 65-year friendship with Billy Graham, he has been a permanent fixture at Billy Graham Crusades in all 50 states and on
every continent in the world. He has sung to an estimated 220 million people during his lifetime, and currently holds the world record for singing to
more people in person than any other artist.

(CC) N/A #1412H(S)NETA

03:00p Your Fantastic Mind
Psychedelics

After being stigmatized for decades, psychedelic medications are making a comeback on the world stage as the most promising new mental
health treatments in the past 50 years. Research indicates psychedelic-assisted therapy may help promote emotional well-being by triggering a
variety of experiences, providing people with an enhanced sense of meaning and purpose in their lives. This episode follows a participant in a
clinical trial studying the use of psychedelics to alleviate mental suffering and depression. Leading researchers and clinicians discuss the latest
scientific breakthroughs and the challenges in bringing this innovative therapy to a wider audience.

(CC) N/A #305H(S)NETA

03:30p Doctors On Call
Dr. Dustin Moffitt

(N) N/A #1806HSHPTV

04:00p Antiques Roadshow
Vintage Louisville 2021 Hour 1

Giddy-up to Derby City for updated Season 12 appraisals including a Dirk Van Erp lamp from around 1910, a J. Falter "Listening to the Sea"
illustration and a 1919 Cincinnati Reds championship baseball. One is now valued at $150,000-$200,000.

(CC) N/A #2510H(S)NPS

05:00p PBS News Weekend (CC) N/A #2028H(S)NPS

05:30p History with David Rubenstein
Stacy Schiff

(CC) N/A #408H(S)PBSPL

06:00p Cottonwood Connections
The Iron Horse

(N) N/A #305HSHPTV
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06:30p World's Greatest Cruises (CC) N/A #105H(S)NETA

07:00p Professor T
The Trial

As a major trial gets underway, Professor T presents the case to his students--it involves a caretaker accused of shooting dead his rich employer.
It seems an open and shut case, but the Professor turns expert witness to prove otherwise.

(CC) DVI #205#(S)NPS

08:00p Unforgotten On Masterpiece
Season 5, Episode 5

Sunny and Jess attempt a reset as they follow the clues in the case.

(CC) DVI #5338#(S)NPS

09:00p Van Der Valk On Masterpiece
Magic In Amsterdam, Part 1

The team is taken to the edge of reality following the death of a participant in a magical ritual invoking a demon. Is there a supernatural cause for
the murder, or is there a much more earthbound explanation?

(CC) DVI #5344#(S)PBS

10:00p Austin City Limits
Brandi Carlile

Celebrate six-time Grammy-winning Americana singer/songwriter Brandi Carlile raising the roof for a full hour of passionate and powerful songs
from her acclaimed album In These Silent Days.

(CC) N/A #4801H(S)PBSPL

11:00p Professor T
The Trial

As a major trial gets underway, Professor T presents the case to his students--it involves a caretaker accused of shooting dead his rich employer.
It seems an open and shut case, but the Professor turns expert witness to prove otherwise.

(CC) DVI #205H(S)NPS
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12:00m Unforgotten On Masterpiece
Season 5, Episode 5

Sunny and Jess attempt a reset as they follow the clues in the case.

(CC) DVI #5338H(S)NPS

06:00a Molly of Denali
Forget-You-Not/Fire, Food, & Family

Trini is ecstatic to send her mom, Joy, a care package of all her favorite things in Qyah. But Trini discovers that some things are impossible to
find. Can her friends help her get creative before the package has to go in the mail? / Grandpa Nat and Molly are well-prepared and cozy when
the power goes out during a fierce blizzard. Trini and her dad, however, suddenly find themselves without lights or heat. Can they find a way to
keep their home and pets warm until the power comes back on?

(CC) DVI #219H(S)PBS

06:30a Happy Yoga with Sarah Star
Sunrise Delight

Savor the brilliant colors of sunrise as we reconnect you to your abdominal muscles with gentle seated exercises using a chair for support,
focusing on igniting the core as well as activating the hip flexors and quadriceps.

(CC) N/A #202H(S)NETA

07:00a Yoga In Practice
How to Get Going

Some days we feel stuck or bored, as if we are simply muddling through life. A word to describe this feeling is languishing. To shift out of our daily
ruts we need motivation. A good way to start is to reflect on what matters to you most, provides you with a sense of well-being and grounds your
energy, then go do that. This episode shows us how to challenge ourselves while practicing chair yoga.

(CC) N/A #402H(S)APTEX

07:30a Curious George
Lost & Found/George In His Own Backyard

(CC) N/A #1212H(S)PBS

08:00a Daniel Tiger's Neighborhood
Daniel's Important Job at the Market/Daniel's Important Job at the Enchanted

Daniel and Dad help Prince Tuesday at the market. / Daniel is excited to plant flowers, but is upset when he gets the job of weeding. He learns
that everyone's job is important!

(CC) DVI #614H(S)PBS

08:30a Rosie's Rules
Rosies Switcheroo/Rosies Family Tree

Rosie and Papa switch roles for the day, but it's a little trickier than they thought. / For Valentine's Day, Rosie tries to make a family tree by putting
her family in a real tree.

(CC) DVI #132H(S)PBS

09:00a Sesame Street
Jobs Day

It's Jobs Day on Sesame Street! Elmo and his friends are learning about jobs they would like to do when they grow up. Elmo wants to be a cook
like Alan who makes yummy food, Tamir wants to be an engineer like Nina who fixes things, and Mia wants to be a painter like Frida Kahlo who
uses beautiful colors in her paintings. Gabrielle knows that she really loves dogs and other animals, but she doesn't know what she wants to do
yet. When Gabrielle offers to take Tango to her checkup, she meets a veterinarian who helps animals by making sure they are healthy. Gabrielle
finally knows what job she wants to do, a veterinarian because she loves animals and wants to help them stay healthy. And she learns that if you
work hard and practice, you can do anything you want to do.

(CC) DVI #5305H(S)PBS

09:30a Work It Out Wombats!
Color Fun/A Super Invention

(CC) DVI #122H(S)PBS

10:00a Donkey Hodie
Potato Pirates/Panda's Special Something

To find the Ruby Red Tater Treasure, Captain Donkey realizes she needs to stop and listen to her pirate crew./Panda discovers his favorite
hoodie from when he was little, but it's too small for him now. Can he find a special way to say goodbye to it?

(CC) DVI #121H(S)PBS

10:30a Pinkalicious & Peterrific
Spoon Sounds/Robotta The Artiste

"Spoon Sounds" Pinkalicious sets out to collect all the spoons in Pinkville to create a one-of-a-kind giant wind chime! Sounds like a pinkamazing
plan, right? Curriculum: (Music / Visual Arts) Making wind chimes with spoons. "Robotta the Artiste" Dame Nostrella invites Pinkalicious to create
one hundred line drawings for a new exhibit at the art museum. There is no humanly way Pinkalicious can make all those paintings in time.
Pherhaps her robot can help? Curriculum: (Visual Arts) To bring awareness to the beauty of simple shapes in art. Interstitial: Kids meet artist Ken
Butler, and explore the playful, interactive musical instruments he creates!

(CC) DVI #213H(S)PBS
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11:00a Elinor Wonders Why
The Town Picnic/The Amazing Expandable Clubhouse

The Town Picnic - It's time for the Animal Town picnic, but Ari is growing impatient waiting for Ms. Llama's famous ketchup, which just won't come
out of the bottle. Meanwhile, Elinor and her friends follow a bee to its hive and observe the honey-making process, where they discover that
honey is goopier when it has less water in it. Using this new-found knowledge, the kids are inspired to solve M. Llama's ketchup problem by
adding water and making it less goopy, just in time for Ari to enjoy his delicious sandwich. Yum! The Amazing Expandable Clubhouse - Elinor,
Olive and Ari are happy to welcome new members to The Explorer's Club, but as more and more kids join, a big problem arises: their clubhouse
isn't big enough to fit all the new Explorers! When the entire Clubhouse rolls down the hill, Elinor and her friends need to find a solution. After
observing their snail friends, Norma and Lulu, they realize that a snail's shell expands as it grows, which gives them the idea to EXPAND their
Clubhouse, adding new sections to make it nice and spacious for all to play!

(CC) DVI #101H(S)PBS

11:30a Nature Cat
The Bumblebee Queen/Tree Love

(CC) N/A #506H(S)PBS

12:00n Hero Elementary
Teacher of the Year / The Sweet Smell of Success

There's a big surprise in store for Mr. Sparks: He will be receiving the "Hero Teacher of the Year" award! His heroic students want to make
everything special for the big celebration, and that includes making a cake. But, will Sparks' Crew be able to keep the party a surprise while they
figure out the right mixture for the cake batter? Curriculum: If you mix materials together, the properties of the mixture may not be the same as the
properties of the materials themselves. / Invisigirl (a former student) likes to use her invisibility to play jokes, but a joke has unintended
consequences when she makes a cake invisible, and then can't find it! The team tries to track it down via their sense of smell, but will it be
enough to find the cake? Curriculum: Humans have five senses they use to gather information about the world around them. They can use that
information to solve problems.

(CC) DVI #140H(S)PBS

12:30p Xavier Riddle and the Secret Museum
I Am George Washington/I Am Susan B. Anthony

I am George Washington Yadina is excited when she's chosen to be the leader of her Nature Troop, thinking this a great first step toward
becoming President one day. Only problem is, she isn't entirely sure how to be a good leader. To the Secret Museum! Our heroes are sent back
in time to meet one of the greatest leaders in the history of the United States: George Washington. Yadina is awe struck as she gets to meet her
country's very first president, who offers to take them on a fishing trip. As he leads them through the woods to the fishing hole, George is polite,
helpful, and supportive, showing Yadina that a good leader takes care of his or her team. I am Susan B. Anthony Xavier and Yadina are putting
artifacts away on the shelves of the Secret Museum, deciding between the two of them where everything should go, and unintentionally leaving
Brad out. To the Secret Museum! Our heroes are sent back in time to meet someone who always stood up for the rights of all people: Susan B.
Anthony. Watching the young Susan advocate for all of her siblings to have a vote in what to name their new baby goat, and then for all women
everywhere to have a vote over matters that affect their country, helps Xavier and Yadina to realize how important it is for Brad to have a say over
what happens in the Secret Museum. Because everyone should have a vote.

(CC) DVI #109H(S)PBS

01:00p Gzero World with Ian Bremmer
Trading Up

Guest: Ngozi Okonjo-Iweala, Director-General, World Trade Organization. How can we reimagine trade to help countries left behind by
globalization? Can we trade our way out of the world's biggest crises? GZERO sits down with one of the most powerful voices in the global
economy, WTO Director-General Ngozi Okonjo-Iweala.

(CC) N/A #614H(S)APTEX

01:30p Story in the Public Square
Jonathan Haidt

Something is broken in America. The nation with a motto of "from many, one," seems to be devolving into "many, from one." New York University
Social Psychologist Jonathan Haidt traces the problem back to the rise of social media.

(CC) N/A #904H(S)NETA

02:00p First Peoples
Americas

As humans spread out across the world, their toughest challenge was to colonize the Americas -- because of a huge ice sheet blocking their
route. It has long been thought that pioneers -- known as Clovis people -- arrived about 13,000 years ago. But an underwater discovery in Mexico
is forcing the story to be re-written. How closely related were the First Americans and today's Native Americans? It's a matter of huge
controversy, focused on Kennewick Man. There are very few other skeletons in the world that engender such strong feelings.

(CC) N/A #101H(S)PBS

03:00p Alma's Way
Alma's Cat-Tastrophe/Stickball!

When Mr. Ramirez takes too many cats into his shop, Alma helps him figure out what to do with them. When Alma asks her friends to play
stickball, there's one hold-out Howard. How will she convince him he'll enjoy playing the game, too?

(CC) DVI #126H(S)PBS
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03:30p Wild Kratts
Cheeks The Hamster

While doing an overhaul of the Creature Power Suits over Germany, Aviva loses the all-important MicroXT Power Chips that power the suits. The
gang must try to find the lost chips, spread out somewhere across a huge field.

(CC) N/A #506H(S)PBS

04:00p Odd Squad
The Void/Into The Odd Woods

The Void - Omar finds himself stuck in a mysterious void. Curriculum: Deductive Reasoning. Into the Odd Woods - Omar catches a case of
Clown-i-tosis. Curriculum: Numerical vs. Categorical Data.

(CC) DVI #309H(S)PBS

04:30p Arthur
Pets and Pests/Go Fly A Kite

(CC) DVI #1707H(S)PBS

05:00p The Infinite Art Hunt
The Flamingo Fiasco (Public Art)

The Flamingo Fiasco (Public Art): When Cousin Cal's flamingo sculpture isn't accepted for the school art show, Freddie is determined to help him
stay positive about his talent. Grandma Tilly introduces the kids to the concept of public art, and they learn how to make their own public art
project.

(CC) N/A #101H(S)APTEX

05:30p BBC News America (CC) N/A #2991H(S)WETA

06:00p PBS Newshour (CC) N/A #14066H(S)NPS

07:00p Antiques Roadshow
Vintage Hartford 2023 Hour 1

Travel with ROADSHOW to Connecticut's capital for updated Season 13 finds including a Cartier gold bracelet watch, a Tiffany & Co. sapphire
ring, and a Harriman Expedition album with Curtis photos. Guess the top $40,000 to $60,000 treasure!

(CC) N/A #2716#(S)NPS

08:00p Antiques Roadshow
Vintage Las Vegas 2021 Hour 1

Learn if Las Vegas appraisals still hit the jackpot 14 years after ROADSHOW's visit. Catch an antique asscher-cut diamond ring, a 1923
Dempsey vs. Gibbons fight bell, and a 1970 Elvis Presley-signed album and belt. One is now worth $165,000-$175,000!

(CC) N/A #2512#(S)NPS

09:00p Pov
Murders That Matter

How would you handle the trauma of losing a loved one? Set in Philadelphia, Murders That Matter documents African American, Muslim mother
Movita Johnson-Harrell over five years as she transforms from a victim of violent trauma into a fierce advocate against gun violence in Black
communities. Her relentless activism exposes the emotional and psychological toll the killings take on those left behind.

(CC) DVI #3610H(S)NPS

10:30p Amanpour and Company (CC) N/A #6066H(S)PBSPL

11:30p Sara's Weeknight Meals
Taco, Taco, Nacho

Quick to make and much beloved, tacos are a staple on the weekday dinner table. Sara has her own recipe for duck tacos, then travels to Miami
to learn a Cuban taco mashup with blogger Patty Ruiz - chicken vaca frita tacos. Almost a taco but just as good - Sara's nacho pie.

(CC) N/A #1110H(S)APTEX
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12:00m Doctors On Call
Troy Moore Pt,Dpt: Physical Therapy

(N) N/A #1813HSHPTV

06:00a Molly of Denali
Mouse in the Treehouse/Leader of the Pack

Molly and Tooey design the treehouse of their dreams, complete with a windmill and elevator, but their plans may have to change when Tooey's
indoor cat Mouse gets loose!/Tooey's puppy, Khi, is cute, but doesn't like following directions. If Tooey wants Khi to become a great lead sled
dog, he'll need patience and lots of help from Molly and Suki.

(CC) DVI #201H(S)PBS

06:30a Happy Yoga with Sarah Star
Flowing River

Allow the powerful flowing river energy to renew your body as we explore a rejuvenating yoga practice using a chair for support, focusing on
coordinating movement and breath, improving circulation in the upper body while dissolving tension in the neck and shoulders.

(CC) N/A #203H(S)NETA

07:00a Yoga In Practice
It's Not What You Do, But How You Do It

We all have unique gifts and talents as expressed through our lifelong accomplishments. These gifts are meant to bring joy, satisfaction, and
meaning into our lives and the lives of those around us. It's not about what you do in life but how you do it. It's about how much passion, love, and
care you put into what you do that truly matters. Consider this as we begin a gentle yoga practice today.

(CC) N/A #403H(S)APTEX

07:30a Curious George
Your Churn, George/Going Nuts

(CC) N/A #1109H(S)PBS

08:00a Daniel Tiger's Neighborhood
Daniel Explores Nature/Daniel's Nature Walk

Daniel Explores Nature It's a beautiful day in the Neighborhood! Daniel and his family are spending the day outside exploring, when Daniel spots
a beautiful red bird. As they watch the busy bird, they learn about how a bird's nest is built. But when the nest falls out of the tree, will Daniel and
Katerina be able to help her? Daniel's Nature Walk There's so much to explore when you're outside! Daniel is going on a nature walk in the forest
with O the Owl and Uncle X. They see frogs, worms and even spot a rainbow in the sky! Strategy: There's so much to explore when you're
outside!

(CC) DVI #216H(S)PBS

08:30a Rosie's Rules
Dragon Drama/Rosies Lucky Charm

(CC) DVI #120H(S)PBS

09:00a Sesame Street
A Home for Gecko

Elmo, Abby, and Chris are helping Zoe make a habitat for her new pet gecko, Gary. They fill a terrarium with soil, moss, rocks, and branches but
are missing a hiding place to keep Gary cool. This is a problem! They wonder what they can use for Gary's hiding spot. What if they use an empty
yogurt cup? Let's try! It works. They didn't give up and made the perfect hiding spot for Gary's new home.

(CC) DVI #5221H(S)PBS

09:30a Work It Out Wombats!
Summerween/Make It Snow

The Wombats decide to celebrate a summer version of their favorite holiday - Halloween! / Zeke so wants to play in the snow, but it's summer
and the Everything Emporium does not sell snow. Next best thing? Build Zeke a giant snow globe!

(CC) DVI #110H(S)PBS

10:00a Donkey Hodie
The Yodel Birds Are Coming/A Lot of Hot

The pals want to hear the Yodel Birds sing, but they need to build a rest nest before the birds arrive. Do they have enough time?/It's a hot day,
and Donkey and Duck Duck want to help everyone cool off with lemonade. Will their plan work?

(CC) DVI #103H(S)PBS

10:30a Pinkalicious & Peterrific
Gnome Variety Show/Tidy Up

Norman doesn't have a special talent for the Gnome Variety Show. Luckily Pinkalicious and Peter are there to help him before the big
performance. / With the help of Tidy Tim, the Cleaning Fairy, Pinkalicious and Peter learn that cleaning can be fun!

(CC) DVI #505H(S)PBS
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11:00a Elinor Wonders Why
Hiding In Plain Sight/Owl Girl

Hiding in Plain Sight - Elinor and her friends are playing Hide-And-Go-Seek at recess, but no matter where they hide, the Goat twins always seem
to find them. The kids decide they need a to find a better way to hide, so they observe some animals who are camouflaged, prompting Elinor to
realize that she, Olive and Ari can use their shapes, colors and patterns to hide themselves in plain sight, so that the Goat Twins can't spot them.
Owl Girl - Elinor isn't sure what she's going to be for Costume Day, but it has to be something INTERESTING. That night, Elinor is awakened by a
strange "Whooo!" sound coming from outside, so she and her mom go out to investigate. While looking for the source of the strange sound, Elinor
is surprised at how many things are happening outside at night while she sleeps. Suddenly, they hear the sound again and look up to see an owl
soaring in the sky, which inspires Elinor to figure out exactly what she wants to be for the costume parade.

(CC) DVI #102H(S)PBS

11:30a Nature Cat
The Parade of Pets/Hal's Pals

Uh oh! Nature Cat forgot to put gas in the tractors that will pull the Pet Parade floats! Can the gang find another way and save the day? / Hal's
ready to frolic with his pond pals, but they're nowhere to be seen. Can the gang find them?

(CC) N/A #503H(S)PBS

12:00n Hero Elementary
With A Little Push/Track That Pack

Sparks' Crew chases a giant ball through Citytown. To save the day, the team uses hands-on investigation and learns that pushing an object can
start or stop its movement. AJ's backpack has floated away in a lake. By navigating the connecting bodies of water, Sparks' Crew works together
to find his pack.

(CC) DVI #101H(S)PBS

12:30p Xavier Riddle and the Secret Museum
I Am Maya Angelou/I Am Frederick Douglass

(CC) DVI #119H(S)PBS

01:00p School of Greatness with Lewis Howes
Nick Vujicic - Finding Your Purpose

Motivational Speaker Nick Vujicic was born with a disorder known as Tetra-amelia syndrome causing him to be missing his arms and legs. This
has not stopped Nick from living a purposeful life.

(CC) N/A #105H(S)APTEX

01:30p Medical Frontiers (CC) N/A #214H(S)APTEX

02:00p First Peoples
Africa

200,000 years ago, a new species appeared on the African landscape -- Homo sapiens. Scientists imagined eastern Africa was a real-life Garden
of Eden, but the latest research suggests we evolved in many places across the continent at the same time. Diversity is etched into our biological
blueprint. DNA from a 19th Century African-American slave is forcing geneticists to re-think the origins of our species. The idea is that our
ancestors met, mated and hybridized with other types of human in Africa -- creating ever greater diversity within our species.

(CC) N/A #102H(S)PBS

03:00p Alma's Way
Alma's Rescue Repair/Alma Cools Off

(CC) DVI #115H(S)PBS

03:30p Wild Kratts
Temple of the Tigers

After Aviva successfully sneaks up on and surprises the creature adventuring Kratt Brothers, they worry that they've somehow lost their signature
'creature sense'. Chris and Martin go off in search of the stealthiest, most powerful wildcat in the world - the tiger - on a quest to prove to
themselves that they're still in tune with the creature world. Science Concept: Camouflage.

(CC) N/A #502H(S)PBS

04:00p Odd Squad
Slow Your Roll

Slow Your Roll - A mysterious villain named The Shadow takes control of the Mobile Unit van. Curriculum: Word Problems, Friction (how to slow
a moving object).

(CC) DVI #310H(S)PBS

04:30p Arthur
When Duty Calls, Parts 1 & 2

(CC) DVI #2302H(S)PBS

05:00p The Infinite Art Hunt
The Birdhouse (Creative Reuse)

The Birdhouse (Creative Reuse): Freddie is obsessed with building a high-tech luxury birdhouse but isn't sure how to go about it. A trip to a
'playbrary' where young creators can use secondhand toys and materials and a chat with a playground designer inspire Freddie to make
something new and unique through creative reuse of old materials.

(CC) N/A #102H(S)APTEX
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05:30p BBC News America (CC) N/A #2992H(S)WETA

06:00p PBS Newshour (CC) N/A #14067H(S)NPS

07:00p Finding Your Roots
Family: Lost and Found

Henry Louis Gates uses DNA detective work to solve family mysteries for actor Joe Manganiello and football star Tony Gonzalez-uncovering
close relatives whose names they've never heard and compelling each man to rethink his own identity.

(CC) N/A #906#(S)NPS

08:00p Becoming Frida Kahlo
A Star Is Born

Dangerous politics and turbulent love shock Frida's world, while love and trauma shape her final years. Diego and she divorce, then remarry. As
her body fails her, her painting thrives.

(CC) N/A #103H(S)NPS

09:00p Frontline
The Astros Edge: Triumph and Scandal In Major League Baseball

The Houston Astros cheating scandal and what it says about baseball today. With reporter Ben Reiter, the making of one of the best teams and
worst scandals in modern MLB history, the limited accountability and how Astros baseball changed the sport.

(CC) N/A #4203H(S)NPS

10:30p Amanpour and Company (CC) N/A #6067H(S)PBSPL

11:30p Whitney Reynolds Show
For The Love of Lives

The guests on today's show have used the value of life to motivate themselves towards change and success. Two mothers who have both lost
someone close to them, a husband and son, are sharing their stories in hopes of warning others of the same trauma they went through. From a
mother to a father, actor Miguel Cervantes had to focus on the importance of playing a lead role in the show Hamilton, while dealing with the
death of his daughter from epilepsy. He has since partnered up with CURE Epilepsy to raise awareness and funds in honor of his daughter.
Overcoming hardship and pushing forward is Joe Fisher, the co-founder of BIAN, a wellness center. He takes us through his journey of having
cancer and keeping the faith in overcoming it.

(CC) N/A #302H(S)NETA
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12:00m Doctors On Call
Troy Moore Pt,Dpt: Physical Therapy

(N) N/A #1813HSHPTV

06:00a Molly of Denali
Eagle Egg Hunt/Dream Tube

When a gust of wind spins a wildlife camera away from an eagle's nest on hatching day, Molly and Dad head to the Windsong Wildlife Area on an
ATV to fix it. Unfortunately, none of the camera locations on their map are labeled. Will they have time to check each camera and find the Eagle
Cam before the baby birds hatch? / Molly and friends have their eye on a spectacular water tube for sale at the Trading Post, but they don't have
enough money to buy it. Fortunately, there is money to be found on the riverfront in the form of agate stones! Unfortunately, the kids have no idea
how to price and sell them. But they better find out soon, because Auntie Midge has her eye on the tubular tube too!

(CC) DVI #107H(S)PBS

06:30a Happy Yoga with Sarah Star
Peaceful Woods

Bask in the deep silence of a lush wooded paradise as we create more grace and fluidity in your body using a chair for support, beginning with
stretches to open the shoulders and chest, a rejuvenating modified flow practice, ending with a spacious hips and hamstrings sequence.

(CC) N/A #204H(S)NETA

07:00a Yoga In Practice
The Delight of Freedom

How many of us have felt tightness in our neck and shoulders because we spend too much time looking down at devices or slumped over at a
desk? In time, that forward action of our head and shoulders can lead to all sorts of discomfort and even injury if we do not address it. Good
alignment is good therapy for injury, and when we feel more freedom in our body we are able to enjoy our life a bit more.

(CC) N/A #404H(S)APTEX

07:30a Curious George
Flower Monkey/The Great Golden Egg Hunt

(CC) N/A #1110H(S)PBS

08:00a Daniel Tiger's Neighborhood
So Many Feelings/Daniel's Many Feelings

So Many Feelings - Daniel is playing at school with Katerina and Prince Wednesday, but Prince Wednesday won't stop pretending to be a scary
bear. That makes Daniel feel mad...but he's surprised to learn that Katerina and Prince Wednesday don't feel the same way. Daniel realizes the
importance of sharing how you feel with your friends. Daniel's Many Feelings - Daniel is helping Dad with errands around the Neighborhood and
Daniel identifies his many feelings as the day unfolds. It's amazing how many different things you can feel in one day! Strategy: It helps to say
what you're feeling.

(CC) DVI #217H(S)PBS

08:30a Rosie's Rules
Rosie in the City/Rosie in the Country

(CC) DVI #121H(S)PBS

09:00a Sesame Street
Community Mural

Friends on Sesame Street are painting a mural to celebrate the people in their neighborhood. Tamir, Ji-Young, and Abby have a hard time finding
a paint color that is the same color of their skin and fur. Nina shows them how they can mix paint to create the beautiful color that looks just like
them. She mixes brown paint with some pink to make a beautiful pinkish brown color that looks just like her skin Nina Pinkish Brown. Tamir mixes
brown paint with a little bit of gold to make a beautiful golden-brown Tamir Brown. Ji-Young mixes gold paint with a little bit of pink to make Ji-
Young Pinkish Gold. Abby adds in a little bit more red paint to pink to make a beautiful pink color, Abby Pink. Everyone works together to make
the mural special, showing that we may be different on the outside but we're all friends on Sesame Street.

(CC) DVI #5301H(S)PBS

09:30a Work It Out Wombats!
A Sleep Story for Ellie/Super's Super Mug

What's a super sleepy Ellie to do, besides stumble around groggily and talk to bushes? The storytellers of her favorite sleepy time radio show are
on vacation, so she's having trouble falling asleep! Zadie decides to come up with a soothing story just for Ellie, a story about a dragon who loves
pizza; Malik and Zeke volunteer to help provide the relaxing sound effects. Guess what? It works! / When Super's favorite mug smashes into a
bunch of pieces, the Wombats decide to fix it so Super won't be too sad. Sticky tape doesn't work, sticky taffy doesn't work, but Mr. E's Ooey
Gooey Goo, shells and gold paint - plus a whole lotta love - do the trick!

(CC) DVI #121H(S)PBS

10:00a Donkey Hodie
Best Friends Day/Silly Sticky Situation

Uh oh! Donkey and Panda have different ideas for how to celebrate Best Friends Day together. Can they find a compromise?/The pals are ready
to make big art, but they get stuck to a big, gooey glue bottle! Can they solve their sticky problem?

(CC) DVI #120H(S)PBS

10:30a Pinkalicious & Peterrific
Color of the Year/Toothy Mcmanners

Pinkalicious and Peter help Pantonio, the Color Fairy, pick out the color of the year by showing him around Pinkville. / Pinkalicious and Peter
have to teach the pirate Toothy McSquint manners before a dinner with Ms. Penny.

(CC) DVI #506H(S)PBS
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11:00a Elinor Wonders Why
Wind in the Web/The Pokey Plan

Wind in the Web - Elinor and her friends volunteer to help Mr. Raccoon put up a sign for his bakery, but the sign keeps blowing away in the fall
breeze. After Elinor observes a spider in its web and how the wind doesn't seem to affect it at all, she learns things that are wide will catch the
wind, but if they have lots of holes like a spider's web, they will not. They try this new idea on their sign and cut holes in it, and it works. Problem
solved, and just in time for all the folks to notice the sign and buy Mr. Raccoon's yummy baked treats! The Pokey Plant - It's Plant Day at school
and Elinor is super excited to get a beautiful plant to take home. When she gets a cactus, she's a little disappointed at first, but after some careful
observations, she and her friends learn lots of cool things about it, like how it grows in the desert, how it doesn't need much water and how the
spikes keep it safe. Elinor decides her cactus is the coolest plant ever!

(CC) DVI #112H(S)PBS

11:30a Nature Cat
Bunyan Trouble/Foggy Feat

(CC) N/A #209H(S)PBS

12:00n Hero Elementary
Hatching A Plan/The Invisible Force

When an egg hatches and an unfamiliar bird emerges, Sparks' Crew vows to reunite the young bird with its parents. After some trial and error,
they observe similarities and differences between young animals and their parents to find the baby bird's family. Curriculum: Young animals are
very much like their parents, but there are differences as well as similarities that can be observed. / When the decorations of a young girl's
birthday party are suddenly whisked away, Sparks' Crew wonder if this is the work of InvisiGirl. But once investigating further, they learn that
something more natural might be the cause of this mayhem. Curriculum: There is so much to investigate, beyond what can be seen; forces of
nature, such as the wind, can push objects.

(CC) DVI #102H(S)PBS

12:30p Xavier Riddle and the Secret Museum
I Am Nikola Tesla/I Am Nellie Bly

(CC) DVI #118H(S)PBS

01:00p Cottonwood Connections
The Iron Horse

(N) N/A #305HSHPTV

01:30p Daytripper
Iconic Houston, Tx

Chet explores the traditions and establishments that truly make the Bayou City what it is. From its 75-year old Famers Market to its wacky Art Car
Parade to its beloved Pappas Bros Steakhouse, we explore the iconic parts of H-town.

(CC) N/A #1401H(S)NETA

02:00p First Peoples
Asia

What happened when we expanded out of Africa and into Asia -- where did we go and whom did they meet along the way? The latest evidence
suggests we left far earlier than previously thought and interbred with a newly-discovered type of ancient human -- the Denisovans. The existence
of these people was only established four years ago, when geneticists extracted DNA from a tiny fragment of finger bone. And because our
ancestors mated with them, their genes found a home within our DNA. More than that, they've helped us survive and thrive.

(CC) N/A #103H(S)PBS

03:00p Alma's Way
Granny on the Go/Chacho's Day Out

(CC) DVI #116H(S)PBS

03:30p Wild Kratts
Mystery of the North Pole Penguins?

The Wild Kratts are hanging out with Emperor penguins at the South Pole and wondering why penguins don't live at the North Pole. All of a
sudden, Koki gets a report from Wild Kratt Kid, Nua, that there are penguins stranded in the Arctic. What? They're not supposed to be there! The
Wild Kratts spring into action to investigate this mystery and get the "lost" penguins back to their natural home. Science Concept : Geographical
distribution of species.

(CC) N/A #501H(S)PBS

04:00p Odd Squad
Blob on the Job/Party of 5,4,3,2,1

Blob on the Job - When a blob gets loose in Odd Squad headquarters, Olive and Otto compete against rival agents to catch it first. Curriculum:
Measurement; capacity. Party of 54321 - When people in town can no longer count down, Olive and Otto must uncover who is causing the
problem and why. Curriculum: Numbers and counting; deductive reasoning.

(CC) DVI #106H(S)PBS

04:30p Arthur
The Director's Cut/Crime and Consequences

(CC) DVI #1708H(S)PBS
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05:00p The Infinite Art Hunt
The Summer Dance Off (Hip Hop)

The Summer Dance Off (Hip Hop): It's Freddie's favorite day of the year - the annual summer dance off- but Cousin Ty isn't feeling quite as
confident in his dancing ability. Freddie makes it her art mission to change his attitude and takes them to a studio where a dance instructor
introduces them to his students and teaches a few moves.

(CC) N/A #103H(S)APTEX

05:30p BBC News America (CC) N/A #2993H(S)WETA

06:00p PBS Newshour (CC) N/A #14068H(S)NPS

07:00p America Outdoors with Baratunde Thurston
Utah: Choose Your Path

From the nomadic Dine tribes who have been here since time immemorial to the Mormons who made their religious pilgrimage in 1847, the
expansive beauty of Utah has been a magnet for centuries. So what draws modern pilgrims? Baratunde journeys west to find out what they're
seeking, and how they are shaping the outdoor culture today.

(CC) N/A #206#(S)NPS

08:00p Nova
Ancient Earth: Birth of the Sky

Early Earth was a hellscape of molten lava and barren rock, bombarded by meteors, with no atmosphere at all. How did our familiar blue sky - the
thin, life-giving band of gasses protecting our planet - come to be?

(CC) DVI #5011#(S)NPS

09:00p Evolution Earth
Grasslands

Grasslands are one of the planet's most important, yet most overlooked habitats. Follow scientists as they discover animal species with the power
to transform and restore our grasslands, turning them into carbon sinks that could slow climate change.

(CC) N/A #105#(S)NPS

10:00p Amanpour and Company
Tonight on Amanpour and Company: Anton Jager, Lecturer, Oxford University & Liana Fix, Fellow for Europe, Council on Foreign Relations; Ruth
Simmons, Author, Up Home: One Girl's Journey. Hari Sreenivasan interviews Jessica Bennett, Contributing Editor, The New York Times & Mitch
Prinstein, Chief Science Officer, American Psychological Association.

(CC) N/A #6068H(S)PBSPL

11:00p This American Land
Conserving Las Vegas Water, Outdoor Afro, People's Garden, Motivation In

A multi-faceted effort ensures no water is wasted in Las Vegas. Host Ed Arnett talks to the founder of a group that inspires Black connections to
nature. Urban gardening gains in popularity. We hear what inspires citizens to join conservation efforts.

(CC) N/A #1106H(S)NETA

11:30p Outside: Beyond The Lens
Mt. Lassen National Park

A drive along the Volcanic Legacy Scenic Byway through Mt. Lassen National Park in northern California takes Jeff, Zack and David to hidden
waterfalls, deep inside mysterious lava tubes and to breathtaking vistas near to the top of a dormant volcano.

(CC) N/A #201H(S)APTEX
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12:00m Nova
Ancient Earth: Birth of the Sky

Early Earth was a hellscape of molten lava and barren rock, bombarded by meteors, with no atmosphere at all. How did our familiar blue sky - the
thin, life-giving band of gasses protecting our planet - come to be?

(CC) DVI #5011H(S)NPS

06:00a Molly of Denali
Hot Springs Eternal/Tooeys Hero

It's a cold winter and Molly is set on discovering a hot springs Grandpa Nat once found in a blizzard, so she sets off with Grandpa, Dad, and
Tooey on two snowmobiles and with a list of vague directions. When night falls, the success of their backwoods adventure will come down to
determination and traditional Alaska Native knowledge of the stars. / Tooey's hero, dog musher Eugene Pike, is recreating a historic mail run
across interior Alaska. When ice breakup at the river threatens Pike's progress to Qyah, it's up to Tooey and Molly to help him finish the mail run.

(CC) DVI #108H(S)PBS

06:30a Happy Yoga with Sarah Star
Sunflower Splendor

Breathe in the grandeur of a brilliant sunflower setting as we gently stretch and lengthen the spine in a full range of motion, helping to move
energy while creating more strength and flexibility in the lower body, using a chair for balance and support.

(CC) N/A #205H(S)NETA

07:00a Yoga In Practice
Seeking Balance

We all get into habits, good and bad ones, like a dog that runs back and forth alongside a fence creating a groove. In Sanskrit, these patterns are
called samaskaras, and they become more entrenched the longer we continue them. To cultivate better habits we have to bring awareness to
what is no longer serving us and then decide to make a change. Slowing down and being aware is a place to begin.

(CC) N/A #405H(S)APTEX

07:30a Curious George
Camp George/Hoop Dupe

(CC) N/A #1301H(S)PBS

08:00a Daniel Tiger's Neighborhood
Prince Tuesday Goes to College/Daniel Misses Grandpere

(CC) DVI #508H(S)PBS

08:30a Rosie's Rules
The Ice Pop Truck/Rosies Dollar Dilemma

Rosie wants to try the new ice pop from the Ice Pop Truck, but she needs to find an extra dollar to buy it. / Rosie gets a dollar after helping Tia at
the mercado, but she struggles to decide what to buy with it.

(CC) DVI #124H(S)PBS

09:00a Sesame Street
Rainy Day Picnic

Elmo and Abby wanted to have a picnic in Abby's garden but it's raining. They decide to have a picnic inside, but the living room doesn't look like
the garden. This is a problem! They wonder how they can make Elmo's living room look like Abby's garden. What if they make flowers, birds, and
bugs using craft supplies?

(CC) DVI #5217H(S)PBS

09:30a Work It Out Wombats!
Me Time/Zadie and the Really Big, Really Loud Noisy Thing

After discovering that Super takes an hour for herself every day, the Wombats go on a quest to create the perfect "Me Time."/After a too-calm
"Quiet Day," Zadie yearns to make some noise with her Really Big, Really Loud Noisy Thing!

(CC) DVI #108H(S)PBS

10:00a Donkey Hodie
The Waiting Game/Planet Purple Party

Donkey must wait until all her pals are together to open a present. She uses her imagination to help pass the time./Panda is throwing Mama
Panda's birthday party on Planet Purple. Donkey helps him make a list to remember everything he needs to bring.

(CC) DVI #101H(S)PBS

10:30a Pinkalicious & Peterrific
Mommy Gnome/Bon Appetit

When Mommy Gnome comes to town Pinkalicious and Peter help Norman set up the garden just the way she likes it. / Daddy gives Pinkalicious
a special hat that turns everything she touches into cupcakes!

(CC) DVI #507H(S)PBS
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11:00a Elinor Wonders Why
Backyard Soup/Colorful and Tasty

Backyard Soup - Elinor loves making "Backyard Soup," because all the ingredients come from their backyard garden. She's eager to try the same
recipe when she visits her grandma and grandpa, but their backyard is a lot different than Elinor's, because they live in the desert. Elinor learns
that different plants grow in different environments as she makes a whole different "Backyard Soup" with her grandparents, where the main
ingredient is cactus! Colorful and Tasty - Elinor and her friends are selling lots of yummy cupcakes, but the problem is no one is buying any. The
kids don't understand what's wrong, because everyone loves cupcakes. After observing how flowers attract bees through color and smell, they go
back to their bake sale and decorate the table with fantastic colors, and use a fan to spread the aroma of the cupcakes. Before they know it, the
place is "buzzing" and they sell every cupcake!

(CC) DVI #113H(S)PBS

11:30a Nature Cat
Window Worries/The Pinecone Genie

Oh no! Brooks the bird flew into Sadie's window! Can the crew help him and other migrating birds fly safer? / Wolves are ruining the gang's day at
the park, so Nature Cat wishes them away. Mystical! Can the gang finally get some peace?

(CC) N/A #502H(S)PBS

12:00n Hero Elementary
All Over The Map / Lights Go Down In City Town

A bird takes AJ's Twigcam and flies off with it while it is still sending footage of its flight. Sparks' Crew uses a map to help them identify the bird's
locations and follow it through Citytown. Curriculum: A map is a model of the land and its features. / Sparks' Crew is looking forward to seeing a
meteor shower, but the nighttime sky is too lit-up by the lights of the city. How can they make the sky darker so everyone can see the meteors?
Curriculum: People in cities use a lot of light at night, which makes it hard to see the night sky. But there are things they can do to reduce the
impact, like turning off lights.

(CC) DVI #109H(S)PBS

12:30p Xavier Riddle and the Secret Museum
I Am Julia Child/I Am Neil Armstrong

(CC) DVI #113H(S)PBS

01:00p Steven Raichlen's Project Fire
Charm City 'que

Baltimore may lack the barbecue bona fides of Houston or Kansas City. But the town where I grew up boasts plenty of awesome foods for grilling.
Pit beef was born here, and this jaw-stretching sandwich of grilled top round sliced tissue-thin and piled high on a kaiser roll with fiery tiger sauce,
remains some of the best barbecue on a bun. In the seafood department you find a sweet white-fleshed fish the rest of the world calls striped
bass and we Baltimoreans still know, love, and grill by the name of rockfish. And speaking of Charm City specialties, no meal would be complete
without local chocolate top cookies-today reimagined as s'mores. Because sometimes, the food you grew up with remains the food nearest and
dearest to your heart. GRILLED ROCKFISH WITH SHALLOT, FIG AND POMEGRANATE SAUCE; PIT BEEF TRIPLE DECKER WITH TIGER
SAUCE; CHARM CITY S'MORES.

(CC) N/A #305H(S)APTEX

01:30p Tim Farmer's Country Kitchen
Sausage Recipes! Sausage & Peppers Hoagies, Homemade Spaghetti Sauce,

Sausage recipes galore! Make sausage hoagies with peppers and onions in the crockpot and warm up with some sausage, bean and kale soup.
Chop some sausage up to use in a meaty spaghetti sauce made from scratch and roll up some cream cheese wontons to dip in pepper jelly for a
tasty and not so sweet dessert.

(CC) N/A #105H(S)NETA

02:00p First Peoples
Australia

When Homo sapiens arrived in Australia, they were - for the first time - truly alone, surrounded by wildly different flora and fauna. How did they
survive and populate a continent? There is a close cultural and genetic link between the First Australians and modern-day Aborigines -- the
ancient and modern story intersect here as nowhere else in the world. The secret to this continuity is diversity. Intuitively, they found the right
balance between being separate and connected.

(CC) N/A #104H(S)PBS

03:00p Alma's Way
Lucas Left Out/The Sweetest Trea

(CC) DVI #124H(S)PBS

03:30p Wild Kratts
Flight of the Draco

While on a mission to discover the secret of the Draco lizard's gliding abilities, Martin and Chris uncover an evil plot by fashion designer, Donita
Donata. She has been capturing these amazing creatures with a plan to make them part of her new Fall collection. It's the Wild Kratts team to the
rescue! Science Concept: Gliding, Gravity.

(CC) N/A #104H(S)PBS

04:00p Odd Squad
Music of Sound

Music of Sound - The Mobile Unit must convince Soundcheck to get back together again. Curriculum: Venn Diagrams, Sound.

(CC) DVI #311H(S)PBS
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04:30p Arthur
Molina's Mulligan/Buster Bombs

(CC) DVI #1703H(S)PBS

05:00p The Infinite Art Hunt
Sonic Sable (Comic Books)

Sonic Sable (Comic Books): When Freddie's best friend Sable is bullied about her artwork, she decides to give up her dream of creating a comic
book. A visit to a comic book artist to learn about sequential art and everyday people who become heroes inspires a super solution to Sable's
problem.

(CC) N/A #104H(S)APTEX

05:30p BBC News America (CC) N/A #2994H(S)WETA

06:00p PBS Newshour (CC) N/A #14069H(S)NPS

07:00p This Old House
Lexington | Shore We Can

The interior is demoed, and rebuilding has begun, including shoring up the rear foundation. The architect explains the new accessible design, and
an accessibility showroom is toured for mobility solutions. A new energy code affects the reno.

(CC) N/A #4502H(S)PBSPL

07:30p Ask This Old House
String Lights, Kitchen Painting

Heath helps a homeowner install remote controlled patio string lights over their backyard patio; Mauro color matches and repaints a homeowners
retro aqua kitchen cabinet; Tom talks through specialized levels for different types of projects.

(CC) N/A #2202H(S)PBSPL

08:00p Home Diagnosis
The Headaches O F Homechem: Why We Should Care

Today, each of us will add a few ingredients and catalysts to our home's chemistry experiment. The simple activities of cooking, cleaning, and
even being inside our homes causes researchers now know is an astronomically elevated level of pol what lution, compared to the outdoors. Arm
yourself with the knowledge of what to defend your family against.

(CC) N/A #210H(S)NETA

08:30p Inspire
Gender Indentity

(N) N/A #313HKTWU

09:00p Unforgotten On Masterpiece
Season 5, Episode 5

Sunny and Jess attempt a reset as they follow the clues in the case.

(CC) DVI #5338H(S)NPS

10:00p Sunflower Journeys
Exploring The Chautauqua Hills

EXPLORING THE CHAUTAUQUA HILLS - EXPLORING THE CHAUTAUQUA HILLS OF SOUTHEAST KANSAS WITH GEOLOGIST REX
BUCHANAN AND BOTANIST CRAIG FREEMAN. STUDIO SEGMENT ? CHAUTAUQUA AND WOMEN?S SUFFRAGE ? HISTORIAN SARAH
BELL FROM THE WATKINS MUSEUM IN LAWRENCE DISCUSSES THE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN CHAUTAUQUA EVENTS AND THE
WOMEN?S RIGHTS MOVEMENT. THROWBACK SEGMENT ? THE AMAZON ARMY ? A LOOK BACK AT THE 2012 STORY ON THE
WOMEN?S MARCH OF 1921 IN CRAWFORD COUNTY.

(N) N/A #3303H(S)KTWU

10:30p America's Heartland
Olives grown near Sacramento are rushed to a nearby processing plant and mill, guaranteeing the freshest olive oil. Follow along as we prepare
an Olive and Goat Cheese Focaccia bread recipe. See what it takes to grow figs and pistachios in California's Central Valley. A family-owned
South Dakota cattle ranch is trying some innovative practices borrowed from abroad.

(CC) N/A #1704H(S)APTEX

11:00p This Old House
Lexington | Shore We Can

The interior is demoed, and rebuilding has begun, including shoring up the rear foundation. The architect explains the new accessible design, and
an accessibility showroom is toured for mobility solutions. A new energy code affects the reno.

(CC) N/A #4502H(S)PBSPL

11:30p Ask This Old House
String Lights, Kitchen Painting

Heath helps a homeowner install remote controlled patio string lights over their backyard patio; Mauro color matches and repaints a homeowners
retro aqua kitchen cabinet; Tom talks through specialized levels for different types of projects.

(CC) N/A #2202H(S)PBSPL
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12:00m First Peoples
Africa

200,000 years ago, a new species appeared on the African landscape -- Homo sapiens. Scientists imagined eastern Africa was a real-life Garden
of Eden, but the latest research suggests we evolved in many places across the continent at the same time. Diversity is etched into our biological
blueprint. DNA from a 19th Century African-American slave is forcing geneticists to re-think the origins of our species. The idea is that our
ancestors met, mated and hybridized with other types of human in Africa -- creating ever greater diversity within our species.

(CC) N/A #102H(S)PBS

06:00a Molly of Denali
Puppy Sitting/Big Dreams and Blue Skies

While Tooey and his family are away in Japan, Trini offers to puppy-sit his newest sled dog, Khi, and stick with his strict training routine. But Trini
accidentally teaches Khi some bad habits. Can she re-train Khi before Tooey comes home? / Molly is thrilled to learn about Ellen Paneok, who
inspired her mom to become a pilot, but is troubled to find there's barely any information about her anywhere. How can it be that this incredible
woman isn't included in the history books?

(CC) DVI #306H(S)PBS

06:30a Happy Yoga with Sarah Star
River Waterfall

Allow the dramatic river falls to inspire your yoga practice as we enjoy a warrior series designed to build strength and flexibility in the lower body
while creating more ease in the neck, shoulders and upper back using a chair for support.

(CC) N/A #206H(S)NETA

07:00a Yoga In Practice
Interdependence

The profound truth is that you cannot be human on your own. You are human through the relationships and connections that you make. This is
the African concept of Ubuntu, whereby a person is a person through other people. We are made for interdependence. I need you in order to be
me. Our class today will remember this deeper truth by moving from the periphery into the core using twists and backbends.

(CC) N/A #406H(S)APTEX

07:30a Curious George
George Gets Slimed / Seesaw Saturday

After George sees that slugs use slime to crawl on walls and ceilings, he wonders if homemade slime would let him hang upside down, too. With
high hopes and a recipe for slime that Steve made in school, George and Steve make a great big batch. It doesn't help George stick to the wall,
but it sure is neat to play with! So George and Steve embark on experiments to find out what slime is good for. Trying out all of their ideas, both
silly and practical, they discover the fun is in the exploration. / George and Allie are excited to discover a beautiful red slanty thing on the Renkins
farm, right under the apple tree. It goes up and down on both sides....neat! But what could it be for? A slide for Jumpy? An apple basket holder?
After a lot of experimentation and with help from Bill, the goats, and some flying chickens (!), they learn about balance, weight and fun on Allie's
seesaw.

(CC) N/A #1501H(S)PBS

08:00a Daniel Tiger's Neighborhood
Daniel and Max Ask to Play/Daniel Asks to Play at the Music Shop

Daniel and Max see their friends playing, but don't know how to join in. They learn that sometimes, you just have to ask! /O the Owl is worried
about joining his friends, but when he asks if he can play too, they say yes!

(CC) DVI #617H(S)PBS

08:30a Rosie's Rules
An Anniversary Tradition/Chiles En Nogada Day

Rosie, Crystal and Iggy try to recreate Mom and Pap's beach anniversary tradition at home./It's Chiles en Nogada Day, but when Papa loses the
recipe, it's up to Rosie to figure out who else might have it.

(CC) DVI #119H(S)PBS

09:00a Sesame Street
Let's Grow Together

Welcome to the Sesame Street community garden! Tamir has an idea: open a garden stand to share the things they grow. Alan says they can
share his grandmother's recipe for pickling daikon. While Alan's friends help him make the pickled daikon, they learn more about Alan's cultural
heritage; he is Japanese American. Alan is proud to be Japanese American and he's happy to be sharing his family's culture.

(CC) DVI #5215H(S)PBS

09:30a Work It Out Wombats!
Junjun's Wake-Up Call/Stack 'em Up

JunJun loves ice cream -- ube ice cream, especially -- but he also loves sleep. Sleeping late, sleeping in, staying tucked up in bed for just as
longgggg as he can, which is a problem when the Eat 'N Greet holds its first-ever "Ice Cream for Breakfast" day. Can Zadie wake up her
sleepyhead best friend before last call? / Can Zeke really clean Super's big, messy closet all by his little self? (There are a TON of boxes of many
shapes and sizes.) With Louisa's help, he can once they get their imaginary "house" built, cross a raging river, and discover how triangles,
squares, and rectangles fit together nicely.

(CC) DVI #120H(S)PBS

10:00a Donkey Hodie
Acornball/Super Duper Magic Fun Box

Donkey and Panda can't wait for Gameshow Gator's new game. To pass the time, they make up their own game: Acornball!/Donkey and Panda
disagree on which toys from the Super Duper Magic Fun Box are fun. Does this mean they can't be friends anymore?

(CC) DVI #130H(S)PBS
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10:30a Pinkalicious & Peterrific
Yo-Yos Musical Journey/Happy Pinkville Day

(CC) DVI #504H(S)PBS

11:00a Elinor Wonders Why
The Tomato Drop/Look What I Can Do

The Tomato Drop - Elinor, Ari and Olive are having a fun day at the Animal Town Tomato Festival, but the day is about to get even better as they
enter the 'tomato drop' contest. After their first two tomatoes smash into goop when they hit the ground, the kids have to figure out a better way to
drop their tomatoes. This is when Elinor notices other things falling softly in nature, like the fall leaves or feathers from birds. Using those things
as inspiration, Elinor and friends quickly cobble together a tomato parachute, with a scarf as the chute. Sure enough, when Elinor drops their
tomato chute, it falls slowly and lands intact. YAY! Look What I Can Do - Elinor and her friends are playing soccer. Elinor and Ari notice all their
friends are pretty good at the game, but they aren't. After further observation, they realize all their friends have a specific talent that makes them
good during play. With Ms. Mole's help, Elinor realizes everyone has their own special abilities. Ari can fly, so he makes an awesome goalie. And
Elinor's talent? Bouncing the ball with her ears - GOOOAL!

(CC) DVI #105H(S)PBS

11:30a Nature Cat
Rights Or Wrong/Amazing Animals

Say it isn't so! Cousin Marvin and the marsh are in trouble - again! Something is stopping the water upstream and now marsh has no steady
source of water and it dried up. Nooo! Without the stream water, animals have to move on in search of food. Nature Cat and his pals investigate
and find... Ronald?! It seems that Ronald has built a huge water slide that is blocking the stream and he refuses to move it! It's up to Nature Cat
and his pals to convince Ronald to do the right thing and save the marsh! / Granny Bunny has a wintery surprise for Daisy and her pals. All they
need to do is meet her at the top of the really big hill in Sunset Park but getting there is not so easy! They have freezing cold temperatures to deal
with, deep snow to get over and icy mountainsides to climb. When all seems lost, and our gang feels like they cannot go on because of the
elements, they get inspiration and ideas from a few unlikely animals!

(CC) N/A #210H(S)PBS

12:00n Hero Elementary
Turtle Beach / Shine A Light On Me

Sparks' Crew travels to Turtle Beach to see baby turtles hatching, but instead find the beach filled with litter. Our heroes investigate how the
garbage got there and clean it up to make the path to the water clear and safe for the hatching turtles. Curriculum: Human activity has an impact
on the world around us, but we can take action to reduce the impact of human activity. / Sparks' Crew gathers at night to help search for a
missing superdog, Spotnado. When the dog gets ahold of a flashlight, they use what they learn about light to help catch the dog. Curriculum:
Objects can only be seen if light is available to illuminate them or if they give off their own light. Some materials allow light to pass through them,
others allow only some light through, and others block all the light.

(CC) DVI #113H(S)PBS

12:30p Xavier Riddle and the Secret Museum
I Am Mary Leaky/I Am Alexander Hamilton

(CC) DVI #115H(S)PBS

01:00p Inspire
Women In Space

(N) N/A #306HKTWU

01:30p I've Got Issues
It's A Wrap! Kansas Legislation 2023

(N) N/A #1305HKTWU

02:00p First Peoples
Europe

When Homo sapiens turned up in prehistoric Europe, they ran into the Neanderthals. The two types of human were similar enough to interbreed -
and they were just as capable at making artifacts. But as more Homo sapiens moved into Europe, there was an explosion of art and symbolic
thought. The balance of power had shifted and Neanderthals were overwhelmed. Ever since, we've had Europe and the rest of the world to
ourselves.

(CC) N/A #105H(S)PBS

03:00p Alma's Way
Alma Town/Alma's Big Help

When Alma is elected mayor of Cardboard City, she promises to help the city run smoothly. But when Cardboard City's citizens start to feel
unhappy with Alma's rule-making, she has to figure out how to make rules that are fair to everyone./Alma and Junior want to help out in a big
way, but, after trial and error, they discover it's the little acts of kindness that make the biggest difference.

(CC) DVI #137H(S)PBS

03:30p Wild Kratts
Wild Ponies

While creature adventuring on the sand dunes, Martin and Chris discover a band of Wild Ponies. An excited Aviva and Koki rush over to meet
their "favorite creature", but before they can get acquainted, a rogue wave hits the shore, separating a young foal from his mother. It's up to
Martin and Chris to rescue the foal and reunite him with his mother. Science Concept: Social organization.

(CC) N/A #507H(S)PBS
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04:00p Odd Squad
Odd In 60 Seconds/Villain Networking

Odd in 60 Seconds - The Mobile Unit is called to Odd Squad's top-secret security facility. Curriculum: Time - One Minute. Villain Networking - The
Shadow tries to convince villains to join her Villain Network. Curriculum: Line Graphs.

(CC) DVI #312H(S)PBS

04:30p Arthur
Arthur's Baby/D.W.'s Baby

This animated series is based on Marc Brown's best-selling books about Arthur Read, an eight-year-old aardvark, his sister D.W., and their family
and friends. D.W. and Arthur think back to before their sister Kate arrived. Arthur remembers his trepidation about getting a new sister in "Arthur's
Baby." D.W. remembers how Kate changed her life after she arrived in "D.W.'s Baby."

(CC) DVI #111H(S)PBS

05:00p The Infinite Art Hunt
The Ketchup Catastrophe (Mask Making)

The Ketchup Catastrophe (Mask Making): After a mortifying ketchup-related accident, Freddie vows to never show her face again. Lucky for her
there's a mask making workshop happening the same day, but after talking to the artists and educators there, Freddie decides that maybe owning
what makes her unique is better than covering up.

(CC) N/A #105H(S)APTEX

05:30p BBC News America (CC) N/A #2995H(S)WETA

06:00p PBS Newshour (CC) N/A #14070H(S)NPS

07:00p Washington Week with the Atlantic (CC) N/A #6315H(S)NPS

07:30p Firing Line with Margaret Hoover
Guest: Yascha Mounk. Left-leaning author and professor Yascha Mounk discusses his new book The Identity Trap, examining the rise of identity
politics within the progressive left. Mounk addresses the risks this trend may present to schools, corporations, and democracy.

(CC) N/A #715H(S)NPS

08:00p Market to Market
News and commodity market analysis from the weekly journal of rural America.

(CC) N/A #4908H(S)IPTV

08:30p Real Ag
Sunflower

(N) N/A #1107HSHPTV

09:00p American Masters
Max Roach: The Drum Also Waltzes

Explore the extraordinary life and musical career of the legendary drummer, composer and social activist. The film follows Roach's career and
personal struggles and triumphs, across a series of masterful musical innovations and artistic reinventions. His creativity and unshakable sense
of mission kept him at the forefront of music and activism across seven decades--from the era of the Jim Crow south, to the Civil Rights years...
from the heady days of post-war modern jazz, to the hip hop-era and beyond.

(CC) DVI #3603H(S)NPS

10:30p Amanpour and Company (CC) N/A #6070H(S)PBSPL

11:30p Start Up
Apogee Air: Waterford, Mi

Apogee Air, a company that provides flight training, aircraft management and pilot services. This is a story about making sacrifices for a long-term
goal.

(CC) N/A #1102H(S)NETA
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12:00m Firing Line with Margaret Hoover
Guest: Yascha Mounk. Left-leaning author and professor Yascha Mounk discusses his new book The Identity Trap, examining the rise of identity
politics within the progressive left. Mounk addresses the risks this trend may present to schools, corporations, and democracy.

(CC) N/A #715H(S)NPS

06:00a Molly of Denali
Hot Springs Eternal/Tooeys Hero

It's a cold winter and Molly is set on discovering a hot springs Grandpa Nat once found in a blizzard, so she sets off with Grandpa, Dad, and
Tooey on two snowmobiles and with a list of vague directions. When night falls, the success of their backwoods adventure will come down to
determination and traditional Alaska Native knowledge of the stars. / Tooey's hero, dog musher Eugene Pike, is recreating a historic mail run
across interior Alaska. When ice breakup at the river threatens Pike's progress to Qyah, it's up to Tooey and Molly to help him finish the mail run.

(CC) DVI #108H(S)PBS

06:30a Agphd (N) N/A #1331HHEFTY

07:00a Market to Market
News and commodity market analysis from the weekly journal of rural America.

(CC) N/A #4908H(S)IPTV

07:30a Curious George
Camp George/Hoop Dupe

(CC) N/A #1301H(S)PBS

08:00a Work It Out Wombats!
A Sleep Story for Ellie/Super's Super Mug

What's a super sleepy Ellie to do, besides stumble around groggily and talk to bushes? The storytellers of her favorite sleepy time radio show are
on vacation, so she's having trouble falling asleep! Zadie decides to come up with a soothing story just for Ellie, a story about a dragon who loves
pizza; Malik and Zeke volunteer to help provide the relaxing sound effects. Guess what? It works! / When Super's favorite mug smashes into a
bunch of pieces, the Wombats decide to fix it so Super won't be too sad. Sticky tape doesn't work, sticky taffy doesn't work, but Mr. E's Ooey
Gooey Goo, shells and gold paint - plus a whole lotta love - do the trick!

(CC) DVI #121H(S)PBS

08:30a Daniel Tiger's Neighborhood
Prince Tuesday Goes to College/Daniel Misses Grandpere

(CC) DVI #508H(S)PBS

09:00a Sesame Street
Sesame Street Goes to the Farm

Elmo, Rosita, Bert, and Ernie are visiting a farm today! Farmer Todd takes them on a tour and tells them all about the animals that live on the
farm, like chickens, goats, and cows, machines like tractors that help farmers do all kinds of jobs, and the food that grows on the farm, like
strawberries, blueberries, and apples. (Guest: Keke Palmer)

(CC) DVI #5224H(S)PBS

09:30a Rosie's Rules
Dragon Drama/Rosies Lucky Charm

(CC) DVI #120H(S)PBS

10:00a Donkey Hodie
The Waiting Game/Planet Purple Party

Donkey must wait until all her pals are together to open a present. She uses her imagination to help pass the time./Panda is throwing Mama
Panda's birthday party on Planet Purple. Donkey helps him make a list to remember everything he needs to bring.

(CC) DVI #101H(S)PBS

10:30a Diy Science Time
Ussrc

3, 2, 1 blast off! Mister C suits up and rockets to the US Space & Rocket Center in Huntsville, Alabama, to learn about all things Space Camp and
rockets. Plus, we build balloon rockets, DIY storage containers, and get to see Adam Splitter launch liquid nitrogen rockets!

(CC) N/A #205H(S)NETA

11:00a Paint This with Jerry Yarnell
Two of a Kind, Part 1

This is the beginning program of a series Jerry Yarnell has prepared for water miscible oils by painting on a 12 x 16 canvas board. In this
collection Jerry offers all the tips/tricks and special knowledge for all of his students that enjoy oil painting. In each episode Jerry elaborates how
to use water miscible oils, the difference between traditional oils and water miscible oils. He answers the controversial questions of painting and
mixing with such a delightful medium. In this episode Jerry concentrates on the proper painting of the background.

(CC) N/A #1301H(S)NETA
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11:30a Make It Artsy
Your Studio

Shake up your studio. See your creativity expand with a studio redo. Host Julie Fei Fan Balzer begins with some inspirations and personal wall
designs. Then, Kristin Gambaccini demonstrates a framed map - she has a different take on using maps for decor. Finally, Micah Goguen has
three journal vignettes to share. Last is a color study - brown.

(CC) N/A #911H(S)NETA

12:00n Creative Living
Deborah Pace is an artist and designer, and she's going to explain what a Zentangle is, tell how it got started and what supplies are needed.
She'll also talk about all the different surfaces you can use to create this art form. Deborah's company is AarTvark Cre8tions. Cookbook author,
chef and teacher, John Vollertsen (known as Chef Johnny Vee) is going to talk about the latest craze in fast food - it's called food truck cookery.
He'll even demonstrate some of the food items that are the most popular to make and sell. He's the owner of Las Cosas Cooking School.

(CC) N/A #7006H(S)KENW

12:30p This Old House
Lexington | on a Mission

In Lexington, MA the crew is charged to make a 1960 mid-century modern home accessible for an active family of five with a son who has
Duchenne, a rare form of muscular dystrophy. They meet the family and tour the house.

(CC) N/A #4501H(S)PBSPL

01:00p Woodsmith Shop
Shop-Built Belt Sander

A narrow belt sander is a multipurpose tool that's ideal for woodworking tasks as well as metalwork. Learn how this clever design uses simple
construction to build a tool that works great and won't cost a lot of money to build.

(CC) N/A #1704H(S)NETA

01:30p American Woodshop
Storage Ottoman with Dominoes

Kick back with this graceful footrest show. First learn the secret of doing your own grain matched veneer work. Then discover the Domino cutting
tool that is both functional and mystical. Loose tenon joinery has never been easier! See how!

(CC) N/A #2708H(S)NETA

02:00p Garage with Steve Butler
Garden Cart

Steve builds a garden cart, perfect for carrying all of those tools and bags of seed from the shed to the yard.

(CC) N/A #204H(S)NETA

02:30p Chef's Life
Chasing Trout

Vivian plans a respite from the road during the holidays, but is busy at home. She volunteers at a soup kitchen and does one last book signing in
Kinston. She prepares a Feast of the Seven Fishes dinner where trout - from roe to filet - shines.

(CC) N/A #508H(S)PBS

03:00p America's Test Kitchen
Eggs Around The World

Test cook Dan Souza makes host Julia Collin Davison Clbr (Turkish Poached Eggs with Yogurt and Spiced Butter). Equipment expert Adam Ried
reviews sponge holders. Test cook Becky Hays makes host Bridget Lancaster Xihongshi Chao Jidan (Chinese Stir-Fried Tomatoes and Eggs).
Test cook Keith Dresser and Julia cook Matzo Brei.

(CC) N/A #2310H(S)APTEX

03:30p Cook's Country
Hawaiian Melting Pot

Morgan Bolling and host Toni Tipton-Martin make Tuna Poke and Salmon Teriyaki Poke. Tasting expert Jack Bishop challenges host Julia Collin
Davison to a tasting of freeze-dried backpacking meals. Christie Morrison fries up Malasadas for host Bridget Lancaster.

(CC) N/A #1605H(S)APTEX

04:00p Fons & Porter's Love of Quilting
Lovely Day Folio Cover

Small, quilted projects are a good way to test new techniques or ideas. Sara's folio cover can be constructed with traditional methods to fit a tablet
or a notebook, and is a wonderful place to practice free-motion quilting or machine embroidery. (Sara stitches out hidden notes to her daughters!)
Use your stitches to inspire other with joyful messages!

(CC) N/A #4211H(S)NETA

04:30p It's Sew Easy
Advanced Techniques

Advanced doesn't' mean difficult, we are just building on what we learned in the past and adding that next step. Joanne Banko starts with lesson
two on zippers - choose the right zipper for the right garment. Then, Angela Wolf is in her studio. Learn basic techniques for bound buttonholes
and welt pockets to make them perfectly and professionally.

(CC) N/A #2109H(S)NETA
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05:00p Knit and Crochet Now
Triangular Shawls

First is the Dorset Embossed Shawl from Kristin Omdahl. Filled with texture and stitched in rich jewel tones, we declare it the most amazing shawl
ever! Then it's off to the stitch corner and today's scarf with Lena, the Sundance Gansey Knit Scarf. It's worked in 2 pieces from the center and
out, each end finishing off with a fun flared rib edge. Last is Britt Schmiesing and the Nigel Knit Shawl. This no seam shawl comes together
quickly in gorgeous muted hues.

(CC) N/A #1212H(S)NETA

05:30p Garden Smart
A Garden Designed to Enhance Nature's Beauty

GardenSMART visits a hidden gem. From ponds and waterfalls to stunning plants and garden art, this garden provides lessons galore. Tune in
and join us as we GardenSMART.

(CC) N/A #7210H(S)NETA

06:00p Cottonwood Connections
The Iron Horse

(N) N/A #305HSHPTV

06:30p Rick Steves' Europe
Rick Steves' Europe: Art of Prehistoric Europe

As the Ice Age glaciers melted, prehistoric Europe bloomed with surprisingly sophisticated art. From Ireland to France, Scotland to the Greek
Isles, we traverse that mystical world of mighty megaliths, torchlit cave paintings, magical goddesses, and wrinkled bog people. We stand in awe
as a massive tomb is radiated by a dramatic beam of sunlight and listen to ritual horns that still play today.

(CC) N/A #1201H(S)APTEX

07:00p The Lawrence Welk Show
Salute to Male Singers (Tom Netherton)

Tom Netherton hosts a "Salute to Male Singers" and celebrates the work of Nat King Cole with his own version of "Mona Lisa". Kathie Sullivan
salutes Johnny Mathis with "Chances Are", Jim Turner remembers Hank Williams with "Jambalaya", Ken Delo tips his hat to Frank Sinatra with
"My Way", and the band pays tribute to Sammy Davis, Jr. with "The Candyman".

(CC) N/A #1908H(S)OETA

08:00p Backstage Pass
Eliza Neals

Known for her electrifying live performances, blues powerhouse Eliza Neals has received many accolades, including the Detroit Black Music
Award for "Blues Artist of the Year" and five Detroit Music Awards. WIth her sultry vocals and soulful piano performances, she continuously tops
the blues charts. Her performance includes the songs "Another Lifetime," "Black Crow Moan," and "Can't Find My Way Home."

(CC) N/A #1006H(S)NETA

09:00p David Holt's State of Music
Keb' Mo'

Blues legend Keb' Mo' visits with host David Holt. Keb' has described himself as "too happy for the blues, too bluesy for jazz, too funky for folk,
and too city for country." David talks with him about how he found his place in music.

(CC) N/A #501H(S)PBSPL

09:30p Ireland with Michael
It's A Long Way from Here to Clare

Singer Michael Londra, travels to County Clare to walk the Cliffs of Moher, to sample the pubs along the Wild Atlantic Way and to hear
performances by One for the Foxes and the Kilfenora Ceilí Band.

(CC) N/A #101H(S)NETA

10:00p Austin City Limits
Rodrigo Y Gabriela Featuring The Austin Symphony Orchestra

Grammy-winning guitar virtuoso duo Rodrigo y Gabriela return to Austin City Limits accompanied by the 30-piece Austin Symphony Orchestra in
an epic hour bringing to life their acclaimed album In Between Thoughts... A New World.

(CC) N/A #4901H(S)PBSPL

11:00p Sound On Tap
Tori Vasquez

Tori Vasquez is an amazingly gifted singer-songwriter from Texas. Now based in Austin, she was born in Shallowater, Texas and raised in a
family of musicians and songwriters. At the age of 21 she has already found her voice and is writing songs that are inspiring a younger generation
to discover the power and beauty of storytelling in music. Her voice fills any room she performs in, capturing the full attention of any music fan.

(CC) N/A #414H(S)NETA

11:30p Songs at the Center
Mark Erelli, Matt Butler, Angela Perley

Kerrville New Folk Award Winner Mark Erilli shows us how his Retinitis Pigmentosa diagnosis has focused his music, Matt Butler comes to us
after appearances on The Bluegrass Situation and NPR's Morning Edition, and Angela Perley shares music described as Witchy-Woman
Psychedelia and Amplified Americana. A Meaningful Musical Triple Threat.

(CC) N/A #906H(S)
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12:00m America Outdoors with Baratunde Thurston
Utah: Choose Your Path

From the nomadic Dine tribes who have been here since time immemorial to the Mormons who made their religious pilgrimage in 1847, the
expansive beauty of Utah has been a magnet for centuries. So what draws modern pilgrims? Baratunde journeys west to find out what they're
seeking, and how they are shaping the outdoor culture today.

(CC) N/A #206H(S)NPS

06:00a Molly of Denali
Puppy Sitting/Big Dreams and Blue Skies

While Tooey and his family are away in Japan, Trini offers to puppy-sit his newest sled dog, Khi, and stick with his strict training routine. But Trini
accidentally teaches Khi some bad habits. Can she re-train Khi before Tooey comes home? / Molly is thrilled to learn about Ellen Paneok, who
inspired her mom to become a pilot, but is troubled to find there's barely any information about her anywhere. How can it be that this incredible
woman isn't included in the history books?

(CC) DVI #306H(S)PBS

06:30a Alma's Way
Alma Town/Alma's Big Help

When Alma is elected mayor of Cardboard City, she promises to help the city run smoothly. But when Cardboard City's citizens start to feel
unhappy with Alma's rule-making, she has to figure out how to make rules that are fair to everyone./Alma and Junior want to help out in a big
way, but, after trial and error, they discover it's the little acts of kindness that make the biggest difference.

(CC) DVI #137H(S)PBS

07:00a Wild Kratts
Wild Ponies

While creature adventuring on the sand dunes, Martin and Chris discover a band of Wild Ponies. An excited Aviva and Koki rush over to meet
their "favorite creature", but before they can get acquainted, a rogue wave hits the shore, separating a young foal from his mother. It's up to
Martin and Chris to rescue the foal and reunite him with his mother. Science Concept: Social organization.

(CC) N/A #507H(S)PBS

07:30a Curious George
George Gets Slimed / Seesaw Saturday

After George sees that slugs use slime to crawl on walls and ceilings, he wonders if homemade slime would let him hang upside down, too. With
high hopes and a recipe for slime that Steve made in school, George and Steve make a great big batch. It doesn't help George stick to the wall,
but it sure is neat to play with! So George and Steve embark on experiments to find out what slime is good for. Trying out all of their ideas, both
silly and practical, they discover the fun is in the exploration. / George and Allie are excited to discover a beautiful red slanty thing on the Renkins
farm, right under the apple tree. It goes up and down on both sides....neat! But what could it be for? A slide for Jumpy? An apple basket holder?
After a lot of experimentation and with help from Bill, the goats, and some flying chickens (!), they learn about balance, weight and fun on Allie's
seesaw.

(CC) N/A #1501H(S)PBS

08:00a Work It Out Wombats!
Junjun's Wake-Up Call/Stack 'em Up

JunJun loves ice cream -- ube ice cream, especially -- but he also loves sleep. Sleeping late, sleeping in, staying tucked up in bed for just as
longgggg as he can, which is a problem when the Eat 'N Greet holds its first-ever "Ice Cream for Breakfast" day. Can Zadie wake up her
sleepyhead best friend before last call? / Can Zeke really clean Super's big, messy closet all by his little self? (There are a TON of boxes of many
shapes and sizes.) With Louisa's help, he can once they get their imaginary "house" built, cross a raging river, and discover how triangles,
squares, and rectangles fit together nicely.

(CC) DVI #120H(S)PBS

08:30a Daniel Tiger's Neighborhood
Daniel and Max Ask to Play/Daniel Asks to Play at the Music Shop

Daniel and Max see their friends playing, but don't know how to join in. They learn that sometimes, you just have to ask! /O the Owl is worried
about joining his friends, but when he asks if he can play too, they say yes!

(CC) DVI #617H(S)PBS

09:00a Sesame Street
Sesame Street Super Heroes

Elmo, Abby, and Rosita are playing superheroes! Rosita introduces Super Carga, which means Super Charge in Spanish. Super Carga turns on
everyone's superpowers with the catchphrase "a lo maximo" which means "to the maximum" in Spanish. Abby and Elmo want to be Super Carga,
but they have a hard time saying the catchphrase. Elmo and Abby suggest Rosita to be Super Carga since she can say the superhero's name
and catchphrase. Rosita loves speaking Spanish, but she wants to do other superhero things too. When Mia joins them to play superheroes,
Rosita and Mia share that speaking Spanish isn't the only thing that makes them special. Abby mentions that she wants to play Super Carga and
Rosita helps her practice pronouncing the catchphrase "a lo maximo." Now, the superheroes are ready to play!

(CC) DVI #5302H(S)PBS

09:30a Rosie's Rules
The Ice Pop Truck/Rosies Dollar Dilemma

Rosie wants to try the new ice pop from the Ice Pop Truck, but she needs to find an extra dollar to buy it. / Rosie gets a dollar after helping Tia at
the mercado, but she struggles to decide what to buy with it.

(CC) DVI #124H(S)PBS
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10:00a Donkey Hodie
Acornball/Super Duper Magic Fun Box

Donkey and Panda can't wait for Gameshow Gator's new game. To pass the time, they make up their own game: Acornball!/Donkey and Panda
disagree on which toys from the Super Duper Magic Fun Box are fun. Does this mean they can't be friends anymore?

(CC) DVI #130H(S)PBS

10:30a Biz Kid$
It's A Job to Get A Job!

It's a job getting a job and Biz Kid$ is here to help. Learn tips and tricks for writing a great resume, dressing for success, and nailing the interview.
Get the inside scoop on what employers look for from a young entrepreneur who manages 200 employees.

(CC) DVI #509(S)APTEX

11:00a Curious Crew
Sense of Touch

Sensitivity signals from our skin! It's "all hands on deck" as the crew investigates how our brains process the sense of touch!

(CC) N/A #905H(S)NETA

11:30a Make48
Follow Our Winning Team On Industry Field Trip!, Pt. 1

Our winning team will be awarded a cash stipend and a educational product industry field trip and apprenticeship within the United States with
their winning prototype in hand! Our journey takes the team on a front seat ride through the rigors of product design and prototyping. We also
learn the special issues associated with consumer product testing and product safety, appropriate marketing rules and practices and more. Our
winning team retains their patent and gain an incredible amount of knowledge and education about product development. Our public tv viewers
get to go along for the lesson!

(CC) N/A #409H(S)APTEX

12:00n Market to Market
News and commodity market analysis from the weekly journal of rural America.

(CC) N/A #4908H(S)IPTV

12:30p Motorweek
2024 Audi Rs6 Avant

We're taking the Audi RS6 Avant out for an adrenaline-pumping Road Test, putting this red-hot sport wagon through its paces. We'll also get
behind the stateside return of the Toyota Crown, and we'll see if it's truly worthy of a throne in their lineup. Join us for the latest Motor News and
more "Your Drive" garage tips... so come ride with us!

(CC) N/A #4305H(S)PBSPL

01:00p Real Ag
Guide

(N) N/A #1108HSHPTV

01:30p Plan Stronger TV
Advice for Graduates

David Holland and attorney, Michael Pyle, discuss the essentials of estate planning. Ross Riskin, CPA/PFS, reveals advantages of 529 plans for
college funding. Financial coach, Laura Scharr, explains money personalities. The Financial Panel offers money tips for recent college graduates.

(CC) N/A #604H(S)ACCES

02:00p Classic Gospel
Lynda Randle: Homecoming Favorites & Songs of Inspiration

One of the most popular artists on the HOMECOMING stage, songstress Lynda Randle has recorded some of the life-giving classics that have
influenced her for decades. Featuring "God on The Mountain", "One Day At A Time", "Walking Up The King's Highway" and more, these songs of
hope showcase her familiar, heartwarming vocals and offer messages that have stood the test of time.

(CC) N/A #1413H(S)NETA

03:00p Your Fantastic Mind
Menopause

Menopause is a natural and inevitable part of aging that affects the vast majority of American women, typically between the ages of 45 and 55.
This episode explores what is happening in a woman's brain and body during menopause and its impact on daily life with common symptoms
including mood changes, sleep disturbances and vaginal dryness. Experts discuss the latest on the safety and effectiveness of both hormone
treatment and non-hormone treatments for managing symptoms, as well as resources to help women navigate this life transition.

(CC) N/A #306H(S)NETA

03:31p Doctors On Call
Dr. David Battin: Heart Disease

(N) N/A #1807HSHPTV

04:00p Antiques Roadshow
Vintage Hartford 2023 Hour 1

Travel with ROADSHOW to Connecticut's capital for updated Season 13 finds including a Cartier gold bracelet watch, a Tiffany & Co. sapphire
ring, and a Harriman Expedition album with Curtis photos. Guess the top $40,000 to $60,000 treasure!

(CC) N/A #2716H(S)NPS
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05:00p PBS News Weekend (CC) N/A #2030H(S)NPS

05:30p History with David Rubenstein
Tracy Campbell

(CC) N/A #409H(S)PBSPL

06:00p Cottonwood Connections
The Past Alive

(N) N/A #306HSHPTV

06:30p World's Greatest Cruises (CC) N/A #106H(S)NETA

07:00p Professor T
Swansong

After discovering the body of an undercover police officer in the trunk of a car, the CID team blunder into a Drugs Squad operation against a
major trafficker that appears to implicate one of their closest colleagues.

(CC) DVI #206#(S)NPS

08:00p Unforgotten On Masterpiece
Season 5, Episode 6

Can Sunny, Jess, and the team bring the clues in the case together and unravel the secrets to solve it?

(CC) DVI #5339#(S)NPS

09:00p Van Der Valk On Masterpiece
Magic In Amsterdam, Part 2

As the investigation continues into an occult-related death, Lucienne is forced to confront painful memories buried in her past. Van der Valk
himself decides to open his heart once more to Lena. Will he get his happy ever after?

(CC) DVI #5345#(S)PBS

10:00p Austin City Limits
Rodrigo Y Gabriela Featuring The Austin Symphony Orchestra

Grammy-winning guitar virtuoso duo Rodrigo y Gabriela return to Austin City Limits accompanied by the 30-piece Austin Symphony Orchestra in
an epic hour bringing to life their acclaimed album In Between Thoughts... A New World.

(CC) N/A #4901H(S)PBSPL

11:00p Professor T
Swansong

After discovering the body of an undercover police officer in the trunk of a car, the CID team blunder into a Drugs Squad operation against a
major trafficker that appears to implicate one of their closest colleagues.

(CC) DVI #206H(S)NPS
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12:00m Unforgotten On Masterpiece
Season 5, Episode 6

Can Sunny, Jess, and the team bring the clues in the case together and unravel the secrets to solve it?

(CC) DVI #5339H(S)NPS

06:00a Molly of Denali
Sap Season/Book of Mammoths

It's been a long winter in Qyah, and everyone is out of birch syrup. Luckily, Auntie Midge is teaching Molly and Tooey how to tap trees so they
can make more. But then a mischievous raven unties the rope tethering their boat to the shore, and the trio are left stranded with barrels of sap
and no way to get them home. / Molly and her Dad are shocked when Travis, a tourist, announces that the goal of his expedition is to find a living
woolly mammoth. He's read all about it in a "reputable" book and is convinced mammoths dwell in a secret valley. Can Molly convince Travis that
mammoths are extinct before his shenanigans turn into a mammoth problem for them all?

(CC) DVI #111H(S)PBS

06:30a Happy Yoga with Sarah Star
Lush Mountain

Allow the dramatic lush mountain setting to replenish your body as we open to more ease with simple stretches designed to unravel tension in the
shoulders and upper back, including a sequence of lateral stretches to create more space in the spine while deepening the breath and a series of
gentle hip openers using a chair for support.

(CC) N/A #207H(S)NETA

07:00a Yoga In Practice
Reset Your Emotional Circuit Breaker

Our psyches were not developed to respond to everything that is coming at us right now. Being so connected these days to the world's news is
overloading our emotional circuit breakers. Take a few deep breaths and ask yourself: What is mine to do and not to do today? What is mine to
say and not to say today? What is mine to care about and not to care about today? Remember that someone will always care.

(CC) N/A #407H(S)APTEX

07:30a Curious George
Tale of the Frightening Flapjacks/Happy Yelloween

(CC) N/A #1406H(S)PBS

08:00a Daniel Tiger's Neighborhood
Daniel Takes Care of Snowball/Margaret's Bathtime

Daniel Takes Care of Snowball - It's Daniels turn to take care of Snowball, the class pet, at home today. When Prince Wednesday invites Daniel
to play, he has to decide the best thing to do: take care of Snowball or go and have fun with his friend. Daniel learns that it's fun to take care of
others and it makes him feel happy. Margaret's Bathtime - Daniel is at home playing with his toy horse when Mom asks him to help her give
Margaret a bath. Reluctant at first, Daniel eventually realizes how proud and good it makes him feel to help take care of his little sister. Strategy:
Taking care of you makes me happy too.

(CC) DVI #215H(S)PBS

08:30a Rosie's Rules
Rosie The Message Delivery Kid / Javi's Growl

Rosie decides to be a message delivery kid and deliver messages to her neighbors, but her messages get all mixed up. / Javi temporarily loses
his voice, so Rosie must help him recover before they perform their El Coco play.

(CC) DVI #125H(S)PBS

09:00a Sesame Street
Bert's Bike Time with Luis

Elmo and Rudy play bus driver and bus monitor, driving a homemade bus and helping their friends get around Sesame Street

(CC) DVI #5306H(S)PBS

09:30a Work It Out Wombats!
3,2,1 Lift Off! / Moon Magic

Only one way to find out if there are unicorns on the moon build a spaceship and go see for yourself! / Louisa tells Zeke she's a Moon Magician
who can turn the moon into different shapes. Would Zeke like to learn how she does it?

(CC) DVI #118H(S)PBS

10:00a Donkey Hodie
A Donkey Hodie Halloween

It's Purple Panda's first Halloween in Someplace Else, but he's afraid because he doesn't know what to expect. Donkey Hodie is here to help!
She prepares Panda for all the things he'll see on Halloween while their neighbors make it extra special.

(CC) DVI #132H(S)PBS

10:30a Pinkalicious & Peterrific
Gnome Variety Show/Tidy Up

Norman doesn't have a special talent for the Gnome Variety Show. Luckily Pinkalicious and Peter are there to help him before the big
performance. / With the help of Tidy Tim, the Cleaning Fairy, Pinkalicious and Peter learn that cleaning can be fun!

(CC) DVI #505H(S)PBS
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11:00a Elinor Wonders Why
The Lizard Lounge/Feathers

The Lizard Lounge - Mrs. Beaver wants to build a new park bench in a perfect spot, but there's a giant rock in the way. No problem, they'll just
move it, but then they run into another problem: lizards, who keep reappearing on the rock. With a little observation, Elinor and her friends realize
that lizards like the rock because it's in the sun, and the lizards need a warm place to rest because they're cold blooded. So, the kids make a new
cozy spot in the sun for their lizard friends. Eventually, the lizards move and Mrs. Beaver is able to build the bench. Feathers - When Ari finds a
particularly cool feather and puts it in his cap, Elinor starts to wonder why birds have feathers in the first place. It's time for more observations!
The group splits up and each of the kids observe interesting birds and conclude that birds need feathers for different reasons: to fly, to stay warm,
and for decorations, sort of like their very own version of clothes! Ms. Mole confirms they are ALL right. In the end, Ari realizes there's another
cool thing you can do with a feather - it makes a perfect sandcastle flag!

(CC) DVI #106H(S)PBS

11:30a Nature Cat
Runaway Pumpkin/Lady Bug Tough

Runaway Pumpkin - Daisy has grown the biggest, most beautiful pumpkin and wants to get it to the Halloween Party. But getting this huge
pumpkin there is easier said than done. Travel trouble isn't the only problem; their biggest challenge ends up being what to do with the pumpkins
after Halloween. Lady Bug Tough - Uh oh, there is big trouble in Daisy's rose garden! The rose bushes should bloom into gorgeous, colorful roses
but they're not, and it's all because of these tiny little aphids that are eating the leaves and damaging the roses! Noooooo! How do they stop
them? Daisy calls in the expert - Granny Bunny - who says they need to find some tiny beetles called ladybugs. That should do the trick!

(CC) N/A #128H(S)PBS

12:00n Hero Elementary
The Feed for Speed / An Uphill Task

The class pet, Fur Blur, is competing in the school's Super Pet Races. But, has Sparks' Crew given her everything a pet needs to be ready to
race? Curriculum: Animals-including humans-need food and water. Different animals get food and water in different ways. / AJ invents a wheeled
robot that can do everything...except get up stairs. Sparks' Crew has to figure out how to get the robot up the stairs in time for the big Invention
Fair. Curriculum: Simple Machines, such as a ramp, can be used to move something to a higher level.

(CC) DVI #111H(S)PBS

12:30p Xavier Riddle and the Secret Museum
I Am Louis Pasteur/I Am Rachel Carson

(CC) DVI #120H(S)PBS

01:00p Gzero World with Ian Bremmer
Have You Heard The Good (Climate) News?

(CC) N/A #615H(S)APTEX

01:30p Story in the Public Square
Dr. Elena Conis

Americans are educated to believe science can explain the physical world, but UC Berkeley journalism professor and historian Dr. Elena Conis
offers a more complex view of the role of science in public life-and the stories and understanding it offers all of us as we grapple with everything
from pesticides to vaccines and climate change.

(CC) N/A #905H(S)NETA

02:00p First Civilizations
War

Examine the process of "destructive creation"-the idea that fear, rivalry and conflict strengthen community bonds while stimulating an arms race
of technological progress. The result is civilization. Ancient Mesoamerica exemplifies this development.

(CC) N/A #101H(S)PBS

03:00p Alma's Way
Lost in the Bronx/New Neighbors

When Alma and Uncle Nestor get separated from the rest of the family on the subway, Alma remembers the "just-in-case" plan she made with
Mami. Can she and Uncle Nestor reunite with the rest of the family before their special dinner reservation? When new neighbors Beto and Emi
move in next door, Alma and Beto hit it off straight away. Junior and Beto's little sister, Emi, seem to be fast friends, too until they aren't. Can
Alma and Beto figure out what keeps driving them apart?

(CC) DVI #136H(S)PBS

03:30p Wild Kratts
Secrets of the Spider's Web

When the creature adventuring Kratt Brothers take a nasty tumble, the Wild Kratts sets off on a mission to find and recreate one of the greatest of
all biotech engineering secrets. Spider silk.

(CC) N/A #208H(S)PBS

04:00p Odd Squad
Oscar and the Oscarbots/Picture Day

Oscar and the Oscarbots - When several of Oscar's Oscarbots (robots made in his own image) become lost in town, Olive and Otto must help
him find them. Curriculum: Reading, writing and representing numbers; number sense. Picture Day - Otto and Olive must figure out why people in
town are becoming plaid and striped. Curriculum: Algebraic thinking; patterns.

(CC) DVI #107H(S)PBS
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04:30p Arthur
Fernkenstein's Monster/D.W., Dancing Queen

Fernkenstein's Monster - Inspired by Mary Shelley's "Frankenstein," Fern tells a tale so scary that Arthur and the gang become afraid of her! Can
Fern prove her skills as a writer and create a different story that's fun instead of frightening? D.W., Dancing Queen - Binky decides to teach D.W.
to dance, but she just doesn't seem to get the moves. Is D.W. a no-talent klutz? Or is it Binky's teaching that needs practice?

(CC) DVI #804H(S)PBS

05:00p The Infinite Art Hunt
The Me I See (Portraiture)

Freddie is excited to take on portrait painting with Cousin Ty but is surprised when the results don't turn out as she expected. Grandma Tilly's
friend Micka stops by to talk about her artistic process and paint a self-portrait. When Ty and Freddie agree to try again, they're much happier
with the results.

(CC) N/A #106H(S)APTEX

05:30p BBC News America (CC) N/A #2996H(S)WETA

06:00p PBS Newshour (CC) N/A #14071H(S)NPS

07:00p Antiques Roadshow
Vintage Hartford 2023 Hour 2

Revisit Connecticut treasures 14 years after ROADSHOW's visit to Hartford, including a French Bru doll, ca. 1880, woman's silk shoes, ca. 1785,
and an 1894 Charles Courtney Curran portrait oil. Which is the top $75,000 find?

(CC) N/A #2717#(S)NPS

08:00p Antiques Roadshow
Vintage Las Vegas 2021 Hour 2

Have the values of Vegas treasures-including a 1943 Albert Einstein letter, an early 20th-century gold signet ring collection, and a Louis Comfort
Tiffany seascape oil from around 1880-gone up, down, or stayed the same since 2007? Place your bets!

(CC) N/A #2513#(S)NPS

09:00p Independent Lens
El Equipo

A U.S. anthropologist sets out to train Latin American students in the use of forensic anthropology. Their goal: to investigate disappearances in
Argentina during the "dirty war."

(CC) DVI #2502H(S)NPS

10:30p Amanpour and Company (CC) N/A #6071H(S)PBSPL

11:30p Sara's Weeknight Meals
Essential Pastas of Rome

Sara kicks off a visit to Rome with a street food tour led by American Ex Pat Katie Parla. They sample only in Rome treats like simple but
delicious Mortadella sandwiches, Maritozzi pastries oozing with whipped cream, and Suppli, Roman deep fried rice balls. Then, they perform a
Roman hat trick - three pastas starting with the same delicious base: Gricia made with guanciale transforms into Amatriciana by adding tomatoes
or Carbonara by adding eggs. All are perfect, super easy weeknight meals. In her own kitchen, Sara makes her own delicious pasta - baked
penne with prosciutto and Fontina cheese. Mangia! Recipes: Spaghetti alla Gricia; Bombolotti all'Amatriciana; Rigatoni alla Carbonara, Baked
Penne with Prosciutto and Fontina.

(CC) N/A #1201H(S)APTEX
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12:00m Doctors On Call
Dr Tyrel Somers: Dementia/Long Term Care

(N) N/A #1814HSHPTV

06:00a Molly of Denali
The Qyah Ice Classic/The Great Qyah Cleanup

Spring is coming, and soon the river ice will break, but when? All of Qyah is making their guesses, and the one that comes closest earns a
special prize! Do Molly and her friends have a shot at the win? / Spring has sprung, and the whole village pitches in to clean up Qyah. Molly and
Tooey discover a mystery piece of trash that turns out to be treasure.

(CC) DVI #209H(S)PBS

06:30a Happy Yoga with Sarah Star
Ocean Sky

Enjoy the blue ocean sky and rolling waves as we flow through an energizing yoga practice including a seated segment to strengthen the legs,
abdominal muscles and lower back as well as a series of standing postures to tone the legs while stretching the hamstrings and hips using a
chair for balance and support.

(CC) N/A #208H(S)NETA

07:00a Yoga In Practice
Savoring The Gifts

To savor something is the act of stepping outside of an experience to assess and appreciate it. Savoring intensifies the positive emotions that
come with doing something you love. To relish today's practice to its utmost, stay as present in the moment as possible, and feel, and even taste,
the natural gratitude that arises by simply appreciating the gifts of this life you have been given.

(CC) N/A #408H(S)APTEX

07:30a Curious George
George Gets Slimed / Seesaw Saturday

After George sees that slugs use slime to crawl on walls and ceilings, he wonders if homemade slime would let him hang upside down, too. With
high hopes and a recipe for slime that Steve made in school, George and Steve make a great big batch. It doesn't help George stick to the wall,
but it sure is neat to play with! So George and Steve embark on experiments to find out what slime is good for. Trying out all of their ideas, both
silly and practical, they discover the fun is in the exploration. / George and Allie are excited to discover a beautiful red slanty thing on the Renkins
farm, right under the apple tree. It goes up and down on both sides....neat! But what could it be for? A slide for Jumpy? An apple basket holder?
After a lot of experimentation and with help from Bill, the goats, and some flying chickens (!), they learn about balance, weight and fun on Allie's
seesaw.

(CC) N/A #1501H(S)PBS

08:00a Daniel Tiger's Neighborhood
Neighbor Day

In this half hour special Daniel learns how good it feels to be neighborly and that one kind act can lead to many. His first good deed starts a chain
reaction of kindness all around the Neighborhood, culminating with the declaration of "Neighbor Day"!

(CC) DVI #131H(S)PBS

08:30a Rosie's Rules
Dance Party Island/Rosie The Mascot

Rosie creates a dance party island in her backyard, but the flag she puts on the island causes confusion. / Rosie wants to help cheer on Javi's
soccer team, so she decides to become their mascot.

(CC) DVI #130H(S)PBS

09:00a Sesame Street
The Pie Caper

Elmo and Abby are visiting the farm today and just helped Farmer Todd make a pie. They wait for the pie to cool and help Farmer Todd with
some chores. When they return, they see that their special treat is gone. Someone has eaten their pie! Elmo and Abby become detectives and
look for clues to figure out that Cookie Monster had eaten the pie.

(CC) DVI #5226H(S)PBS

09:30a Work It Out Wombats!
Sparkle Pants/Game Changer

Is it possible to have too many pairs of Sparkle Pants? Not if you find creative ways to repurpose them! / After a long spell of rain, it's time to play!
But, what game can Zadie, Cece, Clyde, and Carly play that's fun for all?

(CC) DVI #111H(S)PBS

10:00a Donkey Hodie
Art Show Today/The Lavender Lights

Donkey is creating a sculpture for the Someplace Else art show. When she keeps making mistakes, she feels ready to give up./Panda wants to
bring his pals to see the Lavender Lights in outer space, but Duck Duck is afraid of taking off in spaceships.

(CC) DVI #104H(S)PBS

10:30a Pinkalicious & Peterrific
Color of the Year/Toothy Mcmanners

Pinkalicious and Peter help Pantonio, the Color Fairy, pick out the color of the year by showing him around Pinkville. / Pinkalicious and Peter
have to teach the pirate Toothy McSquint manners before a dinner with Ms. Penny.

(CC) DVI #506H(S)PBS
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11:00a Elinor Wonders Why
The Paper Trail/Bath Time

The Paper Trail - The kids are making a storybook when they run out of paper, so they decide to get more from the store. Unfortunately, the store
is out of paper too, so the kids wonder: where can they get more? This question brings them to Mr. Beaver's paper mill, where they learn that
paper comes from trees, and the trees come from- a tree farm! After learning all the steps and how nature plays a significant role in making
paper, the kids realize that it's important not to waste it. This inspires them to finish their story by drawing on the back of their old paper. Bath
Time - After Ari's parents let him skip bath time, he's determined to never have a bath again. This makes Elinor, Ari and Olive ask the question,
why do we have to take baths anyway? They learn all about the different ways animals keep themselves clean, but Ari is still adamant about
never bathing again. That is, until he starts to get really sticky and itchy, which disrupts his playtime. He finally gives in to bath time and makes
himself squeaky clean, but don't worry, he'll have plenty time to get dirty again tomorrow!

(CC) DVI #115H(S)PBS

11:30a Nature Cat
The Grand Mystery of the Grand Canyon/Strongest Show On Earth

(CC) N/A #308H(S)PBS

12:00n Cat in the Hat Knows A Lot About Halloween!
The Cat in the Hat takes Nick and Sally on the craziest Halloween ride filled with howlers and shockers and scary fandangles, big laughs and
music and fun from all angles! Their fright-filled adventure takes them deep into the Oooky-ma-kooky Closet where Nick and Sally discover the
very best Halloween costumes ever!

(CC) DVI #0H(S)PBS

01:00p School of Greatness with Lewis Howes
Dr. Nicole Lepera - Relationships

Psychologist Dr. Nicole Lepera teaches us how to set boundaries, overcome negative beliefs and better understand our behaviors in order to take
back control of our lives.

(CC) N/A #106H(S)APTEX

01:30p Medical Frontiers
Tackling Heart Failure Through The Kidneys

Heart failure, which is rising globally, has no cure. A type of medication gaining attention for the ability to slow down its progress is SGLT2
inhibitors, which treat diabetes by acting on the kidneys. When the kidneys are burdened, the heart attempts to compensate, but this medication
gives the kidneys a rest, reducing the heart's workload. Additionally, a sensor is being developed to measure the appropriate exercise level for
each patient. We provide the latest updates on heart failure treatment.

(CC) N/A #215H(S)APTEX

02:00p First Civilizations
Religion

Discover the secret to the stability and cohesion of Ancient Egypt-religion. When people share a core set of beliefs, they are more likely to identify
as one. That was true for the first civilizations and it's just as true today.

(CC) N/A #102H(S)PBS

03:00p Alma's Way
Alma Goes to Puerto Rico: Bomba on the Beach

When Alma and her family travel to Puerto Rico to visit Papi's family, Alma can't wait to dance Bomba on the beach! But her dancing plans are
put on hold when an unmarked package containing a beautiful Bomba skirt is dropped in front of her Bisabuela's home. Alma, Papi, and her
cousin Yvette go on a quest throughout the San Juan-Lonza area to find the owner. Can they return the skirt to its owner and still get to the beach
in time?

(CC) DVI #139H(S)PBS

03:30p Wild Kratts
Fire Salamander

While exploring the Black Forest in Germany, Chris and Martin are amazed to discover a black and yellow salamander crawling out of the fire!
They don't understand how this is possible, since salamanders need water - not fire - to live. It's a mystery that the Kratt Brothers are determined
to solve and unravel the secret of the Fire Salamander. Science Concept: Salamander life cycle.

(CC) N/A #505H(S)PBS

04:00p Odd Squad
Haunt Squad/Safe House in the Woods

Haunt Squad - Odd Squad is haunted by a ghost. Curriculum: algebraic thinking - patterns. Safe House in the Woods - Owen and new recruit
Ozlyn wait out a storm while transporting a creature. Curriculum: measurement - capacity.

(CC) DVI #228H(S)PBS

04:30p Arthur
Arthur Writes A Story/Arthur's Lost Dog

This animated series is based on Marc Brown's best-selling books about Arthur Read, an eight-year-old aardvark, his sister D.W., and their family
and friends. Arthur has a hard time coming up with a story he thinks will meet everyone else's expectations in "Arthur Writes A Story. " Pal
escapes his leash in search of a balloon for Kate in "Arthur's Lost Dog."

(CC) DVI #112H(S)PBS
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05:00p The Infinite Art Hunt
A New Perspective (Sculpture)

A New Perspective (Sculpture): Freddie is determined to see all 300 works of art at a sculpture park and museum trying to find inspiration for
Grandma Tilly's birthday gift. But her plan quickly derails as Hildegard gets lost and Ty bumps into one of his art idols, potter Roberto Lugo. After
asking him "too many questions," Freddie's perspective shifts and she decides to take in the space at a more relaxed pace.

(CC) N/A #107H(S)APTEX

05:30p BBC News America (CC) N/A #2997H(S)WETA

06:00p PBS Newshour (CC) N/A #14072H(S)NPS

07:00p Finding Your Roots
Chosen

Henry Louis Gates helps actors David Duchovny and Richard Kind trace their roots from Jewish communities in Eastern Europe to the United
States-telling stories of triumph and tragedy that laid the groundwork for his guest's success.

(CC) N/A #907#(S)NPS

08:00p Frontline
Elon Musk's Twitter Takeover

Elon Musk's long and often troubled relationship with Twitter. Musk's journey from one of the platform's most provocative users to its sole
proprietor, exploring the acquisition, free speech and the company's uncertain future.

(CC) N/A #4204H(S)NPS

10:00p Amanpour and Company (CC) N/A #6072H(S)PBSPL

11:00p Doctors On Call
Dr Tyrel Somers: Dementia/Long Term Care

(N) N/A #1814HSHPTV

11:30p Whitney Reynolds Show
Faces of Inspiration

Meet the faces that have INSPIRED MILLIONS! Dr. Lamenta "Sweetie" Conway is the founder of a non-profit organization called I AM ABEL,
whose goal is to expand opportunities and exposure to minorities, with a strong emphasis on medicine research. She finds the hidden talents in
skills in Chicago's underrepresented communities. We also hear from journalist Gretchen Carlson, who shares her past with her sexual
harassment and opens up about the stand she took for herself and others after her. Leading to another inspirational voice, social media influencer
Abad Viquez has faced hardships growing up with a rare disease, sacral agenesis. Despite his struggles with his own health and issues with
bullying growing up, he now uses his voice to encourage others who doubt themselves. He also has gained attention for his love of basketball,
gaining attention from some NBA players online, and has even started his own clothing line.

(CC) N/A #303H(S)NETA
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12:00m Frontline
Elon Musk's Twitter Takeover

Elon Musk's long and often troubled relationship with Twitter. Musk's journey from one of the platform's most provocative users to its sole
proprietor, exploring the acquisition, free speech and the company's uncertain future.

(CC) N/A #4204H(S)NPS

06:00a Molly of Denali
New Nivagi/Crane Song

When Molly is entrusted with her Grandpa Nat's secret nivagi recipe for the annual Qyah Ice Cream Competition, she's determined to make it a
winning dish...until Suki eats the nivagi and slobbers all over the recipe! Molly has just a few hours to recreate the recipe and collect the hard-to-
find ingredients. Can she uphold her Grandpa's nivagi legacy or will she end his winning streak? / Molly can't wait to help Nina and Dr. Antigone
band baby cranes. But every time they get close enough to slip the bands on the colts' legs, something happens that scares the cranes away.
Molly puts in an emergency call to Grandpa Nat, who provides her with a foolproof trick to finish the job: a crane dance.

(CC) DVI #112H(S)PBS

06:30a Happy Yoga with Sarah Star
Autumn Glory

Behold the changing leaves and bursts of fall color as we move through an invigorating modified yoga practice using a chair for support,
combining lower body strengthening moves with a series of upper body stretches to open the chest and shoulders.

(CC) N/A #209H(S)NETA

07:00a Yoga In Practice
Refining and Evolving

There is a saying, "Yoga makes the impossible possible, the possible easy, the easy elegant." Yoga, like life, is a process of refining and
evolving. The small changes that we commit to each day shift our mind, our vision, our health. One of my favorite mantras is, "I like myself when I
try." When you are on your mat you have ample opportunity to try the possible and to make the easy elegant.

(CC) N/A #409H(S)APTEX

07:30a Wild Kratts: Creepy Creatures
The Wild Kratts aren't too sure what to do for Halloween. Should they go trick or treating or just have a Halloween Party? The Kratt bros decide
that the best thing to do is to discover some new "creepy cool" creatures. Heading off to find these new animals friends, Martin and Chris don't
realize that Zach and the other villains have come up with a plan to ruin Halloween. Can the Wild Kratts defeat the villains and still get to
celebrate Halloween? Science Concept: Features that may seem creepy are critical for an animal's survival.

(CC) N/A #0H(S)PBS

08:30a Rosie's Rules
Super Rosie/On with the Show

115A Rosie wants to have a nighttime job, so she turns into a Super Kid and tries different tasks to get her job done. 115B Rosie is helping out
with the play at the community theater, but she must figure out what her job is before the play starts.

(CC) DVI #115H(S)PBS

09:00a Sesame Street
Sesame Street Super Heroes

Elmo, Abby, and Rosita are playing superheroes! Rosita introduces Super Carga, which means Super Charge in Spanish. Super Carga turns on
everyone's superpowers with the catchphrase "a lo maximo" which means "to the maximum" in Spanish. Abby and Elmo want to be Super Carga,
but they have a hard time saying the catchphrase. Elmo and Abby suggest Rosita to be Super Carga since she can say the superhero's name
and catchphrase. Rosita loves speaking Spanish, but she wants to do other superhero things too. When Mia joins them to play superheroes,
Rosita and Mia share that speaking Spanish isn't the only thing that makes them special. Abby mentions that she wants to play Super Carga and
Rosita helps her practice pronouncing the catchphrase "a lo maximo." Now, the superheroes are ready to play!

(CC) DVI #5302H(S)PBS

09:30a Work It Out Wombats!
Bake It Til You Make It/Zoom-In Zadie

Louisa hatches a plan to trade mud pies for stickers, but Zeke can't remember his perfect mud pie recipe. / Mr. E yearns to paint a square, but
Quique's lessons aren't helping. Can Zadie's photos bring students to the class to inspire Mr. E?

(CC) DVI #112H(S)PBS

10:00a Donkey Hodie
Hey-O, Purple Moon/Purple Peg Problem

Moon Moths will arrive for the purple moon, but they don't like loud noises. Can Panda find a quiet way to show his love and see the moths?
/Panda's spaceship won't blast off. Fixing it is a big job, but Donkey's there to help, one step at a time.

(CC) DVI #134H(S)PBS

10:30a Pinkalicious & Peterrific
Mommy Gnome/Bon Appetit

When Mommy Gnome comes to town Pinkalicious and Peter help Norman set up the garden just the way she likes it. / Daddy gives Pinkalicious
a special hat that turns everything she touches into cupcakes!

(CC) DVI #507H(S)PBS
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11:00a Elinor Wonders Why
Make Music Naturally/Light The Way

Make Music Naturally - The kids learn that Senor Tapir is putting on a concert. They want to participate, but don't have any instruments. After
hearing all of the beautiful sounds around them in nature, Elinor realizes that they can make their own by listening to nature. Senor Tapir is
thrilled with their natural, handmade instruments, and together they perform a song about making music - naturally. Light the Way - The kids are
having a backyard camp out, but after Elinor's Dad falls asleep, they need to find a way to communicate quietly without waking him. As they
observe some fireflies, the kids see how the fireflies signal to one another by lighting up, and realize they can do that with their flashlights. They
blink their flashlights on and off as a way to communicate while being quiet. Shhh!

(CC) DVI #116H(S)PBS

11:30a Nature Cat
Stop and Hear The Cicadas/Cold-Blooded

Stop And Hear The Cicadas - Today is the day of the Nature Quiz game show and Daisy has been studying non-stop! But while on the way to the
quiz, the gang hears a spooky scary noise in the forest that stops them in their tracks. What could it be?! And where is it coming from?! Nature
Cat is convinced the forest is haunted. Daisy thinks there must be a more logical explanation. Time for a little scientific investigation! Oh yeah! Oh
yeah! Cold-Blooded - Man-oh-man! Something keeps knocking over Daisy's precious Pinecone Pals! Maybe it's the wind? Hal knows exactly who
can protect the Pinecone Pals! Police officer Captain Pino Pineaconi, he's a Pinecone of Law! But when the gang returns from a fun game of
hide-and-go-seek, they find the Pinecone Pals knocked over again! Who keeps doing this?! Captain Pino thinks its time to launch an investigation
and the good captain is right! Time to look for clues. Tally ho!

(CC) N/A #202H(S)PBS

12:00n Hero Elementary
When Fur Flies / Pumpkin Palooza

Something high in the sky is causing a trail of trouble across Citytown, but is it a bird, a plane, or something else? Sparks' Crew observes the
properties of things gone wrong downtown, which leads them to understand what the problem is. Curriculum: Understanding the problem is the
first step for finding a solution. / It's the day of Pumpkin Palooza and a little girl's decorated pumpkin has been ruined. It's Sparks' Crew to the
rescue! Learning that the culprit is a hungry squirrel, they work together to design and build a solution to protect all the decorated pumpkins in
City Town. Curriculum: You can use engineering design to gather information and to keep improving each solution. That's the power to solve real
world problems!

(CC) DVI #139H(S)PBS

12:30p Xavier Riddle and the Secret Museum
I Am Mary Shelley/I Am Harry Houdini

I am Mary Shelley Xavier and the gang are excited for a Nature Troop campout, where Xavier has volunteered to tell the first campfire story.
There's just one problem: everyone is expecting a spooky story, but Xavier only knows how to tell silly stories. What's he going to do? He doesn't
want to disappoint everyone. To the Secret Museum! Our heroes are sent back in time to meet an expert spooky storyteller: Mary Shelley. Mary
takes our trio on an imaginative playdate where she spins the leaves and wind into a very spooky tale, which Xavier can't help but turn funny. Is
all hope lost?? Mary helps Xavier see that he can tell a story that's both spooky AND silly. The most important thing is to tell stories your own
way. Curriculum: "Tell stories you own way." I am Harry Houdini The time has come from Brad to spend his very first night in the museum, and he
couldn't be more excited. Except, when the lights go out, Brad realizes it's kind of... gulp... scary there at night. Too afraid to stay put in his
sleeping bag, there's only one thing left to do... to the Secret Museum! Our heroes travel back in time to meet someone who knew how to face a
scary situation: Harry Houdini. Harry wants nothing more than to be a brave performer, just like his hero, tightrope walker Fearless Jean. But, it
turns out tightrope walking is scarier than he thought! Good thing Harry has a trick to help himself, and Brad, make it through to the end: when
you're scared, take a deep breath to calm down and feel better. Curriculum: "When you're scared, you can take a deep breath to calm down and
feel better."

(CC) DVI #102H(S)PBS

01:00p Cottonwood Connections
The Past Alive

(N) N/A #306HSHPTV

01:30p Daytripper
Kyle, Tx

The "Pie Capital of Texas" is a slice of heaven. Chet starts with pie for breakfast and finishes with Frito pie for dinner. Along the way, he plays
disc golf at the strangest course in Texas, swims in the Blanco River, and learns the history of this railroad town.

(CC) N/A #1402H(S)NETA

02:00p First Civilizations
Cities

View the birthplace of civilization: the Middle East, site of the world's first villages, towns and cities, from the hills of Turkey to the plains of Iraq.
They were crucibles of invention and innovation-turbo-charging the pace of progress.

(CC) N/A #103H(S)PBS

03:00p Alma's Way
Alma Goes to Puerto Rico: Bisabuela's Birthday

It's Alma's great-grandmother's 100th birthday! Alma wants to find Bisabuela the perfect gift. But even though she can think of all kinds of things
that Bisabuela likes, none of them are quite right. Alma has got to think hard about what Bisabuela would love to receive more than anything else.

(CC) DVI #140H(S)PBS
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03:30p Wild Kratts: Creepy Creatures
The Wild Kratts aren't too sure what to do for Halloween. Should they go trick or treating or just have a Halloween Party? The Kratt bros decide
that the best thing to do is to discover some new "creepy cool" creatures. Heading off to find these new animals friends, Martin and Chris don't
realize that Zach and the other villains have come up with a plan to ruin Halloween. Can the Wild Kratts defeat the villains and still get to
celebrate Halloween? Science Concept: Features that may seem creepy are critical for an animal's survival.

(CC) N/A #0H(S)PBS

04:30p Arthur
Fright Night/Citizen Cheikh

(CC) DVI #2301H(S)PBS

05:00p The Infinite Art Hunt
Art In Unexpected Places (Curation)

Art in Unexpected Places (Curation): Freddie and Uncle Mars are dreading their time at the airport - he's afraid to fly, and she's afraid she'll be
bored. Grandma Tilly introduces them to her friend Leah, who curates art throughout the airport including funky rocking chairs, a giant mural, and
mini museums to showcase local artists and keep travelers entertained. The impact of art helps cure both of their fears.

(CC) N/A #108H(S)APTEX

05:30p BBC News America (CC) N/A #2998H(S)WETA

06:00p PBS Newshour (CC) N/A #14073H(S)NPS

07:00p America Outdoors with Baratunde Thurston
Maine: Embrace The Cold

With its magnificent coastline and densely wooded interior, Maine is a place where outdoor adventure has a long history, and people are so
committed to their outdoor passions that even the brutal winters can't deter them.

(CC) N/A #201#(S)NPS

08:00p Nova
Ancient Earth: Frozen

700 million years ago, Earth was a giant snowball cloaked in ice from pole to pole. How did life manage to hold on through this deadly deep
freeze, find creative ways to bounce back, and thrive in the dramatically different world that emerged?

(CC) DVI #5012#(S)NPS

09:00p Secrets of the Dead
The Sunken Basilica

2014, Turkey. A normal survey flight over Lake Iznik unexpectedly reveals the sunken remains a 4th century basilica. The discovery prompts
scientists to probe the elusive history and geology behind the demise of the church that was built in ancient Nicaea -- now known as Iznik. When
was the basilica destroyed? How did the basilica get swallowed up by Lake Iznik? And what happened to its community? Spanning the globe, this
investigation follows a world-renowned team in this underwater excavation. Thanks to exclusive access to the site, including critical aerial and
underwater cinematography, and spectacular CGI, we time travel through the centuries, back to the Roman and Byzantine time, and at the
foundation of Christianity itself.

(CC) N/A #2005#(S)NPS

10:00p Amanpour and Company
Tonight on Amanpour and Company: Special Coverage: Israel at War; Jonathan Conricus, IDF Spokesperson; Maj. Gen. Amos Yadlin (Ret.),
Former Head of Israeli Defense Intelligence; Report: Massacre at Kfar Aza Kibbutz; Sahar Ben-Sela, Survivor of music festival massacre; Kim
Ghattas, Distinguished Fellow, Columbia Univ. Institute of Global Politics; Mosab Abu Toha, Palestinian Poet; Bernardo Arevalo, Guatemalan
President-elect.

(CC) N/A #6073H(S)PBSPL

11:00p This American Land
Farmers Challenge Climate Change, The Salton Sea In Trouble, Songbirds

Farmers in Iowa change their methods to confront climate change, pulling carbon from the atmosphere into the ground. The largest lake in
California is in rapid decline, causing the loss of wildlife and threatening human health. A program to regenerate forest is already bringing
songbirds back to the woods of Pennsylvania.

(CC) N/A #1107H(S)NETA

11:30p Outside: Beyond The Lens
Valley of Fire

Just a short drive from Las Vegas, Nevada, the bright lights of the strip are replaced with the fiery glow of ancient sandstone formations in this
one-of-a-kind state park. Jeff, Zack and David explore the stunning landscapes of this rare geologic treasure.

(CC) N/A #202H(S)APTEX
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12:00m Nova
Ancient Earth: Frozen

700 million years ago, Earth was a giant snowball cloaked in ice from pole to pole. How did life manage to hold on through this deadly deep
freeze, find creative ways to bounce back, and thrive in the dramatically different world that emerged?

(CC) DVI #5012H(S)NPS

06:00a Molly of Denali
Trini's Super Coop/Trini's Winter Warm Up

Trini's mom is coming home on military leave and Trini wants her first meal to be some famous Mumford omelets! But, when the weather get
colder, chickens stop laying eggs. Can Trini figure out how to winterize the chicken coop in time?/It's Trini's first winter in Alaska, and she's not
happy. Texas never got this chilly! When Molly and Tooey overhear Trini and her dad talking about moving back, they look for ways for Trini to
warm up to the cold.

(CC) DVI #205H(S)PBS

06:30a Happy Yoga with Sarah Star
Pastel Beach

Bask in the early morning pastel colors of the serene beach setting as we enjoy a modified yoga practice designed to create more space in the
upper body, including a sequence of standing poses to open the hips and lengthen the hamstrings while using a chair for support.

(CC) N/A #210H(S)NETA

07:00a Yoga In Practice
A Complicated Journey

Being human can be a messy and complicated journey. It is our light that makes our shadows, our sorrows that give meaning to our joys, making
us who we are. What if yoga as a practice of living fully is inviting us to engage the messiness of our life and not to run from it? Are we able to
want the life we are currently living right now? Consider this idea as we move though our practice together.

(CC) N/A #410H(S)APTEX

07:30a Curious George
A Good Yarn/Snow Monkey

(CC) N/A #1302H(S)PBS

08:00a Daniel Tiger's Neighborhood
Katerina's Costume/Dress Up Day

Katerina's Costume: Daniel and Katerina are at Miss Elaina's Museum-Go-Round to make their costumes for Dress Up Day. While Daniel and
Miss Elaina know exactly what they want to be, Katerina is having a harder time deciding on just the right costume. Eventually she comes up with
a very clever idea! Dress Up Day: It's Dress Up Day in the Neighborhood of Make-Believe and it's time for the annual main street parade! The
children visit all the stores, showing off their fancy costumes and receiving different stickers from their neighbors.

(CC) DVI #128H(S)PBS

08:30a Rosie's Rules
Rosies Pirate Adventure/Time Trouble

Rosie and friends pretend to be pirates travelling around the world, but they need a globe to plan a route./While Jun is visiting Shanghai, she and
Rosie plan a virtual breakfast. But when it's daytime for Rosie, it's nighttime for Jun.

(CC) DVI #117H(S)PBS

09:00a Sesame Street
Bert's Bike Time with Luis

Elmo and Rudy play bus driver and bus monitor, driving a homemade bus and helping their friends get around Sesame Street

(CC) DVI #5306H(S)PBS

09:30a Work It Out Wombats!
Amazing Adventure/The Kaya-Tastic Banana-Tastic Halo Halo Split!

Thanks to Ellie, best babysitter ever, the Wombats embark on a for-real Sticker Monster treasure hunt. / Kaya has to get creative when she
breaks her tablet right before her Kaya-tastic Banana-tastic Halo-Halo Split cooking class.

(CC) DVI #116H(S)PBS

10:00a Donkey Hodie
Super Duper Sleepover/Mountain Climb Time

Donkey and Panda's sleepover is full of playing and dancing, but when the lights go out, a scary monster appears./Donkey and Panda want to
climb Mt. Really High Up, just like Grampy. When they don't reach the top, Grampy encourages them to try again.

(CC) DVI #102H(S)PBS

10:30a Pinkalicious & Peterrific
Yo-Yos Musical Journey/Happy Pinkville Day

(CC) DVI #504H(S)PBS
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11:00a Curious George: A Halloween Boo Fest
Halloween's almost here! Hang onto your hats! It's George's first Halloween in the country, and Bill tells him and Allie about the Legend of No
Noggin -- a spooky tale about a hat-kicking scarecrow who haunts the countryside on Halloween. But is the legend really real? George and Allie
are determined to find out by taking a picture of No Noggin in hat-kicking action. But first George needs to figure out what he's going to be for
Halloween so he can win the costume contest at the town Boo Festival. Will George's quest for the perfect costume interfere with his quest for the
truth? Only the curious will find out!

(CC) N/A #0H(S)PBS

12:00n Hero Elementary
Tail of One Kitty/Movie Theater Meltdown

A little girl's kitten is on the loose. It's Sparks' Crew to the rescue. They observe how animals use their tails and they apply that new information to
their day-saving rescue. Curriculum: Observe, describe, and compare how animals use their tails for many purposes. / At the movie theater,
Sparks' Crew meets Stevie Heat, a teen with an out of control superpower: his hands heat up and melt anything he touches. The team has to
help Stevie clean up and learn to control his heat hands before the movie starts. Curriculum: When matter is heated or cooled, it may change.
Some of those changes can be reversed and some can't.

(CC) DVI #105H(S)PBS

12:30p Xavier Riddle and the Secret Museum
I Am Harriet Tubman

(CC) DVI #121H(S)PBS

01:00p Steven Raichlen's Project Fire
Barbecue on a Budget

A lot of American barbecue began with inexpensive meat cuts, like spareribs, beef shoulder, and pork belly. It took low, slow cooking over
smoldering hardwood to make these tough cuts tender and palatable. With the economic insecurities brought on by Covid- 19, we're all feeling
the pinch, and budget grilling has taken on new urgency. Besides, why should Kobe beef and tomahawk steaks get all the love? This is barbecue
on a budget. PAMPLONA OF PORK; TEA- SMOKED CHICKEN; MYSTERY BOX CHALLENGE - CHICKEN LIVERS.

(CC) N/A #306H(S)APTEX

01:30p Tim Farmer's Country Kitchen
Pork Loin Chops, Kohlrabi Slaw & Fried Sweet Potatoes

Check in with nature to experience toads, snakes and birds in your own backyard. Cut your own thick pork loin chops with kohlrabi, beet and
carrot slaw and pan fried sweet potato hash on the side.

(CC) N/A #106H(S)NETA

02:00p First Civilizations
Trade

Examine an ancient civilization unlike any other, that of the Indus Valley. Rather than imposing order through war or religion, it relied on the free
flow of trade. The exchange of goods promoted wealth, co-operation and trust.

(CC) N/A #104H(S)PBS

03:00p Alma's Way
Picture Perfect/Hands for the Day

When Alma and Rafia get an idea to make an animal photo book, they set out to get the perfect pictures. Too bad the animals won't cooperate.
Will their photo book be a flop? When Safina hurts her arm, Alma and Rafia volunteer to be her "hands" for the day to help her finish all the things
she has to do. But when Safina seems frustrated with their work, they've got to figure out how to do things right.

(CC) DVI #134H(S)PBS

03:30p Wild Kratts
Aardvark Town

When a young aardvark accidentally becomes a stowaway in Chris's backpack, the Wild Kratts team sets off on a "door to door" search to return
him to his home burrow. Along the way, they discover the incredible (and valuable) service the aardvark provides to all the burrow-living creatures
of Africa. Science Concept: Aardvarks manipulate earth materials and alter landscapes.

(CC) N/A #103H(S)PBS

04:00p Odd Squad
Night Shift/Put Me In Coach

Night Shift - The agents discover things are very different at Odd Squad at night. Curriculum: Mapping; Using Coordinates. Put Me In Coach -
Coach O determines which agents get to visit the unicorns in Cloud Town. Curriculum: Measurement; Using a pan balance to measure relative
weight.

(CC) DVI #210H(S)PBS

04:30p Arthur
Caught in the Crosswires/Framed

(CC) DVI #1709H(S)PBS

05:00p The Infinite Art Hunt
The Wanda Blob (Mosaic)

The Wanda Blob (Mosaic): Freddie and Hildegard are headed to an immersive mosaic art garden, but Hildegard is not quite in the mood after
breaking her favorite cat figurine, Wanda. Freddie can't understand why it would upset her so much but after exploring the art environment she
learns that art can be a way to see into someone's emotions - and finds a way to make Hildegard feel better and honor Wanda.

(CC) N/A #109H(S)APTEX
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05:30p BBC News America (CC) N/A #2999H(S)WETA

06:00p PBS Newshour (CC) N/A #14074H(S)NPS

07:00p This Old House
Lexington | The Big Dig

Accessible features integrated into the design begin at construction. A new mechanical room connects to the old via a block wall tunnel, HVAC
ducting is buried underground, and after learning about residential elevators, framing begins for one.

(CC) N/A #4503H(S)PBSPL

07:30p Ask This Old House
Shower Valve Repair, Sloped Landscape

AskTOH welcomes Landscape Contractor, Lee Gilliam to the cast; Richard helps a homeowner repair a leaking 3-valve shower while retaining
the bathrooms original 1930's tile; Lee and Jenn work together to refresh a homeowner's eroding sloped yard.

(CC) N/A #2203H(S)PBSPL

08:00p Home Diagnosis
Healing Your Homechem: Solutions for Indoor Chemistry

Grace and Corbett dive deep into how to control HomeChem with strategies including filtration, humidity control, outdoor ventilation systems, and
modern make up air for controlling home pressure imbalances.

(CC) N/A #211H(S)NETA

08:30p Inspire
Season In Review

(N) N/A #314HKTWU

09:00p Little Bird
Love Is All Around

1968: Bezhig Little Bird, her sister and brother are ripped away from their mother by police to be put up for adoption. Now, 18 years later, Bezhig,
renamed Esther Rosenblum, doesn't feel a sense of belonging in her comfortable life.

(CC) DVI #101H(S)NPS

10:00p Sunflower Journeys
Southeast Kansas

FINDING ETZANOA ? ARCHEOLOGIST DONALD BLAKESLEE SHOWS US EVIDENCE THAT HE HAS FOUND THE ?LOST CITY OF
ETZANOA? NEAR ARKANSAS CITY. STUDIO SEGMENT ? BOOT HILL DISTILLERY IN DODGE CITY ? OWNER HAYES KELLMAN
DESCRIBES HOW HE USES GRAIN FROM HIS FARM TO DISTILL SPIRITS AND MAKE HAND SANITIZER. THROWBACK SEGMENT ? THE
BRIDGES OF COWLEY COUNTY ? WE STAY IN COWLEY COUNTY TO REVISIT THIS STORY FROM 2016.

(N) N/A #3304H(S)KTWU

10:30p America's Heartland
Bright red chili peppers grown at this Mendocino farm are turned into a spicy and sweet chili powder beloved by chefs. See how farmers and
volunteers are making a difference in southern California, where fresh produce is grown just for food banks. Learn how to make a Sweet Corn
Polenta dish. A new peanut plant in Alabama is owned by hundreds of local growers of this popular legume.

(CC) N/A #1705H(S)APTEX

11:00p This Old House
Lexington | The Big Dig

Accessible features integrated into the design begin at construction. A new mechanical room connects to the old via a block wall tunnel, HVAC
ducting is buried underground, and after learning about residential elevators, framing begins for one.

(CC) N/A #4503H(S)PBSPL

11:30p Ask This Old House
Shower Valve Repair, Sloped Landscape

AskTOH welcomes Landscape Contractor, Lee Gilliam to the cast; Richard helps a homeowner repair a leaking 3-valve shower while retaining
the bathrooms original 1930's tile; Lee and Jenn work together to refresh a homeowner's eroding sloped yard.

(CC) N/A #2203H(S)PBSPL
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12:00m First Civilizations
Cities

View the birthplace of civilization: the Middle East, site of the world's first villages, towns and cities, from the hills of Turkey to the plains of Iraq.
They were crucibles of invention and innovation-turbo-charging the pace of progress.

(CC) N/A #103H(S)PBS

06:00a Molly of Denali
Sticker Shock/A Song for Lola

Tooey's brothers won't stop using Tooey's stuff! To keep track of who owns what, Tooey labels everything he can. Things escalate, the label
maker breaks and Molly's feelings get hurt. Can he figure out how to use the labels for good? / Vera's Lola Miranda is coming back to Qyah on a
visit from the Philippines! Vera wants to surprise her with a special song, but she and Molly are struggling to create one that's "serious" enough to
honor her Lola.

(CC) DVI #308H(S)PBS

06:30a Happy Yoga with Sarah Star
Beautiful Bluffs

Bask and breathe on the edge of the awe-inspiring 100-foot limestone bluffs as we focus on a dynamic creative flow practice using a chair for
support, designed to reignite your energy while opening to more space and ease in the shoulders, chest and upper back.

(CC) N/A #211H(S)NETA

07:00a Yoga In Practice
Tend to the Roots

During the recent upheavals of life I have found it comforting to engage in the nourishing activities of daily life. The basics have kept me grounded
- taking walks outside, nestling into a sofa to read or watch a movie, cooking meals, playing with my grandchildren. Tending to the roots of daily
life has created an inner resiliency that helps me face future uncertainties. Let's grow some roots today.

(CC) N/A #411H(S)APTEX

07:30a Curious George
Curious George and the Lost Puppy / Gnocchi's Purr-Fect Day

Walking home from marching band practice at the firehouse, George and the Man with the Yellow Hat come upon Amy's Pet Supplies which is
hosting an Adoption Fair for puppies! When a bunch of new orders comes in, Amy worries she'll need to postpone the Fair. But George eagerly
volunteers to help - his friend will do the deliveries and George will watch the 5 cute puppies! All George needs to do is to make sure they don't
escape their play pen. Easy peasy! But petting the puppies becomes too tempting and George opens the gate. As he counts the puppies, he
realizes he's lost Spot, who snuck out! When George searches for Spot he is thrilled to find 5 kittens - who then also escape! It's frolicking, furry
madness! Will George be able to lure the little ones back to where they all belong - and can he devise a way to count each wiggly one only
once?! / George likes nothing better than spending a perfect spring day playing with Gnocchi. But on this day, Gnocchi gets a thorn in her paw
while chasing butterflies! George brings her to veterinarian, Dr. Aziz, who assures him that Gnocchi will be just fine, as long as she stays off her
paw for the rest of the day. Busy at the restaurant, Chef Pisghetti is distraught that he can't take Gnocchi out to see, taste and smell all of her
favorite things. So George straps on Gnocchi's cat carrier and the two head out on the town. George is determined to give Gnocchi the perfect
day! But every stop they make ends in disaster. They fall into a pile of fish, can't catch fireflies, and George even loses Gnocchi when she crawls
out of her carrier to nap in the sun! George is devastated - he's disappointed Gnocchi! But when he brings her home to Chef Pisghetti they
discover Gnocchi's secret, special souvenirs in her carrier. Maybe she had that perfect day, after all?

(CC) N/A #1502H(S)PBS

08:00a Daniel Tiger's Neighborhood
Duckling Goes Home/Daniel Feels Left Out

Duckling Goes Home: Today at school, the children find out that Ducky has grown too big to be their classroom pet and it's time to take him back
to the farm. This news is very upsetting, especially to Daniel and Miss Elaina. The children cope with their sadness in different ways and soon
they feel a little bit better. Daniel Feels Left Out: On their way home from the Neighborhood grocery store, Dad and Daniel stop by the Treehouse
to say "hello." O the Owl and Katerina Kittycat have been playing together all day, and are even going to have dinner together. When it is time to
go home with Dad, Daniel feels left out and sad. Back at home, Mom and Dad Tiger help Daniel with his sad feelings and he soon feels a bit
better.

(CC) DVI #135H(S)PBS

08:30a Rosie's Rules
Neighborhood Market Day / Rosie and Javis Slime Store

It's Neighborhood Market Day and Rosie searches for something to sell, but nothing seems quite right. / Rosie and Javi open a slime store, but
realize they don't have enough slime, so they have to make more.

(CC) DVI #128H(S)PBS

09:00a Sesame Street
Sesame Street Goes to the Farm

Elmo, Rosita, Bert, and Ernie are visiting a farm today! Farmer Todd takes them on a tour and tells them all about the animals that live on the
farm, like chickens, goats, and cows, machines like tractors that help farmers do all kinds of jobs, and the food that grows on the farm, like
strawberries, blueberries, and apples. (Guest: Keke Palmer)

(CC) DVI #5224H(S)PBS
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09:30a Arthur and the Haunted Tree House
This Halloween is sure to be the spookiest ever for Arthur and his friends. While trick-or-treating, Francine meets an elderly woman with a very
mysterious past, while Binky finds himself at Mr. Ratburn's amazing haunted house (that's scarier than math class!). And as for Arthur, Buster,
and Ladonna? Their tree house sleepover seems to be haunted? but by what?

(CC) DVI #0H(S)PBS

10:30a Pinkalicious & Peterrific
Pink Or Treat/Berry Scary

A huge storm has knocked out Pinkville's power lines just days before Halloween! It looks like the holiday will be canceled -- that is unless Pink-a-
girl and Pirate Peter can find a way to save the day! / Pinkalicious, Peter, Rafael and Frida are off to collect berries for their homemade
smoothies, but when they arrive at the community garden, they find birds have eaten almost all the berries! To keep the birds away, the kids build
a scarecrow - but will it be scary enough?

(CC) DVI #123H(S)PBS

11:00a Elinor Wonders Why
Butterfly Party/More Than One Right Way

Butterfly Party - It's Olive's mom's birthday, and Olive wants to organize something really special for her: a garden party with REAL butterflies.
But, how can they get butterflies to come to the party? The kids set off to observe butterflies and figure out that they like certain kinds of flowers,
and not others. Ms. Mole offers to let them transplant some butterfly-friendly plants from her garden to Olive's, and it works! Before long, Olive's
backyard is fluttering with butterflies, just in time for Olive's mom to enjoy her birthday party. More Than One Right Way - It's Halloween, and
Elinor, Ari and Olive arrive in the classroom to discover Ms. Mole putting up pumpkin decorations. The enthusiastic kids want to help, so Ms. Mole
suggests they make spiderweb decorations with yarn and glue. But, when each kid makes a different-looking spiderweb, they're not sure which
one is the most like a real web. After observing different spiders in nature, the kids realize that different kinds of spiders make different kinds of
webs, which means they were all right! They then head back into school to decorate the classroom and have a happy Halloween.

(CC) DVI #132H(S)PBS

11:30a Nature Cat
Know Your Snow/The Nature-Tastic Four and the Humongous Hurricane

(CC) N/A #505H(S)PBS

12:00n Hero Elementary
The Lake Mistake/Plant Problem

On a warm day, the team takes a field trip to the lake. But, when a fellow super student accidentally freezes the entire lake, it's up to Sparks'
Crew to find a way to restore the lake back to its original, liquid state. Curriculum: Matter can be solid or liquid depending on temperature; solid
and liquid matter have different properties. / When a Turbo Grow ray zaps a plant, the plant grows out of control all over Citytown. Sparks' Crew
comes to the rescue and learns about plant parts and what plants need to survive. Curriculum: Plants have stems, leaves, and roots which
enable them to get the water and light they need in order to live.

(CC) DVI #106H(S)PBS

12:30p Xavier Riddle and the Secret Museum
I Am Confucius/I Am Sacagawea

(CC) DVI #125H(S)PBS

01:00p Inspire
Impact of Race On Breast Cancer

(N) N/A #307HKTWU

01:30p I've Got Issues
Kansas Teacher Shortage

(N) N/A #1306HKTWU

02:00p 10 Parks That Changed America
Explore the serene spaces that offer city dwellers a respite from the hustle and bustle of urban life, from Savannah's elegant squares to a park
built over a freeway in Seattle to New York's High Line.

(CC) N/A #0H(S)PBS

03:00p Alma's Way
All About Alma/Alma's Playdate

When Alma is consumed with her starring role in a musical, she doesn't understand why her friends aren't happy for her. / Alma helps Harper feel
at home during a playdate at the Rivera house.

(CC) DVI #129H(S)PBS

03:30p Wild Kratts
Masked Bandits

As they prepare for a creature costume party, the Wild Kratts team begins to notice all sorts of strange things happening in the Tortuga HQ.
Jimmy is sure there is a ghost or monster living with them, but the Kratt brothers are convinced it's some kind of creature. When the gang sets out
to discover who is causing all the trouble, they discover that certain animals gravitate towards human habitation because it provides food and
protection from predators.

(CC) N/A #131H(S)PBS
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04:00p Odd Squad
Extreme Cakeover/A Job Well Undone

Extreme Cakeover - When a virus that turns people into cakes spreads through Headquarters, the agents try to contain the outbreak. Curriculum:
Data analysis; Sorting and classifying. A Job Well Undone - The agents compete to win Agents of the Month. Curriculum: Word problems
involving numerical relations; Using a number line.

(CC) DVI #211H(S)PBS

04:30p Arthur
Binky's Music Madness/Brain Freeze

(CC) DVI #1710H(S)PBS

05:00p The Infinite Art Hunt
The Crestfallen Mallard (Video Games)

The Crestfallen Mallard (Video Games): Ty won't accept Freddie's help on his latest masterpiece, and his painting of a duck is turning out to be
kind of a bummer. Frustrated, Freddie leaves the studio, while Ty plays host to Grandma Tilly's friends - video game designers who work in a
collaborative process. Ty sees that masterpieces aren't always created by one person and agrees to let his younger cousin lend a hand.

(CC) N/A #110H(S)APTEX

05:30p BBC News America (CC) N/A #3000H(S)WETA

06:00p PBS Newshour (CC) N/A #14075H(S)NPS

07:00p Washington Week with the Atlantic
Moderator Jeffrey Goldberg hosts a panel of top journalists covering the Middle East, Congress, and the White House as war unfolds in the Holy
Land and Congress is roiling in conflict.

(CC) N/A #6316H(S)NPS

07:30p War in the Holy Land: A PBS News Special Report
Co-anchored by PBS NewsHour's Amna Nawaz from Israel and Geoff Bennett from our nation's capital, the one-hour primetime special will wrap
the historic, devastating week of violence in Israel and Gaza with reports from the region, interviews and analysis on the path forward for the
Middle East and rest of the world.

(CC) N/A #0H(S)NPS

08:30p Market to Market
News and commodity market analysis from the weekly journal of rural America.

(CC) N/A #4909H(S)IPTV

09:00p Next at the Kennedy Center
Robert Glasper's Black Radio

Robert Glasper, five-time Grammy Award-winning pianist, composer, and producer, invites his tightly knit community of collaborators to celebrate
the 10th anniversary of his iconic, award-winning, and cross-genre revolutionary album - Black Radio. Accompanied by Lalah Hathaway, Meshell
Ndegeocello, Bilal, and many more, Glasper reimagines his seminal album and reflects on how the album has profoundly transformed black
music in the decade since its conception.

(CC) N/A #201#(S)NPS

10:00p Full Circle
FULL CIRCLE reveals how tattoos have changed the lives of three very different women by turning the hideous scars of their disappointing
reconstructive work into unique works of art. After the trauma of breast cancer and surgery, tattoos give women the confidence to see themselves
as beautiful and feminine once again.

(CC) N/A #0H(S)NETA

10:30p Amanpour and Company (CC) N/A #6075H(S)PBSPL

11:30p Start Up
Brian Lefeve: St. Clair Shores, Mi

Brian LeFeve, a life coach focused on Human Optimization and helping individuals live their best life. This is a story about taking the
uncomfortable steps necessary to living your best life.

(CC) N/A #1103H(S)NETA
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12:00m War in the Holy Land: A PBS News Special Report
Co-anchored by PBS NewsHour's Amna Nawaz from Israel and Geoff Bennett from our nation's capital, the one-hour primetime special will wrap
the historic, devastating week of violence in Israel and Gaza with reports from the region, interviews and analysis on the path forward for the
Middle East and rest of the world.

(CC) N/A #0H(S)NPS

06:00a Molly of Denali
Trini's Super Coop/Trini's Winter Warm Up

Trini's mom is coming home on military leave and Trini wants her first meal to be some famous Mumford omelets! But, when the weather get
colder, chickens stop laying eggs. Can Trini figure out how to winterize the chicken coop in time?/It's Trini's first winter in Alaska, and she's not
happy. Texas never got this chilly! When Molly and Tooey overhear Trini and her dad talking about moving back, they look for ways for Trini to
warm up to the cold.

(CC) DVI #205H(S)PBS

06:30a Agphd (N) N/A #1332HHEFTY

07:00a Market to Market
News and commodity market analysis from the weekly journal of rural America.

(CC) N/A #4909H(S)IPTV

07:30a Curious George
A Good Yarn/Snow Monkey

(CC) N/A #1302H(S)PBS

08:00a Work It Out Wombats!
Sparkle Pants/Game Changer

Is it possible to have too many pairs of Sparkle Pants? Not if you find creative ways to repurpose them! / After a long spell of rain, it's time to play!
But, what game can Zadie, Cece, Clyde, and Carly play that's fun for all?

(CC) DVI #111H(S)PBS

08:30a Daniel Tiger's Neighborhood
Katerina's Costume/Dress Up Day

Katerina's Costume: Daniel and Katerina are at Miss Elaina's Museum-Go-Round to make their costumes for Dress Up Day. While Daniel and
Miss Elaina know exactly what they want to be, Katerina is having a harder time deciding on just the right costume. Eventually she comes up with
a very clever idea! Dress Up Day: It's Dress Up Day in the Neighborhood of Make-Believe and it's time for the annual main street parade! The
children visit all the stores, showing off their fancy costumes and receiving different stickers from their neighbors.

(CC) DVI #128H(S)PBS

09:00a Sesame Street
Chickens on the Farm

Big Bird is visiting his chicken friend, Lottie, at the farm. Lottie hasn't been able to lay an egg because the nesting box isn't comfy and cozy. This
is a problem! Big Bird wonders if there's something they can use to make the nesting box comfier and cozier. What if they use hay? Let's try! It
works. Big Bird makes the nesting box comfier for Lottie. It's so comfy that Lottie lays an egg!

(CC) DVI #5228H(S)PBS

09:30a Rosie's Rules
Dance Party Island/Rosie The Mascot

Rosie creates a dance party island in her backyard, but the flag she puts on the island causes confusion. / Rosie wants to help cheer on Javi's
soccer team, so she decides to become their mascot.

(CC) DVI #130H(S)PBS

10:00a Donkey Hodie
Super Duper Sleepover/Mountain Climb Time

Donkey and Panda's sleepover is full of playing and dancing, but when the lights go out, a scary monster appears./Donkey and Panda want to
climb Mt. Really High Up, just like Grampy. When they don't reach the top, Grampy encourages them to try again.

(CC) DVI #102H(S)PBS

10:30a Diy Science Time
The Moon

That's one small step for DIY, one giant leap for the Science Crew! Join us today to learn all about the moon. In this out of this world episode we'll
explore Moon phases, lunar maria, make a DIY sextant and more!

(CC) N/A #206H(S)NETA

11:00a Paint This with Jerry Yarnell
Two of a Kind, Part 2

In episode 2, Jerry continues to discuss the value of water miscible oils and how they compare to traditional oils. He uses a wet on wet technique
to block in the basic shapes and the creation of the appearance of wood grain for the table. Jerry presents an amazing demonstration on the
proper mixing and blending of greens while using the water miscible oil palette.

(CC) N/A #1302H(S)NETA
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11:30a Make It Artsy
Your Daily Life

Take a break from your daily routine and shake things up. Host Julie Fei Fan Balzer creates playful zines from daily life. Then, Erin Gerlach
shows how to repair clay pots. Last is a color study - black.

(CC) N/A #912H(S)NETA

12:00n Creative Living
Chef John Csukor is a culinary consultant to the California Fig Advisory Board, and he's going to talk about compelling flavors, visuals and
nutrition as well as how to incorporate the satiety factor of a meal. Figs will be the center stage as John prepares vegan and gluten-free recipes.
According to the American Federation for the Blind, there are increasingly more people who are experiencing eye problems. Dr. Edward Kondrot
says this is especially true for those over the age of 65. He'll discuss some tips to help seniors protect their vision. He is the founder of Healing
the Eye & Wellness Center.

(CC) N/A #7007H(S)KENW

12:30p This Old House
Lexington | Shore We Can

The interior is demoed, and rebuilding has begun, including shoring up the rear foundation. The architect explains the new accessible design, and
an accessibility showroom is toured for mobility solutions. A new energy code affects the reno.

(CC) N/A #4502H(S)PBSPL

01:00p Woodsmith Shop
Prairie-Style Tall Clock

This tall case clock offers you the chance to go all out. Inside this heirloom-quality case, you'll find a mechanical movement and a custom face.
The design draws on the Prairie school of design exemplified by Frank Lloyd Wright.

(CC) N/A #1705H(S)NETA

01:30p American Woodshop
Building A Better Bookcase

This episode features tips that every woodworker needs to know to become a better craftsperson. Tool innovations like the track saw are game
changers for woodworkers and makers alike. Adjustable shelving jig makes this a very versatile bookcase.

(CC) N/A #2709H(S)NETA

02:00p Garage with Steve Butler
Floating Side Table

Steve builds a mid-century modern side table, inspired by designer Jens Risom.

(CC) N/A #205H(S)NETA

02:30p Chef's Life
Liver Lover

Vivian visits a restaurant known for fried liver and learns that not all livers are created equal, but all are equally good for you. Mrs. Scarlett's
humble beef liver and onions inspires Vivian to add a fancy, controversial liver dish to the menu.

(CC) N/A #509H(S)PBS

03:00p America's Test Kitchen
Chocolate Tart and Ice Cream

Test cook Elle Simone Scott bakes host Julia Collin Davison a decadent Milk Chocolate Cremeux Tart. Tasting expert Jack Bishop talks all about
coconut products. Test cook Dan Souza makes host Bridget Lancaster the ultimate Sweet Cream Ice Cream.

(CC) N/A #2311H(S)APTEX

03:30p Cook's Country
Grilled Lamb and Cheesecake

Morgan Bolling makes host Bridget Lancaster Grilled Bone-In Leg of Lamb with Charred Scallion Sauce. Equipment expert Adam Ried shares his
top picks for spray mops. Toni Tipton-Martin talks about a popular cheesecake that's taking the world by storm, and Bridget makes host Julia
Collin Davison a showstopping La Vina-Style Cheesecake.

(CC) N/A #1606H(S)APTEX

04:00p Fons & Porter's Love of Quilting
Row Your Bow

It's hard to imagine a better quilt for celebrating and learning about color! Joining Sara Gallegos is guest Diane Harris, whose row quilt, Row Your
'Bow, plays with the entire rainbow! In addition to some piecing and pressing advice that helps with the construction, Diane's knowledge of
practical color theory will have you making confident choices about fabric and placement in no time!

(CC) N/A #4212H(S)NETA

04:30p It's Sew Easy
Ageless Fashion

There are certain garments and styles that stand the test of time and can be worn by every age. Emily Thompson begins with the perfect front
button skirt in a mommy and me style. This two-part lesson with continue next time with buttons and button holes. Then, it's the perfect jacket with
Angela Wolf and how to add facing to an unlined classic jacket design.

(CC) N/A #2110H(S)NETA
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05:00p Knit and Crochet Now
Gnomies Are My Homies

Toni Lipsey is first with Rustic Gnome Ornaments. Craft your way to the holidays and capture the Christmas spirit for a cozy winter welcome with
Gnomes. Then it's the final stitch corner with Lena and the Snowbird Crochet Scarf. If you've been stitching along with her, you've now made 13
new scarves to wear or gift. Finally, its Britt Schmiesing and a cute couple, Mr. & Mrs. Gnome. Worked from the top down, this cute gnome couple
will be a lovely and inviting addition to your home decor.

(CC) N/A #1213H(S)NETA

05:30p Garden Smart
A 500-Year-Old Garden in the Heart of Amsterdam

Founded as a medical garden for doctors and apothecaries, de Hortus Botanicus now features over 4,000 species of plants. This historical
garden highlights architecture, design, plants and history. A lot to learn; tune in as we GardenSMART.

(CC) N/A #7211H(S)NETA

06:00p Cottonwood Connections
The Past Alive

(N) N/A #306HSHPTV

06:30p Rick Steves' Europe
Rick Steves Europe: Art of Ancient Greece

Ancient Greece laid the foundations of Western art. Traveling from its sun-splashed isles to the rugged mainland to bustling Athens, we trace the
rise of Greek culture. We marvel at the timeless Acropolis, perfect Parthenon, and Golden Age theaters. And we watch as art evolves from stiff
statues to perfectly balanced Venuses to the exuberant Winged Victory, capturing the spirit of the age.

(CC) N/A #1202H(S)APTEX

07:00p The Lawrence Welk Show
Morning-Noon-Night (Otwell Twins)

The Otwell Twins host this show celebrating songs with a solar/lunar theme. They join the Aldridge Sisters for "Walkin' in the Sunshine", Bobby &
Elaine dance to "Night and Day", and the band plays "Moonlight in Vermont", "Canadian Sunset", and "Carolina in the Morning".

(CC) N/A #1909H(S)OETA

08:00p Backstage Pass
Willy Tea Taylor & The Harmed Brothers

Based out of Portland, Oregon, the Harmed Brothers perform indiegrass music with Northern California folk artist Willy Tea Taylor. Songs from
the performance include "Adopt a Highway," "A Lovely Conversation," and "California."

(CC) N/A #1007H(S)NETA

09:00p David Holt's State of Music
Zoe and Cloyd

Bluegrass and klezmer traditions meet in the music of married duo Zoe & Cloyd. Fiddler Natalya Zoe Weinstein and
singer/songwriter/instrumentalist John Cloyd Miller visit with host David Holt.

(CC) N/A #502H(S)PBSPL

09:30p Ireland with Michael
Slaney Valley

Michael heads to his hometown on the Sunny South East. Known for their funny accent, their maritime history and most of all, their love of
singing, Wexford people are unique. We see Johnstown Castle, the National Opera House and hear about the founder of the American Navy,
Commodore John Barry.

(CC) N/A #102H(S)NETA

10:00p Austin City Limits
Jenny Lewis/Muna

Singer/songwriter Jenny Lewis returns to Austin City Limits with highlights from her acclaimed album Joy'All, while Taylor Swift-approved pop trio
MUNA makes a thrilling ACL debut with songs from their self-titled LP.

(CC) N/A #4902H(S)PBSPL

11:00p Sound On Tap
All Get Out

Indie rock band All Get Out packs a punch with memorable melodies, surprising shifts in mood, and musical pyrotechnics.

(CC) N/A #101H(S)NETA

11:30p Songs at the Center
Tenille Townes, Caitlyn Smith, Caylee Hammack

15-time Canadian Country Music Award winner and 2-time Academy of Country Music (ACM) Award winner, Tenille Townes, joins Caitlyn Smith,
writer of the # 1 Billboard Adult Top 40 duet by Meghan Trainor and John Legend, "Like I'm Gonna Lose You;" and Capitol Nashville Recording
Artist, Caylee Hammack, one of Billboard Magazine's "10 New Artists You Need to Know." All three ignite the Songs at the Center stage with high
energy, humility and grace.

(CC) N/A #907H(S)
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12:00m America Outdoors with Baratunde Thurston
Maine: Embrace The Cold

With its magnificent coastline and densely wooded interior, Maine is a place where outdoor adventure has a long history, and people are so
committed to their outdoor passions that even the brutal winters can't deter them.

(CC) N/A #201H(S)NPS

06:00a Molly of Denali
Sticker Shock/A Song for Lola

Tooey's brothers won't stop using Tooey's stuff! To keep track of who owns what, Tooey labels everything he can. Things escalate, the label
maker breaks and Molly's feelings get hurt. Can he figure out how to use the labels for good? / Vera's Lola Miranda is coming back to Qyah on a
visit from the Philippines! Vera wants to surprise her with a special song, but she and Molly are struggling to create one that's "serious" enough to
honor her Lola.

(CC) DVI #308H(S)PBS

06:30a Alma's Way
All About Alma/Alma's Playdate

When Alma is consumed with her starring role in a musical, she doesn't understand why her friends aren't happy for her. / Alma helps Harper feel
at home during a playdate at the Rivera house.

(CC) DVI #129H(S)PBS

07:00a Wild Kratts
Masked Bandits

As they prepare for a creature costume party, the Wild Kratts team begins to notice all sorts of strange things happening in the Tortuga HQ.
Jimmy is sure there is a ghost or monster living with them, but the Kratt brothers are convinced it's some kind of creature. When the gang sets out
to discover who is causing all the trouble, they discover that certain animals gravitate towards human habitation because it provides food and
protection from predators.

(CC) N/A #131H(S)PBS

07:30a Curious George
Curious George and the Lost Puppy / Gnocchi's Purr-Fect Day

Walking home from marching band practice at the firehouse, George and the Man with the Yellow Hat come upon Amy's Pet Supplies which is
hosting an Adoption Fair for puppies! When a bunch of new orders comes in, Amy worries she'll need to postpone the Fair. But George eagerly
volunteers to help - his friend will do the deliveries and George will watch the 5 cute puppies! All George needs to do is to make sure they don't
escape their play pen. Easy peasy! But petting the puppies becomes too tempting and George opens the gate. As he counts the puppies, he
realizes he's lost Spot, who snuck out! When George searches for Spot he is thrilled to find 5 kittens - who then also escape! It's frolicking, furry
madness! Will George be able to lure the little ones back to where they all belong - and can he devise a way to count each wiggly one only
once?! / George likes nothing better than spending a perfect spring day playing with Gnocchi. But on this day, Gnocchi gets a thorn in her paw
while chasing butterflies! George brings her to veterinarian, Dr. Aziz, who assures him that Gnocchi will be just fine, as long as she stays off her
paw for the rest of the day. Busy at the restaurant, Chef Pisghetti is distraught that he can't take Gnocchi out to see, taste and smell all of her
favorite things. So George straps on Gnocchi's cat carrier and the two head out on the town. George is determined to give Gnocchi the perfect
day! But every stop they make ends in disaster. They fall into a pile of fish, can't catch fireflies, and George even loses Gnocchi when she crawls
out of her carrier to nap in the sun! George is devastated - he's disappointed Gnocchi! But when he brings her home to Chef Pisghetti they
discover Gnocchi's secret, special souvenirs in her carrier. Maybe she had that perfect day, after all?

(CC) N/A #1502H(S)PBS

08:00a Work It Out Wombats!
Amazing Adventure/The Kaya-Tastic Banana-Tastic Halo Halo Split!

Thanks to Ellie, best babysitter ever, the Wombats embark on a for-real Sticker Monster treasure hunt. / Kaya has to get creative when she
breaks her tablet right before her Kaya-tastic Banana-tastic Halo-Halo Split cooking class.

(CC) DVI #116H(S)PBS

08:30a Daniel Tiger's Neighborhood
Duckling Goes Home/Daniel Feels Left Out

Duckling Goes Home: Today at school, the children find out that Ducky has grown too big to be their classroom pet and it's time to take him back
to the farm. This news is very upsetting, especially to Daniel and Miss Elaina. The children cope with their sadness in different ways and soon
they feel a little bit better. Daniel Feels Left Out: On their way home from the Neighborhood grocery store, Dad and Daniel stop by the Treehouse
to say "hello." O the Owl and Katerina Kittycat have been playing together all day, and are even going to have dinner together. When it is time to
go home with Dad, Daniel feels left out and sad. Back at home, Mom and Dad Tiger help Daniel with his sad feelings and he soon feels a bit
better.

(CC) DVI #135H(S)PBS

09:00a Sesame Street
Kind Ruby

Elmo, Chris, and Rudy are helping Abby out in the garden because she hurt her wrist. Elmo helps Chris pack garden supplies and Rudy wants to
help too. He wonders how he can help. What if he holds the door for Chris who is holding the bag of soil? Rudy finds other ways to be kind by
helping to water the flowers, cleaning up paint left out at the community center, and making a get-well card for Abby's wrist. Just because some
things are done doesn't mean you can't help. You can find other ways to be kind!

(CC) DVI #5303H(S)PBS
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09:30a Rosie's Rules
Neighborhood Market Day / Rosie and Javis Slime Store

It's Neighborhood Market Day and Rosie searches for something to sell, but nothing seems quite right. / Rosie and Javi open a slime store, but
realize they don't have enough slime, so they have to make more.

(CC) DVI #128H(S)PBS

10:00a Donkey Hodie
Groovy Guitar/Treasure Nest

Donkey's guitar goes missing right before the talent show. Panda and Duck Duck help her look all around for it./Duck Duck finally finds her
family's Treasure Nest, but she can't open it! Maybe she needs to look at the problem in a new way.

(CC) DVI #124H(S)PBS

10:30a Biz Kid$
Fundraising Can Be Fun

Have a worthy cause? Then host a worthy fundraiser. This episode shows how to organize volunteers, choose the right venue, get the word out,
and keep expenses low. Learn the right way to do the right thing.

(CC) DVI #510(S)APTEX

11:00a Curious Crew
Thermal Conduction

Thermal Conduction is a "hot" topic! Dr. Rob and the Crew explore how thermal energy is transferred and conserved in different environments.

(CC) N/A #906H(S)NETA

11:30a Make48
Follow Our Winning Team On Industry Field Trip!, Pt 2

Our winning team will be awarded a cash stipend and a educational product industry field trip and apprenticeship within the United States with
their winning prototype in hand! Our journey takes the team on a front seat ride through the rigors of product design and prototyping. We also
learn the special issues associated with consumer product testing and product safety, appropriate marketing rules and practices and more. Our
winning team retains their patent and gain an incredible amount of knowledge and education about product development. Our public tv viewers
get to go along for the lesson!

(CC) N/A #410H(S)APTEX

12:00n Market to Market
News and commodity market analysis from the weekly journal of rural America.

(CC) N/A #4909H(S)IPTV

12:30p Motorweek
2024 Subaru Crosstrek

Join us for some seat time in the latest Subaru Crosstrek, which enters a new generation and brings some exciting enhancements to this popular
nameplate. We'll also take a look at the BMW X1, recently redesigned with some modern BMW design language and some exciting
enhancements. We'll also have more Quick Spins and some "Your Drive" advice you won't want to miss!

(CC) N/A #4306H(S)PBSPL

01:00p Real Ag
Farm Safety

(N) N/A #1101HSHPTV

01:30p Plan Stronger TV
Lady Bird Deeds

David Holland is joined by attorney, Courtney Kilbourne Hayes, who explains "Lady Bird" deeds. CFP Professional, Kathy Longo, provides
insights for women in divorce. Director of the Alabama Securities Commission, Joseph Borg, shares cautions on the very real threat of financial
exploitation.

(CC) N/A #605H(S)ACCES

02:00p Classic Gospel (CC) N/A #1501H(S)NETA

03:00p Your Fantastic Mind
Adolescent Mental Health

Social media, academic stress and other crucial factors are contributing to an adolescent mental health crisis in America. This episode explores
the alarming rise of anxiety, depression and suicide among today's teenagers, addressing causes of the crisis and exploring possible solutions.
Viewers will hear from families and teens affected by mental health disorders, as well as psychiatric experts calling for an urgent need for change.

(CC) N/A #301H(S)NETA

03:30p Doctors On Call
Dr.'s Robert & Kristie Clark: Depression

(N) N/A #1808HSHPTV

04:00p Antiques Roadshow
Vintage Hartford 2023 Hour 2

Revisit Connecticut treasures 14 years after ROADSHOW's visit to Hartford, including a French Bru doll, ca. 1880, woman's silk shoes, ca. 1785,
and an 1894 Charles Courtney Curran portrait oil. Which is the top $75,000 find?

(CC) N/A #2717H(S)NPS
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05:00p PBS News Weekend (CC) N/A #2032H(S)NPS

05:30p History with David Rubenstein
Lynne Cheney

(CC) N/A #410H(S)PBSPL

06:00p Cottonwood Connections
Fit to Print

(N) N/A #307HSHPTV

06:30p World's Greatest Cruises (CC) N/A #107H(S)NETA

07:00p Hotel Portofino
Returns

Bella's plans to build a spa in the basement are running over budget while she deals with an unexpected and unwelcome return from someone
closer to home. Meanwhile, the hotel is facing an anonymous inspection from an influential travel guide.

(CC) N/A #201#(S)NPS

08:00p World On Fire On Masterpiece
The war reaches the sands of the Egyptian desert while bombs fall on Manchester, and Harry introduces an explosive force into Robina's
household.

(CC) DVI #5346#(S)PBS

09:00p Annika On Masterpiece
When a phone with a recording of a brutal drowning is handed to police headquarters, the pressure is on for Annika and the team to track down
the murderer.

(CC) DVI #5352#(S)NPS

10:00p Austin City Limits
Jenny Lewis/Muna

Singer/songwriter Jenny Lewis returns to Austin City Limits with highlights from her acclaimed album Joy'All, while Taylor Swift-approved pop trio
MUNA makes a thrilling ACL debut with songs from their self-titled LP.

(CC) N/A #4902H(S)PBSPL

11:00p Hotel Portofino
Returns

Bella's plans to build a spa in the basement are running over budget while she deals with an unexpected and unwelcome return from someone
closer to home. Meanwhile, the hotel is facing an anonymous inspection from an influential travel guide.

(CC) N/A #201H(S)NPS
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12:00m World On Fire On Masterpiece
The war reaches the sands of the Egyptian desert while bombs fall on Manchester, and Harry introduces an explosive force into Robina's
household.

(CC) DVI #5346H(S)PBS

06:00a Molly of Denali
Bird in the Hand/Bye-Bye Birdie

Molly and Tooey think they've discovered a ghost after a strange noise follows them from Spooky Hose all the way to the Trading Post's
Bunkhouse. Turns out the phantom is actually a bird stuck in a dryer vent! Molly's bird call book holds the key to finding out what kind of bird it is,
but they'll need to learn what some unfamiliar words mean before finding their feathered friend a new home. / Molly and Trini tag along with Nina
on trip to Kenai National Park to see real, live puffins! As the enthusiastic birders count how many puffins are eating and admire the precocious
pufflings, Molly and Trini are alarmed when the baby chicks begin to jump off a cliff! What's a good birdwatcher to do?

(CC) DVI #105H(S)PBS

06:30a Happy Yoga with Sarah Star
Waterfall

Allow the beauty of the inspiring waterfall energy to recharge your body as we focus on standing postures designed to improve balance while
creating more flexibility in the legs and hips using a chair for support.

(CC) N/A #212H(S)NETA

07:00a Yoga In Practice
Strengthening The Back

One of the most common physical issues people deal with in modern life is lower back pain caused from too much sitting. While sitting, we often
collapse our front body and shoulders, over-extending the neck and weakening our back muscles. In today's class we will work on strengthening
the back muscles for better posture. When you enjoy good posture a natural self-assurance arises.

(CC) N/A #412H(S)APTEX

07:30a Curious George (CC) N/A #1213H(S)PBS

08:00a Daniel Tiger's Neighborhood
Everyone Has A Turn at Show and Tell/Daniel Takes Turns at the Pool

Daniel and his classmates learn how to take turns during Show and Tell. /At the Neighborhood pool, Daniel and Miss Elaina take turns playing
with the bubble wand. Later, he and Prince Wednesday take turns using a pool noodle.

(CC) DVI #616H(S)PBS

08:30a Rosie's Rules
Fort Fuentes/Rosies Derby Car

(CC) DVI #123H(S)PBS

09:00a Sesame Street
Happy Hair Day

Elmo and his friends are singing about something that makes each of them special, their hair! Tamir and Charlie realize one thing they both have
that makes them special is their curly hair. Tamir's hair is black with soft coils while Charlie's hair is golden brown with loose curls. Elmo joins in
singing about how his red and fluffy fur is one of the things that make him special. They meet Prairie Dawn who has blonde and straight hair and
Mia who has brown and wavy hair. They all sing together about how hair is part of what makes each of them special no matter how it grows.

(CC) DVI #5307H(S)PBS

09:30a Work It Out Wombats!
Helper for the Day/Race Car Wombats

Zeke's sorting choices prove interesting when he volunteers to be Mr. E's "Helper for the Day." / The Wombats are psyched to race in the
Treeborhood Derby, but can't get their homemade car out of the house, let alone to the starting line.

(CC) DVI #113H(S)PBS

10:00a Donkey Hodie
Spooky Shadow Swamp/Hidden Orchestra

When Donkey and Panda lose Bob Dog's favorite ball in Spooky Shadow Swamp, they must find their inner brave to get it back./To join the
Hidden Orchestra, Donkey must complete a scavenger hunt for hidden instruments. Will she remember all the steps?

(CC) DVI #111H(S)PBS

10:30a Pinkalicious & Peterrific
Petercadabra/Sleepless In Pinkville

"Petercadabra" Peter is determined to become a great magician after finding Daddy's book of magic tricks. And with a fancy hat, a wand, and a
little bit of magic, Peter is well on his way to becoming "The Great Peterini." Curriculum: (Theater) Use costumes props and your imagination to
take on a persona. "Sleepless in Pinkville" Pinkalicious and Peter have to get up early for a very special sunrise, but are too excited to sleep.
Perhaps Goldie the unicorn can help them finally get some shut-eye? Curriculum: (Theater) Experiment with the imagination and creative
movement as a way to release energy and play together.

(CC) DVI #212H(S)PBS
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11:00a Elinor Wonders Why
The Science of Staying Warm/The Seed of An Idea

The Science of Staying Warm - It's a wintery Saturday morning and Elinor, Olive and Ari are getting ready to go out and play in the snow with
other kids, but Olive wonders why she has to wear so many winter clothes. This catches Elinor's curiosity, so she observes that some kids have
thick fur (like her) and others (like Olive) don't. At the same time, she sees that the kids with thick fur don't need coats, and the ones without thick
fur need thicker coats. They conclude that fur must help animals stay warm. Now that Olive understands, she's excited to put on her winter stuff
and have fun in the snow! The Seed of an Idea - Elinor becomes fascinated by the Velcro on Ari's new watch and convinces her friends to help
her find out how it works. First, they make a list of what Velcro sticks to and what it doesn't stick to, but they need more observations, so they
head out onto the playground. While outside, they observe that Velcro is very similar to a burr seed that is stuck to Ari's shirt, which is no
coincidence at all! That's when they learn that the invention of Velcro was based off the burr seed. Nature is full of all sorts of inventive ideas!

(CC) DVI #103H(S)PBS

11:30a Nature Cat
The Deal with Eels/Skip It!

It could quite possibly be Nature Cat's worst nightmare! Squeeks tells her friends a spooky story of a creature that looks like a snake and swims
in the river, and nobody knows where it comes from or where it goes. Nature Cat is just glad this is a story and not real, but Squeeks says it is
real and shows a picture of the swimming snake. Excited, Squeeks wants to go and look for this creature, and when Daisy and Hal want to join
her, Nature Cat knows that his worst nightmare has just come true! / When challenged by Ronald to compete against him for the Neighborhood
Rock-Skipping Championship of the World, Nature Cat confidently accepts. How hard can it be to be a good rock skipper? But in preparing for the
competition, Nature Cat finds that not only does he have to know how to skip a rock, but some rocks are better than others at being skipped.
Looks like Nature Cat is between a rock and a hard place!

(CC) N/A #217H(S)PBS

12:00n Hero Elementary
Fair Weather / Home Sweet Home

It's the day of the Hero Elementary Fun Fair, but the weather turns rainy, then sunny, then rainy again. Sparks' Crew learns to recognize the signs
of changing weather in order to predict if the weather will be nice for the Fun Fair. Curriculum: Weather patterns -- including the interaction of
sunlight, temperature, clouds, and wind -- help people predict what the weather is going to be. / When a tree falls in the schoolyard, our heroes try
to find a new home for a chipmunk. But, what kind of home--or habitat--does a chipmunk need? Sparks' Crew will figure it out, one way or
another! Curriculum: The places where wild animals live have features that help meet the animals' needs.

(CC) DVI #110H(S)PBS

12:30p Xavier Riddle and the Secret Museum
I Am Theodore Roosevelt/I Am Eleanor Roosevelt

(CC) DVI #116H(S)PBS

01:00p Gzero World with Ian Bremmer
Israel at War

Guest: Avi Mayer, Editor-in-Chief of the Jerusalem Post and Shibley Telhami, Professor at University of Maryland. This week, war breaks out
between Israelis and Palestinians at a level not seen in half a century. As the death toll hits the thousands on both sides, how did things get so
dire and what is the way out?

(CC) N/A #616H(S)APTEX

01:30p Story in the Public Square
Winnie M Li

Author and activist Winnie M Li discusses her books, including her latest "Complicit," a timely thriller that examines the power dynamics within the
film industry, as well as the tension between privilege and justice.

(CC) N/A #906H(S)NETA

02:00p Europe's New Wild
The Missing Lynx

Across the Iberian Peninsula, rewilding efforts allow the Iberian lynx -- the rarest cat in the world -- to flourish once again. In Portugal's Coa
Valley, the introduction of ancient species heralds the return of the region's top predators.

(CC) N/A #101H(S)NPS

03:00p Cat in the Hat Knows A Lot About Halloween!
The Cat in the Hat takes Nick and Sally on the craziest Halloween ride filled with howlers and shockers and scary fandangles, big laughs and
music and fun from all angles! Their fright-filled adventure takes them deep into the Oooky-ma-kooky Closet where Nick and Sally discover the
very best Halloween costumes ever!

(CC) DVI #0H(S)PBS

04:00p Odd Squad
Skip Day/The Great Grinaldi

Skip Day - When Olive catches a case of The Skips and goes missing, rookie agent Otto must solve his first case by himself. Curriculum:
Counting and cardinality; counting by threes; pattern recognition. The Great Grinaldi - Otto rushes to finish a case so he can see his favorite
magician, The Great Grinaldi, perform. Curriculum: Fractions.

(CC) DVI #109H(S)PBS

04:30p Arthur
Speak Up Francine/Waiting for Snow

(CC) DVI #1706H(S)PBS
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05:00p The Infinite Art Hunt
More Trees Please! (Collage)

More Trees Please! (Collage): Freddie is on a mission to save the trees! Her poster to get the word out needs a little help so she meets up with
Grandma Tilly's friend, an artist who focuses on climate change. Freddie and Ty help with her latest piece by collaging pictures onto a canvas,
which gives Freddie ideas for her own efforts at home.

(CC) N/A #111H(S)APTEX

05:30p BBC News America (CC) N/A #3001H(S)WETA

06:00p PBS Newshour (CC) N/A #14076H(S)NPS

07:00p The American Buffalo
Blood Memory

The dramatic story of how America's national mammal, which sustained the lives of Native people, was driven to the brink of extinction. Ken
Burns recounts the tragic collision of two opposing views of the natural world.

(CC) DVI #101#(S)NPS

09:00p The American Buffalo
Blood Memory

The dramatic story of how America's national mammal, which sustained the lives of Native people, was driven to the brink of extinction. Ken
Burns recounts the tragic collision of two opposing views of the natural world.

(CC) DVI #101#(S)NPS

11:00p Energy Switch
Is It Time for More Nuclear Power? Part 1

Will expanding nuclear power play a significant role in decarbonizing electricity?

(CC) N/A #108H(S)NETA

11:30p Sara's Weeknight Meals
Vegetariano Italiano

Saras guest Cristina Bowerman broke through the boys club to become the only Michelin starred female chef in Rome. The two of them go on a
delicious journey through Cristina's Trastevere neighborhood to pick up ingredients for Cristina's meatless Celeriac and Orange pizza topped with
tea and herb oil. It's easy, it's smoky delicious and its like no pizza you've ever had before. In her own kitchen Sara continues the vegetarian
Italian theme with a Spaghetti Squash pasta with walnuts and a creamy goat cheese sauce. Plus, an American in Rome living the dream as a
food photographer. Recipes: Celeriac and Orange pizza; Spaghetti Squash with Goat Cheese.

(CC) N/A #1202H(S)APTEX
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12:00m The American Buffalo
Blood Memory

The dramatic story of how America's national mammal, which sustained the lives of Native people, was driven to the brink of extinction. Ken
Burns recounts the tragic collision of two opposing views of the natural world.

(CC) DVI #101H(S)NPS

06:00a Molly of Denali
Mystery in the Night Sky/Lights, Camera, Patak!

What is the mysterious light moving across the night sky above the Trading Post? Tooey is convinced it's aliens! When Grandpa Nat hears this
theory, he joins the kids on a night watch. Will aliens appear, or could it be something else? / Mr. Patak needs to record a carving demonstration,
but he's super camera shy! Molly and Tooey are determined to help, but bringing out the performer in Mr. Patak may be harder than they thought.

(CC) DVI #221H(S)PBS

06:30a Happy Yoga with Sarah Star
Rainbow Sunrise

Relax and recharge with a glowing morning sunrise as we focus on an invigorating modified yoga practice using a chair for support, combining
lower body strengthening moves and hip openers with a series of upper body stretches designed to release tension in the shoulders and upper
back.

(CC) N/A #213H(S)NETA

07:00a Yoga In Practice
Breath and Relaxation

77 percent of Americans report physical symptoms related to stress and anxiety. To calm the noise in our minds we will ease into a practice that
enhances the parasympathetic nervous system, aiding our sleep and digestion instead of fueling the fight or flight response. Today's class will
open our ribcage so we can breathe more deeply. We'll finish with a guided relaxation called yoga nidra, or yogic sleep.

(CC) N/A #413H(S)APTEX

07:30a Curious George
Tale of the Frightening Flapjacks/Happy Yelloween

(CC) N/A #1406H(S)PBS

08:00a Daniel Tiger's Neighborhood
Daniel Gets A Cold/Mom Tiger Is Sick

Daniel Gets a Cold: It's Prince Wednesday's birthday party at school! Daniel really doesn't want to miss the party, but he is not feeling very well at
all. He learns that when you're sick, rest is best. Mom Tiger is Sick: It's a busy day at Daniel's house and everyone is working on something. Mom
Tiger is finishing up invitations for Fruit Picking Day, but...achoo! She's not feeling very well. Dad and Daniel help with the invitations so Mom
Tiger can get some much needed rest.

(CC) DVI #137H(S)PBS

08:30a Rosie's Rules
Purple Sweet Potato Buns/Tias Big Break

Rosie, Jun and Granpda Liu go to the Asian Market to get more sweet potato buns, but their normal route is closed. / Rosie and Javi help Tia
overcome her stage fright when she appears on a TV cooking show.

(CC) DVI #131H(S)PBS

09:00a Sesame Street
The Great Home Carnival

It's raining, and Elmo, Abby, and Rudy can't go to the carnival anymore. This is a problem! They wonder if they can make their own carnival
games with things at home. What if they use paper for a memory game, rolled-up socks for a toss game, and empty boxes for pretend roller
coaster cars? Let's try! It works. They didn't give up, and they made their favorite carnival games at home.

(CC) DVI #5230H(S)PBS

09:30a Work It Out Wombats!
The Treeborhood Photo Album/Runway Recycling

Zadie creates a Treeborhood photo album to trace the growth of their beloved Tree from little, to big, to VERY big. / When Mr. E accidentally
polka-dances a sculpture to smithereens, he and Louisa hold a contest to replace it.

(CC) DVI #115H(S)PBS

10:00a Donkey Hodie
The Try Scouts/Wiz-Kazizz-Kazaam

Donkey and Panda become Try Scouts and must complete hard challenges to earn badges. If they fail, will they try again?/Donkey and Duck
Duck teach Bob Dog how to play a new game. When his excitement disrupts the game, it's hard for his pals to play.

(CC) DVI #122H(S)PBS

10:30a Pinkalicious & Peterrific
Invisible Band/Best Pink Present

The Pinkville marching band comes down with a bad case of the whiffling sneezes and can't play, disappointing the town. Luckily, Pinkalicious
persuades her friends to use their voices to become the Invisible Marching Band. / It's Daddy's birthday and Pinkalicious doesn't have a present,
but knows she'll need wrapping paper so she sets out to paint some. When Daddy gets home, that's all that's done!

(CC) DVI #103H(S)PBS
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11:00a Wild Kratts: Creepy Creatures
The Wild Kratts aren't too sure what to do for Halloween. Should they go trick or treating or just have a Halloween Party? The Kratt bros decide
that the best thing to do is to discover some new "creepy cool" creatures. Heading off to find these new animals friends, Martin and Chris don't
realize that Zach and the other villains have come up with a plan to ruin Halloween. Can the Wild Kratts defeat the villains and still get to
celebrate Halloween? Science Concept: Features that may seem creepy are critical for an animal's survival.

(CC) N/A #0H(S)PBS

12:00n Hero Elementary
When Fur Flies / Pumpkin Palooza

Something high in the sky is causing a trail of trouble across Citytown, but is it a bird, a plane, or something else? Sparks' Crew observes the
properties of things gone wrong downtown, which leads them to understand what the problem is. Curriculum: Understanding the problem is the
first step for finding a solution. / It's the day of Pumpkin Palooza and a little girl's decorated pumpkin has been ruined. It's Sparks' Crew to the
rescue! Learning that the culprit is a hungry squirrel, they work together to design and build a solution to protect all the decorated pumpkins in
City Town. Curriculum: You can use engineering design to gather information and to keep improving each solution. That's the power to solve real
world problems!

(CC) DVI #139H(S)PBS

12:30p Xavier Riddle and the Secret Museum
I Am Lou Gehrig/I Am Marie Owens

(CC) DVI #117H(S)PBS

01:00p School of Greatness with Lewis Howes
Kevin Hart - Self-Confidence, Self-Love, Self-Care

Actor and Entrepreneur Kevin Hart shares how to overcome adversity and develop a strong work ethic in order to become successful.

(CC) N/A #107H(S)APTEX

01:30p Medical Frontiers
New Horizon In Cancer Care: Heavy Ion Radiotherapy

Conventional radiotherapy commonly uses X-rays, which have limited reach and can harm surrounding normal cells. Heavy ion radiotherapy, a
promising alternative, uses heavy ion beams to effectively treat deep-seated cancers such as those of the pancreas and liver. Japan's leading
facility for the therapy attracts trainees worldwide. We highlight the latest research on heavy ion radiotherapy, featuring a case study of pancreatic
cancer which has been in remission for eight years.

(CC) N/A #216H(S)APTEX

02:00p Europe's New Wild
Return of the Titans

Travel to the Carpathian Mountains and beyond, where Europe's most iconic species are thriving. The reintroduction of European bison signals a
wildlife comeback, while just beyond the mountains, gray wolves stage an astonishing return.

(CC) N/A #102H(S)NPS

03:00p Alma's Way
Trick Or Treatasaurus/The Haunted Hallway

When Junior accidentally ruins his dinosaur Halloween costume, Alma, Mami, and T'a Gloria must figure out a way to turn the mistake into a
fright-night delight. It's Halloween at the community center, and Alma, Rafia, and Lucas are determined to have the best Haunted Hallway ever.
But when Alma decides that she wants to make the Hallway even spookier than before, people stop visiting. What gives?

(CC) DVI #138H(S)PBS

03:30p Wild Kratts
Whale of a Squid

Chris and Martin are taking Aviva's sub prototype out for a test drive when it gets sucked into a battle between a Sperm whale and Giant squid,
spiraling down into the depths. The brothers want to follow, but their damaged sub can't take that kind of pressure. Aviva develops whale and
squid Creature Power Suits, so the brothers can go where no sub has gone before. Science Concept: Pressure is force applied to an area.

(CC) N/A #102H(S)PBS

04:00p Odd Squad
The Trouble with Centigurps/Totally Odd Squad

The Trouble with Centigurps - When Otto accidentally releases 100 small furry creatures in headquarters, he recruits Oscar to help get them back
before Ms. O finds out. Curriculum: Counting and cardinality; counting by 2's, 5's and 10's to 100. Totally Odd Squad - In a flashback episode,
Ms. O tells the story of how she defeated a villain called the Patternista back when she was an agent. Curriculum: Pattern recognition.

(CC) DVI #110H(S)PBS

04:30p Arthur
Hic Or Treat/Mr. Alwaysright

Hic or Treat - D.W. gets a case of the hiccups that just won't go away. No matter how much advice she gets from Arthur and his friends, she just
can't find the right cure. (Well, at least her Halloween costume as "Hiccup Girl" is all set...) Will D.W. ever get relief - or will she have the hiccups
for the rest of her life and set the world record? Mr. Alwaysright - It seems that Brain is always right about everything and it's really starting to get
on Buster's nerves. But Buster is convinced that someday Brain will make a mistake - and when he does, Buster will be waiting. But is friendship
really about being right or wrong?

(CC) DVI #1107H(S)PBS
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05:00p The Infinite Art Hunt
The Art Wall (Ensemble)

The Art Wall (Ensemble): Grandma Tilly asks Freddie to hang a gallery wall in her studio, but she's at a loss on how to begin. She visits a
museum to learn the 'right' way but discovers there is no one way - each person gets to bring their own unique perspective to art and ensembles
can follow many themes and patterns. Back at the studio, Freddie does things her way and Grandma Tilly is thrilled with the result.

(CC) N/A #112H(S)APTEX

05:30p BBC News America (CC) N/A #3002H(S)WETA

06:00p PBS Newshour (CC) N/A #14077H(S)NPS

07:00p The American Buffalo
Into The Storm

By the late 1880s, the buffalo that once numbered in the tens of millions is teetering on the brink of extinction. But a diverse and unlikely collection
of Americans start a movement that rescues the national mammal from disappearing forever.

(CC) DVI #102#(S)NPS

09:00p The American Buffalo
Into The Storm

By the late 1880s, the buffalo that once numbered in the tens of millions is teetering on the brink of extinction. But a diverse and unlikely collection
of Americans start a movement that rescues the national mammal from disappearing forever.

(CC) DVI #102#(S)NPS

11:01p Doctors On Call
Dr. Perez-Tamayo: Prostate/Breast Cancer

(N) N/A #1815HSHPTV

11:30p Whitney Reynolds Show
The Platform

Using their platform as a stage for moving the dial forward. Today's guests are using their gifts, voices, and even some tough moments to
influence a better future. In the studio we meet Precious Brady Davis a transgender activist who shares the real journey to becoming who she is
today as a mom, wife & influencer. We also hear from a woman who's been called a whistle blower for sexual assault in the military. Plus, super
singer Dante Bowe explains the soul behind his lyrics. We also sit down with the director of the movie, Passing Rebecca Hall and learn why she
had to bring this former novel to the big screen.

(CC) N/A #304H(S)NETA
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12:00m The American Buffalo
Into The Storm

By the late 1880s, the buffalo that once numbered in the tens of millions is teetering on the brink of extinction. But a diverse and unlikely collection
of Americans start a movement that rescues the national mammal from disappearing forever.

(CC) DVI #102H(S)NPS

06:00a Molly of Denali
Fiddle of Nowhere/A Splash of Mink

Oscar has dreamed about participating in Qyah's annual fiddle festival and becoming a champion fiddler like his idol, Finnegan King. This year,
he is finally old enough to play, but he breaks an E string the morning of the event and there are no replacements to be found in town! His only
hope is a snowshoe journey out to the cabin of Mr. Patak's mysterious customer, known only as "The Fiddler in the Woods," to borrow one. Will
Molly, Oscar, and Mr. Patak make it to the Fiddler's cabin in time? / Molly and Trini can't wait to get their jig on at the Qyah Tribal Hall, but on the
way, they run into an adorable, tiny mink that leaves them covered in a big, stinky smell. The duo tries tips from an online "cleaning expert," but
nothing the site suggests works. Can they find an effective way to lose the mink stink, or will they have to sit this dance out?

(CC) DVI #113H(S)PBS

06:30a Happy Yoga with Sarah Star
Desert Bloom

Allow the colorful springtime bloom of desert flowers to inspire your practice as we enjoy a series of simple stretches along with conscious deep
breathing, designed to create more ease in the hands, wrists, shoulders, upper back and legs using a chair for support.

(CC) N/A #301H(S)NETA

07:00a Yoga In Practice
Breathing Into Awareness

Yoga is a transformational practice of awareness that connects your body with your mind, and this helps you to truly appreciate each moment. To
feel more centered, we must remember to breathe and live in the moment. Episode one teaches how to move in relation to our natural breath as
a simple awareness technique, and how to align the general foundation of a pose to create overall steadiness and focus. The class builds to a
basic balancing pose, Tree.

(CC) N/A #101H(S)APTEX

07:30a Curious George
Curious George and the Lost Puppy / Gnocchi's Purr-Fect Day

Walking home from marching band practice at the firehouse, George and the Man with the Yellow Hat come upon Amy's Pet Supplies which is
hosting an Adoption Fair for puppies! When a bunch of new orders comes in, Amy worries she'll need to postpone the Fair. But George eagerly
volunteers to help - his friend will do the deliveries and George will watch the 5 cute puppies! All George needs to do is to make sure they don't
escape their play pen. Easy peasy! But petting the puppies becomes too tempting and George opens the gate. As he counts the puppies, he
realizes he's lost Spot, who snuck out! When George searches for Spot he is thrilled to find 5 kittens - who then also escape! It's frolicking, furry
madness! Will George be able to lure the little ones back to where they all belong - and can he devise a way to count each wiggly one only
once?! / George likes nothing better than spending a perfect spring day playing with Gnocchi. But on this day, Gnocchi gets a thorn in her paw
while chasing butterflies! George brings her to veterinarian, Dr. Aziz, who assures him that Gnocchi will be just fine, as long as she stays off her
paw for the rest of the day. Busy at the restaurant, Chef Pisghetti is distraught that he can't take Gnocchi out to see, taste and smell all of her
favorite things. So George straps on Gnocchi's cat carrier and the two head out on the town. George is determined to give Gnocchi the perfect
day! But every stop they make ends in disaster. They fall into a pile of fish, can't catch fireflies, and George even loses Gnocchi when she crawls
out of her carrier to nap in the sun! George is devastated - he's disappointed Gnocchi! But when he brings her home to Chef Pisghetti they
discover Gnocchi's secret, special souvenirs in her carrier. Maybe she had that perfect day, after all?

(CC) N/A #1502H(S)PBS

08:00a Daniel Tiger's Neighborhood
Daniel's Rocking Chair/Prince Wednesday Gives Away His Book

(CC) DVI #506H(S)PBS

08:30a Rosie's Rules
The Great Robot Picnic/Rosies Car Wash

(CC) DVI #122H(S)PBS

09:00a Sesame Street
Kind Ruby

Elmo, Chris, and Rudy are helping Abby out in the garden because she hurt her wrist. Elmo helps Chris pack garden supplies and Rudy wants to
help too. He wonders how he can help. What if he holds the door for Chris who is holding the bag of soil? Rudy finds other ways to be kind by
helping to water the flowers, cleaning up paint left out at the community center, and making a get-well card for Abby's wrist. Just because some
things are done doesn't mean you can't help. You can find other ways to be kind!

(CC) DVI #5303H(S)PBS

09:30a Work It Out Wombats!
A Boxful of Snout / Postcard from Snout

Uh oh! The Wombats accidentally "gift-wrapped" Snout while helping Mr. E. Can they figure out which box he's in? / Zeke misses Snout, who's
accompanying Mr. E on a visit to Aunt Ida. Will a postcard from Snout chase away Zeke's blues?

(CC) DVI #117H(S)PBS
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10:00a Donkey Hodie
A Donkey Hodie Halloween

It's Purple Panda's first Halloween in Someplace Else, but he's afraid because he doesn't know what to expect. Donkey Hodie is here to help!
She prepares Panda for all the things he'll see on Halloween while their neighbors make it extra special.

(CC) DVI #132H(S)PBS

10:30a Pinkalicious & Peterrific
Pink Or Treat/Berry Scary

A huge storm has knocked out Pinkville's power lines just days before Halloween! It looks like the holiday will be canceled -- that is unless Pink-a-
girl and Pirate Peter can find a way to save the day! / Pinkalicious, Peter, Rafael and Frida are off to collect berries for their homemade
smoothies, but when they arrive at the community garden, they find birds have eaten almost all the berries! To keep the birds away, the kids build
a scarecrow - but will it be scary enough?

(CC) DVI #123H(S)PBS

11:00a Elinor Wonders Why
Butterfly Party/More Than One Right Way

Butterfly Party - It's Olive's mom's birthday, and Olive wants to organize something really special for her: a garden party with REAL butterflies.
But, how can they get butterflies to come to the party? The kids set off to observe butterflies and figure out that they like certain kinds of flowers,
and not others. Ms. Mole offers to let them transplant some butterfly-friendly plants from her garden to Olive's, and it works! Before long, Olive's
backyard is fluttering with butterflies, just in time for Olive's mom to enjoy her birthday party. More Than One Right Way - It's Halloween, and
Elinor, Ari and Olive arrive in the classroom to discover Ms. Mole putting up pumpkin decorations. The enthusiastic kids want to help, so Ms. Mole
suggests they make spiderweb decorations with yarn and glue. But, when each kid makes a different-looking spiderweb, they're not sure which
one is the most like a real web. After observing different spiders in nature, the kids realize that different kinds of spiders make different kinds of
webs, which means they were all right! They then head back into school to decorate the classroom and have a happy Halloween.

(CC) DVI #132H(S)PBS

11:30a Nature Cat
The Legend of Cowboy Kitty/The Corn Conundrum

Quentin Bearantino needs a desert background for his latest movie starring Nature Cat. Can the gang find the perfect cactus? / Nature Cat and
the gang head to Hugo's farm, only to find that it's barren. Can they bring some life back to it?

(CC) N/A #501H(S)PBS

12:00n Curious George: A Halloween Boo Fest
Halloween's almost here! Hang onto your hats! It's George's first Halloween in the country, and Bill tells him and Allie about the Legend of No
Noggin -- a spooky tale about a hat-kicking scarecrow who haunts the countryside on Halloween. But is the legend really real? George and Allie
are determined to find out by taking a picture of No Noggin in hat-kicking action. But first George needs to figure out what he's going to be for
Halloween so he can win the costume contest at the town Boo Festival. Will George's quest for the perfect costume interfere with his quest for the
truth? Only the curious will find out!

(CC) N/A #0H(S)PBS

01:00p Cottonwood Connections
Fit to Print

(N) N/A #307HSHPTV

01:30p Daytripper
Canton, Tx

Chet shops the "World's Largest Flea Market" at Canton's First Monday Trade Days with all the junk and junk food he can handle. He drives
through an East Texas safari park, eats an amazing burger, and learns about the town's historic renovations.

(CC) N/A #1403H(S)NETA

02:00p Europe's New Wild
The Land of the Snow and Ice

In Lapland, natives and conservation groups work to save an age-old reindeer migration and restore an entire ecosystem in the process. Now,
Lapland is witnessing wildlife spectacles return to the land of ice and snow.

(CC) N/A #103H(S)NPS

03:00p Alma's Way
Community Campout/Leaf It to Alma

(CC) DVI #131H(S)PBS

03:30p Wild Kratts
A Bat in the Brownies

When a little brown bat crashlands into a plate of Jimmy Z's famous brownies, Martin and Chris out set out to convince Aviva, Jimmy Z and Koki
that bats are nothing to be afraid of. With bat activated Creature Power Suits, the bros follow join their new friend on a nocturnal fly about, and the
entire crew must come to the rescue when the bat colony's roost is destroyed by a lightning bolt. In the end the Wild Kratts crew "goes batty," as
they gain a new appreciation for bat ecology, predators and insects and echolocation, and learn to love bats.

(CC) N/A #136H(S)PBS

04:00p Odd Squad
Haunt Squad/Safe House in the Woods

Haunt Squad - Odd Squad is haunted by a ghost. Curriculum: algebraic thinking - patterns. Safe House in the Woods - Owen and new recruit
Ozlyn wait out a storm while transporting a creature. Curriculum: measurement - capacity.

(CC) DVI #228H(S)PBS
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04:30p Arthur
The Pea and the Princess/D.W. and Dr. Whosit

(CC) DVI #2303H(S)PBS

05:00p The Infinite Art Hunt
The Lot (Printmaking)

The Lot (Printmaking): After stepping in gunk in an abandoned lot, Freddie and Ty want to turn it into something clean and cool for the
neighborhood. They meet Grandma Tilly's printmaker friend who is helping the community restore a space by screen-printing posters to raise
awareness. Ty and Freddie are inspired and decide to take on the lot themselves by organizing and promoting a clean-up day.

(CC) N/A #113H(S)APTEX

05:30p BBC News America (CC) N/A #3003H(S)WETA

06:00p PBS Newshour (CC) N/A #14078H(S)NPS

07:00p Nature
The Platypus Guardian

This story is about an extraordinary man and a mysterious animal living on an island at the end of the world Tasmania. Peter Walsh is a
Tasmanian with no background in natural history, yet he has become obsessed with one of nature's least understood and most unlikely creature,
the platypus. Walsh is on a mission to observe and understand the animals and save them from urban development in the capital city of Hobart.
He has befriended one particular female he named Zoom. She lets him into her secretive world and a relationship like no other develops. Walsh
will reveal the life of this enigmatic creature, but his time is precious as he manages with his MS diagnosis.

(CC) DVI #4201#(S)NPS

08:00p Nova
Ancient Earth: Life Rising

For billions of years, life teemed in Earth's oceans while the land was desolate and inhospitable. See how life made the leap to land, transforming
a barren, rocky landscape into the lush, green world we call home.

(CC) DVI #5013#(S)NPS

09:00p Secrets of the Dead
Jurassic Fortunes

Some people collect works of art, others collect dinosaurs. These wealthy enthusiasts dream of decorating their homes and offices with T-Rex
skeletons, bringing millions of dollars to auction houses to snatch up the bones of the great extinct dinosaurs. A controversial hobby and, above
all, a form of speculation which can lead to a lawless "bone rush," paleontologists and museums around the world, already deprived of their
subjects of study, are sometimes forced to solicit these new patrons. This film follows the journey of the largest Triceratops fossil ever found.

(CC) N/A #2006#(S)NPS

10:00p Amanpour and Company
Tonight on Amanpour and Company: Martin Griffiths, UN Relief Chief/Under-Secretary-General for Humanitarian Affairs and Emergency Relief
Coordinator, UN; Marwan Muasher, Former Foreign Minister of Jordan/Vice President for Studies, Carnegie Endowment for International Peace;
Richard Haass, Emeritus President, Council of the Foreign Relations/Former US State Department diplomat. Michel Martin interviews Rashid
Khalidi, Edward Said Professor of Modern Arab Studies, Columbia University/Author, The Hundred Years' War on Palestine.

(CC) N/A #6078H(S)PBSPL

11:00p This American Land
Confronting Sea Level Rise, Protecting Wyoming Public Lands, Revising Forest

Scientists and homeowners use education and innovation to tackle rising sea levels in Norfolk, Va. Teams explore wilderness areas to determine
the best uses for public lands in Wyoming. In North Carolina, diverse public interests contribute to the new plan for a large national forest.

(CC) N/A #1108H(S)NETA

11:30p Outside: Beyond The Lens
Ca North Coast Redwoods

A road trip to northern California reveals the beauty of old-growth coastal redwood groves, rugged shorelines and a series of state and national
parks.

(CC) N/A #203H(S)APTEX
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12:00m Nova
Ancient Earth: Life Rising

For billions of years, life teemed in Earth's oceans while the land was desolate and inhospitable. See how life made the leap to land, transforming
a barren, rocky landscape into the lush, green world we call home.

(CC) DVI #5013H(S)NPS

06:00a Molly of Denali
Sukis Bone/Brand New Flag

When Suki digs up an old bone tool covered with markings, Molly, Tooey, and Oscar discover the playful pooch has made an important
archeological discovery. Now everything the kids find by the river could be an ancient artifact, including a round, washer-like object Oscar tied to
a kite and got stuck in a tree. / Inspired by Benny Benson, the real-life Alaska Native boy who designed the state flag of Alaska, Molly announces
a contest to design an original flag for the Denali Trading Post. As the submissions stream in, Molly finds her hands full of designs, expectations,
and worries. Which flag will she choose? The winner proves to be the most unlikely candidate.

(CC) DVI #110H(S)PBS

06:30a Happy Yoga with Sarah Star
Golden Sunset

Bask in the golden light of sunset with a rejuvenating modified yoga practice using a chair for balance and support. Includes seated and standing
postures focusing on opening the hips and elongating the spine, while increasing circulation.

(CC) N/A #302H(S)NETA

07:00a Yoga In Practice
Stand In Your Light

Episode two focuses on the principles of how to create a stable foundation with your hands and feet. Just like the foundation of a house, the
foundation of each pose needs to be balanced and evenly grounded to provide a strong support for the rest of your body. Feeling this support in
the body cultivates a sense of inner strength and joy. Learning to align the basic poses of Downward Dog and Warrior I starts with this foundation.

(CC) N/A #102H(S)APTEX

07:30a Curious George
Basic Training/A Wind-Er Wonderland

(CC) N/A #1303H(S)PBS

08:00a Daniel Tiger's Neighborhood
Daniel Goes to the Hospital

(CC) DVI #509H(S)PBS

08:30a Rosie's Rules
Rosie On Ice / The Meteor Shower

Rosie's going ice skating with the Purple Knight, but when she decides not to wear a coat, she is too cold to skate. / Rosie and Javi find the
perfect spot to watch the meteor shower, but it's not as perfect as they thought.

(CC) DVI #129H(S)PBS

09:00a Sesame Street
Happy Hair Day

Elmo and his friends are singing about something that makes each of them special, their hair! Tamir and Charlie realize one thing they both have
that makes them special is their curly hair. Tamir's hair is black with soft coils while Charlie's hair is golden brown with loose curls. Elmo joins in
singing about how his red and fluffy fur is one of the things that make him special. They meet Prairie Dawn who has blonde and straight hair and
Mia who has brown and wavy hair. They all sing together about how hair is part of what makes each of them special no matter how it grows.

(CC) DVI #5307H(S)PBS

09:30a Work It Out Wombats!
Talent Turmoil/Zeke's Collection Selection

The Wombats learn the hard way that you can't keep a talent show in order if all the props are out of order. / Feeling left out of the Treeborhood's
Collection Bonanza, Zeke goes in search of a collection he can call his own.

(CC) DVI #114H(S)PBS

10:00a Donkey Hodie
Snow Day/Snow Surprise Challenge

It's a snow day in Someplace Else! Will Panda's pals want to do all his favorite snow activities from Planet Purple?/Bob Dog wants to win a glowy,
snowy, floating fun ball, so he thinks of things he's good at to play Gameshow Gator's new snow game.

(CC) DVI #131H(S)PBS

10:30a Cat in the Hat Knows A Lot About Halloween!
The Cat in the Hat takes Nick and Sally on the craziest Halloween ride filled with howlers and shockers and scary fandangles, big laughs and
music and fun from all angles! Their fright-filled adventure takes them deep into the Oooky-ma-kooky Closet where Nick and Sally discover the
very best Halloween costumes ever!

(CC) DVI #0H(S)PBS

11:30a Nature Cat
Dr. Pumpkinstein/Nature Catfish

Monstrous pumpkins are haunting Hugo's farm! Can the gang get rid of them in time for the Halloween party? / The gang investigates the curious
case of the catfish's name, and they learn all about the aquatic animal's life. Glub-glub!

(CC) N/A #507H(S)PBS
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12:00n Hero Elementary
Where's Fur Blur? / The Blob

Our heroes can't find Fur Blur. Sparks' Crew uses their 5 senses to track her throughout the school. Curriculum: Humans have five senses they
use to gather information about the world around them. They can use that information to solve problems. / A giant, mysterious blob is invading the
hallways and classrooms, causing chaos. Sparks' Crew needs to identify the properties of The Blob in order to stop it and save the day.
Curriculum: Identifying the properties of a material can help give clues to what it is.

(CC) DVI #107H(S)PBS

12:30p Xavier Riddle and the Secret Museum
I Am Mary Shelley/I Am Harry Houdini

I am Mary Shelley Xavier and the gang are excited for a Nature Troop campout, where Xavier has volunteered to tell the first campfire story.
There's just one problem: everyone is expecting a spooky story, but Xavier only knows how to tell silly stories. What's he going to do? He doesn't
want to disappoint everyone. To the Secret Museum! Our heroes are sent back in time to meet an expert spooky storyteller: Mary Shelley. Mary
takes our trio on an imaginative playdate where she spins the leaves and wind into a very spooky tale, which Xavier can't help but turn funny. Is
all hope lost?? Mary helps Xavier see that he can tell a story that's both spooky AND silly. The most important thing is to tell stories your own
way. Curriculum: "Tell stories you own way." I am Harry Houdini The time has come from Brad to spend his very first night in the museum, and he
couldn't be more excited. Except, when the lights go out, Brad realizes it's kind of... gulp... scary there at night. Too afraid to stay put in his
sleeping bag, there's only one thing left to do... to the Secret Museum! Our heroes travel back in time to meet someone who knew how to face a
scary situation: Harry Houdini. Harry wants nothing more than to be a brave performer, just like his hero, tightrope walker Fearless Jean. But, it
turns out tightrope walking is scarier than he thought! Good thing Harry has a trick to help himself, and Brad, make it through to the end: when
you're scared, take a deep breath to calm down and feel better. Curriculum: "When you're scared, you can take a deep breath to calm down and
feel better."

(CC) DVI #102H(S)PBS

01:00p Steven Raichlen's Project Fire
Sustainable Seafood

Pollution. Overfishing. Abusive labor practices. There's a lot of negative news coming out about the seafood industry lately, and much of it breaks
your heart. Today's show celebrates seafood we can eat because it's fished in a way that's humane and environmentally sound. Activists call it
sustainable seafood. I call it three great reasons for firing up your grill. GRILLED OYSTERS WITH PROSCIUTTO AND PARMIGIANO; GRILLED
SHRIMP TACOS; SICILIAN GRILLED SWORDFISH WITH SALSA VERDE.

(CC) N/A #307H(S)APTEX

01:30p Tim Farmer's Country Kitchen
Mexican Lasagna, Elote Mexican Street Corn, Guacamole & Churros

We're craving Mexican! Layer up a flavor-packed Mexican Lasagna with a side of Elote (Mexican Street Corn) and Homemade Guacamole.
Identify some common plants and watch out for the Poison Ivy with The Moron Brothers. Finish the night with easy Churros for dessert, made out
of biscuit dough.

(CC) N/A #107H(S)NETA

02:00p Europe's New Wild
Europe's Amazon

See how the precious habitats of the Danube Delta depend on a healthy river to continue growing. The Danube is Europe's largest preserved
wetland, but many of the species that call it home are the last of their kind.

(CC) N/A #104H(S)NPS

03:00p Alma's Way
Harper's Quick Change/All Rapped Up

When Alma, Harper, and Rafia see a quick-change video Safina made, Harper wants to make a video for her dad of her changing into her robot
costume that's just like it. The only problem is, they can't figure out how she changed her clothes so fast! They'll need a little help to make a video
of their own. Alma is supposed to help Eddie record a rap, but starts a rap circle with Junior, Andre, and Becka instead.

(CC) DVI #132H(S)PBS

03:30p Wild Kratts
Elephant Brains!

The Wild Kratts are on a mission to figure out the differences between African and Asian elephants. They soon discover that despite their
differences, all elephants have lots in common. Like feelings, emotions and real intelligence. Science Concept: Elephants have feelings, emotions
and real intelligence.

(CC) N/A #508H(S)PBS

04:00p Odd Squad
How to Interrogate A Unicorn/The Briefcase

How to Interrogate a Unicorn - When characters escape their books in the library, Olive and Otto must figure out how and why it's happening and
put a stop to it. Curriculum: Sorting and classifying; data collection and analysis. The Briefcase - When Ms. O's important briefcase is stolen by a
shape shifter, Olive and Otto must get it back. Curriculum: Comparing relative weights of object.

(CC) DVI #111H(S)PBS

04:30p Arthur
Fright Night/Citizen Cheikh

(CC) DVI #2301H(S)PBS
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05:00p The Infinite Art Hunt
A Piece of Home (Clay)

A Piece of Home (Clay): Freddie is in a tangle of emotions - her best friend is moving, and while she's excited for Sable to have new adventures,
she's sad to see her go. On an art mission to a clay studio, Freddie decides to make Sable a going away gift but finds that throwing clay on a
wheel is another thing she can't control - but with guidance from a pottery instructor she learns to get through both messy situations.

(CC) N/A #114H(S)APTEX

05:30p BBC News America (CC) N/A #3004H(S)WETA

06:00p PBS Newshour (CC) N/A #14079H(S)NPS

07:00p PBS Newshour
The live coverage will include the president's speech and brief analysis from the NewsHour team, anchored by Amna Nawaz and Geoff Bennett
on PBS NewsHour.

(CC) N/A #14079(S)NPS

07:30p Ask This Old House
Creosote Removal, Utility Cover

Nathan heads to Tulsa, OK, to build a replacement utility cover; Ross discusses low-level carbon monoxide exposure and differences in CO
detectors and monitors; Mark helps a homeowner clean out creosote build-up in their brick kitchen fireplace.

(CC) N/A #2204H(S)PBSPL

08:00p Home Diagnosis
Universe's Battery: Homes in the Sun

The sun's rays cause chemical reactions in our yards, on the faces of our homes, and even indoors. Learn more about calculating and optimizing
the cooling load for any home, and investigate passive solar science, low e films, and ozone in the home, along with a permaculture plan for their
property in general.

(CC) N/A #212H(S)NETA

08:30p Inspire
Food Insecurity in the Sunflower State

(N) N/A #301HKTWU

09:00p Little Bird
So Put Together

Esther finds her adoption papers, and a news clipping that evokes memories on the Long Pine Reserve, before she was adopted. Determined to
learn more, she uproots her life, sacrificing everything in search of her family and who she is.

(CC) DVI #102H(S)NPS

10:00p Sunflower Journeys
Exploring The Smoky Hills

EXPLORING THE SMOKY HILLS OF CENTRAL KANSAS WITH GEOLOGIST REX BUCHANAN AND BOTANIST CRAIG FREEMAN. STUDIO
SEGMENT ? ?THE PETROGLYPHS OF THE SMOKY HILLS OF KANSAS? ? AUTHORS REX BUCHANAN, JOSH SVATY AND BURKE
GRIGGS DISCUSS THEIR NEW BOOK. THROWBACK SEGMENT ? THE SMOKY HILLS RIVER FESTIVAL ? A LOOK BACK AT ANOTHER
FESTIVAL CANCELLED BY COVID-19.

(N) N/A #3305H(S)KTWU

10:30p America's Heartland
How do you pronounce endive? We find out at the largest endive producer in America. Visit a walnut farm where the debris from the harvest is
used to enrich the soil. Learn how to make an appetizer with Whipped Goat Cheese with Dates and Bacon. Tour a cheese plant in Tennessee
that provides a home for the milk from a co-op of Minnesota dairy farmers.

(CC) N/A #1706H(S)APTEX

11:00p This Old House
Lexington | Engineered for Accessibility

A lally column stands in the way of the new open floor plan. As a solution, it is removed, and the ridge beam is replaced with a trio of engineered
beams. The new landscape is previewed in 3d, and tips are shared for creating an accessible bathroom.

(CC) N/A #4504H(S)PBSPL

11:30p Ask This Old House
Creosote Removal, Utility Cover

Nathan heads to Tulsa, OK, to build a replacement utility cover; Ross discusses low-level carbon monoxide exposure and differences in CO
detectors and monitors; Mark helps a homeowner clean out creosote build-up in their brick kitchen fireplace.

(CC) N/A #2204H(S)PBSPL
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12:00m The American Buffalo
Into The Storm

By the late 1880s, the buffalo that once numbered in the tens of millions is teetering on the brink of extinction. But a diverse and unlikely collection
of Americans start a movement that rescues the national mammal from disappearing forever.

(CC) DVI #102H(S)NPS

06:00a Molly of Denali
The Worm Turns/Little Dog Lost

Molly, Tooey, and Trini are convinced giant ice worms are responsible for a power outage at the Trading Post, thanks to a spooky story from
Grandpa Nat. The kids head to the library to learn more about the ice worms and find out if they're real or if they're fake. / When Tooey's newest
dog Anka wanders off during a training run in the woods, Molly and Tooey find ways to lure her back home. But when Anka fails to return in the
morning, they realize solving certain problems can take a village...and a ham radio.

(CC) DVI #109H(S)PBS

06:30a Happy Yoga with Sarah Star
Beach Cove

Relax and rejuvenate amid the tranquil beach setting, drawing in calm, soothing energy from the ocean waves as we focus on seated postures to
strengthen the legs while opening the hips, combined with upper body moves to stretch the shoulders and chest using a chair for support.

(CC) N/A #303H(S)NETA

07:00a Yoga In Practice
Cultivating Confidence

Learning to trust yourself and to be authentically "you" is one of the greatest lessons that yoga provides. As one of Stacey's mentors likes to say,
"Yoga is the art of getting good at being yourself." In this episode we learn to engage our muscles in standing poses, which allows us to "take a
confident stance" and has a calming effect on our nervous systems. We focus on two key standing poses, Warrior II and Side Angle Pose.

(CC) N/A #103H(S)APTEX

07:30a Curious George
A Knight to Remember

George and The Man with the Yellow Hat spend the day at the Renaissance Faire to experience what it was like to live a long time ago. The Man
with the Yellow Hat dresses as a court jester, and George explores the grounds, learning how clothes were washed and how spoons and bowls
were made in olden times. George is excited when he spots a Knight, one just like his favorite book character and hero, Fearless Freddy. After
some Ren-Faire adventures, George finds himself wearing a suit of armor and riding a pony - just like Freddy - and saves his friend to become
the hero of the Faire!

(CC) N/A #1503H(S)PBS

08:00a Daniel Tiger's Neighborhood
A Snowy Day/Tutu All The Time

A Snowy Day: It's snowing in the Neighborhood! Miss Elaina is coming over to Daniel's house to play in the snow. When it's time to go outside,
Mom Tiger helps Daniel change out of his pajamas into clothes that will keep him warm and he learns how important it is to choose the proper
clothes. Tutu All the Time: Katerina is wearing her favorite sparkly tutu at school today! She likes to wear it all the time, even when she's painting
and playing "grizzly bear" with her friends. But she soon learns how important it is to choose the proper clothes for the things you want to do.

(CC) DVI #132H(S)PBS

08:30a Arthur and the Haunted Tree House
This Halloween is sure to be the spookiest ever for Arthur and his friends. While trick-or-treating, Francine meets an elderly woman with a very
mysterious past, while Binky finds himself at Mr. Ratburn's amazing haunted house (that's scarier than math class!). And as for Arthur, Buster,
and Ladonna? Their tree house sleepover seems to be haunted? but by what?

(CC) DVI #0H(S)PBS

09:30a Curious George: A Halloween Boo Fest
Halloween's almost here! Hang onto your hats! It's George's first Halloween in the country, and Bill tells him and Allie about the Legend of No
Noggin -- a spooky tale about a hat-kicking scarecrow who haunts the countryside on Halloween. But is the legend really real? George and Allie
are determined to find out by taking a picture of No Noggin in hat-kicking action. But first George needs to figure out what he's going to be for
Halloween so he can win the costume contest at the town Boo Festival. Will George's quest for the perfect costume interfere with his quest for the
truth? Only the curious will find out!

(CC) N/A #0H(S)PBS

10:30a Pinkalicious & Peterrific
Dancing Shoe/ No Honking

Pinkalicious tries on a mysterious pair of shoes. After she puts them on, she can't stop tap dancing! / Peter has a new song to share with his
family, but no one seems interested. Maybe it's because his song uses his really loud scooter horn.

(CC) DVI #104H(S)PBS
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11:00a Elinor Wonders Why
The House That Ants Built/Special Places

The House That Ants Built - Elinor and her friends are trying to make an awesome couch cushion castle, but they each have their own ideas of
how to build it. When they can't seem to share materials, it looks like all hope is lost, until Elinor notices ants walking by her windowsill.
Fascinated, the kids follow the ants and notice them co-operating with each other to build the perfect nest. Now they know just what to do. The
kids go back inside and now that they're working together, the castle-building is much smoother. They can even move the biggest pillow -
together! Special Places - When Ari can't find his favorite ball, he and his friends retrace his footsteps, where they observe a bird with eggs in her
nest, then find Mr. Dog burying a toy. Mr. Dog explains he loves to put things away, which is why he buries them and keeps them safe in their
"special place." At that moment, Ari suddenly remembers where he left his ball. Elinor and Olive help him find a "special place" to keep it, AFTER
they finish playing, of course!

(CC) DVI #104H(S)PBS

11:30a Nature Cat
Living on the Edge/Wild World of Wild Play in the Wild

(CC) N/A #504H(S)PBS

12:00n Hero Elementary
Toadal Confusion / Hero Hideaway

When toads take over a new skate park, Sparks' Crew has to help the toads get to their natural habitat. They try out different materials to build a
bridge that the toads can use to get home. Curriculum: Different properties of materials make them suited to different purposes. / AJ tries to make
a hero clubhouse out of cardboard boxes, but it keeps falling down. Is there a better way to build it so it will stay up? Curriculum: A structure
needs to be stable in order to remain upright. Size, shape, and placement can affect the stability of a structure.

(CC) DVI #108H(S)PBS

12:30p Xavier Riddle and the Secret Museum
I Am Kate Warne/I Am Sir Arthur Conan Doyle

(CC) DVI #122H(S)PBS

01:00p Inspire
Women In Music

(N) N/A #308HKTWU

01:30p I've Got Issues
Kansas Nursing Shortage

(N) N/A #1307HKTWU

02:00p Journey Through Breast Cancer
Communication throughout cancer care is increasingly important but little understood. This film is adapted from years of research and
demonstrates the power of communicating about illness, a medical team's sustained ability to rely on communication when providing quality care,
and possibilities for improving patient outcomes. This documentary is designed to raise public awareness, provide an innovative resource across
diverse fields of education, and stimulate critical discussions about the ongoing need for enhanced health communication when facing illness and
disease.

(CC) N/A #0H(S)NETA

03:00p Alma's Way
Trick Or Treatasaurus/The Haunted Hallway

When Junior accidentally ruins his dinosaur Halloween costume, Alma, Mami, and T'a Gloria must figure out a way to turn the mistake into a
fright-night delight. It's Halloween at the community center, and Alma, Rafia, and Lucas are determined to have the best Haunted Hallway ever.
But when Alma decides that she wants to make the Hallway even spookier than before, people stop visiting. What gives?

(CC) DVI #138H(S)PBS

03:30p Wild Kratts
The Dhole Duplicator

While visiting India, Martin and Chris go off on a creature adventure to explore the world of the Dhole - aka "The Red Dog". With the help of Wild
Kratt Kid Mala, they manage to find this elusive and endangered creature and working together with the pack, the Kratt Bros are able to defeat
one very hungry tiger! Science Concept: Social groups and hunting strategy.

(CC) N/A #503H(S)PBS

04:00p Odd Squad
Best Seats in the House/Agent Obfusco

Best Seats in the House - Olive and Otto battle Oren and Olaf for the best chairs at Odd Squad while Ms. O and Oscar run a top secret mission.
Curriculum: Calendar. Agent Obfusco - Olive and Otto become concerned when they find out their Odd Squad test is being administered by
Agent Obfusco - a mysterious agent who speaks only in word problems. Curriculum: Logic problems.

(CC) DVI #112H(S)PBS

04:30p Arthur
Opposties Distract/Just The Ticket

(CC) DVI #1704H(S)PBS
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05:00p The Infinite Art Hunt
A Goodbye for Ty (Bomba)

A Goodbye for Ty (Bomba): Ty is heading to an art immersion program in New York and even though it's months away, Freddie is determined to
convince him to stay with her. Freddie's art mission takes them to learn to play bomba drums and dance, two traditions that connect their guest to
his Puerto Rican roots. Freddie finds a way to keep the cousins close even when Ty goes away for a while.

(CC) N/A #115H(S)APTEX

05:30p BBC News America (CC) N/A #3005H(S)WETA

06:00p PBS Newshour (CC) N/A #14080H(S)NPS

07:00p Washington Week with the Atlantic (CC) N/A #6317H(S)NPS

07:30p Firing Line with Margaret Hoover
Guest: Jonathan Schanzer. Terrorism expert Jonathan Schanzer examines efforts to contain a wider war in the Middle East and deter Iran and its
proxies. He discusses the Qatari-led hostage negotiations and the complexities of an Israeli ground fight against Hamas in Gaza.

(CC) N/A #717H(S)NPS

08:00p Market to Market
News and commodity market analysis from the weekly journal of rural America.

(CC) N/A #4910H(S)IPTV

08:30p Real Ag
Farm Safety

(N) N/A #1101HSHPTV

09:00p Next at the Kennedy Center
Embracing Duality: Modern Indigenous Culture

In bridging traditions from past to present, this episode explores the subtle and complex representation of the contemporary Indigenous
experience. Featuring special performances and interviews by two-spirit writer and interdisciplinary artist Ty Defoe, Native & African-American
singer-songwriter Martha Redbone, and electronic music duo The Halluci Nation.

(CC) N/A #202#(S)NPS

10:00p Art21: Art in the Twenty-First Century
Friends & Strangers

Four contemporary artists look inside and outside their immediate circles to find emotional connections and build community. This film showcases
playful and poignant sculptures, performances, and more. Includes celebrated filmmaker Miranda July.

(CC) DVI #1103H(S)PBS

11:00p Real Ag
Disease Management

(N) N/A #1106HSHPTV

11:30p Start Up
East End Market: Orlando, Fl

East End Market, a food hall and neighborhood market. This is a story about one person's dedication to growing small business in their
community.

(CC) N/A #1104H(S)NETA
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12:00m Next at the Kennedy Center
Embracing Duality: Modern Indigenous Culture

In bridging traditions from past to present, this episode explores the subtle and complex representation of the contemporary Indigenous
experience. Featuring special performances and interviews by two-spirit writer and interdisciplinary artist Ty Defoe, Native & African-American
singer-songwriter Martha Redbone, and electronic music duo The Halluci Nation.

(CC) N/A #202H(S)NPS

06:00a Molly of Denali
Sukis Bone/Brand New Flag

When Suki digs up an old bone tool covered with markings, Molly, Tooey, and Oscar discover the playful pooch has made an important
archeological discovery. Now everything the kids find by the river could be an ancient artifact, including a round, washer-like object Oscar tied to
a kite and got stuck in a tree. / Inspired by Benny Benson, the real-life Alaska Native boy who designed the state flag of Alaska, Molly announces
a contest to design an original flag for the Denali Trading Post. As the submissions stream in, Molly finds her hands full of designs, expectations,
and worries. Which flag will she choose? The winner proves to be the most unlikely candidate.

(CC) DVI #110H(S)PBS

06:30a Agphd (N) N/A #1333HHEFTY

07:00a Market to Market
News and commodity market analysis from the weekly journal of rural America.

(CC) N/A #4910H(S)IPTV

07:30a Curious George
Basic Training/A Wind-Er Wonderland

(CC) N/A #1303H(S)PBS

08:00a Work It Out Wombats!
Helper for the Day/Race Car Wombats

Zeke's sorting choices prove interesting when he volunteers to be Mr. E's "Helper for the Day." / The Wombats are psyched to race in the
Treeborhood Derby, but can't get their homemade car out of the house, let alone to the starting line.

(CC) DVI #113H(S)PBS

08:30a Daniel Tiger's Neighborhood
Daniel Goes to the Hospital

(CC) DVI #509H(S)PBS

09:00a Sesame Street
Backyard Pizza Parlor

It's Friday, and that means Abby and Rudy are going to Crusty Charlie's. When Daddy Freddy gets home, he tells them that they won't be able to
go to for a while, because they have to make choices and buy things they need. But they can still have pizza at home. To make it more fun, they
pretend that they're at Crusty Charlie's. They sing songs, play games, and take turns being servers.

(CC) DVI #5231H(S)PBS

09:30a Rosie's Rules
Purple Sweet Potato Buns/Tias Big Break

Rosie, Jun and Granpda Liu go to the Asian Market to get more sweet potato buns, but their normal route is closed. / Rosie and Javi help Tia
overcome her stage fright when she appears on a TV cooking show.

(CC) DVI #131H(S)PBS

10:00a Donkey Hodie
Snow Day/Snow Surprise Challenge

It's a snow day in Someplace Else! Will Panda's pals want to do all his favorite snow activities from Planet Purple?/Bob Dog wants to win a glowy,
snowy, floating fun ball, so he thinks of things he's good at to play Gameshow Gator's new snow game.

(CC) DVI #131H(S)PBS

10:30a Diy Science Time
Measurement

Go the distance exploring the science of measurement with Mister C and the Science Crew. Let's explore building our own scientific tools like a
hodometer and a balance scale to see if our science skills measure up.

(CC) N/A #207H(S)NETA

11:00a Paint This with Jerry Yarnell
Two of a Kind, Part 3

In episode 3, Jerry completes the green mixture and blending of the first pepper and begins the blocking in of the red pepper. Jerry discusses the
use of various reds and the importance of using a limited palette and learning the idiosyncrasies of each color mix. He is still using a wet on wet
technique while adding the cast shadows of the vegetables on the table while using a soft feather blending.

(CC) N/A #1303H(S)NETA
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11:30a Make It Artsy
Your Materials

The final episode takes a different approach to materials and how we use them. First, create sparkly watercolor ornaments with host Julie Fei Fan
Balzer. Then join Lynn Lilly in her home studio for three variations of embroidery hoop art to use for wall decor. Last is a color study - gold.

(CC) N/A #913H(S)NETA

12:00n Creative Living
Emily Tatak is the Assistant Culinary Specialist with Wilton Brands, and she's going to demonstrate how to use fondant to create a variety of
woodland animals, including a fox, an owl, and a raccoon. Patty Waid, owner and operator of Waid & Associates, is an event planner, and she
knows how important it is to be able to locate items quickly for an upcoming event. She'll share some tips and tricks that can alleviate some of the
chaos and make life easier! What's the first thing you would think of doing if a wild animal happened to get into your home? Ray Pawley says you
need to immediately take charge with a calm, clear head. He has several suggestions that might come in handy someday. Pawley is a retired
curator with the Chicago Zoological Parks.

(CC) N/A #7008H(S)KENW

12:30p This Old House
Lexington | The Big Dig

Accessible features integrated into the design begin at construction. A new mechanical room connects to the old via a block wall tunnel, HVAC
ducting is buried underground, and after learning about residential elevators, framing begins for one.

(CC) N/A #4503H(S)PBSPL

01:00p Woodsmith Shop
Dust Control

An often-overlooked aspect of a great shop is dust control. On this episode, the Woodsmith team builds a roll-around air cleaner. With an
adjustable fan and a large filter, this project is designed to clear the air in your shop.

(CC) N/A #1706H(S)NETA

01:30p American Woodshop
Mid-Century Modern Nightstand with Jaida!

This style is a key element in many homes today. Clean. Simple. Functional. Jaida's work inspires us to create a nightstand of our own. Maple
and Mahogany make it all work!

(CC) N/A #2710H(S)NETA

02:00p Garage with Steve Butler
Off Cuts

Steve builds a cutting board, salad tongs, and chop sticks, using materials leftover from other projects.

(CC) N/A #206H(S)NETA

02:30p Chef's Life
King Cornbread

Vivian visits a Kinston institution that merges cornbread with another Southern signature to make "pig and a puppy," then crafts a version for a
charity dinner. Mrs. Scarlett and Ms. Lillie's cornbread cook-off showcases their different traditions.

(CC) N/A #510H(S)PBS

03:00p America's Test Kitchen
Chicken Two Ways

Test cook Becky Hays cooks host Julia Collin Davison fail-proof Chicken Francese. Equipment expert Adam Ried reveals his top picks for air
fryers and science expert Dan Souza demonstrates the science of persistent firmness. Finally, hosts Bridget Lancaster and Julia make Roasted
and Glazed Chicken Wings.

(CC) N/A #2312H(S)APTEX

03:30p Cook's Country
Puerto Rican Classics

Bryan Roof visits Puerto Rico and shares his version of Guanimes con Bacalao with host Toni Tipton-Martin. Tasting expert Jack Bishop talks
about Salt Cod, and Lawman Johnson and host Bridget Lancaster whip up delicious Pina Coladas.

(CC) N/A #1607H(S)APTEX

04:00p Fons & Porter's Love of Quilting
Victory Garden

This Quilt of Valor design by Kirsti Lea Schmits is a fresh take a flag design! The lovely flowers are a scrappy bouquet of applique. Sara Gallegos
uses the design to teach some important lessons about fusible applique, including tips on placement, an overview of a few decorative stitches,
and tips for quilting the final quilt.

(CC) N/A #4213H(S)NETA

04:30p It's Sew Easy
Tips and Tricks

Learn some insider tips and tricks for better sewing. Emily Thompson finishes her skirt with buttons and button holes. Learn her basic techniques
to make these more professional. Then, Carrie Cunningham has a lesson on combining multiple patterns for your perfect style.

(CC) N/A #2111H(S)NETA
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05:00p Knit and Crochet Now
Heart's A Flutter Blankets

We begin the season with "Heart's a flutter" blankets. First up is the Textured Hearts Sampler Blanket with Lily Chin. Next travel to Lena
Skvagerson's studio for this season's tutorial. Make a dishcloth each week and learn a new stitch. This episode features openwork crochet and
the easy Triple Decrease stitch. We finish up with Britt Schmiesing and the knitted Tender Hearts Blanket. Welcome baby with this precious
blanket - perfect for the nursery!

(CC) N/A #1301H(S)NETA

05:30p Garden Smart
Converting A Tired Landscape

If our landscaping has gotten old and tired, where should we start in order to spruce it up? GardenSMART chronicles the steps taken to turn this
dated space into a vibrant English cottage garden. This episode starts at the very beginning of the transformation, and there are great gardening
lesson throughout. Tune in as we GardenSMART.

(CC) N/A #7212H(S)NETA

06:00p Cottonwood Connections
Fit to Print

(N) N/A #307HSHPTV

06:30p Rick Steves' Europe
Rick Steves' Europe: Ancient Roman Art

We follow Rome's rise through its awe-inspiring art, starting at Rome's humble birthplace in the Forum. Soon Rome is graced with supersized
monuments like the majestic domed Pantheon and the Colosseum, where gladiators battled to the death. We also get a glimpse of Rome's more
intimate side: the colorful mosaics, luxurious frescoes, and realistic portraits of the solid citizens who made Rome great.

(CC) N/A #1203H(S)APTEX

07:00p The Lawrence Welk Show
Island Show (Jim Hobson)

Jim Hobson, Producer/Director of the Lawrence Welk Show hosts this beautiful "Island Show", a tribute to the Hawaiian Islands. We open "On the
Beach at Waikiki", Tanya sings "Hukilau", Dick Dale and Andra Willis delight with "The Hawaiian Wedding Song", and Lynn Anderson and Buddy
Merrill get together for "Tiny Bubbles".

(CC) N/A #1910H(S)OETA

08:00p Backstage Pass
The Way Down Wanderers

Illinois-based group The Way Down Wanderers features a unique blend of bluegrass, Americana, pop and indie-rock, crafted with fiddle,
mandolin, guitar, and drums. Performance include hits like "Principles of Salt," "All My Words," and "Moonglow Carolina."

(CC) N/A #1008H(S)NETA

09:00p David Holt's State of Music
John Mccutcheon

John McCutcheon and series host David Holt have been friends since the 1970s. They meet to share songs and stories.

(CC) N/A #503H(S)PBSPL

09:30p Ireland with Michael
May The Road Rise to Meet You

Michael heads to Lough Erne learning about its mystic past. He then meet musical legends Nathan Carter, Niamh Dunne and Sean Og Graham.
On the way there is a stop at a gin distillery.

(CC) N/A #103H(S)NETA

10:00p Austin City Limits
Lil Yachty/Sudan Archives

Rap star Lil Yachty showcases his genre-bending album Let's Start Here joined by special guests; Singer/violinist Sudan Archives performs the
eclectic R&B of her acclaimed Natural Brown Prom Queen.

(CC) N/A #4903H(S)PBSPL

11:00p Sound On Tap
The 1-800

Pushing positivity and good vibes, The 1-800 have a sound all of their own.

(CC) N/A #102H(S)NETA

11:30p Songs at the Center
Craig Bickhardt, Kyshona, Jesse Terry

Craig Bickhardt wrote The Judds #1 Hit "I know Where I'm Going," as well as writing for Kathy Mattea and singing back-up for Reba McEntire.
This episode also features Kyshona discussing the students and inmates under her care as a music therapist and world-touring singer songwriter,
Jesse Terry, along with show host, award-winning songwriter Eric Gnezda.

(CC) N/A #908H(S)
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12:00m Nature
The Platypus Guardian

This story is about an extraordinary man and a mysterious animal living on an island at the end of the world Tasmania. Peter Walsh is a
Tasmanian with no background in natural history, yet he has become obsessed with one of nature's least understood and most unlikely creature,
the platypus. Walsh is on a mission to observe and understand the animals and save them from urban development in the capital city of Hobart.
He has befriended one particular female he named Zoom. She lets him into her secretive world and a relationship like no other develops. Walsh
will reveal the life of this enigmatic creature, but his time is precious as he manages with his MS diagnosis.

(CC) DVI #4201H(S)NPS

06:00a Molly of Denali
The Worm Turns/Little Dog Lost

Molly, Tooey, and Trini are convinced giant ice worms are responsible for a power outage at the Trading Post, thanks to a spooky story from
Grandpa Nat. The kids head to the library to learn more about the ice worms and find out if they're real or if they're fake. / When Tooey's newest
dog Anka wanders off during a training run in the woods, Molly and Tooey find ways to lure her back home. But when Anka fails to return in the
morning, they realize solving certain problems can take a village...and a ham radio.

(CC) DVI #109H(S)PBS

06:30a Alma's Way
Trick Or Treatasaurus/The Haunted Hallway

When Junior accidentally ruins his dinosaur Halloween costume, Alma, Mami, and T'a Gloria must figure out a way to turn the mistake into a
fright-night delight. It's Halloween at the community center, and Alma, Rafia, and Lucas are determined to have the best Haunted Hallway ever.
But when Alma decides that she wants to make the Hallway even spookier than before, people stop visiting. What gives?

(CC) DVI #138H(S)PBS

07:00a Wild Kratts
The Dhole Duplicator

While visiting India, Martin and Chris go off on a creature adventure to explore the world of the Dhole - aka "The Red Dog". With the help of Wild
Kratt Kid Mala, they manage to find this elusive and endangered creature and working together with the pack, the Kratt Bros are able to defeat
one very hungry tiger! Science Concept: Social groups and hunting strategy.

(CC) N/A #503H(S)PBS

07:30a Curious George
A Knight to Remember

George and The Man with the Yellow Hat spend the day at the Renaissance Faire to experience what it was like to live a long time ago. The Man
with the Yellow Hat dresses as a court jester, and George explores the grounds, learning how clothes were washed and how spoons and bowls
were made in olden times. George is excited when he spots a Knight, one just like his favorite book character and hero, Fearless Freddy. After
some Ren-Faire adventures, George finds himself wearing a suit of armor and riding a pony - just like Freddy - and saves his friend to become
the hero of the Faire!

(CC) N/A #1503H(S)PBS

08:00a Work It Out Wombats!
A Boxful of Snout / Postcard from Snout

Uh oh! The Wombats accidentally "gift-wrapped" Snout while helping Mr. E. Can they figure out which box he's in? / Zeke misses Snout, who's
accompanying Mr. E on a visit to Aunt Ida. Will a postcard from Snout chase away Zeke's blues?

(CC) DVI #117H(S)PBS

08:30a Daniel Tiger's Neighborhood
A Snowy Day/Tutu All The Time

A Snowy Day: It's snowing in the Neighborhood! Miss Elaina is coming over to Daniel's house to play in the snow. When it's time to go outside,
Mom Tiger helps Daniel change out of his pajamas into clothes that will keep him warm and he learns how important it is to choose the proper
clothes. Tutu All the Time: Katerina is wearing her favorite sparkly tutu at school today! She likes to wear it all the time, even when she's painting
and playing "grizzly bear" with her friends. But she soon learns how important it is to choose the proper clothes for the things you want to do.

(CC) DVI #132H(S)PBS

09:00a Sesame Street
The Great Corn Festival

Welcome to the Sesame Street Corn Party! Everyone's bringing a special food made from corn that their family makes. Elmo brings corn on the
cob with paprika seasoning. It's a special recipe Elmo makes with his dad. Tamir and Charlie both bring cornbread. Tamir's family makes
cornbread with zucchini and it's special to his family because they always make enough to share with friends and neighbors. Charlie's family
makes cornbread with apples and it's special to her family because Charlie and her dad always make the food together. Rosita brings pineapple
tamales. The pineapple tamales are a special recipe Rosita makes with her abuela. Together they learn about how corn is used in many ways
and that by sharing foods that are special to them, they are sharing something special about themselves.

(CC) DVI #5304H(S)PBS

09:30a Rosie's Rules
The Great Robot Picnic/Rosies Car Wash

(CC) DVI #122H(S)PBS

10:00a Donkey Hodie
Dodie Hodie/Uniquely Panda

Donkey's cousin comes to visit, but they don't like doing the same things anymore. Can they still have fun together?/When Purple Panda wonders
if he likes being different from other pandas, Donkey helps him realize his differences make him special.

(CC) DVI #135H(S)PBS
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10:30a Biz Kid$
What to Do with a Windfall

Congratulations - you have a windfall! Now what? Take a look at some investment alternatives and how to evaluate them based on time, risk, and
rate of return. Meet several young entrepreneurs who were faced with a financial opportunity and see where they decided to invest their money.

(CC) DVI #511(S)APTEX

11:00a Curious Crew
Surface Tension

Bonding over the science of Surface Tension! Why do some things float in water while others sink? The Crew's depth of knowledge goes WAY
below the surface, as they learn all about the molecular bonds behind water phenomena!

(CC) N/A #907H(S)NETA

11:30a Make48
Time to Meet The Teams

The top two teams from four separate Make48 competitions meet up in Wichita Kansas for the Make48 Nationals! We meet the teams and they
announce the product category!

(CC) N/A #501H(S)APTEX

12:00n Market to Market
News and commodity market analysis from the weekly journal of rural America.

(CC) N/A #4910H(S)IPTV

12:30p Motorweek
2023 Mercedes-Benz Eqe Suv

We're plugging into the Mercedes-Benz EQE SUV, the latest entry into their all-electric sub- brand that balances luxury, technology and
versatility. Then we'll head back to the studio in the Kia Seltos, updated for 2024 with some new looks and interior refinements. We'll also have an
update on our Long Term fleet, plus some "Your Drive" wisdom you can use in your own garage.

(CC) N/A #4307H(S)PBSPL

01:00p Real Ag
Air Spraying

(N) N/A #1102HSHPTV

01:30p Plan Stronger TV
Becoming A Cfp Professional

David Holland, CFP, and business coach, Teresa Rand, delve into the "Great Resignation" phenomenon. CFP Professional, Nancy Anderson,
shares how we can get a jumpstart on our finances at age 50. Financial coach, Laura Scharr, reveals the importance of a spending plan. Our
Financial Panel explores the path to becoming a CFP Professional.

(CC) N/A #606H(S)ACCES

02:00p Classic Gospel (CC) N/A #1502H(S)NETA

03:00p Your Fantastic Mind
Ultrasound Treatment for Tremor

People with tremor issues can have difficulties with basic tasks like eating, writing and speaking. This episode explores a revolutionary, non-
invasive treatment for patients living with essential tremor or tremor from Parkinson's disease. Using high intensity focused ultrasound
technology, guided by MRI, the treatment does not require brain surgery, sedation or incisions and can be completed in a single outpatient
session. Viewers are given an in-depth look at the journey of a 75-year-old man and his transformative experience with this treatment.

(CC) N/A #302H(S)NETA

03:30p Doctors On Call
Dr. Thomas Dagg: Family/Sports Medicine

(N) N/A #1809HSHPTV

04:00p Antiques Roadshow
Harrisburg, Hour Two

Travel to Harrisburg for finds including a Charles "Heinie" Wagner Red Sox archive, Carl Schweninger oil, "The Artist's Studio," ca. 1850, and a
1975 "Yellow Submarine" jacket made for Karen Carpenter. Can you guess which is appraised for $300,000?

(CC) N/A #2202H(S)NPS

05:00p PBS News Weekend (CC) N/A #2034H(S)NPS

05:30p History with David Rubenstein
Cokie Roberts

Cokie Roberts is an Emmy Award-winning political commentator and author.

(CC) N/A #101H(S)PBSPL
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06:00p Cottonwood Connections
The Tie That Binds

(N) N/A #308HSHPTV

06:30p World's Greatest Cruises (CC) N/A #108H(S)NETA

07:00p Hotel Portofino
Alliances

As Cecil tries to buy his way back into Bella's affections, Lucian and Constance acknowledge their mutual attraction. Elsewhere, Nish overcomes
his qualms to help Gianluca strike a blow against Mussolini's Fascists with disastrous results.

(CC) N/A #202#(S)NPS

08:00p World On Fire On Masterpiece
Harry struggles to adapt to the realities of desert combat and Lois longs to leave home. In Paris, Henriette is in grave danger, and in Manchester,
a mysterious stranger arrives at Robina's door.

(CC) DVI #5347#(S)PBS

09:00p Annika On Masterpiece
Anika and the team are sent to Edinburgh to investigate the death of a recently released prisoner whose body is pulled out of the Forth River.

(CC) DVI #5353#(S)NPS

10:00p Austin City Limits
Lil Yachty/Sudan Archives

Rap star Lil Yachty showcases his genre-bending album Let's Start Here joined by special guests; Singer/violinist Sudan Archives performs the
eclectic R&B of her acclaimed Natural Brown Prom Queen.

(CC) N/A #4903H(S)PBSPL

11:00p Hotel Portofino
Alliances

As Cecil tries to buy his way back into Bella's affections, Lucian and Constance acknowledge their mutual attraction. Elsewhere, Nish overcomes
his qualms to help Gianluca strike a blow against Mussolini's Fascists with disastrous results.

(CC) N/A #202H(S)NPS
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12:00m Ireland's Wild Coast
A personal journey along one of the most spectacular coastlines in the world featuring the wildlife and wild places that make it so special. Emmy
award winning wildlife cameraman Colin Stafford-Johnson takes viewers on an authored odyssey along Ireland's rugged Atlantic coast - the place
he chooses to make his home after 30 years spent shooting some of the world's most celebrated wildlife films. The series will follow Colin from
the southwest corner of the island to finish on the tip of Northern Ireland. Along the way, he gives intimate personal insights into the wild animals
and wild places he discovers. We begin on Skellig Rocks - stormbound ocean pinnacles off the southwestern corner where early Christian monks
built a monastery on the summit almost 1500 years ago. His next stop is the deserted Great Blasket Island, home to a wildlife spectacle more
familiar from Antarctica - vast numbers of Seals coming ashore in winter to fight, mate and moult before he heads inland in search of the island's
last surviving herd of Red Deer from prehistoric times. Back on the coast he goes on the trail of Humpback Whales which are making their mark
in Irish waters returning year after year in increasing numbers before heading north along the coast to meet a lonely dolphin who has set up
residence off Ireland's striking Burren region. Colin ends in Clew Bay, an iconic inlet half way up Ireland's west coast and the place Colin chose to
make his home after decades traveling the world.

(CC) N/A #101H(S)PBS

05:00a Curious George: A Halloween Boo Fest
Halloween's almost here! Hang onto your hats! It's George's first Halloween in the country, and Bill tells him and Allie about the Legend of No
Noggin -- a spooky tale about a hat-kicking scarecrow who haunts the countryside on Halloween. But is the legend really real? George and Allie
are determined to find out by taking a picture of No Noggin in hat-kicking action. But first George needs to figure out what he's going to be for
Halloween so he can win the costume contest at the town Boo Festival. Will George's quest for the perfect costume interfere with his quest for the
truth? Only the curious will find out!

(CC) N/A #0H(S)PBS

06:00a Molly of Denali
The Story of the Story Knife/Raven Saves The Birthday Party

(CC) DVI #217H(S)PBS

06:30a Happy Yoga with Sarah Star
Mt. Grandeur

Enjoy the magnificent mountain setting as we gently stretch and lengthen the spine in a full range of motion, helping to move energy while
creating more ease in the shoulders and upper back, using a chair for support.

(CC) N/A #304H(S)NETA

07:00a Yoga In Practice
Fearlessly Open Your Heart

The French word for heart, coeur, is the root for the English word courage. When we practice courageously and focus on expanding our hearts,
we leave class less fearful and hopefully more loving. Physically, we can experience this opening of the heart by aligning our shoulders and
engaging our upper backs, which together, expands the chest. In this class we concentrate on poses that integrate the upper body, front and
back...plank, yoga push-up, and cobra. You will need two blocks.

(CC) N/A #104H(S)APTEX

07:30a Curious George (CC) N/A #1214H(S)PBS

08:00a Daniel Tiger's Neighborhood
Katerina's Costume/Dress Up Day

Katerina's Costume: Daniel and Katerina are at Miss Elaina's Museum-Go-Round to make their costumes for Dress Up Day. While Daniel and
Miss Elaina know exactly what they want to be, Katerina is having a harder time deciding on just the right costume. Eventually she comes up with
a very clever idea! Dress Up Day: It's Dress Up Day in the Neighborhood of Make-Believe and it's time for the annual main street parade! The
children visit all the stores, showing off their fancy costumes and receiving different stickers from their neighbors.

(CC) DVI #128H(S)PBS

08:30a Rosie's Rules
The Catrina Mystery/The Lucky Dragon

For their Day of the Dead celebration, Rosie is in charge of the Catrina doll, but it keeps disappearing. / Rosie celebrates Lunar New Year with
the Lius, but when they miss the dragon dance, Jun, Quinn and Rosie decide to make their own.

(CC) DVI #136H(S)PBS

09:00a Sesame Street
Rudy's Favorite Sweater

Rudy's favorite sweater doesn't fit him anymore so Nina suggests having a clothing drive in the neighborhood to give clothes that they don't need
anymore to the people who do need them. Rudy's sweater goes to a little girl who is very excited to wear it.

(CC) DVI #5308H(S)PBS

09:30a Work It Out Wombats!
Moo Moo Choo Choo / Lake Bellyflop

The Wombats help to free the Moo Moo Choo Choo train, which got itself stuck in a sea of ooey-gooey mud. / First spied through a telescope,
three adventurous Wombats attempt to find mystical Bellyflop Lake - without getting lost!

(CC) DVI #119H(S)PBS
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10:00a Donkey Hodie
Me, Myself, and Donkey/Fashion Donkey

Donkey is disappointed when all her pals are away for the day. Can she find ways to have fun on her own?/Donkey wants to be just like Fashion
Penguin, who has a passion for fashion, but copying him isn't exciting. Can she find her own Donkey passion?

(CC) DVI #138H(S)PBS

10:30a Pinkalicious & Peterrific
Color of the Year/Toothy Mcmanners

Pinkalicious and Peter help Pantonio, the Color Fairy, pick out the color of the year by showing him around Pinkville. / Pinkalicious and Peter
have to teach the pirate Toothy McSquint manners before a dinner with Ms. Penny.

(CC) DVI #506H(S)PBS

11:00a Elinor Wonders Why
Feed The Birds

Elinor is friends with a chickadee bird she names Chicky, but when snow covers the yard, she starts to worry about how Chicky will find food in
the winter. She and her friends then observe that birds all have a unique way of finding food during the winter months, called foraging. This new
knowledge inspires Elinor, Olive and Ari to build bird feeders to make food easier to find for their feathery friends!

(CC) DVI #110H(S)PBS

11:30a Nature Cat
Stop and Hear The Cicadas/Cold-Blooded

Stop And Hear The Cicadas - Today is the day of the Nature Quiz game show and Daisy has been studying non-stop! But while on the way to the
quiz, the gang hears a spooky scary noise in the forest that stops them in their tracks. What could it be?! And where is it coming from?! Nature
Cat is convinced the forest is haunted. Daisy thinks there must be a more logical explanation. Time for a little scientific investigation! Oh yeah! Oh
yeah! Cold-Blooded - Man-oh-man! Something keeps knocking over Daisy's precious Pinecone Pals! Maybe it's the wind? Hal knows exactly who
can protect the Pinecone Pals! Police officer Captain Pino Pineaconi, he's a Pinecone of Law! But when the gang returns from a fun game of
hide-and-go-seek, they find the Pinecone Pals knocked over again! Who keeps doing this?! Captain Pino thinks its time to launch an investigation
and the good captain is right! Time to look for clues. Tally ho!

(CC) N/A #202H(S)PBS

12:00n Hero Elementary
When Fur Flies / Pumpkin Palooza

Something high in the sky is causing a trail of trouble across Citytown, but is it a bird, a plane, or something else? Sparks' Crew observes the
properties of things gone wrong downtown, which leads them to understand what the problem is. Curriculum: Understanding the problem is the
first step for finding a solution. / It's the day of Pumpkin Palooza and a little girl's decorated pumpkin has been ruined. It's Sparks' Crew to the
rescue! Learning that the culprit is a hungry squirrel, they work together to design and build a solution to protect all the decorated pumpkins in
City Town. Curriculum: You can use engineering design to gather information and to keep improving each solution. That's the power to solve real
world problems!

(CC) DVI #139H(S)PBS

12:30p Xavier Riddle and the Secret Museum
I Am Mary Shelley/I Am Harry Houdini

I am Mary Shelley Xavier and the gang are excited for a Nature Troop campout, where Xavier has volunteered to tell the first campfire story.
There's just one problem: everyone is expecting a spooky story, but Xavier only knows how to tell silly stories. What's he going to do? He doesn't
want to disappoint everyone. To the Secret Museum! Our heroes are sent back in time to meet an expert spooky storyteller: Mary Shelley. Mary
takes our trio on an imaginative playdate where she spins the leaves and wind into a very spooky tale, which Xavier can't help but turn funny. Is
all hope lost?? Mary helps Xavier see that he can tell a story that's both spooky AND silly. The most important thing is to tell stories your own
way. Curriculum: "Tell stories you own way." I am Harry Houdini The time has come from Brad to spend his very first night in the museum, and he
couldn't be more excited. Except, when the lights go out, Brad realizes it's kind of... gulp... scary there at night. Too afraid to stay put in his
sleeping bag, there's only one thing left to do... to the Secret Museum! Our heroes travel back in time to meet someone who knew how to face a
scary situation: Harry Houdini. Harry wants nothing more than to be a brave performer, just like his hero, tightrope walker Fearless Jean. But, it
turns out tightrope walking is scarier than he thought! Good thing Harry has a trick to help himself, and Brad, make it through to the end: when
you're scared, take a deep breath to calm down and feel better. Curriculum: "When you're scared, you can take a deep breath to calm down and
feel better."

(CC) DVI #102H(S)PBS

01:00p Gzero World with Ian Bremmer
Biden In Israel

Guest: US Senator Chris Murphy, US Congressman Mike Waltz. Israel is America's closest ally in the Middle East, but its ongoing war with Gaza
is testing the limits of that relationship. On the show this week, the view from Capitol Hill: a Democratic senator and a Republican congressman
join the show.

(CC) N/A #617H(S)APTEX

01:30p Story in the Public Square
Dr. Michael Fine

As the war in Ukraine continues to unfold, public health expert Michael Fine, M.D., warns of lasting public health challenges facing Russia's
neighbor, and the enduring impacts the war may have on its people.

(CC) N/A #907H(S)NETA
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02:00p Magical Land of Oz
Land

An exploration of one of the most magical lands on the planet. Its unique wildlife includes a tree-dwelling kangaroo, a spider that survives
underwater and a bird that spreads fire.

(CC) N/A #101H(S)PBS

03:00p Alma's Way
The Beach Blahs/The Last Sandcastle

When Alma's new friend, Beto, is disappointed that the Bronx Beach doesn't feel like his old beach in San Diego, Alma and Andre try to show him
that even though this beach is different, it's just as fun. During a trip to the beach, Junior's sandcastle gets washed away by the tide. Can Alma
find a way to cheer him up?

(CC) DVI #133H(S)PBS

03:30p Wild Kratts
Mom of a Croc

Chris and Martin are determined to prove to Aviva that there's more to crocodiles than their reputation as scary brutes. They use an egg disguise,
created by Aviva, to infiltrate a crocodile nest for an insider's look at the challenging journey of the infant crocs and their mom. Science Concept:
Heat can be produced in many ways, and can move from one object to another by a process called conduction.

(CC) N/A #101H(S)PBS

04:00p Curious George: A Halloween Boo Fest
Halloween's almost here! Hang onto your hats! It's George's first Halloween in the country, and Bill tells him and Allie about the Legend of No
Noggin -- a spooky tale about a hat-kicking scarecrow who haunts the countryside on Halloween. But is the legend really real? George and Allie
are determined to find out by taking a picture of No Noggin in hat-kicking action. But first George needs to figure out what he's going to be for
Halloween so he can win the costume contest at the town Boo Festival. Will George's quest for the perfect costume interfere with his quest for the
truth? Only the curious will find out!

(CC) N/A #0H(S)PBS

05:00p Steve Trash Science
Messy Babies and Pollinators / Your Digital Footprint

In this episode, Steve Trash shares the remarkable (and true) notion that bees, butterflies, and other pollinators are like messy babies. Then,
learn how everything you do online is creating a digital footprint that can be tracked right back to you.

(CC) N/A #101H(S)NETA

05:30p BBC News America (CC) N/A #3006H(S)WETA

06:00p PBS Newshour (CC) N/A #14081H(S)NPS

07:00p Antiques Roadshow
Vintage Chattanooga Hour 1

Check out updated Chattanooga appraisals from 2009, including a Rolex Red Submariner, ca. 1970, a 1932 Los Angeles Olympic Games
banner, and a diamond & pearl necklace, ca. 1905. Which has a current value of $250,000?

(CC) N/A #2718#(S)NPS

08:00p Antiques Roadshow
Vintage Wichita

What are wonderful Wichita treasures from 13 years ago worth today? Discover updated appraisals such as an Edward Onslow Ford bronze,
1962 left-handed Fender Stratocaster and Goldsmith Chandlee surveyor's compass from around 1790. One is now $55,000.

(CC) N/A #2514#(S)NPS

09:00p Pov
Aurora's Sunrise

At 14, Aurora Madriganian survived the horrors of the Armenian Genocide and escaped to New York, where her story became a media sensation.
Her newfound fame led to her starring as herself in Auction of Souls, one of Hollywood's earliest blockbusters. Blending storybook animation,
video testimony, and rediscovered footage from her lost silent epic, Aurora's Sunrise revives her forgotten story.

(CC) DVI #3611H(S)NPS

10:30p Amanpour and Company
Tonight on Amanpour and Company: Ilana Dayan, Israeli journalist; Ghassan Abu-Sittah, British-Palestinian plastic surgeon; Andriy Zagorodnyuk,
Former Ukrainian Defence Minister / Advisor to the Ukrainian Government; From the Archives: The Children of Gaza. Michel Martin interviews
Ben Sheehan.

(CC) N/A #6081H(S)PBSPL

11:30p Sara's Weeknight Meals
Pizza and Lemons: Naples to Sorrento

Naples and Sorrento, are neighboring Italian seaside towns with wildly different food traditions. In Naples, Sara's on the hunt for the perfect pizza
in the place where it all started. First, she unlocks the secret recipe for the best Neapolitan pizza at the famous Gino Sorbillos. Fried meat filled
pizza may be even better than that, or is the best one a unique star shaped pizza with a cheese stuffed crust? Just across the bay in Sorrento it's
all lemons, all the time as Sara visits a proud family of lemon growers. They make a citrus flecked cheese and Grandma's Lemon Pasta in a
lemon grove overlooking the Mediterranean. Recipes: Gino Sorbillo's Neapolitan Pizza; Sorrento's Caciotta cheese; Homemade Lemon Pasta.

(CC) N/A #1203H(S)APTEX
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12:00m Doctors On Call
Dr. Perez-Tamayo: Prostate/Breast Cancer

(N) N/A #1815HSHPTV

06:00a Molly of Denali
A Whale of a Time/That's Snow Fun

(CC) DVI #218H(S)PBS

06:30a Happy Yoga with Sarah Star
Serene Tide Pools

Enjoy the magical ocean tide pools as we focus on a revitalizing modified yoga practice, including seated stretches for the upper body and
standing postures to stretch the hips, hamstrings and spine while using a chair for support.

(CC) N/A #305H(S)NETA

07:00a Yoga In Practice
Steadiness and Freedom

Everything in life pulses in a pattern of dualities...birth and death, day and night, yes and no. On our yoga mats the primary relationship we work
with is between contraction and expansion. In poses, we contract muscles to find steadiness while simultaneously expanding through our bones
to experience freedom. Understanding this pulsation within our body helps manage the inevitable ups and downs of life. Today's class explores
this connection in Triangle Pose.

(CC) N/A #105H(S)APTEX

07:30a Curious George
Twain A Fence and a Hard Place/Loafing Around

(CC) N/A #1304H(S)PBS

08:00a Daniel Tiger's Neighborhood
Daniel Gets Frustrated/Frustration at School

Daniel Gets Frustrated: Daniel is staying at home with Mom Tiger today. He really wants to play with Prince Wednesday, but he is visiting his
cousin Chrissie. He asks Mom if they can go to Music Man Stan's shop, but they can't because it is closed. Daniel gets really frustrated when it
seems like he's unable to do anything he wants to do. With some guidance from Mom, Daniel learns how to work through his frustration.
Frustration at School: Daniel and his friends are playing "restaurant" at school and Daniel feels frustrated when he can't find the toy he is looking
for. Teacher Harriet helps him realize that the right thing to do is to take a step back and ask for help.

(CC) DVI #136H(S)PBS

08:30a Rosie's Rules
Rosies Switcheroo/Rosies Family Tree

Rosie and Papa switch roles for the day, but it's a little trickier than they thought. / For Valentine's Day, Rosie tries to make a family tree by putting
her family in a real tree.

(CC) DVI #132H(S)PBS

09:00a Sesame Street
Goldilocks and the Three Homes

Elmo, Abby, Baby Bear, and Chris go to Fairy Tale Land to build a home for Goldilocks. They wonder if they can build a home for Goldilocks
that's just right. What if they use a tape measure to measure her so the home isn't too big or too small? Let's try! It works. They didn't give up and
built a home that's just right for Goldilocks.

(CC) DVI #5233H(S)PBS

09:30a Work It Out Wombats!
Amazing Adventure/The Kaya-Tastic Banana-Tastic Halo Halo Split!

Thanks to Ellie, best babysitter ever, the Wombats embark on a for-real Sticker Monster treasure hunt. / Kaya has to get creative when she
breaks her tablet right before her Kaya-tastic Banana-tastic Halo-Halo Split cooking class.

(CC) DVI #116H(S)PBS

10:00a Donkey Hodie
Gator's New Game/Donkey and Panda Cheer Up

Gameshow Gator wants to make up a new game everybody can play. The pals help him find a way to include everyone./Nothing is going right for
Panda this morning, and Donkey gets some bad news. They remind each other that they can cheer themselves up.

(CC) DVI #137H(S)PBS

10:30a Pinkalicious & Peterrific
Pink Or Treat/Berry Scary

A huge storm has knocked out Pinkville's power lines just days before Halloween! It looks like the holiday will be canceled -- that is unless Pink-a-
girl and Pirate Peter can find a way to save the day! / Pinkalicious, Peter, Rafael and Frida are off to collect berries for their homemade
smoothies, but when they arrive at the community garden, they find birds have eaten almost all the berries! To keep the birds away, the kids build
a scarecrow - but will it be scary enough?

(CC) DVI #123H(S)PBS
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11:00a Wild Kratts: Creepy Creatures
The Wild Kratts aren't too sure what to do for Halloween. Should they go trick or treating or just have a Halloween Party? The Kratt bros decide
that the best thing to do is to discover some new "creepy cool" creatures. Heading off to find these new animals friends, Martin and Chris don't
realize that Zach and the other villains have come up with a plan to ruin Halloween. Can the Wild Kratts defeat the villains and still get to
celebrate Halloween? Science Concept: Features that may seem creepy are critical for an animal's survival.

(CC) N/A #0H(S)PBS

12:00n Hero Elementary
The Butterfly Chasers / Something Shady

When Monarch butterflies are missing from the school garden, Benny and the rest of Sparks' Crew follow one Monarch to see where it goes.
They soon discover that all the Monarchs are on the move...but why? Curriculum: Seasonal weather changes cause Monarch butterflies to
migrate south in the winter in order to survive. / The shady spot that AJ picked for the class's outdoor lunch has disappeared. Determined, Sparks'
Crew embarks on a mission to find out who, or what, swiped AJ's shade. Curriculum: The position of the light behind an object affects the position
and size of the shadow it casts.

(CC) DVI #112H(S)PBS

12:30p Xavier Riddle and the Secret Museum
I Am Rosa Parks/I Am Thurgood Marshall

(CC) DVI #123H(S)PBS

01:00p School of Greatness with Lewis Howes
Dr. Mark Hyman - Healthy Habits

American Physician and New York Times Best-Selling Author Dr. Mark Hyman shares advice about what foods you should eat or avoid in order
to improve your health.

(CC) N/A #108H(S)APTEX

01:30p Medical Frontiers
Oral Bacteria: The Key to Health

Studies are revealing that some strains of bacteria in our mouths could contribute to heart and brain diseases, and even dementia. A researcher
specializing in oral bacteria has developed a device to eliminate harmful bacteria that cannot be removed by brushing alone. Stay informed on the
latest research on oral bacteria, which greatly impact overall health. Additionally, learn relaxation techniques through the traditional Japanese
performing art of Noh.

(CC) N/A #217H(S)APTEX

02:00p Magical Land of Oz
Ocean

In this episode we see why marine species are drawn to the coasts of Australia and discover that the country's three surrounding oceans - the
Southern Sea, the Pacific and The Indian Ocean create a unique environment for ocean voyagers of all types. In the clean waters of Pearson
Island off South Australia Sealions, once a rare sight are now protected from hunting and are thriving. Meanwhile in the shallows of Spencer Gulf,
June is the time for a midwinter gathering of spectacularly colourful giant cuttlefish who battle for mates. The cold Southern Ocean also brings
humpback whales from Antarctica to give birth and triggers the breath-taking spectacle of thousands of Australian spider crabs, the largest
crustaceans in the world, congregating under the piers of Port Philip Bay to moult. It's a grisly time as the first to reveal their soft shells are
cannibalised by their neighbours. Still, there's safety in numbers as bigger predators, smooth stingrays, sweep over the congregation sucking
them from the seabed. A hundred miles up the coast from Sydney, Cabbage Tree Island is home to one of only two breeding colonies of Gould's
petrel in the world. Chicks must find their way across rocky ground, scale the vertical trunks of giant cabbage tree palms and overcome their
vicious spines in order to capture the breeze to become airborne. They will spend the next five to six years at sea. Off the west coast the
Lacepede Islands are bathed in the warm currents of the Indian Ocean. 18,000 pairs of brown boobies build makeshift nests here whilst further
south Shark Bay lives up to its ominous name as tiger sharks sweep in to prey on a whale carcass.

(CC) N/A #102H(S)PBS

03:00p Alma's Way
Alma's Cat-Tastrophe/Stickball!

When Mr. Ramirez takes too many cats into his shop, Alma helps him figure out what to do with them. When Alma asks her friends to play
stickball, there's one hold-out Howard. How will she convince him he'll enjoy playing the game, too?

(CC) DVI #126H(S)PBS

03:30p Wild Kratts
Masked Bandits

As they prepare for a creature costume party, the Wild Kratts team begins to notice all sorts of strange things happening in the Tortuga HQ.
Jimmy is sure there is a ghost or monster living with them, but the Kratt brothers are convinced it's some kind of creature. When the gang sets out
to discover who is causing all the trouble, they discover that certain animals gravitate towards human habitation because it provides food and
protection from predators.

(CC) N/A #131H(S)PBS

04:00p Odd Squad
Life of O'brian/Whatever Happened to Agent Oz?

Life of O'Brian - When a miffed O'Brian won't let Olive access the tubes, she has to solve the mystery of what she did to upset him. Curriculum:
Time. Whatever Happened to Agent Oz? - Olive tells Otto the story of what happened to Octavia's partner, Agent Oz. Curriculum: Estimation.

(CC) DVI #113H(S)PBS
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04:30p Arthur
All Thumbs/Kidonia

(CC) DVI #1705H(S)PBS

05:00p Steve Trash Science
The Dirty Truth About Soil / The Super Collaborators

Soil is not dirt, it's so much much more. In this episode Steve illustrates the value and importance of soil to all living things on Earth, then helps
shine a light on digital collaboration, a great way to work digitally with your friends to solve problems.

(CC) N/A #102H(S)NETA

05:30p BBC News America (CC) N/A #3007H(S)WETA

06:00p PBS Newshour (CC) N/A #14082H(S)NPS

07:00p Finding Your Roots
And Still I Rise

Henry Louis Gates reveals the unexpected family trees of activist Angela Y. Davis and statesman Jeh Johnson, using DNA and long-lost records
to redefine notions of the black experience-and challenge preconceptions of America's past.

(CC) N/A #908#(S)NPS

08:00p Native America
New Worlds

Native innovators lead a revolution in music, building, and space exploration. From the surface of Mars to the New York City hip hop scene to the
Pine Ridge Reservation, Native traditions are transforming life on Earth and other worlds.

(CC) N/A #201#(S)PBS

09:00p Bring Her Home
BRING HER HOME follows three Indigenous women - an artist, an activist and a politician - as they work to vindicate and honor their relatives
who are victims in the growing epidemic of Missing and Murdered Indigenous Women. As they face the lasting effects of historical trauma, each
woman searches for healing while navigating the oppressive systems that brought about this very crisis.

(CC) N/A #0H(S)NPS

10:00p Amanpour and Company (CC) N/A #6082H(S)PBSPL

11:00p Doctors On Call
Taylor Ziegler Dnp, Fnp: Childrens Mental Health

(N) N/A #1816HSHPTV

11:30p Whitney Reynolds Show
Radical Optimism

Radical optimism, meet pe ople who believe the BEST IS YET TO COME. The guests on today's show didn't have it easy, however believe it can
be easier for future generations. We have in studio Tyrone M streets ahammad, an excon who was released from prison and immediately went to
the again, but this time helping kids who could be on a similar track stay out of trouble. We also meet the adorable faces behind the movie King
Richard, a show based on the li fe of Serena and Venus Williams. The movie shows a behind the scenes look at their lives & how their dad
(played by Will Smith) believed BIG for their future and saw it "PLAY" out! Also, on the show, meet a couple who met out of loss and tragedy, yet
didn' t give up on love and because of that their lives are extremely full circle.

(CC) N/A #305H(S)NETA
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12:00m Native America
New Worlds

Native innovators lead a revolution in music, building, and space exploration. From the surface of Mars to the New York City hip hop scene to the
Pine Ridge Reservation, Native traditions are transforming life on Earth and other worlds.

(CC) DVI #201H(S)PBS

05:00a Arthur
Buster's Breathless/The Fright Stuff

Will Buster's friends treat him the same after they learn he has asthma? Maybe the answer will be found on a guided tour through...Buster's
lungs! In the second story, prankster poltergeists have arrived in Elwood City--and just in time for the "Scare Your Pants Off" costume party! It's
boys versus girls in what becomes a great big battle of the pranks, until the kids learn a lesson about practical jokes...from a spooky source.

(CC) DVI #403H(S)PBS

05:30a Cat in the Hat Knows A Lot About Halloween!
The Cat in the Hat takes Nick and Sally on the craziest Halloween ride filled with howlers and shockers and scary fandangles, big laughs and
music and fun from all angles! Their fright-filled adventure takes them deep into the Oooky-ma-kooky Closet where Nick and Sally discover the
very best Halloween costumes ever!

(CC) DVI #0H(S)PBS

06:30a Happy Yoga with Sarah Star
Cascading Paradise

Bask in the paradise of the magnificent waterfall setting as we gently stretch and lengthen the spine in a full range of motion, including moves to
create more ease in the hips, shoulders and upper back using a chair for support.

(CC) N/A #306H(S)NETA

07:00a Yoga In Practice
Learning to Do Just Enough

In Sanskrit, the original language of yoga, the word for beauty is alamkara which roughly translates as "doing just enough." This concept is
important in both our yoga practice and in our daily lives. Over-doing often leads to stress, burnout, or injury. On the other hand, under-doing
means we haven't fulfilled our potential, and can lead to feeling unworthy or dissatisfied. In this class we explore what 100 percent or fullness
means on any given day and for any given pose, while focusing on Revolved Triangle Pose.

(CC) N/A #106H(S)APTEX

07:30a Curious George
A Knight to Remember

George and The Man with the Yellow Hat spend the day at the Renaissance Faire to experience what it was like to live a long time ago. The Man
with the Yellow Hat dresses as a court jester, and George explores the grounds, learning how clothes were washed and how spoons and bowls
were made in olden times. George is excited when he spots a Knight, one just like his favorite book character and hero, Fearless Freddy. After
some Ren-Faire adventures, George finds himself wearing a suit of armor and riding a pony - just like Freddy - and saves his friend to become
the hero of the Faire!

(CC) N/A #1503H(S)PBS

08:00a Daniel Tiger's Neighborhood
The Neighborhood Fall Festival/Field Day at School

The Neighborhood Fall Festival - The neighbors are busy decorating for the big Fall Festival when a gust of wind knocks down Music Man Stan's
hard work. Daniel and his friends help rebuild the scene and learn that everyone's abilities are different - what's important is that you do your best.
Field Day at School - Teacher Harriet has set up a Fall Field Day outside at school today. While trying new games, Daniel and his friends struggle
to do the games how they want to. They learn a lesson about the importance of doing your best. Strategy: Do your best. Your best is the best for
you.

(CC) DVI #305H(S)PBS

08:30a Rosie's Rules
Rosie The Message Delivery Kid / Javi's Growl

Rosie decides to be a message delivery kid and deliver messages to her neighbors, but her messages get all mixed up. / Javi temporarily loses
his voice, so Rosie must help him recover before they perform their El Coco play.

(CC) DVI #125H(S)PBS

09:00a Sesame Street
The Great Corn Festival

Welcome to the Sesame Street Corn Party! Everyone's bringing a special food made from corn that their family makes. Elmo brings corn on the
cob with paprika seasoning. It's a special recipe Elmo makes with his dad. Tamir and Charlie both bring cornbread. Tamir's family makes
cornbread with zucchini and it's special to his family because they always make enough to share with friends and neighbors. Charlie's family
makes cornbread with apples and it's special to her family because Charlie and her dad always make the food together. Rosita brings pineapple
tamales. The pineapple tamales are a special recipe Rosita makes with her abuela. Together they learn about how corn is used in many ways
and that by sharing foods that are special to them, they are sharing something special about themselves.

(CC) DVI #5304H(S)PBS
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09:30a Work It Out Wombats!
Junjun's Wake-Up Call/Stack 'em Up

JunJun loves ice cream -- ube ice cream, especially -- but he also loves sleep. Sleeping late, sleeping in, staying tucked up in bed for just as
longgggg as he can, which is a problem when the Eat 'N Greet holds its first-ever "Ice Cream for Breakfast" day. Can Zadie wake up her
sleepyhead best friend before last call? / Can Zeke really clean Super's big, messy closet all by his little self? (There are a TON of boxes of many
shapes and sizes.) With Louisa's help, he can once they get their imaginary "house" built, cross a raging river, and discover how triangles,
squares, and rectangles fit together nicely.

(CC) DVI #120H(S)PBS

10:00a Donkey Hodie
Spooky Shadow Swamp/Hidden Orchestra

When Donkey and Panda lose Bob Dog's favorite ball in Spooky Shadow Swamp, they must find their inner brave to get it back./To join the
Hidden Orchestra, Donkey must complete a scavenger hunt for hidden instruments. Will she remember all the steps?

(CC) DVI #111H(S)PBS

10:30a Pinkalicious & Peterrific
Gnome Variety Show/Tidy Up

Norman doesn't have a special talent for the Gnome Variety Show. Luckily Pinkalicious and Peter are there to help him before the big
performance. / With the help of Tidy Tim, the Cleaning Fairy, Pinkalicious and Peter learn that cleaning can be fun!

(CC) DVI #505H(S)PBS

11:00a Elinor Wonders Why
Bubble House/The Syrup Tree

Bubble House - The kids find a spittle bug, which is a bug that lives in bubbles. They watch it building itself a bubble house, and it inspires the
kids to build one of their very own. They try to make one big bubble, but it's a lot harder than they thought, and the bubbles keep popping. After
observing the spittle bug a bit more closely, they realize it uses its body like a straw to blow lots of small bubbles, so the kids imitate the spittle
bug by blowing lots and lots of little bubbles in a pile, and it works. Their very own bubble house! The Syrup Tree - The kids are helping Farmer
Bear as she makes her famous maple syrup by collecting tree sap and boiling it until it's syrupy, then pouring it into bottles. There's one problem
though, there's a lot of bottles to fill and she only has one ladle. Inspired by how tree sap delivers nutrients to the entire tree, Elinor and her
friends make the perfect delivery system that resembles branches on a tree that distributes the syrup to multiple bottles. Time for some pancakes!

(CC) DVI #114H(S)PBS

11:30a Nature Cat
Dr. Pumpkinstein/Nature Catfish

Monstrous pumpkins are haunting Hugo's farm! Can the gang get rid of them in time for the Halloween party? / The gang investigates the curious
case of the catfish's name, and they learn all about the aquatic animal's life. Glub-glub!

(CC) N/A #507H(S)PBS

12:00n Hero Elementary
Monster Hunters/A Soapy Situation

When someone calls on Sparks' Crew to help with a backyard "monster, the team discovers that it's actually a mother opossum and her babies.
How can our heroes lure them out of the yard? Curriculum: Animal parents and offspring engage in behaviors that protect their young and help
them survive. / In Citytown, the Super-Duper Store is a sudsy mess; an automated floor cleaning machine is on the fritz, causing a soapy situation
inside the store. Sparks' Crew is in a slippery situation. Curriculum: The strength of a push on an object affects the speed of the object. When
colliding with an unmovable object, a moving object's direction can change.

(CC) DVI #103H(S)PBS

12:30p Xavier Riddle and the Secret Museum
I Am Wilma Rudolph/I Am Jonas Salk

(CC) DVI #124H(S)PBS

01:00p Cottonwood Connections
The Tie That Binds

(N) N/A #308HSHPTV

01:30p Daytripper
Brownwood, Tx

Chet explores this incredible city with a history. He visits Lake Brownwood State Park to see the historic CCC structures. He tours the jail and
drives a tiny train at the railroad museum. He eats cafeteria-style BBQ at the historic Underwood's and finishes the day with a steak at a
renovated bank.

(CC) N/A #1404H(S)NETA

02:00p Magical Land of Oz
Human

An exploration of Australia's mesmerizing wildlife and how they've adapted to survive in the human environment, including a flamboyant dancing
peacock spider in a suburban garden.

(CC) N/A #103H(S)PBS
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03:00p Cat in the Hat Knows A Lot About Halloween!
The Cat in the Hat takes Nick and Sally on the craziest Halloween ride filled with howlers and shockers and scary fandangles, big laughs and
music and fun from all angles! Their fright-filled adventure takes them deep into the Oooky-ma-kooky Closet where Nick and Sally discover the
very best Halloween costumes ever!

(CC) DVI #0H(S)PBS

04:00p Odd Squad
Monumental Oddness/Party Crashers

(CC) DVI #330H(S)PBS

04:30p Arthur
Buster's Breathless/The Fright Stuff

Will Buster's friends treat him the same after they learn he has asthma? Maybe the answer will be found on a guided tour through...Buster's
lungs! In the second story, prankster poltergeists have arrived in Elwood City--and just in time for the "Scare Your Pants Off" costume party! It's
boys versus girls in what becomes a great big battle of the pranks, until the kids learn a lesson about practical jokes...from a spooky source.

(CC) DVI #403H(S)PBS

05:00p Steve Trash Science
Sun Sun Sunshine / Earth Is Wicked Awesome

The sun is huge. It's big. It's bigly big. In this episode Steve shows how truly big it is and he takes a trip out into our galaxy to get a glimpse of our
magical home, planet Earth.

(CC) N/A #103H(S)NETA

05:30p BBC News America (CC) N/A #3008H(S)WETA

06:00p PBS Newshour (CC) N/A #14083H(S)NPS

07:00p Spy in the Ocean, A Nature Miniseries
Deep Thinkers

Spy creatures reveal an ocean full of startling ways of thinking, including large-brained whales, smart octopi, diving monkeys, creative fish and
other intelligent animals.

(CC) DVI #101#(S)NPS

08:00p Nova
Ancient Earth: Inferno

252 million years ago, a devastating mass extinction wiped out about 90% of all species on Earth. Follow scientists as they piece together
evidence to discover how life survived and set the stage for a new dominant life form: the dinosaurs.

(CC) DVI #5014#(S)NPS

09:00p Secrets of the Dead
Eiffel's Race to the Top

Discover the untold story behind Paris' most famous landmark and the race to build a monument 1,000 feet tall. Through dramatic recreations,
official renderings and personal archives, see how the Eiffel Tower became an icon.

(CC) N/A #2101H(S)NPS

10:00p Amanpour and Company (CC) N/A #6083H(S)PBSPL

11:00p This American Land
Oregon's Rivers, Wyoming Public Lands, Solar Power for Farms

As federal authorities revise management plans for public lands in southwestern Wyoming, conservationists want to make sure they protect the
area's natural and historic values. With key Oregon rivers lacking protection, a bill in Congress would designate many of them as Wild and Scenic
- more mileage of such rivers than in any other state. Farmers in the Midwest are adopting solar power, covering their energy needs and
increasing their bottom lines.

(CC) N/A #1001H(S)NETA

11:30p Outside: Beyond The Lens
Death Valley National Park

It's the hottest, driest and lowest place in the United States but a rare, winter storm changes Death Valley National Park into a photographer's
dream. The Outside crew explores the trails and unique rock formations in tough conditions and finds a unique surprise in the desert.

(CC) N/A #204H(S)APTEX
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12:00m Nova
Ancient Earth: Inferno

252 million years ago, a devastating mass extinction wiped out about 90% of all species on Earth. Follow scientists as they piece together
evidence to discover how life survived and set the stage for a new dominant life form: the dinosaurs.

(CC) DVI #5014H(S)NPS

06:00a Molly of Denali
Bird in the Hand/Bye-Bye Birdie

Molly and Tooey think they've discovered a ghost after a strange noise follows them from Spooky Hose all the way to the Trading Post's
Bunkhouse. Turns out the phantom is actually a bird stuck in a dryer vent! Molly's bird call book holds the key to finding out what kind of bird it is,
but they'll need to learn what some unfamiliar words mean before finding their feathered friend a new home. / Molly and Trini tag along with Nina
on trip to Kenai National Park to see real, live puffins! As the enthusiastic birders count how many puffins are eating and admire the precocious
pufflings, Molly and Trini are alarmed when the baby chicks begin to jump off a cliff! What's a good birdwatcher to do?

(CC) DVI #105H(S)PBS

06:30a Happy Yoga with Sarah Star
Ocean Sunset

Savor the peaceful ocean sunset as we focus on upper body stretches for the hands, wrists, shoulders and chest, as well as gentle seated
postures designed to create more flexibility in the lower body.

(CC) N/A #307H(S)NETA

07:00a Yoga In Practice
Shining Brightly

Like a flower, in order to grow and expand, we must be solidly grounded. What this means in yoga is that in order to shine and fully delight in the
pose, one must root down first. In today's practice we explore the balance between staying actively engaged, or grounded, and extending upward
and outward in Half Moon Pose. The sense of freedom found when we expand in any pose, both physically and mentally, encourages us to enjoy
the fullness of the moment.

(CC) N/A #107H(S)APTEX

07:30a Curious George
Tale of the Frightening Flapjacks/Happy Yelloween

(CC) N/A #1406H(S)PBS

08:00a Daniel Tiger's Neighborhood
Daniel Is Jealous/Jealousy at the Treehouse

Daniel is Jealous: Daniel and Katerina are playing "airplane" with Grandpere. Daniel thinks Katerina is getting too much attention from Grandpere
and starts to feel jealous. Daniel explains his feelings and is reassured that he is Grandpere's one and only Daniel. Jealousy at the Treehouse:
Daniel and Katerina are at O the Owl's house today, playing with his new science kit. Daniel and Katerina feel jealous of O because they want
science tools just like his. After talking about their feelings, the children realize how they can all enjoy O's special science kit.

(CC) DVI #138H(S)PBS

08:30a Rosie's Rules
The Catrina Mystery/The Lucky Dragon

For their Day of the Dead celebration, Rosie is in charge of the Catrina doll, but it keeps disappearing. / Rosie celebrates Lunar New Year with
the Lius, but when they miss the dragon dance, Jun, Quinn and Rosie decide to make their own.

(CC) DVI #136H(S)PBS

09:00a Sesame Street
Rudy's Favorite Sweater

Rudy's favorite sweater doesn't fit him anymore so Nina suggests having a clothing drive in the neighborhood to give clothes that they don't need
anymore to the people who do need them. Rudy's sweater goes to a little girl who is very excited to wear it.

(CC) DVI #5308H(S)PBS

09:30a Work It Out Wombats!
3,2,1 Lift Off! / Moon Magic

Only one way to find out if there are unicorns on the moon build a spaceship and go see for yourself! / Louisa tells Zeke she's a Moon Magician
who can turn the moon into different shapes. Would Zeke like to learn how she does it?

(CC) DVI #118H(S)PBS

10:00a Curious George: A Halloween Boo Fest
Halloween's almost here! Hang onto your hats! It's George's first Halloween in the country, and Bill tells him and Allie about the Legend of No
Noggin -- a spooky tale about a hat-kicking scarecrow who haunts the countryside on Halloween. But is the legend really real? George and Allie
are determined to find out by taking a picture of No Noggin in hat-kicking action. But first George needs to figure out what he's going to be for
Halloween so he can win the costume contest at the town Boo Festival. Will George's quest for the perfect costume interfere with his quest for the
truth? Only the curious will find out!

(CC) N/A #0H(S)PBS
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11:00a Elinor Wonders Why
Butterfly Party/More Than One Right Way

Butterfly Party - It's Olive's mom's birthday, and Olive wants to organize something really special for her: a garden party with REAL butterflies.
But, how can they get butterflies to come to the party? The kids set off to observe butterflies and figure out that they like certain kinds of flowers,
and not others. Ms. Mole offers to let them transplant some butterfly-friendly plants from her garden to Olive's, and it works! Before long, Olive's
backyard is fluttering with butterflies, just in time for Olive's mom to enjoy her birthday party. More Than One Right Way - It's Halloween, and
Elinor, Ari and Olive arrive in the classroom to discover Ms. Mole putting up pumpkin decorations. The enthusiastic kids want to help, so Ms. Mole
suggests they make spiderweb decorations with yarn and glue. But, when each kid makes a different-looking spiderweb, they're not sure which
one is the most like a real web. After observing different spiders in nature, the kids realize that different kinds of spiders make different kinds of
webs, which means they were all right! They then head back into school to decorate the classroom and have a happy Halloween.

(CC) DVI #132H(S)PBS

11:30a Nature Cat
A Little Kelp from My Friends/Mission to Mars

Nature Cat and the crew visit a kelp forest, but find sea urchins eating all of the kelp. Oh no! Can the gang save the dense underwater forest? /
The gang visits Mars in a daydream, hoping to meet some aliens. Will they ever make it home?

(CC) N/A #508H(S)PBS

12:00n Hero Elementary
Saved from the Bell/The Right Stuff

When the bell on top of the school's Leaping Tower keeps ringing, Sparks' Crew plans and conducts an investigation. They discover that
vibrations make sound, but what's causing the bell to vibrate and ring? Curriculum: Vibrating matter can make sounds. / When Sparks' Crew
decides to restyle their current hero suits, they have to figure out what materials they can use. But, is it the right stuff to help them save the day?
Curriculum: Materials have different properties; it is possible to sort, describe and compare materials based on their properties.

(CC) DVI #104H(S)PBS

12:30p Xavier Riddle and the Secret Museum
I Am Cesar Chavez/I Am Dolores Heurta

(CC) DVI #126H(S)PBS

01:00p Steven Raichlen's Project Fire
Social Distance Tailgating

From its humble origins as a picnic served from the back of a buckboard wagon to today's high-tech, high-octane outdoor foodie extravaganzas,
tailgating continues to enthrall-make that obsess-American sports fans. As for barbecuing, we've been doing it since before there was even a
United States. The two come together in this show-our annual celebration of tailgating. The socializing may be distant this year-all the more
reason to up your game at the grill. BUFFAQUE BROCCOLI WITH BLUE CHEESE DRIZZLE; CAJUN HOBO PACKS; MYSTERY BOX
CHALLENGE - MUSHROOMS.

(CC) N/A #308H(S)APTEX

01:30p Tim Farmer's Country Kitchen
Spotted Bass Fritters W/ Dip, Frozen Bananas (2 Ways!), Nopales (Edible Cactus)

Tim and Nicki are back from Alabama with some Spotted Bass to whip up in some tasty Fritters! Crunchy on the outside and soft in the middle.
Dip it in Tim's famous Fish Sauce for an extra kick of flavor. Learn about how to identify Spotted Bass from Largemouth and Smallmouth Bass in
our Naturalist Notebook with Rick Hill, and visit with Bobby Grider to find out what he suggests to do with each of the lambs. Pull some Nopales
from the Eastern Prickly Pear for an easy and healthy side and end the night with Frozen Bananas two different ways.

(CC) N/A #108H(S)NETA

02:00p Weekend In Havana
Join Geoffrey Baer as he travels to Havana, where dancers, musicians, architects and writers invite him into their lives to experience the color,
culture and history of a beautiful and seductive city only recently re-opened to Americans.

(CC) N/A #0H(S)PBS

03:00p Alma's Way
Trick Or Treatasaurus/The Haunted Hallway

When Junior accidentally ruins his dinosaur Halloween costume, Alma, Mami, and T'a Gloria must figure out a way to turn the mistake into a
fright-night delight. It's Halloween at the community center, and Alma, Rafia, and Lucas are determined to have the best Haunted Hallway ever.
But when Alma decides that she wants to make the Hallway even spookier than before, people stop visiting. What gives?

(CC) DVI #138H(S)PBS

03:30p Wild Kratts
A Bat in the Brownies

When a little brown bat crashlands into a plate of Jimmy Z's famous brownies, Martin and Chris out set out to convince Aviva, Jimmy Z and Koki
that bats are nothing to be afraid of. With bat activated Creature Power Suits, the bros follow join their new friend on a nocturnal fly about, and the
entire crew must come to the rescue when the bat colony's roost is destroyed by a lightning bolt. In the end the Wild Kratts crew "goes batty," as
they gain a new appreciation for bat ecology, predators and insects and echolocation, and learn to love bats.

(CC) N/A #136H(S)PBS

04:00p Odd Squad
Haunt Squad/Safe House in the Woods

Haunt Squad - Odd Squad is haunted by a ghost. Curriculum: algebraic thinking - patterns. Safe House in the Woods - Owen and new recruit
Ozlyn wait out a storm while transporting a creature. Curriculum: measurement - capacity.

(CC) DVI #228H(S)PBS
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04:30p Arthur
Fernkenstein's Monster/D.W., Dancing Queen

Fernkenstein's Monster - Inspired by Mary Shelley's "Frankenstein," Fern tells a tale so scary that Arthur and the gang become afraid of her! Can
Fern prove her skills as a writer and create a different story that's fun instead of frightening? D.W., Dancing Queen - Binky decides to teach D.W.
to dance, but she just doesn't seem to get the moves. Is D.W. a no-talent klutz? Or is it Binky's teaching that needs practice?

(CC) DVI #804H(S)PBS

05:00p Steve Trash Science
Who Let The Cows Out/Day-Tuh Vs Dat-Uh

Water pollution is never good. It's even worse when your neighborhood cow is making it. Steve discusses the many ways that farmers and
ranchers work to keep streams and ponds free of pollution. Then Steve delves into the age-old conflict of the proper pronunciation for word data
(Day-Tuh or Dat-Uh).

(CC) N/A #104H(S)NETA

05:30p BBC News America (CC) N/A #3009H(S)WETA

06:00p PBS Newshour (CC) N/A #14084H(S)NPS

07:00p Traveling Kansas
Trego County

(N) N/A #803HSHPTV

07:30p Ask This Old House
Generator Hookup, Brick Lintel Repair

Heath helps a homeowner install a generator hook up to the homes circuit board; Environmental contractor, Ron Peik demystifies asbestos and
shares options for mitigation; Mark fixes an insufficient brick lintel repair on an 1833 home.

(CC) N/A #2205H(S)PBSPL

08:00p Home Diagnosis
Proof: Testing The House

The Lunsfords set out to build a high performance home for their family, but did they achieve perfect tuning? Watch them test each facet of their
home's control over heat bleed, airflows/pressures, moisture, and contaminants. Take the final tour of interior furnishings, lighting, and finishes
and see what a high performance house looks like, above and below the hood.

(CC) N/A #213H(S)NETA

08:30p Inspire
Caring for Our Animal Companions

(N) N/A #302HKTWU

09:00p Little Bird
The Land That Takes You

Patti Little Bird is desperate to get her kids back, but she doesn't know where they have been taken. Eighteen years later, Bezhig/Esther is
desperate to find her family. Both women are lost, tangled in the exact same place, decades apart.

(CC) DVI #103H(S)NPS

10:00p Sunflower Journeys
History Lessons

HISTORIC WARD MEADE PARK ? DIRECTOR JOHN BELL AND OTHERS GIVE US A TOUR OF THIS HISTORIC PARK IN TOPEKA STUDIO
SEGMENT ? ?BIRDS, BONES AND BEETLES? ? AUTHOR CHUCK WARNER DISCUSSES HIS NEW BOOK ?BIRDS, BONES AND
BEETLES: THE IMPROBABLE CAREER AND REMARKABLE LEGACY OF UNIVERSITY OF KANSAS NATURALIST CHARLES D. BUNKER.?
THROWBACK SEGMENT ? THE BLOODY BENDERS ? ONE OF THE MANY SUNFLOWER JOURNEYS SEGMENTS THAT HAD
REENACTMENTS FILMED AT HISTORIC WARD MEADE PARK IN TOPEKA

(N) N/A #3306H(S)KTWU

10:30p America's Heartland
Meet a family growing oranges for the long haul in California's Central Valley. Cantaloupes make a sweet treat, picked and packed right off the
vine. We'll show you how to put together a Lemon Cous Cous Chicken dish for your family. Discover how California is expanding its "Farm-To-
School" effort to bring K-12 students more local foods.

(CC) N/A #1707H(S)APTEX

11:00p This Old House
Lexington | Gone Geo

A new wall of windows with a zero-threshold entry to the patio is framed. Geothermal energy is chosen to heat and cool the home. The new
system is explained and digging begins for the wells. The exterior gets a new look with an exposed steel beam.

(CC) N/A #4505H(S)PBSPL

11:30p Ask This Old House
Generator Hookup, Brick Lintel Repair

Heath helps a homeowner install a generator hook up to the homes circuit board; Environmental contractor, Ron Peik demystifies asbestos and
shares options for mitigation; Mark fixes an insufficient brick lintel repair on an 1833 home.

(CC) N/A #2205H(S)PBSPL
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12:00m Magical Land of Oz
Ocean

In this episode we see why marine species are drawn to the coasts of Australia and discover that the country's three surrounding oceans - the
Southern Sea, the Pacific and The Indian Ocean create a unique environment for ocean voyagers of all types. In the clean waters of Pearson
Island off South Australia Sealions, once a rare sight are now protected from hunting and are thriving. Meanwhile in the shallows of Spencer Gulf,
June is the time for a midwinter gathering of spectacularly colourful giant cuttlefish who battle for mates. The cold Southern Ocean also brings
humpback whales from Antarctica to give birth and triggers the breath-taking spectacle of thousands of Australian spider crabs, the largest
crustaceans in the world, congregating under the piers of Port Philip Bay to moult. It's a grisly time as the first to reveal their soft shells are
cannibalised by their neighbours. Still, there's safety in numbers as bigger predators, smooth stingrays, sweep over the congregation sucking
them from the seabed. A hundred miles up the coast from Sydney, Cabbage Tree Island is home to one of only two breeding colonies of Gould's
petrel in the world. Chicks must find their way across rocky ground, scale the vertical trunks of giant cabbage tree palms and overcome their
vicious spines in order to capture the breeze to become airborne. They will spend the next five to six years at sea. Off the west coast the
Lacepede Islands are bathed in the warm currents of the Indian Ocean. 18,000 pairs of brown boobies build makeshift nests here whilst further
south Shark Bay lives up to its ominous name as tiger sharks sweep in to prey on a whale carcass.

(CC) N/A #102H(S)PBS

05:00a Arthur
Hic Or Treat/Mr. Alwaysright

Hic or Treat - D.W. gets a case of the hiccups that just won't go away. No matter how much advice she gets from Arthur and his friends, she just
can't find the right cure. (Well, at least her Halloween costume as "Hiccup Girl" is all set...) Will D.W. ever get relief - or will she have the hiccups
for the rest of her life and set the world record? Mr. Alwaysright - It seems that Brain is always right about everything and it's really starting to get
on Buster's nerves. But Buster is convinced that someday Brain will make a mistake - and when he does, Buster will be waiting. But is friendship
really about being right or wrong?

(CC) DVI #1107H(S)PBS

05:30a Arthur and the Haunted Tree House
This Halloween is sure to be the spookiest ever for Arthur and his friends. While trick-or-treating, Francine meets an elderly woman with a very
mysterious past, while Binky finds himself at Mr. Ratburn's amazing haunted house (that's scarier than math class!). And as for Arthur, Buster,
and Ladonna? Their tree house sleepover seems to be haunted? but by what?

(CC) DVI #0H(S)PBS

06:30a Happy Yoga with Sarah Star
Desert Rock

Create more ease in your body amid the desert beauty and natural rock formations as we flow through a series of modified yoga postures,
including standing poses designed to stretch the hips, legs, back and shoulders using a chair for support.

(CC) N/A #308H(S)NETA

07:00a Yoga In Practice
Being Steady in the Unknown

This class builds toward a fundamental arm balance called Side Plank. In this posture it is important to create alignment and integration in the
shoulders and core to support your weight while simultaneously maintaining balance. More than many postures, Side Plank encourages us to
accept the possibility of "falling". This possibility asks us to consider who we are when we move beyond our notions of perfection, both mentally
and physically. Holding steady in a challenging situation is an important lesson in yoga.

(CC) N/A #108H(S)APTEX

07:30a Curious George
Locked Out/Bark Suit!

George loves Chef Pisghetti's Meatball Monday, especially when he and The Man with the Yellow Hat eat lunch on their balcony. Back home,
they discover George had forgotten to lock their front door and he promises to remember in the future. As they're setting the table on their
balcony, George remembers that he left the meatballs in the lobby. He runs to get them and, like a good little monkey, locks the doors behind
him. When he returns, George realizes that he's locked himself out of the apartment - and locked his friend out on the balcony! He needs the
Doorman's spare key, but the Doorman went out to get meatballs! Won't any key work? With Hundley's help, George dashes around the building
and Pisghetti's restaurant borrowing keys - and even making one! Will George learn how keys work in time to rescue his friend before the rain
ruins the meatballs - and rescue the meatballs before they are gobbled up by Compass and his hungry pigeon friends?? / George loves exploring
the woods. One day, while picking up rocks, sticks and pinecones, George finds a new wonder - a flat red bark beetle! George is also curious
about all the bark on the ground and Bill explains that bark protects a tree like a suit of armor - which the tree sheds when it grows out of it.
Fascinated, George collects the bark but doesn't see the beetle jump onto his wagon to go along for the ride! Back at home, George discovers
the stowaway beetle and resolves to return it to its habitat. But first, why not make a bark suit to protect himself and the bark-loving beetle for the
journey? The suit is a success, shielding them both from thorny bushes and wet sprinklers. But it turns out that the suit George cut up to make his
armor is the Man with the Yellow Hat's lucky suit he was planning on wearing to the Hollering Contest this evening! Now George must help his
friend figure out what his "signature holler" should be!

(CC) N/A #1504H(S)PBS

08:00a Daniel Tiger's Neighborhood
Daniel's New Friend/Same and Different

Daniel's New Friend: Daniel and Miss Elaina meet Prince Wednesday's cousin Chrissie during a playdate at the castle. As they play "knights,"
they discover that, although Chrissie needs some help walking, they are the same in many ways. Same and Different: While Daniel is playing
dress up with his friends at school, he feels different when he realizes that not everyone has a tail like him. He learns that everyone has
differences, but that these are the things that make us unique.

(CC) DVI #133H(S)PBS
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08:30a Rosie's Rules
The Ice Pop Truck/Rosies Dollar Dilemma

Rosie wants to try the new ice pop from the Ice Pop Truck, but she needs to find an extra dollar to buy it. / Rosie gets a dollar after helping Tia at
the mercado, but she struggles to decide what to buy with it.

(CC) DVI #124H(S)PBS

09:00a Sesame Street
Backyard Pizza Parlor

It's Friday, and that means Abby and Rudy are going to Crusty Charlie's. When Daddy Freddy gets home, he tells them that they won't be able to
go to for a while, because they have to make choices and buy things they need. But they can still have pizza at home. To make it more fun, they
pretend that they're at Crusty Charlie's. They sing songs, play games, and take turns being servers.

(CC) DVI #5231H(S)PBS

09:30a Work It Out Wombats!
A Sleep Story for Ellie/Super's Super Mug

What's a super sleepy Ellie to do, besides stumble around groggily and talk to bushes? The storytellers of her favorite sleepy time radio show are
on vacation, so she's having trouble falling asleep! Zadie decides to come up with a soothing story just for Ellie, a story about a dragon who loves
pizza; Malik and Zeke volunteer to help provide the relaxing sound effects. Guess what? It works! / When Super's favorite mug smashes into a
bunch of pieces, the Wombats decide to fix it so Super won't be too sad. Sticky tape doesn't work, sticky taffy doesn't work, but Mr. E's Ooey
Gooey Goo, shells and gold paint - plus a whole lotta love - do the trick!

(CC) DVI #121H(S)PBS

10:00a Donkey Hodie
A Donkey Hodie Halloween

It's Purple Panda's first Halloween in Someplace Else, but he's afraid because he doesn't know what to expect. Donkey Hodie is here to help!
She prepares Panda for all the things he'll see on Halloween while their neighbors make it extra special.

(CC) DVI #132H(S)PBS

10:30a Pinkalicious & Peterrific
Mommy Gnome/Bon Appetit

When Mommy Gnome comes to town Pinkalicious and Peter help Norman set up the garden just the way she likes it. / Daddy gives Pinkalicious
a special hat that turns everything she touches into cupcakes!

(CC) DVI #507H(S)PBS

11:00a Elinor Wonders Why
Leave It to Ari/Snow Friend

Leave It To Ari - Elinor, Olive and Ari are helping Ari's dad rake the leaves in their yard, which leads them to wonder, "Who rakes the leaves in the
forest?" They need more observations, so they head out to the forest, where they look at the leaves more closely and notice that some of them
are fresh, others are a little worn, and others are really old and crumbling. The kids also notice some of the dirt on the ground has little bits of
leaves in it, and they realize that the leaves that fall on the forest floor eventually get old and go back into the soil, just like the compost that Ari's
Dad makes. Snow Friend - Elinor, Ari and Olive are building a giant Snow Friend, but there isn't enough snow to finish their masterpiece. Luckily,
the next day brings fresh new snow, but this snow won't stay packed at all - it just falls apart. After they go in the house to warm up, they observe
some snow melt and get sticky, and they figure out a solution - warm up the snow! When they put their plan into action, the warm snow has just
the right stickiness for packing. Just in time to build a super Snow Friend. Hurrah!

(CC) DVI #111H(S)PBS

11:30a Nature Cat
Runaway Pumpkin/Lady Bug Tough

Runaway Pumpkin - Daisy has grown the biggest, most beautiful pumpkin and wants to get it to the Halloween Party. But getting this huge
pumpkin there is easier said than done. Travel trouble isn't the only problem; their biggest challenge ends up being what to do with the pumpkins
after Halloween. Lady Bug Tough - Uh oh, there is big trouble in Daisy's rose garden! The rose bushes should bloom into gorgeous, colorful roses
but they're not, and it's all because of these tiny little aphids that are eating the leaves and damaging the roses! Noooooo! How do they stop
them? Daisy calls in the expert - Granny Bunny - who says they need to find some tiny beetles called ladybugs. That should do the trick!

(CC) N/A #128H(S)PBS

12:00n Hero Elementary
When Fur Flies / Pumpkin Palooza

Something high in the sky is causing a trail of trouble across Citytown, but is it a bird, a plane, or something else? Sparks' Crew observes the
properties of things gone wrong downtown, which leads them to understand what the problem is. Curriculum: Understanding the problem is the
first step for finding a solution. / It's the day of Pumpkin Palooza and a little girl's decorated pumpkin has been ruined. It's Sparks' Crew to the
rescue! Learning that the culprit is a hungry squirrel, they work together to design and build a solution to protect all the decorated pumpkins in
City Town. Curriculum: You can use engineering design to gather information and to keep improving each solution. That's the power to solve real
world problems!

(CC) DVI #139H(S)PBS
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12:30p Xavier Riddle and the Secret Museum
I Am Mary Shelley/I Am Harry Houdini

I am Mary Shelley Xavier and the gang are excited for a Nature Troop campout, where Xavier has volunteered to tell the first campfire story.
There's just one problem: everyone is expecting a spooky story, but Xavier only knows how to tell silly stories. What's he going to do? He doesn't
want to disappoint everyone. To the Secret Museum! Our heroes are sent back in time to meet an expert spooky storyteller: Mary Shelley. Mary
takes our trio on an imaginative playdate where she spins the leaves and wind into a very spooky tale, which Xavier can't help but turn funny. Is
all hope lost?? Mary helps Xavier see that he can tell a story that's both spooky AND silly. The most important thing is to tell stories your own
way. Curriculum: "Tell stories you own way." I am Harry Houdini The time has come from Brad to spend his very first night in the museum, and he
couldn't be more excited. Except, when the lights go out, Brad realizes it's kind of... gulp... scary there at night. Too afraid to stay put in his
sleeping bag, there's only one thing left to do... to the Secret Museum! Our heroes travel back in time to meet someone who knew how to face a
scary situation: Harry Houdini. Harry wants nothing more than to be a brave performer, just like his hero, tightrope walker Fearless Jean. But, it
turns out tightrope walking is scarier than he thought! Good thing Harry has a trick to help himself, and Brad, make it through to the end: when
you're scared, take a deep breath to calm down and feel better. Curriculum: "When you're scared, you can take a deep breath to calm down and
feel better."

(CC) DVI #102H(S)PBS

01:00p Traveling Kansas
Trego County

(N) N/A #803HSHPTV

01:30p I've Got Issues
Examining Academic Tenure

(N) N/A #1308HKTWU

02:00p Byron Janis Story
THE BYRON JANIS STORY is an illuminating documentary that unveils the life of Pittsburgh native and celebrated pianist, Byron Janis. Despite a
challenging journey riddled with a debilitating childhood injury and crippling arthritis, Janis's unyielding spirit and extraordinary talent have shone
through, cementing him as a living legend in the world of classical music.

(CC) N/A #0H(S)NETA

03:00p Arthur and the Haunted Tree House
This Halloween is sure to be the spookiest ever for Arthur and his friends. While trick-or-treating, Francine meets an elderly woman with a very
mysterious past, while Binky finds himself at Mr. Ratburn's amazing haunted house (that's scarier than math class!). And as for Arthur, Buster,
and Ladonna? Their tree house sleepover seems to be haunted? but by what?

(CC) DVI #0H(S)PBS

04:00p Arthur and the Haunted Tree House
This Halloween is sure to be the spookiest ever for Arthur and his friends. While trick-or-treating, Francine meets an elderly woman with a very
mysterious past, while Binky finds himself at Mr. Ratburn's amazing haunted house (that's scarier than math class!). And as for Arthur, Buster,
and Ladonna? Their tree house sleepover seems to be haunted? but by what?

(CC) DVI #0H(S)PBS

05:00p Steve Trash Science
Biomes / Reduce Reuse Recycle

Biomes are amazing. Steve shares the many varieties of biomes that exist on the planet Earth, then teaches us how to make less waste and
pollution through the magic words - Reduce Reuse Recycle.

(CC) N/A #105H(S)NETA

05:30p BBC News America (CC) N/A #3010H(S)WETA

06:00p PBS Newshour (CC) N/A #14085H(S)NPS

07:00p Washington Week with the Atlantic (CC) N/A #6318H(S)NPS

07:30p Firing Line with Margaret Hoover
Guest: Mitch Daniels. Republican Mitch Daniels, the former governor of Indiana and Purdue University president, discusses America's political
disarray, the national debt, campus speech debates, strategies for reducing tuition, and whether he would ever return to politics.

(CC) N/A #718H(S)NPS

08:00p Market to Market
News and commodity market analysis from the weekly journal of rural America.

(CC) N/A #4911H(S)IPTV

08:30p Real Ag
Air Spraying

(N) N/A #1102HSHPTV
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09:00p Great Performances
New York City Ballet In Madrid

Enjoy an evening of dance from Madrid's Teatro Real, beginning with George Balanchine's "Serenade" and "Square Dance," followed by "The
Times Are Racing" by current NYCB resident choreographer Justin Peck set to an electronic score.

(CC) N/A #4810H(S)NPS

10:30p One Voice: The Songs We Share
Broadway

Learn which Broadway showtunes were recorded by the Rat Pack, Johnny Mathis and other chart-topping artists of the time to be sung outside
the theater as anthems, giving a broader voice to our changing society.

(CC) N/A #102H(S)NPS

11:00p Real Ag
Sunflower

(N) N/A #1107HSHPTV

11:30p Start Up
Sweets & Meats: Cincinnati, Oh

Sweets & Meats, a BBQ food truck and catering business that serves award-winning smoked meats, homemade sides and deserts. This is a
story about humble beginnings and staying true to your vision.

(CC) N/A #1105H(S)NETA
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12:00m Great Performances
New York City Ballet In Madrid

Enjoy an evening of dance from Madrid's Teatro Real, beginning with George Balanchine's "Serenade" and "Square Dance," followed by "The
Times Are Racing" by current NYCB resident choreographer Justin Peck set to an electronic score.

(CC) N/A #4810H(S)NPS

05:00a Mister Rogers' Neighborhood
Musical Games/Talking About Feelings

Mister Rogers visits with his friend and Neighbor Mr. McFeely.  They go to Betty Aberlin's house to watch Betty's friend, Mary Jo Barron, teach a
group of children some games and songs.  In the Neighborhood of Make-Believe, a flying turkey delivers a message to Lady Elaine Fairchilde
and Robert Troll.

(CC) DVI #1507HPBS

05:30a Cat in the Hat Knows A Lot About Halloween!
The Cat in the Hat takes Nick and Sally on the craziest Halloween ride filled with howlers and shockers and scary fandangles, big laughs and
music and fun from all angles! Their fright-filled adventure takes them deep into the Oooky-ma-kooky Closet where Nick and Sally discover the
very best Halloween costumes ever!

(CC) DVI #0H(S)PBS

06:30a Agphd (N) N/A #1334HHEFTY

07:00a Market to Market
News and commodity market analysis from the weekly journal of rural America.

(CC) N/A #4911H(S)IPTV

07:30a Curious George
Locked Out/Bark Suit!

George loves Chef Pisghetti's Meatball Monday, especially when he and The Man with the Yellow Hat eat lunch on their balcony. Back home,
they discover George had forgotten to lock their front door and he promises to remember in the future. As they're setting the table on their
balcony, George remembers that he left the meatballs in the lobby. He runs to get them and, like a good little monkey, locks the doors behind
him. When he returns, George realizes that he's locked himself out of the apartment - and locked his friend out on the balcony! He needs the
Doorman's spare key, but the Doorman went out to get meatballs! Won't any key work? With Hundley's help, George dashes around the building
and Pisghetti's restaurant borrowing keys - and even making one! Will George learn how keys work in time to rescue his friend before the rain
ruins the meatballs - and rescue the meatballs before they are gobbled up by Compass and his hungry pigeon friends?? / George loves exploring
the woods. One day, while picking up rocks, sticks and pinecones, George finds a new wonder - a flat red bark beetle! George is also curious
about all the bark on the ground and Bill explains that bark protects a tree like a suit of armor - which the tree sheds when it grows out of it.
Fascinated, George collects the bark but doesn't see the beetle jump onto his wagon to go along for the ride! Back at home, George discovers
the stowaway beetle and resolves to return it to its habitat. But first, why not make a bark suit to protect himself and the bark-loving beetle for the
journey? The suit is a success, shielding them both from thorny bushes and wet sprinklers. But it turns out that the suit George cut up to make his
armor is the Man with the Yellow Hat's lucky suit he was planning on wearing to the Hollering Contest this evening! Now George must help his
friend figure out what his "signature holler" should be!

(CC) N/A #1504H(S)PBS

08:00a Curious George: A Halloween Boo Fest
Halloween's almost here! Hang onto your hats! It's George's first Halloween in the country, and Bill tells him and Allie about the Legend of No
Noggin -- a spooky tale about a hat-kicking scarecrow who haunts the countryside on Halloween. But is the legend really real? George and Allie
are determined to find out by taking a picture of No Noggin in hat-kicking action. But first George needs to figure out what he's going to be for
Halloween so he can win the costume contest at the town Boo Festival. Will George's quest for the perfect costume interfere with his quest for the
truth? Only the curious will find out!

(CC) N/A #0H(S)PBS

09:00a Wild Kratts: Creepy Creatures
The Wild Kratts aren't too sure what to do for Halloween. Should they go trick or treating or just have a Halloween Party? The Kratt bros decide
that the best thing to do is to discover some new "creepy cool" creatures. Heading off to find these new animals friends, Martin and Chris don't
realize that Zach and the other villains have come up with a plan to ruin Halloween. Can the Wild Kratts defeat the villains and still get to
celebrate Halloween? Science Concept: Features that may seem creepy are critical for an animal's survival.

(CC) N/A #0H(S)PBS

10:00a Donkey Hodie
Big Nest Bird Party/Pet Elephant Camp

Donkey tries to act like a bird to fit in at Duck Duck's bird party, but she's not enjoying herself. Can she have fun by being her Donkey
self?/Grampy and Donkey miss Gregory while he's away at camp, so they do special things to remind themselves of him.

(CC) DVI #136H(S)PBS

10:30a Diy Science Time
Sound

Did you hear that? That's the sound of Mister C and the Science Crew inviting you to explore sound and vibrations. Let's build a wooden piano,
wave demonstrator, and learn how a music box makes its sound!

(CC) N/A #208H(S)NETA
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11:00a Paint This with Jerry Yarnell
Two of a Kind, Part 4

In the final episode, Jerry begins adding the final details on the peppers while refining and adding the minute fine details.  The addition of the soft
highlights, hot spots will complete this beautiful still life of two peppers.

(CC) N/A #1304H(S)NETA

11:30a Make It Artsy
Your Environment

Shake up your art by finding ideas around your house. To start the show host Julie Fei Fan Balzer looks around her kitchen as a resource for
collage papers to use for her project. Then Joe Rotella shares a new look at bats - making a bat house for your yard. The last segment features
the first of this season's color studies- the color red, with host Julie Fei Fan Balzer.

(CC) N/A #901H(S)NETA

12:00n Creative Living
Interior decorator, Latriece Brooks will explain why having an Interior Decorator involved in your remodeling or building projects can save money
in the long run. Having someone you like and trust can help develop your scope of work as well as your financial budget. Brooks' company is
Brooks Interiors. Diane Tunnell is an independent demonstrator with Stampin' Up! If you're a crafter, you have probably already learned about
using embossing folders but have you ever tried a technique called "Double Dry Embossing?" She will demonstrate this technique and show
several cards she's made with this.

(CC) N/A #7009H(S)KENW

12:30p This Old House
Lexington | Engineered for Accessibility

A lally column stands in the way of the new open floor plan. As a solution, it is removed, and the ridge beam is replaced with a trio of engineered
beams. The new landscape is previewed in 3d, and tips are shared for creating an accessible bathroom.

(CC) N/A #4504H(S)PBSPL

01:00p Woodsmith Shop
2 Porch Benches

Combine some unique hardware with fun finishing options to make a bench like no other. The Woodsmith Shop crew walks you through the
process to build a bench that can stand up to anything and look great at the same time.

(CC) N/A #1707H(S)NETA

01:30p American Woodshop
Custom Kitchen Cutlery and Block Keep

Custom kitchen cutlery and guest designer Scott Grove of Easy Inlay both shine. Discover the perfect way to make all your own cutlery for your
kitchen! Then see Scott turn the perfect art pencil using UV cure resin. Stunning!

(CC) N/A #2711H(S)NETA

02:00p Garage with Steve Butler
Tea Caddy

Steve shows us how to build a mahogany tea caddy, perfect for entertaining, or as a gift.

(CC) N/A #207H(S)NETA

02:30p Chef's Life
Onions and Avetts

Spring onions kick off the season as Vivian takes a break from penning her first cookbook to prepare dinner for beginner farmers. Though the
Avett Brothers make an appearance, the underdog spring onion steals the show, playing both star and support.

(CC) N/A #401H(S)PBS

03:00p America's Test Kitchen
Thanksgiving for a Small Group

Test cook Erin McMurrer makes host Bridget Lancaster Roast Whole Turkey Breast with Gravy. Gadget critic Lisa McManus shares her favorite
mops. Test cook Dan Souza and host Julia Collin Davison unlock the secrets to perfect Oatmeal Dinner Rolls.

(CC) N/A #2313H(S)APTEX

03:30p Cook's Country
A Love Letter to the South

Ashley Moore makes host Julia Collin Davison weeknight-ready Pan-Fried Pork Chops with Milk Gravy. Equipment expert Adam Ried shares his
top picks for disposable utensils, and tasting expert Jack Bishop takes a deep dive into jarred peppers. Toni Tipton-Martin shares the origins of
pimento cheese, and Morgan Bolling makes host Bridget Lancaster creamy Pimento Mac and Cheese.

(CC) N/A #1608H(S)APTEX

04:00p Fons & Porter's Love of Quilting
Arrow Point

The Arrowhead quilt block made its debut in 1941, and was pieced using individually cut patches, which can be tedious. In this episode, Angela
Huffman presents two contemporary construction methods for today's quilters that make quick work of this quilt block-and add in a lot of fun!

(CC) N/A #4201H(S)NETA
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04:30p It's Sew Easy
Embroidery

Let your machine do all the work by adding embroidery. Reen Wilcoxson our expert on "in the hoop" designs make a cute baby bear lovey. Then,
Angela Wolf finishes her jacket by adding beautiful embroidery patterns for a unique and timeless look.

(CC) N/A #2112H(S)NETA

05:00p Knit and Crochet Now
Stylish Shawls

Look elegant and effortlessly fashionable at the same time with today's versatile shawls! Up first is the crocheted Hidden Hills Shawl with Rachel
Alford. Next its "learn a stitch" dishcloths with Lena Skvargerson. Today is the herringbone knit stitch. Finally, join Kristin Omdahl for the knitted
Lagertha Shawl.

(CC) N/A #1302H(S)NETA

05:30p Garden Smart
From Soil, to Planting, to Furniture: A Garden Makeover

Building a garden from the ground up requires getting our hands in the dirt. Once that's done, there are great tools, plants, and outdoor furniture
that will make the makeover really shine. A great GardenSMART episode; be sure to tune in.

(CC) N/A #7213H(S)NETA

06:00p Cottonwood Connections
The Tie That Binds

(N) N/A #308HSHPTV

06:30p Rick Steves' Europe
Rick Steves' Europe: Art of the Roman Empire

With its vast empire, ancient Rome gave Europe its first common culture. From England to Turkey, we explore the greatest Roman cities,
marveling at their over-the-top art, soaring aqueducts, and crowd-pleasing theaters. As Rome fell, saints replaced Caesars and Christianity filled
the vacuum with art-filled churches-preserving the grandeur of imperial Rome and inspiring the Europe to come.

(CC) N/A #1204H(S)APTEX

07:00p The Lawrence Welk Show
Halloween Party (Ken Delo)

"Jeepers Creepers" opens this Halloween Party. Highlights of the show include "Between the Devil and the Deep Blue Sea" sung by our host,
Ken Delo, "Alley Cat" is Myron Floren's choice, Anacani sings "The Moon Was Yellow", and the entire cast comes together for "This Old House".

(CC) N/A #1911H(S)OETA

08:00p The Dolly Madison Murders
Director: Aaron Mull/Great Bend, Ks

(N) N/A #1H

09:00p David Holt's State of Music
Muriel Anderson

Virtuoso instrumentalist Muriel Anderson visits with David and demonstrates the harp guitar as conversation ranges from John Philip Sousa to
Chet Atkins.

(CC) N/A #504H(S)PBSPL

09:30p Ireland with Michael
In A Neat Little Town They Call Belfast

Michael is back up north starting in Belfast where he meets Riverdance legend Jason O Neal and the Shamrock Tenors. There is a quick stop at
the Titanic Museum before meeting Celtic Thunder singer Ryan Kelly in his hometown.

(CC) N/A #104H(S)NETA

10:00p Austin City Limits
Margo Price/Molly Tuttle & Golden Highway

Country iconoclast Margo Price returns to Austin City Limits with her latest album Strays as the centerpiece, while next-generation bluegrass
stars Molly Tuttle & Golden Highway dazzle with gems from their City of Gold.

(CC) N/A #4904H(S)PBSPL

11:00p Sound On Tap
Dulce Mal

Dulce Mal is a four piece band from El Paso that is ready to share their music outside of la frontera. Dulce Mal fuses pop-rock, funk, cumbia,
bossa nova and reggae giving the band their unique sound.

(CC) N/A #103H(S)NETA

11:30p Songs at the Center
Rod Abernethy, Murphy, Andrew Farriss

Rod Abernethy, composer of video game theme music and soundtracks for Disney, Activision, Dreamworks, Warner Brothers, Nintendo, Sony,
and Paramount joins American Idol's fanfavorite, Murphy and co-founder and primary songwriter for the international rock band, INXS, Andrew
Farriss. A true triple-threat guest lineup on Songs at the Center!

(CC) N/A #909H(S)
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12:00m Spy in the Ocean, A Nature Miniseries
Deep Thinkers

Spy creatures reveal an ocean full of startling ways of thinking, including large-brained whales, smart octopi, diving monkeys, creative fish and
other intelligent animals.

(CC) DVI #101H(S)NPS

05:00a Arthur and the Haunted Tree House
This Halloween is sure to be the spookiest ever for Arthur and his friends. While trick-or-treating, Francine meets an elderly woman with a very
mysterious past, while Binky finds himself at Mr. Ratburn's amazing haunted house (that's scarier than math class!). And as for Arthur, Buster,
and Ladonna? Their tree house sleepover seems to be haunted? but by what?

(CC) DVI #0H(S)PBS

06:00a Wild Kratts: Creepy Creatures
The Wild Kratts aren't too sure what to do for Halloween. Should they go trick or treating or just have a Halloween Party? The Kratt bros decide
that the best thing to do is to discover some new "creepy cool" creatures. Heading off to find these new animals friends, Martin and Chris don't
realize that Zach and the other villains have come up with a plan to ruin Halloween. Can the Wild Kratts defeat the villains and still get to
celebrate Halloween? Science Concept: Features that may seem creepy are critical for an animal's survival.

(CC) N/A #0H(S)PBS

07:00a Curious George: A Halloween Boo Fest
Halloween's almost here! Hang onto your hats! It's George's first Halloween in the country, and Bill tells him and Allie about the Legend of No
Noggin -- a spooky tale about a hat-kicking scarecrow who haunts the countryside on Halloween. But is the legend really real? George and Allie
are determined to find out by taking a picture of No Noggin in hat-kicking action. But first George needs to figure out what he's going to be for
Halloween so he can win the costume contest at the town Boo Festival. Will George's quest for the perfect costume interfere with his quest for the
truth? Only the curious will find out!

(CC) N/A #0H(S)PBS

08:00a Work It Out Wombats!
3,2,1 Lift Off! / Moon Magic

Only one way to find out if there are unicorns on the moon build a spaceship and go see for yourself! / Louisa tells Zeke she's a Moon Magician
who can turn the moon into different shapes. Would Zeke like to learn how she does it?

(CC) DVI #118H(S)PBS

08:30a Daniel Tiger's Neighborhood
Daniel's New Friend/Same and Different

Daniel's New Friend: Daniel and Miss Elaina meet Prince Wednesday's cousin Chrissie during a playdate at the castle. As they play "knights,"
they discover that, although Chrissie needs some help walking, they are the same in many ways. Same and Different: While Daniel is playing
dress up with his friends at school, he feels different when he realizes that not everyone has a tail like him. He learns that everyone has
differences, but that these are the things that make us unique.

(CC) DVI #133H(S)PBS

09:00a Sesame Street
Jobs Day

It's Jobs Day on Sesame Street! Elmo and his friends are learning about jobs they would like to do when they grow up. Elmo wants to be a cook
like Alan who makes yummy food, Tamir wants to be an engineer like Nina who fixes things, and Mia wants to be a painter like Frida Kahlo who
uses beautiful colors in her paintings. Gabrielle knows that she really loves dogs and other animals, but she doesn't know what she wants to do
yet. When Gabrielle offers to take Tango to her checkup, she meets a veterinarian who helps animals by making sure they are healthy. Gabrielle
finally knows what job she wants to do, a veterinarian because she loves animals and wants to help them stay healthy. And she learns that if you
work hard and practice, you can do anything you want to do.

(CC) DVI #5305H(S)PBS

09:30a Cat in the Hat Knows A Lot About Halloween!
The Cat in the Hat takes Nick and Sally on the craziest Halloween ride filled with howlers and shockers and scary fandangles, big laughs and
music and fun from all angles! Their fright-filled adventure takes them deep into the Oooky-ma-kooky Closet where Nick and Sally discover the
very best Halloween costumes ever!

(CC) DVI #0H(S)PBS

10:30a Biz Kid$
Businesses Going Green

Going green is worthwhile and good for the bottom line. Explore the profitable side of going green, and learn how to distinguish between what's
hype, and what's hip. Meet two college grads who learned how to make a profit from the coffee grounds up.

(CC) DVI #512(S)APTEX

11:00a Curious Crew
Guitar Science

Guitar science ROCKS! Dr. Rob and the Crew perform some very "inSTRUMental" investigations in a guitar STEM jam session!

(CC) N/A #908H(S)NETA

11:30a Make48
Time for An Idea

The whistle has blown and the teams are on the clock! Join us as they brainstorm ideas, meet with the patent attorneys, and even start to build
their products!

(CC) N/A #502H(S)APTEX
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12:00n Market to Market
News and commodity market analysis from the weekly journal of rural America.

(CC) N/A #4911H(S)IPTV

12:30p Motorweek
2023 Chevrolet Silverado Bison, Gmc Canyon At4x

We're taking a look at two off-road trucks from the GM family, the full-size Chevrolet Silverado Bison and the mid-size GMC Canyon AT4X, each
with some serious overlanding credibility packaged in different form factors. Then we'll get back on pavement for the Alfa Romeo Tonale, a
compact crossover that serves up something unique for buyers in the segment.

(CC) N/A #4308H(S)PBSPL

01:00p Real Ag
Side Hustles

(N) N/A #1103HSHPTV

01:30p Plan Stronger TV
Financial Insecurities

David Holland, CFP, is joined by business coach, Theresa Rand, to explore key questions surrounding the transition to retirement. Attorney,
David Sweat, reveals the special legal issues with motorcycle accidents. Financial coach, Laura Scharr, shares a way to think about retirement
differently. Our Financial Panel discusses the challenges of financial insecurities.

(CC) N/A #607H(S)ACCES

02:00p Classic Gospel (CC) N/A #1503H(S)NETA

03:00p Your Fantastic Mind
Glioblastoma/Proteomics/Brain Science In Cows

In this episode, discover research being done in the fight against glioblastoma, the deadliest primary brain cancer known to humanity. Explore a
clinical trial teaching the brain's immune system to fight this elusive disease. In another story, join researchers as they delve into the fascinating
world of proteomics, the study of proteins in living organisms, and its potential to unlock the secrets of neurodegenerative diseases. Finally, take
a visit to the farm of renowned neuroscientist Greg Berns best known for his research on dogs' brains. Berns takes viewers on a surprising
journey to explore his new study on the brains of cows, shedding light on animal intelligence in ways never before thought possible.

(CC) N/A #303H(S)NETA

03:30p Doctors On Call
Dr Bell Razafindrabe: Pain Management

(N) N/A #1810HSHPTV

04:00p Antiques Roadshow
Vintage Chattanooga Hour 1

Check out updated Chattanooga appraisals from 2009, including a Rolex Red Submariner, ca. 1970, a 1932 Los Angeles Olympic Games
banner, and a diamond & pearl necklace, ca. 1905. Which has a current value of $250,000?

(CC) N/A #2718H(S)NPS

05:00p PBS News Weekend (CC) N/A #2036H(S)NPS

05:30p History with David Rubenstein
Michael Beschloss

Michael Beschloss is a presidential historian, New York Times bestselling author, and PBS Newshour contributor.

(CC) N/A #102H(S)PBSPL

06:00p Cottonwood Connections
Minium Fossil Quarry

(N) N/A #309HSHPTV

06:30p Traveling Kansas
Trego County

(N) N/A #803HSHPTV

07:00p Hotel Portofino
Comings Together

Cecil becomes embroiled with gangsters who have taken over the local casino. With Nish on the run and now being hunted by Danioni, Bella and
Lucian must help him avoid arrest. And emotions between Lucian and Constance come to a head.

(CC) N/A #203#(S)NPS

08:00p World On Fire On Masterpiece
As Stan and Rajib make a hasty retreat across the desert, Marga reasserts her commitment to the Fuhrer. Meanwhile, David is in peril in the
skies over France.

(CC) DVI #5348#(S)PBS
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09:00p Annika On Masterpiece
Annika reflects on Dr. Jekyll and Mr. Hyde as she and the team investigate a Scottish millionaire found dead in his own shark tank.

(CC) DVI #5354#(S)NPS

10:00p Austin City Limits
Margo Price/Molly Tuttle & Golden Highway

Country iconoclast Margo Price returns to Austin City Limits with her latest album Strays as the centerpiece, while next-generation bluegrass
stars Molly Tuttle & Golden Highway dazzle with gems from their City of Gold.

(CC) N/A #4904H(S)PBSPL

11:00p Hotel Portofino
Comings Together

Cecil becomes embroiled with gangsters who have taken over the local casino. With Nish on the run and now being hunted by Danioni, Bella and
Lucian must help him avoid arrest. And emotions between Lucian and Constance come to a head.

(CC) N/A #203H(S)NPS
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12:00m World On Fire On Masterpiece
As Stan and Rajib make a hasty retreat across the desert, Marga reasserts her commitment to the Fuhrer. Meanwhile, David is in peril in the
skies over France.

(CC) DVI #5348H(S)PBS

05:00a Arthur
Fright Night/Citizen Cheikh

(CC) DVI #2301H(S)PBS

05:30a Curious George: A Halloween Boo Fest
Halloween's almost here! Hang onto your hats! It's George's first Halloween in the country, and Bill tells him and Allie about the Legend of No
Noggin -- a spooky tale about a hat-kicking scarecrow who haunts the countryside on Halloween. But is the legend really real? George and Allie
are determined to find out by taking a picture of No Noggin in hat-kicking action. But first George needs to figure out what he's going to be for
Halloween so he can win the costume contest at the town Boo Festival. Will George's quest for the perfect costume interfere with his quest for the
truth? Only the curious will find out!

(CC) N/A #0H(S)PBS

06:30a Happy Yoga with Sarah Star
Boulder Valley

Allow the energizing gales on top the rugged grandeur valley to inspire your practice as we focus on a modified flow sequence, linking breath with
movement, and strengthening moves for the lower body designed to open the hips while using a chair for support.

(CC) N/A #309H(S)NETA

07:00a Yoga In Practice
Learning to Slow Down

The rapid pace of modern life compromises our well-being and ages us prematurely. Yoga teaches us that the present moment is the ONLY
moment. This class focuses on the slow and steady practice of hip opening and forward folds. By learning to move more mindfully into each pose,
to hold the pose while focusing on the breath, and to release the pose with the same attention that created it, we slow down and cultivate a
moving meditation. This leads to a nourishing experience of slow self-reflection.

(CC) N/A #109H(S)APTEX

07:30a Curious George
Tale of the Frightening Flapjacks/Happy Yelloween

(CC) N/A #1406H(S)PBS

08:00a Daniel Tiger's Neighborhood
Line Leader Daniel/Neighborhood Jobs

Line Leader Daniel: The children are getting new classroom jobs at school. Daniel really wants to be line leader! When he doesn't get the job he
wanted, Daniel is disappointed. Soon he learns that all of the jobs are necessary to keep the classroom running smoothly. Neighborhood Jobs:
Daniel and Mom Tiger are visiting the library today. Unfortunately, X the Owl isn't feeling very well and needs to go to the doctor. Daniel learns
the importance of all the Neighborhood jobs when he and Mom Tiger fill in as librarian for X so he can go see Dr. Anna.

(CC) DVI #134H(S)PBS

08:30a Rosie's Rules
President of the Sandbox / Dino Parade

Rosie and Javi both want to be in charge of the sandbox, so the kids hold an election to choose the president. / The Dino Parade is about to be
cancelled, so Rosie rallies her friends to form a marching band.

(CC) DVI #127H(S)PBS

09:00a Sesame Street
How to Catch A Robot Dog

Elmo and Tamir need to catch Norbert's robot dog, Alfred, but he keeps running away. What if they make a fishing pole with a magnet since
Alfred is made of metal? Let's try!

(CC) DVI #5309H(S)PBS

09:30a Work It Out Wombats!
The Treeborhood Photo Album/Runway Recycling

Zadie creates a Treeborhood photo album to trace the growth of their beloved Tree from little, to big, to VERY big. / When Mr. E accidentally
polka-dances a sculpture to smithereens, he and Louisa hold a contest to replace it.

(CC) DVI #115H(S)PBS

10:00a Donkey Hodie
Super Duper Sleepover/Mountain Climb Time

Donkey and Panda's sleepover is full of playing and dancing, but when the lights go out, a scary monster appears./Donkey and Panda want to
climb Mt. Really High Up, just like Grampy. When they don't reach the top, Grampy encourages them to try again.

(CC) DVI #102H(S)PBS

10:30a Pinkalicious & Peterrific
Yo-Yos Musical Journey/Happy Pinkville Day

(CC) DVI #504H(S)PBS
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11:00a Elinor Wonders Why
Butterfly Party/More Than One Right Way

Butterfly Party - It's Olive's mom's birthday, and Olive wants to organize something really special for her: a garden party with REAL butterflies.
But, how can they get butterflies to come to the party? The kids set off to observe butterflies and figure out that they like certain kinds of flowers,
and not others. Ms. Mole offers to let them transplant some butterfly-friendly plants from her garden to Olive's, and it works! Before long, Olive's
backyard is fluttering with butterflies, just in time for Olive's mom to enjoy her birthday party. More Than One Right Way - It's Halloween, and
Elinor, Ari and Olive arrive in the classroom to discover Ms. Mole putting up pumpkin decorations. The enthusiastic kids want to help, so Ms. Mole
suggests they make spiderweb decorations with yarn and glue. But, when each kid makes a different-looking spiderweb, they're not sure which
one is the most like a real web. After observing different spiders in nature, the kids realize that different kinds of spiders make different kinds of
webs, which means they were all right! They then head back into school to decorate the classroom and have a happy Halloween.

(CC) DVI #132H(S)PBS

11:30a Nature Cat
Dr. Pumpkinstein/Nature Catfish

Monstrous pumpkins are haunting Hugo's farm! Can the gang get rid of them in time for the Halloween party? / The gang investigates the curious
case of the catfish's name, and they learn all about the aquatic animal's life. Glub-glub!

(CC) N/A #507H(S)PBS

12:00n Wild Kratts: Creepy Creatures
The Wild Kratts aren't too sure what to do for Halloween. Should they go trick or treating or just have a Halloween Party? The Kratt bros decide
that the best thing to do is to discover some new "creepy cool" creatures. Heading off to find these new animals friends, Martin and Chris don't
realize that Zach and the other villains have come up with a plan to ruin Halloween. Can the Wild Kratts defeat the villains and still get to
celebrate Halloween? Science Concept: Features that may seem creepy are critical for an animal's survival.

(CC) N/A #0H(S)PBS

01:00p Gzero World with Ian Bremmer
Aftermath of An Assassination

Guest: Samir Saran, President, Observer Research Foundation. India-Canada relations have been rocked by Prime Minister Justin Trudeau's
stunning allegations of an India-directed plot to assassinate Sikh separatist Hardeep Singh Nijjar on Canadian soil. Then, the brother of a nine-
year-old held hostage by Hamas speaks out.

(CC) N/A #618H(S)APTEX

01:30p Story in the Public Square
Dr. Maria Raven

University of California San Francisco Chief of Emergency Medicine Dr. Maria Raven shares her research on the impacts of homelessness on
human health.

(CC) N/A #908H(S)NETA

02:00p Ireland's Wild Coast
A personal journey along one of the most spectacular coastlines in the world featuring the wildlife and wild places that make it so special. Emmy
award winning wildlife cameraman Colin Stafford-Johnson takes viewers on an authored odyssey along Ireland's rugged Atlantic coast - the place
he chooses to make his home after 30 years spent shooting some of the world's most celebrated wildlife films. The series will follow Colin from
the southwest corner of the island to finish on the tip of Northern Ireland. Along the way, he gives intimate personal insights into the wild animals
and wild places he discovers. We begin on Skellig Rocks - stormbound ocean pinnacles off the southwestern corner where early Christian monks
built a monastery on the summit almost 1500 years ago. His next stop is the deserted Great Blasket Island, home to a wildlife spectacle more
familiar from Antarctica - vast numbers of Seals coming ashore in winter to fight, mate and moult before he heads inland in search of the island's
last surviving herd of Red Deer from prehistoric times. Back on the coast he goes on the trail of Humpback Whales which are making their mark
in Irish waters returning year after year in increasing numbers before heading north along the coast to meet a lonely dolphin who has set up
residence off Ireland's striking Burren region. Colin ends in Clew Bay, an iconic inlet half way up Ireland's west coast and the place Colin chose to
make his home after decades traveling the world.

(CC) N/A #101H(S)PBS

03:00p Curious George: A Halloween Boo Fest
Halloween's almost here! Hang onto your hats! It's George's first Halloween in the country, and Bill tells him and Allie about the Legend of No
Noggin -- a spooky tale about a hat-kicking scarecrow who haunts the countryside on Halloween. But is the legend really real? George and Allie
are determined to find out by taking a picture of No Noggin in hat-kicking action. But first George needs to figure out what he's going to be for
Halloween so he can win the costume contest at the town Boo Festival. Will George's quest for the perfect costume interfere with his quest for the
truth? Only the curious will find out!

(CC) N/A #0H(S)PBS

04:00p Odd Squad
Haunt Squad/Safe House in the Woods

Haunt Squad - Odd Squad is haunted by a ghost. Curriculum: algebraic thinking - patterns. Safe House in the Woods - Owen and new recruit
Ozlyn wait out a storm while transporting a creature. Curriculum: measurement - capacity.

(CC) DVI #228H(S)PBS

04:30p Arthur
Fright Night/Citizen Cheikh

(CC) DVI #2301H(S)PBS
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05:00p Steve Trash Science
The Water Cycle / Oh Yuck Pollution

The same water that exists now has always existed. In this episode, Steve shares how water is continually being recycled by the water cycle and
then sets his sights on ways to prevent litter and other destructive types of pollution.

(CC) N/A #106H(S)NETA

05:30p BBC News America (CC) N/A #3011H(S)WETA

06:00p PBS Newshour (CC) N/A #14086H(S)NPS

07:00p Antiques Roadshow
Thrills & Chills

Watch ROADSHOW's thrilling and chilling appraisals, including a MAD Issue 8 complete "Frank N. Stein" story, a German wax-head doll, and a
Georgian & Victorian mourning jewelry collection. Dare to guess the top $80,000 to $120,000 find!

(CC) N/A #2724#(S)NPS

08:00p American Experience
The War On Disco

Discover the incredible characters and epic stories that have shaped America's past and present. Television's most-watched history series,
acclaimed by viewers and critics alike, has been honored with every major broadcast award.

(CC) DVI #3509#(S)PBS

09:00p Pov
Fire Through Dry Grass

Wearing snapback caps and Air Jordans, the Reality Poets don't look like typical nursing home residents. In Fire Through Dry Grass, these
young, Black and brown disabled artists document their lives on lockdown during Covid, using their poetry and art to underscore the danger and
imprisonment they feel. In the face of institutional neglect, they refuse to be abused, confined, and erased.

(CC) DVI #3612H(S)NPS

10:30p Amanpour and Company (CC) N/A #6086H(S)PBSPL

11:30p Sara's Weeknight Meals
Bounty of Parma

Parma, Italy is a small town with a huge culinary footprint, home to Parmesan cheese, Prosciutto di Parma and some of the best tomatoes in Italy.
All three go into a dish Sara cooks with a local chef right on the farm where the food is grown. You won't find a quicker weeknight meal than his
fancy sounding Tagliatelle con Crema di Parmigiana Passata. Sara's Parsley and Asparagus salad makes it a meal. Later, Sara cooks with Italian
American chef Joey Campanaro. His Dijon Scallion Lamb Chops with Parmesan, Watercress and Pickled Onion is easy enough for a weeknight,
fancy enough for a dinner party. Recipes: Tagliatelle con Crema di Parmigiana Passata; Parsley and Asparagus Salad; Dijon Scallion Lamb
Chops with Parmesan, Watercress and Pickled Onion.

(CC) N/A #1204H(S)APTEX
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12:00m Doctors On Call
Taylor Ziegler Dnp, Fnp: Childrens Mental Health

(N) N/A #1816HSHPTV

05:00a Wild Kratts: Creepy Creatures
The Wild Kratts aren't too sure what to do for Halloween. Should they go trick or treating or just have a Halloween Party? The Kratt bros decide
that the best thing to do is to discover some new "creepy cool" creatures. Heading off to find these new animals friends, Martin and Chris don't
realize that Zach and the other villains have come up with a plan to ruin Halloween. Can the Wild Kratts defeat the villains and still get to
celebrate Halloween? Science Concept: Features that may seem creepy are critical for an animal's survival.

(CC) N/A #0H(S)PBS

06:00a Molly of Denali
The Worm Turns/Little Dog Lost

Molly, Tooey, and Trini are convinced giant ice worms are responsible for a power outage at the Trading Post, thanks to a spooky story from
Grandpa Nat. The kids head to the library to learn more about the ice worms and find out if they're real or if they're fake. / When Tooey's newest
dog Anka wanders off during a training run in the woods, Molly and Tooey find ways to lure her back home. But when Anka fails to return in the
morning, they realize solving certain problems can take a village...and a ham radio.

(CC) DVI #109H(S)PBS

06:30a Happy Yoga with Sarah Star
Ocean Spray

Allow the dancing waves of the sapphire ocean to inspire your practice as we focus on gentle stretches for the shoulders, neck and upper back,
including moves to create more ease in the hips while using a chair for support.

(CC) N/A #310H(S)NETA

07:00a Yoga In Practice
Opening to Self-Love

The most powerful relationship you will ever have is the relationship with yourself. Until you have cultivated love for yourself, it is difficult to fully
receive the love of others. We practice this in yoga by remembering our own value and worth even as we may face limitations in certain poses.
We will explore the idea of self-love in this class by working toward a basic backbend, Bridge Pose, and focusing on opening our shoulders and
chest...the "heart" of our bodies.

(CC) N/A #110H(S)APTEX

07:30a Cat in the Hat Knows A Lot About Halloween!
The Cat in the Hat takes Nick and Sally on the craziest Halloween ride filled with howlers and shockers and scary fandangles, big laughs and
music and fun from all angles! Their fright-filled adventure takes them deep into the Oooky-ma-kooky Closet where Nick and Sally discover the
very best Halloween costumes ever!

(CC) DVI #0H(S)PBS

08:30a Rosie's Rules
The Catrina Mystery/The Lucky Dragon

For their Day of the Dead celebration, Rosie is in charge of the Catrina doll, but it keeps disappearing. / Rosie celebrates Lunar New Year with
the Lius, but when they miss the dragon dance, Jun, Quinn and Rosie decide to make their own.

(CC) DVI #136H(S)PBS

09:00a Sesame Street
Rainy Day Picnic

Elmo and Abby wanted to have a picnic in Abby's garden but it's raining. They decide to have a picnic inside, but the living room doesn't look like
the garden. This is a problem! They wonder how they can make Elmo's living room look like Abby's garden. What if they make flowers, birds, and
bugs using craft supplies?

(CC) DVI #5217H(S)PBS

09:30a Work It Out Wombats!
Color Fun/A Super Invention

(CC) DVI #122H(S)PBS

10:00a Donkey Hodie
A Donkey Hodie Halloween

It's Purple Panda's first Halloween in Someplace Else, but he's afraid because he doesn't know what to expect. Donkey Hodie is here to help!
She prepares Panda for all the things he'll see on Halloween while their neighbors make it extra special.

(CC) DVI #132H(S)PBS

10:30a Pinkalicious & Peterrific
Pink Or Treat/Berry Scary

A huge storm has knocked out Pinkville's power lines just days before Halloween! It looks like the holiday will be canceled -- that is unless Pink-a-
girl and Pirate Peter can find a way to save the day! / Pinkalicious, Peter, Rafael and Frida are off to collect berries for their homemade
smoothies, but when they arrive at the community garden, they find birds have eaten almost all the berries! To keep the birds away, the kids build
a scarecrow - but will it be scary enough?

(CC) DVI #123H(S)PBS
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11:00a Curious George: A Halloween Boo Fest
Halloween's almost here! Hang onto your hats! It's George's first Halloween in the country, and Bill tells him and Allie about the Legend of No
Noggin -- a spooky tale about a hat-kicking scarecrow who haunts the countryside on Halloween. But is the legend really real? George and Allie
are determined to find out by taking a picture of No Noggin in hat-kicking action. But first George needs to figure out what he's going to be for
Halloween so he can win the costume contest at the town Boo Festival. Will George's quest for the perfect costume interfere with his quest for the
truth? Only the curious will find out!

(CC) N/A #0H(S)PBS

12:00n Arthur and the Haunted Tree House
This Halloween is sure to be the spookiest ever for Arthur and his friends. While trick-or-treating, Francine meets an elderly woman with a very
mysterious past, while Binky finds himself at Mr. Ratburn's amazing haunted house (that's scarier than math class!). And as for Arthur, Buster,
and Ladonna? Their tree house sleepover seems to be haunted? but by what?

(CC) DVI #0H(S)PBS

01:00p School of Greatness with Lewis Howes
Edith Eger - Healing Trauma

Holocaust Survivor and Psychotherapist Edit Eger gives advice for healing and overcoming trauma from our past in order to move forward in our
life.

(CC) N/A #109H(S)APTEX

01:30p Medical Frontiers
How The Muscles Prevent Disease

We look at the latest in regenerative medicine for treating knee problems. Osteoarthritis happens when the meniscus and cartilage wear out.
Researchers aim to repair meniscal damage with autologous synovial stem cell transplants. Ligament tears, an injury common among athletes,
are also usually treated with transplants using the patient's own tendons or artificial ligaments. A bovine tendon has successfully been
transplanted into a sheep, and a clinical trial will soon begin for use in humans. in the residents' sleep and appetite and caregivers' workload.

(CC) N/A #218H(S)APTEX

02:00p Ireland's Wild Coast
A personal journey along one of the most spectacular coastlines in the world featuring the wildlife and wild places that make it so special. Emmy
award winning wildlife cameraman Colin Stafford-Johnson takes viewers on an authored odyssey along Ireland's rugged Atlantic coast - the place
he chooses to make his home after 30 years spent shooting some of the world's most celebrated wildlife films. The series will follow Colin from
the southwest corner of the island to finish on the tip of Northern Ireland. Along the way, he gives intimate personal insights into the wild animals
and wild places he discovers. In Episode Two, the odyssey continues as Colin Stafford-Johnson completes his journey along Ireland's Atlantic
rim. Exploring the wildlife and mountains around his home inlet of Clew Bay, Colin then heads north for Donegal - Golden Eagle country, before
reaching the island's northern tip and turning east along the coast of Northern Ireland. Along the way, he features the Whooper Swans that fly
from the north every Autumn to escape an Arctic winter, the fabulously elusive Pine Marten resident here since the last Ice Age, and the great
ocean wanderers that are Basking Sharks - the second biggest fish on the planet which turn up every summer out of the blue.

(CC) N/A #102H(S)PBS

03:00p Alma's Way
Trick Or Treatasaurus/The Haunted Hallway

When Junior accidentally ruins his dinosaur Halloween costume, Alma, Mami, and T'a Gloria must figure out a way to turn the mistake into a
fright-night delight. It's Halloween at the community center, and Alma, Rafia, and Lucas are determined to have the best Haunted Hallway ever.
But when Alma decides that she wants to make the Hallway even spookier than before, people stop visiting. What gives?

(CC) DVI #138H(S)PBS

03:30p Cat in the Hat Knows A Lot About Halloween!
The Cat in the Hat takes Nick and Sally on the craziest Halloween ride filled with howlers and shockers and scary fandangles, big laughs and
music and fun from all angles! Their fright-filled adventure takes them deep into the Oooky-ma-kooky Closet where Nick and Sally discover the
very best Halloween costumes ever!

(CC) DVI #0H(S)PBS

04:30p Wild Kratts: Creepy Creatures
The Wild Kratts aren't too sure what to do for Halloween. Should they go trick or treating or just have a Halloween Party? The Kratt bros decide
that the best thing to do is to discover some new "creepy cool" creatures. Heading off to find these new animals friends, Martin and Chris don't
realize that Zach and the other villains have come up with a plan to ruin Halloween. Can the Wild Kratts defeat the villains and still get to
celebrate Halloween? Science Concept: Features that may seem creepy are critical for an animal's survival.

(CC) N/A #0H(S)PBS

05:30p BBC News America (CC) N/A #3012H(S)WETA

06:00p PBS Newshour (CC) N/A #14087H(S)NPS

07:00p Finding Your Roots
Anchormen

Henry Louis Gates introduces trail-blazing journalists Jim Acosta and Van Jones to the ancestors who blazed a trail for them, meeting runaway
slaves and immigrant settlers who took enormous chances so that their descendants might thrive.

(CC) N/A #909#(S)NPS
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08:00p Native America
Warrior Spirit

Across Native America, warrior traditions support incredible athletes and connect people to combat, games, and glory. Celebrate and honor the
men and women who live and breathe this legacy today.

(CC) N/A #202#(S)PBS

09:00p Frontline
Mcconnell, The Gop & The Court

How Republican Sen. Mitch McConnell helped transform the Supreme Court and U.S. politics. Amid scrutiny of the high court, and a power
struggle in the GOP, McConnell's rise and role pushing the judiciary to the right, and America's polarized democracy.

(CC) N/A #4118H(S)NPS

10:00p The Dolly Madison Murders
Director: Aaron Mull/Great Bend, Ks

(N) N/A #1H

11:00p Doctors On Call
Dr. Tyrel Somers: General Health

(N) N/A #1801HSHPTV

11:30p Whitney Reynolds Show
Greatness Generation

This episode is all about greatness and passing that down! Starting with Susan Cohen, an immigration lawyer who has been fighting for the rights
of a over the years is making history. We also have Ol ll people. We discover how her work Olympic Gold Medalist Cullen Jones who's story is
one that started with trauma, it's fueled with breaking barriers and continues with his legacy building for future swimmers Joseph Gordon-Levitt .
Plus to keep kids' imagination and creativity alive, we hear how tt is doing this with his new show, Wolfboy and the Everything Factory. Finally,
when it comes to a positive impact, Tom Felter and his daughter, Emily, are showing others how to properly deal with individuals with cognitive
impairment. Each guest truly making their impact and passing that down to the next generation!

(CC) N/A #306H(S)NETA
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12:00m Native America
Warrior Spirit

Across Native America, warrior traditions support incredible athletes and connect people to combat, games, and glory. Celebrate and honor the
men and women who live and breathe this legacy today.

(CC) DVI #202H(S)PBS

05:00a Arthur
Meek for a Week/Arthur, World's Greatest Gleeper

This animated series is based on Marc Brown's best-selling books about Arthur Read, an eight-year-old aardvark, his sister D.W., and their family
and friends. In "Meek For A Week," Muffy bets that Francine can't be nice for an entire week. Arthur finds himself with an unearned reputation
due to a rumor, in "Arthur, World's Greatest Gleeper."

(CC) DVI #117H(S)PBS

05:30a Odd Squad
Mr. Unpredictable/Down The Tubes

Mr. Unpredictable - A new villain named Mr. Unpredictable challenges the Mobile Unit. Curriculum: Number Patterns. Down the Tubes - The Odd
Squad tube system has mysteriously been shut down. Curriculum: Addition Combos of 10.

(CC) DVI #313H(S)PBS

06:00a Molly of Denali
Fili-Bascan Chefs/Ladybug Sleepover

Molly and Vera set out to surprise Vera's mom by making her special lumpia, a tradition from the Philippines where she grew up. Can the girls
snag her recipe and find the mystery ingredient without blowing the big surprise? A spooky sleepover gets even spookier when a bunch of
ladybugs gets loose in the Trading Post. Will Molly and Vera be able to help Jake face his fear of creepy crawlers so they can make it through the
night?

(CC) DVI #211H(S)PBS

06:30a Happy Yoga with Sarah Star
Sunny Brook

Enjoy the sunny woods and calming brook as we reconnect you to your abdominal muscles with gentle seated exercises using a chair for
support. Including moves to ignite the core as well as activate the hip flexors and quadriceps.

(CC) N/A #401H(S)NETA

07:00a Yoga In Practice
The Art of Connection

The art of yoga is really the art of connection. In our practices, we connect the body to the mind; the individual to the universal; the material to the
spiritual-and, in this class, the front body to the back body. In yoga terms, the front body represents our individual ego and the back body
represents an experience of oneness. Therefore, when we begin a pose from the back it invites us to connect to something bigger than
ourselves. Moving from the back body requires us to integrate the strength of the front body. Today, we use this connection in Snowbird and Boat
pose.

(CC) N/A #111H(S)APTEX

07:30a Curious George
George in the Doghouse/Time Is Puzzling

(CC) N/A #1410H(S)PBS

08:00a Daniel Tiger's Neighborhood
Jodi's Mama Travels for Work/The Tiger Family Babysits

Jodi's Mama Travels for Work - Daniel's neighbor Jodi is sad when her mama leaves for a work trip until Daniel helps Jodi feel better by
reminding her that grown-ups come back. The Tiger Family Babysits - Teddy and Leo Platypus get upset when their Nana leaves for the market.
Daniel and Mom Tiger help them feel better by playing with them and reminding them that their Nana will come back. And after three days away,
Dr. Plat returns, too!

(CC) DVI #412H(S)PBS

08:30a Rosie's Rules
The Catrina Mystery/The Lucky Dragon

For their Day of the Dead celebration, Rosie is in charge of the Catrina doll, but it keeps disappearing. / Rosie celebrates Lunar New Year with
the Lius, but when they miss the dragon dance, Jun, Quinn and Rosie decide to make their own.

(CC) DVI #136H(S)PBS

09:00a Sesame Street
Jobs Day

It's Jobs Day on Sesame Street! Elmo and his friends are learning about jobs they would like to do when they grow up. Elmo wants to be a cook
like Alan who makes yummy food, Tamir wants to be an engineer like Nina who fixes things, and Mia wants to be a painter like Frida Kahlo who
uses beautiful colors in her paintings. Gabrielle knows that she really loves dogs and other animals, but she doesn't know what she wants to do
yet. When Gabrielle offers to take Tango to her checkup, she meets a veterinarian who helps animals by making sure they are healthy. Gabrielle
finally knows what job she wants to do, a veterinarian because she loves animals and wants to help them stay healthy. And she learns that if you
work hard and practice, you can do anything you want to do.

(CC) DVI #5305H(S)PBS
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09:30a Work It Out Wombats!
Special Delivery/Campout Confusion

Zadie helps Malik design a faster route to sick-and-snuffly Sammy, so Sammy's ice cream won't melt on the way. / When Zadie doesn't take the
time to plan what they need for a fun campout, 'fun' quickly becomes unfun, until they make a list.

(CC) DVI #104H(S)PBS

10:00a Donkey Hodie
Piano Problem/Bongo-Lympics

Grampy's piano was delivered to Donkey's windmill by mistake. Can Donkey and Panda deliver it before the sing-along?/Panda really wants to
win the Bongo-lympics but has never come in first place before. Coach Donkey is here to help him practice!

(CC) DVI #127H(S)PBS

10:30a Pinkalicious & Peterrific
Pinkalicious/Glitterizer

If there is one thing Pinkalicious loves most, it's the color pink! When Pinkalicious wakes up to discover her whole body has suddenly turned pink,
she's ecstatic. However, Pinkalicious soon discovers that you can have too much of a good thing. / Mommy shows Pinkalicious and Peter her
latest invention: the Glitterizer, a machine that sprays glitter! Pinkalicious eagerly tests it out with her friends and everyone loves it. Well, everyone
except Rafael.

(CC) DVI #107H(S)PBS

11:00a Elinor Wonders Why
Bird Song/No Need to Shout

Bird Song - Elinor's Dad is having trouble sleeping in because of the noisy birds outside his window, so Elinor decides to find out why birds sing,
and hopefully get her Dad a little peace and quiet. Ari and Olive join her, and the kids come to realize birds sing to communicate, just like how we
talk to communicate. The next morning, Elinor uses a whistle to call the bird away so her dad can finally get some sleep. No Need to Shout -
Elinor loses her voice just before she and her friends are supposed to sing their song for the class. She needs to figure out another way to
perform, so she and her friends decide to observe nature outside for some ideas. They notice that all sorts of animals use different ways to
communicate by using actions instead of words, like a dog wagging its tail vigorously or a baby crying. This gives Elinor the idea that she can act
out the actions of the song during their presentation. The show must go on!

(CC) DVI #107H(S)PBS

11:30a Nature Cat
A Little Kelp from My Friends/Mission to Mars

Nature Cat and the crew visit a kelp forest, but find sea urchins eating all of the kelp. Oh no! Can the gang save the dense underwater forest? /
The gang visits Mars in a daydream, hoping to meet some aliens. Will they ever make it home?

(CC) N/A #508H(S)PBS

12:00n Hero Elementary
Back On Track / Switcheroo-Er

When a toy train display featuring a model replica of City Town is ruined, Sparks' Crew sets out to learn more about the landforms that make up
City Town and help to rebuild a new replica. Curriculum: Many different types of landforms can make up an area. / AJ invents a gadget that
switches everyone's powers. But, having different powers is harder than they thought. How can they use their new powers to get their old powers
back? Curriculum: When you need information to solve a problem, you can ask an expert.

(CC) DVI #136H(S)PBS

12:30p Xavier Riddle and the Secret Museum
I Am Helen Keller/I Am Alexander Graham Bell

I am Helen Keller Yadina becomes increasingly frustrated as she tries to read a book to Dr. Zoom, but has to keep stopping since it has words in
it she doesn't know. Learning to read is SO hard - she feels like she'll never be able to do it. Xavier knows just what his little sister needs to the
Secret Museum! Our heroes travel back in time to meet someone truly incredible, who had to overcome a whole lot to learn how to do just about
anything: Helen Keller. Watching Helen first learn what words are, then how to read, and finally how to speak, all in her own unique way, inspires
Yadina to go home and try to find her own way to learn to read. Because, as Helen shows her, there are many different ways to learn. Curriculum:
"There are many different ways to learn" I am Alexander Graham Bell Losing his voice is frustrating enough for Brad, but it doesn't help matters
when Xavier and Yadina do all the talking for him instead of trying to listen. To the Secret Museum! Brad takes his friends back in time to meet
someone who worked his whole life to help people be heard: Alexander Graham Bell. Watching Alexander first help his deaf mother, then his
whole school of deaf students, have their voices heard in any way they can, helps Xavier and Yadina realize that they should've tried harder to
listen to Brad, even when they couldn't technically hear him. It's important to listen to everyone. Curriculum: "Listen to everyone."

(CC) DVI #103H(S)PBS

01:00p Cottonwood Connections
Minium Fossil Quarry

(N) N/A #309HSHPTV

01:30p Daytripper
1836 Texas: Buena Vista, Colorado

Chet travels to the northern reaches of what used to be Texas from 1836-1850. He hikes to the top of Mt. Princeton and swims in its hot springs.
He whitewater rafts the mighty Arkansas River and gets a true taste of the Rockies.

(CC) N/A #1405H(S)NETA
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02:00p Free to Speak
Thought Police

Thought Police examines the long history of governments suppressing speech - with clear echoes of George Orwell's warning of a world without
free speech. The program weaves personal stories from Hong Kong, North Korea, and Peru, whose governments tried to suppress free speech,
one of them resulting in a monumental - and avoidable - human tragedy.

(CC) N/A #101H(S)APTEX

03:00p Alma's Way
Too Corny/Alma Tags Along

(CC) DVI #119H(S)PBS

03:30p Wild Kratts
Parrot Power

While flying over the Amazon rainforest, the gang share a bowl of colorful jelly beans. Martin tells them that the jelly beans remind him of parrots.
This confuses everybody until he says it's because parrots come in almost every color. Soon the bros are off on a creature mission to find as
many colorful parrots as they can in the Amazon. Science Concept: Species diversification.

(CC) N/A #611H(S)PBS

04:00p Odd Squad
Mr. Unpredictable/Down The Tubes

Mr. Unpredictable - A new villain named Mr. Unpredictable challenges the Mobile Unit. Curriculum: Number Patterns. Down the Tubes - The Odd
Squad tube system has mysteriously been shut down. Curriculum: Addition Combos of 10.

(CC) DVI #313H(S)PBS

04:30p Arthur
Meek for a Week/Arthur, World's Greatest Gleeper

This animated series is based on Marc Brown's best-selling books about Arthur Read, an eight-year-old aardvark, his sister D.W., and their family
and friends. In "Meek For A Week," Muffy bets that Francine can't be nice for an entire week. Arthur finds himself with an unearned reputation
due to a rumor, in "Arthur, World's Greatest Gleeper."

(CC) DVI #117H(S)PBS

05:00p Steve Trash Science
Ecosystems Gimme Shelter / Paper Rock Scissors

Ecosystems are not only the places where we living things live, but also the connections between the living things in those places. Steve explores
this cool idea and then tries to figure out the logical steps needed to get a computer program to play the game rock paper scissors with him.

(CC) N/A #107H(S)NETA

05:30p BBC News America (CC) N/A #101H(S)APTEX

06:00p PBS Newshour (CC) N/A #14088H(S)NPS

07:00p Spy in the Ocean, A Nature Miniseries
Deep Feelings

Spy creatures explore animal emotions and the deep feelings we share. With surfing dolphins, kissing manatees and sensitive cuttlefish, witness
the emotional rollercoaster of life in the sea.

(CC) DVI #102#(S)NPS

08:00p Nova
Ancient Earth: Humans

How did Earth give rise to humans? With stunningly realistic animation, witness the asteroid strike that wiped out the dinosaurs, the spread of
primates across the planet, and the geologic events that made our species' existence possible.

(CC) DVI #5015#(S)NPS

09:00p Secrets of the Dead
Death In Britannia

The discovery of a skeleton, dating to the Roman occupation of Britain, provokes further study after scientists see an iron nail driven through its
heel bone. Could the remains belong to someone the Romans crucified? Despite hundreds, if not thousands, of people being crucified in the
Roman Empire, only one other crucified skeleton has ever been found in the world. Who was this person? What was his life in Roman Britain
like? And what could they have done to receive so harsh a punishment?

(CC) N/A #2102#(S)NPS

10:00p Amanpour and Company (CC) N/A #6088H(S)PBSPL

11:00p This American Land
Renewable Urban Energy, Crop-Switching in the Megadrought, Highway Crossings

In Minnesota, Rochester is on its way to achieving 100 percent renewable energy generation by 2030. Farmers in Arizona are hoping that
guayule, a hardy plant that produces natural rubber, can become a profitable crop requiring far less water than alfalfa, corn or cotton. In
Wyoming, new crossings for wildlife across a busy interstate highway are saving the lives of animals, drivers and passengers.

(CC) N/A #1002H(S)NETA
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11:30p Outside: Beyond The Lens
California's Foothills

Famous national parks in the mountains and stunning beaches on the coast are where most travelers head to when planning an outdoor
adventure in the Golden State. But the often-overlooked foothill regions on both sides of the great San Joaquin Valley hold their own kind of
unique beauty. Jeff, Zack and David explore these areas as spring returns.

(CC) N/A #205H(S)APTEX
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12:00m Nova
Ancient Earth: Humans

How did Earth give rise to humans? With stunningly realistic animation, witness the asteroid strike that wiped out the dinosaurs, the spread of
primates across the planet, and the geologic events that made our species' existence possible.

(CC) DVI #5015H(S)NPS

05:00a Arthur
The Good Sport/Crushed

When the Athlete of the Year Award doesn't go to Francine, she makes no effort to hide her hurt feelings from Jenna, the recipient. Michelle
Kwan, world champion figure skater and graduate of Lakewood Elementary (who knew?), guest stars to teach Francine about good
sports(wo)manship. Arthur can't believe his parents are hiring a babysitter-he's 8-years-old! Besides, babysitters are b-o-r-i-n-g! But 16-year-old
Sally MacGill's favorite hobbies are eating ice cream and playing the Dark Bunny VI: Curse of the Moomy videogame, and now all Arthur can
think is...WOW!

(CC) DVI #609H(S)PBS

05:30a Odd Squad
Sample of New York/It's Not Easy Being Chill

Sample of New York - The Mobile Unit reports to the New York City Odd Squad to help with a big problem. Curriculum: Sample Size. It's Not
Easy Being Chill - An agent-in-training visits the Mobile Unit. Curriculum: Fractions.

(CC) DVI #314H(S)PBS

06:00a Molly of Denali
Froggy of Denali/Molly Mabray and the Mystery Stones

Froggy of Denali Molly and Tooey find a frog, and Molly decides to keep it as a pet... until she realizes that frogs are more high maintenance than
she thought. Molly Mabray and the Mystery Stones Molly and Tooey have been learning about petroglyphs, ancient stone-carvings, and can't wait
to see them in real life on their trip to Sitka. But when they arrive at the beach supposedly covered in petroglyphs, all they see is water. Will they
solve the mystery in time to see the petroglyphs?

(CC) DVI #130H(S)PBS

06:30a Happy Yoga with Sarah Star
Golden Monet

Renew your energy in the golden sunset of the "Monetesque" straw fields as you enjoy a modified yoga session using a chair for support, linking
breath with movement; including stretches designed to increase flexibility and mobility in the shoulders and upper back, standing poses to create
more freedom in the hips and hamstrings, ending with seated hip openers and gentle twists to release the spine.

(CC) N/A #402H(S)NETA

07:00a Yoga In Practice
Where You Look Matters

As we age things tend to get stuck, both in our perspectives and in our bodies. In yoga, rotated poses can help get us unstuck. Twisting is
beneficial for our spines and our digestion, and helps to balance our physical energy. Such poses can also change our perspective from one point
of view to another as we twist. In this class we learn the basics of healthy rotations to aid in cleansing our organs, reinvigorating our spine, and
refreshing our perspective - because where you look matters.

(CC) N/A #112H(S)APTEX

07:30a Curious George
George of the Desert/The Texture Game

(CC) N/A #1404H(S)PBS

08:00a Daniel Tiger's Neighborhood
Someone Else's Feelings/Empathy at School

Someone Else's Feelings: Daniel and O the Owl are pretending to be handymen, using their toy tools to make "repairs" to Daniel's playhouse.
Daniel is having lots of fun hammering loudly, but it's upsetting O, who would rather do something quieter. Daniel loves hammering so much that
it's hard for him to see why it upsets O. Mom helps Daniel be empathetic and think about how O is feeling: Daniel remembers a time when he was
upset because Miss Elaina was being way too loud for him. He doesn't want O to feel this way, and realizes that they can both have fun as quiet
handymen! Empathy at School: Chrissie and Daniel are playing together at school today, but when Chrissie loses her special bracelet, she
doesn't feel like playing anymore. Daniel has trouble understanding why until Teacher Harriet shows him how to be empathetic and think about
how Chrissie may be feeling. Daniel remembers just how worried he was when he thought he had lost Tigey, and decides to stop playing and
help find the bracelet.

(CC) DVI #140H(S)PBS

08:30a Rosie's Rules
Trouble In Chalk Town/Story Time Garden

Rosie and Javi are making a chalk town in the circle drive, but things take a turn when others want to use the space too. / Rosie wants to fix the
community garden for Story Time by herself, but it turns out to be harder than she thought.

(CC) DVI #116H(S)PBS

09:00a Sesame Street
How to Catch A Robot Dog

Elmo and Tamir need to catch Norbert's robot dog, Alfred, but he keeps running away. What if they make a fishing pole with a magnet since
Alfred is made of metal? Let's try!

(CC) DVI #5309H(S)PBS
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09:30a Work It Out Wombats!
Brother Day/Cafe Chaos

The key to a successful "Brother Day?" Make sure you ask the brother in question "Zeke" what he wants to do. / The key to being a successful
waiter? Make sure to remember everyone's order, and the order of the orders!

(CC) DVI #107H(S)PBS

10:00a Donkey Hodie
A Big Favor for Grampy/A Fair Way to Bounce

Grampy asks Donkey to take Gregory for a walk. The only trouble is, Gregory won't move!/Harriett Elizabeth Cow wants the pals to try her new
invention, the Bounce-a-rino. But, how will they decide who bounces first?

(CC) DVI #105H(S)PBS

10:30a Pinkalicious & Peterrific
All Tangled Up/Above The Clouds

It's Pinkville's Flower Festival and the whole town has gathered to plant flowers in the park. When an ordering mishap leaves Pinkville with balls
of yarn instead of flowers bulbs, Pinkalicious rallies everyone to use the yarn to make the park pinkatastic. / It's a very windy day in Pinkville, so
Pinkalicious and Peter decide to make homemade kites. But Pinkalicious gets carried away - literally. How can she and Peter use their creative
problem-solving skills to get her back down again?

(CC) DVI #108H(S)PBS

11:00a Elinor Wonders Why
Mz. Mole's Glasses/Elinor Stops The Squish

Ms. Mole's Glasses - When Ms. Mole forgets her glasses at school, Elinor and her friends follow her to return them. Ms. Mole can't see anything
without her glasses! The kids travel throughout Animal Town, just missing Ms. Mole at every turn. During their travels, the kids realize Ms. Mole
has been shopping and getting around using different senses. By the time they finally reach Ms. Mole and return her glasses, she's got all her
shopping done without them. Cool! Elinor Stops the Squish - Elinor and her friends want to bring Ms. Mole a cupcake for her birthday, but they're
worried it will get squished on the way to school. The kids find inspiration in nature when they observe how different animals/creatures stay safe
using their shells as a defense mechanism. Elinor, Ari and Olive use this idea as inspiration to make a shell around the cupcake using a hard
coconut. Because of the kids' hard work and ingenuity, the cupcake makes it all the way to school without being squished, just in time for Ms.
Mole to enjoy her present. Yum!

(CC) DVI #108H(S)PBS

11:30a Nature Cat
Are You My Egg?/Sos (Save Our Salad)

Nature Cat and his pals find a cute, little baby lizard in their yard. The lizard, named Leeza, needs help because she is confused and lost, looking
for the rest of her brothers and sister. Nature Cat and his friends will help this little cutie, but all Leeza knows is that she came from a dark, warm,
cozy place where she had food. And after awhile it started to feel a little tight inside there and she had to break out of it. Sounds like she hatched
from an egg! It's time for Nature Cat and his pals to help this little lizard find her nest. Onward and egg-ward! / When beetles threaten the health
of Nature Cat's garden, he enlists the help of his pals to rid his growing vegetable plants of those pesky, leaf-eating bugs and save his salad! But
getting rid of the beetles proves to be hard as his spider and ladybug friends aren't up for the task. And Ronald's only idea is using his very own
bug spray "Ronald's Bugging Out!" which would be bad because it would get rid of all the bugs! When there doesn't seem to be any way to help
his garden, an unlikely super hero arrives to save the day.

(CC) N/A #215H(S)PBS

12:00n Hero Elementary
Dog in the Fog / Bye, Bye Dragonfly

When a little dog gets lost in the fog, it's Sparks' Crew to the rescue! But, this mission isn't so easy in the thick fog. How can they find the dog
when they can't even find each other in the fog? Curriculum: During weather events such as fog, observing and adjusting activities can
accommodate for the lack of visibility. / When AJ's Dragonfly Drone flies away on its own, Sparks' Crew sets off on a mission to catch it. How can
they use clues from nature to help catch this runaway drone? Curriculum: By observing a spider's use of a web to catch prey, the same strategy
can be applied to solve human problems.

(CC) DVI #119H(S)PBS

12:30p Xavier Riddle and the Secret Museum
I Am Zora Neale Hurston/I Am Charles Dickens

I am Zora Neale Hurston Xavier and Yadina are eager to read a new comic Brad has written, but Brad isn't so sure he can share this particular
story - it's very personal. What should he do? To the Secret Museum! Our heroes are sent back in time to meet an exceptional storyteller: Zora
Neale Hurston. We meet Zora as she enjoys listening to the tall tales being told on the porch of her corner store, before launching into a few tales
of her own. Listening to Zora tell her own personal stories, and watching her light up as she does, helps Brad to feel more comfortable with the
idea of sharing his own story with his best friends. Because stories are best when you share them with others. I am Charles Dickens Yadina is left
feeling bored on a rainy day after she's already played with ALL her toys - there's nothing left to have fun with. With no new toys to play with,
there's only one thing left to do... To the Secret Museum! Our heroes are sent back in time to meet someone who was seldom bored: Charles
Dickens. After a playdate with a young Charles, which involves zero toys but oodles of fun as they jump over "shark infested waters" and swim
with a funny octopus named Fanny, Yadina realizes that she doesn't need anything new to play with, because her imagination can make
everything more fun.

(CC) DVI #110H(S)PBS
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01:00p Steven Raichlen's Project Fire
Little Italy

When I was growing up, a trip to Baltimore's Little Italy always meant culinary adventure. Today we celebrate Italian grilling and the food of Little
Italys around North America, honoring the Italian reverence for simplicity and fresh seasonal ingredients, and the American passion for big flavors
and ingenious grilling techniques. On the menu a North American twist on three Italian grilled classics. SHRIMP SPIEDINI WITH SALMORIGLIO;
PIZZA PUTTANESCA; SALT SLAB CHICKEN WITH PEPPERONCINI VINAIGRETTE.

(CC) N/A #309H(S)APTEX

01:30p Tim Farmer's Country Kitchen
Fried Pork Chop, Classic Greens, Mashed Potatoes & Gravy, Lard and Parts of a

Country Cooking at its finest. A Chicken Fried Pork Loin Chop with a side of Classic Greens (with pork) and Homemade Mashed Potatoes and
Gravy. See How-To Process a Whole Pig (and all the parts and their uses) as well as How-To Render Lard with a bonus of Tasty Cracklins.

(CC) N/A #109H(S)NETA

02:00p Free to Speak
The One True Faith

Challenging either religious or scientific dogma can prove explosive. The One True Faith looks at the once-sacrilegious beliefs of Galileo and
shows the uproar caused by the Scopes Monkey Trial. The program also examines the work of Nobel Laureate Barry Marshall, who proved that
ulcers were caused by bacteria, and explores the cartoons published by Charlie Hebdo that led to a horrifying massacre.

(CC) N/A #102H(S)APTEX

03:00p Alma's Way
Mofongo on the Go / Alma Scoots Around

When Alma and Eddie open a mofongo food truck, they run out of time to actually make the mofongo. / Alma keeps challenging Andre to scooter
races to prove she's the fastest.

(CC) DVI #206H(S)PBS

03:30p Wild Kratts
Hermit Crab Shell Exchange

Martin and Chris discover a hermit crab on the beach and soon the Wild Kratts team is exploring the amazing world of this shell changing
creature.

(CC) N/A #301H(S)PBS

04:00p Odd Squad
Sample of New York/It's Not Easy Being Chill

Sample of New York - The Mobile Unit reports to the New York City Odd Squad to help with a big problem. Curriculum: Sample Size. It's Not
Easy Being Chill - An agent-in-training visits the Mobile Unit. Curriculum: Fractions.

(CC) DVI #314H(S)PBS

04:30p Arthur
The Good Sport/Crushed

When the Athlete of the Year Award doesn't go to Francine, she makes no effort to hide her hurt feelings from Jenna, the recipient. Michelle
Kwan, world champion figure skater and graduate of Lakewood Elementary (who knew?), guest stars to teach Francine about good
sports(wo)manship. Arthur can't believe his parents are hiring a babysitter-he's 8-years-old! Besides, babysitters are b-o-r-i-n-g! But 16-year-old
Sally MacGill's favorite hobbies are eating ice cream and playing the Dark Bunny VI: Curse of the Moomy videogame, and now all Arthur can
think is...WOW!

(CC) DVI #609H(S)PBS

05:00p Steve Trash Science
Wonderful Wildlife / Robots Rock

Steve is always excited about wildlife, but what exactly is it? Steve shares all sorts of magical ideas about wildlife and the wild critters, then he
launches into exploring the whacky world of robotics.

(CC) N/A #108H(S)NETA

05:30p BBC News America (CC) N/A #102H(S)APTEX

06:00p PBS Newshour (CC) N/A #14089H(S)NPS

07:00p This Old House
Lexington | Reworked and Rewired

The fully framed front of the house is revealed. Work continues on the geothermal system, and the connection to the interior is made. Blocking is
installed in the framing. Old receptacle boxes in the original brick walls are replaced and rewired.

(CC) N/A #4506H(S)PBSPL

07:30p Ask This Old House
Double Pane Window, Paint Bench

Mauro shares the importance of prep work. Then, he and Kevin whitewash an outdoor bench; Tom learns how double pane glass is made and
then repairs a broken window.

(CC) N/A #2206H(S)PBSPL
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08:00p Home Diagnosis
Chicago, Il Renovation Review

Hosts and home performance experts, Grace and Corbett Lunsford, test and diagnose a recently rehabbed, big, beautiful house in Chicago, IL
that now has unexpected comfort and moisture issues, leaving the homeowner not knowing whom to trust. The owner's mother in-law room is
never comfortable and moisture beads off the new kitchen windows. Corbett and Grace's testing reveals a surprising answer and puts the
concepts of "improved" HVAC on its head.

(CC) N/A #101H(S)NETA

08:30p Inspire
Agritourism In Kansas

(N) N/A #303HKTWU

09:00p Little Bird
Burning Down The House

Esther finds members of her family who help her put together the pieces of the past. She returns to Montreal to confront her adoptive mother
about the revelations that shine a light on their life and change the way they look at the past.

(CC) DVI #104H(S)NPS

10:00p Sunflower Journeys
Safe and Sound

We look back at the contributions that Dr. Samuel Crumbine made to the collective health of citizens throughout the state and beyond; we meet
up with the Kansas Highway Patrol and several of their community partners and learn about safety programs; we travel to Wichita and see first-
responder techniques demonstrated to kids.

(N) N/A #3101H(S)KTWU

10:30p America's Heartland
Artichoke farmers reveal why you shouldn't be intimidated by this thorny but delicious crop. Journey up steep terrain in San Diego County to see
how farmers grow protea flowers for bouquets. Follow along as we cook up a sweet Caramel Apple Crisp. Meet Georgia farmers supplying
"imperfect" produce to the Atlanta Community Food Bank.

(CC) N/A #1708H(S)APTEX

11:00p This Old House
Lexington | Reworked and Rewired

The fully framed front of the house is revealed. Work continues on the geothermal system, and the connection to the interior is made. Blocking is
installed in the framing. Old receptacle boxes in the original brick walls are replaced and rewired.

(CC) N/A #4506H(S)PBSPL

11:30p Ask This Old House
Double Pane Window, Paint Bench

Mauro shares the importance of prep work. Then, he and Kevin whitewash an outdoor bench; Tom learns how double pane glass is made and
then repairs a broken window.

(CC) N/A #2206H(S)PBSPL
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12:00m Outback
The Kimberley Comes Alive

Meet the diverse humans and creatures who inhabit the Kimberley region, a stunning Western Australia landscape that boasts some of the
toughest characters and most spectacular wilderness in existence.

(CC) N/A #101H(S)PBS

05:00a Arthur
Muffy's Car Campaign/Truth Or Poll

Francine rallies the troops around a petition to help Lakewood Elementary protect the environment. Muffy wants to support her friends, but
worries that their plans could put Crosswire Motors out of business. / Binky is convinced Mr. Ratburn's latest math test was too hard, so Brain
suggests he conduct a poll to find out what the rest of the class thinks. There's a 100 percent chance that these polls will cause more trouble than
Binky had accounted for.

(CC) DVI #2204H(S)PBS

05:30a Odd Squad
The Sandwich Project/Wax On Wax Odd

The Sandwich Project - When members of the Mobile Unit get turned into sandwiches, The Big O comes to the rescue. Curriculum: Time - Order
of Events. Wax On Wax Odd - The Mobile Unit faces a series of odd challenges that only Orla knows how to stop. Curriculum: Calendar.

(CC) DVI #315H(S)PBS

06:00a Molly of Denali
A Fireweed Feast/River Skate

Molly and Trini are on a quest for fireweed to make into all sorts of treats even ice cream! But when a storm rolls in, they must pause their hike to
find food and shelter. The land provides many gifts but will fireweed be one of them?

(CC) DVI #206H(S)PBS

06:30a Happy Yoga with Sarah Star
Waterfall Haven

Relax along the rejuvenating waterfall setting as we calm the body and mind with a gentle yoga practice using a chair for support, including
stretches for the neck, shoulders and upper back combined with modified seated forward bends to stretch the hamstrings and hips.

(CC) N/A #403H(S)NETA

07:00a Yoga In Practice
Remembrance

To forget is part of being human. In our daily lives we often forget the big picture, we forget love is our essence, and we forget that we are all
connected. Forgetting, however, provides an opportunity...to remember...to awaken. Becoming more awake is a gift. On our mats we practice
remembering by awakening the various parts of our bodies and unifying them as an integrated whole. This class addresses remembrance and
the integration of the body in forward folds.

(CC) N/A #113H(S)APTEX

07:30a Curious George
Count On George to Deliver/The Baby Elephant

George loves being pulled around in his wagon on a sunny morning. Today especially, when he comes upon Vickie and Vinnie selling Sprouts
Bars! How can he decide which delicious bars to buy - Banana Nut Chippers or Oatmeal Delights? One of each, of course! George wants to help
his friends and volunteers do the most important job - deliver the boxes that were already sold. George needs to deliver a total of 10 boxes: 2
boxes of Oatmeal Delights to the Renkins, 5 boxes of Banana Chippers to Bill, and 2 boxes of Banana Chippers and 1 box of Oatmeal Delights to
the Quints. With his wagon loaded and list at the ready, George completes the job for two happy customers, Mrs. Renkins and Bill. But when
George gets to the Quints, he discovers that he's missing a box of Oatmeal Delights! Did he miscount the boxes? Did Jumpy steal them? Will
George be able to solve the mystery of the missing box, and salvage his dream of being the best delivery person ever?? / George loves
sightseeing, especially when there are animals involved. And today is extra special. George is visiting an elephant sanctuary in Kenya, where the
Man with the Yellow Hat worked long ago with two of his oldest friends - Ciku the caretaker and an elephant named Ishanga! Soon, a helicopter
lands with a sad orphaned baby elephant, whom they name Toto. Eager to cheer up Toto, George looks after him and learns all about elephants -
how they sleep, what they drink, how they have long memories and strong family ties, and even how they play! But when George goes to fetch
Toto some cane juice with mint, Toto wanders off and gets stuck in a mud pit! After pushing and pulling Toto with no success, George realizes
that this just might be a job for a bigger elephant. Can Ishanga show Toto the way out and become his new family?

(CC) N/A #1505H(S)PBS

08:00a Daniel Tiger's Neighborhood
Daniels Grr-Ific Grandpere/Making Mozies with Nana

Daniels Grr-ific Grandpere - Daniel Tiger is excited to spend the whole day with his grandpa - Grandpere! Whether they're riding on Grandpere's
boat, sorting through Grandpere's treasures, or even just relaxing on the sandy shore, they love the special time they have together. Making
Mozies with Nana - Daniel Tiger spends the whole day with Jodi and her Nana. Jodi and Nana love the special things they do together, like
baking sweet treats and coloring.

(CC) DVI #416H(S)PBS

08:30a Rosie's Rules
The Doggie Detectives/A House for Gatita

While delivering popcorn in Maya's apartment building, Rosie, Crystal and Mom find a lost dog toy, so they become doggie detectives to find its
owner./Rosie builds a cardboard house for Gatita so she can have a peaceful nap.

(CC) DVI #118H(S)PBS
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09:00a Sesame Street
Let's Grow Together

Welcome to the Sesame Street community garden! Tamir has an idea: open a garden stand to share the things they grow. Alan says they can
share his grandmother's recipe for pickling daikon. While Alan's friends help him make the pickled daikon, they learn more about Alan's cultural
heritage; he is Japanese American. Alan is proud to be Japanese American and he's happy to be sharing his family's culture.

(CC) DVI #5215H(S)PBS

09:30a Work It Out Wombats!
Snout and About/Zadie's Shell Shuffle

It's All Hands on Deck! when Zadie and Malik retrace their steps to locate Zeke's beloved stuffy. / When Zadie messes up Mr. E's shell garden,
the key to fixing the pattern is... JunJun's song.

(CC) DVI #103H(S)PBS

10:00a Donkey Hodie
The Potato Stand/Clyde's Surprise Playdate

Donkey wants to share her potatoes with her neighbors, but all her pals already have potatoes! Can she change her plan?/Donkey surprises
Clyde with a playdate in the sky, but they play in different ways. Can they find new ways to have fun together?

(CC) DVI #129H(S)PBS

10:30a Pinkalicious & Peterrific
Peter's Blues/Pink Raspberry

Peter is feeling down and learns to play the blues on the harmonica. Expressing your feelings through music can make you feel better! Maybe
Peter can cheer up his friends and family, too. But not everyone responds to music the same way. / Peter learns how to make a raspberry sound
from baby Saffron, sparking an idea - to host a silly song contest. Peter really wants to win, but he has trouble coming up with an original silly
sound until he teams up with an expert - Saffron.

(CC) DVI #110H(S)PBS

11:00a Elinor Wonders Why
Underground Soup/Dandy Dandelions

Ari and Olive visit Elinor, hoping she'll come out and play, but Elinor has hurt her foot and has to stay in bed for the afternoon. So, her friends
decide to make her favorite snack, Backyard Soup! With Mr. Rabbit's approval, they go off to gather the vegetables from the garden, but many of
the veggies they need seem to be missing. After investigating, they discover that the vegetables they're looking for are root vegetables, which
means they're underground. They pluck and pull vegetables and make Elinor her favorite soup, changing the name to "Underground Soup!"
When Elinor and Ranger Rabbit go help Deputy Mouse clean up his garden, Elinor be-comes fascinated with dandelions. Why does Deputy
Mouse want to pull them out? Eli-nor learns that pulling out the weeds from a garden gives the vegetables room to grow, and composting the
leftover weeds is good for the soil. But, when Ms. Llama announces that she's out of spinach for her salad party, Elinor learns that dandelions are
actually good to eat, and she helps Ms. Llama make a new delicacy - a dandelion salad!

(CC) DVI #133H(S)PBS

11:30a Nature Cat
Agents of the Great Outdoors/The Nature-Tastic Four

(CC) N/A #403H(S)PBS

12:00n Hero Elementary
What You Don't See / Super Purple Pop-Up Plants

A frightened horse is on the loose in Citytown, and Sparks' Crew tries to help catch it. But, how can they get near it when the horse runs away
whenever it sees them? Curriculum: Some animals have camouflage that helps them blend into their surroundings, which keeps them from being
seen. / Sparks' Crew investigates mysterious purple plants that keeps popping up all over Citytown. Where are these plants coming from? And
how do they stop them? Curriculum: Seeds are dispersed in many ways. Animals can disperse seeds, which helps some plants grow in different
areas.

(CC) DVI #118H(S)PBS

12:30p Xavier Riddle and the Secret Museum
I Am Johann Sebastian Bach/I Am Marie Curie

I am Johann Sebastian Bach Xavier is pumped to once again rock the school talent show with his rendition of Hot Cross Buns on the recorder.
Only problem is, he hasn't exactly improved since last year's performance. In fact, he may have gotten worse! How could this happen? And what
can he do about it? To the Secret Museum! Xavier and the gang go back in time to meet someone who knew exactly how to rock out to the max:
Johann Sebastian Bach. Joining Bach as he works on his song over and over again, learns all he can about his instrument, and travels miles by
foot to watch other musicians play helps Xavier to see there's only one way he can get better on the recorder: he'll have to work hard and
practice. Curriculum: "If you want to get better at something, you have to work hard and practice." I am Marie Curie Brad is crestfallen when he
shows up for his first meeting of the Butterfly Club, only to find out it's for kids 7 and up. And he's only 6! Does this mean he'll never get to learn
more about his beloved butterflies? To the Secret Museum! Brad and the gang travel back in time to meet someone who never let anything stand
in her way: Marie Curie. Marie dreams of one day being a scientist, but those dreams seem to shatter when she finds out girls aren't allowed to
go to university. How silly! But, Marie doesn't let that stop her; she finds her own secret university where she can learn, then starts up her very
own lab and makes an amazing scientific discovery! Marie Curie inspires Brad to follow his dreams no matter what. Curriculum: "Follow your
dreams, no matter what."

(CC) DVI #101H(S)PBS

01:00p Inspire
Housing In Kansas

(N) N/A #309HKTWU
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01:30p I've Got Issues (N) N/A #1309HKTWU

02:00p Free to Speak
The Speech We Hate

The Speech We Hate features a Kenyan filmmaker whose love story of two women garnered a nationwide ban. Viewers also meet a Turkish
political artist who was censored for his provocative work in the U.S. , a hip-hop historian who recalls the arrest of members of 2 Live Crew for
obscenity, and a student who took a lawsuit over banned books in his school all the way to the Supreme Court.

(CC) N/A #103H(S)APTEX

03:00p Alma's Way
Do The Waltzango/Big Brother Bootcamp

(CC) DVI #120H(S)PBS

03:30p Wild Kratts
Voyage of the Butterflier Xt

Using Aviva's newly invented Butterflier XT, the miniaturized Kratt Brothers embark on the most incredible insect voyage in the world - the
Monarch butterfly's 2,000 mile migration. Science Concepts: Life cycles.

(CC) N/A #109H(S)PBS

04:00p Odd Squad
The Sandwich Project/Wax On Wax Odd

The Sandwich Project - When members of the Mobile Unit get turned into sandwiches, The Big O comes to the rescue. Curriculum: Time - Order
of Events. Wax On Wax Odd - The Mobile Unit faces a series of odd challenges that only Orla knows how to stop. Curriculum: Calendar.

(CC) DVI #315H(S)PBS

04:30p Arthur
Muffy's Car Campaign/Truth Or Poll

Francine rallies the troops around a petition to help Lakewood Elementary protect the environment. Muffy wants to support her friends, but
worries that their plans could put Crosswire Motors out of business. / Binky is convinced Mr. Ratburn's latest math test was too hard, so Brain
suggests he conduct a poll to find out what the rest of the class thinks. There's a 100 percent chance that these polls will cause more trouble than
Binky had accounted for.

(CC) DVI #2204H(S)PBS

05:00p Steve Trash Science
Plants / Wicked Waves of Sound

Plants are the most prolific living creatures on Earth, and Steve dives deep into an exploration of what makes a plant... a plant. Then he makes
some serious waves - sound waves that is.

(CC) N/A #109H(S)NETA

05:30p BBC News America (CC) N/A #103H(S)APTEX

06:00p PBS Newshour (CC) N/A #14090H(S)NPS

07:00p Washington Week with the Atlantic (CC) N/A #6319H(S)NPS

07:30p Firing Line with Margaret Hoover
Guest: Dr. Kimberly Kagan. Military historian Kimberly Kagan discusses Israel's obstacles on the ground in Gaza, Ukraine's counteroffensive
against Russia, and the role Iran plays in both conflicts. She also explains her concerns over U.S. readiness for wider war.

(CC) N/A #719H(S)NPS

08:00p Market to Market
News and commodity market analysis from the weekly journal of rural America.

(CC) N/A #4912H(S)IPTV

08:30p Real Ag
Guide

(N) N/A #1108HSHPTV

09:00p Great Performances
Message in a Bottle

Experience triple-Olivier Award nominee Kate Prince's dance and theater show set to the songs of 17-time Grammy winner Sting. Telling the
story of a migrant family, the show from London's Sadler's Wells Theatre features a mix of dance styles.

(CC) N/A #4811#(S)NPS

10:30p Amanpour and Company
Tonight on Amanpour and Company: Bel Trew, Chief International Correspondent, The Independent & Ksenia Svetlova, Former Knesset
Member; Alexandra Pelosi, Director, The Insurrectionist Next Door; Caster Semenya, Olympic Gold Medalist. Hari Sreenivasan interviews Juliette
Kayyem, National Security Expert.

(CC) N/A #6090H(S)PBSPL
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11:30p Start Up
Posies Flower Truck: Tampa, Fl

Posies Flower Truck, a pop-up, make-your-own bouquet flower truck. This is a story about second careers, acquiring an existing business and
making it your own.

(CC) N/A #1106H(S)NETA
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12:00m Firing Line with Margaret Hoover
Guest: Dr. Kimberly Kagan. Military historian Kimberly Kagan discusses Israel's obstacles on the ground in Gaza, Ukraine's counteroffensive
against Russia, and the role Iran plays in both conflicts. She also explains her concerns over U.S. readiness for wider war.

(CC) N/A #719H(S)NPS

05:00a Mister Rogers' Neighborhood
Kindness

(CC) N/A #1586HPBS

05:30a Arthur
The Good Sport/Crushed

When the Athlete of the Year Award doesn't go to Francine, she makes no effort to hide her hurt feelings from Jenna, the recipient. Michelle
Kwan, world champion figure skater and graduate of Lakewood Elementary (who knew?), guest stars to teach Francine about good
sports(wo)manship. Arthur can't believe his parents are hiring a babysitter-he's 8-years-old! Besides, babysitters are b-o-r-i-n-g! But 16-year-old
Sally MacGill's favorite hobbies are eating ice cream and playing the Dark Bunny VI: Curse of the Moomy videogame, and now all Arthur can
think is...WOW!

(CC) DVI #609H(S)PBS

06:00a Molly of Denali
Froggy of Denali/Molly Mabray and the Mystery Stones

Froggy of Denali Molly and Tooey find a frog, and Molly decides to keep it as a pet... until she realizes that frogs are more high maintenance than
she thought. Molly Mabray and the Mystery Stones Molly and Tooey have been learning about petroglyphs, ancient stone-carvings, and can't wait
to see them in real life on their trip to Sitka. But when they arrive at the beach supposedly covered in petroglyphs, all they see is water. Will they
solve the mystery in time to see the petroglyphs?

(CC) DVI #130H(S)PBS

06:30a Agphd (N) N/A #1335HHEFTY

07:00a Market to Market
News and commodity market analysis from the weekly journal of rural America.

(CC) N/A #4912H(S)IPTV

07:30a Curious George
George of the Desert/The Texture Game

(CC) N/A #1404H(S)PBS

08:00a Work It Out Wombats!
Special Delivery/Campout Confusion

Zadie helps Malik design a faster route to sick-and-snuffly Sammy, so Sammy's ice cream won't melt on the way. / When Zadie doesn't take the
time to plan what they need for a fun campout, 'fun' quickly becomes unfun, until they make a list.

(CC) DVI #104H(S)PBS

08:30a Daniel Tiger's Neighborhood
Someone Else's Feelings/Empathy at School

Someone Else's Feelings: Daniel and O the Owl are pretending to be handymen, using their toy tools to make "repairs" to Daniel's playhouse.
Daniel is having lots of fun hammering loudly, but it's upsetting O, who would rather do something quieter. Daniel loves hammering so much that
it's hard for him to see why it upsets O. Mom helps Daniel be empathetic and think about how O is feeling: Daniel remembers a time when he was
upset because Miss Elaina was being way too loud for him. He doesn't want O to feel this way, and realizes that they can both have fun as quiet
handymen! Empathy at School: Chrissie and Daniel are playing together at school today, but when Chrissie loses her special bracelet, she
doesn't feel like playing anymore. Daniel has trouble understanding why until Teacher Harriet shows him how to be empathetic and think about
how Chrissie may be feeling. Daniel remembers just how worried he was when he thought he had lost Tigey, and decides to stop playing and
help find the bracelet.

(CC) DVI #140H(S)PBS

09:00a Sesame Street
A Home for Gecko

Elmo, Abby, and Chris are helping Zoe make a habitat for her new pet gecko, Gary. They fill a terrarium with soil, moss, rocks, and branches but
are missing a hiding place to keep Gary cool. This is a problem! They wonder what they can use for Gary's hiding spot. What if they use an empty
yogurt cup? Let's try! It works. They didn't give up and made the perfect hiding spot for Gary's new home.

(CC) DVI #5221H(S)PBS

09:30a Rosie's Rules
President of the Sandbox / Dino Parade

Rosie and Javi both want to be in charge of the sandbox, so the kids hold an election to choose the president. / The Dino Parade is about to be
cancelled, so Rosie rallies her friends to form a marching band.

(CC) DVI #127H(S)PBS

10:00a Donkey Hodie
A Big Favor for Grampy/A Fair Way to Bounce

Grampy asks Donkey to take Gregory for a walk. The only trouble is, Gregory won't move!/Harriett Elizabeth Cow wants the pals to try her new
invention, the Bounce-a-rino. But, how will they decide who bounces first?

(CC) DVI #105H(S)PBS
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10:30a Diy Science Time
Convection

The power of convection gets Mister C and the Science Crew moving and learning today. Explore with us as we learn about convection cells,
heat powered merry go-rounds and more.

(CC) N/A #209H(S)NETA

11:00a Paint This with Jerry Yarnell
Rocky Mountain Refuge, Part 1

In this painting Jerry continues with his discussion of water miscible oils and elaborates on a technique he uses frequently, which is the painting
of water miscible oils over acrylics. Jerry clarifies and unravels the mysteries of the water miscible oils. And how the painting of oil on TOP of
acrylic is considered to be a Multi Media painting. He begins this painting with an acrylic he had started in the past on a 20 x 28 canvas and
demonstrates how to clean the acrylic painting with a clean lint free rag. Then he uses the smallest minute amount of water miscible linseed oil to
lightly wipe and prep the painting.

(CC) N/A #1305H(S)NETA

11:30a Make It Artsy
Your Outdoor Space

There is no better place to find inspiration than outdoors - a walk outside can change your whole outlook. Host Julie Fei Fan Balzer opens the
show creating leaf luminaires inspired by the outside and great to use outdoors. Then, Erin Gerlach creates a bee or butterfly basin to attract
these creatures to your garden. The show closes with a color study - green.

(CC) N/A #902H(S)NETA

12:00n Creative Living
Adventure writer and photographer, Yvonne Lanelli will share some suggestions for ways to make money while traveling to your exciting
destinations. This includes writing, presentations on cruise ships and even organizing your own tour group. Nancy Siler represents Wilton Brands,
and she's going to show how to do a variety of techniques that make decorating cupcakes, cookies and other delicacies even easier. This
includes ways to fill a cupcake, how to spatula ice a cupcake and even make various swirl designs. Recent studies show that cat obesity has
risen over 90 percent since 2007, and people are beginning to look at their pet food as the source of health problems. Will Post, founder of Hound
& Gatos Pet Food Corp., will talk about five common cat health problems.

(CC) N/A #7010H(S)KENW

12:30p This Old House
Lexington | Gone Geo

A new wall of windows with a zero-threshold entry to the patio is framed. Geothermal energy is chosen to heat and cool the home. The new
system is explained and digging begins for the wells. The exterior gets a new look with an exposed steel beam.

(CC) N/A #4505H(S)PBSPL

01:00p Woodsmith Shop
Poker Table

Gather around this table for a game night to remember. This card table has all the features you need: felt playing surface, chip trays, cup holders,
and custom molding. You'll even learn how to make the feet and turn the large pedestal base.

(CC) N/A #1708H(S)NETA

01:30p American Woodshop
American Flag with Inlays with Scott Grove

Black Cherry and Hard Maple are bandsawn, routed and formed into a beautiful stylized flag. See the perfect way to accent wood with resin and
minerals. Absolutely beautiful!

(CC) N/A #2712H(S)NETA

02:00p Garage with Steve Butler
No Jointer, No Planer, No Problem

Steve shows us how to build a Shaker side table using only a table saw and a router.

(CC) N/A #208H(S)NETA

02:30p Chef's Life
My Watermelon Baby

The heat is high and watermelons are ripe. After a summer away from the restaurant, Vivian returns to a staff of unfamiliar faces and works to
build camaraderie. She employs an avid home cook to put recipes from her forthcoming cookbook to the test.

(CC) N/A #402H(S)PBS

03:00p America's Test Kitchen
Pork Chops and Maple Cake

Test cook Elle Simone Scott cooks host Julia Collin Davison Pan-Seared Thick-Cut, Bone-In Pork Chops. Tasting expert Jack Bishop challenges
hosts Julia and Bridget Lancaster to a head-to-head tasting of bone broth, and gadget critic Lisa McManus reviews apple corers. Test cook Keith
Dresser makes host Bridget Lancaster a magical Pouding Chomeur.

(CC) N/A #2314H(S)APTEX

03:30p Cook's Country
Biscuits and Chicken

Lawman Johnson makes host Julia Collin Davison tall and tender Butter and Lard Biscuits, and Toni Tipton-Martin addresses the debate between
lard and shortening. Equipment expert Adam Ried weighs the benefits of full-sized and mini food processors. Bryan Roof visits Asheville, NC and
shares his version of Mimosa Fried Chicken with host Bridget Lancaster.

(CC) N/A #1609H(S)APTEX
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04:00p Fons & Porter's Love of Quilting
Mostly North

Sara Gallegos' "challenge" quilt for this season was a Mariner's Compass, which is a traditionally advanced patchwork design. With Mostly North,
she simplifies the process to make an achievable and still stunning version of the style. In this episode, we'll pair the techniques of foundation
piecing and curved piecing, which requires a few tricks. You'll also learn how to create the half blocks for a column style setting.

(CC) N/A #4202H(S)NETA

04:30p It's Sew Easy
Function and Fashion

Is it function for fashion or function and fashion? Joanne Banko shows how to dine in style with chair cushions with unique piping. Then, it's the
final project of this season and a garden knee pad cover from Emily Thompson.

(CC) N/A #2113H(S)NETA

05:00p Knit and Crochet Now
Cozy Comfy Cardi's

Cardigans are a fashion favorite and an easy way to tie an outfit together! For an effortlessly chic look add the Waterford Crochet Cardigan to
your winter wardrobe for instant style! Rachel Alford is back to show you a Gansey style cardigan. Then it's "learn a stitch" dish cloths with Lena
Skvagerson and the slanting zig zags crochet dishcloth. We finish up with Britt Schmiesing and the knit Cardigan of Many Colors.

(CC) N/A #1303H(S)NETA

05:30p Garden Smart
Butterflies and Pollinator Gardens

GardenSMART visits with a wildlife biologist and discusses monarch butterflies, then visits with an expert plantsman who discusses a charming
wildlife and pollinator garden. A beautiful show and a lot to learn. Be sure to tune in as we GardenSMART.

(CC) N/A #7301H(S)NETA

06:00p Cottonwood Connections
Minium Fossil Quarry

(N) N/A #309HSHPTV

06:30p Rick Steves' Europe
Rick Steves' Europe: Art of the Early Middle Age

After Rome's fall, Europe's Christians kept culture alive with art rooted in their deep faith. We visit sturdy Romanesque churches filled with art that
reinforced the ruling order. Meanwhile, Europe was invigorated from the fringes: Byzantines to the East, with their dazzling mosaics; Spanish
Muslims with their lush palaces; and fierce Vikings of the North all part of Europe's rich cultural stew.

(CC) N/A #1205H(S)APTEX

07:00p The Lawrence Welk Show
Time Was (Joann Castle)

Charley Pride is our special guest on this show about "Time".  Larry Hooper and the gang get things going with "Grandfather's Clock", the band
plays "One O'Clock Jump", and Myron Floren gets into the mood with the "Tick Tock Polka".  Norma Zimmer and Jimmy Roberts sing "Now Is
The Hour", and the entire group wants just "Five Minutes More".

(CC) N/A #1912H(S)OETA

08:00p Backstage Pass
Outer Vibe

One of West Michigan's most sought-after acts, Outer Vibe features catchy pop and alternative rock music. Playing more than 100 shows a year,
Outer Vibe has performed with groups like REO Speedwagon, The Tubes, and We The Kings. A band that lives by the mantra of "live life and
play music fearlessly," their performance features the hits "Hoka Hey," "Million Dollar Smile," and "Turn Me Up."

(CC) N/A #1009H(S)NETA

09:00p David Holt's State of Music
Lakota John and Tray Wellington

David visits with talented young musicians Tray Wellington and Lakota John Locklear. Tray Wellington is an African American banjo player who
has won the IBMA Momentum Award; John Locklear is a member of the Lumbee tribe who excels at the blues.

(CC) N/A #505H(S)PBSPL

09:30p Ireland with Michael
The Kilmore Carol

First stop is the fishing village of Kilmore Quay to learn about The Kilmore Carol and some Fish and Chips. Then on to meet NY Times Best
Selling author Eoin Colfer to learn about and climb Hook Head Lighthouse. Michael visits the Kennedy Homestead, family farm of the Kennedy
dynasty and recalls the influence JFK had on his own life.

(CC) N/A #105H(S)NETA

10:00p Austin City Limits
Jorge Drexler

Award-winning Latin music star Jorge Drexler debuts on Austin City Limits with a sparkling hour of Spanish-language songs from his landmark
Tinta y Tiempo.

(CC) N/A #4905H(S)PBSPL
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11:00p Sound On Tap
Spivey

SPiVEY is a one man band that is ready to take you on a trip.

(CC) N/A #104H(S)NETA

11:30p Songs at the Center
Master Series Episode Featuring Georgia Middleman and Gary Burr

Nashville songwriting royalty: Georgia Middleman and Gary Burr. Gary has written for Faith Hill, Garth Brooks, Reba McEntire, Tim McGraw,
Wynona, Leann Rimes, Randy Travis, Patty Loveless Collin Raye. He has collaborated with Ringo Starr, Kenny Loggins, Carole King and many,
many more. Gary is a Member of the Nashville Songwriters Hall of Fame. Georgia has written for Kenny Chesney, Martina McBride, Reba
McEntire and Keith Urban, and many others. Gary and Georgia's bona fides could fill a book, and their discussion of the music business,
songwriting in particular, with show host, Eric Gnezda, is a Songs at the Center Exclusive.

(CC) N/A #910H(S)
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12:00m Spy in the Ocean, A Nature Miniseries
Deep Feelings

Spy creatures explore animal emotions and the deep feelings we share. With surfing dolphins, kissing manatees and sensitive cuttlefish, witness
the emotional rollercoaster of life in the sea.

(CC) DVI #102H(S)NPS

05:00a History Detectives
In this episode, the images and the words on this poster suggest a battle is brewing: a clenched fist, police described as "pigs." Who made this
poster and why? Then, was this woodcarving of a mouth and chin once part of the Andrew Jackson figurehead affixed to the bow of the USS
Constitution? And, how does this basket connect us to a woman congress honored as a heroine of the Modoc Indian Wars?

(CC) N/A #907H(S)PBS

06:00a Molly of Denali
A Fireweed Feast/River Skate

Molly and Trini are on a quest for fireweed to make into all sorts of treats even ice cream! But when a storm rolls in, they must pause their hike to
find food and shelter. The land provides many gifts but will fireweed be one of them?

(CC) DVI #206H(S)PBS

06:30a Alma's Way
Do The Waltzango/Big Brother Bootcamp

(CC) DVI #120H(S)PBS

07:00a Wild Kratts
Voyage of the Butterflier Xt

Using Aviva's newly invented Butterflier XT, the miniaturized Kratt Brothers embark on the most incredible insect voyage in the world - the
Monarch butterfly's 2,000 mile migration. Science Concepts: Life cycles.

(CC) N/A #109H(S)PBS

07:30a Curious George
Count On George to Deliver/The Baby Elephant

George loves being pulled around in his wagon on a sunny morning. Today especially, when he comes upon Vickie and Vinnie selling Sprouts
Bars! How can he decide which delicious bars to buy - Banana Nut Chippers or Oatmeal Delights? One of each, of course! George wants to help
his friends and volunteers do the most important job - deliver the boxes that were already sold. George needs to deliver a total of 10 boxes: 2
boxes of Oatmeal Delights to the Renkins, 5 boxes of Banana Chippers to Bill, and 2 boxes of Banana Chippers and 1 box of Oatmeal Delights to
the Quints. With his wagon loaded and list at the ready, George completes the job for two happy customers, Mrs. Renkins and Bill. But when
George gets to the Quints, he discovers that he's missing a box of Oatmeal Delights! Did he miscount the boxes? Did Jumpy steal them? Will
George be able to solve the mystery of the missing box, and salvage his dream of being the best delivery person ever?? / George loves
sightseeing, especially when there are animals involved. And today is extra special. George is visiting an elephant sanctuary in Kenya, where the
Man with the Yellow Hat worked long ago with two of his oldest friends - Ciku the caretaker and an elephant named Ishanga! Soon, a helicopter
lands with a sad orphaned baby elephant, whom they name Toto. Eager to cheer up Toto, George looks after him and learns all about elephants -
how they sleep, what they drink, how they have long memories and strong family ties, and even how they play! But when George goes to fetch
Toto some cane juice with mint, Toto wanders off and gets stuck in a mud pit! After pushing and pulling Toto with no success, George realizes
that this just might be a job for a bigger elephant. Can Ishanga show Toto the way out and become his new family?

(CC) N/A #1505H(S)PBS

08:00a Work It Out Wombats!
Snout and About/Zadie's Shell Shuffle

It's All Hands on Deck! when Zadie and Malik retrace their steps to locate Zeke's beloved stuffy. / When Zadie messes up Mr. E's shell garden,
the key to fixing the pattern is... JunJun's song.

(CC) DVI #103H(S)PBS

08:30a Daniel Tiger's Neighborhood
Daniels Grr-Ific Grandpere/Making Mozies with Nana

Daniels Grr-ific Grandpere - Daniel Tiger is excited to spend the whole day with his grandpa - Grandpere! Whether they're riding on Grandpere's
boat, sorting through Grandpere's treasures, or even just relaxing on the sandy shore, they love the special time they have together. Making
Mozies with Nana - Daniel Tiger spends the whole day with Jodi and her Nana. Jodi and Nana love the special things they do together, like
baking sweet treats and coloring.

(CC) DVI #416H(S)PBS

09:00a Sesame Street
Bert's Bike Time with Luis

Elmo and Rudy play bus driver and bus monitor, driving a homemade bus and helping their friends get around Sesame Street

(CC) DVI #5306H(S)PBS

09:30a Rosie's Rules
Trouble In Chalk Town/Story Time Garden

Rosie and Javi are making a chalk town in the circle drive, but things take a turn when others want to use the space too. / Rosie wants to fix the
community garden for Story Time by herself, but it turns out to be harder than she thought.

(CC) DVI #116H(S)PBS
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10:00a Donkey Hodie
The Potato Stand/Clyde's Surprise Playdate

Donkey wants to share her potatoes with her neighbors, but all her pals already have potatoes! Can she change her plan?/Donkey surprises
Clyde with a playdate in the sky, but they play in different ways. Can they find new ways to have fun together?

(CC) DVI #129H(S)PBS

10:30a Biz Kid$
All in the Family

Does your family talk marketing over meatloaf? Do you know someone who tracks revenue at the family reunion? Family-run businesses come in
all shapes and sizes whether you're a mom-and-pop shop or the Ford Motor Corporation. Learn how families work, grow, and fight their way to
profits.

(CC) DVI #513(S)APTEX

11:00a Curious Crew
Guitar Science

Guitar science ROCKS! Dr. Rob and the Crew perform some very "inSTRUMental" investigations in a guitar STEM jam session!

(CC) N/A #908H(S)NETA

11:30a Make48
Time for Supplies

The teams head to a local hardware store to buy supplies, and then the building begins!

(CC) N/A #503H(S)APTEX

12:00n Market to Market
News and commodity market analysis from the weekly journal of rural America.

(CC) N/A #4912H(S)IPTV

12:30p Motorweek
2023 Lincoln Corsair

We'll start off in the Lincoln Corsair, which received a number of changes for 2023, including slight exterior revisions and some updated tech to fill
its already premium cabin. Then we'll shift over into the latest Mercedes GLC, new for the '23 model year, yet still providing an upscale vibe for
luxury-minded utility buyers. Plus more Quick Spins and some Your Drive advice!

(CC) N/A #4309H(S)PBSPL

01:00p Real Ag
Guide

(N) N/A #1108HSHPTV

01:30p Plan Stronger TV
When to Hire A Financial Adviser

David Holland and Women's Wealth Coach, Jayne Ellegard, discuss the importance of a financial coach. CFP Professional, Kathy Longo,
explains the importance of family financial conversations. Our Financial Panel walks us through the decision to hire a financial professional.

(CC) N/A #608H(S)ACCES

02:00p Classic Gospel (CC) N/A #1504H(S)NETA

03:00p Your Fantastic Mind
Thrill Seeking/Deep Brain Science/Brain Tumor Rehabilitation

In this episode, with the backdrop of a building made famous in a popular TV series, viewers will explore the fascinating world of thrill-seeking and
risk-taking, and how the answers to why we engage in such behaviors can be found in the brain. Another story highlights the importance of
understanding mental health from the perspective of those who live with mental health issues. Lastly, the episode showcases the inspiring story
of an orchestra conductor who, after undergoing cancer rehabilitation due to a brain tumor, was able to recover and lead her orchestra once
again.

(CC) N/A #304H(S)NETA

03:30p Doctors On Call
Dr Shelbe Darnell

(N) N/A #1811HSHPTV

04:00p Antiques Roadshow
Thrills & Chills

Watch ROADSHOW's thrilling and chilling appraisals, including a MAD Issue 8 complete "Frank N. Stein" story, a German wax-head doll, and a
Georgian & Victorian mourning jewelry collection. Dare to guess the top $80,000 to $120,000 find!

(CC) N/A #2724H(S)NPS

05:00p PBS News Weekend (CC) N/A #2038H(S)NPS
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05:30p History with David Rubenstein
Doris Kearns Goodwin

Doris Kearns Goodwin is a presidential historian and Pulitzer Prize-winning author.

(CC) N/A #103H(S)PBSPL

06:00p Cottonwood Connections
Praire Museum of Art and History

(N) N/A #310HSHPTV

06:30p World's Greatest Cruises (CC) N/A #109H(S)NETA

07:00p Hotel Portofino
Contortions

Alice returns with her new fiance and Rose turns up with a plan to win back Lucian. Cecil schemes to take control of the Hotel from Bella and
drive a wedge between her and Marco, while Bella thinks she has discovered the inspector's identity.

(CC) N/A #204#(S)NPS

08:00p World On Fire On Masterpiece
Kasia takes on her first assignment as an agent, and Rajib's military values are tested as he is torn between duty and ideals. Meanwhile, a
familiar face comes to David's aid.

(CC) DVI #5349#(S)PBS

09:00p Annika On Masterpiece
Annika reflects on 1984 when she and the team are flown to the Hebridean islands to investigate the death of a man found in a block of ice.

(CC) DVI #5355#(S)NPS

10:00p Austin City Limits
Jorge Drexler

Award-winning Latin music star Jorge Drexler debuts on Austin City Limits with a sparkling hour of Spanish-language songs from his landmark
Tinta y Tiempo.

(CC) N/A #4905H(S)PBSPL

11:00p Hotel Portofino
Contortions

Alice returns with her new fiance and Rose turns up with a plan to win back Lucian. Cecil schemes to take control of the Hotel from Bella and
drive a wedge between her and Marco, while Bella thinks she has discovered the inspector's identity.

(CC) N/A #204H(S)NPS
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12:00m World On Fire On Masterpiece
Kasia takes on her first assignment as an agent, and Rajib's military values are tested as he is torn between duty and ideals. Meanwhile, a
familiar face comes to David's aid.

(CC) DVI #5349H(S)PBS

05:00a Arthur
Rhyme for Your Life/fFor Whom The Bell Tolls

While struggling to write a poem for his mom, Binky falls asleep and gets trapped in Verseberg... where it's a crime not to rhyme! After tangling
with the big purple orange and meeting poet William Carlos Williams, Binky finally escapes this curse-but will he be able to stop speaking in
verse?? D.W. lost her voice! For Arthur it's a dream come true...until Mom asks Arthur to take care of D.W., and he finds himself at the mercy of a
bad mime with a cowbell. Will Arthur spend the rest of his life at D.W.'s beck and call, endlessly fetching ginger ale and playing Crazy-eights?

(CC) DVI #608H(S)PBS

05:30a Odd Squad
The Jackies/Invasion of the Body Switchers

The Jackies - Ms. O and her team will stop at nothing to win their very first Jackie Award. Curriculum: Greater than and less than. Invasion of the
Body Switchers - When Ms. O and Oscar accidentally switch bodies, Olive and Otto must set things right before the entire Odd Squad team finds
out what happened. Curriculum: Geometry.

(CC) DVI #114H(S)PBS

06:00a Molly of Denali
Lynx to the Past/Molly of the Yukon

TBA

(CC) DVI #223H(S)PBS

06:30a Happy Yoga with Sarah Star
Blooming Sunset

Relax in the beauty of a blooming sunset as we gently stretch and lengthen the spine in a full range of motion. Including stretches to create more
ease in the wrists, neck, shoulders, chest, back, hips and more using a chair for support.

(CC) N/A #404H(S)NETA

07:00a Yoga In Practice
Our Breath Is Our Conversation with the World

Focusing on the breath is one of the essential practices of Yoga. Breathing creates a dynamic conversation between ourselves and our
surroundings, connecting us to the world. In this episode Five Point Star opens us to our breath.

(CC) N/A #201H(S)APTEX

07:30a Curious George
Submonkey/Double-O Monkey Tracks Trouble

When Professor Pizza's birthday present is dragged away by a strong ocean current, George volunteers to take an undersea adventure in a
monkey-sized submarine to retrieve it. Can the curious little monkey locate a small package at the bottom of the ocean or will Pizza's present be
forever lost at sea? Double-Oh-Monkey takes on his most important case yet - to prevent Steve's well-intentioned (but always disastrous) "good
luck present" from ruining Betsy's dance recital! Using his super spy skills and all five of his senses, George tracks down Steve and discovers...a
bucket of wet paint?! Can George warn Betsy in time? Or will her dance recital get a splash of color?

(CC) N/A #901H(S)PBS

08:00a Daniel Tiger's Neighborhood
Daniels Blueberry Paws/Wow at the Library

Daniels Blueberry Paws - Daniel Tiger gets a special treat from Prince Tuesday's fruity ice treat cart, but when he's distracted by the other flavors,
his ice starts to melt. Mom Tiger teaches Daniel to enjoy the "wow" - his blueberry ice - before it's gone. Wow at the Library - Daniel and O the
Owl are enjoying a pop-up story at the library with Uncle X when O flutters off to find more books to read. X teaches O to enjoy the book they're
already reading - the "wow" that's happening right now.

(CC) DVI #411H(S)PBS

08:30a Rosie's Rules
Dino Day Delayed/Rosies Walkie Talkie

106A When Papa says they'll have to wait until tomorrow to go to the Dino Park, Rosie tries to make tomorrow come faster. 106B Rosie tries to
remember where she left her walkie talkie so she, Javi and Jun can play a game.

(CC) DVI #106H(S)PBS

09:00a Sesame Street
Big Bird's Happy to Be Me Club

Big Bird wants to join the Good Bird's Club but the members turn out to be bullies who want Big Bird to change who he is to fit in.

(CC) DVI #5310H(S)PBS

09:30a Work It Out Wombats!
Me Time/Zadie and the Really Big, Really Loud Noisy Thing

After discovering that Super takes an hour for herself every day, the Wombats go on a quest to create the perfect "Me Time."/After a too-calm
"Quiet Day," Zadie yearns to make some noise with her Really Big, Really Loud Noisy Thing!

(CC) DVI #108H(S)PBS
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10:00a Donkey Hodie
A Big Favor for Grampy/A Fair Way to Bounce

Grampy asks Donkey to take Gregory for a walk. The only trouble is, Gregory won't move!/Harriett Elizabeth Cow wants the pals to try her new
invention, the Bounce-a-rino. But, how will they decide who bounces first?

(CC) DVI #105H(S)PBS

10:30a Pinkalicious & Peterrific
A Birthday Party for Kendra/Norman Plans A Playdate

"A Birthday Party for Kendra" Pinkalicious is shocked to hear Kendra has never celebrated a birthday before so she decides to throw her a
surprise party with the help of their friends! But a pinkaperfect party isn't what Kendra had in mind. Curriculum: (Visual Arts) Different people react
differently to colors and visual styles. "Norman Plans a Playdate" Norman the Gnome is really excited - his friend Edna is coming over to play!
Pinkalicious and Peter put their gnome-thinking caps on to help Norman plan the perfect playdate. Curriculum: (Theatre / Visual Arts) - Use role
play to experiment with interacting with different types of people (and to help understand different types of personalities). Interstitial: Kids meet
comic book creator LJ Baptiste and learn how choosing different color palettes can convey a variety of feelings.

(CC) DVI #201H(S)PBS

11:00a Elinor Wonders Why
A Moth Mystery/Just Peachy

The kids are out summer caroling with Senor Tapir, singing their brand new Sunny Summer Song to Animal Town residents. But, by the time they
arrive at Mr. Dog's house, it's nighttime and they can't seem to get a word out because they are distracted by flutter-ing moths. After they learn
the moths are attracted to Mr. Dog's porch light, they figure out an easy solution - just turn off the light! The kids learn that there are simple things
we can do to lessen our impact on nature, and complete their Sunny Summer Song in the dark. The kids decide to give away the peaches they've
picked from Elinor's peach tree to all their friends in Animal Town. Everyone loves their peaches, but soon their basket is emp-ty. They head to
Farmer Bear's farm to get more, but when they get there, they discover that there is only one peach left on the tree! Is Animal Town out of
peaches? After some observations, they learn that certain fruits only grow in certain seasons. The peaches might be gone, but they'll be back
next summer, and now that it's almost fall, they can pick another fresh and juicy fruit for their friends -- apples!

(CC) DVI #134H(S)PBS

11:30a Nature Cat
The Deal with Eels/Skip It!

It could quite possibly be Nature Cat's worst nightmare! Squeeks tells her friends a spooky story of a creature that looks like a snake and swims
in the river, and nobody knows where it comes from or where it goes. Nature Cat is just glad this is a story and not real, but Squeeks says it is
real and shows a picture of the swimming snake. Excited, Squeeks wants to go and look for this creature, and when Daisy and Hal want to join
her, Nature Cat knows that his worst nightmare has just come true! / When challenged by Ronald to compete against him for the Neighborhood
Rock-Skipping Championship of the World, Nature Cat confidently accepts. How hard can it be to be a good rock skipper? But in preparing for the
competition, Nature Cat finds that not only does he have to know how to skip a rock, but some rocks are better than others at being skipped.
Looks like Nature Cat is between a rock and a hard place!

(CC) N/A #217H(S)PBS

12:00n Hero Elementary
Aj's Extra Superpower, Part 1 / Aj's Extra Superpower, Part 2

When a little girl's toys keep disappearing from her backyard, Sparks' Crew discovers the culprit is a neighbor's dog. How will they keep it out?
AJ's Extra Superpower (his autism) is the key. Curriculum: Investigating can help you figure things out and solve problems. / The team heads to
Citytown Hero Con. AJ is dressed as his hero, Jetman Jones, and is shocked to see that many people are also dressed like him. How will he find
the real Jetman Jones in the crowd? Curriculum: Find the differences in similar things by observing and comparing.

(CC) DVI #137H(S)PBS

12:30p Xavier Riddle and the Secret Museum
I Am Abraham Lincoln/I Am Jane Jacobs

(CC) DVI #131H(S)PBS

01:00p Gzero World with Ian Bremmer
What's Iran's Next Move?

Guest: Karim Sadjadpour, Iran expert at the Carnegie Endowment for Peace. Iran's government couldn't be happier that Israel is once again at
war with Hamas. Not to mention that it puts the US in an awkward position. But that doesn't mean that Tehran wants to enter to fight overtly. Iran
expert Karim Sadjadpour joins the show to talk about Iran's next moves.

(CC) N/A #619H(S)APTEX

01:30p Story in the Public Square
Cannupa Hanska Luger

Native American artist Cannupa Hanska Luger brings ground-breaking perspective to his multidisciplinary art as he contextualizes the Indigenous
experience in the 21st century.

(CC) N/A #909H(S)NETA

02:00p Prehistoric Road Trip
Welcome to Fossil Country

Travel with Emily through billions of years of Earth's history to meet some of its earliest life forms, from primitive bacteria to giant reptiles and
many surprising creatures in between.

(CC) N/A #101H(S)PBS
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03:00p Alma's Way
Checkers Champ/World's Greatest

(CC) DVI #121H(S)PBS

03:30p Wild Kratts
Honey Seekers

While on an adventure to discover the toughest animal in Africa, Martin and Chris uncover the amazing relationship between the Honey guide
bird and Honey badger. A relationship that the Wild Kratt team uses to foil the evil plans of Chef Gourmand. Science Concepts: Symbiotic
relationships.

(CC) N/A #110H(S)PBS

04:00p Odd Squad
The Jackies/Invasion of the Body Switchers

The Jackies - Ms. O and her team will stop at nothing to win their very first Jackie Award. Curriculum: Greater than and less than. Invasion of the
Body Switchers - When Ms. O and Oscar accidentally switch bodies, Olive and Otto must set things right before the entire Odd Squad team finds
out what happened. Curriculum: Geometry.

(CC) DVI #114H(S)PBS

04:30p Arthur
Rhyme for Your Life/fFor Whom The Bell Tolls

While struggling to write a poem for his mom, Binky falls asleep and gets trapped in Verseberg... where it's a crime not to rhyme! After tangling
with the big purple orange and meeting poet William Carlos Williams, Binky finally escapes this curse-but will he be able to stop speaking in
verse?? D.W. lost her voice! For Arthur it's a dream come true...until Mom asks Arthur to take care of D.W., and he finds himself at the mercy of a
bad mime with a cowbell. Will Arthur spend the rest of his life at D.W.'s beck and call, endlessly fetching ginger ale and playing Crazy-eights?

(CC) DVI #608H(S)PBS

05:00p Steve Trash Science
Birds Are Amazing / Renewable Vs Nonrenewable

In this episode Steve shares his knowledge about some of the coolest creatures on the planet: birds! Then he shares one of his favorite ideas to
think about: what makes a resource renewable or not renewable.

(CC) N/A #110H(S)NETA

05:30p BBC News America (CC) N/A #104H(S)APTEX

06:00p PBS Newshour (CC) N/A #14091H(S)NPS

07:00p Antiques Roadshow
Vintage Chattanooga Hour 2

Travel back to 2009 for terrific Tennessee treasures, including a N.Y. Celtics Barnstorming poster, ca. 1935, a 1940 Disney Fantasia animation
cell, and a Newcomb College vase, ca. 1908. Can you guess the top find of the hour?

(CC) N/A #2719#(S)NPS

08:00p Antiques Roadshow
Vintage Honolulu

Say Aloha to amazing Season 11 appraisals revisited 14 years later, including 19th-century Hawaiian poi pounders, a Dirk van Erp copper vase
and an 1888 Joseph Nawahi oil painting. One is now worth $250, 000-$300,000.

(CC) N/A #2416#(S)NPS

09:00p Independent Lens
Three Chaplains

Three Muslim chaplains in the U.S. military face resistance and uncertainty as they uphold the First Amendment and practice their faith. They
work to rise to the highest ranks while calling for religious equality.

(CC) DVI #2503H(S)NPS

10:00p Amanpour and Company (CC) N/A #6091H(S)PBSPL

11:00p Energy Switch
Nuclear Waste

The US is the only country with permanent storage for low & intermediate-level nuclear waste. But we're one of the few countries with nuclear
power plants that don't have a plan for high-level waste. Dr. Kathryn Huff, Assistant Secretary, Office of Nuclear Energy at DOE, and Dr. Allison
Macfarlane, Former Chairman of the Nuclear Regulatory Commission, discuss potential solutions.

(CC) N/A #301H(S)NETA
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11:30p Sara's Weeknight Meals
Cheese Please

How do you make any dish even more delicious? Some would argue, just add cheese. To prove the point Sara's got two recipes elevated by our
favorite milk product a French Onion Soup Burger topped with melty, gooey cheese and an equally gooey Alsatian Onion Pie with caramelized
onions and melted Gruyere that puts it over the top. Later, we visit a dairy farm where the cows are treated like queens and then on 'Ask Sara', a
homemade ricotta that's so easy you'll never get it in the store again. Recipes: French Onion Soup Burger; Homemade Ricotta; Alsatian Onion
Pie.

(CC) N/A #1205H(S)APTEX
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12:00m Antiques Roadshow
Vintage Honolulu

Say Aloha to amazing Season 11 appraisals revisited 14 years later, including 19th-century Hawaiian poi pounders, a Dirk van Erp copper vase
and an 1888 Joseph Nawahi oil painting. One is now worth $250, 000-$300,000.

(CC) N/A #2416H(S)NPS

05:00a Arthur
The Election/Francine Goes to War

"The Election"-- "I, Muffy Crosswire, do solemnly swear to uphold the office of the President of the United ..." Actually, it's only a mock election in
Mr. Ratburn's class, but Muffy takes it just as seriously. How far will she go to win? "Francine Goes to War"--Francine can't believe it. She gets in
troubleno matter what she does -- thanks to the new nosy next-door neighbor! Will Francine get to play her drums or fight with her sister again?

(CC) DVI #506H(S)PBS

05:30a Odd Squad
The Odd Antidote/The One That Got Away

The Odd Antidote - When Ms. O has bizarre side effects after being sprayed by a weird plant, Olive and Otto must travel around town finding the
correct measurements of the ingredients for the medicine to cure her, all while keeping Ms. O's condition a secret from her. Curriculum:
Measuring, comparison. The One that Got Away - The only thing that can bring Ms. O's old partner O'Donahue out of retirement is the very thing
that put him there in the first place: a mysterious villain and a case that's gone unsolved for years. Curriculum: Number operations; greater than
and less than.

(CC) DVI #115H(S)PBS

06:00a Molly of Denali
Operation Sleepover/Beneath The Surface

Operation Sleepover When a blizzard hits Qyah Molly has to spend the night at Tooey's house. Sleepover time! And even better, Atsaq agrees to
Molly and Tooey's plan to have the sled dogs sleep inside - if they can behave. Beneath the Surface It's ice fishing season! Nina is studying life
under the ice with her new underwater camera, so Molly and Tooey decide to join her in her tent. But a friendly competition to see who can catch
the most fish turns south when Molly's fish charm bracelet accidently falls into an ice hole.

(CC) DVI #129H(S)PBS

06:30a Happy Yoga with Sarah Star
Desert Gold

Bask in the brilliant desert bloom as we enjoy easy to follow yoga moves for the whole body. Including gentle sun salutations along with stretches
to create more ease in the wrists, neck, shoulders, chest, back, hips and more using a chair for support.

(CC) N/A #405H(S)NETA

07:00a Yoga In Practice
Your Practice Is A Journey

Like any journey to unknown places, the practice of yoga changes your experience and your perspective. Approach your practice today as you
would any journey...with trust, curiosity, and courage. Bow Pose and Camel will help us to move into new experiences.

(CC) N/A #202H(S)APTEX

07:30a Curious George
George Makes A Stand/Curious George Sees The Light

George Makes a Stand - To earn money for a new soccer ball, George decides to set up his own lemonade stand. With help from Betsy, the
stand is such a success that there are too many customers and not enough lemonade. In the nick of time, George remembers a trick that the
Doorman showed him-make two glasses out of one by dividing. All the customers are satisfied, and now all George has to figure out is how to
explain to The Man with the Yellow Hat what happened to all his lemonade. Curious George Sees the Light - A new traffic light is installed on the
country road and George decides that it would really work a lot better with a few adjustments. But George's fixes don't have the desired effect-
traffic gets backed up and even Jumpy can't get across the street to find his nuts! George has to work with Officer Quint to fix the light and get a
better understanding of just what those red, yellow and green lights mean.

(CC) DVI #117H(S)PBS

08:00a Daniel Tiger's Neighborhood
The Class Votes/The Neighborhood Votes

The Class Votes - At school, Daniel and his classmates get to choose their new class pet! Teacher Harriet explains that they can either get a
bunny or a turtle. The kids learn what it means to 'vote' and that sometimes it doesn't always turn out your way. Luckily, ALL of the kids find
something to love about their new pet, 'Snowball'! The Neighborhood Votes - The Tiger family is going to Clock Factory Park today to hear a big
announcement from King Friday. Daniel has to make several choices throughout the day, culminating in one BIG group decision: King Friday
announces that the kids can choose one new piece of playground equipment and everyone gets to speak up for what they want by voting!

(CC) DVI #115H(S)PBS

08:30a Rosie's Rules
Rosie in the City/Rosie in the Country

(CC) DVI #121H(S)PBS

09:00a Sesame Street
Sesame Street Goes to the Farm

Elmo, Rosita, Bert, and Ernie are visiting a farm today! Farmer Todd takes them on a tour and tells them all about the animals that live on the
farm, like chickens, goats, and cows, machines like tractors that help farmers do all kinds of jobs, and the food that grows on the farm, like
strawberries, blueberries, and apples. (Guest: Keke Palmer)

(CC) DVI #5224H(S)PBS
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09:30a Work It Out Wombats!
The Mighty Zeke/Gift for a Fish

Zadie and Malik hope a cape, mask, and super strength gloves will help Zeke overcome his fear of riding a two-wheeler. / The Wombats are
invited to the Fishmans' Fish Shower. But what sort of gift should they create?

(CC) DVI #105H(S)PBS

10:00a Donkey Hodie
The Golden Crunchdoodles Return/Flowers, Fetch, and Dance

The pals finally find a box of Golden Crunchdoodles cereal, but it won't open! Will asking questions help solve the problem? /Donkey, Panda, and
Bob Dog want to play different things. Can they compromise for their three-friend playdate?

(CC) DVI #140H(S)PBS

10:30a Pinkalicious & Peterrific
A Fairy Thanksgiving/Pinkfoot Playdate

"A Fairy Thanksgiving" When Pinkalicious and Peter accidentally damage Fairyanna's Thanksgiving table, they are determined to make things
right and give the fairies the most pinkamazing Fairy Thanksgiving yet! Curriculum: (Visual Arts) - Create art from found objects in nature.
"Pinkfoot Playdate" Pinkfoot is back and is eager to spend the day with Pinkalicious and her friends. But Pinkalicous struggles to find something
that's pinkaperfect for her giant pink furry monster friend. Curriculum: (Dance) Using movement, explore contrasts in force, e.g. hard/soft,
strong/light. Interstitial: Kids use elements from nature to create a fairy house in their backyard.

(CC) DVI #202H(S)PBS

11:00a Elinor Wonders Why
A Garden for All/Band of Explorers

Elinor gives Hazel some strawberry seeds to grow at home, but the only problem is that Hazel lives in an apartment building and doesn't have a
backyard to make a garden in. That doesn't stop the kids from trying! Knowing they need the three S's (seeds, sun and soil) to grow plants, they
gather what they need and discover that Hazel's balcony makes the perfect spot to grow strawberries. You really can make a garden anywhere!
Elinor and the Exploring Club decide to go on a musical exploring march in the forest with all their instruments so they can play a loud song for all
the animals and creatures to hear. But, while they march and play, they realize one thing is missing during their walk - the animals and creatures!
The club discovers that their loud music is keeping the ani-mals and creatures away, so they decide to keep quiet and enjoy the sounds of nature.

(CC) DVI #135H(S)PBS

11:30a Nature Cat
Magical Mushroom Mystery Tour/A Midsummer Day's Dream

(CC) N/A #311H(S)PBS

12:00n Hero Elementary
Friends of the Forest / Chicken Hero

When our heroes learn that lots of paper is being wasted in different ways, they embark on a mission with Branchman (an adult superhero), to
understand the problem and plan a solution to use less paper, while encouraging others to do so as well. Curriculum: By using less paper, we can
help save trees. / When Jetman Jones tries to get a super sidekick, he's surprised when he's sent a chicken. It runs away and Sparks' Crew uses
their Superpowers of Science to gather evidence and track it down. Curriculum: Finding clues can help solve problems.

(CC) DVI #138H(S)PBS

12:30p Xavier Riddle and the Secret Museum
I Am George Washington/I Am Susan B. Anthony

I am George Washington Yadina is excited when she's chosen to be the leader of her Nature Troop, thinking this a great first step toward
becoming President one day. Only problem is, she isn't entirely sure how to be a good leader. To the Secret Museum! Our heroes are sent back
in time to meet one of the greatest leaders in the history of the United States: George Washington. Yadina is awe struck as she gets to meet her
country's very first president, who offers to take them on a fishing trip. As he leads them through the woods to the fishing hole, George is polite,
helpful, and supportive, showing Yadina that a good leader takes care of his or her team. I am Susan B. Anthony Xavier and Yadina are putting
artifacts away on the shelves of the Secret Museum, deciding between the two of them where everything should go, and unintentionally leaving
Brad out. To the Secret Museum! Our heroes are sent back in time to meet someone who always stood up for the rights of all people: Susan B.
Anthony. Watching the young Susan advocate for all of her siblings to have a vote in what to name their new baby goat, and then for all women
everywhere to have a vote over matters that affect their country, helps Xavier and Yadina to realize how important it is for Brad to have a say over
what happens in the Secret Museum. Because everyone should have a vote.

(CC) DVI #109H(S)PBS

01:00p School of Greatness with Lewis Howes
Edith Eger - Healing Trauma

Holocaust Survivor and Psychotherapist Edit Eger gives advice for healing and overcoming trauma from our past in order to move forward in our
life.

(CC) N/A #109H(S)APTEX

01:30p Medical Frontiers
Walking Again with Robotic Rehabilitation

Dr. Chin Takaaki is a pioneer in Japan for using robots in the rehabilitation of chronic spinal cord injury patients. Even when patients regained
walking ability in the hospital, many struggled to maintain it and would go back to using wheelchairs after returning home. Chin's team has
enabled patients to keep walking without crutches by using two types of robotic devices. It has also effectively trained children with robotic hands,
ensuring progress with unique methods.

(CC) N/A #219H(S)APTEX
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02:00p Prehistoric Road Trip
We Dig Dinosaurs

Cruise with Emily into the Cretaceous, when astonishing creatures like T. rex dominated the planet. But what happened to these tremendous
animals? And how did other life forms survive an apocalyptic asteroid crash into Earth 66 million years ago?

(CC) N/A #102H(S)PBS

03:00p Alma's Way
To Break Or Not to Break / The New Mr. Octy

Beto invites Alma and their friends to break his pinata, but when Alma sees he's hesitant about doing it, she wants to find out why. / After Alma
gives away a toy she doesn't play with anymore, she wonders if she made a mistake.

(CC) DVI #202H(S)PBS

03:30p Wild Kratts
Slider, The Otter

The Wild Kratts discover a lost otter cub. Assuming he is lost, the bros attempt to find his family, while introducing him to life in the Cypress
Swamp of Florida.

(CC) N/A #303H(S)PBS

04:00p Odd Squad
The Odd Antidote/The One That Got Away

The Odd Antidote - When Ms. O has bizarre side effects after being sprayed by a weird plant, Olive and Otto must travel around town finding the
correct measurements of the ingredients for the medicine to cure her, all while keeping Ms. O's condition a secret from her. Curriculum:
Measuring, comparison. The One that Got Away - The only thing that can bring Ms. O's old partner O'Donahue out of retirement is the very thing
that put him there in the first place: a mysterious villain and a case that's gone unsolved for years. Curriculum: Number operations; greater than
and less than.

(CC) DVI #115H(S)PBS

04:30p Arthur
The Election/Francine Goes to War

"The Election"-- "I, Muffy Crosswire, do solemnly swear to uphold the office of the President of the United ..." Actually, it's only a mock election in
Mr. Ratburn's class, but Muffy takes it just as seriously. How far will she go to win? "Francine Goes to War"--Francine can't believe it. She gets in
troubleno matter what she does -- thanks to the new nosy next-door neighbor! Will Francine get to play her drums or fight with her sister again?

(CC) DVI #506H(S)PBS

05:00p The Infinite Art Hunt
The Flamingo Fiasco (Public Art)

The Flamingo Fiasco (Public Art): When Cousin Cal's flamingo sculpture isn't accepted for the school art show, Freddie is determined to help him
stay positive about his talent. Grandma Tilly introduces the kids to the concept of public art, and they learn how to make their own public art
project.

(CC) N/A #101H(S)APTEX

05:30p BBC News America (CC) N/A #105H(S)APTEX

06:00p PBS Newshour (CC) N/A #14092H(S)NPS

07:00p Finding Your Roots
Out of the Past

Henry Louis Gates uncovers the lost roots of actors Billy Crudup and Tamera Mowry-Housley, traveling back generations to recount significant
events in history - from the American Revolution to the journey of the Mayflower - in a deeply personal way.

(CC) N/A #910#(S)NPS

08:00p Native America
Women Rule

Native women are leading, innovating, and inspiring in the arts, politics, and protecting the planet. NATIVE AMERICA explores the diverse ways
they carry forward deep traditions to better their communities, their lands, and the world.

(CC) N/A #203#(S)PBS

09:00p Frontline
Shattered Dreams of Peace

A seminal account of how the Israeli-Palestinian peace process was undone by politics and violence. A special presentation of the epic 2002 film
tracing the unraveling of the peace process set in motion by the 1993 Oslo Accords.

(CC) N/A #2023H(S)NPS

11:00p Doctors On Call
Dr. Brandon Wiedenhaft: Pet Health

(N) N/A #1802HSHPTV
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11:30p Whitney Reynolds Show
A Show On Mission, Goes on a Mission

A show on a mission is taking you on a physical mission, to COLOMBIA! Whitney is reporting from the country of Colombia & sharing stories of
redemption with a former terrorist, refugee women and locals impacted by the current times on the Colombia/Venezuala border. The show also
brings it back home & reminds people that the mission can also be done from our own backyard. We chat with NFL veteran Matt Forte, a pastor
helping stop gang violence and CEO is linked to all this.

(CC) N/A #401H(S)NETA
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12:00m Finding Your Roots
Out of the Past

Henry Louis Gates uncovers the lost roots of actors Billy Crudup and Tamera Mowry-Housley, traveling back generations to recount significant
events in history - from the American Revolution to the journey of the Mayflower - in a deeply personal way.

(CC) N/A #910H(S)NPS

05:00a Arthur
Arthur's Chicken Pox/Sick As A Dog

This animated series is based on Marc Brown's best-selling books about Arthur Read, an eight-year-old aardvark, his sister D.W., and their family
and friends. In "Arthur's Chicken Pox," D.W. isn't sure whether Arthur is lucky or not to be sick. When Pal gets "Sick As A Dog," Arthur suspects
D.W. as culprit.

(CC) DVI #118H(S)PBS

05:30a Odd Squad
Odd Outbreak/The Perfect Lunch

Odd Outbreak - Dr. O takes the lead on the case of a strange medical crisis that causes chaos right in the middle of Odd Squad HQ. Curriculum:
Data collection and analysis. The Perfect Lunch - Olive and Otto help Ms. O host a lunch for some very important but easily offended guests.
Curriculum: Weight; algebraic thinking; deductive reasoning.

(CC) DVI #116H(S)PBS

06:00a Molly of Denali
King Run/The Native Youth Olympics

King Run It's salmon season! First order of business at fish camp: help Grandpa Nat fix the broken fish wheel. But when the fish wheel goes
missing, Molly and Tooey have a bigger problem to solve. The Native Youth Olympics Did you know that Molly's Dad used to compete in the
Native Youth Olympics? Neither did she! But now she's determined to put together a team and bring a gold medal to Qyah, if she can master an
event.

(CC) DVI #128H(S)PBS

06:30a Happy Yoga with Sarah Star
Luminous Sunset

Recharge along the luminous ocean sunset, gaining clarity and stability with a modified yoga practice using a chair for support including: dynamic
seated stretches to open the hips and release tension in the spine and a standing sequence to build strength, balance and focus.

(CC) N/A #406H(S)NETA

07:00a Yoga In Practice
Nature and the Cycle of Creation

When we become aware of nature, we begin to align to its rhythm, its cycles, its pulsations. As a part of nature, we can observe how our energy
patterns change with the weather or the seasons. This class will culminate with an energetic pose, Wild Thing.

(CC) N/A #203H(S)APTEX

07:30a Curious George
George's Geode Jamboree/The Man with the Yellow Hair

At the museum, George stumbles upon a closed Earth Science exhibit. Inspired, George decides to start his own rock collection and finds a great
bunch of them in the park. Back at home, George accidentally cracks open a rock and is amazed to discover beautiful crystals inside! What else
could George break open that might have a surprise? As George goes to work cracking open fruits and household items, Professors Wiseman,
Pizza and Einstein realize that George's geode - and a trip to a special cave - might be exactly what the exhibit needs to be awesome again. /
The Country Square Dance is tonight and George and The Man with the Yellow Hat are on their way to get their shoes shined. George spots a
fun airplane chair through a storefront window and goes to investigate. It's a barber shop! The barber shows George some of his special
techniques and George is amazed. He never realized how fascinating hair is! When the barber steps out, George steps in - and ends up giving
Bill, Mr. Renkins, and The Man with the Yellow Hat unique hair styles memorable enough for the dance.

(CC) N/A #1413H(S)PBS

08:00a Daniel Tiger's Neighborhood
Mad at the Crayon Factory/Mad at School

Mad at the Crayon Factory - Daniel returns to the Crayon Factory with O the Owl and Jodi. When Daniel gets mad that he doesn't get a crayon
box right away, he takes a deep breath and realizes there are plenty of boxes for everyone. Mad at School - Daniel and O are building a
cardboard car contraption at school, but when it breaks, they get mad. Once they take a deep breath and count to four, they're able to fix their
contraption together.

(CC) DVI #418H(S)PBS

08:30a Rosie's Rules
Dance Party Island/Rosie The Mascot

Rosie creates a dance party island in her backyard, but the flag she puts on the island causes confusion. / Rosie wants to help cheer on Javi's
soccer team, so she decides to become their mascot.

(CC) DVI #130H(S)PBS

09:00a Sesame Street
Bert's Bike Time with Luis

Elmo and Rudy play bus driver and bus monitor, driving a homemade bus and helping their friends get around Sesame Street

(CC) DVI #5306H(S)PBS
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09:30a Work It Out Wombats!
Summerween/Make It Snow

The Wombats decide to celebrate a summer version of their favorite holiday - Halloween! / Zeke so wants to play in the snow, but it's summer
and the Everything Emporium does not sell snow. Next best thing? Build Zeke a giant snow globe!

(CC) DVI #110H(S)PBS

10:00a Donkey Hodie
The Breakfast Bowl/Dancing Dandelions

Donkey and Panda compete against each other in the Breakfast Bowl. Can they still have fun if only one of them can win? / Donkey, Panda, and
Bob Dog plant Dancing Dandelion seeds and help each other find the right music to make the flowers grow.

(CC) DVI #201H(S)PBS

10:30a Pinkalicious & Peterrific
Aqualicious/Sing in the Spring

"Aqualicious" While at the beach, Pinkalicious and Peter meet Aqua, a merminnie! The three become friends and play together until it's time for
Aqua to go home. But Aqua's home isn't quite what Pinkalicious is expecting - it's even more pinkamazing! Curriculum: (Visual Arts) A color can
come in many different shades (focus on blue). "Sing in the Spring" Spring has come to Pinkville, but none of the flowers have bloomed. Turns
out all the springtime fairies have the flu. But with a little fairy dust and a lot of singing, Pinkalicious and Peter make the flowers bloom and help
bring in the spring. Curriculum: (Music) Sing songs that use gestures to illustrate or substitute for words. Interstitial: Kids observe the same lake
from different angles and paint their perspectives with watercolors.

(CC) DVI #203H(S)PBS

11:00a Elinor Wonders Why
Speed Racer/One of These Goats

Speed Racer - Elinor has a need for speed and wants to make her racecar go faster! So, she and her friends observe birds and fish and come to
realize that they are both very fast, because of the shape of their bodies, tails and wings. The kids then decide the best way to make their race
car go faster is by changing its shape. They make the car more aerodynamic by building it the same shape as a bird or fish. Ready, set....
gooooo! One of These Goats - Substitute Teacher Mr. Hamster wants to learn everyone's names, but he has trouble telling the Goat twins apart,
so Elinor, Ari and Olive decide to help him. This is tricky, because the Goat Twins look so much alike, especially today, when they've decided to
wear the same color dress. After observing them closely and studying each Goat's characteristics, the kids realize that even though the Goats are
very similar, there are many small ways to tell them apart if only you take a closer look.

(CC) DVI #109H(S)PBS

11:30a Nature Cat
Rock Clues/Sweet Scent

(CC) N/A #402H(S)PBS

12:00n Hero Elementary
Looking Super / Schmubble Trouble

When a self-flying cape escapes from the store selling it, Sparks' Crew teams up with the famous hero, Hail Caesar, to search for it. But, it isn't
easy, since the cape is very good at hiding. It will take super observation skills to find it. Curriculum: Observe the world around you to gather
information. Use the information to solve problems. / Benny has a case of the "Schmubbles," a bubble cold that causes bubbles to shoot out of
his hands uncontrollably. When AJ, Lucita, and Sara get caught in Schmubble Bubbles, they must make their way through Citytown inside of
bubbles they can't pop. Curriculum: Objects can be moved from one place to another by combining the right strength and/or direction of pushes
and collisions.

(CC) DVI #131H(S)PBS

12:30p Xavier Riddle and the Secret Museum
I Am Edmund Hillary/I Am Celia Cruz

(CC) DVI #132H(S)PBS

01:00p Cottonwood Connections
Praire Museum of Art and History

(N) N/A #310HSHPTV

01:30p Daytripper
East Austin, Tx

Chet explores the east side of Texas's capital city exploring its food trucks, a modern butcher shop, and a house museum that "Keeps Austin
Weird." He visit the Texas State Cemetery with the graves of past Texans including "Father of Texas" Stephen F. Austin, and then pushes his
lack of athleticism to the extreme on an obstacle course.

(CC) N/A #701H(S)NETA

02:00p Prehistoric Road Trip
Tiny Teeth, Fearsome Beasts

As she drives closer to the present day, Emily discovers surprising truths written in the fossil record. Meantime, scientists studying our planet's
past are revealing clues about its future.

(CC) N/A #103H(S)PBS

03:00p Alma's Way
Alma's Book Swap/Finders Keepers

(CC) DVI #123H(S)PBS
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03:30p Wild Kratts
The Great Froggyback Ride

The Wild Kratts are creature adventuring in the Amazon when they accidentally get miniaturized. A mischievous monkey makes off with the
Miniaturizer and the team must rely on the creature powers of the poison frog, going on a wild froggyback ride to rescue the Miniaturizer, or stay
mini-sized forever! Curriculum: Coloration and mimicry.

(CC) N/A #610H(S)PBS

04:00p Odd Squad
Odd Outbreak/The Perfect Lunch

Odd Outbreak - Dr. O takes the lead on the case of a strange medical crisis that causes chaos right in the middle of Odd Squad HQ. Curriculum:
Data collection and analysis. The Perfect Lunch - Olive and Otto help Ms. O host a lunch for some very important but easily offended guests.
Curriculum: Weight; algebraic thinking; deductive reasoning.

(CC) DVI #116H(S)PBS

04:30p Arthur
Arthur's Chicken Pox/Sick As A Dog

This animated series is based on Marc Brown's best-selling books about Arthur Read, an eight-year-old aardvark, his sister D.W., and their family
and friends. In "Arthur's Chicken Pox," D.W. isn't sure whether Arthur is lucky or not to be sick. When Pal gets "Sick As A Dog," Arthur suspects
D.W. as culprit.

(CC) DVI #118H(S)PBS

05:00p The Infinite Art Hunt
The Birdhouse (Creative Reuse)

The Birdhouse (Creative Reuse): Freddie is obsessed with building a high-tech luxury birdhouse but isn't sure how to go about it. A trip to a
'playbrary' where young creators can use secondhand toys and materials and a chat with a playground designer inspire Freddie to make
something new and unique through creative reuse of old materials.

(CC) N/A #102H(S)APTEX

05:30p BBC News America (CC) N/A #106H(S)APTEX

06:00p PBS Newshour (CC) N/A #14093H(S)NPS

07:00p Spy in the Ocean, A Nature Miniseries
Deep Relationships

Spy creatures uncover surprising undersea relationships as sharks befriend fish, whales play with dolphins, and lobsters do the conga in seas
where even spider crabs have friends.

(CC) DVI #103#(S)NPS

08:00p Nova
Inside China's Tech Boom

The inside story of China's meteoric rise to the forefront of global innovation.

(CC) DVI #5016#(S)NPS

09:00p Secrets of the Dead
Decoding Hieroglyphics

A review of how ancient Egyptian hieroglyphics were first translated 200 years ago and a look at the archaeological work being done in Egypt
right now to understand one of the most important scribes

(CC) N/A #2003H(S)NPS

10:00p Amanpour and Company (CC) N/A #6093H(S)PBSPL

11:00p This American Land
Long Journey for Spawning Salmon, A Wildlife Photographer's Lone Pandemic

Following the run of Chinook salmon for hundreds of miles from the Pacific to Idaho. How a determined wildlife photographer captured the salmon
story during months of solitary travels along the spawning route. With authorities releasing limited water pulses upstream, conservationists and
volunteers work to restore the native habitat of the Colorado Delta that has been dry for decades.

(CC) N/A #1003H(S)NETA

11:30p Outside: Beyond The Lens
Iceland Photo Safari

Jeff and Zack share their experiences from two separate journeys to Iceland. Zack shares incredible footage and travel tips from the island's more
popular destinations while Jeff reveals footage and experiences from the rarely seen "highlands" area of this remote and beautiful travel hotspot.

(CC) N/A #206H(S)APTEX
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12:00m Nova
Inside China's Tech Boom

The inside story of China's meteoric rise to the forefront of global innovation.

(CC) DVI #5016H(S)NPS

05:00a Arthur
The Boy with His Head in the Clouds/More!

All the kids know that George is smart-so why does he sometimes have trouble reading and writing? With a little help from others with dyslexia
like Principal Haney... and Leonardo Di Vinci!... George and the gang discover that learning happens in all different ways. D.W. is thrilled to be
getting an allowance. At last, she'll be rich and powerful! When she learns that Emily and the Tibbles have been already getting theirs
for...well...years, D.W. is devastated. How can she remain friends with them is they have more money than she does?

(CC) DVI #607H(S)PBS

05:30a Odd Squad
Three's Company/Behind Enemy Mimes

Three's Company - Ms. O gets kicked out of her office due to odd infestations. Curriculum: Combining 3-D shapes. Behind Enemy Mimes - Ms. O
needs the agents' help to track down her old partner, O'Donahue. Curriculum: Grouping; Multiplication.

(CC) DVI #212H(S)PBS

06:00a Molly of Denali
Midnight Sun Fun Run/Molly Oodi' Heekha

It's the summer solstice, so the sun stays up all night in Qyah! Trini can't run on her hurt ankle, but she can still cheer! She's planned a big
surprise at the finish line. Who will get there first? Molly and Tooey practice traditional Gwich'in river navigation. Will they be able to steer Auntie
Midge's boat to help Grandpa Nat, who is stranded downriver?

(CC) DVI #213H(S)PBS

06:30a Happy Yoga with Sarah Star
Seashore Cove

Bask along the luminous seashore cove as we gently lengthen and stretch the whole body, all while seated in a chair. Relax from head to toe as
we open the hips and hamstrings, release tension in the shoulders and neck, and find more length in the spine with this modified yoga practice.

(CC) N/A #407H(S)NETA

07:00a Yoga In Practice
Find Balance to Find Peace

Balance is a juggling act in our bodies and in our daily lives. To find balance in either requires us to embrace a true steadiness at our core. Yoga
postures such as Revolved Warrior II help us find balance within the asymmetries of the body.

(CC) N/A #204H(S)APTEX

07:30a Curious George
The Sounds of George/Better Butterflying

(CC) N/A #1405H(S)PBS

08:00a Daniel Tiger's Neighborhood
Thank You, Grandpere Tiger!/Neighborhood Thank You Day

Thank You, Grandpere Tiger! - Grandpere Tiger comes to visit, but is only in town for a short while. Daniel is sad that Grandpere can't come to
the special Thank You Day celebration later that day. Daniel learns to be thankful for the time they DO have together, and is then surprised when
Grandpere appears at the celebration after all! Neighborhood Thank You Day - The neighborhood celebrates Thank You Day by putting notes in
the Thank You Tree. Daniel has trouble deciding what to put in his note. Then, when a gust of wind blows the notes off of the tree, Mr. McFeely
saves the day by catching and delivering everybody's thank you notes!

(CC) DVI #114H(S)PBS

08:30a Rosie's Rules
Dragon Drama/Rosies Lucky Charm

(CC) DVI #120H(S)PBS

09:00a Sesame Street
Big Bird's Happy to Be Me Club

Big Bird wants to join the Good Bird's Club but the members turn out to be bullies who want Big Bird to change who he is to fit in.

(CC) DVI #5310H(S)PBS

09:30a Work It Out Wombats!
A Boxful of Snout / Postcard from Snout

Uh oh! The Wombats accidentally "gift-wrapped" Snout while helping Mr. E. Can they figure out which box he's in? / Zeke misses Snout, who's
accompanying Mr. E on a visit to Aunt Ida. Will a postcard from Snout chase away Zeke's blues?

(CC) DVI #117H(S)PBS

10:00a Donkey Hodie
Dodie Hodie/Uniquely Panda

Donkey's cousin comes to visit, but they don't like doing the same things anymore. Can they still have fun together?/When Purple Panda wonders
if he likes being different from other pandas, Donkey helps him realize his differences make him special.

(CC) DVI #135H(S)PBS
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10:30a Pinkalicious & Peterrific
Peter's Pet/Cupcake Calamity

Peter's Pet: Pinkalcious notices that the Pinkerton's pet cat Rosie seems to be glued to Peter's side. Maybe if she acts more like Peter Rosie will
start following her too? Curriculum: (Theater) Use your body, voice and costumes to portray a character. Cupcake Calamity: Mr. Swizzle has a
pinkamazing Cupcake machine that makes all kinds of cupcakes! But when it breaks down, Pinkalicious and her friends need to figure out how to
get it operating again. Curriculum: Divergent thinking, thinking outside the box (thinking about how one thing can be many different things.
Interstitial: Kids play Frozen Statues, a theater game where they use their bodies to act out different types of animals, people or things.

(CC) DVI #304H(S)PBS

11:00a Elinor Wonders Why
Echo Location/Ears to You

Echo Location - On a camping trip, the kids discover that Ari is really good at playing Marco Polo. Even without saying "Marco," a blindfolded Ari
can easily figure out where Olive and Elinor are. How does he do it? They get a clue when they learn about echoing voices from a cliff face and
understand that bats make a special noise only a few animals can hear that helps them know what's around them. Ears to You - One day while
playing at the lake, Elinor and her friends notice something very interesting -- they can't see ears on some animals. That's so interesting! How do
they hear? This question sets the kids off to explore, and they soon learn how frogs, fish and moles hear. Even though it looks like those animals
don't have any ears at all, the kids discover they do have ears, but that they're just hard to notice, because they are good for hearing underground
or underwater. Just like there are lots of different kinds of animals, there are also lots of different kinds of ears!

(CC) DVI #130H(S)PBS

11:30a Nature Cat
More Than A Monkey Wrench/Trailblazers

(CC) N/A #313H(S)PBS

12:00n Hero Elementary
Rough Sledding / Hungry Hungry Hoppers

When AJ accidentally ruins a schoolmate's box sled, Sparks' Crew pitches in to help find and test the right material to repair the sled. Curriculum:
Materials have different properties. Some materials will work better than others for an intended purpose. / Sparks' Crew is taking care of someone
else's class pet, a super frog that can leap high and far. But, when the frog gets out and hops through town, searching for food, Sparks' Crew has
to figure out what frogs eat in order to lure him back. Curriculum: Different animals eat different kinds of food. They find food in different places.

(CC) DVI #120H(S)PBS

12:30p Xavier Riddle and the Secret Museum
I Am Florence Nightingale/I Am George Washington Carver

I am Florence Nightingale When Yadina gets the hiccups right before a big show & tell appearance, she turns to Xavier and Brad for help. Unsure
how to cure her, the boys have some fun coming up with silly solutions, none of which work. To the Secret (hic) Museum! Our heroes travel back
in time to meet legendary nurse Florence Nightingale, just as she's presented with a very serious problem: her neighbor's dog has a sore paw. To
the library! Florence dedicates herself to learning exactly how to get the poor pup back on his feet, inspiring Xavier and Brad to commit
themselves to finding a real solution to Yadina's hiccup problem. From now on, they'll always help others as best they can. Curriculum: "It's
important to help others as best you can." I am George Washington Carver While playing soccer, Xavier accidentally smushes a flower in the
garden. Yadina wants to help the little flower, but Xavier doesn't get it - what's the big deal? To the Secret Museum! Our trio travel back in time to
meet an expert in plant care: George Washington Carver... accidentally smushing three more flowers in the process! Good thing George
Washington Carver knows just what to do. As the kids transport the plant patients back to George's secret garden, Xavier learns all about how
amazing plant life is and why it's so important each one of us help take care of the Earth. Curriculum: "Take care of the Earth"

(CC) DVI #104H(S)PBS

01:00p Steven Raichlen's Project Fire
Cured and Smoked

In humankind's long march to food security, two ancient preserving techniques have stood out over the millennia: curing and smoking. The first
involves preserving foods with salt, soy sauce, or sodium nitrite-ingredients that add flavor while they inhibit bacterial activity. The second
technique involves blasting foods with flavorful clouds of wood smoke. This, too, impedes, spoilage, but even more importantly, both techniques
build distinctive flavors. Today, we're pushing the envelope on traditional curing and smoking. SMOKED LETTUCE SALAD WITH JAPANESE
CURED EGGS; MAPLE-CURED BACON; SMOKED CORNED BEEF WITH CAVEMAN CABBAGE.

(CC) N/A #310H(S)APTEX

01:30p Tim Farmer's Country Kitchen
The Grandbabies Are Here Egg Muffins, Fried Green Tomatoes, Shrimp Pot Pie

The Grandbabies are back! Taryn shares a quick and easy recipe for a "finger food" breakfast of Egg Muffins and Sammy entertains the farm
animals. Fry up some Green Tomatoes in Panko with a Tangy Dipping Sauce for a snack and finish the night with a Shrimp & Sausage
Shepherds Pot Pie using our leftovers. Then head up to the cabin to learn about Heirloom seeds and how to harvest some of your own.

(CC) N/A #110H(S)NETA

02:00p Stranger at Home: Healing The Psychological Wounds of War
STRANGER AT HOME weaves the life-altering stories of an Army Ranger involved in the killing of football star Pat Tillman; a Navy Psychologist
forced into whistleblowing; and a Vietnam Marine turned world-renowned trauma expert, as they work tirelessly to deliver their urgent call-to-
action for the radical transformation of military mental health.

(CC) N/A #0H(S)NETA
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03:00p Alma's Way
Alma Town/Alma's Big Help

When Alma is elected mayor of Cardboard City, she promises to help the city run smoothly. But when Cardboard City's citizens start to feel
unhappy with Alma's rule-making, she has to figure out how to make rules that are fair to everyone./Alma and Junior want to help out in a big
way, but, after trial and error, they discover it's the little acts of kindness that make the biggest difference.

(CC) DVI #137H(S)PBS

03:30p Wild Kratts
Osprey

Jimmy accidentally drops the keys to the Tortuga into the ocean. Chris, Martin and Aviva on are a race to develop osprey creature powers to find
the keys before they disappear forever!

(CC) N/A #307H(S)PBS

04:00p Odd Squad
Three's Company/Behind Enemy Mimes

Three's Company - Ms. O gets kicked out of her office due to odd infestations. Curriculum: Combining 3-D shapes. Behind Enemy Mimes - Ms. O
needs the agents' help to track down her old partner, O'Donahue. Curriculum: Grouping; Multiplication.

(CC) DVI #212H(S)PBS

04:30p Arthur
The Boy with His Head in the Clouds/More!

All the kids know that George is smart-so why does he sometimes have trouble reading and writing? With a little help from others with dyslexia
like Principal Haney... and Leonardo Di Vinci!... George and the gang discover that learning happens in all different ways. D.W. is thrilled to be
getting an allowance. At last, she'll be rich and powerful! When she learns that Emily and the Tibbles have been already getting theirs
for...well...years, D.W. is devastated. How can she remain friends with them is they have more money than she does?

(CC) DVI #607H(S)PBS

05:00p The Infinite Art Hunt
The Summer Dance Off (Hip Hop)

The Summer Dance Off (Hip Hop): It's Freddie's favorite day of the year - the annual summer dance off- but Cousin Ty isn't feeling quite as
confident in his dancing ability. Freddie makes it her art mission to change his attitude and takes them to a studio where a dance instructor
introduces them to his students and teaches a few moves.

(CC) N/A #103H(S)APTEX

05:30p BBC News America (CC) N/A #107H(S)APTEX

06:00p PBS Newshour (CC) N/A #14094H(S)NPS

07:00p This Old House
Lexington | Ramping Up

Like the exterior, the interior of the home, including the new walkout basement, is taking shape. New repairs to the original brick are made to look
old. A DIY ramp is built, and a modern accessible home is toured. Trim is added to the exterior.

(CC) N/A #4507H(S)PBSPL

07:30p Ask This Old House
Rain Garden, Wrought Iron Railing

Jenn heads to Portland, Oregon to help a couple install a rain garden; Ross shares how moisture meters can detect unseen water damage; Mark
installs a railing on concrete steps.

(CC) N/A #2207H(S)PBSPL

08:00p Home Diagnosis
Princeton, Nj Trust Your Nose

A New Jersey homeowner with a sensitive sniffer swears she can smell the air from the attic or the basement in every part of the house, but her
family can't back her up. The house was built in the 1960's and testing shows it has greater air tightness than one would think. With her growing
environmental sensitivity, she has Corbett and Grace use science to help prove she's right or it's all in her head.

(CC) N/A #102H(S)NETA

08:30p Inspire
Women In Film

(N) N/A #304HKTWU

09:00p Little Bird
I Want My Mom

Esther returns to the prairies and continues her pursuit of uncovering her past. Reconnecting the severed ties of a broken family is not easy.
When tragedy strikes, Esther realizes that she needs her mother, Golda, more than anything.

(CC) DVI #105H(S)NPS
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10:00p Sunflower Journeys
An Artists' Touch

We find out about Arts Connect, a non-profit group dedicated to promoting arts in Topeka; we look at a new community art project in Wamego,
Kansas that features Toto, the dog from the Wizard of Oz books and films; and we meet JooYoung Choi, an artist at the Wichita Riverfest who
invites us to explore her colorful imaginary world.

(N) N/A #3102H(S)KTWU

10:30p America's Heartland
An urban couple realizes their dream by moving to the country and growing saffron, one of the world's rarest spices. A tomato farmer adds solar
panels to farmland that's been affected by drought. We'll walk you through the steps to cook a hearty White Bean and Beef Stew. Tour a lumber
mill in Alabama, a state that's become one of the leading timber producers in the nation.

(CC) N/A #1709H(S)APTEX

11:00p This Old House
Lexington | Ramping Up

Like the exterior, the interior of the home, including the new walkout basement, is taking shape. New repairs to the original brick are made to look
old. A DIY ramp is built, and a modern accessible home is toured. Trim is added to the exterior.

(CC) N/A #4507H(S)PBSPL

11:30p Ask This Old House
Rain Garden, Wrought Iron Railing

Jenn heads to Portland, Oregon to help a couple install a rain garden; Ross shares how moisture meters can detect unseen water damage; Mark
installs a railing on concrete steps.

(CC) N/A #2207H(S)PBSPL
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12:00m Prehistoric Road Trip
We Dig Dinosaurs

Cruise with Emily into the Cretaceous, when astonishing creatures like T. rex dominated the planet. But what happened to these tremendous
animals? And how did other life forms survive an apocalyptic asteroid crash into Earth 66 million years ago?

(CC) N/A #102H(S)PBS

05:00a Arthur
Muffy's House Guests/Binky Can't Always Get What He Wants

Muffy is terrified when peregrine falcons build a nest right outside her bedroom window. Can her friends help her cure her ornithophobia? / Binky
gets cast in a TV commercial and he's certain his career as a superstar has begun. But when filming the commercial conflicts with his
commitment to perform in a talent show, he has to make a difficult decision.

(CC) DVI #2203H(S)PBS

05:30a Odd Squad
Drop Gadget Repeat/20 Questions

Drop Gadget Repeat - The agents try to escape from a time loop. Curriculum: Addition. 20 Questions - A villain sets off a backwards bubble.
Curriculum: Numerical relations; Using a number line; Understanding greater than/less than.

(CC) DVI #213H(S)PBS

06:00a Molly of Denali
Ice Sculpture/Tale of a Totem

Ice Sculpture When Auntie Midge informs Molly that her Mom was once an accomplished ice sculptor, Molly decides to organize an ice-sculpting
competition in Qyah. But when rising temperatures threaten to melt the ice, Molly must come up with a clever solution to save the contest. Tale of
a Totem Molly's excitement about attending her first totem pole raising in Sitka quickly turns to panic when she and Randall accidentally lose an
important piece of the totem pole-one of the abalone shell eyes on a raven. Can they find a replacement before the ceremony that afternoon?

(CC) DVI #118H(S)PBS

06:30a Happy Yoga with Sarah Star
Desert Wildflowers

Enjoy the colorful burst of desert wildflowers as we move through an invigorating modified yoga practice using a chair for support, combining
lower body strengthening moves with a series of upper body stretches to open the chest and shoulders.

(CC) N/A #408H(S)NETA

07:00a Yoga In Practice
Finding Your Center

When life is chaotic we need to find our center to help reestablish balance. In this practice we will use Triangle and Half Moon to teach us how to
strongly plant our legs. By grounding our energy we learn to create inner balance.

(CC) N/A #205H(S)APTEX

07:30a Curious George
Locked Out/Bark Suit!

When winter is forecasted to come early this year, George and Allie worry that their upcoming fall camping trip may be canceled. So they try to
stall winter&#39;s arrival by reattaching leaves to the trees to fool the seasons into not changing. When snow falls anyway, George and Allie are
devastated -- their trip is ruined! But The Man with the Yellow Hat takes them camping in the snowy forest anyway and they see many new
amazing sights, including a deer, rabbit, fox and giant mystery footprints made by ... an abominable snowman?! When George makes a trail for
the snowman to find their campsite, the trio is in for a big snowy surprise indeed. / Excited for his first trip to the Botanical Gardens, George tries
to grow fruits and vegetables in his bedroom. The Man with the Yellow Hat explains that where George is going is not that kind of garden,
it&#39;s where exotic flowers and unusual plants grow! When George arrives, what he sees is beyond his wildest expectations -- a plant that
looks like brains, flowers that smell like lemons and .... big green giraffes and lions!? The Topiary Garden, where big leafy bushes are shaped into
animals, inspires George to spruce up his home shrubbery and make his own. But which shapes should George create? And will Jumpy stand
still long enough for George to trim a squirrel-shaped bush? When George&#39;s creatures end up in unexpected shapes, he and Mrs. Renkins
brainstorm a solution to make George&#39;s Topiary Garden come to life.

(CC) N/A #1506H(S)PBS

08:00a Daniel Tiger's Neighborhood
Everyone Has A Turn at Show and Tell/Daniel Takes Turns at the Pool

Daniel and his classmates learn how to take turns during Show and Tell. /At the Neighborhood pool, Daniel and Miss Elaina take turns playing
with the bubble wand. Later, he and Prince Wednesday take turns using a pool noodle.

(CC) DVI #616H(S)PBS

08:30a Rosie's Rules
Royal Rosie/Rosies No-Strawberry Stand

107A The Purple Knight is coming to Mom's bookstore, but Rosie isn't sure how to help Mom set up. 107B Rosie and Javi make a strawberry
horchata stand, but they don't have strawberries. They go to the store where Rosie learns how stores get food.

(CC) DVI #107H(S)PBS

09:00a Sesame Street
A Home for Gecko

Elmo, Abby, and Chris are helping Zoe make a habitat for her new pet gecko, Gary. They fill a terrarium with soil, moss, rocks, and branches but
are missing a hiding place to keep Gary cool. This is a problem! They wonder what they can use for Gary's hiding spot. What if they use an empty
yogurt cup? Let's try! It works. They didn't give up and made the perfect hiding spot for Gary's new home.

(CC) DVI #5221H(S)PBS
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09:30a Work It Out Wombats!
Crab Quakes/Hopping Helpers

The Wombats are on the case, helping find the mystery of a scary-weird sound that has frightened Carly, CeCe, and Clyde. / The Wombats
become "Hopping Helpers," packaging jars of super-sticky Ooey Gooey Goo.

(CC) DVI #106H(S)PBS

10:00a Donkey Hodie
Cheesy Con/Stanley's One-Dragon Show

When Donkey hurts her hoof and can't go to Cheesy Con with Panda, Panda brings Cheesy Con to her!/Stanley's one-dragon show isn't going as
he planned. Can his pals help him get things back on track in time for opening night?

(CC) DVI #128H(S)PBS

10:30a Pinkalicious & Peterrific
Paintbrush Boy and Pencil Girl/Save A Tree

Paintbrush Boy and Pencil Girl: Pinkalicious and Rafael decide to create their very own comic book! But when Pinkalicious realizes that Rafael
made the next chapter without her, it will take more than a superhero to save their friendship. Curriculum: (Visual Arts) Creating characters and
working collaboratively to tell a story through a comic book format. Save a Tree: Pinkalicious and her friends are sad to learn their favorite tree at
the park has died and will be taken down. Determined to save it, Pinkalicious comes up with a pinkamazing idea to give their beloved tree new
purpose. Curriculum: (Visual Arts) Create something new from something old, using paint, natural objects and craft items. Interstitial: Kids meet
comic book creator LJ Baptiste and learn how choosing different color palettes can convey a variety of feelings.

(CC) DVI #305H(S)PBS

11:00a Elinor Wonders Why
Speedy Swimming/Strawberry Jam

Speedy Swimming - The kids go to the local lake for a nice swim and discover that many animals can swim really fast. Elinor then notices
something interesting -- ducks, along with other animals that swim, like frogs and turtles, have webbed feet. The three little scientists discover that
webbed feet help these creatures get around easier in the water, which makes them swim faster. The kids are inspired by this discovery and use
flippers to swim fast all over the lake! Strawberry Jam - It's Elinor's Dad's birthday and he's in great spirits, because they are doing his favorite
thing - going camping. But, when Elinor and Olive plan the perfect camping breakfast, they realize they're out of strawberry jam, which he loves.
What are they going to do?! The two kids set out to find some strawberries and learn how to tell which strawberries are ripe and ready to be eaten
and which are not. The two girls then use the ripe strawberries to make the perfect birthday breakfast for Elinor's Dad.

(CC) DVI #124H(S)PBS

11:30a Nature Cat
Stop and Hear The Cicadas/Cold-Blooded

Stop And Hear The Cicadas - Today is the day of the Nature Quiz game show and Daisy has been studying non-stop! But while on the way to the
quiz, the gang hears a spooky scary noise in the forest that stops them in their tracks. What could it be?! And where is it coming from?! Nature
Cat is convinced the forest is haunted. Daisy thinks there must be a more logical explanation. Time for a little scientific investigation! Oh yeah! Oh
yeah! Cold-Blooded - Man-oh-man! Something keeps knocking over Daisy's precious Pinecone Pals! Maybe it's the wind? Hal knows exactly who
can protect the Pinecone Pals! Police officer Captain Pino Pineaconi, he's a Pinecone of Law! But when the gang returns from a fun game of
hide-and-go-seek, they find the Pinecone Pals knocked over again! Who keeps doing this?! Captain Pino thinks its time to launch an investigation
and the good captain is right! Time to look for clues. Tally ho!

(CC) N/A #202H(S)PBS

12:00n Hero Elementary
Hero Hit Parade / Trouble at the Pet Wash

When a big parade balloon gets loose and flies through Citytown, Sparks' Crew tries to get it back. But, how can they stop this giant balloon?
Curriculum: When objects touch or collide, they push on one another and can change direction. / Sparks' Crew is setting up a Pet Wash when a
young boy's dog goes missing. Sparks' Crew sets out to search for the dog, but there are so many different kinds of dogs out there... how can
they find the right one? Curriculum: The same type of animal, such as dogs, are similar and different in many ways.

(CC) DVI #121H(S)PBS

12:30p Xavier Riddle and the Secret Museum
I Am Leonardo Da Vinci/I Am Amelia Earhart

I am Leonardo da Vinci Xavier gets caught in a tailspin when he can't decide which after-school activity to sign up for. Basketball? Dance?
Robotics? It all sounds fun, how can he possibly pick just one? To the Secret Museum! Our heroes are sent back in time to meet the ultimate
renaissance man: Leonardo da Vinci. During their playdate, we discover that Leonardo is interested in a lot of different things, too - just like
Xavier! And he wouldn't have it any other way. What he learns doing one thing helps him with another! He helps Xavier to see that it's okay to try
many different activities. Curriculum: "It's okay to try many different activities." I am Amelia Earhart There's a bike rodeo coming up and Brad can't
wait to sign up, until he realizes that the course isn't training-wheel friendly. Uh oh. Brad can't possibly ride his bike without training wheels, can
he? To the Secret Museum! Xavier takes his pal back in time to meet someone who never backed down from a challenge: Amelia Earhart.
Watching Amelia boldly chase her dream of soaring through the clouds as the first woman to cross the Atlantic Ocean solo convinces Brad that
when there's something you really want to do, even if it seems impossible, you just have to go for it. Curriculum: "Go for it!"

(CC) DVI #105H(S)PBS

01:00p Inspire
The Impact of Race On Infant Mortality

(N) N/A #310HKTWU
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01:30p I've Got Issues
Ks Legislation Back In Action 2023

(N) N/A #1301HKTWU

02:00p Bob Dole, Italy and World War II
Some of the most brutal, merciless and chaotic fighting of World War II took part in the mountains of Italy and lasted until the final days of the war.
Even as the Allies advanced into the heart of Berlin in May of 1945, the battle for Italy continued. Many soldiers were affected by their time
fighting in Italy and the horrific conditions they faced there. BOB DOLE, ITALY AND WORLD WAR II is about those who lived through one of
World War II's most desperate fights, including the young lieutenant from Kansas whose unforgettable ordeal in Italy would shape his life of public
service.

(CC) N/A #0H(S)APTEX

03:00p Alma's Way
Piragua Problem / Balloon Blues

There's a new piragua flavor named after Alma, but what should Alma do when she doesn't like it? / Alma isn't sure what to do when Andre
doesn't want to play with balloon animals anymore.

(CC) DVI #210H(S)PBS

03:30p Wild Kratts
Adapto The Coyote

(CC) N/A #613H(S)PBS

04:00p Odd Squad
Drop Gadget Repeat/20 Questions

Drop Gadget Repeat - The agents try to escape from a time loop. Curriculum: Addition. 20 Questions - A villain sets off a backwards bubble.
Curriculum: Numerical relations; Using a number line; Understanding greater than/less than.

(CC) DVI #213H(S)PBS

04:30p Arthur
Muffy's House Guests/Binky Can't Always Get What He Wants

Muffy is terrified when peregrine falcons build a nest right outside her bedroom window. Can her friends help her cure her ornithophobia? / Binky
gets cast in a TV commercial and he's certain his career as a superstar has begun. But when filming the commercial conflicts with his
commitment to perform in a talent show, he has to make a difficult decision.

(CC) DVI #2203H(S)PBS

05:00p The Infinite Art Hunt
Sonic Sable (Comic Books)

Sonic Sable (Comic Books): When Freddie's best friend Sable is bullied about her artwork, she decides to give up her dream of creating a comic
book. A visit to a comic book artist to learn about sequential art and everyday people who become heroes inspires a super solution to Sable's
problem.

(CC) N/A #104H(S)APTEX

05:30p BBC News America (CC) N/A #108H(S)APTEX

06:00p PBS Newshour (CC) N/A #14095H(S)NPS

07:00p Washington Week with the Atlantic (CC) N/A #6320H(S)NPS

07:30p Firing Line with Margaret Hoover (CC) N/A #720H(S)NPS

08:00p Market to Market
News and commodity market analysis from the weekly journal of rural America.

(CC) N/A #4913H(S)IPTV

08:30p Real Ag
Seeds of Civilization: A History of Agriculture

(N) N/A #1201HSHPTV

09:00p Salute to Service: A Veterans Day Celebration
A Veterans Day musical celebration hosted by Jon Stewart and featuring the U.S. Army Field Band with special guests Mickey Guyton, Amanda
Shires and Mandy Gonzalez.

(CC) DVI #0H(S)NPS

10:00p Amanpour and Company (CC) N/A #6095H(S)PBSPL

11:00p Real Ag
Seeds of Civilization: A History of Agriculture

(N) N/A #1201HSHPTV
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11:30p Start Up
Birdy Boutique: Armada, Mi

Birdy Boutique; a Michigan-based textile manufacturing company. This is a story about family coming together to give back through small
business.

(CC) N/A #1107H(S)NETA
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12:00m Salute to Service: A Veterans Day Celebration
A Veterans Day musical celebration hosted by Jon Stewart and featuring the U.S. Army Field Band with special guests Mickey Guyton, Amanda
Shires and Mandy Gonzalez.

(CC) DVI #0H(S)NPS

05:00a Mister Rogers' Neighborhood
Trying & Learning/How People Make Construction Paper

Mister Rogers shows how people make construction paper and makes some paper chains.  It can take a lot of trying to learn something the
important thing is to keep trying.

(CC) N/A #1653H(S)PBS

05:30a Arthur
The Boy with His Head in the Clouds/More!

All the kids know that George is smart-so why does he sometimes have trouble reading and writing? With a little help from others with dyslexia
like Principal Haney... and Leonardo Di Vinci!... George and the gang discover that learning happens in all different ways. D.W. is thrilled to be
getting an allowance. At last, she'll be rich and powerful! When she learns that Emily and the Tibbles have been already getting theirs
for...well...years, D.W. is devastated. How can she remain friends with them is they have more money than she does?

(CC) DVI #607H(S)PBS

06:00a Molly of Denali
Midnight Sun Fun Run/Molly Oodi' Heekha

It's the summer solstice, so the sun stays up all night in Qyah! Trini can't run on her hurt ankle, but she can still cheer! She's planned a big
surprise at the finish line. Who will get there first? Molly and Tooey practice traditional Gwich'in river navigation. Will they be able to steer Auntie
Midge's boat to help Grandpa Nat, who is stranded downriver?

(CC) DVI #213H(S)PBS

06:30a Agphd (N) N/A #1336HHEFTY

07:00a Market to Market
News and commodity market analysis from the weekly journal of rural America.

(CC) N/A #4913H(S)IPTV

07:30a Curious George
The Sounds of George/Better Butterflying

(CC) N/A #1405H(S)PBS

08:00a Work It Out Wombats!
The Mighty Zeke/Gift for a Fish

Zadie and Malik hope a cape, mask, and super strength gloves will help Zeke overcome his fear of riding a two-wheeler. / The Wombats are
invited to the Fishmans' Fish Shower. But what sort of gift should they create?

(CC) DVI #105H(S)PBS

08:30a Daniel Tiger's Neighborhood
Thank You, Grandpere Tiger!/Neighborhood Thank You Day

Thank You, Grandpere Tiger! - Grandpere Tiger comes to visit, but is only in town for a short while. Daniel is sad that Grandpere can't come to
the special Thank You Day celebration later that day. Daniel learns to be thankful for the time they DO have together, and is then surprised when
Grandpere appears at the celebration after all! Neighborhood Thank You Day - The neighborhood celebrates Thank You Day by putting notes in
the Thank You Tree. Daniel has trouble deciding what to put in his note. Then, when a gust of wind blows the notes off of the tree, Mr. McFeely
saves the day by catching and delivering everybody's thank you notes!

(CC) DVI #114H(S)PBS

09:00a Sesame Street
The Pie Caper

Elmo and Abby are visiting the farm today and just helped Farmer Todd make a pie. They wait for the pie to cool and help Farmer Todd with
some chores. When they return, they see that their special treat is gone. Someone has eaten their pie! Elmo and Abby become detectives and
look for clues to figure out that Cookie Monster had eaten the pie.

(CC) DVI #5226H(S)PBS

09:30a Rosie's Rules
Dance Party Island/Rosie The Mascot

Rosie creates a dance party island in her backyard, but the flag she puts on the island causes confusion. / Rosie wants to help cheer on Javi's
soccer team, so she decides to become their mascot.

(CC) DVI #130H(S)PBS

10:00a Donkey Hodie
Dodie Hodie/Uniquely Panda

Donkey's cousin comes to visit, but they don't like doing the same things anymore. Can they still have fun together?/When Purple Panda wonders
if he likes being different from other pandas, Donkey helps him realize his differences make him special.

(CC) DVI #135H(S)PBS
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10:30a Diy Science Time
Dauphin Island

Mister C and the Science Crew visit Dauphin Island Sea Lab in Alabama for an amazing adaptation adventure! Join along as we build a potato
fish, go out to sea, and learn about the coolest tiny worms!

(CC) N/A #210H(S)NETA

11:00a Paint This with Jerry Yarnell
Rocky Mountain Refuge, Part 2

Jerry uses a beautiful rocky mountain acrylic painting with an outstanding composition for a mixed media painting. Jerry slowly and methodically
works through the mysteries of water miscible oils. The problems of composition and design have been resolved in acrylic. When you use the
water miscible oils over the top of acrylics you are enjoying the fun of the details while working on the background and middle ground of the
painting.

(CC) N/A #1306H(S)NETA

11:30a Make It Artsy
Your Workspace

Shake up your workspace. Host Julie Fei Fan Balzer, known for her colorful aprons, shares how to make your own to reflect your mood and art
style. Then, meet Kristin Gambaccini to create a simple but unique plant stand to bring a living plant into your studio. Finally, Micah Goguen
shows how to make heirloom light catchers. Last is a color study - purple.

(CC) N/A #903H(S)NETA

12:00n Creative Living
"What goes around comes around." Remember that saying? People are still antiquing furniture but the products are just different. Connie Moyers
is with the NM Cooperative Extension Service, and she's going to show how to make your own DIY chalk paint recipe and then show how to use
it on a variety of projects. Diane Romick, President and CEO of Castle Design Studio, will explain how optical illusions can change the perception
of space when designing an interior. She'll show how different illusions apply to a room.

(CC) N/A #7011H(S)KENW

12:30p This Old House
Lexington | Reworked and Rewired

The fully framed front of the house is revealed. Work continues on the geothermal system, and the connection to the interior is made. Blocking is
installed in the framing. Old receptacle boxes in the original brick walls are replaced and rewired.

(CC) N/A #4506H(S)PBSPL

01:00p Woodsmith Shop
2 Clever Jigs

Customizing your shop is one of the best ways to enjoy woodworking. The Woodsmith team shows off two shop-made accessories that can make
your shop more enjoyable and save some money, too. Build an extra-large clamp or a benchtop workbench.

(CC) N/A #1709H(S)NETA

01:30p American Woodshop
Woodworking Ways / The Four Shop Tour

Design Innovator Barry Todd shares inspiring woodturning ideas. Eric Gorges of A Craftsman's Legacy shows us creative shop design tips.
Suzy's live edge table shines in her new barn woodshop!

(CC) N/A #2713H(S)NETA

02:00p Garage with Steve Butler
Planter Box

Steve builds a planter box, perfect for the back deck.

(CC) N/A #209H(S)NETA

02:30p Chef's Life
Peas, Please

As a visit from her editor accelerates book preparations, Vivian reckons with handing over the restaurant reins to John and Justise. A tutorial in
"beatin' peas," delivered by a 92-year-old expert, is an entertaining and therapeutic history lesson.

(CC) N/A #403H(S)PBS

03:00p America's Test Kitchen
Scandinavian Brunch

Hosts Bridget Lancaster and Julia Collin Davison bake perfectly spiced Kanelbullar (Swedish Cinnamon Buns). Gadget critic Lisa McManus
reviews robot vacuums. Julia shows Bridget how to make Gravlax.'

(CC) N/A #2315H(S)APTEX

03:30p Cook's Country
Jamaican Feast

Morgan Bolling makes host Julia Collin Davison Jamaican Oxtail, and Toni Tipton-Martin talks about oxtail dishes around the world. Equipment
expert Adam Ried shares his top picks for countertop compost bins, and Christie Morrison makes host Bridget Lancaster Jamaican Rice and
Peas.

(CC) N/A #1610H(S)APTEX
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04:00p Fons & Porter's Love of Quilting
Sea Glass Star

Angela Huffman had so much fun with a technique she used in a throw pillow last season, she designed an entire quilt around it. Sea Glass Star
uses asymmetrical strip sets to create banded flying geese, which creates a magnificent medallion star. We let 'technique' drive our creativity on
this episode of Love of Quilting!

(CC) N/A #4203H(S)NETA

04:30p It's Sew Easy
Stylish Athletic Wear

This season features a wardrobe of athletic or everyday wear with Angela Wolf. To kick off athletic wear, Angela demonstrates a yoga top with
mesh color-blocked inserts. Then, Emily Thompson has the perfect pattern for a workout skirt for kids featuring shorts underneath.

(CC) N/A #2001H(S)NETA

05:00p Knit and Crochet Now
Perk It Up Accent Pillows!

Add color and warmth to your home with these decorative throw pillows and perk up your decor! We begin with two crocheted, textured accent
pillows with Kristin Omdahl. Next, it's the Blooming knit dishcloth with Lena Skvagerson. Last up is Lily Chin with two knitted pillows. The first is
the Cables Square Pillow. Then knit up the Spiral Star Pillow. It's two pillows in one - made with a different pattern on each side.

(CC) N/A #1304H(S)NETA

05:30p Garden Smart
A Farmer's Market Brings A Community Together

GardenSMART goes behind the scenes and visits two vendors-one grows organic produce and mushrooms, the other grows unbelievably
gorgeous dahlias. There is so much that goes into growing these great products and so much satisfaction in growing them. Be sure to tune in.

(CC) N/A #7302H(S)NETA

06:00p Cottonwood Connections
Praire Museum of Art and History

(N) N/A #310HSHPTV

06:30p Rick Steves' Europe
Rick Steves' Europe: Art of the High Middle Ages

As Europe passed A.D. 1000, its growing prosperity was reflected in soaring Gothic cathedrals graced with colorful altarpieces, lacy stonework,
and radiant stained glass. We visit luxurious castles to see exquisite tapestries showing a new secular love of worldly pleasures and, end in Italy,
where pioneering artists like Giotto were mastering realism and pointing the way to the future of art.

(CC) N/A #1206H(S)APTEX

07:00p The Lawrence Welk Show
Music of Harry Warren (Mary Lou Metzger)

On this program Bobby and Elaine dance to "Forty Second Street", the Aldridge Sisters and the Otwell Twins sing "I Found A Million Dollar Baby",
Kathie Sullivan delights with the haunting "I Only Have Eyes for You", and Jim Turner puts a country spin on "September in the Rain".

(CC) N/A #1913H(S)OETA

08:00p Bob Dole, Italy and World War II
Some of the most brutal, merciless and chaotic fighting of World War II took part in the mountains of Italy and lasted until the final days of the war.
Even as the Allies advanced into the heart of Berlin in May of 1945, the battle for Italy continued. Many soldiers were affected by their time
fighting in Italy and the horrific conditions they faced there. BOB DOLE, ITALY AND WORLD WAR II is about those who lived through one of
World War II's most desperate fights, including the young lieutenant from Kansas whose unforgettable ordeal in Italy would shape his life of public
service.

(CC) N/A #0H(S)APTEX

09:00p Dear Sirs
After discovering an archive detailing the horrifying journey of his grandfather as an American POW during World War II, a young man from
Wyoming sets out 75 years later to retrace his footsteps across Germany on bicycle, piecing together an untold story in an effort to understand
the man who helped raise him.

(CC) N/A #0H(S)NETA

10:00p Austin City Limits
Jason Isbell and the 400 Unit

Celebrated singer-songwriter Jason Isbell and his band the 400 Unit hit the Austin City Limits stage in a radiant hour showcasing highlights from
their acclaimed LP Weathervanes.

(CC) N/A #4906H(S)PBSPL

11:00p Sound On Tap
Stay at Home

A four piece low-fi pop-rock band with an edge.

(CC) N/A #105H(S)NETA
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11:30p Songs at the Center
Matt Butler, Angela Perley, Mark Erelli

Matt Butler plays from his one-man show, "Reckless Son," inspired by his real life experiences performing in prisons across the country; Angela
Perley is a young, hard working, touring songwriter with positive energy that audiences love; Mark Erelli mixes science and art as the only singer-
songwriter we know with a Masters Degree in Evolutionary Biology. The music industry is fortunate he skewed in our direction, career-wise. Mark
is an Independent Music Award winner for best song.

(CC) N/A #911H(S)
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12:00m Spy in the Ocean, A Nature Miniseries
Deep Relationships

Spy creatures uncover surprising undersea relationships as sharks befriend fish, whales play with dolphins, and lobsters do the conga in seas
where even spider crabs have friends.

(CC) DVI #103H(S)NPS

05:00a Mister Rogers' Neighborhood
Electric Cars & A Boy In An Electric Wheelchair

Mister Rogers visits a garage where electric cars are being made.  In the Neighborhood of Make-Believe, Handyman Negri organizes a search for
Prince Tuesday and the unhappy Prince is finally found.

(CC) DVI #1478H(S)PBS

05:30a Arthur
Muffy's House Guests/Binky Can't Always Get What He Wants

Muffy is terrified when peregrine falcons build a nest right outside her bedroom window. Can her friends help her cure her ornithophobia? / Binky
gets cast in a TV commercial and he's certain his career as a superstar has begun. But when filming the commercial conflicts with his
commitment to perform in a talent show, he has to make a difficult decision.

(CC) DVI #2203H(S)PBS

06:00a Molly of Denali
Ice Sculpture/Tale of a Totem

Ice Sculpture When Auntie Midge informs Molly that her Mom was once an accomplished ice sculptor, Molly decides to organize an ice-sculpting
competition in Qyah. But when rising temperatures threaten to melt the ice, Molly must come up with a clever solution to save the contest. Tale of
a Totem Molly's excitement about attending her first totem pole raising in Sitka quickly turns to panic when she and Randall accidentally lose an
important piece of the totem pole-one of the abalone shell eyes on a raven. Can they find a replacement before the ceremony that afternoon?

(CC) DVI #118H(S)PBS

06:30a Alma's Way
Piragua Problem / Balloon Blues

There's a new piragua flavor named after Alma, but what should Alma do when she doesn't like it? / Alma isn't sure what to do when Andre
doesn't want to play with balloon animals anymore.

(CC) DVI #210H(S)PBS

07:00a Wild Kratts
Adapto The Coyote

(CC) N/A #613H(S)PBS

07:30a Curious George
Locked Out/Bark Suit!

When winter is forecasted to come early this year, George and Allie worry that their upcoming fall camping trip may be canceled. So they try to
stall winter&#39;s arrival by reattaching leaves to the trees to fool the seasons into not changing. When snow falls anyway, George and Allie are
devastated -- their trip is ruined! But The Man with the Yellow Hat takes them camping in the snowy forest anyway and they see many new
amazing sights, including a deer, rabbit, fox and giant mystery footprints made by ... an abominable snowman?! When George makes a trail for
the snowman to find their campsite, the trio is in for a big snowy surprise indeed. / Excited for his first trip to the Botanical Gardens, George tries
to grow fruits and vegetables in his bedroom. The Man with the Yellow Hat explains that where George is going is not that kind of garden,
it&#39;s where exotic flowers and unusual plants grow! When George arrives, what he sees is beyond his wildest expectations -- a plant that
looks like brains, flowers that smell like lemons and .... big green giraffes and lions!? The Topiary Garden, where big leafy bushes are shaped into
animals, inspires George to spruce up his home shrubbery and make his own. But which shapes should George create? And will Jumpy stand
still long enough for George to trim a squirrel-shaped bush? When George&#39;s creatures end up in unexpected shapes, he and Mrs. Renkins
brainstorm a solution to make George&#39;s Topiary Garden come to life.

(CC) N/A #1506H(S)PBS

08:00a Work It Out Wombats!
A Boxful of Snout / Postcard from Snout

Uh oh! The Wombats accidentally "gift-wrapped" Snout while helping Mr. E. Can they figure out which box he's in? / Zeke misses Snout, who's
accompanying Mr. E on a visit to Aunt Ida. Will a postcard from Snout chase away Zeke's blues?

(CC) DVI #117H(S)PBS

08:30a Daniel Tiger's Neighborhood
Everyone Has A Turn at Show and Tell/Daniel Takes Turns at the Pool

Daniel and his classmates learn how to take turns during Show and Tell. /At the Neighborhood pool, Daniel and Miss Elaina take turns playing
with the bubble wand. Later, he and Prince Wednesday take turns using a pool noodle.

(CC) DVI #616H(S)PBS

09:00a Sesame Street
Happy Hair Day

Elmo and his friends are singing about something that makes each of them special, their hair! Tamir and Charlie realize one thing they both have
that makes them special is their curly hair. Tamir's hair is black with soft coils while Charlie's hair is golden brown with loose curls. Elmo joins in
singing about how his red and fluffy fur is one of the things that make him special. They meet Prairie Dawn who has blonde and straight hair and
Mia who has brown and wavy hair. They all sing together about how hair is part of what makes each of them special no matter how it grows.

(CC) DVI #5307H(S)PBS
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09:30a Rosie's Rules
Royal Rosie/Rosies No-Strawberry Stand

107A The Purple Knight is coming to Mom's bookstore, but Rosie isn't sure how to help Mom set up. 107B Rosie and Javi make a strawberry
horchata stand, but they don't have strawberries. They go to the store where Rosie learns how stores get food.

(CC) DVI #107H(S)PBS

10:00a Donkey Hodie
Cheesy Con/Stanley's One-Dragon Show

When Donkey hurts her hoof and can't go to Cheesy Con with Panda, Panda brings Cheesy Con to her!/Stanley's one-dragon show isn't going as
he planned. Can his pals help him get things back on track in time for opening night?

(CC) DVI #128H(S)PBS

10:30a Biz Kid$
What's Your Money Personality?

How do you act with money? Are you a "Money Star," "Oblivious," or "Penny Wise Pound Foolish"? This episode looks at the range of emotional
reactions and connections people have with money. So what personality are you? Find out in this episode.

(CC) DVI #501(S)APTEX

11:00a Curious Crew
Baseball Science

Curveball curiosities on the baseball field! The crew and Dr. Rob step up to the plate to learn about all things baseball and STEM!

(CC) N/A #902H(S)NETA

11:30a Make48
Time to Get Some Feedback

The teams pitch their ideas to a focus group of kids and parents! Then they refine their ideas and continue building.

(CC) N/A #504H(S)APTEX

12:00n Market to Market
News and commodity market analysis from the weekly journal of rural America.

(CC) N/A #4913H(S)IPTV

12:30p Motorweek
2024 Audi Q8 E-Tron Sportback

We're charging ahead in the Audi Q8 e-tron Sportback, now riding with a new look and a few more surprises for prospective electric vehicle
buyers. We'll follow it up with a Road Test of the Nissan Versa, a compact commuter that was recently revised to give daily drivers more style and
features! And we'll share updates on our Long Term fleet, plus more Your Drive wisdom!

(CC) N/A #4310H(S)PBSPL

01:00p Real Ag
Seeds of Civilization: A History of Agriculture

(N) N/A #1201HSHPTV

01:30p Plan Stronger TV
Money Stories

David Holland is joined by attorney, Michael Pyle, who explains the legal ramifications of dying intestate. CFP Professional, Kathy Longo, talks
about the intersection of money and emotions. Our Financial Panel shares the importance of exploring our money stories.

(CC) N/A #609H(S)ACCES

02:00p Classic Gospel (CC) N/A #1505H(S)NETA

03:00p Your Fantastic Mind
Psychedelics

After being stigmatized for decades, psychedelic medications are making a comeback on the world stage as the most promising new mental
health treatments in the past 50 years. Research indicates psychedelic-assisted therapy may help promote emotional well-being by triggering a
variety of experiences, providing people with an enhanced sense of meaning and purpose in their lives. This episode follows a participant in a
clinical trial studying the use of psychedelics to alleviate mental suffering and depression. Leading researchers and clinicians discuss the latest
scientific breakthroughs and the challenges in bringing this innovative therapy to a wider audience.

(CC) N/A #305H(S)NETA

03:30p Doctors On Call
Dr Benjamin Rahoy: Allergy-Immunology

(N) N/A #1812HSHPTV

04:00p Antiques Roadshow
Vintage Chattanooga Hour 2

Travel back to 2009 for terrific Tennessee treasures, including a N.Y. Celtics Barnstorming poster, ca. 1935, a 1940 Disney Fantasia animation
cell, and a Newcomb College vase, ca. 1908. Can you guess the top find of the hour?

(CC) N/A #2719H(S)NPS
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05:00p PBS News Weekend (CC) N/A #2040H(S)NPS

05:30p History with David Rubenstein
Ron Chernow

Ron Chernow is a Pulitzer Prize winning author best known for his biography of Alexander Hamilton.

(CC) N/A #104H(S)PBSPL

06:00p Cottonwood Connections
It's Not All Flat

(N) N/A #311HSHPTV

06:30p World's Greatest Cruises (CC) N/A #110H(S)NETA

07:00p Hotel Portofino
Subterfuges

Bella schemes to thwart Cecil's plans of taking over the hotel, and she helps get Nish to safety while arranging a rendezvous with an old flame.
Rose's attempts to reconcile with Lucian end in disaster, forcing Bella to intervene.

(CC) N/A #205#(S)NPS

08:00p World On Fire On Masterpiece
Tragedy strikes at the heart of Harry's unit as the siege drags on in Tobruk. In Manchester, Kasia is confronted by the horror of war. In France,
romance blossoms.

(CC) DVI #5350#(S)PBS

09:00p Annika On Masterpiece
Annika's family vacation is interrupted as she and the team must investigate a body found in a stream close to her resort.

(CC) DVI #5356#(S)NPS

10:00p Austin City Limits
Jason Isbell and the 400 Unit

Celebrated singer-songwriter Jason Isbell and his band the 400 Unit hit the Austin City Limits stage in a radiant hour showcasing highlights from
their acclaimed LP Weathervanes.

(CC) N/A #4906H(S)PBSPL

11:00p Hotel Portofino
Subterfuges

Bella schemes to thwart Cecil's plans of taking over the hotel, and she helps get Nish to safety while arranging a rendezvous with an old flame.
Rose's attempts to reconcile with Lucian end in disaster, forcing Bella to intervene.

(CC) N/A #205H(S)NPS
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12:00m World On Fire On Masterpiece
Tragedy strikes at the heart of Harry's unit as the siege drags on in Tobruk. In Manchester, Kasia is confronted by the horror of war. In France,
romance blossoms.

(CC) DVI #5350H(S)PBS

05:00a Arthur
Citizen Frensky/D.W.'s Backpack Mishap

After visiting The Elwood City Times, Francine decides to start her own paper-The Frensky Star! The tabloid, complete with embarrassing photos
and sensationalized headlines, is a smashing success...until all her friends stop speaking to her. Somebody stole D.W.'s backpack!! Who is this
fluffy unicorn thief... this Mary Moo Cow-napper? In the backpack left behind, D.W. finds clues in an assortment of exotic objects. Could the
backpack thief be even more sinister than she imagined-or just well traveled?

(CC) DVI #606H(S)PBS

05:30a Odd Squad
Teach A Man to Ice Fish

Teach a Man to Ice Fish - The Mobile Unit must teach the agents in the Odd Squad Arctic office how to solve a case for themselves. Curriculum:
Addition Patterns, Force and Friction.

(CC) DVI #316H(S)PBS

06:00a Molly of Denali
The Night Manager/Not So Permafrost

The Night Manager When the Sassy Ladies of Saskatoon arrive at the Trading Post a day early, Molly's confident that she and Trini can handle
checking them in using a handy guide for guests. But after a series of blunders caused by following the instructions in the guide, Molly realizes
she may be in over her head. Not So Permafrost When Molly and her friends arrive at their old clubhouse, they are surprised to find it half sunk
into the ground! Molly is determined to save the structure, but first she must solve the mystery of why it's sinking in the first place.

(CC) DVI #120H(S)PBS

06:30a Happy Yoga with Sarah Star
Sunlit Woods

Allow the peaceful sunlit woods to renew your energy as we focus on a modified yoga practice using a chair for support. Including stretches to
increase mobility in the shoulders and gentle moves to lengthen the spine in a full range of motion; combined with standing poses to create more
strength and flexibility in the lower body.

(CC) N/A #409H(S)NETA

07:00a Yoga In Practice
Intention, Knowledge, and Action

Practicing yoga brings our heart, mind and body together by setting intention through knowledge and action. This episode unites mind and body
with a series of twists - Standing Rotation, Revolved Open Twist, and the apex pose, Twisted Sister.

(CC) N/A #206H(S)APTEX

07:30a Curious George
Candy Counter/Curious George, Rescue Monkey

Candy Counter - Eating candy is easy, but counting and sorting it is much more difficult! George quickly learns this when he agrees to watch
Cayley's candy counter for an afternoon. While trying to stack the chocolates into different shapes, they all fall over, and George can't remember
which candy is what! With help from a few customers, and a little sampling, George discovers how to sort the candies by color and shape.
Curious George, Rescue Monkey - George is inspired to become a volunteer with the fire department when they help him get his foot unstuck
from a chair. He spends the day with Andie, Stig and Stew of Rescue Squad 86 and has fun trying out all the special fire fighting tools. But when
Compass gets trapped at the museum, a little monkey ends up being the best tool for the job.

(CC) DVI #118H(S)PBS

08:00a Daniel Tiger's Neighborhood
The Neighborhood Fall Festival/Field Day at School

The Neighborhood Fall Festival - The neighbors are busy decorating for the big Fall Festival when a gust of wind knocks down Music Man Stan's
hard work. Daniel and his friends help rebuild the scene and learn that everyone's abilities are different - what's important is that you do your best.
Field Day at School - Teacher Harriet has set up a Fall Field Day outside at school today. While trying new games, Daniel and his friends struggle
to do the games how they want to. They learn a lesson about the importance of doing your best. Strategy: Do your best. Your best is the best for
you.

(CC) DVI #305H(S)PBS

08:30a Rosie's Rules
Rosie Rocks Mariachi/Rosie Canta Un Corrido

105A Papa and Tia's Mariachi band is performing, but when a player can't come, Rosie jumps in to help. 105B Rosie wants to sing a corrido for
the family talent show, but she struggles to find inspiration.

(CC) DVI #105H(S)PBS

09:00a Sesame Street
Gold Medal Tango

Elmo, Rosita, and Chris are making a doggy obstacle course for Tango. They use boxes to make a doggy tunnel for Tango to run through and
cones for Tango to zig zag around. They find a hula hoop that Tango could jump through, but it won't stand up. This is a problem! They wonder
how to make the hoop stand up and have enough room for Tango to jump through. What if they put the hoop through the slats of two chairs?
Let's try! It works. They didn't give up and made a great game for Tango to play.

(CC) DVI #5311H(S)PBS
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09:30a Work It Out Wombats!
The Treehouse Harvest Day/The Treeborhood Thankfuness Stew

Harvest Day is being ruined by fog! Can the Wombats save the day by locating Mr. E's fog goggles, buried in a box somewhere? / It's time to
make the Treeborhood Thankfulness Stew. Can Zeke create a stew that meets Mr. E's high standards?

(CC) DVI #130H(S)PBS

10:00a Donkey Hodie
Bright Bright Bugs/Panda's Purple Party

Donkey and Panda camp out to see the music-loving Bright Bright Bugs. When their instruments break, can they find another way to attract the
bugs? / Panda is feeling tired of his purple things today, so Donkey helps him take a break.

(CC) DVI #139H(S)PBS

10:30a Pinkalicious & Peterrific
The Monster Trap/The Search for Peter's Whistle

The Monster Trap: It's bedtime, but Peter is convinced there is a monster hiding in his room. To help reassure her brother, Pinkalicious builds a
fort and sets a trap just in case a monster does decide to show up. Curriculum: (Theater) Use dramatic play to foster problem-solving; build
simple sets in role play; (STEAM) Explore building through trial and error using found and repurposed materials. The Search for Peter's Whistle: It
seems like everyone in Pinkville can whistle, except Peter. No matter how much he practices, he still can't seem to get it right - or so he thinks.
Curriculum: (Music) Whistling is one means, unique to everyone, of making music and interacting with each other and our world. Interstitial: Kids
use a cardboard box to build and decorate a castle for their stuffed animals.

(CC) DVI #303H(S)PBS

11:00a Elinor Wonders Why
A Change of Art/The Litterbug

A Change of Art - Elinor and her class are painting outdoors with the town's enthusiastic art teacher, Mr. Lion, when they run out of paint. A
flabbergasted Mr. Lion apologizes, but soon the kids begin to experiment with natural items they find, and discover nature is full of colors you can
use to paint: grass paints green and you can use strawberries, blueberries, and blackberries to paint your canvas. The kids happily finish their
paintings, and when they're all done, Elinor proudly shows off her picture, which shows her true love of nature. The Litterbug - Elinor, Ari and
Olive are in the park when they see Mrs. Hippo picking up litter and doing her best to keep Animal Town clean. The kids decide to help her, but
when they finish, they realize that the park they just cleaned is full of litter again! That must mean Animal Town has a litterbug. After doing some
investigating, the kids realize who the litterbug is -- it's Mrs. Hippo herself! It turns out that one of the bags she was using to collect trash had a
hole in it, so she was dropping litter behind her everywhere they went.

(CC) DVI #128H(S)PBS

11:30a Nature Cat
Nature Dance Party/Bad Dog Bart Jr.

(CC) N/A #401H(S)PBS

12:00n Hero Elementary
Kite Delight / Little Lost Horse

When a young boy's kite is ruined, Sparks' Crew tries to help him make a new kite. But, the team has a lot to learn about how wind moves things.
Curriculum: Wind can push many things. The wind's power can be used to help move things. / When a little girl loses a toy horse on a beach,
Sparks' Crew comes to the rescue. But, it looks like the toy horse may have been washed away. How can they find it? Curriculum: Water can
move the sand on a beach and change how the beach looks.

(CC) DVI #123H(S)PBS

12:30p Xavier Riddle and the Secret Museum
I Am Ibn Batutta/I Am Beulah Louise Henry

(CC) DVI #134H(S)PBS

01:00p Gzero World with Ian Bremmer
China's Great Slowdown

GZERO World goes behind the Great Wall to take a hard look at China's post-Covid recovery and economic path forward. China's rise over the
past 40 years is the biggest economic success story in our lifetime, but how long can that last? GUEST: Shaun Rein, Founder & Managing
Director, China Market Research Group.

(CC) N/A #620H(S)APTEX

01:30p Story in the Public Square
Linda Villarosa

In her new book, "Under the Skin," Linda Villarosa lays bare the forces in the American health-care system and in American society that cause
Black people to "live sicker and die quicker" compared to their white counterparts.

(CC) N/A #910H(S)NETA

02:00p Life from Above
Moving Planet

See new footage of the greatest, most beautiful and powerful movements on our planet. Cameras in space capture events like an elephant
family's struggle through drought, and thousands of Shaolin Kung-Fu students performing in perfect synchronicity.

(CC) DVI #101H(S)PBS
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03:00p Alma's Way
Chacho Gets A Bath/Frankie's Four Feet

(CC) DVI #128H(S)PBS

03:30p Wild Kratts
Opossum In My Pocket

While on a mission to find Chris' night vision goggles lost in the Cypress swamp, the brothers discover a marsupial opossum with a similar
problem.

(CC) N/A #308H(S)PBS

04:00p Odd Squad
Teach A Man to Ice Fish

Teach a Man to Ice Fish - The Mobile Unit must teach the agents in the Odd Squad Arctic office how to solve a case for themselves. Curriculum:
Addition Patterns, Force and Friction.

(CC) DVI #316H(S)PBS

04:30p Arthur
Citizen Frensky/D.W.'s Backpack Mishap

After visiting The Elwood City Times, Francine decides to start her own paper-The Frensky Star! The tabloid, complete with embarrassing photos
and sensationalized headlines, is a smashing success...until all her friends stop speaking to her. Somebody stole D.W.'s backpack!! Who is this
fluffy unicorn thief... this Mary Moo Cow-napper? In the backpack left behind, D.W. finds clues in an assortment of exotic objects. Could the
backpack thief be even more sinister than she imagined-or just well traveled?

(CC) DVI #606H(S)PBS

05:00p The Infinite Art Hunt
The Ketchup Catastrophe (Mask Making)

The Ketchup Catastrophe (Mask Making): After a mortifying ketchup-related accident, Freddie vows to never show her face again. Lucky for her
there's a mask making workshop happening the same day, but after talking to the artists and educators there, Freddie decides that maybe owning
what makes her unique is better than covering up.

(CC) N/A #105H(S)APTEX

05:30p BBC News America (CC) N/A #109H(S)APTEX

06:00p PBS Newshour (CC) N/A #14096H(S)NPS

07:00p Antiques Roadshow
Vintage Dallas Hour 1

Everything is bigger in Texas, including finds like a Beggs steam train set, ca. 1885, a Tiffany Cypriote glass vase, ca. 1926, and a William H. D.
Koerner oil illustration, ca. 1935. Discover which is Dallas's top $150,000 appraisal!

(CC) N/A #2720#(S)NPS

08:00p A Town Called Victoria
The Fire/The Suspect

The Fire: A south Texas town is thrown into the national spotlight when a local mosque is burned to the ground in 2017. After the media moves
on, the community is left to reflect on its complex history with racism. The Suspect: With the arson trial near, the suspect's family argues his
innocence. Meanwhile, facets of Victoria reveal the ingredients that might have turned him to hate.

(CC) DVI #101(S)NPS

10:00p Amanpour and Company
Tonight on Amanpour and Company: Report: The Sounds of Gaza's Collapsing Health System; Jonathan Freedland, Guardian columnist & Mona
Siddiqui, Professor of Islamic and Interreligious Studies, University of Edinburgh; Gina Raimondo, U.S. Commerce Secretary. Michel Martin
interviews Emily Tamkin, Journalist and author, Bad Jews: A History of American Jewish Politics and Identities.

(CC) N/A #6096H(S)PBSPL

11:00p Energy Switch
Carbon Capture and Storage

One solution to reducing carbon emissions is to capture and store them underground. But there are challenges in capturing, transporting and
storing the CO2, and determining who will pay for it. Dr. Sallie Greenberg, formerly with the Illinois State Geological Survey, and Dr. Julio
Friedmann, Chief Scientist at Carbon Direct, discuss current projects and how CCS could contribute in the future.

(CC) N/A #302H(S)NETA

11:30p Sara's Weeknight Meals
Weeknight Two for One

Easy weeknight cooking takes a strategy, and Sara has one of the best: cooking a dish one night; then repurposing it into an entirely different
meal for another night. Food entrepreneur Maya Kaimal joins Sara to make a comforting Turkey Keema with sweet potatoes and ground meat.
On another night, that morphs into Indian stuffed peppers. Then Sara Sautee's Duck Breasts for a quick meal. She uses those same Duck
Breasts in a mouthwatering Peking Duck Wrap. Plus, Sara demystifies spices on 'Ask Sara.' Recipes: Turkey Keema with Sweet Potatoes; Indian
Stuffed Peppers; Sauteed Duck Breasts; Peking Duck Wraps.

(CC) N/A #1206H(S)APTEX
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12:00m A Town Called Victoria
The Fire/The Suspect

The Fire: A south Texas town is thrown into the national spotlight when a local mosque is burned to the ground in 2017. After the media moves
on, the community is left to reflect on its complex history with racism. The Suspect: With the arson trial near, the suspect's family argues his
innocence. Meanwhile, facets of Victoria reveal the ingredients that might have turned him to hate.

(CC) DVI #101^(S)NPS

05:00a Arthur
Francine's Pilfered Paper/Buster Gets Real

Francine's Pilfered Paper - Thanksgiving can be a time for a long, relaxing weekend with family and friends. But for Mr. Ratburn, it's a chance to
assign a five-page paper about the holiday! Instead of despairing like her friends, Francine finds the perfect Web site for her research, which she
happily copies and pastes in a matter of minutes for her entire report. There's nothing wrong with that....is there? Buster Gets Real - Everyone
loves the new "Top Supermarket" reality series on TV - everyone except Arthur. So when Buster stops watching Bionic Bunny to watch this
popular new show, Arthur fears their friendship is over.

(CC) DVI #1108H(S)PBS

05:30a Odd Squad
Oswald in the Machine/The B-Team

Oswald in the Machine - Oswald has to go undercover as a robot to enter a villain warehouse run by robots. Curriculum: Coding. The B-Team -
The Mobile Unit learns how things might have been if they hadn't joined the team. Curriculum: Addition and Doubling.

(CC) DVI #317H(S)PBS

06:00a Molly of Denali
Bubbling Up/Eenie Eenie Aye Over

Molly, Tooey and Trini find mysterious bubbles while canoeing on Lake Qyah. Who's making the bubbles? Could it be wood frogs, a freshwater
seal, or... a lake monster? Hopefully Grandpa Nat and Nina can help them solve the case! When a power outage cuts their video game short,
Molly, Tooey and Trini go outdoors and learn a ball game from Walter and Grandpa Nat: Eenie Eenie Aye Over! Do the kids have what it takes to
beat the grownups?

(CC) DVI #212H(S)PBS

06:30a Happy Yoga with Sarah Star
Summer Sunflower Sunset

Bask in the beauty of a summer sunset amid a majestic field of sunflowers while enjoying a modified yoga session using a chair for support.
Including; easy to follow exercises to stretch the neck, wrists, shoulders, spine, hips and legs.

(CC) N/A #410H(S)NETA

07:00a Yoga In Practice
Transforming Fear Into Joy

Fear can be useful. It keeps us safe in uncertain situations, but it can just as easily block us from living fully. Through our sense of wonder, like a
child, we can learn to embrace any circumstance. The arm balance called Crow can help us face our fears.

(CC) N/A #207H(S)APTEX

07:30a Curious George
Monkey Goes Batty/Curious George and the Balloon Hound

A hole in the roof means George and the Man with the Yellow Hat must sleep in the living room while their bedrooms are being repaired. But their
adventure quickly turns into a disaster when George's nightly trips to the kitchen keep the Man awake at night. Can George figure out a way to
quietly find his way to the refrigerator in the dark? George and Hundley are amazed by all the flying machines at the museum's aviation exhibit.
So when Hundley's souvenir airship flies out of reach in the lobby, he dreams he is British flying ace, Leftenant Doxie. Joined by the daring flyboy
Chuck Monkey, the dynamic duo use propeller power as they race towards the finish line. When Hundley awakens from his dream, he has a few
new ideas on how to get his ceiling bound toy within reach.

(CC) N/A #902H(S)PBS

08:00a Daniel Tiger's Neighborhood
Daniel Does Gymnastics/The Big Slide

Daniel Does Gymnastics - When Daniel goes to gymnastics for the first time, he feels a little nervous to join in with his friends. Dad Tiger helps
Daniel feel brave by doing the gymnastics movements together and showing him that he can do it all on his own. The Big Slide - Daniel and O the
Owl are excited to ride the dinosaur slide at the playground, but when O sees how tall it is, he gets a little scared. Daniel and Mom Tiger help O
feel brave, and he goes down the slide - he loves it so much he even goes down again!

(CC) DVI #410H(S)PBS

08:30a Rosie's Rules
An Anniversary Tradition/Chiles En Nogada Day

Rosie, Crystal and Iggy try to recreate Mom and Pap's beach anniversary tradition at home./It's Chiles en Nogada Day, but when Papa loses the
recipe, it's up to Rosie to figure out who else might have it.

(CC) DVI #119H(S)PBS

09:00a Sesame Street
Chickens on the Farm

Big Bird is visiting his chicken friend, Lottie, at the farm. Lottie hasn't been able to lay an egg because the nesting box isn't comfy and cozy. This
is a problem! Big Bird wonders if there's something they can use to make the nesting box comfier and cozier. What if they use hay? Let's try! It
works. Big Bird makes the nesting box comfier for Lottie. It's so comfy that Lottie lays an egg!

(CC) DVI #5228H(S)PBS
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09:30a Work It Out Wombats!
3,2,1 Lift Off! / Moon Magic

Only one way to find out if there are unicorns on the moon build a spaceship and go see for yourself! / Louisa tells Zeke she's a Moon Magician
who can turn the moon into different shapes. Would Zeke like to learn how she does it?

(CC) DVI #118H(S)PBS

10:00a Donkey Hodie
Yodel Bird Sitting/Superhero Squabble

Donkey is baby-yodel-bird-sitting. But no matter what she tries, the baby won't nap. Can her pals help figure out what the baby needs? /Donkey
and Panda argue while playing their favorite superheroes. If they argued, can they still be friends?

(CC) DVI #133H(S)PBS

10:30a Pinkalicious & Peterrific
Pink Lemonade/Pink Shoes

Pinkalicious and Peter start a lemonade stand to save up money to buy new art supplies and toys. The only problem? No customers! If they want
to make some money, they'll have to get creative but how? Hopscotch-Palooza is here, and Pinkalicious can't wait to play, but her favorite pink
sneakers are too small. With a little help from her mom, she makes a new pair that are even more pinka-perfect than her old shoes.

(CC) DVI #111H(S)PBS

11:00a Elinor Wonders Why
Follow Your Nose/Leaf Charms

Follow Your Nose - The kids are having fun smelling some flowers, but Ari has a bit of a cold and his nose is stuffed up, so he can't smell
anything. This makes Elinor wonder why they need to smell at all. After investigating, the kids figure out that smelling is good for lots of reasons,
including to be able to taste things, and to tell where things are. In the end, the girls decide to help Ari by smelling everything for him until his cold
goes away. Leaf Charms - Elinor is excited to do some exploring with Camilla Dromedary, but Camilla seems more interested in playing dress up.
Camilla doesn't think Nature is very exciting because it's all trees with leaves and its all... green! After a while they go outside and Camilla
discovers that leaves come in all different shapes and colors. It turns out Nature has something she loves: a lot of flair! The girls use the leaves to
make some special charms and necklaces to remind them of their fun day exploring

(CC) DVI #127H(S)PBS

11:30a Nature Cat
Moth Frolic-Fest/Dune Patrol

Moth Frolic-Fest - Hal can't believe it! While he was at the groomers, Hal missed out on a Full-Out, Butterfly Frolic- Fest, and now he has a frolic
itch that just needs to be scratched! Trouble is it's dusk and butterflies are only active during the day. There are no butterflies around? Say it isn't
so! But don't worry because the gang has a sweet idea! Moths come out at night and they frolic! Maybe they can find a moth for Hal to frolic with.
Onward and mothward! Dune Patrol - Nature Cat and his pals are at the beach playing a game of catch when their flying disk accidentally lands
on top of a sandy hill. Whoopsie! As they all start to race up the hill, a cute little Plover stops them in their tracks. She explains that the sandy hill
is actually a sand dune and it's very important and needs protection. Nature Cat and his pals promise to make sure that no one ruins the sand
dunes. Dune Patrol, ho!!

(CC) N/A #201H(S)PBS

12:00n Hero Elementary
Squeak to Me / Team's Song Theme Song

AJ builds a gadget to help people understand Fur Blur's squeaks. But, the gadget misfires and makes people squeak instead of talk. Sparks'
Crew must find ways to communicate information non-verbally in order to locate and reverse the gadget. Curriculum: There are many ways to
communicate information including verbally, acting things out, writing, and making noise. / Sparks Crew wants to make their own theme song, but
they have no musical instruments. How can they find a way to make sounds of different pitches? Curriculum: The pitch of a sound can be
changed when the object changes in size, length, or liquid volume.

(CC) DVI #134H(S)PBS

12:30p Xavier Riddle and the Secret Museum
I Am Rukmini Devi Arundale/I Am Bob Ross

(CC) DVI #133H(S)PBS

01:00p School of Greatness with Lewis Howes
Ivan Joseph - Self-Confidence, Self-Love, Self-Care

Transformation Coach Ivan Joseph shares how to overcome the opinions of others and build the self-confidence necessary for a greater life.

(CC) N/A #111H(S)APTEX

01:30p Medical Frontiers (CC) N/A #220H(S)APTEX

02:00p Life from Above
Colorful Planet

View Earth's kaleidoscope of colors as seen from space. Swirls of turquoise phytoplankton trigger an oceanic feeding frenzy, China turns yellow
as millions of flowers bloom, and at night the waters near Argentina are spotted with green lights.

(CC) DVI #102H(S)PBS
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03:00p Alma's Way
Harper's Quick Change/All Rapped Up

When Alma, Harper, and Rafia see a quick-change video Safina made, Harper wants to make a video for her dad of her changing into her robot
costume that's just like it. The only problem is, they can't figure out how she changed her clothes so fast! They'll need a little help to make a video
of their own. Alma is supposed to help Eddie record a rap, but starts a rap circle with Junior, Andre, and Becka instead.

(CC) DVI #132H(S)PBS

03:30p Wild Kratts
Happy Turkey Day

The Wild Kratts are on a mission to defend the honor of the wild turkey and to stop Gourmand, who is hunting for the largest, fattest turkey in the
forest.

(CC) N/A #205H(S)PBS

04:00p Odd Squad
Oswald in the Machine/The B-Team

Oswald in the Machine - Oswald has to go undercover as a robot to enter a villain warehouse run by robots. Curriculum: Coding. The B-Team -
The Mobile Unit learns how things might have been if they hadn't joined the team. Curriculum: Addition and Doubling.

(CC) DVI #317H(S)PBS

04:30p Arthur
Francine's Pilfered Paper/Buster Gets Real

Francine's Pilfered Paper - Thanksgiving can be a time for a long, relaxing weekend with family and friends. But for Mr. Ratburn, it's a chance to
assign a five-page paper about the holiday! Instead of despairing like her friends, Francine finds the perfect Web site for her research, which she
happily copies and pastes in a matter of minutes for her entire report. There's nothing wrong with that....is there? Buster Gets Real - Everyone
loves the new "Top Supermarket" reality series on TV - everyone except Arthur. So when Buster stops watching Bionic Bunny to watch this
popular new show, Arthur fears their friendship is over.

(CC) DVI #1108H(S)PBS

05:00p The Infinite Art Hunt
The Me I See (Portraiture)

Freddie is excited to take on portrait painting with Cousin Ty but is surprised when the results don't turn out as she expected. Grandma Tilly's
friend Micka stops by to talk about her artistic process and paint a self-portrait. When Ty and Freddie agree to try again, they're much happier
with the results.

(CC) N/A #106H(S)APTEX

05:30p BBC News America (CC) N/A #110H(S)APTEX

06:00p PBS Newshour (CC) N/A #14097H(S)NPS

07:00p Finding Your Roots
Mexican Roots

Henry Louis Gates, Jr. and guests Mario Lopez and Melissa Villasenor look at the Mexican American experience as seen through the lens of two
families.

(CC) N/A #805#(S)NPS

08:00p Native America
Language Is Life

Celebrate the power of Native languages and the inspirational people who are saving them. From secret recordings to Star Wars films dubbed in
Navajo, follow the revolutionary steps transforming Native America.

(CC) N/A #204#(S)PBS

09:00p A Town Called Victoria
The Trial

The prosecution presents shocking evidence. As the trial concludes, the engaged citizens of Victoria seek a way to build a more inclusive
community.

(CC) DVI #103#(S)NPS

10:00p Amanpour and Company (CC) N/A #6097H(S)PBSPL

11:00p Doctors On Call
Dr. Lindsay Gallion Dc: Chiropractic Care

(N) N/A #1803HSHPTV

11:30p Whitney Reynolds Show
Hidden Grace

Today's guests excelled by not losing sight of their hidden gem, from parents whose twins were conjoined at the stomach, to a woman starting
her own company due to a lost love letter. Overcoming his past, Caleb Pickman suffered a football injury as a kid, which discovered a hidden
talent. Actress Jenn Gotzon had her eyes opened to her true beauty, after building her confidence through modeling.

(CC) N/A #402H(S)NETA
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12:00m Native America
Language Is Life

Celebrate the power of Native languages and the inspirational people who are saving them. From secret recordings to Star Wars films dubbed in
Navajo, follow the revolutionary steps transforming Native America.

(CC) DVI #204H(S)PBS

05:00a Arthur
D.W. Rides Again/Arthur Makes The Team

This animated series is based on Marc Brown's best-selling books about Arthur Read, an eight-year-old aardvark, his sister D.W., and their family
and friends. D.W. wants to ride a two-wheeler like her brother, in "D.W. Rides Again." Arthur and Francine learn to work together in softball when
"Arthur Makes the Team."

(CC) DVI #119H(S)PBS

05:30a Odd Squad
The Weight of the World Depends On Orla/Substitute Agents

The Weight of the World Depends on Orla - Orla shares the story of how she was chosen to protect the 44-leaf clover. Curriculum: Measurement
Weight / Density. Substitute Agents - With the Mobile Unit agents in trouble, Oxley and Olanda must come to the rescue. Curriculum: Prediction
and Probability.

(CC) DVI #318H(S)PBS

06:00a Molly of Denali
The Whole Mitten Kaboodle/Eagle Tale

The Whole Mitten Kaboodle After realizing she's lost one of her favorite Suki mittens, Molly must retrace her steps around Qyah in order to track it
down. Eagle Tale It's Father's Day and Molly has the perfect idea for a gift - a storytelling performance complete with animal masks. Trini, Tooey,
and Oscar are ready and willing to perform... or they would be if Molly could get them organized! Luckily, Auntie Midge steps in with some tips
and tricks for staving off this Father's Day disaster!

(CC) DVI #125H(S)PBS

06:30a Happy Yoga with Sarah Star
Serene River Falls

Bask in the serene river falls setting as we gently stretch and lengthen the spine in a full range of motion. Including stretches to help move the
energy, releasing tension while creating more ease in the shoulders and upper back using a chair for support.

(CC) N/A #411H(S)NETA

07:00a Yoga In Practice
The Dance of Confidence

This class reminds us to dance with life however it may unfold, and embrace the cycle of life in all its beauty, challenges and mystery. The apex
pose, Baby Dancer, helps us to slowly open while maintaining balance and beauty.

(CC) N/A #208H(S)APTEX

07:30a Curious George
In Case of Emergency/George's Bff

The Doorman is upgrading the building's emergency system, and in the lobby now is a big red emergency button that George is dying to push.
When George plays fetch with Hundley and their ball is lost, George thinks that this is an emergency worthy of pushing that button! Push it he
does, and the fire crew is on their way. What George doesn't know is that the ball went down the elevator shaft, causing the elevator to break
down with The Man with the Yellow Hat stuck inside - a REAL emergency! Will the fire crew rescue his friend (before his ice cream melts)? And
will George learn when he should, and should not, push that button? / Flying home from a fishing tournament, George and The Man with the
Yellow Hat encounter a storm, so they land and spend the night at a Prairie Nature Center. Their friend and guide, Inez, raises endangered Black
Footed Ferrets and releases them into the wild. George has several close encounters with one of the ferrets, who likes to play chase and steal
George's fishing trophy! When it's time to release the ferret into the wild, George surprises the ferret with a gift...but George is the one who ends
up surprised when the ferret becomes a stowaway on the plane ride back home!

(CC) N/A #1412H(S)PBS

08:00a Daniel Tiger's Neighborhood
Margaret's First Thank You Day

(CC) DVI #520H(S)PBS

08:30a Rosie's Rules
The Great Robot Picnic/Rosies Car Wash

(CC) DVI #122H(S)PBS

09:00a Sesame Street
Happy Hair Day

Elmo and his friends are singing about something that makes each of them special, their hair! Tamir and Charlie realize one thing they both have
that makes them special is their curly hair. Tamir's hair is black with soft coils while Charlie's hair is golden brown with loose curls. Elmo joins in
singing about how his red and fluffy fur is one of the things that make him special. They meet Prairie Dawn who has blonde and straight hair and
Mia who has brown and wavy hair. They all sing together about how hair is part of what makes each of them special no matter how it grows.

(CC) DVI #5307H(S)PBS
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09:30a Work It Out Wombats!
The Sleepover/Secret Tunnels

Can Zeke manage a sleepover at the Creation Station when the bedtime routine is nothing like his own? / Hand-drawn map in hand, the
Wombats navigate an exciting network of tunnels beneath the Treeborhood.

(CC) DVI #109H(S)PBS

10:00a Donkey Hodie
Speedy Delivery/Ruff Night

Turtle-Lou opens a Speedy Delivery service in Someplace Else. But how can he remember which neighbors get which packages? / The pals
have a sleepover at Bob Dog's house, and Donkey can't fall asleep. Can she change her bedtime routine just for tonight?

(CC) DVI #202H(S)PBS

10:30a Pinkalicious & Peterrific
Gnome More Nonsense/Space Dancing

Pinkalicious and Peter are thrilled when they discover Norman the Garden Gnome living in their backyard. He is great at keeping the bunnies
away from their flowers, but he's not so great at playing pretend. It's up to Pinkalicious to show Norman that using your imagination can be both
helpful and fun! Pinkalicious and her friends are putting on a dance show, but Peter gets discouraged when he keeps making mistakes. It's up to
Pinkalicious to show him that he shouldn't give up - practice makes pinka-perfect!

(CC) DVI #112H(S)PBS

11:00a Elinor Wonders Why
Burrowing Owl Girl/Olive's Tree

Burrowing Owl Girl - Elinor is very excited, because she's visiting her grandparents in the desert. While out exploring with her grandmother, the
always curious Elinor comes across a peculiar looking owl that is smaller than any other owl she's ever seen. Even more peculiar, this owl is out
during the day! How can that be? After some careful observations, she realizes she DOESN'T know everything there is to know about owls, and
learns that the owl she spotted is a burrowing owl, which lives in the desert and runs around during the day. Elinor is reminded that nature is full
of surprises! Olive's Tree - Olive shows her friends her favorite tree in the forest. The next day, however, they're sad to see that the tree has fallen
over. The three little scientists set out to find out why, and soon learn that Olive's tree has simply entered the final stage of its life cycle. Trees go
from a seed, to sprout, to sapling, to full mature tree and finally, to a wildlife tree, which is a tree that has fallen over. Even though the tree has
fallen, Olive is comforted to know that it will still be around for a long time, providing a home to many creatures in the forest.

(CC) DVI #123H(S)PBS

11:30a Nature Cat
The Leaf Fairy/Midge Over Troubled Water

(CC) N/A #404H(S)PBS

12:00n Hero Elementary
Bouncing Ideas / Leaning Tower, No Pizza

Hero Elementary student, Rubberband Robbie, is super stretchy. But, when he coils up into a ball and bounces all over the school, Sparks' Crew
has to find a way to stop him, and to keep him from bouncing out of control again. Curriculum: When there's a problem to solve, first be sure you
understand the problem. Then, figure out an idea to try. Build it. Test it. Share what you find out. Then, keep building and testing your ideas until
you find a solution that works. / When Lucita flies to pick up pizza, she accidentally causes a communication tower to fall over, knocking out all
phone service. How will the pizzeria get its pizza orders now? Sparks' Crew tests out different low-tech ways of communicating long-distance.
Curriculum: There are many ways to send messages over long distances. Through engineering, you can design and test alternative solutions.

(CC) DVI #122H(S)PBS

12:30p Xavier Riddle and the Secret Museum
I Am Mary Anning /I Am Charlie Chaplin

(CC) DVI #127H(S)PBS

01:00p Cottonwood Connections
It's Not All Flat

(N) N/A #311HSHPTV

01:30p Daytripper
Granbury, Tx

Chet finds heaps of history, including the alleged grave of Jesse James and the story of John Wilkes Booth hiding out here after his assassination
of the president. He visits a Trappist-style cheesemaker, a sandy beach in the middle of town, and eats fish tacos beside a lake-front marina.

(CC) N/A #702H(S)NETA

02:00p Life from Above
Patterned Planet

Discover the weird and wonderful shapes that cover Earth's surface as seen from space. The Australian outback is covered in pale spots thanks
to digging wombats, and hundreds of elephants tear into the endless green of the Congo forest canopy.

(CC) DVI #103H(S)PBS

03:00p Alma's Way
Alma's Best Friend/Steggie Gets Lost

(CC) DVI #127H(S)PBS
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03:30p Wild Kratts
When Fish Fly

Martin and Chris challenge Koki and Aviva to a contest about who has the most challenging job. In their quest to win this challenge, the gang
uncovers an unlikely animal partner that could ultimately lead either team to victory...or defeat.

(CC) N/A #302H(S)PBS

04:00p Odd Squad
The Weight of the World Depends On Orla/Substitute Agents

The Weight of the World Depends on Orla - Orla shares the story of how she was chosen to protect the 44-leaf clover. Curriculum: Measurement
Weight / Density. Substitute Agents - With the Mobile Unit agents in trouble, Oxley and Olanda must come to the rescue. Curriculum: Prediction
and Probability.

(CC) DVI #318H(S)PBS

04:30p Arthur
D.W. Rides Again/Arthur Makes The Team

This animated series is based on Marc Brown's best-selling books about Arthur Read, an eight-year-old aardvark, his sister D.W., and their family
and friends. D.W. wants to ride a two-wheeler like her brother, in "D.W. Rides Again." Arthur and Francine learn to work together in softball when
"Arthur Makes the Team."

(CC) DVI #119H(S)PBS

05:00p The Infinite Art Hunt
A New Perspective (Sculpture)

A New Perspective (Sculpture): Freddie is determined to see all 300 works of art at a sculpture park and museum trying to find inspiration for
Grandma Tilly's birthday gift. But her plan quickly derails as Hildegard gets lost and Ty bumps into one of his art idols, potter Roberto Lugo. After
asking him "too many questions," Freddie's perspective shifts and she decides to take in the space at a more relaxed pace.

(CC) N/A #107H(S)APTEX

05:30p BBC News America (CC) N/A #111H(S)APTEX

06:00p PBS Newshour (CC) N/A #14098H(S)NPS

07:00p Spy in the Ocean, A Nature Miniseries
Deep Trouble

Spy creatures showcase the challenges of ocean life. From a baby whale in danger and marine iguanas battling storms, to a mantis shrimp's
knockout punch, the spies are never far from trouble.

(CC) DVI #104#(S)NPS

08:00p Nova
The Battle to Beat Malaria

Are scientists on the verge of a breakthrough in the fight against malaria, one of humanity's oldest and most devastating plagues? Follow
researchers as they develop and test a promising new vaccine on a quest to save millions of lives.

(CC) DVI #5017#(S)NPS

09:00p Secrets of the Dead
Hidden in the Amazon

Recent discoveries and technological advances shed new light on our understanding of pre-Columbian societies in the Amazon. Scientists
speculate the rainforest was home to between 8 and 10 million people living in large, well-established communities.

(CC) N/A #2004H(S)NPS

10:00p Amanpour and Company
Tonight on Amanpour and Company: Report: Raid on Al-Shifa Hospital; Chris Murphy, U.S.. Democratic Senator; Omer Bartov, Professor of
Holocaust and genocide studies, Brown University. Hari Sreenivasn interviews Laila El-Haddad, Palestinian-American Journalist.

(CC) N/A #6098H(S)PBSPL

11:00p This American Land
Outstanding Waters, Protecting The Texas Coastal Bend, Avoiding Deadly Bird

Under the Clean Water Act, grass-roots campaigns in New Mexico are urging state authorities to designate the Upper Pecos watershed, Upper
Rio Grande, Rio Hondo and Upper Jemez River as Outstanding National Resource Waters deserving special protection. A similar campaign in
Colorado succeeded in protecting Hermosa Creek and its entire drainage, the first stretch of water outside a wilderness area or national park to
receive the Outstanding Waters designation. Following the catastrophic Deepwater Horizon oil spill in 2010, county authorities face the challenge
of safeguarding and restoring the natural habitats of the Texas coast around the petrochemical port of Corpus Christi. In cities like Milwaukee,
conservationists urge architects and developers to adopt window designs that deter birds from colliding with tall buildings, especially during
migrating seasons.

(CC) N/A #1004H(S)NETA

11:30p Outside: Beyond The Lens
Aspen Adventure

Known for being a winter playground to Hollywood stars, the glitz and glamour of Aspen, Colorado has a more rugged side not often seen. Hiking,
fishing and top-notch locations for photography are revealed high in the Rockies.

(CC) N/A #207H(S)APTEX
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12:00m Nova
The Battle to Beat Malaria

Are scientists on the verge of a breakthrough in the fight against malaria, one of humanity's oldest and most devastating plagues? Follow
researchers as they develop and test a promising new vaccine on a quest to save millions of lives.

(CC) DVI #5017H(S)NPS

05:00a Arthur
The Boy Who Cried Comet/Arthur and Los Vecinos

Buster is convinced that he's seen real UFO's, and he uses Muffy's fancy new telescope to get the proof. What he discovers is much more
terrifying-a comet hurtling directly toward earth! Can Buster convince his friends that this sighting is real in time for them to save the planet? Mr.
Sipple from next door is moving away and Arthur wonders-who will be the new neighbors? When Alberto Molina and his family settle in, Arthur
makes a new friend and learns about a different culture...and about a comic book character named Conejitos Mechanicos! (That's Spanish for
Bionic Bunny)

(CC) DVI #605H(S)PBS

05:30a Odd Squad
Rise of the Hydraclops/O Is Not for Old

Rise of the Hydraclops - In order to save humanity, Olive and Otto must locate a treasure chest that Oscar buried. Curriculum: Measurement;
length. O is Not for Old - The agents throw a surprise party for Ms. O. Curriculum: Data collection and analysis; using tally marks to record data.

(CC) DVI #117H(S)PBS

06:00a Molly of Denali
Heat Wave/It Came from Beyond

It feels hotter than ever in Qyah, and Molly is determined to find out the highest temperature on record. Tooey stays cool with Auntie Midge's fan
until he breaks it. Has it always been this hot? And will Tooey find a fix for the fan? Molly and Trini must save Qyah from a wildflower-gone wild!
It's an invasive plant that grows so fast it could crowd out all the other plants in Qyah. Can the village work together to nip this problem in the
bud?

(CC) DVI #210H(S)PBS

06:30a Happy Yoga with Sarah Star
Desert Sunset

Enjoy the glorious desert sunset, gaining clarity and stability with a modified yoga practice using a chair for support including: modified seated sun
salutations, stretches to open the hips and release tension in the spine and a standing sequence linking breath with movement, building strength,
balance and focus.

(CC) N/A #412H(S)NETA

07:00a Yoga In Practice
Cultivate Self-Respect

Yoga reminds us to feel an inner dignity and to cultivate self-respect. One frequently practiced yoga pose, beautiful in its shape, is Pigeon Pose.
How wonderful that a common bird like a pigeon can be so beautiful and filled with inner grace.

(CC) N/A #209H(S)APTEX

07:30a Curious George
Hundley Jr./Curious George Gets Winded

Hundley Jr. - What's long, low to the ground, and loves to clean milkweed off the lobby floor? Hundley's newest friend and caterpillar, Hundley Jr!
But when Hundley is torn between looking after the lobby and caring for his new friend, he turns his lobby duties over - to a monkey! Curious
George Gets Winded - Bill needs one more newspaper delivery to win the coveted Golden Pouch, but a big snowfall ruins his chances. Even with
George's help, there's no way he can deliver all those papers in time. Can George's monkey-made wind sled help the duo sail to victory?

(CC) N/A #703H(S)PBS

08:00a Daniel Tiger's Neighborhood
Calm at the Restaurant/Calm In Class

Calm at the Restaurant - The Tiger Family goes to the restaurant for taco night with Jodi and Dr. Plat. Daniel and Jodi find out that there are times
to be silly and times to be calm. Calm in Class - Music Man Stan comes to school for a special musical story with the class. Daniel, Katerina, and
Miss Elaina learn to be calm so that everyone can enjoy the story.

(CC) DVI #417H(S)PBS

08:30a Rosie's Rules
Rosies Pirate Adventure/Time Trouble

Rosie and friends pretend to be pirates travelling around the world, but they need a globe to plan a route./While Jun is visiting Shanghai, she and
Rosie plan a virtual breakfast. But when it's daytime for Rosie, it's nighttime for Jun.

(CC) DVI #117H(S)PBS

09:00a Sesame Street
Gold Medal Tango

Elmo, Rosita, and Chris are making a doggy obstacle course for Tango. They use boxes to make a doggy tunnel for Tango to run through and
cones for Tango to zig zag around. They find a hula hoop that Tango could jump through, but it won't stand up. This is a problem! They wonder
how to make the hoop stand up and have enough room for Tango to jump through. What if they put the hoop through the slats of two chairs?
Let's try! It works. They didn't give up and made a great game for Tango to play.

(CC) DVI #5311H(S)PBS
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09:30a Work It Out Wombats!
Amazing Adventure/The Kaya-Tastic Banana-Tastic Halo Halo Split!

Thanks to Ellie, best babysitter ever, the Wombats embark on a for-real Sticker Monster treasure hunt. / Kaya has to get creative when she
breaks her tablet right before her Kaya-tastic Banana-tastic Halo-Halo Split cooking class.

(CC) DVI #116H(S)PBS

10:00a Donkey Hodie
Big Nest Bird Party/Pet Elephant Camp

Donkey tries to act like a bird to fit in at Duck Duck's bird party, but she's not enjoying herself. Can she have fun by being her Donkey
self?/Grampy and Donkey miss Gregory while he's away at camp, so they do special things to remind themselves of him.

(CC) DVI #136H(S)PBS

10:30a Pinkalicious & Peterrific
Indoor Camp-In/The Flutterbugs

Pinkalicious and Peter have been looking forward to having a campout in their yard, but plans change when it starts raining. That won't stop them,
though. With a little imagination, some scissors and paint, indoor camping can be just as fun as camping outside! Pinkalicious and her friends are
all set for a pinkerrific tea party - that is, until some unexpected guests buzz in. She thinks the flutterbugs are there for the cupcakes, but
discovers what they really love is her singing.

(CC) DVI #113H(S)PBS

11:00a Elinor Wonders Why
Elinor's Fishy Friend/Do The Crane Dance

Elinor is on a bit of a fish kick, so she's super happy when she comes across a new fish friend in the pond. Elinor names her friend Spotty and
can't wait to show Olive and Ari, but after some time passes, she notices something peculiar about Spotty. She's grown legs! After some careful
observation, the kids determine that Spotty is not a fish at all - she's a tadpole turning into a frog. Elinor couldn't be happier with her new frog
friend, be-cause now she's on a frog kick. After Mr. Lion demonstrates a fun dance for the kids, he encourages them to come up with their own
dance routine to express something that they think is special. Elinor, Ari and Olive see that the other kids are coming up with awesome dances,
but can't think of what their dance should be about. When they observe some nearby cranes, they discov-er that even birds dance to
communicate and express their feelings. Inspired, the kids do a dance that communicates to their friends what they learned and how happy they
are to have discovered these amazing animals.

(CC) DVI #137H(S)PBS

11:30a Nature Cat
Sweet Symbiosis/Strawberry Fields Forever

(CC) N/A #312H(S)PBS

12:00n Hero Elementary
Heroes In Space, Part 1 / Heroes In Space, Part 2

Sara is excited to celebrate the (full) moon viewing with her hero friends, but they notice that half the moon seems to be 'gone!' / On a mission to
find the other half of the moon and save the festival, Sparks' Crew flies to the moon to investigate. Curriculum: Objects can only be seen if light is
available to illuminate them, or if they give off their own light. Patterns of the motion of the sun and moon in the sky can be observed, described,
and predicted.

(CC) DVI #133H(S)PBS

12:30p Xavier Riddle and the Secret Museum
I Am Catherine The Great/I Am Tomioka Tessai

I am Catherine the Great Brad shows up ready for day camp with a pep in his step and a smile on his face, until he finds out that he's going
without Xavier or Yadina. Uh oh. Brad can't possibly go without his best friends! Who will he play with? Xavier and Yadina are sure Brad will make
new friends at camp, but Brad isn't so sure - he doesn't know how. To the Secret Museum! Our heroes go back in time to meet someone who
made all kids of friends: Catherine the Great. They find Catherine wandering outside her castle walls, simply so she can make some new friends
to play with. Watching Catherine meet new kids, and ask them questions about themselves, shows Brad that getting to know people is a great
way to make friends. I am Tomioka Tessai Yadina isn't sure if she should take her old family quilt in for show and tell; she loves it and all, but it's
old and has a lot of holes - what if she feels embarrassed to show people? To the Secret Museum! Our heroes go back in time to meet someone
who was deeply connected to the stories of his ancestry: Tomioka Tessai. They find the young artist as he's trying to decide what he should paint
to share with his art class. While thinking it over, Tomioka takes our trio on a tour of his family's garden, and proudly tells the story of the cherry
tree he planted there with his father and grandfather, helping both Tomioka and Yadina realize they should each present their class with
something that's special to their family, because sharing stories about their family makes them feel proud.

(CC) DVI #108H(S)PBS

01:00p Steven Raichlen's Project Fire
The Improbable Grill

Ever since our prehistoric ancestors first put food to fire, cooks have contrived ingenious and not always conventional ways to harness the
flames. In this show we explore three unexpected techniques for grilling. The first stands the vertical rotisserie used in Mexico and the Middle
East on its head (or at least on its side) to make a Yucatan classic: crusty juicy tacos al pastor. The second involves a piece of equipment you
don't usually find at a barbecue-a roofer's torch-here, used to brulee a spectacular pineapple dessert. The third involves a mystery ingredient that
virtually no one on the planet has ever grilled. I give you the improbable grill. TACOS AL PASTOR; VOLCANO PINEAPPLE; MYSTERY BOX
CHALLENGE - SUNFLOWER.

(CC) N/A #311H(S)APTEX
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01:30p Tim Farmer's Country Kitchen
Homemade Pasta Ravioli, Fresh Pesto & Oreo Stuffed Donut

Turn 3-Ingredient Homemade Pasta into mouth-watering Raviolis, stuffed with Pork, Veal and Homemade Pesto, browned with Bacon, Fresh
Mushrooms, Butter and Sage. For dessert, it's Oreo Stuffed Donuts coated in Rice Krispies. So simple and melt in your mouth delicious.

(CC) N/A #111H(S)NETA

02:00p Life from Above
Changing Planet

Take a fresh look at our fragile planet and see just how much it's changing. Cameras in space show growing cities, disappearing forests and
melting glaciers, but one country regenerated a landscape and helped save a chimpanzee family.

(CC) DVI #104H(S)PBS

03:00p Alma's Way
Lost in the Bronx/New Neighbors

When Alma and Uncle Nestor get separated from the rest of the family on the subway, Alma remembers the "just-in-case" plan she made with
Mami. Can she and Uncle Nestor reunite with the rest of the family before their special dinner reservation? When new neighbors Beto and Emi
move in next door, Alma and Beto hit it off straight away. Junior and Beto's little sister, Emi, seem to be fast friends, too until they aren't. Can
Alma and Beto figure out what keeps driving them apart?

(CC) DVI #136H(S)PBS

03:30p Wild Kratts
Search for the Florida Panther

When the Wild Kratts team gets an alert from a Wild Kratts kid that an injured endangered Florida Panther was just spotted off the Alligator Alley
highway, the team springs into rescue mode.

(CC) N/A #306H(S)PBS

04:00p Odd Squad
Rise of the Hydraclops/O Is Not for Old

Rise of the Hydraclops - In order to save humanity, Olive and Otto must locate a treasure chest that Oscar buried. Curriculum: Measurement;
length. O is Not for Old - The agents throw a surprise party for Ms. O. Curriculum: Data collection and analysis; using tally marks to record data.

(CC) DVI #117H(S)PBS

04:30p Arthur
The Boy Who Cried Comet/Arthur and Los Vecinos

Buster is convinced that he's seen real UFO's, and he uses Muffy's fancy new telescope to get the proof. What he discovers is much more
terrifying-a comet hurtling directly toward earth! Can Buster convince his friends that this sighting is real in time for them to save the planet? Mr.
Sipple from next door is moving away and Arthur wonders-who will be the new neighbors? When Alberto Molina and his family settle in, Arthur
makes a new friend and learns about a different culture...and about a comic book character named Conejitos Mechanicos! (That's Spanish for
Bionic Bunny)

(CC) DVI #605H(S)PBS

05:00p The Infinite Art Hunt
Art In Unexpected Places (Curation)

Art in Unexpected Places (Curation): Freddie and Uncle Mars are dreading their time at the airport - he's afraid to fly, and she's afraid she'll be
bored. Grandma Tilly introduces them to her friend Leah, who curates art throughout the airport including funky rocking chairs, a giant mural, and
mini museums to showcase local artists and keep travelers entertained. The impact of art helps cure both of their fears.

(CC) N/A #108H(S)APTEX

05:30p BBC News America (CC) N/A #112H(S)APTEX

06:00p PBS Newshour (CC) N/A #14099H(S)NPS

07:00p This Old House
Lexington | Drop in the Gutter

A walking tour of the roof reveals its various pitches. A built-in gutter system is installed. Rough-in has begun on the interior. A home originally
built and remodeled by the same architects is toured. New energy-efficient windows are installed.

(CC) N/A #4508H(S)PBSPL

07:30p Ask This Old House
Winter Prep, Miter Saw Station

Lee shares key tools and products in a winter weather kit; Richard shares a unique water heater; Mark shares homeowner-friendly masonry tools;
Tom and Kevin build a new miter saw station.

(CC) N/A #2208H(S)PBSPL

08:00p Traveling Kansas
Trego County

(N) N/A #803HSHPTV
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08:30p Inspire
Underground Railroad

(N) N/A #305HKTWU

09:00p Little Bird
Bineshi Kwe

The Little Bird family comes together to mourn death and celebrate life. Esther and Golda are both changed from this journey of self-discovery,
but it has strengthened their bond. Esther has finally found what she's been looking for.

(CC) DVI #106H(S)NPS

10:00p Sunflower Journeys
High Up In Kansas

Is Kansas flat? We explore the thoughts of novelist Tom Averill as he talks about viewing Kansas from above; we learn about the Kansas Civil Air
Patrol; and we tour a wind turbine in this Plains People segment on Joe Schmidt, manager of a wind farm in Western Kansas.

(N) N/A #3103H(S)KTWU

10:30p America's Heartland
Mandarin farmers explain why this tiny, easy-to-peel fruit is exploding in popularity. Visit a lettuce and herb farm that grows just about "everything
in a salad." We'll show you how to make a popular Greek recipe, Spanakopita with Tzatziki sauce. Meet a multi-generational family in Iowa
growing soybeans.

(CC) N/A #1710H(S)APTEX

11:00p This Old House
Lexington | Drop in the Gutter

A walking tour of the roof reveals its various pitches. A built-in gutter system is installed. Rough-in has begun on the interior. A home originally
built and remodeled by the same architects is toured. New energy-efficient windows are installed.

(CC) N/A #4508H(S)PBSPL

11:30p Ask This Old House
Winter Prep, Miter Saw Station

Lee shares key tools and products in a winter weather kit; Richard shares a unique water heater; Mark shares homeowner-friendly masonry tools;
Tom and Kevin build a new miter saw station.

(CC) N/A #2208H(S)PBSPL
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12:00m Craft In America
California

Explore craft practices definitively Californian, from Native Americans continuing ancient traditions, to contemporary artists expressing new
iterations of the art of the handmade.

(CC) N/A #1001H(S)NPS

05:00a Arthur
Mr. Ratburn and the Special Someone/The Feud

Mr. Ratburn is getting married! Arthur and the gang can't believe it. Teachers don't have lives outside of school, do they? / Arthur and Buster get
into an argument over a video game and pretty soon the entire third grade class chooses sides. Will it be Team Arthur versus Team Buster
forever?

(CC) DVI #2201H(S)PBS

05:30a Odd Squad
Dance Like Nobody Is Watching/Recipe for Disaster

Dance Like Nobody is Watching - When the alarm system at Headquarters is triggered, Olive, Otto, Ms. O, and Oscar must avoid a series of
booby traps in order to shut it off. Curriculum: Algebraic thinking; pattern recognition and extension. Recipe for Disaster - Olive and Otto explain to
Ms. O how a case went wrong, each in their own way. Curriculum: Number operations; determining unknown number in an equation.

(CC) DVI #118H(S)PBS

06:00a Molly of Denali
Turn on the Northern Lights/Fiddlesticks

Turn on the Northern Lights When Trini confesses that she's never seen the Northern Lights, Molly makes it her mission to show them to her. But
after several sleepless nights, they still haven't seen the Aurora Borealis. Can a little help from lots of different sources help them see the lights?
Fiddlesticks After an awesome jig dance at the Tribal Hall, Molly can't wait for her fiddle lessons with Oscar to start, but she soon discovers she
has a knack for playing the drum. A knack that turns into a passion. Can Molly figure out a way to break the news that she won't be taking fiddle
lessons from her friend?

(CC) DVI #117H(S)PBS

06:30a Happy Yoga with Sarah Starr
Sunflowers at Dusk

Bask in the radiant sunflower field at dusk as we reconnect you to your abdominal muscles with easy to follow exercises using a chair for support.
Including gentle sun salutations, along with accessible moves to improve your posture and strengthen the core while activating the hip flexors and
quadriceps.

(CC) N/A #501H(S)NETA

07:00a Yoga In Practice
Allow Yourself to Soar

A well-known teaching from yogic philosophy invites us into a practice where "the posture is steady and at ease." The practice of any posture
should be nourishing and revealing...the body toned and the mind tuned. In today's class we work toward steady ease with a balance pose,
Eagle.

(CC) N/A #210H(S)APTEX

07:30a Curious George
Bonus Day/Understudy George

George can't believe that it's already the last day of February. But his hedgehog calendar shows that tomorrow is February 29th instead of March
1st! Huh? The Man with the Yellow Hat explains this is Leap Year, which means they get an extra day. Wowsa! George wants to do something
extra special on his bonus day. But what? George soon discovers that there's no shortage of fun events planned for Leap Day: Hundley's Leap
Year Dachshund Dash, the Polar Bear Plunge, the launch of Mr. Glass's Boat Hotel (the Boatel!), Professors Pizza and Einstein flying trapeze
class and, of course, Chef Pisghetti's famous Leapin Lemon Pound Cake! George makes a schedule to do all five things - a Leap Day record! -
but soon discovers that even the best laid Leap Day Plans can go awry. Can George get back on track to hit these amazing activities, or will he
need to wait another four years!? / Everything is ready for today's opening of The Man with the Yellow Hat's play, "Lunch on Planet Zooz"! When
Mr. Renkins gets a cold, leaving the cast with no understudies, George eagerly volunteers. Only to find out he must learn three roles! - Bill's
confident space captain, Mrs. Quint's friendly Zooz greeter, and Mr. Quint's efficient roller skating robot waiter - and fast! George observes what
he can in rehearsal but when the cast takes a break, George wonders if can find other people with these characteristics to help him learn the
parts. With time running out, George goes out on the town and luckily encounters Shirley the confident bus driver, friendly Mrs. Renkins (and
extra friendly Bo!), and efficient waiter Jimmy, and recruits them all! But when Bessie the cow blocks the town road, and draws Bill and the Quints
into the drama, the curtain comes up and George finds himself needing to play .... ALL of the roles.

(CC) N/A #1507H(S)PBS

08:00a Daniel Tiger's Neighborhood
	Daniel's Grr-Ific Grandpere/Making Mozies with Nana

Daniel Learns to Ask First - When Daniel needs a drumstick for his pretend marching band, he takes away a spoon that Margaret was using,
which makes her cry. Dad Tiger teaches Daniel that he needs to ask first before taking something away from someone else. Friends Ask First - O
the Owl is reading a story to his class at school, but when Prince Wednesday grabs the book to get a closer look, no one else can see the
pictures. Teacher Harriet explains that you should ask first if it's okay before you take something away from someone else.

(CC) DVI #409H(S)PBS

08:30a Rosie's Rules
Rosie Gets Moving/The Flying Disc Dilemma

108A When Tia forgets her lucky spoon, Rosie, Javi and Papá use different kinds of transportation to get it to her before her train leaves. 108B
When Crystal's flying disc gets stuck in a tree, Rosie learns that just the right kind of transportation can get it down.

(CC) DVI #108H(S)PBS
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09:00a Sesame Street
The Pie Caper

Elmo and Abby are visiting the farm today and just helped Farmer Todd make a pie. They wait for the pie to cool and help Farmer Todd with
some chores. When they return, they see that their special treat is gone. Someone has eaten their pie! Elmo and Abby become detectives and
look for clues to figure out that Cookie Monster had eaten the pie.

(CC) DVI #5226H(S)PBS

09:30a Work It Out Wombats!
The Treehouse Harvest Day/The Treeborhood Thankfuness Stew

Harvest Day is being ruined by fog! Can the Wombats save the day by locating Mr. E's fog goggles, buried in a box somewhere? / It's time to
make the Treeborhood Thankfulness Stew. Can Zeke create a stew that meets Mr. E's high standards?

(CC) DVI #130H(S)PBS

10:00a Donkey Hodie
Feelings Detectives/Clyde's Cloudy Day

Duck Duck has a super big feeling, but she doesn't know what it is. Detectives Donkey and Panda are on the case! / When Clyde feels sad, the
pals want to help him feel better, but he needs time. They give him time until he is ready to play.

(CC) DVI #203H(S)PBS

10:30a Pinkalicious & Peterrific
Mr. Socko/A Pinkapurrfect Pet

"Mr. Socko" Peter is missing one of his favorite lucky socks! To help her brother out, Pinkalicious creates a sock puppet with the sock Peter has.
Pinkalicious and Peter then work with the puppet, Mr. Socko, to retrace Peter's steps to find its other pair. Curriculum: (Visual Arts) An
introduction to creating a puppet through found objects and learning to manipulate (or operate) it to create its character and show emotion. "A
Pinkapurrfect Pet" The Pinkertons discover a cat on their front doorstep! Pinkalicious and Peter realize that while taking care of a cat is tough,
things can get even hairier when they wake up to find three new kittens. Curriculum: (STEAM) Explore the design thinking aspect of STEAM.
Interstitial: (Reuse from Season 1) Kids build puppets with Sarah Nolen and learn how to bring character and movement to puppet performances.

(CC) DVI #204H(S)PBS

11:00a Elinor Wonders Why
Feed The Birds

Elinor is friends with a chickadee bird she names Chicky, but when snow covers the yard, she starts to worry about how Chicky will find food in
the winter. She and her friends then observe that birds all have a unique way of finding food during the winter months, called foraging. This new
knowledge inspires Elinor, Olive and Ari to build bird feeders to make food easier to find for their feathery friends!

(CC) DVI #110H(S)PBS

11:30a Nature Cat
The Nature Nap Dilemma/Captain Nature Cat's Wild River Adventure

(CC) N/A #405H(S)PBS

12:00n Hero Elementary
The Crew Who Snows What to Do / Keep Your Eye on the Ball

Turbo Tina is excited for her first snowfall EVER! But, some of the snow melts quickly. Can Sparks' Crew figure out why some snow is melting
and some isn't? Curriculum: Sunlight warms the Earth's surface and melts snow. Seasonal patterns vary around the world. / A T-Ball
Championship game is in jeopardy when all the balls go missing. Where did they go? And can Sparks' Crew come up with an alternative ball so
the game can go on? Curriculum: The properties of objects involved in a collision affect the result of collisions.

(CC) DVI #124H(S)PBS

12:30p Xavier Riddle and the Secret Museum
I Am Jesse Owens/I Am Ella Fitzgerald

(CC) DVI #135H(S)PBS

01:00p Inspire
Kansas Staycation

(N) N/A #312HKTWU

01:30p I've Got Issues
Attorney General Kris Kobach

(N) N/A #1302HKTWU

02:00p Traveling Kansas
Jewell/Republic/Smith

(N) N/A #801HSHPTV

02:30p Traveling Kansas
Trego County

(N) N/A #803HSHPTV

03:00p Alma's Way
Justice Sonia and Judge Alma / Justice Sonia and Umpire Alma

Inspired by meeting Supreme Court Justice Sonia Sotomayor, Alma tries to help her friends determine what's fair. / When Justice Sotomayor
encourages Alma to be an umpire at a kickball game, Alma wonders if she made the right call about a play.

(CC) DVI #207H(S)PBS
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03:30p Wild Kratts
The Vanishing Stingray

A bored Martin and Chris want to play a game of Creature Hide and Seek and secretly ask Aviva's help to program a new creature power disc to
use. But first, they need to find a creature that has amazing hiding powers. The stingray. Science Concept: Cartilaginous fish - fishes with no
bones.

(CC) N/A #609H(S)PBS

04:00p Odd Squad
Dance Like Nobody Is Watching/Recipe for Disaster

Dance Like Nobody is Watching - When the alarm system at Headquarters is triggered, Olive, Otto, Ms. O, and Oscar must avoid a series of
booby traps in order to shut it off. Curriculum: Algebraic thinking; pattern recognition and extension. Recipe for Disaster - Olive and Otto explain to
Ms. O how a case went wrong, each in their own way. Curriculum: Number operations; determining unknown number in an equation.

(CC) DVI #118H(S)PBS

04:30p Arthur
Mr. Ratburn and the Special Someone/The Feud

Mr. Ratburn is getting married! Arthur and the gang can't believe it. Teachers don't have lives outside of school, do they? / Arthur and Buster get
into an argument over a video game and pretty soon the entire third grade class chooses sides. Will it be Team Arthur versus Team Buster
forever?

(CC) DVI #2201H(S)PBS

05:00p The Infinite Art Hunt
The Wanda Blob (Mosaic)

The Wanda Blob (Mosaic): Freddie and Hildegard are headed to an immersive mosaic art garden, but Hildegard is not quite in the mood after
breaking her favorite cat figurine, Wanda. Freddie can't understand why it would upset her so much but after exploring the art environment she
learns that art can be a way to see into someone's emotions - and finds a way to make Hildegard feel better and honor Wanda.

(CC) N/A #109H(S)APTEX

05:30p BBC News America (CC) N/A #113H(S)APTEX

06:00p PBS Newshour (CC) N/A #14100H(S)NPS

07:00p Washington Week with the Atlantic (CC) N/A #6321H(S)NPS

07:30p Firing Line with Margaret Hoover
Guest: Brad Raffensperger. Brad Raffensperger, Georgia's Republican Secretary of State, discusses standing up to pressure from Trump to
overturn the 2020 election in his state and how to restore public trust in elections. He explains why he believes Georgia is ready for 2024.

(CC) N/A #721H(S)NPS

08:00p Market to Market
News and commodity market analysis from the weekly journal of rural America.

(CC) N/A #4914H(S)IPTV

08:30p Real Ag
Vanishing Earth: The Soil Crisis

(N) N/A #1202HSHPTV

09:00p Great Performances
Making Shakespeare: The First Folio

Celebrate the 400th anniversary of Shakespeare's First Folio, which saved 18 plays from being lost. Tracing the First Folio's story, the film also
spotlights how New York City's Public Theater presents Shakespeare's work for today's audiences.

(CC) N/A #4812H(S)NPS

11:00p Real Ag
Vanishing Earth: The Soil Crisis

(N) N/A #1202HSHPTV

11:30p Start Up
Qrxlabs: Miami, Fl

QRxLabs, a cosmetics company on a mission to revolutionize skincare. This is a story about a divorced couple working together to build a
successful brand.

(CC) N/A #1108H(S)NETA
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12:00m Great Performances
Making Shakespeare: The First Folio

Celebrate the 400th anniversary of Shakespeare's First Folio, which saved 18 plays from being lost. Tracing the First Folio's story, the film also
spotlights how New York City's Public Theater presents Shakespeare's work for today's audiences.

(CC) N/A #4812H(S)NPS

05:00a Mister Rogers' Neighborhood
Electric Cars & A Boy In An Electric Wheelchair

Mister Rogers visits a garage where electric cars are being made.  In the Neighborhood of Make-Believe, Handyman Negri organizes a search for
Prince Tuesday and the unhappy Prince is finally found.

(CC) DVI #1478H(S)PBS

05:30a Arthur
The Boy Who Cried Comet/Arthur and Los Vecinos

Buster is convinced that he's seen real UFO's, and he uses Muffy's fancy new telescope to get the proof. What he discovers is much more
terrifying-a comet hurtling directly toward earth! Can Buster convince his friends that this sighting is real in time for them to save the planet? Mr.
Sipple from next door is moving away and Arthur wonders-who will be the new neighbors? When Alberto Molina and his family settle in, Arthur
makes a new friend and learns about a different culture...and about a comic book character named Conejitos Mechanicos! (That's Spanish for
Bionic Bunny)

(CC) DVI #605H(S)PBS

06:00a Molly of Denali
Heat Wave/It Came from Beyond

It feels hotter than ever in Qyah, and Molly is determined to find out the highest temperature on record. Tooey stays cool with Auntie Midge's fan
until he breaks it. Has it always been this hot? And will Tooey find a fix for the fan? Molly and Trini must save Qyah from a wildflower-gone wild!
It's an invasive plant that grows so fast it could crowd out all the other plants in Qyah. Can the village work together to nip this problem in the
bud?

(CC) DVI #210H(S)PBS

06:30a Agphd (N) N/A #1337HHEFTY

07:00a Market to Market
News and commodity market analysis from the weekly journal of rural America.

(CC) N/A #4914H(S)IPTV

07:30a Curious George
Hundley Jr./Curious George Gets Winded

Hundley Jr. - What's long, low to the ground, and loves to clean milkweed off the lobby floor? Hundley's newest friend and caterpillar, Hundley Jr!
But when Hundley is torn between looking after the lobby and caring for his new friend, he turns his lobby duties over - to a monkey! Curious
George Gets Winded - Bill needs one more newspaper delivery to win the coveted Golden Pouch, but a big snowfall ruins his chances. Even with
George's help, there's no way he can deliver all those papers in time. Can George's monkey-made wind sled help the duo sail to victory?

(CC) N/A #703H(S)PBS

08:00a Work It Out Wombats!
3,2,1 Lift Off! / Moon Magic

Only one way to find out if there are unicorns on the moon build a spaceship and go see for yourself! / Louisa tells Zeke she's a Moon Magician
who can turn the moon into different shapes. Would Zeke like to learn how she does it?

(CC) DVI #118H(S)PBS

08:30a Daniel Tiger's Neighborhood
Calm at the Restaurant/Calm In Class

Calm at the Restaurant - The Tiger Family goes to the restaurant for taco night with Jodi and Dr. Plat. Daniel and Jodi find out that there are times
to be silly and times to be calm. Calm in Class - Music Man Stan comes to school for a special musical story with the class. Daniel, Katerina, and
Miss Elaina learn to be calm so that everyone can enjoy the story.

(CC) DVI #417H(S)PBS

09:00a Sesame Street
The Great Home Carnival

It's raining, and Elmo, Abby, and Rudy can't go to the carnival anymore. This is a problem! They wonder if they can make their own carnival
games with things at home. What if they use paper for a memory game, rolled-up socks for a toss game, and empty boxes for pretend roller
coaster cars? Let's try! It works. They didn't give up, and they made their favorite carnival games at home.

(CC) DVI #5230H(S)PBS

09:30a Rosie's Rules
An Anniversary Tradition/Chiles En Nogada Day

Rosie, Crystal and Iggy try to recreate Mom and Pap's beach anniversary tradition at home./It's Chiles en Nogada Day, but when Papa loses the
recipe, it's up to Rosie to figure out who else might have it.

(CC) DVI #119H(S)PBS
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10:00a Donkey Hodie
Big Nest Bird Party/Pet Elephant Camp

Donkey tries to act like a bird to fit in at Duck Duck's bird party, but she's not enjoying herself. Can she have fun by being her Donkey
self?/Grampy and Donkey miss Gregory while he's away at camp, so they do special things to remind themselves of him.

(CC) DVI #136H(S)PBS

10:30a Diy Science Time
Ecosystems

What do owl pellets, gray wolves, blubber all have in common? Explore the science of ecosystems today with Mister C and the Science Crew to
find out. Let's build a terrarium and explore ecosystems all around us!

(CC) N/A #211H(S)NETA

11:00a Kshsaa State Volleyball 2023
1adi: South Gray Vs Clifton-Clyde

(N) N/A #2301HSHPTV

11:43a Kshsaa State Volleyball 2023
1adi: Little River Vs Centralia

(N) N/A #2302HSHPTV

12:27p Kshsaa State Volleyball 2023
1adi: Centralia Vs Clifton-Clyde

(N) N/A #2303HSHPTV

01:09p Kshsaa State Volleyball 2023
1adi: Little River Vs South Gray

(N) N/A #2304HSHPTV

02:30p Chef's Life
Stand By Your Cabbage

Vivian's summer itinerary picks up with a 14-day photoshoot as she preps for a first-time trip to Feast Portland. Before heading out west, Sam
Jones and Miss Lillie share old school cabbage recipes that influence the dish she prepares for festival goers. While on the road, Vivian trusts
John and Justise to hold down the fort back home.

(CC) N/A #404H(S)PBS

03:00p America's Test Kitchen
Parathas and Pakoras

Test cook Erin McMurrer makes host Julia Collin Davison Alu Parathas (Punjabi Potato-Stuffed Griddle Breads). Equipment expert Adam Ried
reviews ladles. Test cook Keith Dresser and host Bridget Lancaster fry up Pakoras (South Asian Spiced Vegetable Fritters).

(CC) N/A #2316H(S)APTEX

03:30p Cook's Country
New Mexican Bounty

Bryan Roof visits Albuquerque, New Mexico, and he and host Julia Collin Davison make New Mexican Bean-and-Cheese Turnovers with Green
Chile. Toni Tipton-Martin shares the history of Tomato Clubs in the US, and Ashley Moore makes host Bridget Lancaster a beautiful
Southwestern Tomato and Corn Salad.

(CC) N/A #1611H(S)APTEX

04:00p Fons & Porter's Love of Quilting
Quilted Postcard Swap

Sometimes you need to send a little patchwork love in the mail! Inspired by a 'quilted postcard swap,' guest Elaine Theriault joins Sara Gallegos
to showcase patchwork techniques in a small format. Learn to create your own postcard, incorporating all the scraps from your sewing room
fabric, thread, stabilizers, batting, and anything else!

(CC) N/A #4204H(S)NETA

04:30p It's Sew Easy
Finish It Right

Details make the difference. First is sewing expert Joanne Banko. Channel stitching and pintucks perk up a blouse and add decoration to
otherwise plain yokes, collars and cuffs. Then, Emily Thompson has a technique for making the perfect V-neck knit top. The right finish makes
knits look more professional.

(CC) N/A #2002H(S)NETA

05:00p Knit and Crochet Now
Filled with Texture Baby Blankets!

Stitch these textured blankets for that special little person who has captured your heart! We begin with the Highland Heather Baby Afghan with
Rachel Alford. Next head to Lena Skvagerson's studio for the bead stitch crochet dishcloth. Last up is knitting the Heart of Mine Blanket with
Kristin Omdahl. This Is the perfect afghan to keep your baby warm and cuddly!

(CC) N/A #1305H(S)NETA
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05:30p Garden Smart
Telling Roses Apart

GardenSMART looks at almost every class of rose. How does one tell them apart? Tune in and we'll show you, as well as provide some great
tips. Join us as we GardenSMART.

(CC) N/A #7303H(S)NETA

06:00p Cottonwood Connections
It's Not All Flat

(N) N/A #311HSHPTV

06:30p Rick Steves' Europe
Rick Steves' Europe: Art of the Florentine Renaissance

After its medieval struggles, Europe rediscovered the art of the ancients, led by booming Florence. We revel in the bold spirit of the Cathedral's
lofty dome and Botticelli's sweet Venus. Leonardo da Vinci gives us the iconic Last Supper and enigmatic Mona Lisa. And Michelangelo sculptor
of David, painter of the Sistine, and architect of St. Peter's takes the Florentine Renaissance to new heights.

(CC) N/A #1207H(S)APTEX

07:00p The Lawrence Welk Show
Thanksgiving (Norma Zimmer)

Our Champagne Lady, Norma Zimmer hosts this beloved Thanksgiving holiday show. Guy and Ralna remind us to "Count Your Blessings", Tom
Netherton celebrates "The House I Live In", Henry Cuesta and the band swing out on "In the Sweet Bye and Bye", and Jimmy Roberts and
Norma Zimmer lead the cast in a loving rendition of "May the Good Lord Bless and Keep You".

(CC) N/A #1914H(S)OETA

08:00p Now and Then - The Last Beatles Song (Short Film)
NOW AND THEN - THE LAST BEATLES SONG (SHORT FILM) is a short film documenting the 60-year journey of a track recorded by John
Lennon in his apartment in the 1970s through its release as the final song from all four band members. This historic track is the product of
decades of conversations and collaborations between the members of the band. In 1994, Yoko Ono, Lennon's wife, mentioned to George
Harrison that she had a tape of her husband recording some original songs. In February 1995, Paul, George and Ringo worked on the Lennon
demo as part of The Beatles Anthology and were successful in putting together the songs "Free As a Bird" and "Real Love," released in the mid-
1990s. But "Now and Then" proved to be an insurmountable technical challenge, as John's vocal was partially obscured by his piano
accompaniment. The song lay dormant for decades. But in 2022, there was a stroke of technical serendipity. A software system developed by
Peter Jackson and his team for the documentary series Get Back finally opened the way for the uncoupling of John's vocal from his piano part. As
a result, the original recording could be brought to life, and the newly cleared vocal enabled McCartney and Starr to complete the track last year.
The final recording includes John's original vocal, McCartney's bass and a slide guitar solo he added as a tribute to George Harrison, drums by
Starr, and a guitar part Harrison had recorded nearly three decades ago. This remarkable story of musical archaeology reflects The Beatles'
endless creative curiosity and shared fascination with technology. It marks the completion of the last recording that John, Paul, George and Ringo
will get to make together and celebrates the legacy of the foremost and most influential band in popular music history.

(CC) N/A #0H(S)FRP

08:30p Traveling Kansas
Trego County

(N) N/A #803HSHPTV

09:00p David Holt's State of Music
Rob Ickes and Trey Hensley

Rob Ickes played dobro in the award-winning bluegrass band Blue Highway. He left that band to work with phenomenal young singer and
guitarist Trey Hensley, whose performances dazzled Earl Scruggs, Marty Stuart and other country legends.

(CC) N/A #506H(S)PBSPL

09:30p Ireland with Michael
Alive, Alive O

A whirlwind walking tour of Dublin starting in Trinity College founded in 1592 before meeting his friend Chloe Agnew of Celtic Woman fame to talk
about her love of Ireland's capital. We then get a performance of Dublin songs from Niall O Sullivan in Kilmainham Gaol and Brian Kennedy on
the banks of the Royal Canal.

(CC) N/A #106H(S)NETA

10:00p Austin City Limits
Foo Fighters

Rock & Roll Hall of Fame icons Foo Fighters return to rock Austin City Limits in an epic hour featuring classics alongside highlights from their
acclaimed recent album But Here We Are.

(CC) N/A #4907H(S)PBSPL

11:00p Sound On Tap
Wallace Townsend Quintet

A modern "jazz" band, led by the eclectic Tyler Simpson, the Wallace Townsend Quintet explores the future of jazz to come.

(CC) N/A #106H(S)NETA
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11:30p Songs at the Center
Tenille Townes, Caitlyn Smith, Caylee Hammack

Tenille Townes, Caitlyn Smith and Caylee Hammack, all with major record deals...and on virtually everyone's list as three of the most promising
young singer-songwriters working today. They open their hearts both playing, and in their revealing interviews with show creator and host Eric
Gnezda.

(CC) N/A #912H(S)
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12:00m Spy in the Ocean, A Nature Miniseries
Deep Trouble

Spy creatures showcase the challenges of ocean life. From a baby whale in danger and marine iguanas battling storms, to a mantis shrimp's
knockout punch, the spies are never far from trouble.

(CC) DVI #104H(S)NPS

05:00a Mister Rogers' Neighborhood
Graham Cracker Factory

Mister Rogers learns how people make graham crackers.  In the Neighborhood of Make-Believe, King Friday XIII and Queen Sara return, and
Prince Tuesday says goodbye to his "night and day caregiver." King Friday tells Prince Tuesday that he is proud of him.

(CC) DVI #1520HPBS

05:30a Arthur
Mr. Ratburn and the Special Someone/The Feud

Mr. Ratburn is getting married! Arthur and the gang can't believe it. Teachers don't have lives outside of school, do they? / Arthur and Buster get
into an argument over a video game and pretty soon the entire third grade class chooses sides. Will it be Team Arthur versus Team Buster
forever?

(CC) DVI #2201H(S)PBS

06:00a Molly of Denali
Turn on the Northern Lights/Fiddlesticks

Turn on the Northern Lights When Trini confesses that she's never seen the Northern Lights, Molly makes it her mission to show them to her. But
after several sleepless nights, they still haven't seen the Aurora Borealis. Can a little help from lots of different sources help them see the lights?
Fiddlesticks After an awesome jig dance at the Tribal Hall, Molly can't wait for her fiddle lessons with Oscar to start, but she soon discovers she
has a knack for playing the drum. A knack that turns into a passion. Can Molly figure out a way to break the news that she won't be taking fiddle
lessons from her friend?

(CC) DVI #117H(S)PBS

06:30a Alma's Way
Justice Sonia and Judge Alma / Justice Sonia and Umpire Alma

Inspired by meeting Supreme Court Justice Sonia Sotomayor, Alma tries to help her friends determine what's fair. / When Justice Sotomayor
encourages Alma to be an umpire at a kickball game, Alma wonders if she made the right call about a play.

(CC) DVI #207H(S)PBS

07:00a Wild Kratts
The Vanishing Stingray

A bored Martin and Chris want to play a game of Creature Hide and Seek and secretly ask Aviva's help to program a new creature power disc to
use. But first, they need to find a creature that has amazing hiding powers. The stingray. Science Concept: Cartilaginous fish - fishes with no
bones.

(CC) N/A #609H(S)PBS

07:30a Curious George
Bonus Day/Understudy George

George can't believe that it's already the last day of February. But his hedgehog calendar shows that tomorrow is February 29th instead of March
1st! Huh? The Man with the Yellow Hat explains this is Leap Year, which means they get an extra day. Wowsa! George wants to do something
extra special on his bonus day. But what? George soon discovers that there's no shortage of fun events planned for Leap Day: Hundley's Leap
Year Dachshund Dash, the Polar Bear Plunge, the launch of Mr. Glass's Boat Hotel (the Boatel!), Professors Pizza and Einstein flying trapeze
class and, of course, Chef Pisghetti's famous Leapin Lemon Pound Cake! George makes a schedule to do all five things - a Leap Day record! -
but soon discovers that even the best laid Leap Day Plans can go awry. Can George get back on track to hit these amazing activities, or will he
need to wait another four years!? / Everything is ready for today's opening of The Man with the Yellow Hat's play, "Lunch on Planet Zooz"! When
Mr. Renkins gets a cold, leaving the cast with no understudies, George eagerly volunteers. Only to find out he must learn three roles! - Bill's
confident space captain, Mrs. Quint's friendly Zooz greeter, and Mr. Quint's efficient roller skating robot waiter - and fast! George observes what
he can in rehearsal but when the cast takes a break, George wonders if can find other people with these characteristics to help him learn the
parts. With time running out, George goes out on the town and luckily encounters Shirley the confident bus driver, friendly Mrs. Renkins (and
extra friendly Bo!), and efficient waiter Jimmy, and recruits them all! But when Bessie the cow blocks the town road, and draws Bill and the Quints
into the drama, the curtain comes up and George finds himself needing to play .... ALL of the roles.

(CC) N/A #1507H(S)PBS

08:00a Work It Out Wombats!
The Treehouse Harvest Day/The Treeborhood Thankfuness Stew

Harvest Day is being ruined by fog! Can the Wombats save the day by locating Mr. E's fog goggles, buried in a box somewhere? / It's time to
make the Treeborhood Thankfulness Stew. Can Zeke create a stew that meets Mr. E's high standards?

(CC) DVI #130H(S)PBS

08:30a Daniel Tiger's Neighborhood
	Daniel's Grr-Ific Grandpere/Making Mozies with Nana

Daniel Learns to Ask First - When Daniel needs a drumstick for his pretend marching band, he takes away a spoon that Margaret was using,
which makes her cry. Dad Tiger teaches Daniel that he needs to ask first before taking something away from someone else. Friends Ask First - O
the Owl is reading a story to his class at school, but when Prince Wednesday grabs the book to get a closer look, no one else can see the
pictures. Teacher Harriet explains that you should ask first if it's okay before you take something away from someone else.

(CC) DVI #409H(S)PBS
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09:00a Sesame Street
Rudy's Favorite Sweater

Rudy's favorite sweater doesn't fit him anymore so Nina suggests having a clothing drive in the neighborhood to give clothes that they don't need
anymore to the people who do need them. Rudy's sweater goes to a little girl who is very excited to wear it.

(CC) DVI #5308H(S)PBS

09:30a Rosie's Rules
Rosies Pirate Adventure/Time Trouble

Rosie and friends pretend to be pirates travelling around the world, but they need a globe to plan a route./While Jun is visiting Shanghai, she and
Rosie plan a virtual breakfast. But when it's daytime for Rosie, it's nighttime for Jun.

(CC) DVI #117H(S)PBS

10:00a Donkey Hodie
Feelings Detectives/Clyde's Cloudy Day

Duck Duck has a super big feeling, but she doesn't know what it is. Detectives Donkey and Panda are on the case! / When Clyde feels sad, the
pals want to help him feel better, but he needs time. They give him time until he is ready to play.

(CC) DVI #203H(S)PBS

10:30a Biz Kid$
Business Structures

What structure is right for your future business? It's not just "incorporated" anymore. Join us and learn about LLCs, sole proprietorships,
partnerships, and more. Examine the pros and cons of each business structure and discover which one could be right for you. Meet two girls who
were able to start both a non-profit organization and a for-profit company, all from selling honey.

(CC) DVI #502(S)APTEX

11:00a Kshsaa State Volleyball 2023
2a: Hillsboro Vs Inman

(N) N/A #2305HSHPTV

11:39a Kshsaa State Volleyball 2023
2a: Hoxie Vs Smith Center

(N) N/A #2306HSHPTV

12:17p Kshsaa State Volleyball 2023
2a: Smith Center Vs Inman

(N) N/A #2307HSHPTV

01:00p Kshsaa State Volleyball 2023
2a: Hillsboro Vs Hoxie

(N) N/A #2308HSHPTV

02:00p Classic Gospel
Country Family Reunion: Wednesday Night Prayer Meeting

Hosted by Country Music Hall of Famer Bill Anderson, this program showcases heartfelt performances from some of country music's legendary
artists. Ricky Skaggs, The Oak Ridge Boys, the Gatlin Brothers, The Isaacs, Jimmy Fortune, Gene Watson and others gather on one stage to
celebrate their faith through inspiring stories and classic gospel hits including "Victory in Jesus," "Beulah Land," "Sweet, Sweet Spirit," "It Is Well,"
"Rock of Ages" and more.

(CC) N/A #1506H(S)NETA

03:00p Your Fantastic Mind
Menopause

Menopause is a natural and inevitable part of aging that affects the vast majority of American women, typically between the ages of 45 and 55.
This episode explores what is happening in a woman's brain and body during menopause and its impact on daily life with common symptoms
including mood changes, sleep disturbances and vaginal dryness. Experts discuss the latest on the safety and effectiveness of both hormone
treatment and non-hormone treatments for managing symptoms, as well as resources to help women navigate this life transition.

(CC) N/A #306H(S)NETA

03:30p Doctors On Call
Troy Moore Pt,Dpt: Physical Therapy

(N) N/A #1813HSHPTV

04:00p Antiques Roadshow
Vintage Dallas Hour 1

Everything is bigger in Texas, including finds like a Beggs steam train set, ca. 1885, a Tiffany Cypriote glass vase, ca. 1926, and a William H. D.
Koerner oil illustration, ca. 1935. Discover which is Dallas's top $150,000 appraisal!

(CC) N/A #2720H(S)NPS

05:00p PBS News Weekend (CC) N/A #2042H(S)NPS
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05:30p History with David Rubenstein
Drew Gilpin Faust

Drew Gilpin Faust is an author and the former President of Harvard University.

(CC) N/A #105H(S)PBSPL

06:00p Cottonwood Connections
The Law and the Outlaws

(N) N/A #312HSHPTV

06:30p Traveling Kansas
Trego County

(N) N/A #803HSHPTV

07:00p Hotel Portofino
Farewells

Bella must act decisively to salvage her investment in the Hotel Portofino, but at what cost to her relationships and her children? Just when things
seem to be going Bella's way, tragedy strikes with fatal consequences for one member of the family.

(CC) N/A #206#(S)NPS

08:00p World On Fire On Masterpiece
Harry returns to Manchester, but Kasia is determined to leave. In Europe, Marga and Henriette must each make their escape, while North Africa
remains brutal for Rajib.

(CC) DVI #5351#(S)PBS

09:00p Annika On Masterpiece
A brutal murder on Glasgow's canals hits close to home when the victim is identified as a former police officer.

(CC) DVI #5357#(S)NPS

10:00p Austin City Limits
Foo Fighters

Rock & Roll Hall of Fame icons Foo Fighters return to rock Austin City Limits in an epic hour featuring classics alongside highlights from their
acclaimed recent album But Here We Are.

(CC) N/A #4907H(S)PBSPL

11:00p Hotel Portofino
Farewells

Bella must act decisively to salvage her investment in the Hotel Portofino, but at what cost to her relationships and her children? Just when things
seem to be going Bella's way, tragedy strikes with fatal consequences for one member of the family.

(CC) N/A #206H(S)NPS
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12:00m World On Fire On Masterpiece
Harry returns to Manchester, but Kasia is determined to leave. In Europe, Marga and Henriette must each make their escape, while North Africa
remains brutal for Rajib.

(CC) DVI #5351H(S)PBS

05:00a Arthur Thanksgiving
Arthur and his family are getting ready for Thanksgiving! But when Pal disappears to go on his own adventure, family, friends and the rest of
Elwood City try to get Pal home. Will they be able to celebrate the best Thanksgiving yet?

(CC) DVI #0H(S)PBS

06:00a Molly of Denali
Wild Moose Chase/Where The Bison Roam

Wild Moose Chase Molly's class is learning about bartering by practicing with kids who live up north in Kaktovik, Alaska. Molly offers to trade a
pair of moose antlers for the kids' fossilized whale bone, but later discovers that the antlers she's promised have been traded around town! Can
Molly and Tooey track down the traveling antlers or will this barter go bust? Where the Bison Roam Molly and Mom accompany Nina to Shageluk,
where Nina is doing a follow-up story on the country's only herd of wild wood bison. Once there, they meet Dr. Locklear and fly out to record the
number of bison in the herd. Unfortunately, one of them seems to be missing. Will they be able to find it?

(CC) DVI #119H(S)PBS

06:30a Happy Yoga with Sarah Starr
Cascading River

Allow the resplendent river energy to recharge your body as we explore a modified yoga practice using a chair for support. Including gentle sun
salutations along with easy to follow yoga moves to create more ease in the hands, neck, shoulders, back, hips and more.

(CC) N/A #502H(S)NETA

07:00a Yoga In Practice
Become An Able Vessel

It is our responsibility to support the beauty of the world. We support beauty by being true to ourselves. This requires a sweet discipline...to show
up fully day to day, year to year. Start by being present in your practice today as we practice Full Wheel.

(CC) N/A #211H(S)APTEX

07:30a Curious George
George's Photo Finish/Monkey Mystery Gift

Today is the big unveiling of the Ankylosaurus dinosaur skeleton at the Museum, but it's missing a leg! George and the Man with the Yellow Hat
thought they delivered all 4 bones. Where did the 4th bone go? Fortunately, Mr. Quint took pictures on their way to the Museum. Maybe the
photos can lead them to the bone...if they can only figure out which order to put them in. George and Allie's imaginations run wild as they
brainstorm what could be in the large unmarked box on George's doorstep. Based on its weight, sound, smell, and bristly hair, they're certain it's
a baby goat! But what's really inside surprises them more than anything they could have ever imagined.

(CC) N/A #903H(S)PBS

08:00a Daniel Tiger's Neighborhood
Thank You, Grandpere Tiger!/Neighborhood Thank You Day

Thank You, Grandpere Tiger! - Grandpere Tiger comes to visit, but is only in town for a short while. Daniel is sad that Grandpere can't come to
the special Thank You Day celebration later that day. Daniel learns to be thankful for the time they DO have together, and is then surprised when
Grandpere appears at the celebration after all! Neighborhood Thank You Day - The neighborhood celebrates Thank You Day by putting notes in
the Thank You Tree. Daniel has trouble deciding what to put in his note. Then, when a gust of wind blows the notes off of the tree, Mr. McFeely
saves the day by catching and delivering everybody's thank you notes!

(CC) DVI #114H(S)PBS

08:30a Rosie's Rules
Donating Day/Gatita The Volunteer Cat

Rosie donates some things for Donating Day, but when she accidentally gives away her doll Lele, she must get it back. / Rosie & Gatita volunteer
for Seniors Day at the Nature Center, but their volunteering doesn't go as planned.

(CC) DVI #133H(S)PBS

09:00a Sesame Street
Bubble Trouble

It's national bubble week! Elmo, Rosita, Zoe, and Charlie are filling all of Sesame Street with bubbles to celebrate. They try blowing bubbles and
waving a rope to make more bubbles but their lips are arms are getting tired. They wonder if there's something that could make bubbles for them.
What if they put bubble wands on an egg rack in front of a fan and spin it through a tub of soapy water? Let's try! It works. They didn't give up and
Sesame Street gets filled with bubble with their new bubble machine!

(CC) DVI #5312H(S)PBS

09:30a Work It Out Wombats!
Bake It Til You Make It/Zoom-In Zadie

Louisa hatches a plan to trade mud pies for stickers, but Zeke can't remember his perfect mud pie recipe. / Mr. E yearns to paint a square, but
Quique's lessons aren't helping. Can Zadie's photos bring students to the class to inspire Mr. E?

(CC) DVI #112H(S)PBS
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10:00a Donkey Hodie
Hey-O, Purple Moon/Purple Peg Problem

Moon Moths will arrive for the purple moon, but they don't like loud noises. Can Panda find a quiet way to show his love and see the moths?
/Panda's spaceship won't blast off. Fixing it is a big job, but Donkey's there to help, one step at a time.

(CC) DVI #134H(S)PBS

10:30a Pinkalicious & Peterrific
Yo-Yos Musical Journey/Happy Pinkville Day

(CC) DVI #504H(S)PBS

11:00a Elinor Wonders Why
Frozen Fish/Pirate Treasure

Frozen Fish - After the lake freezes over, Elinor and her friends wonder what happens to all of their fishy friends during the wintertime. How can
they survive? Do they freeze? After Ranger Rabbit cuts a hole in the ice to check on the fish, the kids gaze down through the thick ice and learn
that the whole lake isn't frozen after all. The ice is only at the top, and there's still liquid at the bottom where the fish live comfortably when the
lake freezes in the winter. Pirate Treasure - While the kids are playing pirates in search of treasure, pirate Ari realizes that he forgot where he hid
their treasure. But, no worries, because the kids are pirates, and pirates always figure it out. Unfortunately, it's not that simple, and they can't
even draw a map, because Ari can't remember exactly how to get to the treasure. Luckily, their friend Philbert the Squirrel helps them out by
teaching the kids about landmarks and how to use them to find your way. So, the mighty pirates finally find their loot. Arrrr!

(CC) DVI #122H(S)PBS

11:30a Nature Cat
A Little Kelp from My Friends/Mission to Mars

Nature Cat and the crew visit a kelp forest, but find sea urchins eating all of the kelp. Oh no! Can the gang save the dense underwater forest? /
The gang visits Mars in a daydream, hoping to meet some aliens. Will they ever make it home?

(CC) N/A #508H(S)PBS

12:00n Hero Elementary
Going to Pieces / Forces of Nature

When a piece of a statue breaks off, Sparks' Crew tries to find it in time for the statue's unveiling ceremony. But, the missing piece is made of a
special material that makes it very hard to catch. Curriculum: When a substance is broken into pieces, each piece is still made up of the same
material and has the same properties. / Sparks' Crew tries to find an invention that Dr. Inventorman buried underground years ago. The secret
spot is marked on an old photograph, but when they get to the location, they see that much has changed over time. Curriculum: The look of the
landscape can change both slowly and quickly due to earth events such as moving water and landslides.

(CC) DVI #125H(S)PBS

12:30p Xavier Riddle and the Secret Museum
I Am Isaac Newton/I Am Golda Meir

I am Isaac Newton Xavier tries mini golf for the first time, and things don't exactly go as planned. No matter how hard and fast he swings, the ball
never goes in the hole... To the Secret Museum! Our trio are sent back in time to meet an expert in the laws of motion: Sir Isaac Newton. Isaac is
in the middle of his own problem, trying to figure out how he can out jump boys who are clearly bigger than him. Instead of attacking the problem
hard and fast, Xavier style, Isaac takes a much calmer approach with the use of a thinking tree and a thinking kite. When he finally solves his
problem and wins the long jump competition, Xavier realizes how much better it is to slow down and think through problems. I am Golda Meir
When Yadina finds turtles crossing the bike path in the park, she becomes very worried about them - what if they get hit by a bike? Or a trike?
She wants to help them stay safe, but what can she do? This problem seems way too big for her. To the Secret Museum! Our heroes go back in
time to meet an expert problem solver: Golda Meir. They find Golda in the midst of a big problem herself: a bunch of the kids at her school don't
have access to the books they need! This is another toughie. But Golda, undaunted, comes up with the idea to hold a community fundraiser to
get money for the books, showing Yadina that she should tell people when there's a problem so you can solve it together.

(CC) DVI #106H(S)PBS

01:00p Gzero World with Ian Bremmer
Is Peace Possible?

Guest: Ehud Barak, Former Prime Minister of Israel. Is a two-state solution still an option for Israel and Palestine? If so, what would it look like?
Ian Bremmer sits down with the former Prime Minister of Israel, Ehud Barak. Then, GZERO talks to a hostage negotiator who's dealt directly with
Hamas.

(CC) N/A #621H(S)APTEX

01:30p Story in the Public Square
Javed Ali

For most of the last 20 years, the conversation about American national security has been focused on the threats posed by extremists. With the
death of al Qaeda Leader Ayman al Zwahiri, Russia's war in Ukraine, and rising tensions with China, that conversation may be swinging back to
great-power competition. National security analyst Javed Ali of the University of Michigan joins us.

(CC) N/A #911H(S)NETA

02:00p Home for Christy Rost: Thanksgiving
Award-winning television chef, cookbook author and home design expert Christy Rost plans a festive Thanksgiving dinner for family and friends in
her holiday special, A HOME FOR CHRISTY ROST: THANKSGIVING. Christy deftly weaves her cooking tips, seasonal recipes, table-setting
ideas and more into an exploration of the storied history and renovation of her new home, the 19th-century Colorado mountain estate known as
"Swan's Nest." The program culminates with the unveiling of the finished home - a process two years in the making - and Christy and her
husband Randy sharing a Thanksgiving feast with their guests.

(CC) N/A #0H(S)APTEX
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03:00p Alma's Way
Steggie Rescue/Alma Hits The Right Note

(CC) DVI #122H(S)PBS

03:30p Wild Kratts
Happy Turkey Day

The Wild Kratts are on a mission to defend the honor of the wild turkey and to stop Gourmand, who is hunting for the largest, fattest turkey in the
forest.

(CC) N/A #205H(S)PBS

04:00p Odd Squad
High Maintenance/Not Ok Computer

High Maintenance - Agents switch jobs with the maintenance department for a day. Curriculum: Word problems involving multi-addend addition
and multiplication. Not OK Computer - The agents get trapped in a computer. Curriculum: Using standard to measure length and capacity.

(CC) DVI #214H(S)PBS

04:30p Arthur Thanksgiving
Arthur and his family are getting ready for Thanksgiving! But when Pal disappears to go on his own adventure, family, friends and the rest of
Elwood City try to get Pal home. Will they be able to celebrate the best Thanksgiving yet?

(CC) DVI #0H(S)PBS

05:30p BBC News America (CC) N/A #114H(S)APTEX

06:00p PBS Newshour (CC) N/A #14101H(S)NPS

07:00p Antiques Roadshow
Vintage Dallas Hour 2

Discover delightful Dallas treasures, including an 1830 first printing of The Book of Mormon, Dallas memorabilia & Tennessee sampler, and a
Ruth, Mantle & Maris-signed baseball. Which Dallas discovery's top value doubled to $100,000?

(CC) N/A #2721#(S)NPS

08:00p Antiques Roadshow
Vintage Milwaukee 2020

Discover magnificent Milwaukee treasures including 1869 Louisa May Alcott "Little Women" books, a Samuel Prince desk and bookcase made
around 1775, and a child's swan sled from about 1880. Which has an updated value of $70,000-$100,000?

(CC) N/A #2417#(S)NPS

09:00p Pov
Wisdom Gone Wild

Reflect on aging and transformation over the course of 16 years. This film blends humor and sadness between mother and daughter that blooms
into an affectionate portrait of love, care, and a relationship transformed.

(CC) DVI #3613H(S)NPS

10:30p Amanpour and Company (CC) N/A #6101H(S)PBSPL

11:30p Sara's Weeknight Meals
Festive Feasts

Holidays and special occasions call for showstopping main courses that take a little extra time. Vegetarians, this one's for you - Sara's elegant
Butternut Squash and Date Crostata sits comfortably next to the holiday turkey as a main dish. Or you can wow them with Sara's crispy Roast
Duck with Duck Fat Popovers. And if you're missing family this holiday, catch our piece about a woman who is saving the recipes of Italian
grandmothers she calls 'Pasta Grannies'. Recipes: Butternut Squash and Date Crostata; Roast Duck; Duck Fat Popovers.

(CC) N/A #1207H(S)APTEX
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12:00m Doctors On Call
Dr. Lindsay Gallion Dc: Chiropractic Care

(N) N/A #1803HSHPTV

05:00a Arthur
Muffy's Soccer Shocker/Brother, Can You Spare A Clarinet?

Muffy's proud that her dad is the new soccer coach until he exhausts the team with demanding drills like the piston, the muffler, and the-gulp!-
shock absorber. Even if Muffy survives playing goalie in the big game against Mighty Mountain, will the team survive her dad? The try-outs for the
Young Person's Orchestra are coming to Lakewood Elementary and everyone agrees that Binky is a shoe-in, since he's the best musician in
school. So why is Binky suddenly refusing to play in band practice? Has Binky turned against the clarinet or against music itself?

(CC) DVI #604H(S)PBS

05:30a Odd Squad
O Is for Opposite/Agent Oksana's Kitchen Nightmares

O is for Opposite - When Ms. O gets trapped in a mirror, an opposite Ms. O enters the real world. Curriculum: Data analysis and graphing;
Prediction and probability. Agent Oksana's Kitchen Nightmares - The agents try to resolve a disagreement between Ms. O and Oksana.
Curriculum: Estimation; Skip counting.

(CC) DVI #215H(S)PBS

06:00a Molly of Denali
Welcome Home Balto/Snow Jam

Welcome Home Balto When Molly finds out there is no statue of the heroic dog Balto in nearby Nenana, she sets out to remedy the situation and
ends up on her own dogsledding adventure. Snow Jam Molly's basketball team, the Qyah Northern Lights, are planning to dribble basketballs
while snowshoeing to raise money to attend a regional basketball tournament in Akiak. Before the race, Grandpa Nat teaches Molly traditional
Koyukon words for different types of snow. The lesson proves to be crucial the day of the run when Molly must rely on her new knowledge to help
her team across the finish line.

(CC) DVI #124H(S)PBS

06:30a Happy Yoga with Sarah Starr
Lace Meadow

Enjoy the peaceful summer meadow as we focus on a modified yoga practice using a chair for support. Including stretches to increase mobility in
the shoulders while lengthening the spine in a full range of motion; combined with standing poses to create more strength and flexibility in the
lower body.

(CC) N/A #503H(S)NETA

07:00a Yoga In Practice
The Inner Fire of Transformation

During your yoga practice you build heat. It is ignited by your desire to become the best version of yourself through the work of your body and
your mind. Today we will practice a hip opener called Fire Log to remind us to stoke this inner heat.

(CC) N/A #212H(S)APTEX

07:30a Curious George
The Truth About George Burgers/Curious George in the Dark

The Truth About George Burgers - George accidentally loses a batch of Chef Pisghetti's newest creation: Giardino Burgers. And they need to be
delivered to the Fireman's Picnic right away. Can George save the day by re-creating the Chef's recipe? Curious George in the Dark - Most of the
time, George isn't afraid of the dark, but when he explores a mysterious cave, he decides that sometimes the dark can be a little scary. It doesn't
get any better when a thunderstorm knocks the power out and the country house is in the dark. But with the help of his trusty flashlight, George
conquers his fears and even shows Jumpy how to have some fun with shadows.

(CC) DVI #119H(S)PBS

08:00a Daniel Tiger's Neighborhood
Daniels Tiger Twirl/You Can Play Your Own Way

Daniels Tiger Twirl - At the Neighborhood Carnival, Miss Elaina shows off her cartwheel trick, but when Daniel tries, he can't do a cartwheel like
the one Miss Elaina did. Dad Tiger teaches Daniel that he can do a trick his own way, the Daniel way! You Can Play Your Own Way - Daniel is
playing school with Miss Elaina and Jodi, but Miss Elaina gets upset when Jodi keeps copying everything she does. The friends help Jodi realize
that she has great ideas of her own, and that she should play her own way.

(CC) DVI #413H(S)PBS

08:30a Rosie's Rules
Rosie The Reporter/The Jalapeno Giant

Rosie tries to be a reporter, but has a hard time finding things that are newsworthy. / Rosie & Jun believe there's a jalapeno giant on the loose, so
they try to warn everyone.

(CC) DVI #134H(S)PBS

09:00a Sesame Street
Backyard Pizza Parlor

It's Friday, and that means Abby and Rudy are going to Crusty Charlie's. When Daddy Freddy gets home, he tells them that they won't be able to
go to for a while, because they have to make choices and buy things they need. But they can still have pizza at home. To make it more fun, they
pretend that they're at Crusty Charlie's. They sing songs, play games, and take turns being servers.

(CC) DVI #5231H(S)PBS
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09:30a Work It Out Wombats!
Junjun's Wake-Up Call/Stack 'em Up

JunJun loves ice cream -- ube ice cream, especially -- but he also loves sleep. Sleeping late, sleeping in, staying tucked up in bed for just as
longgggg as he can, which is a problem when the Eat 'N Greet holds its first-ever "Ice Cream for Breakfast" day. Can Zadie wake up her
sleepyhead best friend before last call? / Can Zeke really clean Super's big, messy closet all by his little self? (There are a TON of boxes of many
shapes and sizes.) With Louisa's help, he can once they get their imaginary "house" built, cross a raging river, and discover how triangles,
squares, and rectangles fit together nicely.

(CC) DVI #120H(S)PBS

10:00a Donkey Hodie
Swoop-A-Rino/Duck Duck's Great Adventure

Donkey and Bob Dog love riding Harriett's new Swoop-a-rino, but Duck Duck can't figure out how to fly it. Can she learn to do it?/Donkey takes
Duck Duck on an adventure where she has to make a lot of choices. How will she decide which way to go?

(CC) DVI #125H(S)PBS

10:30a Pinkalicious & Peterrific
The New Girl/Mission Pink

When a new girl, Iris, moves in across the street, Pinkalicious makes a new friend; Pinkalicious and Peter use Peter's new spy gear when they
overhear Mayor Martinez say that everything pink has to go.

(CC) DVI #401H(S)PBS

11:00a Elinor Wonders Why
Big Trees/Baby Steps

Big Trees - Ari's attempts to make the world's tallest toy block tower keep falling over, so he tries to get some inspiration from a special field trip to
the forest to see the world's tallest trees. When they arrive, the kids are AMAZED to see the huge sequoias, which are so tall, the kids can't even
see the top! They try to form a ring around the trees by having the whole class hold hands, but they don't even get close to circling the tree. This
makes Ari realize how tall trees are often wide at the bottom, which gives him the perfect idea for his tower: just make it wide at the bottom! Baby
Steps - While Elinor and Ari are looking after Ari's baby sister, Miri, in the park, they decide they want to teach her how to walk. But, after they try
and try again, Miri still can't seem to be able to walk. Meanwhile, Olive is determined to learn a new roller skate jump, but can't seem to get it. The
kids finally realize that sometimes, you can't do things, because your body isn't ready yet. With this new knowledge, they help Miri stand, and
Olive gets inspired to practice until she's ready to do her new move!

(CC) DVI #126H(S)PBS

11:30a Nature Cat
Amber Rocks/The Big Stink

(CC) N/A #310H(S)PBS

12:00n Hero Elementary
Sound of Ice Cream / The Reflection Connection

When an ice cream truck is accidentally made invisible, Sparks' Crew has to rely on the sound of the truck's music to track and find it. Curriculum:
Sounds can differ depending on how near or far they are and what direction the sounds are coming from. / When a flying super-glue-gadget goes
haywire, people everywhere are getting stuck! Only the light beam from an unsticky gadget can free them...but that gadget is stuck too! How will
Sparks' Crew move the light beam to help unstick everyone? Curriculum: When a beam of light hits a smooth, shiny surface, it changes direction
and the beam shines somewhere else.

(CC) DVI #114H(S)PBS

12:30p Xavier Riddle and the Secret Museum
We Are The Wright Brothers/We Are The Bronte Sisters

(CC) DVI #111H(S)PBS

01:00p School of Greatness with Lewis Howes
Rachel Platten - Inspiration & Overcoming Adversity

Award Winning Musician Rachel Platten shares her inspirational life story as a testimonial to what's possible if you go after your dreams.

(CC) N/A #112H(S)APTEX

01:30p Medical Frontiers (CC) N/A #221H(S)APTEX

02:00p Breakfast with the Bread Monk, Starring Father Dominic
Experience top-notch breakfast baking taught by TV's bread monk Fr. Dominic Garramone, who brings his love of all things breakfast to share his
recipes for classics like blueberry scones and buttermilk biscuits, along with newer creations like English muffin bread. Regular fans of Fr. Dom
can expect his usual clear instructions and helpful demonstrations, while new viewers will appreciate his personal stories and his passion for
baking at home. Everyone tuning in to this program will feel like they're eavesdropping on two chefs cheerfully playing around in the kitchen with
the foods they love.

(CC) N/A #0H(S)NETA

03:00p Alma's Way
All About Alma/Alma's Playdate

When Alma is consumed with her starring role in a musical, she doesn't understand why her friends aren't happy for her. / Alma helps Harper feel
at home during a playdate at the Rivera house.

(CC) DVI #129H(S)PBS
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03:30p Wild Kratts
Iron Wolverine

While flying over the Amazon rainforest, the gang share a bowl of colorful jelly beans. Martin tells them that the jelly beans remind him of parrots.
This confuses everybody until he says it's because parrots come in almost every color. Soon the bros are off on a creature mission to find as
many colorful parrots as they can in the Amazon. Science Concept: Species diversification.

(CC) N/A #612H(S)PBS

04:00p Odd Squad
O Is for Opposite/Agent Oksana's Kitchen Nightmares

O is for Opposite - When Ms. O gets trapped in a mirror, an opposite Ms. O enters the real world. Curriculum: Data analysis and graphing;
Prediction and probability. Agent Oksana's Kitchen Nightmares - The agents try to resolve a disagreement between Ms. O and Oksana.
Curriculum: Estimation; Skip counting.

(CC) DVI #215H(S)PBS

04:30p Arthur
Muffy's Soccer Shocker/Brother, Can You Spare A Clarinet?

Muffy's proud that her dad is the new soccer coach until he exhausts the team with demanding drills like the piston, the muffler, and the-gulp!-
shock absorber. Even if Muffy survives playing goalie in the big game against Mighty Mountain, will the team survive her dad? The try-outs for the
Young Person's Orchestra are coming to Lakewood Elementary and everyone agrees that Binky is a shoe-in, since he's the best musician in
school. So why is Binky suddenly refusing to play in band practice? Has Binky turned against the clarinet or against music itself?

(CC) DVI #604H(S)PBS

05:00p The Infinite Art Hunt
The Crestfallen Mallard (Video Games)

The Crestfallen Mallard (Video Games): Ty won't accept Freddie's help on his latest masterpiece, and his painting of a duck is turning out to be
kind of a bummer. Frustrated, Freddie leaves the studio, while Ty plays host to Grandma Tilly's friends - video game designers who work in a
collaborative process. Ty sees that masterpieces aren't always created by one person and agrees to let his younger cousin lend a hand.

(CC) N/A #110H(S)APTEX

05:30p BBC News America (CC) N/A #115H(S)APTEX

06:00p PBS Newshour (CC) N/A #14102H(S)NPS

07:00p Groundbreakers
Executive Produced by tennis champion and activist Billie Jean King, GROUNDBREAKERS features sports icons from different generations as
they interview one another, sharing personal powerful stories of the perseverance, pain, and progress they've experienced in their remarkable
careers. Athletes include Naomi Osaka and Jackie Joyner-Kersee, Chloe Kim and Nancy Lieberman, Suni Lee and Julie Foudy, and Diana Flores
and Billie Jean King. GROUNDBREAKERS celebrates the advancements of women in sports and society, while also revealing the generational
mentorship and community building that has fueled the progress that has been made and the ongoing pursuit of equality for women everywhere.

(CC) N/A #0#(S)NPS

09:00p Frontline
20 Days In Mariupol

The award-winning film from the last international journalists inside the Russian siege of Mariupol. An extraordinary account, seen through the
lens of the AP's Mstyslav Chernov and two colleagues documenting the atrocities and their own escape.

(CC) N/A #4122H(S)NPS

10:39p Amanpour and Company (CC) N/A #6102H(S)PBSPL

11:30p Groundbreakers
Executive Produced by tennis champion and activist Billie Jean King, GROUNDBREAKERS features sports icons from different generations as
they interview one another, sharing personal powerful stories of the perseverance, pain, and progress they've experienced in their remarkable
careers. Athletes include Naomi Osaka and Jackie Joyner-Kersee, Chloe Kim and Nancy Lieberman, Suni Lee and Julie Foudy, and Diana Flores
and Billie Jean King. GROUNDBREAKERS celebrates the advancements of women in sports and society, while also revealing the generational
mentorship and community building that has fueled the progress that has been made and the ongoing pursuit of equality for women everywhere.

(CC) N/A #0H(S)NPS
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01:30a Frontline
20 Days In Mariupol

The award-winning film from the last international journalists inside the Russian siege of Mariupol. An extraordinary account, seen through the
lens of the AP's Mstyslav Chernov and two colleagues documenting the atrocities and their own escape.

(CC) N/A #4122H(S)NPS

05:00a Arthur Thanksgiving
Arthur and his family are getting ready for Thanksgiving! But when Pal disappears to go on his own adventure, family, friends and the rest of
Elwood City try to get Pal home. Will they be able to celebrate the best Thanksgiving yet?

(CC) DVI #0H(S)PBS

06:00a Molly of Denali
Rocky Rescue/Canoe Journey

Rocky Rescue A routine science expedition with Grandpa Nat and Nina becomes a rescue mission when Nina hurts her ankle in a snowboarding
accident and must be airlifted home. But dense cloud cover makes it nearly impossible for Mom to find them from the air. Can Molly figure out
how to get Mom to see them? Canoe Journey Molly and Mom join Randall and his family in Sitka for their traditional canoe trip to Celebration in
Juneau. When they are unable to find the shortcut to Juneau in time for the festivities, Molly must do some quick thinking about the instructions
given by her Elders to get the group back on track.

(CC) DVI #122H(S)PBS

06:30a Happy Yoga with Sarah Starr
Sunflower Glo

Bask in the golden sunflower glo as you enjoy a modified yoga session using a chair for support including; seated stretches to increase flexibility
and mobility in the shoulders and upper back, and a standing sequence linking breath with movement designed to create more freedom in the
hips and hamstrings while building strength, balance and focus.

(CC) N/A #504H(S)NETA

07:00a Yoga In Practice
Honor Your Inner Beauty

There is a beauty and elegance in yoga. It encourages us to honor our bodies as sacred spaces. There are certain postures that are truly
beautiful. Let's practice some of these today, a series of kneeling and seated poses.

(CC) N/A #213H(S)APTEX

07:30a Curious George
The Great Train Birthday

All aboard! George and Hundley go on an overnight train trip together. The trip coincides with George's birthday, and, as a special treat, the
conductor will allow George to drive the train on his big day. But when George and Hundley accidentally get off the train, the trip becomes a true
cross-country adventure. Will they find their way back in time for George to blow out the candles - and blow the train whistle?

(CC) N/A #1414H(S)PBS

08:00a Daniel Tiger's Neighborhood
Daniel and Max Ask to Play/Daniel Asks to Play at the Music Shop

Daniel and Max see their friends playing, but don't know how to join in. They learn that sometimes, you just have to ask! /O the Owl is worried
about joining his friends, but when he asks if he can play too, they say yes!

(CC) DVI #617H(S)PBS

08:30a Rosie's Rules
Catch That Watermelon/Dino Cave

Rosie & Javi try to find a way to transport a watermelon from her house to the park for the family picnic. / Rosie offers to build a dino cave for
Iggy, but first she needs to transport all the materials they'll need.

(CC) DVI #135H(S)PBS

09:00a Sesame Street
Rudy's Favorite Sweater

Rudy's favorite sweater doesn't fit him anymore so Nina suggests having a clothing drive in the neighborhood to give clothes that they don't need
anymore to the people who do need them. Rudy's sweater goes to a little girl who is very excited to wear it.

(CC) DVI #5308H(S)PBS

09:30a Work It Out Wombats!
Sparkle Pants/Game Changer

Is it possible to have too many pairs of Sparkle Pants? Not if you find creative ways to repurpose them! / After a long spell of rain, it's time to play!
But, what game can Zadie, Cece, Clyde, and Carly play that's fun for all?

(CC) DVI #111H(S)PBS

10:00a Donkey Hodie
A Donkey Dilemma/The Quiet Game

Donkey promised to help Grampy bathe Gregory and also to play Bubble Bonanza with Panda today. What a dilemma! / The pals play too loudly
while Rock Star Penguin tries to write a song. They make up a quiet game to help. Who can stay quiet the longest?

(CC) DVI #205H(S)PBS
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10:30a Pinkalicious & Peterrific
Gnome Variety Show/Tidy Up

Norman doesn't have a special talent for the Gnome Variety Show. Luckily Pinkalicious and Peter are there to help him before the big
performance. / With the help of Tidy Tim, the Cleaning Fairy, Pinkalicious and Peter learn that cleaning can be fun!

(CC) DVI #505H(S)PBS

11:00a Elinor Wonders Why
Olive's Library/Nature Walk

Olive's Library - It's Olive's birthday party and everyone has given her a book as a present, which makes Olive very happy. However, when she
goes to her room to put them away, Olive finds there's no more room. Her shelf is CRAMMED full of books. What should she do with all these
books? While outside playing, the kids observe how ants share food by storing it in a special communal room. Inspired by this, the kids help Olive
make a little lending library so she can share her books with everyone in Animal Town! Nature Walk - It's Nature Day at school and Elinor, Olive
and Ari have to make a Nature Walk at recess. But, it's a windy day and they run into problems when their arrow signs keep blowing over,
confusing their classmates and causing them to get turned around on the nature path. Fortunately, the three kids learn how to improve their signs
by copying an idea from the trees: underground roots! The kids bury the bottom part of their arrow signs, just like a tree, which works perfectly.

(CC) DVI #131H(S)PBS

11:30a Nature Cat
Houstons Outdoor Adventure/Hotel Hal

Houston's Outdoor Adventure Houston's cousin Nigel is coming to visit next week all the way from England. Nigel wants to join Houston on one of
his famous nature adventures. Daisy suggests Houston take Nigel on The Tough Track Adventure, a nature obstacle course happening the day
that Nigel arrives. But Houston has a problem he's never been on an actual nature adventure before. He only assists his friends with their nature
needs using his computer. How can he get ready for a nature adventure in a week? Never fear! Nature Cat and the gang will help! Onward and
time-to-trainward! Hotel Hal - During band practice, some unexpected guests interrupt. Papa and Mama Vole (and all their young'uns) pop up to
see if they can bunk with Hal. They're having a little problem at their burrow so they need to find shelter. Hal is happy to have the company at
first, but when the voles start to take over and eat all his plants, it's time to ask the voles to leave. Easier said than done, as getting the voles back
in their home sets off a chain reaction of other animal habitat problems!

(CC) N/A #204H(S)PBS

12:00n Hero Elementary
Hail Caesar / Picture Perfect

When a hailstorm causes damage around Citytown, Sparks' Crew calls upon the famous hero, Hail Caesar, to help them understand more about
hail. Curriculum: Severe weather, such as a hailstorm, is different from typical weather. / It's Picture Day at Hero Elementary, and Sparks' Crew is
determined to stay clean. But, their mission involves rescuing someone whose scooter is stuck in a giant mud puddle. How can they help without
getting dirty? Curriculum: A pulley lets a person pull downward to lift something up.

(CC) DVI #128H(S)PBS

12:30p Xavier Riddle and the Secret Museum
I Am Jigonsaseh/I Am Sacagawea

(CC) DVI #136H(S)PBS

01:00p Cottonwood Connections
The Law and the Outlaws

(N) N/A #312HSHPTV

01:30p Daytripper
Alpine, Tx

Chet visits "The Big Bend" of Texas with stops to learn its history and climb to a mountaintop classroom. He eats at a steakhouse inspired by the
movie "Giant" and devours hot dogs from a truck that takes wienies to a whole other universe.

(CC) N/A #703H(S)NETA

02:00p Jfk: Breaking The News
On Nov. 22, 1963, the motorcade transporting President John F. Kennedy was met by thousands of citizens and hundreds of members of the
press as it slowly made its way through downtown Dallas. Moments later, the president's assassination would forever change the country, the
world and the landscape of broadcast journalism. Narrated by Emmy-winning newscaster Jane Pauley, JFK: BREAKING THE NEWS focuses on
media coverage of the national tragedy, with an insightful look at the emergence of television as the nation's primary source of breaking news
information.

(CC) N/A #0H(S)APTEX

03:00p Alma's Way
Mofongo on the Go / Alma Scoots Around

When Alma and Eddie open a mofongo food truck, they run out of time to actually make the mofongo. / Alma keeps challenging Andre to scooter
races to prove she's the fastest.

(CC) DVI #206H(S)PBS

03:30p Wild Kratts
Where The Bison Roam

When the Wild Kratts Team decides to explore the spot where early explorers Lewis and Clark first laid eyes on the American prairie, they
discover that prairies and the amazing bison herds of yore are much harder to find these days.

(CC) N/A #310H(S)PBS
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04:00p Odd Squad
Rookie Night/Who Let The Doug Out?

Rookie Night - It's party time for all the new agents at Odd Squad. Curriculum: Temperature: Using a thermometer; Associating different
climates/seasons with degrees. Who Let The Doug Out? - Delivery Doug needs help with an egg situation.

(CC) DVI #216H(S)PBS

04:30p Arthur Thanksgiving
Arthur and his family are getting ready for Thanksgiving! But when Pal disappears to go on his own adventure, family, friends and the rest of
Elwood City try to get Pal home. Will they be able to celebrate the best Thanksgiving yet?

(CC) DVI #0H(S)PBS

05:30p BBC News America (CC) N/A #116H(S)APTEX

06:00p PBS Newshour (CC) N/A #14103H(S)NPS

07:00p The Earthshot Prize 2023
Founded by Prince William in 2020, The Earthshot Prize aims to discover and help scale the world's most innovative climate and environmental
solutions to protect and restore our planet. A star-studded awards ceremony, filming in Singapore on November 7, celebrates this year's fifteen
finalists before awarding the five winners of The Earthshot Prize.

(CC) N/A #0H(S)NPS

08:00p Nova
Lee and Liza's Family Tree

With the help of scientists and genealogists, filmmaker Byron Hurt and his family members search for their ancestors. Follow their journey as they
hunt for new details of a history long obscured by the enduring legacy of slavery.

(CC) DVI #5018#(S)NPS

09:00p Secrets of the Dead
The Princes in the Tower

Amateur archaeologist Philippa Langley, who discovered Richard III's remains, searches for what really happened to his two nephews who,
legend has it, he had murdered.

(CC) N/A #2103#(S)NPS

10:00p Amanpour and Company (CC) N/A #6103H(S)PBSPL

11:00p This American Land
Protecting Red Wolves, Eager Beavers, Monster Snapping Turtles

In North Carolina's swampy Alligator River National Wildlife Refuge, wild red wolves cling to survival as one of the most endangered animals on
the planet. Conservationists track their movements and support captive breeding programs. In a look back, wildlife authorities in Idaho recall
when they airlifted beavers to remote mountainous areas where they were needed to manage ecosystems. On Florida's Suwannee River, wildlife
photographers follow authorities as they capture and measure giant alligator snapping turtles, gathering valuable data needed to protect the
species.

(CC) N/A #1005H(S)NETA

11:30p Outside: Beyond The Lens
The Sierra Scenic Byway & Creek Fire Impact

California's largest single wildfire burned up one of the Sierra's true travel treasures, the Sierra Scenic Byway. The Outside team visits the
aftermath of the fire to see how this beloved road trip route has changed and to learn how to look at fire in a different way.

(CC) N/A #208H(S)APTEX
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12:00m Nova
Lee and Liza's Family Tree

With the help of scientists and genealogists, filmmaker Byron Hurt and his family members search for their ancestors. Follow their journey as they
hunt for new details of a history long obscured by the enduring legacy of slavery.

(CC) N/A #5018H(S)NPS

05:00a Arthur Thanksgiving
Arthur and his family are getting ready for Thanksgiving! But when Pal disappears to go on his own adventure, family, friends and the rest of
Elwood City try to get Pal home. Will they be able to celebrate the best Thanksgiving yet?

(CC) DVI #0H(S)PBS

06:00a Molly of Denali
Seal Dance/Snowboarding Qyah Style

Seal Dance When an approaching storm forces Molly, Grandpa Nat, and Mom to make an impromptu landing on the Aleutian island of Atka,
Molly makes a new friend who teachers her about Unangax dances and together they learn how to perform a traditional Seal Dance.
Snowboarding Qyah Style Inspired by Randall's snowboarding video antics, Molly decides to make her own video to show off "Qyah Style"
snowboarding. First step: learning how to snowboard! She recruits Tooey to help her, but soon realizes snowboarding is harder than it looks,
much less adding signature Qyah Style into the mix.

(CC) DVI #123H(S)PBS

06:30a Happy Yoga with Sarah Starr
Waves

Allow the powerful ocean energy to recharge your body as we explore an invigorating modified yoga practice using a chair for support. Including
gentle sun salutations along with easy to follow yoga moves to stretch and lengthen the spine in a full range of motion, creating more ease in the
back, shoulders and hips.

(CC) N/A #505H(S)NETA

07:00a Yoga In Practice
Connect to Your Softer Side

This fluid sequence incorporates the Moon Salutation, offering a soothing alternative to an active practice and providing equilibrium in an
uncertain world. It is also a nice practice for the evening when you wish to slow down and connect to some inner quiet.

(CC) N/A #301H(S)APTEX

07:30a Curious George
Locked Out/Bark Suit!

George loves Chef Pisghetti's Meatball Monday, especially when he and The Man with the Yellow Hat eat lunch on their balcony. Back home,
they discover George had forgotten to lock their front door and he promises to remember in the future. As they're setting the table on their
balcony, George remembers that he left the meatballs in the lobby. He runs to get them and, like a good little monkey, locks the doors behind
him. When he returns, George realizes that he's locked himself out of the apartment - and locked his friend out on the balcony! He needs the
Doorman's spare key, but the Doorman went out to get meatballs! Won't any key work? With Hundley's help, George dashes around the building
and Pisghetti's restaurant borrowing keys - and even making one! Will George learn how keys work in time to rescue his friend before the rain
ruins the meatballs - and rescue the meatballs before they are gobbled up by Compass and his hungry pigeon friends?? / George loves exploring
the woods. One day, while picking up rocks, sticks and pinecones, George finds a new wonder - a flat red bark beetle! George is also curious
about all the bark on the ground and Bill explains that bark protects a tree like a suit of armor - which the tree sheds when it grows out of it.
Fascinated, George collects the bark but doesn't see the beetle jump onto his wagon to go along for the ride! Back at home, George discovers
the stowaway beetle and resolves to return it to its habitat. But first, why not make a bark suit to protect himself and the bark-loving beetle for the
journey? The suit is a success, shielding them both from thorny bushes and wet sprinklers. But it turns out that the suit George cut up to make his
armor is the Man with the Yellow Hat's lucky suit he was planning on wearing to the Hollering Contest this evening! Now George must help his
friend figure out what his "signature holler" should be!

(CC) N/A #1504H(S)PBS

08:00a Daniel Tiger's Neighborhood
Margaret's First Thank You Day

(CC) DVI #520H(S)PBS

08:30a Rosie's Rules
Donating Day/Gatita The Volunteer Cat

Rosie donates some things for Donating Day, but when she accidentally gives away her doll Lele, she must get it back. / Rosie & Gatita volunteer
for Seniors Day at the Nature Center, but their volunteering doesn't go as planned.

(CC) DVI #133H(S)PBS

09:00a Sesame Street
Bubble Trouble

It's national bubble week! Elmo, Rosita, Zoe, and Charlie are filling all of Sesame Street with bubbles to celebrate. They try blowing bubbles and
waving a rope to make more bubbles but their lips are arms are getting tired. They wonder if there's something that could make bubbles for them.
What if they put bubble wands on an egg rack in front of a fan and spin it through a tub of soapy water? Let's try! It works. They didn't give up and
Sesame Street gets filled with bubble with their new bubble machine!

(CC) DVI #5312H(S)PBS
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09:30a Work It Out Wombats!
The Treehouse Harvest Day/The Treeborhood Thankfuness Stew

Harvest Day is being ruined by fog! Can the Wombats save the day by locating Mr. E's fog goggles, buried in a box somewhere? / It's time to
make the Treeborhood Thankfulness Stew. Can Zeke create a stew that meets Mr. E's high standards?

(CC) DVI #130H(S)PBS

10:00a Donkey Hodie
Snow Day/Snow Surprise Challenge

It's a snow day in Someplace Else! Will Panda's pals want to do all his favorite snow activities from Planet Purple?/Bob Dog wants to win a glowy,
snowy, floating fun ball, so he thinks of things he's good at to play Gameshow Gator's new snow game.

(CC) DVI #131H(S)PBS

10:30a Pinkalicious & Peterrific
Sweet Pea Pixie/Pink Piper

It's time for the Sweet Pea Pixies to emerge from their pods in the Pinkville Community Garden, but one pixie has trouble flying. It's up to
Pinkalicious and Peter to show her how to spread her wings and take off! Pinkalicious writes a song about her favorite color for school, but no
matter where she goes to practice, she keeps getting interrupted by dogs barking, frogs chirping, and cows moo'ing. But why? It's almost like they
like pink as much as she does.

(CC) DVI #115H(S)PBS

11:00a Elinor Wonders Why
The Unsinkable Lynx/Rocky The Rock

The Unsinkable Lynx - It's a very snowy day and Elinor, Ari and Olive meet a new friend, Gael the lynx, who has just moved to Animal Town. The
kids decide to play some fun SNOW TAG, and it quickly becomes clear that Gael is a master at the game. He moves impossibly fast in the snow.
How does he do it? After some careful observations, the kids discover that Gael's paws are much wider than theirs, which helps him walk on top
of the snow instead of sinking down into it. This discovery inspires the kids to make their own wide snowshoes! Rocky the Rock - Ari spots a
funny looking rock with a smile on it and decides to make it his new friend, Rocky. When it's time for a snack, Ari notices that Rocky doesn't eat
anything, which makes him worried. How will Ari take care of his friend Rocky? Enlisting the help of his friends, they wonder, are rocks alive?
They make observations about what living things do and compare them to what Rocky does, which sparks a lively class debate. The kids decide
that rocks are not alive, but that they can still be friends with nature.

(CC) DVI #129H(S)PBS

11:30a Nature Cat
Hal The Duck/The Crow-Lympics

(CC) N/A #314H(S)PBS

12:00n Hero Elementary
Monumental Problem / Super Lift

When a nose accidentally breaks off one of the faces on Hero Hill, our heroes must figure out how to repair the monument. Sparks' Crew makes
various sticky mixtures, hoping to find one strong enough to stick the nose back on. Curriculum: When two or more substances are mixed
together, the resulting substance may have different properties than each material on its own. / Sparks' Crew tries to help change a broken wheel
on a hot dog cart. But, with Sara playing "teacher" for the day, how can they lift the heavy cart without her so they can change the wheel?
Curriculum: Using a lever can make it easier to lift a heavy object.

(CC) DVI #129H(S)PBS

12:30p Xavier Riddle and the Secret Museum
I Am Fred Rogers

(CC) DVI #137H(S)PBS

01:00p Kansas Sports Hall of Fame 2023
Induction Ceremony

(N) N/A #2023HSHPTV

03:00p Traveling Kansas
Jewell/Republic/Smith

(N) N/A #801HSHPTV

03:30p The Jackie Stiles Story
Director: Brent Huff

(N) N/A #1HSHPTV

05:30p BBC News America (CC) N/A #117H(S)APTEX

06:00p PBS Newshour (CC) N/A #14104H(S)NPS

07:00p This Old House
Lexington | The Big Dig

Accessible features integrated into the design begin at construction. A new mechanical room connects to the old via a block wall tunnel, HVAC
ducting is buried underground, and after learning about residential elevators, framing begins for one.

(CC) N/A #4503H(S)PBSPL
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07:30p Ask This Old House
Shower Valve Repair, Sloped Landscape

AskTOH welcomes Landscape Contractor, Lee Gilliam to the cast; Richard helps a homeowner repair a leaking 3-valve shower while retaining
the bathrooms original 1930's tile; Lee and Jenn work together to refresh a homeowner's eroding sloped yard.

(CC) N/A #2203H(S)PBSPL

08:00p Traveling Kansas
Trego County

(N) N/A #803HSHPTV

08:30p Inspire
Women In Space

(N) N/A #306HKTWU

09:00p Have You Heard About Greg? A Journey Through Alzheimer's
Greg O'Brien, an award-winning investigative reporter that was diagnosed with early onset Alzheimer's at the age of 59 demonstrates his
commitment to starting conversations about this quiet killer that impacts millions worldwide.

(CC) N/A #0H(S)NETA

10:00p Sunflower Journeys
Regional Disaster

We look back to the Brush Creek Flood of 1977, and talk to some people who were touched by this tragic event; we find out about the Anderson
Creek Wildfire and see what role the lack of land management played in fire intensity and we meet Dusty Nichols as he tours us though a blast
shelter in this Plains People segment.

(N) N/A #3104H(S)KTWU

10:30p America's Heartland
Head south for an H2O harvest of crawfish in Louisiana. Sample some exotic recipes made with Belgian endive. Join the search as "working
dogs" look for dangerous plant pests. Celebrate a special anniversary as an Ohio farm family marks 200 years of working their land.

(CC) N/A #1201H(S)APTEX

11:00p This Old House
Lexington | The Big Dig

Accessible features integrated into the design begin at construction. A new mechanical room connects to the old via a block wall tunnel, HVAC
ducting is buried underground, and after learning about residential elevators, framing begins for one.

(CC) N/A #4503H(S)PBSPL

11:30p Ask This Old House
Shower Valve Repair, Sloped Landscape

AskTOH welcomes Landscape Contractor, Lee Gilliam to the cast; Richard helps a homeowner repair a leaking 3-valve shower while retaining
the bathrooms original 1930's tile; Lee and Jenn work together to refresh a homeowner's eroding sloped yard.

(CC) N/A #2203H(S)PBSPL
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12:00m 10 Homes That Changed America
Visit homes that transformed residential living, from grand estates like Thomas Jefferson's Monticello and Frank Lloyd Wright's Fallingwater to the
pueblos of Taos, New Mexico, and the tenements of 19th-century New York.

(CC) N/A #0H(S)PBS

05:00a Arthur
Prunella's Special Edition/The Secret Life of Dogs & Babies

The latest book about everyone's favorite boy wizard-Henry Skreever, of course-is finally in stores! Every kid in town is lining up to get it except
Prunella, who's ordered a monogrammed, limited edition, coming all the way from England. She's in for a surprise, though, when they mix up her
order and send a Braille version instead. Ever wonder what Baby Kate and Pal are thinking? Join an adventure into their secret world, where
Arthur and D.W. watch impossibly immature TV showsand silly grown-ups are often in need of rescue!

(CC) DVI #603H(S)PBS

05:30a Odd Squad
End of the Road

End of the Road - The Mobile Unit heads to Australia to stop The Shadow from causing world-wide oddness. Curriculum: Patterns and
Coordinate Mapping.

(CC) DVI #320H(S)PBS

06:00a Molly of Denali
Art from the Heart/Gold Strikeout

Randall is having trouble drawing a special Northwest Coast design for Aunt Merna and Uncle Jack's anniversary. Molly and Tooey are quick to
offer their help, but they soon learn that deciding what to draw is harder than it looks. /When Molly, Tooey and Trini strike gold, they think they've
found a way to get some great gifts for their families! But when they find out their "discovery" comes with some serious consequences, they need
to try to set things right again.

(CC) DVI #216H(S)PBS

06:30a Happy Yoga with Sarah Starr
Bloom

Rejuvenate amongst the spectacular desert bloom with a modified yoga practice using a chair for support. Including dynamic seated stretches to
open the hips and improve range of motion in the spine along with a balance and strength standing sequence, incorporating gentle side bends to
expand the breath, activate the core and bring overall spaciousness to the body.

(CC) N/A #506H(S)NETA

07:00a Yoga In Practice
Simplicity, Patience, Compassion - Chair Yoga

Chair yoga is a gift of simplicity and compassion, meeting us where we are on any given day. It slowly builds strength and flexibility over time
without taxing us too much, and you can practice in your office, while traveling or any place there is a chair!

(CC) N/A #302H(S)APTEX

07:30a Curious George
Hawai'i

Aloha! George, The Man with the Yellow Hat and friends are on a Hawaiian vacation, and George can't wait to explore the island. Where should
he start? So much beauty to choose from - the enticing ocean, exotic flowers, and an exciting volcano! Hundley, who just wants to curl up on his
sea turtle raft in a quiet place, decides for them both by accidentally drifting out to sea, taking George with him! When they come aground, lost
and far from the hotel, George and Hundley embark on a special journey. They meet new friends, experience the amazing flora and fauna of
Hawaii, and then use what they&#39;ve learned to find their way home. Aloha!

(CC) N/A #1508H(S)PBS

08:00a Daniel Tiger's Neighborhood
Thank You, Grandpere Tiger!/Neighborhood Thank You Day

Thank You, Grandpere Tiger! - Grandpere Tiger comes to visit, but is only in town for a short while. Daniel is sad that Grandpere can't come to
the special Thank You Day celebration later that day. Daniel learns to be thankful for the time they DO have together, and is then surprised when
Grandpere appears at the celebration after all! Neighborhood Thank You Day - The neighborhood celebrates Thank You Day by putting notes in
the Thank You Tree. Daniel has trouble deciding what to put in his note. Then, when a gust of wind blows the notes off of the tree, Mr. McFeely
saves the day by catching and delivering everybody's thank you notes!

(CC) DVI #114H(S)PBS

08:30a Rosie's Rules
Rosie The Reporter/The Jalapeno Giant

Rosie tries to be a reporter, but has a hard time finding things that are newsworthy. / Rosie & Jun believe there's a jalapeno giant on the loose, so
they try to warn everyone.

(CC) DVI #134H(S)PBS

09:00a Sesame Street
The Great Home Carnival

It's raining, and Elmo, Abby, and Rudy can't go to the carnival anymore. This is a problem! They wonder if they can make their own carnival
games with things at home. What if they use paper for a memory game, rolled-up socks for a toss game, and empty boxes for pretend roller
coaster cars? Let's try! It works. They didn't give up, and they made their favorite carnival games at home.

(CC) DVI #5230H(S)PBS
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09:30a Work It Out Wombats!
The Treeborhood Photo Album/Runway Recycling

Zadie creates a Treeborhood photo album to trace the growth of their beloved Tree from little, to big, to VERY big. / When Mr. E accidentally
polka-dances a sculpture to smithereens, he and Louisa hold a contest to replace it.

(CC) DVI #115H(S)PBS

10:00a Donkey Hodie
Trolley Visits Someplace Else/Wish Upon A Fish

Ding-ding! Trolley visits Someplace Else for a big party. When the pals need help preparing, can they figure out what Trolley's dings mean? /
Donkey thinks her pet fish Rogers is magic and will help her do hard things. But is it magic or practice?

(CC) DVI #204H(S)PBS

10:30a Pinkalicious & Peterrific
Cha-Cha-Licious /Show and Smell

It's the first day of summer. This means it's time for ice cream, but Mr. Swizzle's blender isn't working. Pinkalicious and her family volunteer to run
the shop while he fixes his blender, but they soon learn serving ice cream takes a certain rhythm. Mommy's new invention, the Perfume-a-matic,
can make perfume out of anything so, of course, Pinkalicious makes the most pinkatastic perfume ever! But it sure doesn't smell that way when
she brings it to Show-and-Tell. She'll have to fix this smelly mix-up fast!

(CC) DVI #116H(S)PBS

11:00a Elinor Wonders Why
The Little Drummer/Rest Is Best

Ari is showing off his new drum moves to Elinor and Olive when Ari's mother asks him to be quieter so Ari's sister can take a nap. Ari puts a
blanket inside his drum to make it qui-et, except that after Ari stops drumming, the drumming sounds continue! Where could they be coming
from? The kids soon realize it's a woodpecker outside, pecking on the mailbox. They decide to put a blanket inside the mailbox to make it quiet,
which makes the woodpecker fly off to find a better drumming spot. Ahh, Ari's sister can finally take a nap. After Olive stays up most of the night
reading a fun book, she decides she's going to stay up late every night until she finishes. That makes the kids wonder, why do they need to sleep
anyway? They observe nature to try to understand and find different animals rest-ing in different ways. After observing that Olive has trouble
focusing and keeps yawning, the kids discover that all animals need some sort of rest in order to regain energy and stay healthy.

(CC) DVI #136H(S)PBS

11:30a Nature Cat
What A Pearl/Wild Bee Motel

(CC) N/A #315H(S)PBS

12:00n Hero Elementary
Teacher of the Year / The Sweet Smell of Success

There's a big surprise in store for Mr. Sparks: He will be receiving the "Hero Teacher of the Year" award! His heroic students want to make
everything special for the big celebration, and that includes making a cake. But, will Sparks' Crew be able to keep the party a surprise while they
figure out the right mixture for the cake batter? Curriculum: If you mix materials together, the properties of the mixture may not be the same as the
properties of the materials themselves. / Invisigirl (a former student) likes to use her invisibility to play jokes, but a joke has unintended
consequences when she makes a cake invisible, and then can't find it! The team tries to track it down via their sense of smell, but will it be
enough to find the cake? Curriculum: Humans have five senses they use to gather information about the world around them. They can use that
information to solve problems.

(CC) DVI #140H(S)PBS

12:30p Xavier Riddle and the Secret Museum
I Am Winston Churchill/I Am Cleopatra

I am Winston Churchill Brad is excited to join a small group of boys building a castle in the KidZone, but his enthusiasm quickly disappears when
they refuse to listen to any of his ideas. Brad knows he could help make their castle amazing, if only they'd listen. To the Secret Museum! Our
heroes go back in time to meet someone who knew exactly how to command attention: Winston Churchill. They meet Winston just as he's about
to play a game of capture the flag with his new schoolmates, but none of them want to listen to his ideas on how to play the game! Knowing he
could lead his team to victory, Winston keeps on sharing his ideas, confidently and politely, until the boys finally listen. Their big win shows Brad
how important it is to speak up for yourself. I am Cleopatra Xavier is stoked to see a super awesome super moon in real life! There's just one
problem: he'd have to stay up past bedtime. How can he ask his parents? What if they say no? To the Secret Museum! Our heroes go back in
time to meet someone who was skilled at the art of negotiation: Cleopatra. They arrive in Ancient Egypt and find Cleopatra just as she's preparing
to ask her father a big question of her own: she wants to end her daily lessons a full hour early so she can attend a festival in town. Luckily,
Cleopatra knows exactly how to ask! You have to be prepared, confident, and polite. Seeing how well Cleopatra's strategy works shows Xavier
how important it is to ask for things the right way.

(CC) DVI #107H(S)PBS

01:00p Inspire
Gender Indentity

(N) N/A #313HKTWU

01:30p I've Got Issues
Governor Laura Kelly

(N) N/A #1303HKTWU
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02:00p Inside The Warren Commission
INSIDE THE WARREN COMMISSION provides a riveting account of the people who worked tirelessly to discover the truth behind the
assassination of President John F. Kennedy. The Warren Report is perhaps the most misunderstood document in modern history and remains
unread by most Americans. This documentary offers viewers insight into its content, the commission who authored it, and their investigation.
Based on new evidence, the film showcases the personalities, politics, and challenges

(CC) N/A #0H(S)APTEX

03:00p Alma's Way
Picture Perfect/Hands for the Day

When Alma and Rafia get an idea to make an animal photo book, they set out to get the perfect pictures. Too bad the animals won't cooperate.
Will their photo book be a flop? When Safina hurts her arm, Alma and Rafia volunteer to be her "hands" for the day to help her finish all the things
she has to do. But when Safina seems frustrated with their work, they've got to figure out how to do things right.

(CC) DVI #134H(S)PBS

03:30p Wild Kratts
Bandito: The Black Footed Ferret

Martin impulsively tries out Aviva's new Stone Digger before it is finished and flies out of control and crash lands into a hidden prairie where he is
stranded, but encounters a lost colony of black footed ferrets.

(CC) N/A #309H(S)PBS

04:00p Odd Squad
End of the Road

End of the Road - The Mobile Unit heads to Australia to stop The Shadow from causing world-wide oddness. Curriculum: Patterns and
Coordinate Mapping.

(CC) DVI #320H(S)PBS

04:30p Arthur
Prunella's Special Edition/The Secret Life of Dogs & Babies

The latest book about everyone's favorite boy wizard-Henry Skreever, of course-is finally in stores! Every kid in town is lining up to get it except
Prunella, who's ordered a monogrammed, limited edition, coming all the way from England. She's in for a surprise, though, when they mix up her
order and send a Braille version instead. Ever wonder what Baby Kate and Pal are thinking? Join an adventure into their secret world, where
Arthur and D.W. watch impossibly immature TV showsand silly grown-ups are often in need of rescue!

(CC) DVI #603H(S)PBS

05:00p The Infinite Art Hunt
More Trees Please! (Collage)

More Trees Please! (Collage): Freddie is on a mission to save the trees! Her poster to get the word out needs a little help so she meets up with
Grandma Tilly's friend, an artist who focuses on climate change. Freddie and Ty help with her latest piece by collaging pictures onto a canvas,
which gives Freddie ideas for her own efforts at home.

(CC) N/A #111H(S)APTEX

05:30p BBC News America (CC) N/A #118H(S)APTEX

06:00p PBS Newshour (CC) N/A #14105H(S)NPS

07:00p Washington Week with the Atlantic (CC) N/A #6322H(S)NPS

07:30p Firing Line with Margaret Hoover
Guests: Cornel West and Robert George. Leftist Dr. Cornel West and conservative Dr. Robert George, the "ideological odd couple," discuss the
need for civil discourse in this era of polarization. They explore opposing policy views, respectfully disagreeing as well as finding common ground.

(CC) N/A #722H(S)NPS

08:00p Market to Market
News and commodity market analysis from the weekly journal of rural America.

(CC) N/A #4915H(S)IPTV

08:30p Real Ag
Bittersweet: The Hidden Side of Sugar

(N) N/A #1203HSHPTV

09:00p Great Performances
Celebrating 50 Years of Broadway's Best

Enjoy a revue of milestone Broadway shows and songs from 1973 to 2023 hosted by two-time Tony Award winner Sutton Foster. Features
performances by Andre De Shields, Chita Rivera, Vanessa Williams and more from Lincoln Center's David H. Koch Theater.

(CC) N/A #4807H(S)NPS
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10:30p Isabel and Roy
In late 2017, "Masterpiece," a painting by the late pop art master Roy Lichtenstein, sold for $165 million in a private sale. The sale was a far cry
from the early 1950s when the young artist struggled to find acceptance as a painter in Cleveland. Roy's wife, Isabel, was the family's
breadwinner and a prominent interior decorator. She developed a clientele of upper-middle-class Clevelanders who appreciated her taste for
what is now known as mid-century modern design. Isabel was a female entrepreneur at a time when many women were homemakers. While Roy
Lichtenstein's impact on the art world is well documented, the story of his pre-pop days in Cleveland and the woman who supported him as he
developed his signature style is largely unknown. ISABEL AND ROY half-hour documentary that traces that tale.

(CC) N/A #0H(S)APTEX

11:00p Real Ag
Bittersweet: The Hidden Side of Sugar

(N) N/A #1203HSHPTV

11:30p Start Up
Creations By Nathalie: Miami, Fl

Creations by Nathalie, a company that sells and ships DIY terrarium kits with South Florida succulents. This is a story about running a successful
family business while creating generational wealth.

(CC) N/A #1109H(S)NETA
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12:00m Great Performances
Celebrating 50 Years of Broadway's Best

Enjoy a revue of milestone Broadway shows and songs from 1973 to 2023 hosted by two-time Tony Award winner Sutton Foster. Features
performances by Andre De Shields, Chita Rivera, Vanessa Williams and more from Lincoln Center's David H. Koch Theater.

(CC) N/A #4807$(S)NPS

05:00a Mister Rogers' Neighborhood
Graham Cracker Factory

Mister Rogers learns how people make graham crackers.  In the Neighborhood of Make-Believe, King Friday XIII and Queen Sara return, and
Prince Tuesday says goodbye to his "night and day caregiver." King Friday tells Prince Tuesday that he is proud of him.

(CC) DVI #1520HPBS

05:30a Arthur
Francine's Pilfered Paper/Buster Gets Real

Francine's Pilfered Paper - Thanksgiving can be a time for a long, relaxing weekend with family and friends. But for Mr. Ratburn, it's a chance to
assign a five-page paper about the holiday! Instead of despairing like her friends, Francine finds the perfect Web site for her research, which she
happily copies and pastes in a matter of minutes for her entire report. There's nothing wrong with that....is there? Buster Gets Real - Everyone
loves the new "Top Supermarket" reality series on TV - everyone except Arthur. So when Buster stops watching Bionic Bunny to watch this
popular new show, Arthur fears their friendship is over.

(CC) DVI #1108H(S)PBS

06:00a Molly of Denali
Seal Dance/Snowboarding Qyah Style

Seal Dance When an approaching storm forces Molly, Grandpa Nat, and Mom to make an impromptu landing on the Aleutian island of Atka,
Molly makes a new friend who teachers her about Unangax dances and together they learn how to perform a traditional Seal Dance.
Snowboarding Qyah Style Inspired by Randall's snowboarding video antics, Molly decides to make her own video to show off "Qyah Style"
snowboarding. First step: learning how to snowboard! She recruits Tooey to help her, but soon realizes snowboarding is harder than it looks,
much less adding signature Qyah Style into the mix.

(CC) DVI #123H(S)PBS

06:30a Agphd (N) N/A #1338HHEFTY

07:00a Market to Market
News and commodity market analysis from the weekly journal of rural America.

(CC) N/A #4915H(S)IPTV

07:30a Curious George
Locked Out/Bark Suit!

George loves Chef Pisghetti's Meatball Monday, especially when he and The Man with the Yellow Hat eat lunch on their balcony. Back home,
they discover George had forgotten to lock their front door and he promises to remember in the future. As they're setting the table on their
balcony, George remembers that he left the meatballs in the lobby. He runs to get them and, like a good little monkey, locks the doors behind
him. When he returns, George realizes that he's locked himself out of the apartment - and locked his friend out on the balcony! He needs the
Doorman's spare key, but the Doorman went out to get meatballs! Won't any key work? With Hundley's help, George dashes around the building
and Pisghetti's restaurant borrowing keys - and even making one! Will George learn how keys work in time to rescue his friend before the rain
ruins the meatballs - and rescue the meatballs before they are gobbled up by Compass and his hungry pigeon friends?? / George loves exploring
the woods. One day, while picking up rocks, sticks and pinecones, George finds a new wonder - a flat red bark beetle! George is also curious
about all the bark on the ground and Bill explains that bark protects a tree like a suit of armor - which the tree sheds when it grows out of it.
Fascinated, George collects the bark but doesn't see the beetle jump onto his wagon to go along for the ride! Back at home, George discovers
the stowaway beetle and resolves to return it to its habitat. But first, why not make a bark suit to protect himself and the bark-loving beetle for the
journey? The suit is a success, shielding them both from thorny bushes and wet sprinklers. But it turns out that the suit George cut up to make his
armor is the Man with the Yellow Hat's lucky suit he was planning on wearing to the Hollering Contest this evening! Now George must help his
friend figure out what his "signature holler" should be!

(CC) N/A #1504H(S)PBS

08:00a Work It Out Wombats!
Sparkle Pants/Game Changer

Is it possible to have too many pairs of Sparkle Pants? Not if you find creative ways to repurpose them! / After a long spell of rain, it's time to play!
But, what game can Zadie, Cece, Clyde, and Carly play that's fun for all?

(CC) DVI #111H(S)PBS

08:30a Daniel Tiger's Neighborhood
Margaret's First Thank You Day

(CC) DVI #520H(S)PBS

09:00a Sesame Street
Goldilocks and the Three Homes

Elmo, Abby, Baby Bear, and Chris go to Fairy Tale Land to build a home for Goldilocks. They wonder if they can build a home for Goldilocks
that's just right. What if they use a tape measure to measure her so the home isn't too big or too small? Let's try! It works. They didn't give up and
built a home that's just right for Goldilocks.

(CC) DVI #5233H(S)PBS
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09:30a Rosie's Rules
Donating Day/Gatita The Volunteer Cat

Rosie donates some things for Donating Day, but when she accidentally gives away her doll Lele, she must get it back. / Rosie & Gatita volunteer
for Seniors Day at the Nature Center, but their volunteering doesn't go as planned.

(CC) DVI #133H(S)PBS

10:00a Donkey Hodie
Snow Day/Snow Surprise Challenge

It's a snow day in Someplace Else! Will Panda's pals want to do all his favorite snow activities from Planet Purple?/Bob Dog wants to win a glowy,
snowy, floating fun ball, so he thinks of things he's good at to play Gameshow Gator's new snow game.

(CC) DVI #131H(S)PBS

10:30a Diy Science Time
Chain Reactions

How fast can you react to learning some amazing science?! Build a Jacob's Ladder and create a craft stick chain reaction with Mister C and the
Science Crew while learning about nifty chain reactions!

(CC) N/A #212H(S)NETA

11:00a 8 Player State Football 2023
Di: Wichita County Vs Lyndon

(N) N/A #2301HSHPTV

03:00p 8 Player State Football 2023
Dii: South Central Vs Axtell

(N) N/A #2302HSHPTV

06:00p Cottonwood Connections
The Law and the Outlaws

(N) N/A #312HSHPTV

06:30p Rick Steves' Europe
Rick Steves' Europe: Art of the Renaissance Beyond Florence

From Italy, the Renaissance spread across Europe, revolutionizing art. We travel to Spain and Portugal where overseas plunder is transformed
into lacy architecture and ethereal paintings by El Greco. In bustling Germany and Belgium, new technologies enable Durer's mass-produced
engravings, Van Eyck's meticulous oil paintings, Brueghel's peasants at play, and the futuristic visions of Bosch.

(CC) N/A #1208H(S)APTEX

07:00p The Lawrence Welk Show
Strike Up The Band (Myron Floren)

Master accordionist, Myron Floren, hosts this week's salute to the world's musicians and the dozens of instruments they play. Vocal numbers
include "Hey Mr. Banjo" with Tanya, the girls, and Neil Levang, "I Love A Piano" with Gail Farrell, and Jack and Mary Lou bring a bit of comedy to
"Piccolo Pete". The band shines on "The Bells of St. Mary's", "Trumpeter's Lullaby", and the show's theme "Strike Up the Band". The Polka
Festival at the Welk Resort in Branson is the perfect backdrop for Myron's host segments as he entertains hundreds of polka band members from
all across the United States.

(CC) N/A #1915H(S)OETA

08:00p Inside The Warren Commission
INSIDE THE WARREN COMMISSION provides a riveting account of the people who worked tirelessly to discover the truth behind the
assassination of President John F. Kennedy. The Warren Report is perhaps the most misunderstood document in modern history and remains
unread by most Americans. This documentary offers viewers insight into its content, the commission who authored it, and their investigation.
Based on new evidence, the film showcases the personalities, politics, and challenges

(CC) N/A #0H(S)APTEX

09:00p David Holt's State of Music
Keb' Mo'

Blues legend Keb' Mo' visits with host David Holt. Keb' has described himself as "too happy for the blues, too bluesy for jazz, too funky for folk,
and too city for country." David talks with him about how he found his place in music.

(CC) N/A #501H(S)PBSPL

09:30p Ireland with Michael
The Rose of Mooncoin

Michael Londra tours the medieval city of Kilkenny with a stop to explore the old Kilkenny castle stables, which have been transformed to host
local artisans. He meets violinist Patrick Rafter for a performance in the Great Hall of Kilkenny Castle and connects with friend Darren Holden,
member of the group High Kings for friendly conversation along with playful banter about the rivalry between their Counties. Michael performs his
favorite Kilkenny song, "The Rose of Mooncoin" in honor of his father.

(CC) N/A #201H(S)NETA

10:00p Acl Presents: 22nd Annual Americana Honors
Austin City Limits presents selected performances from the 22nd Annual Americana Awards & Honors, recorded live in Nashville.

(CC) N/A #0H(S)PBSPL
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11:00p Sound On Tap
Dusty Low

By combining alternative country influences with dashes of folk, Americana and Jazz, Dusty Low has created a sound that is both familiar and
surprisingly fresh.

(CC) N/A #107H(S)NETA

11:30p Songs at the Center
Songs at the Center's Annual Compilation Show

All the best music and Eric Gnezda interviews from the past season that we simply didn't have time to include in our previous twelve weekly 30
minute episodes. This is a fan favorite and, simply, the fastest, most entertaining 30 minutes in Music Television anywhere.

(CC) N/A #913H(S)
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12:00m The Earthshot Prize 2023
Founded by Prince William in 2020, The Earthshot Prize aims to discover and help scale the world's most innovative climate and environmental
solutions to protect and restore our planet. A star-studded awards ceremony, filming in Singapore on November 7, celebrates this year's fifteen
finalists before awarding the five winners of The Earthshot Prize.

(CC) N/A #0H(S)NPS

05:00a Mister Rogers' Neighborhood
Mister Rogers Talks About Art

Mister Rogers plays with clay and then visits potter, Bill Strickland. They make a pot together at the potter's wheel.  In the Neighborhood of Make-
Believe, the Queen admires the King's portrait Miss Paulificate has made on the back of a jacket, and Lady Elaine uses her boomerang magic to
cover all the portraits with play clay. Mister Rogers talks about how we can use all kinds of art to express how we feel.

(CC) DVI #1644H(S)PBS

05:30a Arthur
Prunella's Special Edition/The Secret Life of Dogs & Babies

The latest book about everyone's favorite boy wizard-Henry Skreever, of course-is finally in stores! Every kid in town is lining up to get it except
Prunella, who's ordered a monogrammed, limited edition, coming all the way from England. She's in for a surprise, though, when they mix up her
order and send a Braille version instead. Ever wonder what Baby Kate and Pal are thinking? Join an adventure into their secret world, where
Arthur and D.W. watch impossibly immature TV showsand silly grown-ups are often in need of rescue!

(CC) DVI #603H(S)PBS

06:00a Molly of Denali
Art from the Heart/Gold Strikeout

Randall is having trouble drawing a special Northwest Coast design for Aunt Merna and Uncle Jack's anniversary. Molly and Tooey are quick to
offer their help, but they soon learn that deciding what to draw is harder than it looks. /When Molly, Tooey and Trini strike gold, they think they've
found a way to get some great gifts for their families! But when they find out their "discovery" comes with some serious consequences, they need
to try to set things right again.

(CC) DVI #216H(S)PBS

06:30a Alma's Way
Picture Perfect/Hands for the Day

When Alma and Rafia get an idea to make an animal photo book, they set out to get the perfect pictures. Too bad the animals won't cooperate.
Will their photo book be a flop? When Safina hurts her arm, Alma and Rafia volunteer to be her "hands" for the day to help her finish all the things
she has to do. But when Safina seems frustrated with their work, they've got to figure out how to do things right.

(CC) DVI #134H(S)PBS

07:00a Wild Kratts
Bandito: The Black Footed Ferret

Martin impulsively tries out Aviva's new Stone Digger before it is finished and flies out of control and crash lands into a hidden prairie where he is
stranded, but encounters a lost colony of black footed ferrets.

(CC) N/A #309H(S)PBS

07:30a Curious George
Hawai'i

Aloha! George, The Man with the Yellow Hat and friends are on a Hawaiian vacation, and George can't wait to explore the island. Where should
he start? So much beauty to choose from - the enticing ocean, exotic flowers, and an exciting volcano! Hundley, who just wants to curl up on his
sea turtle raft in a quiet place, decides for them both by accidentally drifting out to sea, taking George with him! When they come aground, lost
and far from the hotel, George and Hundley embark on a special journey. They meet new friends, experience the amazing flora and fauna of
Hawaii, and then use what they&#39;ve learned to find their way home. Aloha!

(CC) N/A #1508H(S)PBS

08:00a Work It Out Wombats!
The Treeborhood Photo Album/Runway Recycling

Zadie creates a Treeborhood photo album to trace the growth of their beloved Tree from little, to big, to VERY big. / When Mr. E accidentally
polka-dances a sculpture to smithereens, he and Louisa hold a contest to replace it.

(CC) DVI #115H(S)PBS

08:30a Daniel Tiger's Neighborhood
Thank You, Grandpere Tiger!/Neighborhood Thank You Day

Thank You, Grandpere Tiger! - Grandpere Tiger comes to visit, but is only in town for a short while. Daniel is sad that Grandpere can't come to
the special Thank You Day celebration later that day. Daniel learns to be thankful for the time they DO have together, and is then surprised when
Grandpere appears at the celebration after all! Neighborhood Thank You Day - The neighborhood celebrates Thank You Day by putting notes in
the Thank You Tree. Daniel has trouble deciding what to put in his note. Then, when a gust of wind blows the notes off of the tree, Mr. McFeely
saves the day by catching and delivering everybody's thank you notes!

(CC) DVI #114H(S)PBS

09:00a Sesame Street
How to Catch A Robot Dog

Elmo and Tamir need to catch Norbert's robot dog, Alfred, but he keeps running away. What if they make a fishing pole with a magnet since
Alfred is made of metal? Let's try!

(CC) DVI #5309H(S)PBS
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09:30a Rosie's Rules
Rosie The Reporter/The Jalapeno Giant

Rosie tries to be a reporter, but has a hard time finding things that are newsworthy. / Rosie & Jun believe there's a jalapeno giant on the loose, so
they try to warn everyone.

(CC) DVI #134H(S)PBS

10:00a Donkey Hodie
Trolley Visits Someplace Else/Wish Upon A Fish

Ding-ding! Trolley visits Someplace Else for a big party. When the pals need help preparing, can they figure out what Trolley's dings mean? /
Donkey thinks her pet fish Rogers is magic and will help her do hard things. But is it magic or practice?

(CC) DVI #204H(S)PBS

10:30a Biz Kid$
Movin' On Out

Check out this kid's guide to the true cost of cutting the cord and being independent. This episode takes you through it all - budgeting,
roommates, finding a place, and learning about all the hidden costs that Mom and Dad used to pay for you. Meet seven girls who figured out how
to share finances and the hairdryer. So how much does it cost to live on your own? More than you think!

(CC) DVI #503(S)APTEX

11:00a Curious Crew
Salty Science

The flavorful phenomena of salt! Dr. Rob and the Crew learn about different types of salt and its properties in water, as a solid, and in food -
including ice cream!

(CC) N/A #903H(S)NETA

11:30a Make48
Time to Get Working!

As the the clock ticks the teams still have a lot to do! Now they must take what they learned in the focus group and get to work!

(CC) N/A #505H(S)APTEX

12:00n Market to Market
News and commodity market analysis from the weekly journal of rural America.

(CC) N/A #4915H(S)IPTV

12:30p Motorweek
2023 Lexus Ux 250h

We'll take turns behind the wheel of the 2023 Lexus UX 250h, an entry-level offering from the brand that still manages to pack a lot of luxury into
a relatively compact package. Then we'll take the reins of the 2024 Ford Mustang, entering a seventh-generation with new features, but all the
same thrills we've come to love! Plus, more Quick Spins and a look back at an iconic post-war torpedo.

(CC) N/A #4312H(S)PBSPL

01:00p Real Ag
Bittersweet: The Hidden Side of Sugar

(N) N/A #1203HSHPTV

01:30p Plan Stronger TV
Pet Trusts

David Holland is joined by attorney, Courtney Kilbourne Hayes, who explains the use of trusts to provide for pets who outlive you. Medicare guru,
Joanne Giardini-Russell, reveals some of the biggest Medicare pitfalls. Our Financial Panel shares the importance of financial conversations
between family generations.

(CC) N/A #610H(S)ACCES

02:00p Classic Gospel (CC) N/A #1507H(S)NETA

03:00p Your Fantastic Mind
Covid-19

YFM looks at some of the ways the COVID-19 pandemic is impacting our brains and minds. We talk to scientists about the potential short- and
long-term neurological effects of the virus and delve into the profound mental health impacts of the virus on society and our families. Following
the story of a family of six who has been sheltering in place since last March, we address the impact of COVID on children and working parents.
We also discuss the increase in domestic violence and substance abuse. Throughout the half hour, experts offer tips on how to cope during the
pandemic and provide advice on ways to determine when it's time to seek professional help.

(CC) N/A #101H(S)NETA

03:30p The Brain-Gut Connection with Dr. Emeran Mayer (CC) N/A #0$(S)FRP
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05:00p Moments to Remember (My Music Presents)
Patti Page and Nick Clooney co-host new performances and archival classics from the vault. MOMENTS TO REMEMBER, featuring many more
legends of the late fifties and early sixties pop era. In this trip down memory lane, the late Frankie Laine came out of retirement to "spend one
more night in our old rendezvous" singing his sentimental "That's My Desire." Italian crooner Julius La Rosa takes the stage to perform his
classics "Eh Compari" and "Domani" while Page sings her million-selling "Allegheny Moon." The Four Lads, Four Aces, Four Freshmen, Roger
Williams, Herb Reed's Platters, The DeCastro Sisters and others appear to sing more greatest hits. Archival performances from Rosemary
Clooney and Perry Como round out this nostalgic sequel to Magic Moments.

(CC) N/A #0$(S)TJL

07:30p Mary Berry's Ultimate Christmas
Join the beloved British home cook and three special friends as they prepare her ultimate Christmas feast with all the trimmings. From the
traditional turkey to her classic Christmas pudding, it's the perfect recipe for a deliciously festive holiday.

(CC) N/A #0$(S)NPS

09:00p Traveling Kansas
Jewell/Republic/Smith

(N) N/A #801HSHPTV

09:30p Traveling Kansas
Trego County

(N) N/A #803HSHPTV

10:00p Acl Presents: 22nd Annual Americana Honors
Austin City Limits presents selected performances from the 22nd Annual Americana Awards & Honors, recorded live in Nashville.

(CC) N/A #0H(S)PBSPL

11:00p Lucy Worsley's Royal Myths & Secrets
Elizabeth I: The Warrior Queen

Join Lucy Worsley for an exploration of how Elizabeth I's image as a warrior queen, created by a series of myths and secrets about her victory
over the Spanish Armada, shaped British national identity for centuries.

(CC) DVI #101H(S)PBS
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12:00m Lucy Worsley's Royal Myths & Secrets
Queen Anne: The Mother of Great Britain

Investigate why Queen Anne's powerful role in the forging of Great Britain has often been forgotten. Lucy Worsley shares the inside story of the
salacious gossip about Anne's love life that helped destroy her image and legacy.

(CC) DVI #102H(S)PBS

05:00a Arthur
The Tattletale Frog/D.W. & Bud's Higher Purpose

When Bud is blamed for an accident D.W. causes, she has to decide whether to let her friend take the fall. Educational Objective: D.W. learns the
importance of honesty and accepting responsibility for her actions. / D.W. and Bud can't wait to ride "The Buzzard," Wonder World's newest
rollercoaster. Will they make it past the persnickety ticket taker...or will they come up short? Educational Objective: D.W. and Bud learn the power
of persistence.

(CC) DVI #1801H(S)PBS

05:30a Odd Squad
Hold The Door/Flatastrophe

Hold the Door - When a young agent in training gets lost in headquarters, Olive and Otto must find him before Ms. O finds out. Curriculum:
Number operations; working with addition and subtraction equations. Flatastrophe - Olive and Otto must stop Fladam, a villain with a vendetta
against cubes. Curriculum: Geometry; identifying and comparing 2-dimensional and 3-dimensional shapes.

(CC) DVI #119H(S)PBS

06:00a Molly of Denali
Cry Wolf/A Sound Idea

(CC) DVI #214H(S)PBS

06:30a Happy Yoga with Sarah Starr
Golden Shoreline

Relax with the golden light of sunset along the peaceful shoreline as we enjoy a modified yoga practice using a chair for support. Including gentle
stretches for the neck, shoulders and back combined with calming forward bends to stretch the hamstrings and hips.

(CC) N/A #507H(S)NETA

07:00a Yoga In Practice
What Makes You Come Alive?

Yoga teaches that life is truly a precious gift, not to be forsaken, and we show our gratitude for our life by trying to live fully each day. In this
episode, we will practice Vinyasa, moving fluidly with the breath in a series of poses to express this fullness.

(CC) N/A #303H(S)APTEX

07:30a Curious George
Ski Monkey/George The Grocer

Ski Monkey - When a blizzard covers the country house with a foot of snow, George can't wait to get outside to play. But he soon learns that such
deep snow isn't easy for a monkey to play in, until he learns how much fun it can be to ski, snowshoe and sled. George the Grocer - George
really wants the toy oven he sees in the window at the toy store, but first, he has to find a job to earn money to buy it. Since neither Chef Pisghetti
nor Mr. Glass need help, George decides to go to work at the Grocery Store. While George is pretty proud of the job he does helping customers,
the grocer is pretty confused about who is causing such chaos in the aisles.

(CC) DVI #123H(S)PBS

08:00a Daniel Tiger's Neighborhood
The Neighborhood Fall Festival/Field Day at School

The Neighborhood Fall Festival - The neighbors are busy decorating for the big Fall Festival when a gust of wind knocks down Music Man Stan's
hard work. Daniel and his friends help rebuild the scene and learn that everyone's abilities are different - what's important is that you do your best.
Field Day at School - Teacher Harriet has set up a Fall Field Day outside at school today. While trying new games, Daniel and his friends struggle
to do the games how they want to. They learn a lesson about the importance of doing your best. Strategy: Do your best. Your best is the best for
you.

(CC) DVI #305H(S)PBS

08:30a Rosie's Rules
Catch That Watermelon/Dino Cave

Rosie & Javi try to find a way to transport a watermelon from her house to the park for the family picnic. / Rosie offers to build a dino cave for
Iggy, but first she needs to transport all the materials they'll need.

(CC) DVI #135H(S)PBS

09:00a Sesame Street
Nani Bird Visits

Big Bird's aunt, Nani Bird, is visiting Sesame Street from Hawaii. Nani Bird shares special things with Big Bird, Elmo, Abby and Nina that are part
of Hawaiian culture. They learn how to say "aloha" which means hello and goodbye in Hawaii, make lei with paper flowers that are given as gifts
to family and friends, and learn about hula which is a kind of dance to tell a story by moving your hands and body. They thank Big Bird and Nani
Bird for sharing special things their family does in Hawaii.

(CC) DVI #5313H(S)PBS
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09:30a Work It Out Wombats!
Color Fun/A Super Invention

(CC) DVI #122H(S)PBS

10:00a Donkey Hodie
Me, Myself, and Donkey/Fashion Donkey

Donkey is disappointed when all her pals are away for the day. Can she find ways to have fun on her own?/Donkey wants to be just like Fashion
Penguin, who has a passion for fashion, but copying him isn't exciting. Can she find her own Donkey passion?

(CC) DVI #138H(S)PBS

10:30a Pinkalicious & Peterrific
Color of the Year/Toothy Mcmanners

Pinkalicious and Peter help Pantonio, the Color Fairy, pick out the color of the year by showing him around Pinkville. / Pinkalicious and Peter
have to teach the pirate Toothy McSquint manners before a dinner with Ms. Penny.

(CC) DVI #506H(S)PBS

11:00a Elinor Wonders Why
Leave It to Ari/Snow Friend

Leave It To Ari - Elinor, Olive and Ari are helping Ari's dad rake the leaves in their yard, which leads them to wonder, "Who rakes the leaves in the
forest?" They need more observations, so they head out to the forest, where they look at the leaves more closely and notice that some of them
are fresh, others are a little worn, and others are really old and crumbling. The kids also notice some of the dirt on the ground has little bits of
leaves in it, and they realize that the leaves that fall on the forest floor eventually get old and go back into the soil, just like the compost that Ari's
Dad makes. Snow Friend - Elinor, Ari and Olive are building a giant Snow Friend, but there isn't enough snow to finish their masterpiece. Luckily,
the next day brings fresh new snow, but this snow won't stay packed at all - it just falls apart. After they go in the house to warm up, they observe
some snow melt and get sticky, and they figure out a solution - warm up the snow! When they put their plan into action, the warm snow has just
the right stickiness for packing. Just in time to build a super Snow Friend. Hurrah!

(CC) DVI #111H(S)PBS

11:30a Nature Cat
Lights Out for Sea Turtles/Nature Art

Lights Out For Sea Turtles! - Nature Cat and his pals are camping out on the beach! Sweet! While they're looking for seashells they run into
Squeeks sea turtle friend, Celia, who just laid more than one hundred eggs. Squeeks wants to see the baby sea turtles up close and watch them
run to the ocean. She hears the cuteness factor is off the charts! Celia's eggs won't hatch for a while, but she says there are lots of other nests on
the beach and some of the eggs are bound to hatch tonight. Best. Beach. Campout. EVER! Time to find a sea turtle nest! Nature Art - Today is
the day of Hal's Aunt Riva's Nature Art Festival and Aunt Riva has a surprise. She's inviting Hal, Nature Cat, Squeeks and Daisy to be part of her
Nature Art show. Hooray! Aunt Riva encourages everyone to let their creative juices flow and create their own nature art. The pressure quickly
gets to Nature Cat and he's worried he'll never be inspired to make any nature, but Nature Cat just needs to take Aunt Riva's advice. He needs to
relax and soak up nature. That should lead to inspiration! Onward and artward!

(CC) N/A #203H(S)PBS

12:00n Hero Elementary
Knot So Fast / Made in the Shade

AJ invents "The Lacer Racer," a shoe-tying car. But, when the car gets out of control, it ties Citytown into knots. How can they build a trap to
catch it? Curriculum: A solution can be found by using an engineering design process: What's the problem, what can we try, build, test, and
share? / When the ice cream in Stevie Heat's ice cream cart melts, Sparks' Crew investigates how this could have happened, and what they can
do to make sure it doesn't happen again. Curriculum: The sun has warming effects. The effect the sun's heat has can be reduced by making
shade.

(CC) DVI #127H(S)PBS

12:30p Xavier Riddle and the Secret Museum
I Am Billie Jean King/I Am Arthur Ashe

(CC) DVI #128H(S)PBS

01:00p Gzero World with Ian Bremmer
Should We Be Worried About Ai?

Is ChatGPT all it's cracked up to be? Will truth survive the evolution of artificial intelligence? AI researcher and cognitive scientist, Gary Marcus,
breaks down the recent advances and inherent risks of generative AI. Guest: Gary Marcus, AI researcher and cognitive scientist.

(CC) N/A #622H(S)APTEX

01:30p Story in the Public Square
Ade Osinubi

Modern advances in fertility treatment are a medical marvel. But Ade Osinubi, a physician and documentary filmmaker, notes the inequality that
pervades maternal health in the United States, where black women made up 30% of maternal deaths in the first year of the pandemic.

(CC) N/A #912H(S)NETA

02:00p 5 Minute Yoga Fix with Peggy Cappy (CC) N/A #0$(S)FRP

03:00p Alma's Way
To Break Or Not to Break / The New Mr. Octy

Beto invites Alma and their friends to break his pinata, but when Alma sees he's hesitant about doing it, she wants to find out why. / After Alma
gives away a toy she doesn't play with anymore, she wonders if she made a mistake.

(CC) DVI #202H(S)PBS
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03:30p Wild Kratts
The Great Tail Fail

When a stowaway red squirrel accidentally gets loose on the African savanna, the guys activate Cheetah Powers to catch her. Unfortunately,
they run into major creature power suit malfunctions. The Tail Match Modulator is broken and producing a mismatched tail with every activation.
In their quest to return the red squirrel home to North America, the gang discovers the amazing variety and diverse functions of creature tails
along the way. Science Concept: Uses of tails.

(CC) N/A #616H(S)PBS

04:00p Odd Squad
Hold The Door/Flatastrophe

Hold the Door - When a young agent in training gets lost in headquarters, Olive and Otto must find him before Ms. O finds out. Curriculum:
Number operations; working with addition and subtraction equations. Flatastrophe - Olive and Otto must stop Fladam, a villain with a vendetta
against cubes. Curriculum: Geometry; identifying and comparing 2-dimensional and 3-dimensional shapes.

(CC) DVI #119H(S)PBS

04:30p Arthur
The Tattletale Frog/D.W. & Bud's Higher Purpose

When Bud is blamed for an accident D.W. causes, she has to decide whether to let her friend take the fall. Educational Objective: D.W. learns the
importance of honesty and accepting responsibility for her actions. / D.W. and Bud can't wait to ride "The Buzzard," Wonder World's newest
rollercoaster. Will they make it past the persnickety ticket taker...or will they come up short? Educational Objective: D.W. and Bud learn the power
of persistence.

(CC) DVI #1801H(S)PBS

05:00p The Infinite Art Hunt
The Art Wall (Ensemble)

The Art Wall (Ensemble): Grandma Tilly asks Freddie to hang a gallery wall in her studio, but she's at a loss on how to begin. She visits a
museum to learn the 'right' way but discovers there is no one way - each person gets to bring their own unique perspective to art and ensembles
can follow many themes and patterns. Back at the studio, Freddie does things her way and Grandma Tilly is thrilled with the result.

(CC) N/A #112H(S)APTEX

05:30p BBC News America (CC) N/A #119H(S)APTEX

06:00p PBS Newshour (CC) N/A #14106H(S)NPS

07:00p Classic Christmas (My Music)
Join hosts Gavin MacLeod (The Love Boat) and Marion Ross (Happy Days) for this festive, all-star special of favorite carols and popular
standards. Performers include Bing Crosby, Perry Como, Judy Garland, Nat King Cole, The Carpenters and many more.

(CC) N/A #0$(S)PFP

09:00p Secrets of Her Majesty's Secret Service
Ian Fleming's James Bond and the BBC drama "Spooks" take us into a world of espionage, code-breaking, weapons and gadgets -- top secret
maneuvers to protect Queen and country. But what is the real British Secret Service like?

(CC) N/A #0H(S)PBS

10:00p Amanpour and Company (CC) N/A #6106H(S)PBSPL

11:00p Energy Switch
China's Energy and Climate Policies, Part 1

China is the world's largest energy producer and consumer, the largest exporter of solar, the current leader in nuclear, and emits of global CO2.
This makes China's energy and climate policies of vital concern to all nations. Dr. David Sandalow, Founder & Director of Columbia's US-China
program, and Dr. Wei Peng, Assistant Professor, School of Public and International Affairs & Andlinger Center for Energy and the Environment,
Princeton University.

(CC) N/A #303H(S)NETA

11:30p Sara's Weeknight Meals
Fish Whisperers

Cooking fish can be tricky but not with these easy, foolproof fish recipes. First, Sara is joined by food journalist and influencer Anna Gass (who
also happened to be her former intern) to make Pesce all'Acqua Pazza- a simple fish poached in a cherry tomato sauce that prevents
overcooking. Then Sara goes to tiny, romantic Key West to cook with renowned seafood chef Norman Van Aken. He makes a local Bahamian
Soup with fresh caught snapper and a "Cut Up" Salad, a potluck of fruit, plucked from the dinner guests trees. Recipes: Pesce all'Acqua Pazza;
Bahamian Soup; Cut Up Fruit Salad.

(CC) N/A #1208H(S)APTEX
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12:00m Antiques Roadshow
Vintage Philadelphia

Flashback to phenomenal Philadelphia finds from 2006 including an asscher-cut yellow diamond ring from around 1930, a Charles Rohlfs
mahogany chair and a 1958 Picasso drawing with documentation. Which has skyrocketed in value to $220,000?

(CC) N/A #2419H(S)NPS

05:00a Arthur
Arthur Plays The Blues/Buster's Sweet Success

Although Arthur's beloved piano teacher is retiring, she assures him that the new teacher is outstanding and famous, too! Then Arthur meets Dr.
Fugue-who's as strict as he is odd-and begins to doubt his own abilities. Will Arthur be fired from playing the piano? When Buster signs up to sell
candy for the band, he figures it's easy money-who doesn't love chocolate? Buster soon wishes that somebody loved it more than he does,
because he eats it all himself. Will the band be doomed to wear tattered uniforms and play old instruments forever?

(CC) DVI #602H(S)PBS

05:30a Odd Squad
Puppet Show/Mystic Egg Pizza

Puppet Show - Olive and Otto have to crack a case in which a group of people have been turned into puppets. Curriculum: Measurement; telling
time and ordering events. Mystic Egg Pizza - With the help of Odd Squad, Delivery Debbie and Delivery Doug must figure out why their food is
disappearing. Curriculum: Number operations; beginning understanding of fraction.

(CC) DVI #120H(S)PBS

06:00a Molly of Denali
The Story of the Story Knife/Raven Saves The Birthday Party

(CC) DVI #217H(S)PBS

06:30a Happy Yoga with Sarah Starr
Sunflower Inspiration

Allow the uplifting sunflower energy to inspire your practice as we create more support from the inside out with a modified yoga session designed
to activate the core. Including a seated a seated warm up along with moves to firm the abs, strengthen the core and increase upper body
endurance while exploring modified plank variations and standing poses using a chair for support.

(CC) N/A #508H(S)NETA

07:00a Yoga In Practice
A Moving Meditation - Gravity and Direction

Every pose has a center of gravity that you draw into with strength and out of which you extend. The sense of direction refers to the subtle
movement of your breath. Together, gravity and direction transform the practice into a moving meditation.

(CC) N/A #304H(S)APTEX

07:30a Curious George
Keep Out Cows/Curious George and the Missing Piece

Keep Out Cows - George loves Leslie the cow but do she and her friends have to keep eating all those beautiful wildflowers that he wants to
show The Man with the Yellow Hat? George works against time and the cows' appetites to come up with a wall strong enough to save the
flowers. Curious George and the Missing Piece - When George discovers a bone buried in the ground, he's convinced it's got to be part of a
dinosaur skeleton-but which one? When none of the dinosaurs in the museum are missing a piece, George uses his best scientific sleuthing skills
to match the bone to the animal. Is the bone from a completely new kind of animal? And why is Charkie always chasing after him to steal that
bone away?

(CC) DVI #124H(S)PBS

08:00a Daniel Tiger's Neighborhood
The Family Campout/A Game Night for Everyone

The Family Campout - Daniel and Dad Tiger head to the "Dad and Me" Camp-out, joined by his friends and their dads. When Katerina arrives
with her mom, she notices that she's the only one who brought her mom. Henrietta assures Katerina that all families are different, and that's okay.
A Game Night for Everyone - Daniel and Mom are on their way to "Mom and Me" Game Night when they run into O and X the Owl. O isn't sure if
he can go to Game Night without a mom, but Uncle X assures him that he has his uncle, who loves him very much, to bring him.

(CC) DVI #415H(S)PBS

08:30a Rosie's Rules
The Doggie Detectives/A House for Gatita

While delivering popcorn in Maya's apartment building, Rosie, Crystal and Mom find a lost dog toy, so they become doggie detectives to find its
owner./Rosie builds a cardboard house for Gatita so she can have a peaceful nap.

(CC) DVI #118H(S)PBS

09:00a Sesame Street
Let's Grow Together

Welcome to the Sesame Street community garden! Tamir has an idea: open a garden stand to share the things they grow. Alan says they can
share his grandmother's recipe for pickling daikon. While Alan's friends help him make the pickled daikon, they learn more about Alan's cultural
heritage; he is Japanese American. Alan is proud to be Japanese American and he's happy to be sharing his family's culture.

(CC) DVI #5215H(S)PBS
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09:30a Work It Out Wombats!
A Boxful of Snout / Postcard from Snout

Uh oh! The Wombats accidentally "gift-wrapped" Snout while helping Mr. E. Can they figure out which box he's in? / Zeke misses Snout, who's
accompanying Mr. E on a visit to Aunt Ida. Will a postcard from Snout chase away Zeke's blues?

(CC) DVI #117H(S)PBS

10:00a Donkey Hodie
Bright Bright Bugs/Panda's Purple Party

Donkey and Panda camp out to see the music-loving Bright Bright Bugs. When their instruments break, can they find another way to attract the
bugs? / Panda is feeling tired of his purple things today, so Donkey helps him take a break.

(CC) DVI #139H(S)PBS

10:30a Pinkalicious & Peterrific
Walking Tall/Go with the Flow

Pinkalicious and Peter's babysitter, Indigo, teaches them how to walk on stilts; Pinkalicious and her friends make a mandala out of shells at the
beach.

(CC) DVI #402H(S)PBS

11:00a Elinor Wonders Why
To Bee Or Not to Bee/Turtle Crossing

To Bee or Not to Bee - Elinor, Ari, Olive and Koa are having a picnic in the forest, when all of a sudden, a few honey bees come over to check out
the kids' food. A nervous Koa gets antsy and starts swatting at the bees because he's afraid of them. This gives Elinor an idea to help her friend
get over his fear of bees. After some very careful bee observations, the kids conclude that bees are tiny and a lot more afraid of us than we are of
them. They also realize that instead of swatting at bees, you should stay calm and steady when a bee is around, and you are a lot less likely to
get stung. Turtle Crossing - Elinor, Olive and Ari are having a blast riding their bikes along the park's brand-new dirt bike-path. Suddenly, they
must slam on the brakes: a sweet little turtle is trying to cross the path to get to a small pond on the other side. The kids learn all about how
turtles' eggs are laid on land and the babies must make it back to the water when they hatch. The problem is, the dirt bike path is right in the
turtles' way. After some careful thinking, the kids work together to move their new bike path around the turtle crossing and save the day!

(CC) DVI #125H(S)PBS

11:30a Nature Cat
The Bumblebee Queen/Tree Love

(CC) N/A #506H(S)PBS

12:00n Hero Elementary
Super Summertime / Snowy Journey

AJ wants to do all the activities on his super fun list, but it's summertime and everything on his list is a winter activity. Sparks' Crew works together
to devise solutions for adapting to the seasonal changes. Curriculum: Humans devise solutions for adapting to seasonal changes. / On a cold
winter morning, Fur Blur isn't her usual self: she keeps sleeping. Sparks' Crew takes her to see Benny's grandfather, a veterinarian. But, it's a
challenge to get there through the snow. Curriculum: Seasonal changes require us to change the way we do things. Animals can adapt to the
winter in their own ways, such as hibernation.

(CC) DVI #130H(S)PBS

12:30p Xavier Riddle and the Secret Museum
I Am Mark Twain/I Am Abigail Adams

(CC) DVI #112H(S)PBS

01:00p School of Greatness with Lewis Howes
Ivan Joseph - Self-Confidence, Self-Love, Self-Care

(CC) N/A #113H(S)APTEX

01:30p Medical Frontiers (CC) N/A #222H(S)APTEX

02:00p Aging Backwards 3 with Miranda Esmonde-White
Did you know that you actually have a choice in how you age, and whether you remain mobile, healthy and pain-free throughout your life? In the
pledge special AGING BACKWARDS 3, former ballerina Miranda Esmonde-White uses groundbreaking science to develop a practical six-point
plan anyone can use to keep their minds sharp and their bodies active using gentle daily movement.

(CC) N/A #0$(S)APTEX

03:00p Alma's Way
The Beach Blahs/The Last Sandcastle

When Alma's new friend, Beto, is disappointed that the Bronx Beach doesn't feel like his old beach in San Diego, Alma and Andre try to show him
that even though this beach is different, it's just as fun. During a trip to the beach, Junior's sandcastle gets washed away by the tide. Can Alma
find a way to cheer him up?

(CC) DVI #133H(S)PBS

03:30p Wild Kratts
Mosquito Dragon

When Koki and Jimmy get walloped by mosquitoes in the Cypress Swamp, Aviva, Martin, and Chris go on a fact-finding adventure to find out
exactly why mosquitoes try to steal our blood in the first place!

(CC) N/A #304H(S)PBS
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04:00p Odd Squad
Puppet Show/Mystic Egg Pizza

Puppet Show - Olive and Otto have to crack a case in which a group of people have been turned into puppets. Curriculum: Measurement; telling
time and ordering events. Mystic Egg Pizza - With the help of Odd Squad, Delivery Debbie and Delivery Doug must figure out why their food is
disappearing. Curriculum: Number operations; beginning understanding of fraction.

(CC) DVI #120H(S)PBS

04:30p Arthur
Arthur Plays The Blues/Buster's Sweet Success

Although Arthur's beloved piano teacher is retiring, she assures him that the new teacher is outstanding and famous, too! Then Arthur meets Dr.
Fugue-who's as strict as he is odd-and begins to doubt his own abilities. Will Arthur be fired from playing the piano? When Buster signs up to sell
candy for the band, he figures it's easy money-who doesn't love chocolate? Buster soon wishes that somebody loved it more than he does,
because he eats it all himself. Will the band be doomed to wear tattered uniforms and play old instruments forever?

(CC) DVI #602H(S)PBS

05:00p The Infinite Art Hunt
The Lot (Printmaking)

The Lot (Printmaking): After stepping in gunk in an abandoned lot, Freddie and Ty want to turn it into something clean and cool for the
neighborhood. They meet Grandma Tilly's printmaker friend who is helping the community restore a space by screen-printing posters to raise
awareness. Ty and Freddie are inspired and decide to take on the lot themselves by organizing and promoting a clean-up day.

(CC) N/A #113H(S)APTEX

05:30p BBC News America (CC) N/A #120H(S)APTEX

06:00p PBS Newshour (CC) N/A #14107H(S)NPS

07:00p How Great Thou Art, A Sacred Celebration (CC) N/A #0$(S)FRP

08:30p Traveling Kansas
Jewell/Republic/Smith

(N) N/A #801HSHPTV

09:00p Unrivaled: Sewanee 1899
In 1899, the Sewanee football team went undefeated and untied in a long 12-game season, including a string of 5 games in 6 days. Not only did
they beat every team they played - including Texas, Texas A& M, LSU, Ole Miss and Auburn - but they held every other team scoreless until their
final two games. Unrivaled: Sewanee 1899 tells the story of this team that coaches agree will never be equaled, and the very different game of
football played a century ago. Unrivaled includes interviews with football coaches across the south, descendants of many of the players, and
music by Bobby Horton who has scored more than a dozen Ken Burns' films.

(CC) N/A #0%(S)NETA

10:00p Amanpour and Company (CC) N/A #6107H(S)PBSPL

11:00p Doctors On Call
Dr. Bell Razafindrabe: Pain Management

(N) N/A #1804HSHPTV

11:30p Whitney Reynolds Show
Dads

Today we are sharing stories from some amazing dads. Each of these dads is making a unique impact on their youth. Greg Long has been a
beacon of light for his son, supporting his passion for dance when others were putting him down. Keeping kids informed, we meet a dad who has
used TikTok for good, and a father leading the pack to read books to kids across his city.

(CC) N/A #404H(S)NETA
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12:00m Lucy Worsley's Royal Myths & Secrets
Kings George III and IV & The Napoleonic War

Follow Lucy as she reveals how mental health problems forced King George III to relinquish power to his debauched and extravagant son. Was
this really an era of elegance and regal splendor or an age of radicalism and revolution?

(CC) DVI #105H(S)PBS

05:00a Arthur
When Rivals Came to Roost/The Longest Eleven Minutes

When Mighty Mountain's school building gets flooded, the Lakewood Elementary students have to share everything with them: their classroom,
their cafeteria food, and even their science fair secrets! / The Internet is out! How will Muffy post to her blog?! How will Buster research aliens?!
Uh oh, looks like the gang will be stuck with the most boring day ever.

(CC) DVI #2202H(S)PBS

05:30a Odd Squad
6:00 to 6:05

6:00 to 6:05 - In this half-hour episode, dinosaurs break out of the dinosaur room in headquarters and Olive and Otto must travel back in time to
save the day. Curriculum: Measurement; telling time on an analog clock.

(CC) DVI #121H(S)PBS

06:00a Molly of Denali
Mollyball/Visit Qyah

Mollyball After wet cement ruins Molly and the gang's plans for a basketball rematch, they head over to the Trading Post where they create a new
game called Mollyball! As the game gets more and more complex, the kids must figure out a way of explaining the rules and later, how to end the
game. Visit Qyah While looking through a travel guide of different Alaskan villages, Molly discovers that Qyah isn't included! Molly convinces the
guide's author to visit her village and gets everyone involved to show the writer a good time. Will Molly succeed in getting Qyah into the
guidebook?

(CC) DVI #121H(S)PBS

06:30a Happy Yoga with Sarah Starr
Waterfall Glen

Enjoy the peaceful waterfall valley as we open to more ease with a modified yoga practice using a chair for support. Including gentle sun
salutations, side bends, twist variations and forward folds to create more breathing space in your body.

(CC) N/A #509H(S)NETA

07:00a Yoga In Practice
With Each Step I Arrive

Balancing poses help us to become fully present and focused. A mindful practice is done without the worries, fears, or anxiety that disconnect us
from the present, keeping us more centered and better able to balance - to do the best we can.

(CC) N/A #305H(S)APTEX

07:30a Curious George
Aiming for the Stars/George Vs The Volcano

Professor Wiseman visits the country and teaches George about constellations, the groups of stars in the sky that form recognizable shapes.
George is fascinated with Orion's Belt, the Big Dipper, and The Dog - and he draws his own book of constellations as a guide to the night sky.
When George returns to the city, he can't wait to spot the stars there too - and he invites all of his city friends onto the roof for a star-gazing party!
But the city lights block their view of the sky, and the stars are hard to see, so George and his friends find a way to make their own stars. / George
is thrilled when Marco asks him to help build a volcano for Show-and-Share at school. With some paint, chicken wire and papier mache, their
creation is nearly complete. All they need is the lava! Marco combines a frothy concoction of vinegar, soap and baking soda and -- sizzle, fizzle,
and foam! -- the volcano erupts. Wow! When Marco leaves the project at George's apartment for the night, George can't stop thinking about the
eruption and, not able to resist, triggers another. But now George is out of all of the ingredients needed for the eruption and somehow must
recreate the lava flow for the big day! Can George save Marco's volcano??

(CC) N/A #1411H(S)PBS

08:00a Daniel Tiger's Neighborhood
Daniel's Birthday/Daniel's Picnic/Daniel Visits School/Daniel Visits The Doctor

Daniel's Birthday - It's Daniel's Birthday! Daniel is very excited to go to Baker Aker's Bakery with his mom to pick out a cake for his party. When
they arrive home after a bumpy ride on Trolley, Daniel is disappointed to find that his cake is smushed. It turns out...smushed cake is yummy too!
Daniel's Picnic - Daniel, Prince Wednesday and Miss Elaina are having a picnic in front of the clock factory. When it starts to rain, the picnic is
ruined, leaving them very disappointed. The friends turn this around by having their picnic inside the clock factory instead.

(CC) DVI #101H(S)PBS

08:30a Rosie's Rules
Fort Fuentes/Rosies Derby Car

(CC) DVI #123H(S)PBS

09:00a Sesame Street
How to Catch A Robot Dog

Elmo and Tamir need to catch Norbert's robot dog, Alfred, but he keeps running away. What if they make a fishing pole with a magnet since
Alfred is made of metal? Let's try!

(CC) DVI #5309H(S)PBS
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09:30a Work It Out Wombats!
Moo Moo Choo Choo / Lake Bellyflop

The Wombats help to free the Moo Moo Choo Choo train, which got itself stuck in a sea of ooey-gooey mud. / First spied through a telescope,
three adventurous Wombats attempt to find mystical Bellyflop Lake - without getting lost!

(CC) DVI #119H(S)PBS

10:00a Donkey Hodie
Being Bob Dog/Panda Panda

Donkey and Panda don't know what to give Bob Dog for his birthday, so they pretend to be him to figure out the bow-wowiest present ever!
/There are too many Pandas! Donkey and Panda's playdate goes awry when they find one of Harriett's inventions.

(CC) DVI #126H(S)PBS

10:30a Pinkalicious & Peterrific
Mommy Gnome/Bon Appetit

When Mommy Gnome comes to town Pinkalicious and Peter help Norman set up the garden just the way she likes it. / Daddy gives Pinkalicious
a special hat that turns everything she touches into cupcakes!

(CC) DVI #507H(S)PBS

11:00a Elinor Wonders Why
These Sneezes/Ari's Lucky Shirt

These Sneezes - While the kids are playing in the forest, Olive lets out a giant AAAA-CHOO. This startles the kids and makes Elinor curious
about why we sneeze in the first place? After visiting the library, they learn that sneezes are caused by small irritants such as dust and pollen that
get into your nose. They also figure out that Olive's trunk is getting irritated by flower pollen Ari's Lucky Shirt - Elinor, Olive and Ari are excited for
a big soccer game. In order to make sure he plays well, Ari wants to wear his old lucky shirt, even though it's so small that Ari can't even move his
arms while wearing it. As the kids visit Ranger Rabbit, they observe a snake that has shed its skin, because the skin became too small and
uncomfortable, just like Ari's shirt. Ari learns from this and decides he doesn't need a lucky shirt to be a good soccer goalie. He needs to be
comfortable and able to move around freely, just like the snake!

(CC) DVI #117H(S)PBS

11:30a Nature Cat
Lets Talk Turkey Vulture/Prescription: Nature

Let's Talk Turkey Vulture - It's a crisp autumn day and Nature Cat and his pals are raking leaves in their backyard when a large creepy shadow
suddenly covers them. Nature Cat looks up to see big bald birds swooping over their heads. What are those things? And what do they want?
Ahhhh! The scary birds come down to introduce themselves as Tammy and Tobias. The gang learns that they're turkey vultures, and despite their
intimidating appearance, they come in peace, man! Prescription: Nature - Hal has been inside his doghouse all week trying to build a Squeak-a-
saurus Rex, a model Tyrannosaurs Rex built completely out of squeak toys. It's gonna be fabuladocious! But every time he's about to be finished,
the model breaks apart, making Hal very frustrated and tired. He'll never get his Squeak-a-saurus Rex finished!! Dr. Daisy has the remedy. A
dose of nature should do the trick! It's time for Hal to take a break and go outside!

(CC) N/A #205H(S)PBS

12:00n Hero Elementary
Looking Super / Schmubble Trouble

When a self-flying cape escapes from the store selling it, Sparks' Crew teams up with the famous hero, Hail Caesar, to search for it. But, it isn't
easy, since the cape is very good at hiding. It will take super observation skills to find it. Curriculum: Observe the world around you to gather
information. Use the information to solve problems. / Benny has a case of the "Schmubbles," a bubble cold that causes bubbles to shoot out of
his hands uncontrollably. When AJ, Lucita, and Sara get caught in Schmubble Bubbles, they must make their way through Citytown inside of
bubbles they can't pop. Curriculum: Objects can be moved from one place to another by combining the right strength and/or direction of pushes
and collisions.

(CC) DVI #131H(S)PBS

12:30p Xavier Riddle and the Secret Museum
I Am Julia Child/I Am Neil Armstrong

(CC) DVI #113H(S)PBS

01:00p Untamed
Bears

Ed Clark and the staff of the Wildlife Center of Virginia show us what it takes to prepare orphaned bear cubs to be returned to the wild.

(CC) N/A #101HAPTEX

01:30p Daytripper
Blanco, Tx

Chet heads to the "Lavender Capital," harvesting it from the field and drinking it in lemonade. He explores the historic courthouse used in the
movie "True Grit" and a buggy museum that's supplied Hollywood with all its western needs for years. He visits a brewery, eats BBQ, swims in
the Blanco River, and plays traditional 9-pin bowling with Blanco's German residents.

(CC) N/A #704H(S)NETA

02:00p Easy Yoga for Arthritis with Peggy Cappy
Join yoga teacher Peggy Cappy as she demonstrates movements to use at home to strengthen muscles and help increase mobility for people
who are challenged by arthritis or the stiffness that comes with age or injury.

(CC) N/A #0$(S)PFP
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03:00p Alma's Way
Alma's Cat-Tastrophe/Stickball!

When Mr. Ramirez takes too many cats into his shop, Alma helps him figure out what to do with them. When Alma asks her friends to play
stickball, there's one hold-out Howard. How will she convince him he'll enjoy playing the game, too?

(CC) DVI #126H(S)PBS

03:30p Wild Kratts
Uh-Oh Ostrich!

While cruising across the African savanna in the Tortuga, a gust of wind blows a piece of paper out of Aviva's hand and into an ostrich nest. The
bros think it's a new secret formula and they spring into action to rescue her work from one of the most protective parents on earth - the ostrich!
Science Concept: Ecology and reproduction of the ostrich.

(CC) N/A #615H(S)PBS

04:00p Odd Squad
6:00 to 6:05

6:00 to 6:05 - In this half-hour episode, dinosaurs break out of the dinosaur room in headquarters and Olive and Otto must travel back in time to
save the day. Curriculum: Measurement; telling time on an analog clock.

(CC) DVI #121H(S)PBS

04:30p Arthur
When Rivals Came to Roost/The Longest Eleven Minutes

When Mighty Mountain's school building gets flooded, the Lakewood Elementary students have to share everything with them: their classroom,
their cafeteria food, and even their science fair secrets! / The Internet is out! How will Muffy post to her blog?! How will Buster research aliens?!
Uh oh, looks like the gang will be stuck with the most boring day ever.

(CC) DVI #2202H(S)PBS

05:00p The Infinite Art Hunt
A Piece of Home (Clay)

A Piece of Home (Clay): Freddie is in a tangle of emotions - her best friend is moving, and while she's excited for Sable to have new adventures,
she's sad to see her go. On an art mission to a clay studio, Freddie decides to make Sable a going away gift but finds that throwing clay on a
wheel is another thing she can't control - but with guidance from a pottery instructor she learns to get through both messy situations.

(CC) N/A #114H(S)APTEX

05:30p BBC News America (CC) N/A #121H(S)APTEX

06:00p PBS Newshour (CC) N/A #14108H(S)NPS

07:00p Earth Emergency
Explore how environmental feedback loops are amplifying global warming and what we can do about it. Narrated by Richard Gere, this revealing
film asks whether we are approaching a point of no return or if we have the will and vision to act now.

(CC) N/A #0H(S)NPS

08:00p Nova
Great Mammoth Mystery

Join Sir David Attenborough on a unique excavation of a site in southwest England with rare traces of ancient mammoths and Neanderthals.
Featuring hands-on experiments with replicas of Neanderthal-era spears and photorealistic reconstructions of the site's ancient riverside setting,
NOVA brings the world of prehistoric Britain vividly to life, illuminated by the inimitable thoughts and insights of Sir David Attenborough.

(CC) DVI #4903H(S)NPS

09:00p Andes: Kingdoms of the Sky
Experience the astonishing natural life found in the world's longest mountain range, where pumas hunt guanaco, shape-shifting frogs hide in
remote cloud forests and descendants of the Inca build bridges of grass.

(CC) DVI #0H(S)PBS

10:00p Amanpour and Company (CC) N/A #6108H(S)PBSPL

11:00p This American Land
Kalmiopsis Wilderness, Managing Farms for Bobwhite Quail, Outdoors In Colorado

In southern Oregon, a little-known wilderness called Kalmiopsis is a source of clear water for downstream communities and a core for
surrounding wildlands that conservationists want to protect from logging and mining. Changes in cropland management in Kansas can make a
big difference for the survival of bobwhite quail and other wild species. Gunnison County in Colorado offers stunning mountain scenery, thriving
agriculture, and outdoor recreation - and residents there support more wilderness protection for public lands including wilderness and special
management areas. Following lead contamination of the water supply in Flint, Michigan, scientists in North Carolina reveal another dangerous
chemical making its way through water pipes to thousands of homes.

(CC) N/A #1006H(S)NETA

11:30p Outside: Beyond The Lens
Sierra Inspirations

The Sierra Nevada Mountains near Yosemite National Park are home to several small communities surrounded by scenic beauty. We discover
how these landscapes inspire one local photographer who lives near Yosemite and how his art is calling others to the outdoors.

(CC) N/A #209H(S)APTEX
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12:00m Nova
Great Mammoth Mystery

Join Sir David Attenborough on a unique excavation of a site in southwest England with rare traces of ancient mammoths and Neanderthals.
Featuring hands-on experiments with replicas of Neanderthal-era spears and photorealistic reconstructions of the site's ancient riverside setting,
NOVA brings the world of prehistoric Britain vividly to life, illuminated by the inimitable thoughts and insights of Sir David Attenborough.

(CC) DVI #4903H(S)NPS

05:00a Arthur
Sue Ellen Gets Her Goose Cooked/Best of the Nest

Sue Ellen is the champion of the popular Internet game, Virtualgoose.com. She becomes so obsessed, however, that she starts imagining her
friends as geese to be conquered! Can Sue Ellen give up Virtualgoose before she finally quacks...er, cracks? Now that the gang has beaten
Virtualgoose, they move onto Best of the Nest, where five geese fight to survive in the virtual woods. As the competition escalates, Brain
becomes inspired to initiate a camping trip in the real woods. Will any of his friends be willing to forgo their computers for a real, live adventure?

(CC) DVI #601H(S)PBS

05:30a Odd Squad
The Cherry-On-Top-Inator/Sir

The Cherry-On-Top-Inator - Agents recall how a beloved gadget helped them. Curriculum: Prediction and probability. Sir - The agents bring
someone with an odd problem back to headquarters. Curriculum: Time.

(CC) DVI #217H(S)PBS

06:00a Molly of Denali
Home Made Heroes/Molly and the Snow Hawk

(CC) DVI #215H(S)PBS

06:30a Happy Yoga with Sarah Starr
Sunflower Sunset

Bask in the setting sun over the vast sunflower fields of summer as we enjoy a modified yoga practice using a chair for support. Including gentle
sun salutations along with easy to follow yoga moves to create more ease in the hands, neck, shoulders, back, hips and more.

(CC) N/A #510H(S)NETA

07:00a Yoga In Practice
Learning to Take A Leap

Life can present challenges that demand strength, clarity and wisdom. We can view these challenges as obstacles or as catalysts for growth. This
episode incorporates a challenging pose, hanumanasana, that reminds us we need grace and grit in life to take a leap beyond obstacles.

(CC) N/A #306H(S)APTEX

07:30a Curious George
Where's The Firedog?/Toot Toot Tootsie Goodbye

Where's the Firedog? - George's canine friend Blaze keeps running away from the firehouse. When Blaze winds up in the animal shelter, George
and his firefighter friend Sam learn how to keep her safe by putting a tag on her collar, walking her on a leash, and making sure she's never
lonely. Toot Toot Tootsie Goodbye - Toots the blues-singing germ is back and the Man with the Yellow Hat has a cold. George chases Toots out
of the Man but now the germ wants to spread to other people. Can George stop Toots before they catch the infectious tune?

(CC) N/A #704H(S)PBS

08:00a Daniel Tiger's Neighborhood
Daniel Likes to Be with Dad/Daniel Likes to Be with Mom

Daniel Likes to Be with Dad - Daniel and Dad Tiger spend the whole day together searching for seashells, picking apples, and even a special
surprise. But when things don't go as planned, Dad and Daniel remember that it doesn't matter what they do, they just enjoy being together.
Daniel Likes to Be with Mom - Daniel is thrilled to spend the day with Mom - they even turn Mom's old wagon into a trolley together! Although the
wagon doesn't turn out perfectly, it doesn't matter because they're just happy to be with one another.

(CC) DVI #414H(S)PBS

08:30a Rosie's Rules
Dino Day Delayed/Rosies Walkie Talkie

106A When Papa says they'll have to wait until tomorrow to go to the Dino Park, Rosie tries to make tomorrow come faster. 106B Rosie tries to
remember where she left her walkie talkie so she, Javi and Jun can play a game.

(CC) DVI #106H(S)PBS

09:00a Sesame Street
Nani Bird Visits

Big Bird's aunt, Nani Bird, is visiting Sesame Street from Hawaii. Nani Bird shares special things with Big Bird, Elmo, Abby and Nina that are part
of Hawaiian culture. They learn how to say "aloha" which means hello and goodbye in Hawaii, make lei with paper flowers that are given as gifts
to family and friends, and learn about hula which is a kind of dance to tell a story by moving your hands and body. They thank Big Bird and Nani
Bird for sharing special things their family does in Hawaii.

(CC) DVI #5313H(S)PBS
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09:30a Work It Out Wombats!
A Sleep Story for Ellie/Super's Super Mug

What's a super sleepy Ellie to do, besides stumble around groggily and talk to bushes? The storytellers of her favorite sleepy time radio show are
on vacation, so she's having trouble falling asleep! Zadie decides to come up with a soothing story just for Ellie, a story about a dragon who loves
pizza; Malik and Zeke volunteer to help provide the relaxing sound effects. Guess what? It works! / When Super's favorite mug smashes into a
bunch of pieces, the Wombats decide to fix it so Super won't be too sad. Sticky tape doesn't work, sticky taffy doesn't work, but Mr. E's Ooey
Gooey Goo, shells and gold paint - plus a whole lotta love - do the trick!

(CC) DVI #121H(S)PBS

10:00a Donkey Hodie
The Golden Crunchdoodles Return/Flowers, Fetch, and Dance

The pals finally find a box of Golden Crunchdoodles cereal, but it won't open! Will asking questions help solve the problem? /Donkey, Panda, and
Bob Dog want to play different things. Can they compromise for their three-friend playdate?

(CC) DVI #140H(S)PBS

10:30a Pinkalicious & Peterrific
Secret Sculpture/The Celebrator

Pinkalicious, Peter and friends set out to explore Pinkville Green and discover a secret statue to play on! Mr. Crunk tells them not to touch the art,
but it looks so fun! Can you play with art? Pinkville's birthday is coming up, and Mommy has made just the invention for the occasion - the
celebrator! It's so much fun to use that Pinkalicious can't stop celebrating -- every little thing -- until celebrating becomes, well, a little annoying.

(CC) DVI #114H(S)PBS

11:00a Elinor Wonders Why
Feed The Birds

Elinor is friends with a chickadee bird she names Chicky, but when snow covers the yard, she starts to worry about how Chicky will find food in
the winter. She and her friends then observe that birds all have a unique way of finding food during the winter months, called foraging. This new
knowledge inspires Elinor, Olive and Ari to build bird feeders to make food easier to find for their feathery friends!

(CC) DVI #110H(S)PBS

11:30a Nature Cat
Under Pressure/Rainy Day

(CC) N/A #309H(S)PBS

12:00n Hero Elementary
Search and Rescue / Secret Lives of Teachers

Sparks' Crew is on a training mission to find their schoolmates, Petie Heat and Freeze Louise, who are hiding somewhere in Citytown. The team
follows hot and cold clues to lead them to find their friends. Curriculum: Heating or cooling a substance may cause changes that can be
observed. / The kids are shocked to see their teacher, Mr. Sparks, on the weekend, outside of school. But, when Mr. Sparks loses an important
package, our heroes have to save the day without the use of the superhero technology they usually have with them on school days. Curriculum:
When current technology is not available, there are other ways to solve problems.

(CC) DVI #126H(S)PBS

12:30p Xavier Riddle and the Secret Museum
I Am Confucius/I Am Sacagawea

(CC) DVI #125H(S)PBS

01:00p Steven Raichlen's Project Fire
Maryland Crab Feast

This show focuses on my favorite food growing up (and still one of my all-time favorite periods): callinectes sapidus, better known as the
Maryland blue crab Come springtime, Maryland seafood markets and restaurants come alive-literally-with soft shell crabs, eaten shell and all,
traditionally deep-fried, here seared over live fire. And no trip to Charm City is complete without crab cakes at Faidley's at Lexington Market.
Which brings us to the summum of the Maryland crab experience: a crab feast known as Maryland steamed crabs. The Project Fire version starts
with a blazing wood fire. In this show a native son returns home to grill and eat crab! SOFT SHELL CRAB SANDWICHES WITH CHARRED
LEMON TARTAR SAUCE; SMOKE-GRILLED MARYLAND CRAB CAKES, SRIRACHA COCKTAIL SAUCE; MARYLAND STEAMED CRABS
OVER A WOOD FIRE.

(CC) N/A #312H(S)APTEX

01:30p Tim Farmer's Country Kitchen
Whole Stuffed Trout, Venison W/ Mushroom, Wine & Horseradish Sauce,

Tim and Nicki are back from fishing with a surf and turf recipe from in the woods and on the water. Stuff a whole trout with lemon and tasty
seasonings with a side of asparagus and homemade hollandaise sauce. Learn about the different kinds of trout with Rick Hill, and grill some
venison tenderloin with a savory mushroom, wine and horseradish sauce.

(CC) N/A #112H(S)NETA

02:00p Aging Backwards 4: The Miracle of Flexibility with Miranda Esmonde-White (CC) N/A #0$(S)APTEX

03:00p Alma's Way
Piragua Problem / Balloon Blues

There's a new piragua flavor named after Alma, but what should Alma do when she doesn't like it? / Alma isn't sure what to do when Andre
doesn't want to play with balloon animals anymore.

(CC) DVI #210H(S)PBS
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03:30p Wild Kratts
Tardigrade Xtreme

The gang wonder if there is life on other planets, so the Kratt Bros. decide to head to outer space to look for clues. Back on Earth, Jimmy
discovers a tardigrade, a microscopic creature that seems to be able to survive in the most extreme conditions. When the guys encounter
problems in space, the Wild Kratts hope that the powers of their new friend, the tardigrade, can help rescue Martin and Chris. Science Concept:
The basic needs required for life.

(CC) N/A #614H(S)PBS

04:00p Odd Squad
The Cherry-On-Top-Inator/Sir

The Cherry-On-Top-Inator - Agents recall how a beloved gadget helped them. Curriculum: Prediction and probability. Sir - The agents bring
someone with an odd problem back to headquarters. Curriculum: Time.

(CC) DVI #217H(S)PBS

04:30p Arthur
Sue Ellen Gets Her Goose Cooked/Best of the Nest

Sue Ellen is the champion of the popular Internet game, Virtualgoose.com. She becomes so obsessed, however, that she starts imagining her
friends as geese to be conquered! Can Sue Ellen give up Virtualgoose before she finally quacks...er, cracks? Now that the gang has beaten
Virtualgoose, they move onto Best of the Nest, where five geese fight to survive in the virtual woods. As the competition escalates, Brain
becomes inspired to initiate a camping trip in the real woods. Will any of his friends be willing to forgo their computers for a real, live adventure?

(CC) DVI #601H(S)PBS

05:00p The Infinite Art Hunt
A Goodbye for Ty (Bomba)

A Goodbye for Ty (Bomba): Ty is heading to an art immersion program in New York and even though it's months away, Freddie is determined to
convince him to stay with her. Freddie's art mission takes them to learn to play bomba drums and dance, two traditions that connect their guest to
his Puerto Rican roots. Freddie finds a way to keep the cousins close even when Ty goes away for a while.

(CC) N/A #115H(S)APTEX

05:30p BBC News America (CC) N/A #122H(S)APTEX

06:00p PBS Newshour (CC) N/A #14109H(S)NPS

07:00p This Old House
Lexington | Engineered for Accessibility

A lally column stands in the way of the new open floor plan. As a solution, it is removed, and the ridge beam is replaced with a trio of engineered
beams. The new landscape is previewed in 3d, and tips are shared for creating an accessible bathroom.

(CC) N/A #4504H(S)PBSPL

07:30p Ask This Old House
Creosote Removal, Utility Cover

Nathan heads to Tulsa, OK, to build a replacement utility cover; Ross discusses low-level carbon monoxide exposure and differences in CO
detectors and monitors; Mark helps a homeowner clean out creosote build-up in their brick kitchen fireplace.

(CC) N/A #2204H(S)PBSPL

08:00p Home Diagnosis
Philadelphia, Pa Home Is Where The Heat Is

A young family moves into an all-American production home from the 1980's. It's everything they hoped for in space especially with plans to grow
the family but they've noticed in the first few weeks major comfort problems and unexplained aspects of the home like mysterious doors with
seemingly no purpose. Before they settle in hosts Corbett and Grace help show them how can they fix the performance problems to create a
more safe and comfortable home.

(CC) N/A #105H(S)NETA

08:30p Inspire
Impact of Race On Breast Cancer

(N) N/A #307HKTWU

09:00p Traveling Kansas
Jewell/Republic/Smith

(N) N/A #801HSHPTV

09:30p Traveling Kansas
Trego County

(N) N/A #803HSHPTV

10:00p Sunflower Journeys
Kansas Goes National

Topeka acknowledges home builder L.F. Garlinghouse and his contributions to home design in Topeka and beyond; we check in with The Land
Institute in Salina, KS, and learn about their on-going work in sustainable agriculture; we meet inventor Cliff Hix, and see how his work has
enhanced the screen printing industry.

(N) N/A #3105H(S)KTWU
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10:30p America's Heartland
Head for the school room to see how Wisconsin's "Farm to Fork" program benefits students. Explore the science behind Arizona's plan to turn
algae into livestock feed. Join the trek to California's asparagus fields just in time for the harvest. Serve yourself to a helping of history on sweet
potatoes.

(CC) N/A #1202H(S)APTEX

11:00p This Old House
Lexington | Engineered for Accessibility

A lally column stands in the way of the new open floor plan. As a solution, it is removed, and the ridge beam is replaced with a trio of engineered
beams. The new landscape is previewed in 3d, and tips are shared for creating an accessible bathroom.

(CC) N/A #4504H(S)PBSPL

11:30p Ask This Old House
Creosote Removal, Utility Cover

Nathan heads to Tulsa, OK, to build a replacement utility cover; Ross discusses low-level carbon monoxide exposure and differences in CO
detectors and monitors; Mark helps a homeowner clean out creosote build-up in their brick kitchen fireplace.

(CC) N/A #2204H(S)PBSPL
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12:00m Iconic America: Our Symbols and Stories with David Rubenstein
Fenway Park

Baseball is America's pastime and obsession, and no ballpark is more iconic than Fenway Park, home of the Boston Red Sox. Learn the story of
a city's loyalty to its team and love for its ballpark through thick and thin.

(CC) DVI #101H(S)NPS

05:00a Arthur
Best Wishes/The Tardy Tumbler

After George has a lucky streak, his friends pressure him to wish for a snow day. Can George deliver? Or is he out of luck? Educational
Objective: George and friends learn the difference between luck and pure coincidence. Prunella's excited about making the gymnastics
team...until she realizes practice starts at 6am! Will she honor her commitment...or hit the snooze button? Educational Objective: Prunella learns
the importance of dedication to the things-and people-you care about.

(CC) DVI #1804H(S)PBS

05:30a Odd Squad
Odd Off The Press

(CC) DVI #321H(S)PBS

06:00a Molly of Denali
Basketball Blues

In this special episode, Molly's shooting slump has terrible timing her basketball team is up against the Hoopsters! Can Tooey's game plan and
advice from Alaska state basketball champion Kamaka Hepa help Molly out?

(CC) DVI #207H(S)PBS

06:30a Happy Yoga with Sarah Starr
Panoramic Wilderness

Revel in the beauty of the panoramic wilderness as you enjoy a modified yoga session using a chair for support. Including gentle seated stretches
designed to create more mobility in your upper body, standing balance poses to strengthen and tone the legs, and seated warrior moves to open
your hips.

(CC) N/A #601H(S)NETA

07:00a Yoga In Practice
Open, Steady, and Patient

In the yoga tradition, we are made up of the five elements: space, earth, water, fire and air. This episode involves poses that focus on three
elements - space teaches how to have an open mind, earth teaches steady commitment to a task, and water teaches us how to be patient.

(CC) N/A #307H(S)APTEX

07:30a Curious George
Sneaky Shadow / Peddlers

George loves making friends. And this new one is unique! He stays flat on the ground and is shaped just like George. Whenever George waves,
his friend waves back and follows George wherever he goes. George's new playmate sure is friendly ... but quiet! Allie explains that this friend is
actually George's shadow, and Allie has one too. Even more amazing, The Man with the Yellow Hat shows them how to make shadow puppet
animals, like a rabbit, dog, and a bird! When Allie needs visual aids to tell her flying cow and duck story at Storytime Showcase - and she can't fit
Leslie the cow through the library door! - George tries to use what he's learned about shadows and shadow puppets to help Allie tell her fantastic
tale! / George loves celebrating Founders Day in the Country. There's music, dancing, costumes and a picnic! For a special exhibit this year, Mr.
Renkins brings a truck full of old-fashioned gadgets, like wooden sock stretchers, an old-timey apple picker, and a squirrel-shaped nutcracker.
George and Allie have never seen anything like these doohickies before! They learn that Mr. Renkins' Great-Great-Grandfather Zebediah was a
peddler who drove a horse-drawn wagon - like a store on wheels - and sold inventions like these to make folks' lives easier. So George and Allie
get a great idea. They can make their own gadgets! But what? And how? Using everyday objcts, George and Allie have a blast creating their own
thingamajigs. But - are their inventions helpful? When George and Allie arrive at the Founders Day picnic, will anyone want their ponytail holders,
tummy scratchers, and reacher grabbers??

(CC) N/A #1509H(S)PBS

08:00a Daniel Tiger's Neighborhood
Prince Wednesday Finds A Way to Play/Finding A Way to Play On Backwards Day

Prince Wednesday Finds a Way to Play - Daniel and Katerina Kittycat are playing "house" today at school. Prince Wednesday wants to play too,
but he wants to be a loud dinosaur. Katerina tells him that loud dinosaurs are not allowed! Luckily, they find a way to play together with Prince
Wednesday as a quiet, friendly dinosaur. Finding a Way to Play on Backwards Day - Daniel and O the Owl are at Miss Elaina's house and she
has planned a backwards play date. O isn't so sure about all of the backwards things and prefers to play forwards. The friends learn to
compromise so everyone can play together.

(CC) DVI #105H(S)PBS

08:30a Rosie's Rules
Rosie The Dog Sitter/Chef Rosie

103A Tia needs someone to take care of Benito, her puppy. This sounds like the perfect job for Rosie the dog sitter. 103B Rosie decides to be a
chef and opens her own restaurant with Iggy, but soon realizes she needs to do more tasks than cooking.

(CC) DVI #103H(S)PBS
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09:00a Sesame Street
Goldilocks and the Three Homes

Elmo, Abby, Baby Bear, and Chris go to Fairy Tale Land to build a home for Goldilocks. They wonder if they can build a home for Goldilocks
that's just right. What if they use a tape measure to measure her so the home isn't too big or too small? Let's try! It works. They didn't give up and
built a home that's just right for Goldilocks.

(CC) DVI #5233H(S)PBS

09:30a Work It Out Wombats!
Junior Supers/Measure for Measure

Super's special trick - breaking big jobs into little ones - helps Zadie and Malik clean up a big mess. / To make a new hat for Ellie, the Wombats
are helped by a "special trick" - measuring!

(CC) DVI #101H(S)PBS

10:00a Donkey Hodie
The Breakfast Bowl/Dancing Dandelions

Donkey and Panda compete against each other in the Breakfast Bowl. Can they still have fun if only one of them can win? / Donkey, Panda, and
Bob Dog plant Dancing Dandelion seeds and help each other find the right music to make the flowers grow.

(CC) DVI #201H(S)PBS

10:30a Pinkalicious & Peterrific
Garden Gnome Party/That Unicorn Feeling

Norman turns down an invitation to a garden gnome party because he can't dance the Big Jig. With a little help from Edna, the gnome,
Pinkalicious and Peter help Norman point, hop, and step his way to the party. To Pinkalicious, Goldie the unicorn is her best friend - but to
Kendra, Goldie doesn't exist! When Kendra accidentally causes Goldie to go missing, she's determined to find her - but first she has to learn to
"see" her.

(CC) DVI #118H(S)PBS

11:00a Elinor Wonders Why
Follow That Roly Poly/Rain, Rain Don't Go Away

Follow That Roly Poly - The Exploring Club is looking for somewhere really cool to explore when they find a Roly Poly that leads them on their
next adventure -- under a log! After careful observation, they realize that there's an entire community of critters that lives under logs. It's a like a
tiny town! Finally, they put the log back the way they found it and learn that you don't have to look far to find a grand adventure in nature. Rain,
Rain Don't Go Away - Elinor, Ari and Olive are in the park playing when their fun is cut short, because it starts to rain. This makes Elinor wonder,
"why does it need to rain?" The kids soon observe lots of ways the rain is helpful to plants and animals: it helps snails stay slimy, fills up bird
baths, keeps frog ponds full, and keeps the grass green. Now the kids know that a rain shower is very useful to nature. Also, rain makes the best
thing ever for kids - PUDDLES to jump in!

(CC) DVI #118H(S)PBS

11:30a Nature Cat
The Big Bath Brouhaha/Fossil Hunt

(CC) N/A #208H(S)PBS

12:00n Hero Elementary
Sparks' Unplugged / Camp Catastrophe

When muffins go missing from the school cafeteria kitchen, Sparks' Crew tries to solve the mystery. But their electronics and gadgets are all
charging, so they find ways to use everyday objects to help them find the culprit. Curriculum: It's not always necessary to use high-tech tools to
solve a problem; people can use low-tech tools to observe, gather, and share information to solve the problem. / When a scout troop's tent blows
away, Sparks' Crew helps them build a new shelter. But with all the tent material damaged, is there anything in nature that our heroes can use?
Curriculum: Trees have various parts with different characteristics. Each part can be used to help build a structure.

(CC) DVI #115H(S)PBS

12:30p Xavier Riddle and the Secret Museum
I Am James Naismith/I Am Temple Grandin

(CC) DVI #129H(S)PBS

01:00p Inspire
Season In Review

(N) N/A #314HKTWU

01:30p Cottonwood Connections
Western Cattle Trail

(N) N/A #301HSHPTV

02:00p Easy Yoga: The Secret to Strength and Balance with Peggy Cappy
Discover how yoga can help anyone, regardless of age, increase strength and mobility. Cappy's gentle approach shows how yoga can increase
range of motion, improve body awareness, help prevent bone loss and keep the metabolism running efficiently.

(CC) N/A #0$(S)PFP

03:00p Alma's Way
Community Campout/Leaf It to Alma

(CC) DVI #131H(S)PBS
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03:30p Wild Kratts
Prairie Who?

A twister surprises the Tortuga in flight - and all the gang abandons ship and gets separated out on the prairie. While searching for each other,
the Wild Kratts Team discovers the amazing species that inhabit the Prairie.

(CC) N/A #313H(S)PBS

04:00p Odd Squad
Odd Off The Press

(CC) DVI #321H(S)PBS

04:30p Arthur
Best Wishes/The Tardy Tumbler

After George has a lucky streak, his friends pressure him to wish for a snow day. Can George deliver? Or is he out of luck? Educational
Objective: George and friends learn the difference between luck and pure coincidence. Prunella's excited about making the gymnastics
team...until she realizes practice starts at 6am! Will she honor her commitment...or hit the snooze button? Educational Objective: Prunella learns
the importance of dedication to the things-and people-you care about.

(CC) DVI #1804H(S)PBS

05:00p Wimee's Words
Dolphins

Wimee sings about kid-like dolphins; Moby shares what helps dolphins swim quickly; Wimee and friends write a story about a rollerblading shark,
a dolphin, and a snack-snatching catfish; Ms. Grace translates our key story words into Spanish; and Jim and Laina sing a song about traveling
dolphins!

(CC) N/A #101H(S)NETA

05:30p BBC News America (CC) N/A #123H(S)APTEX

06:00p PBS Newshour (CC) N/A #14110H(S)NPS

07:00p Washington Week with the Atlantic (CC) N/A #6323H(S)NPS

07:30p Firing Line with Margaret Hoover
Guest: Maria Ressa. Maria Ressa, a Nobel Peace Prize-winning journalist who faces prison time for standing up to authoritarianism in the
Philippines, discusses how the spread of false news through social media threatens democracy and the importance of a free press.

(CC) N/A #723H(S)NPS

08:00p Market to Market
News and commodity market analysis from the weekly journal of rural America.

(CC) N/A #4916H(S)IPTV

08:30p Real Ag
Dollars & Decisions:Exploring The Checkoff Program

(N) N/A #1204HSHPTV

09:00p La Frontera with Pati Jinich
From Dos Laredos to Mars

Chef Pati Jinich travels from Laredo and Nuevo Laredo to Brownsville, Texas. She learns how tight-knit family bonds are an underlying theme
connecting everything in the Laredos and throughout La Frontera.

(CC) N/A #102H(S)NPS

10:00p Amanpour and Company (CC) N/A #6110H(S)PBSPL

11:00p Real Ag
Dollars & Decisions:Exploring The Checkoff Program

(N) N/A #1204HSHPTV

11:30p Start Up
Opnr: Grand Rapids, Mi

Opnr, a national entertainment marketplace for booking talent for live performances. This is a story about giving artists a larger voice in a
challenging industry.

(CC) N/A #1110H(S)NETA
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12:00m La Frontera with Pati Jinich
Miles from Nowhere

Acclaimed chef and James Beard Award-winning host Pati Jinich travels from El Paso and Juarez to Big Bend National Park. She discovers the
people, places and food -- from burritos to Middle Eastern cuisine -- that make this region unique.

(CC) N/A #101H(S)NPS

05:00a Mister Rogers' Neighborhood
Mister Rogers Talks About Art

Mister Rogers plays with clay and then visits potter, Bill Strickland. They make a pot together at the potter's wheel.  In the Neighborhood of Make-
Believe, the Queen admires the King's portrait Miss Paulificate has made on the back of a jacket, and Lady Elaine uses her boomerang magic to
cover all the portraits with play clay. Mister Rogers talks about how we can use all kinds of art to express how we feel.

(CC) DVI #1644H(S)PBS

05:30a Arthur
Sue Ellen Gets Her Goose Cooked/Best of the Nest

Sue Ellen is the champion of the popular Internet game, Virtualgoose.com. She becomes so obsessed, however, that she starts imagining her
friends as geese to be conquered! Can Sue Ellen give up Virtualgoose before she finally quacks...er, cracks? Now that the gang has beaten
Virtualgoose, they move onto Best of the Nest, where five geese fight to survive in the virtual woods. As the competition escalates, Brain
becomes inspired to initiate a camping trip in the real woods. Will any of his friends be willing to forgo their computers for a real, live adventure?

(CC) DVI #601H(S)PBS

06:00a Molly of Denali
Home Made Heroes/Molly and the Snow Hawk

(CC) DVI #215H(S)PBS

06:30a Agphd (N) N/A #1339HHEFTY

07:00a Market to Market
News and commodity market analysis from the weekly journal of rural America.

(CC) N/A #4916H(S)IPTV

07:30a Curious George
Where's The Firedog?/Toot Toot Tootsie Goodbye

Where's the Firedog? - George's canine friend Blaze keeps running away from the firehouse. When Blaze winds up in the animal shelter, George
and his firefighter friend Sam learn how to keep her safe by putting a tag on her collar, walking her on a leash, and making sure she's never
lonely. Toot Toot Tootsie Goodbye - Toots the blues-singing germ is back and the Man with the Yellow Hat has a cold. George chases Toots out
of the Man but now the germ wants to spread to other people. Can George stop Toots before they catch the infectious tune?

(CC) N/A #704H(S)PBS

08:00a Work It Out Wombats!
A Boxful of Snout / Postcard from Snout

Uh oh! The Wombats accidentally "gift-wrapped" Snout while helping Mr. E. Can they figure out which box he's in? / Zeke misses Snout, who's
accompanying Mr. E on a visit to Aunt Ida. Will a postcard from Snout chase away Zeke's blues?

(CC) DVI #117H(S)PBS

08:30a Daniel Tiger's Neighborhood
Daniel Likes to Be with Dad/Daniel Likes to Be with Mom

Daniel Likes to Be with Dad - Daniel and Dad Tiger spend the whole day together searching for seashells, picking apples, and even a special
surprise. But when things don't go as planned, Dad and Daniel remember that it doesn't matter what they do, they just enjoy being together.
Daniel Likes to Be with Mom - Daniel is thrilled to spend the day with Mom - they even turn Mom's old wagon into a trolley together! Although the
wagon doesn't turn out perfectly, it doesn't matter because they're just happy to be with one another.

(CC) DVI #414H(S)PBS

09:00a Sesame Street: The Nutcracker: Starring Elmo & Tango
Elmo and his puppy Tango take a fantastical adventure through magical lands to retrieve a nutcracker toy.

(CC) DVI #0H(S)PBS

09:30a Rosie's Rules
The Doggie Detectives/A House for Gatita

While delivering popcorn in Maya's apartment building, Rosie, Crystal and Mom find a lost dog toy, so they become doggie detectives to find its
owner./Rosie builds a cardboard house for Gatita so she can have a peaceful nap.

(CC) DVI #118H(S)PBS

10:00a Donkey Hodie
The Golden Crunchdoodles Return/Flowers, Fetch, and Dance

The pals finally find a box of Golden Crunchdoodles cereal, but it won't open! Will asking questions help solve the problem? /Donkey, Panda, and
Bob Dog want to play different things. Can they compromise for their three-friend playdate?

(CC) DVI #140H(S)PBS
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10:30a Diy Science Time
Newton's Laws

Let's get movin' and groovin' learning about the laws of motion! Mister C and the Science Crew invite you to explore Newton's three laws of
motion with amazing DIY activities that you can do at home!

(CC) N/A #213H(S)NETA

11:00a Paint This with Jerry Yarnell
Rocky Mountain Refuge, Part 3

Jerry continues working on the mixed media painting by applying water miscible oils over acrylics. This layering process allows for the resolution
of the composition and values while providing the advantage of moving to the fun of the details on the project. Jerry discuss the comparisons of
oil to acrylic painting as well as how acrylics can be used as the underpainting of an oil painting. He concludes this episode with the 'pat push'
method of creating a grassy meadow.

(CC) N/A #1307H(S)NETA

11:30a Make It Artsy
Your Techniques

Add a different tool, a new surface, or just make a subtle change to shape up your techniques. First, host Julie Fei Fan Balzer creates a
handmade journal cover using watercolor powders. Next, Micah Goguen shares a technique for creating frosted vintage botanicals. Then, Sandy
McTier has a few tricks for decorative painting with her festive pumpkins project. Last is a color study - grey.

(CC) N/A #904H(S)NETA

12:00n Creative Living
Marisa Pawelko is a designer and crafter, and she's teamed up with Sizzix to show how to make some easy and fun custom cuff bracelets using
shape cutters from her collection. She'll also show a wide variety of materials for making a bracelet. Her business is Modern Surrealist. Power Up!
What makes breakfast the best meal of the day? Registered dietitian and author, Pat Baird is going to answer this question, and discuss the use
of MyPlate in determining what to eat at every meal. She represents the National Got Milk Campaign. Megan Thome is a former spokesperson for
EK Success Brands, and she's going to show a variety of border punched projects from scrapbook layouts to cards to home decor.

(CC) N/A #7012H(S)KENW

12:30p This Old House
Lexington | The Big Dig

Accessible features integrated into the design begin at construction. A new mechanical room connects to the old via a block wall tunnel, HVAC
ducting is buried underground, and after learning about residential elevators, framing begins for one.

(CC) N/A #4503H(S)PBSPL

01:00p Woodsmith Shop
Coffee Table

Build along with the Woodsmith team to make a country-style coffee table. Designed for a relaxed, comfortable appearance, this project has
durable joinery and a handy storage drawer to go with its stylish good looks.

(CC) N/A #1710H(S)NETA

01:30p American Woodshop
Tall Turned Table/Woodturning

Woodturning is magical and so much fun! Learn the keys to doing both kinds - spindle turning and faceplate turning - as we cover the key skill-
building techniques.

(CC) N/A #2801H(S)NETA

02:00p Garage with Steve Butler
Room Divider

Steve builds a contemporary room divider that's guaranteed to screen off any area, while allowing light and air to pass through.

(CC) N/A #301H(S)NETA

02:30p Chef's Life
Cabbage's Last Stand

Vivian can't resist the opportunity to romp around the city before firing up the BBQ cabbage at Feast Portland. The crisp Oregon air and
thousands of patient festival patrons make hiccups with her cooking equipment easier to overcome.

(CC) N/A #405H(S)PBS

03:00p America's Test Kitchen
Seafood Feast

Hosts Julia Collin Davison and Bridget Lancaster make Cataplana (Portuguese Seafood Stew). Tasting expert Jack Bishop challenges Julia and
Bridget to a head-to-head tasting of fish sticks, and science expert Dan Souza delves into the science of blanching. Test cook Elle Simone Scott
makes Julia Garlicky Broiled Shrimp.

(CC) N/A #2317H(S)APTEX

03:30p Cook's Country
New Mexican Bounty

Bryan Roof visits Albuquerque, New Mexico, and he and host Julia Collin Davison make New Mexican Bean-and-Cheese Turnovers with Green
Chile. Toni Tipton-Martin shares the history of Tomato Clubs in the US, and Ashley Moore makes host Bridget Lancaster a beautiful
Southwestern Tomato and Corn Salad.

(CC) N/A #1611H(S)APTEX
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04:00p Fons & Porter's Love of Quilting
Shine Bright

What happens when you combine classic chaining patchwork with a rainbow of stars? You get a quilt that will Shine Bright! For this quilt, Sara
Gallegos showcases some black-and-white checkerboards for her Double Irish Chain design, and adds sparkle with rainbow-hued Friendship
Stars. For an extra dash of delight, Sara adds a scrappy flange binding in a rainbow of colors!

(CC) N/A #4205H(S)NETA

04:30p Lawrence Welk Holiday Special: Great Moments and Memories
Nine (9) stars of the Lawrence Welk Musical Family are reunited to host "The Lawrence Welk Holiday Special: Great Moments and Memories"
featuring great moments and memories spanning 30 years of Christmas holiday shows. The cast includes the Lawrence Welk Champaign lady,
Norma Zimmer, Myron Floren, Jo Ann Castle, Mary Lou Metzger, Bobby Burgess, Ron Anderson, Sandi Griffiths, Ken Delo, and Gail Farrell. All
the traditional and favorite Christmas songs, plus performances by the children of the Welk Musical Family are included on this two and a half
hour pledge event originally released as a SIP show in 1994.

(CC) N/A #0$(S)OETA

07:00p The Lawrence Welk Show
Weather Show (Gail, Ron, & Michael)

This program opens with "Button Up Your Overcoat" and ends by reminding us to "Let A Smile Be Your Umbrella". Along the way Anacani sings
about "The Wayward Wind", the Aldridge Sisters and the Otwell Twins insist "It Never Rains in Southern California", Skeets Herfurt plays "Misty",
and Gail, Ron, and Michael, our hosts for this program sing "I Get the Blues When It Rains". In their host segment the treat us to an encore with
"On the Sunny Side of the Street".

(CC) N/A #1916H(S)OETA

08:00p Christmas at Westminster: An Evening of Readings and Carols
Westminster Choir College presents their yearly holiday music concert in WESTMINSTER CHOIR COLLEGE: AN EVENING OF READINGS
AND CAROLS. Recorded in the Princeton University Chapel, the program features more than 400 musicians in five different choirs. The musical
numbers performed in the hour-long special encompass a variety of styles, including traditional Christmas carols with audience participation,
beloved choral works, a diverse array of holiday standards, and contemporary arrangements that both surprise and delight. Together with a
number of secular readings, the evening brings beauty and comfort to viewers at this special time of year.

(CC) N/A #0H(S)APTEX

09:00p David Holt's State of Music
Zoe and Cloyd

Bluegrass and klezmer traditions meet in the music of married duo Zoe & Cloyd. Fiddler Natalya Zoe Weinstein and
singer/songwriter/instrumentalist John Cloyd Miller visit with host David Holt.

(CC) N/A #502H(S)PBSPL

09:30p Ireland with Michael
Waterford Treasures

Michael visits various places throughout Waterford including Bishop's Palace, the Museum of Silver, and the House of Waterford Crystal where
he talks to skilled glassblowers about training to become masters of their craft. Waterford native, and singer Glenn Murphy performs the song
"The Parting Glass." He meets with the traditional music band Tulua and for a performance of polkas and reels. And stops by Stradbally Cove to
meet sand sculptor artist Manu, who creates temporary Celtic designs in the long strand of the Copper Coast.

(CC) N/A #202H(S)NETA

10:00p Austin City Limits
Spoon

One of modern rock's premier bands, Spoon performs songs from their Grammy-nominated album Lucifer On the Sofa alongside fan favorites.

(CC) N/A #4813H(S)PBSPL

11:00p Sound On Tap
Bleach Kings

Fuzz psych punk rock out of Lubbock, TX.

(CC) N/A #108H(S)NETA

11:30p Songs at the Center
John Gorka, Amilia K. Spicer & Rev. Robert B. Jones, Sr.

Kerrville New Folk winner John Gorka ("Love is Our Cross to Bear"), Amilia K. Spicer ("Windchill"), Rev. Robert B. Jones, Sr. ("The Darkness of
Blackness" and "I Wrestled with the Angel"), and hosted by singersongwriter Eric Gnezda.

(CC) N/A #701H(S)
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12:00m Madagascar: Islands of Wonder
Journey across ancient Madagascar, the strangest and oldest island on Earth. Over millennia it has given rise to more unique wildlife than any
other island.

(CC) N/A #101H(S)PBS

05:00a Mister Rogers' Neighborhood
Different Feelings About Birthdays/Candle Factory

(CC) N/A #1564HPBS

05:30a Arthur
Best Wishes/The Tardy Tumbler

After George has a lucky streak, his friends pressure him to wish for a snow day. Can George deliver? Or is he out of luck? Educational
Objective: George and friends learn the difference between luck and pure coincidence. Prunella's excited about making the gymnastics
team...until she realizes practice starts at 6am! Will she honor her commitment...or hit the snooze button? Educational Objective: Prunella learns
the importance of dedication to the things-and people-you care about.

(CC) DVI #1804H(S)PBS

06:00a Molly of Denali
Basketball Blues

In this special episode, Molly's shooting slump has terrible timing her basketball team is up against the Hoopsters! Can Tooey's game plan and
advice from Alaska state basketball champion Kamaka Hepa help Molly out?

(CC) DVI #207H(S)PBS

06:30a Alma's Way
Community Campout/Leaf It to Alma

(CC) DVI #131H(S)PBS

07:00a Wild Kratts
Prairie Who?

A twister surprises the Tortuga in flight - and all the gang abandons ship and gets separated out on the prairie. While searching for each other,
the Wild Kratts Team discovers the amazing species that inhabit the Prairie.

(CC) N/A #313H(S)PBS

07:30a Curious George
Sneaky Shadow / Peddlers

George loves making friends. And this new one is unique! He stays flat on the ground and is shaped just like George. Whenever George waves,
his friend waves back and follows George wherever he goes. George's new playmate sure is friendly ... but quiet! Allie explains that this friend is
actually George's shadow, and Allie has one too. Even more amazing, The Man with the Yellow Hat shows them how to make shadow puppet
animals, like a rabbit, dog, and a bird! When Allie needs visual aids to tell her flying cow and duck story at Storytime Showcase - and she can't fit
Leslie the cow through the library door! - George tries to use what he's learned about shadows and shadow puppets to help Allie tell her fantastic
tale! / George loves celebrating Founders Day in the Country. There's music, dancing, costumes and a picnic! For a special exhibit this year, Mr.
Renkins brings a truck full of old-fashioned gadgets, like wooden sock stretchers, an old-timey apple picker, and a squirrel-shaped nutcracker.
George and Allie have never seen anything like these doohickies before! They learn that Mr. Renkins' Great-Great-Grandfather Zebediah was a
peddler who drove a horse-drawn wagon - like a store on wheels - and sold inventions like these to make folks' lives easier. So George and Allie
get a great idea. They can make their own gadgets! But what? And how? Using everyday objcts, George and Allie have a blast creating their own
thingamajigs. But - are their inventions helpful? When George and Allie arrive at the Founders Day picnic, will anyone want their ponytail holders,
tummy scratchers, and reacher grabbers??

(CC) N/A #1509H(S)PBS

08:00a Work It Out Wombats!
Moo Moo Choo Choo / Lake Bellyflop

The Wombats help to free the Moo Moo Choo Choo train, which got itself stuck in a sea of ooey-gooey mud. / First spied through a telescope,
three adventurous Wombats attempt to find mystical Bellyflop Lake - without getting lost!

(CC) DVI #119H(S)PBS

08:30a Daniel Tiger's Neighborhood
Prince Wednesday Finds A Way to Play/Finding A Way to Play On Backwards Day

Prince Wednesday Finds a Way to Play - Daniel and Katerina Kittycat are playing "house" today at school. Prince Wednesday wants to play too,
but he wants to be a loud dinosaur. Katerina tells him that loud dinosaurs are not allowed! Luckily, they find a way to play together with Prince
Wednesday as a quiet, friendly dinosaur. Finding a Way to Play on Backwards Day - Daniel and O the Owl are at Miss Elaina's house and she
has planned a backwards play date. O isn't so sure about all of the backwards things and prefers to play forwards. The friends learn to
compromise so everyone can play together.

(CC) DVI #105H(S)PBS

09:00a Sesame Street
A Home for Gecko

Elmo, Abby, and Chris are helping Zoe make a habitat for her new pet gecko, Gary. They fill a terrarium with soil, moss, rocks, and branches but
are missing a hiding place to keep Gary cool. This is a problem! They wonder what they can use for Gary's hiding spot. What if they use an empty
yogurt cup? Let's try! It works. They didn't give up and made the perfect hiding spot for Gary's new home.

(CC) DVI #5221H(S)PBS
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09:30a Rosie's Rules
Rosie The Dog Sitter/Chef Rosie

103A Tia needs someone to take care of Benito, her puppy. This sounds like the perfect job for Rosie the dog sitter. 103B Rosie decides to be a
chef and opens her own restaurant with Iggy, but soon realizes she needs to do more tasks than cooking.

(CC) DVI #103H(S)PBS

10:00a Donkey Hodie
The Breakfast Bowl/Dancing Dandelions

Donkey and Panda compete against each other in the Breakfast Bowl. Can they still have fun if only one of them can win? / Donkey, Panda, and
Bob Dog plant Dancing Dandelion seeds and help each other find the right music to make the flowers grow.

(CC) DVI #201H(S)PBS

10:30a Biz Kid$
You Are The Target!

Every day, kids and teens are subjected to thousands of commercial messages from advertisers. This episode helps you recognize when you are
being targeted, how to resist manipulation, and when to apply good consumer skills to cut through the commercial fog.

(CC) DVI #504(S)APTEX

11:00a Curious Crew
Electric Generators

A STEM power surge of phenomena! Get "charged up" with STEM knowledge as the Crew and Dr. Rob explore everything about electric
generators!

(CC) N/A #904H(S)NETA

11:30a Make48
Time Is Running Out!

The teams continue to build their products, but now they shift their focus their presentations, pitch videos, and sales sheets!

(CC) N/A #506H(S)APTEX

12:00n Market to Market
News and commodity market analysis from the weekly journal of rural America.

(CC) N/A #4916H(S)IPTV

12:30p Motorweek
2023 Chevrolet Colorado

Join us for a Road Test of the Chevrolet Colorado, all-new for the 2023 model year and bringing some important changes to this midsize pickup.
And we'll trade rugged capability for compact city cruising in the Toyota Corolla Cross, a relatively new member of the Toyota utility family that
builds off the successes of the Corolla nameplate.

(CC) N/A #4313H(S)PBSPL

01:00p Real Ag
Dollars & Decisions:Exploring The Checkoff Program

(N) N/A #1204HSHPTV

01:30p Plan Stronger TV
Financial Prep for Natural Disasters

David Holland is joined by CFP Professional, Lili Vasileff, who explores the challenges of financial infidelity. CFP Professional, Reshell Smith, lays
out the financial preparations we need to make for natural disasters. Our Financial Panel discusses the challenge of student loan debt for people
of color and explores helpful strategies for anyone facing this debt.

(CC) N/A #611H(S)ACCES

02:00p Classic Gospel
Best of Booth Brothers

Woven into this musical scrapbook are never-before-seen interviews with Michael Booth, Ronnie Booth and Jim Brady. With heart and humor,
this special offers an unprecedented glimpse into the lives, the souls and the musical journey of The Booth Brothers.

(CC) N/A #1508H(S)NETA

03:00p Your Fantastic Mind
Inside Minds of Our Dogs

Dr. Greg Berns is an internationally acclaimed animal neuroscientist and bestselling author. Berns and his team, whose research has been
featured on 60 Minutes and National Geographic, were the first in the world to train and scan the brains of awake dogs in a MRI scanner to learn
more about how they think and feel. Berns' groundbreaking research has explored many fascinating questions: Do our dogs love us? Are they
jealous? Can they do math? This episode of YFM follows several dogs in Berns' MRI scanner as their owners learn some of the answers to these
questions. His long-term work is focused on finding the part of the dog's brain responsible for their eternally sunny outlook and their ability to
easily make friends. Berns thinks we can learn how to improve our own lives from our dogs.

(CC) N/A #102H(S)NETA

03:30p Doctors On Call
Troy Moore Pt,Dpt: Physical Therapy

(N) N/A #1813HSHPTV
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04:00p Celtic Thunder Christmas
The heart-warming new Celtic Thunder Show features holiday standards such as "It's Beginning To Look A Lot Like Christmas," "Let It Snow,"
"Winter Wonderland" and "Silent Night" as well as a few specially-written originals, "Going Home For Christmas", "Christmas Morning Donegal"
and "Our First Christmas Together". Filmed in Poughkeepsie, NY in front of a live audience, Irishmen Damian McGinty, Keith Harkin, Paul Byrom,
Ryan Kelly and Scotsman George Donaldson of Celtic Thunder bring together their affinity for a great popular song with outstanding live
performances, pay homage to cherished holiday favorites. The show is a holiday celebration for all the family performed as ever with Celtic
Thunder magic.

(CC) N/A #0((S)NETA

05:00p Celtic Woman 20th Anniversary Concert
Celebrate 20 years of spectacular Irish music with a new concert filmed at the Helix in Dublin. With fan favorites, new arrangements, and stirring
originals, this emotional evening features a stellar lineup of eight world-class Celtic Women.

(CC) N/A #0$(S)FRP

07:00p Sarah Brightman: A Christmas Symphony
Join the world's best-selling soprano for her first-ever Christmas special. Breathing new life into holiday classics and festive fan favorites of the
season, Sarah is joined by guests Andrew Lloyd Webber, Aled Jones and choir Gregorian.

(CC) N/A #0$(S)FRP

08:30p Agatha Christie: Lucy Worsley on the Mystery Queen
Cat Among The Pigeons

Lucy Worsley explores Agatha Christie's haunted, unconventional early life to discover the origins of her talent for murder - and uncovers some
carefully concealed secrets.

(CC) DVI #101#(S)NPS

09:30p How She Rolls
A Very Carrie Christmas

Carrie and her mom are in the kitchen creating the original ham biscuits for a special holiday party. The holidays bring a new craze to the retail
stores and home life. A car is towed, a cavity is discovered, and husband John makes his special eggnog.

(CC) N/A #210H(S)PBSPL

10:00p Austin City Limits
Spoon

One of modern rock's premier bands, Spoon performs songs from their Grammy-nominated album Lucifer On the Sofa alongside fan favorites.

(CC) N/A #4813H(S)PBSPL

11:00p Agatha Christie: Lucy Worsley on the Mystery Queen
Cat Among The Pigeons

Lucy Worsley explores Agatha Christie's haunted, unconventional early life to discover the origins of her talent for murder - and uncovers some
carefully concealed secrets.

(CC) DVI #101H(S)NPS
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12:00m Traveling Kansas
Jewell/Republic/Smith

(N) N/A #801HSHPTV

05:00a Arthur
D.W. On Ice/Spoiled Rotten!

D.W. on Ice - D.W. tells her friends that she's a fantastic skater. The truth is, she can barely stand on ice! And with Emily's skating party coming
up, how will D.W. face everyone and tell them the truth? Spoiled Rotten - Accused of being spoiled by her friends, Muffy sets about to prove them
wrong by being the most charitable person around. But Francine is unimpressed by Muffy's token efforts - that is, until a used clothing store helps
Muffy discover her true talents, and the true meaning of charity.

(CC) DVI #1109H(S)PBS

05:30a Odd Squad
Orchid's Almost Half Hour Talent Show/The Perfect Score

Orchid's Almost Half Hour Talent Show - All the agents want to be a part of Orchid's talent show. Curriculum: Fair sharing; Equi-partitioning. The
Perfect Score - It's villain report card day at Odd Squad. Curriculum: Word problems involving addition and numerical relations; Using a number
line.

(CC) DVI #218H(S)PBS

06:00a Molly of Denali
First Fish/A-Maze-Ing Snow

Molly can't wait to catch her first fish (and to earn her own first fish tale), but when she gets to the river, the only thing she catches is Tooey's
missing boot! Molly must put her knowledge of the salmon life cycle to the test and find out where the fish are before the day is through. / Molly
suggests a community fun-raiser to fix her school roof after a snow storm. The main attraction? A giant maze made of snow! All is well until Trini
gets lost in the maze and Molly realizes the maze map is out of date. Can Molly and Tooey find a way to help Trini escape the maze?

(CC) DVI #104H(S)PBS

06:30a Happy Yoga with Sarah Starr
Fiery Ocean Sunset

Allow the natural energy of the ocean waves and golden, fiery sunset to inspire your practice. Enjoy this intermediate yoga session as we flow
slowly and gracefully through standing and seated poses creating more movement around the hips and hamstrings through an effective set of
postures including lunges, forward folds and hip opening stretches.

(CC) N/A #602H(S)NETA

07:00a Yoga In Practice
Becoming Your Best Self

The practice of yoga encourages a process of refining and, therefore, becoming better at who we are. This episode involves heat and some effort
with poses that engage the core, inviting us to experience our most refined and strong self.

(CC) N/A #308H(S)APTEX

07:30a Curious George
Fun Ball Talley/Red Sky at Night, Monkey's Delight

Dulson's Toy Store is having a contest! The person who comes closest to guessing how many Super Mega Fun-Balls are in the rocket shaped
dispenser wins the entire container of balls -- and the rocket, too! Steve, Betsy, and George come up with their own unique estimating methods.
When soccer balls, grapes, and marbles fail George's Fun-Ball Size Relation Test, George realizes that the perfect size specimens are in the
Man with the Yellow Hat's golf ball bucket! Will George and Betsy find the right answer, or will super confident Steve's formula triumph? Red Sky
At Night, Monkey's Delight - George is tired of his fun always being ruined by the weather! Inspired by the Man with the Yellow Hat's painting of a
beautiful sunset, George starts a weather journal by drawing pictures of the sky. But predicting the weather isn't as easy as it seems. When
George's picnic is ruined by rain, and he stays indoors on a beautiful sunny day, he decides to study wind patterns, too. When the city's weather
st

(CC) DVI #309H(S)PBS

08:00a Daniel Tiger's Neighborhood
Something Special for Dad/I Love You, Mom

Something Special for Dad - Daniel notices how happy Dad is to have received a letter from Grandpere. Daniel really loves Dad, so he decides to
send him a letter that will make him glad too. He goes to the Post Office with Mom, where he learns how letters are sorted and mailed. He even
joins Mr. McFeely on his "speedy delivery" to give Dad the very special letter! I Love You, Mom - Daniel wants to surprise Mom Tiger with her
favorite banana bread because he knows it is one way to say "I love you." Dad and Daniel head to Baker Aker's Bakery, where they learn about
the bread-making process. Daniel and Dad Tiger surprise Mom and she happily shares the banana bread gift with them too!

(CC) DVI #108H(S)PBS

08:30a Rosie's Rules
Rosie On Ice / The Meteor Shower

Rosie's going ice skating with the Purple Knight, but when she decides not to wear a coat, she is too cold to skate. / Rosie and Javi find the
perfect spot to watch the meteor shower, but it's not as perfect as they thought.

(CC) DVI #129H(S)PBS
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09:00a Sesame Street
Family Album

Gabrielle and Tamir are making a family photo album for Grandma Nell's birthday present. When a gust of wind blows four of their pictures away,
Gabrielle, Tamir, Elmo and Abby go on a photo hunt to find the missing pictures. They head off to Abby's Garden and find a photo of Tamir's mom
when she was a kid. She has the same skin color as Tamir. Two more photos are found in the arbor. One is of Tamir and his cousin, who has
darker skin than Tamir and the other photo is of Gabrielle and her dad, who has lighter skin than Gabrielle. They find the last missing photo of
Grandma Nell with Tamir, Gabrielle and their cousin. During their photo hunt, they learn about melanin and that sometimes people in a family can
look the same and sometimes they can look different but are still the same family.

(CC) DVI #5314H(S)PBS

09:30a Work It Out Wombats!
The Treeborhood Parranda/Happy New Acorn Year!

The Flapping Feathers's bus derails on its way to the Parranda. Super fans Sammy and Louisa save the celebration! / This year, the Wombats
can stay up late to watch the New Year's Eve Acorn Drop - if they can keep from falling asleep.

(CC) DVI #133H(S)PBS

10:00a Donkey Hodie
Squibbit/Teamwork Challenge

A noisy penguin interrupts Donkey and Panda's band practice. Will they figure out what she wants so she stops squibbiting?/The pals team up for
Gator's latest gameshow, but can't agree on answers to his clues. Will they learn to work together to win?

(CC) DVI #112H(S)PBS

10:30a Pinkalicious & Peterrific
Gingerbread House/Christmas Tree Trouble

"Gingerbread House" Pinkalicious and Peter build a pinkamazing gingerbread house that attracts Sarafina, a holiday fairy. But as pieces of the
house begin to go missing, it's up to Pinkalicious to find the sneaky snacker before all that's left are crumbs. Curriculum: (Visual Arts) Working
collaboratively to make a work of art out of edible materials. "Christmas Tree Trouble" It's time to decorate the Pinkerton's Christmas Tree! But
when the box of all of the family's ornaments break hours before the holiday party, it will take some creativity and pinkamagination to bring back
the family's Christmas spirit. Curriculum: (Visual Arts) Experiment with different tools and materials to make art (Christmas tree ornaments)
Interstitial: Kids decorate for the holidays by creating snowpeople made out of socks and other art materials.

(CC) DVI #211H(S)PBS

11:00a Elinor Wonders Why
Wind in the Web/The Pokey Plan

Wind in the Web - Elinor and her friends volunteer to help Mr. Raccoon put up a sign for his bakery, but the sign keeps blowing away in the fall
breeze. After Elinor observes a spider in its web and how the wind doesn't seem to affect it at all, she learns things that are wide will catch the
wind, but if they have lots of holes like a spider's web, they will not. They try this new idea on their sign and cut holes in it, and it works. Problem
solved, and just in time for all the folks to notice the sign and buy Mr. Raccoon's yummy baked treats! The Pokey Plant - It's Plant Day at school
and Elinor is super excited to get a beautiful plant to take home. When she gets a cactus, she's a little disappointed at first, but after some careful
observations, she and her friends learn lots of cool things about it, like how it grows in the desert, how it doesn't need much water and how the
spikes keep it safe. Elinor decides her cactus is the coolest plant ever!

(CC) DVI #112H(S)PBS

11:30a Nature Cat
Make Room for Daddy Longlegs/Outerspace Detectives

(CC) N/A #408H(S)PBS

12:00n Hero Elementary
Hatching A Plan/The Invisible Force

When an egg hatches and an unfamiliar bird emerges, Sparks' Crew vows to reunite the young bird with its parents. After some trial and error,
they observe similarities and differences between young animals and their parents to find the baby bird's family. Curriculum: Young animals are
very much like their parents, but there are differences as well as similarities that can be observed. / When the decorations of a young girl's
birthday party are suddenly whisked away, Sparks' Crew wonder if this is the work of InvisiGirl. But once investigating further, they learn that
something more natural might be the cause of this mayhem. Curriculum: There is so much to investigate, beyond what can be seen; forces of
nature, such as the wind, can push objects.

(CC) DVI #102H(S)PBS

12:30p Xavier Riddle and the Secret Museum
I Am Lou Gehrig/I Am Marie Owens

(CC) DVI #117H(S)PBS

01:00p Gzero World with Ian Bremmer
The New Humans

Guest: Siddhartha Mukherjee, Cancer Physician & Biologist. In the past few years, we've seen an explosion in biotech tools like CRISPR gene
editing and AI-powered implants that are helping to eradicate disease, improve lives, and transform our understanding of human life. But with
benefits, come major risks.

(CC) N/A #623H(S)APTEX
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01:30p Story in the Public Square
Cody Keenan

Often, politics can feel like a thankless and often futile undertaking. But former White House chief speechwriter Cody Keenan tells his readers that
occasionally, the world changes.

(CC) N/A #913H(S)NETA

02:00p Amazing Human Body
Grow

Learn how humans begin life as a single cell and, over the course of a lifetime, grow into beings of more than 37 trillion cells. Plus, explore new
discoveries that can help humans live longer, healthier lives.

(CC) DVI #101H(S)PBS

03:00p Alma's Way
Alma's Nochebuena/Three Kings Day Do-Over

It's Alma's favorite holiday, Noche Buena (or Christmas Eve), and she can't wait to celebrate her family's yearly traditions. But when the traditions
go wrong, Alma feels disappointed. Can she still have a fun Noche Buena when things are so different? When Alma finds the Christmas gift she
gave Junior is still under the tree, she decides to skip playtime with her brother and make him a do-over gift before the big Three Kings Day
parade. But Junior isn't thrilled.

(CC) DVI #105H(S)PBS

03:30p Wild Kratts
Under Frozen Pond

The Wild Kratts and Wild Kratts kids go on an underwater adventure to discover how pond animals survive in the winter.

(CC) N/A #305H(S)PBS

04:00p Odd Squad
Orchid's Almost Half Hour Talent Show/The Perfect Score

Orchid's Almost Half Hour Talent Show - All the agents want to be a part of Orchid's talent show. Curriculum: Fair sharing; Equi-partitioning. The
Perfect Score - It's villain report card day at Odd Squad. Curriculum: Word problems involving addition and numerical relations; Using a number
line.

(CC) DVI #218H(S)PBS

04:30p Arthur
D.W. On Ice/Spoiled Rotten!

D.W. on Ice - D.W. tells her friends that she's a fantastic skater. The truth is, she can barely stand on ice! And with Emily's skating party coming
up, how will D.W. face everyone and tell them the truth? Spoiled Rotten - Accused of being spoiled by her friends, Muffy sets about to prove them
wrong by being the most charitable person around. But Francine is unimpressed by Muffy's token efforts - that is, until a used clothing store helps
Muffy discover her true talents, and the true meaning of charity.

(CC) DVI #1109H(S)PBS

05:00p Sesame Street: The Nutcracker: Starring Elmo & Tango
Elmo and his puppy Tango take a fantastical adventure through magical lands to retrieve a nutcracker toy.

(CC) DVI #0H(S)PBS

05:30p BBC News America (CC) N/A #124H(S)APTEX

06:00p PBS Newshour (CC) N/A #14111H(S)NPS

07:00p Antiques Roadshow
The Gen X Years

Explore the era between Boomers and Millennials for exciting treasures from the mid-1960s to early 1980s, also known as the Generation X
years. Standout appraisals include Matt Groening artwork, Charles Loloma bracelets and Evel Knievel's leathers.

(CC) N/A #2325H(S)NPS

08:00p Antiques Roadshow
Women's Work

Celebrate trailblazing women in a special hour spotlighting outstanding contributions from female athletes, artists, activists and more who left an
indelible mark on the world around us through their thought-provoking objects and accomplishments.

(CC) N/A #2424H(S)NPS

09:00p Lucy Worsley's 12 Days of Tudor Christmas
Join Lucy Worsley on a 12-day extravaganza as she discovers that much of what we enjoy in contemporary Christmas - from carols to turkey,
gift-giving to mistletoe and mulled wine - has surprising Tudor origins, rooted in devotion and charity.

(CC) N/A #0H(S)PBS

10:00p Amanpour and Company (CC) N/A #6111H(S)PBSPL
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11:00p Energy Switch
China's Energy and Climate Policies, Part 2

While China continues to build coal plants, they intend to reduce their use, to manage local air pollution and meet peak CO2 and net zero goals,
while prioritizing their energy security. Can it be done? Dr. Wei Peng, Assistant Professor, School of Public and International Affairs & Andlinger
Center for Energy and the Environment, Princeton University, and Dr. David Sandalow, Founder & Director of Columbia's US-China program,
conclude their thoughts.

(CC) N/A #304H(S)NETA

11:30p Sara's Weeknight Meals
Sketches of Spain

In Spain, paella is so popular there are competitions between towns for the best recipe. It is especially so in Valencia, where Sara cooks with
local chef Franck Garanger. At the local market, he finds his secret ingredients for a showstopping paella, cooked outdoors, on the open fire,
overlooking the sea. If we didn't have you at Paella, just wait for the dinner where it's eaten right out of the pan with special rules for pilfering your
dinner partners portion. Then, Sara sautes fish topped with a colorful Gazpacho Vinaigrette. Recipes: Valencia Paella; Sauteed Fish with
Gazpacho Vinaigrette.

(CC) N/A #1209H(S)APTEX
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12:00m Antiques Roadshow
Women's Work

Celebrate trailblazing women in a special hour spotlighting outstanding contributions from female athletes, artists, activists and more who left an
indelible mark on the world around us through their thought-provoking objects and accomplishments.

(CC) N/A #2424H(S)NPS

05:00a Arthur
Whip. Mix. Blend./Staycation

When Rattles's mom starts dating Archie Vanderloo, Rattles finds himself spending lots of time with Archie's kids. The problem is, Rattles doesn't
have anything in common with these twins! Can this blended family learn to get along? Educational Objective: Rattles learns how to adjust to life
in a blended family. Arthur offers to babysit so that his parents can enjoy some peace and quiet in the backyard. What could go wrong? With D.W.
on the loose... just about everything! Educational Objective: Arthur and D.W. learn when to ask for help.

(CC) DVI #1806H(S)PBS

05:30a Odd Squad
Mission O Possible/Nature of the Sand Beast

(CC) DVI #324H(S)PBS

06:00a Molly of Denali
Busy Beavers/The Night Watchers

Busy Beavers When a family of beavers builds a damn and accidentally diverts water into Trini's garden, the kids must devise a way to redirect
the stream before Trini's strawberries are ruined. The Night Watchers It's Trini's first camping trip with the Neegoo Tsal or Little Foxes nature
troupe, and she's determined to earn her first badge - the Night Watchers Badge. Will she and her troupe be able to find three nocturnal animals
before it's time to turn in?

(CC) DVI #132H(S)PBS

06:30a Happy Yoga with Sarah Starr
Red Rock Sunset

Bask in the glorious red rock sunset as we enjoy a modified seated yoga practice using a chair for support. Including gentle sun salutations along
with easy to follow yoga moves to create more mobility and flexibility in the hands, neck, chest, shoulders, back, hips and more.

(CC) N/A #603H(S)NETA

07:00a Yoga In Practice
Lather, Rinse, Repea

Hatha yoga in its most basic form is the balance between an active body and a quiet mind. This requires the will to keep coming to your mat or
cushion with a desire to be the best version of yourself today. In this episode, repetition reminds us to practice for practice sake.

(CC) N/A #309H(S)APTEX

07:30a Curious George
George Gets Slimed / Seesaw Saturday

After George sees that slugs use slime to crawl on walls and ceilings, he wonders if homemade slime would let him hang upside down, too. With
high hopes and a recipe for slime that Steve made in school, George and Steve make a great big batch. It doesn't help George stick to the wall,
but it sure is neat to play with! So George and Steve embark on experiments to find out what slime is good for. Trying out all of their ideas, both
silly and practical, they discover the fun is in the exploration. / George and Allie are excited to discover a beautiful red slanty thing on the Renkins
farm, right under the apple tree. It goes up and down on both sides....neat! But what could it be for? A slide for Jumpy? An apple basket holder?
After a lot of experimentation and with help from Bill, the goats, and some flying chickens (!), they learn about balance, weight and fun on Allie's
seesaw.

(CC) N/A #1501H(S)PBS

08:00a Daniel Tiger's Neighborhood
Fruit Picking Day/Daniel Is Big Enough to Help Dad

Fruit Picking Day - Daniel and his friends are enjoying a Fruit Festival in the Enchanted Garden. Prince Wednesday grows upset because his big
brother Prince Tuesday can pick the highest fruit off the tree branches, but he can't. He wishes he wasn't so little! Then, when the festival-goers
spot a very special magical golden pear on the ground, Prince Wednesday is the only one little enough to reach it. Daniel is Big Enough to Help
Dad - Dad Tiger is building a playhouse, and Daniel wants to help out. Daniel is frustrated that he is not big enough to use the grown up tools.
Dad Tiger shows Daniel that there are things he can do to help that he's just the right size for.

(CC) DVI #112H(S)PBS

08:30a Rosie's Rules
Family Sports Day/The Cake-Off

102A The Fuentes family can't decide what sport to play, so they decide to hold a vote. 102B Rosie and Papá enter a cake decorating contest,
but when the vote ends in a tie, Rosie realizes they can vote again.

(CC) DVI #102H(S)PBS

09:00a Sesame Street
Rainy Day Picnic

Elmo and Abby wanted to have a picnic in Abby's garden but it's raining. They decide to have a picnic inside, but the living room doesn't look like
the garden. This is a problem! They wonder how they can make Elmo's living room look like Abby's garden. What if they make flowers, birds, and
bugs using craft supplies?

(CC) DVI #5217H(S)PBS
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09:30a Work It Out Wombats!
Snout Wash Day/A Super Recipe

Because Zeke won't let go of his beloved stuffy, and because Malik wrecks the instructions, Operation "Wash Stinky Snout!" doesn't go as
planned. / The Wombats ask their friends for help in making a special Thank You treat for Super.

(CC) DVI #102H(S)PBS

10:00a Donkey Hodie
A Night Out/Poetry Problem

The pals are excited to sleep under the stars, but it's Donkey's first time. Can Panda and Duck Duck help her feel less afraid?/Panda forgot his
poetry notebook at Donkey's. Will Donkey find it inside her messy windmill before his poetry recital?

(CC) DVI #123H(S)PBS

10:30a Pinkalicious & Peterrific
Princess Pinkalicious/Switcheridoo

Pinkalicious tries out being a princess for a day with the help of Sir Percy; Mommy and Pinkalicious and Daddy and Peter switch bodies.

(CC) DVI #403H(S)PBS

11:00a Elinor Wonders Why
Water You Doing?/Thinking About Blinking

Water You Doing? - While walking through the forest, Elinor and friends come across a stream and decide to make a stone walkway across it.
What they didn't realize is that the stones they've moved stop the flow of water, which affects the fish living in a pool downstream. The pool gets a
lot shallower, because less water gets to it. After observing how important the water flow is to the fish, they decide to remove their walkway and
build a log bridge that goes over the stream instead. Thinking About Blinking - Ari is crowned the blinking champion after winning a bunch of
intense staring contests at school. As Elinor and Olive try not to blink themselves, Elinor wonders, "why do we need to blink?" The kids then set
out to learn everything there is to know about blinking. After a little help from Ms. Mole and observing a fish with no eyelids, the kids learn that
most animals blink automatically to help keep their eyes wet and safe.

(CC) DVI #119H(S)PBS

11:30a Nature Cat
Nature Cat's Nature Stories/Pattern Problema

It's Nature Stories day today and as his friends gather around, Nature Cat tells his made-up silly story of where the wind comes from. And who
would've guessed that according to Nature Cat, wind comes from the elephants in the west who use their huge trunks to blow cool air across the
land! Funny! Squeeks and Hal get into the silly storytelling spirit with their tale of how the firefly got its light - it's because the sun gave them light
on their tails so they can have parties at night and see what they are doing. Really wacky! Now it's Daisy's turn to tell a silly story, but she is
having a little trouble coming up with an idea! / It's a race against the clock for Hal! He was doing a little dog house redecorating to surprise his
mommy when she comes over later in the day, but there is something wrong with Hal's wall decorations. It looks like a few wallpaper patterns put
here and there, and not very pleasing to the eye. Hal needs to finish before his mommy gets there, but he doesn't know what to do to make his
doghouse look beautiful! Nature Cat gets an idea -- how about getting out into nature to get inspired by nature's beauty?

(CC) N/A #220H(S)PBS

12:00n Hero Elementary
Bugging Out / Eager Beavers

Sparks' Crew is accidentally shrunk to the size of bugs and have to find their way out of an overgrown, weedy area. They are inspired by the
different abilities of insects and arachnids, and imitate those abilities to try to find their way out. Curriculum: Mimicking how insects and arachnids
use their body parts can help humans solve problems. / Sparks' Crew comes to the rescue of Lucita's grandmother when her favorite scenic spot
becomes flooded. Our heroes discover that beavers have built a blockage in the river. But why? Curriculum: Living things, such as beavers, can
change their environment to meet their needs.

(CC) DVI #116H(S)PBS

12:30p Xavier Riddle and the Secret Museum
I Am Albert Einstein/I Am Carol Burnett

(CC) DVI #130H(S)PBS

01:00p School of Greatness with Lewis Howes
Dr. Daniel Amen - Healthy Habits - In Studio

Psychiatrist and brain disorder specialist Dr. Daniel Amen shares the different risk factors that are hurting your brain and goes through the
practices we can use to enhance our brain health.

(CC) N/A #201H(S)APTEX

01:30p Medical Frontiers (CC) N/A #223H(S)APTEX

02:00p Amazing Human Body
Survive

Discover the miracles the human body goes through every day to stay alive and healthy. From fighting infections to repairing damage, human
bodies have remarkable arsenals that allow survival against all kinds of outside threats.

(CC) DVI #102H(S)PBS
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03:00p The Cat in the Hat Knows A Lot About Christmas!
This adventure finds the Cat in the Hat, Nick and Sally on a journey around the world to help a lost reindeer find his way home to
Freezeyourknees Snowland in time for Christmas. On the way, the Thingamajigger breaks down and they depend on a variety of animals -- from
African bush elephants to bottlenose dolphins to red crabs -- and their remarkable abilities to help them make an amazing journey home.

(CC) DVI #0H(S)PBS

04:00p Odd Squad
Mission O Possible/Nature of the Sand Beast

(CC) DVI #324H(S)PBS

04:30p Peg + Cat + Holidays
This is a special holiday episode of Peg + Cat featuring "The Christmas Problem," "The Hanukkah Problem," and "The Penguin Problem. " This
series is designed to engage preschool children and teach them how to solve math-based problems with Peg, a chatty and tenacious five year-
old, her feline pal, Cat, and her smart, handsome, cool friend Ramone.

(CC) DVI #0H(S)PBS

05:30p BBC News America (CC) N/A #125H(S)APTEX

06:00p PBS Newshour (CC) N/A #14112H(S)NPS

07:00p American Experience
Sandra Day O'connor: The First

When Ronald Reagan nominated Sandra Day O'Connor as the Supreme Court's first female justice in 1981, the announcement dominated the
news. Time Magazine's cover proclaimed "Justice At Last," and she received unanimous Senate approval. Born in 1930 in El Paso, Texas,
O'Connor grew up on a cattle ranch in Arizona in an era when women were expected to become homemakers. After graduating near the top of
her class at Stanford Law School, she could not convince a single law firm to interview her, so she turned to volunteer work and public service. A
Republican, she served two terms in the Arizona state senate, then became a judge on the state court of appeals. During her 25 years on the
Supreme Court, O'Connor was the critical swing vote on cases involving some of the 20th century's most controversial issues, including abortion,
affirmative action - and she was the tiebreaker on Bush v. Gore. Forty years after her confirmation, this biography recounts the life of a pioneering
woman who both reflected and shaped an era.

(CC) DVI #3306H(S)PBS

09:00p Frontline
Inside The Uvalde Response

The real-time accounts of the response, missteps and trauma in the Uvalde school shooting. Using official body cam and audio, with ProPublica
and The Texas Tribune, a reconstruction of the chaotic response at Robb Elementary and the lessons learned.

(CC) N/A #4205H(S)NPS

10:00p Amanpour and Company (CC) N/A #6112H(S)PBSPL

11:00p Doctors On Call
Dr. Tyrel Somers: Wound Care/Wellness

(N) N/A #1805HSHPTV

11:30p Whitney Reynolds Show
Unspoken Narrative

Today's guests are sharing their hidden stories that led to them living their truth. Tuan, a refugee from Vietnam, had to struggle through his youth,
to reach his American dream. Katherine Wolf, author and founder of a non-profit, held on to hope after a stroke changed her life. Author Diana
Ragsdale, reflects on trauma in her family, and now shares her story in the hopes of helping others.

(CC) N/A #405H(S)NETA
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12:00m Kansas Legislature 2023
Sen Rick Billinger/Rep Adam Smith

(N) N/A #2301HSHPTV

05:00a Arthur
D.W., All Fired Up/I'd Rather Read It Myself

What exactly is a fire drill anyway? When Ms. Morgan announces they'll be having one during preschool, D.W. wants no part of it--it sounds way
too scary. Can she manage to stay home from school every day until the danger passes? In the second story, the Tibble Twins are better than
D.W. at just about everything--they can yell louder, bounce higher, and even get dizzier. It would be great if D.W. could at least read before the
Tibbles do! Can she spin a tale dazzling enough to convince them she can?

(CC) DVI #302H(S)PBS

05:30a Odd Squad
Undercover Olive

Undercover Olive - In this half-hour episode, Olive goes undercover in a high-stakes "Rock, Paper, Scissors" game. Curriculum: Data collection
and analysis; solving simple probability problems.

(CC) DVI #132H(S)PBS

06:00a Molly of Denali
Spring Carnival/Tooey's Hole-I-Day Sweate

Spring Carnival Auntie Midge loves to emcee Spring Carnival, but a hurt hip takes her out of commission. With a little help from Mr. Patak, Molly
and Tooey build a special way for her to get around in the snow. Tooey's Hole-i-day Sweater Tooey's finally outgrown an ugly, hand-me-down
Christmas sweater knit by his Grandma Elizabeth. All is well until Luka accidentally takes a bite and leaves a gaping hole in the front. Can Molly
and Tooey fix it before Grandma arrives for the holidays?

(CC) DVI #131H(S)PBS

06:30a Happy Yoga with Sarah Starr
Autumn Leaves

Bask in the golden leaves of autumn as you connect to your core with a dynamic intermediate flow practice. Including postures that will help to
strengthen your abdominals, legs and thighs, creating greater ease of movement and better posture in your daily life.

(CC) N/A #604H(S)NETA

07:00a Yoga In Practice
I Like Who I Become When I Try

Yoga poses can be challenging, just as life is at times. Our practice teaches us how to take a leap when faced with fear or stress, to cultivate
mental and physical fortitude. This episode challenges you to reclaim your power and hold a positive attitude.

(CC) N/A #310H(S)APTEX

07:30a Curious George
For The Birds/Curious George-Asaurus

For the Birds: George loves feeding the birds, but they must be starving, because all the seeds keep disappearing! Perplexed, George returns
with more food, only to find a big, bushy tail sticking out of the feeder.  It's Jumpy Squirrel, caught in the act of eating all the seeds!  George tries
to squirrel-proof the birdhouse, moving it further from the tree trunk, clearing away freestanding objects, and even developing a pulley laundry line
system to hang it from. But to no avail - that squirrel can climb - and apparently eat - anything! Why does Jumpy keep taking the seeds? Has his
appetite suddenly grown - or maybe they're not all for him? EDU OBJ: To illustrate that all products and systems are subject to failure; and that
many can be fixed through troubleshooting. George-asaurus: Professor Wiseman needs the Man with the Yellow Hat's help to assemble some
rare dinosaur bones into a skeleton in time for an important archaeologist, Dr. Raj Desai, to see them. Wiseman and the Man finish the task and
meet Dr. Desai for lunch. Meanwhile, George and Gnocchi play outside with a toy plane, which floats though a window--landing on the newly
assembled dinosaur. When George climbs the fragile bones to retrieve it, the entire skeleton collapses!  Using another dinosaur as a model,
George is able to organize, sort, and piece together the bones back into its proper form.  But how will Dr. Desai feel about a monkey working on
his precious dinosaur bones, especially when the wrong head ends up on the dinosaur's skeleton? EDU OBJ: To sort and classify bones based
on their shape and size. To develop an understanding of symmetry by reassembling the dinosaur bones so that each bone on one side of the
body matches the equivalent bone on the other side (e.g., size, shape, location).

(CC) DVI #303H(S)PBS

08:00a Daniel Tiger's Neighborhood
A Snowy Day/Tutu All The Time

A Snowy Day: It's snowing in the Neighborhood! Miss Elaina is coming over to Daniel's house to play in the snow. When it's time to go outside,
Mom Tiger helps Daniel change out of his pajamas into clothes that will keep him warm and he learns how important it is to choose the proper
clothes. Tutu All the Time: Katerina is wearing her favorite sparkly tutu at school today! She likes to wear it all the time, even when she's painting
and playing "grizzly bear" with her friends. But she soon learns how important it is to choose the proper clothes for the things you want to do.

(CC) DVI #132H(S)PBS

08:30a Rosie's Rules
Neighborhood Market Day / Rosie and Javis Slime Store

It's Neighborhood Market Day and Rosie searches for something to sell, but nothing seems quite right. / Rosie and Javi open a slime store, but
realize they don't have enough slime, so they have to make more.

(CC) DVI #128H(S)PBS
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09:00a Sesame Street: The Nutcracker: Starring Elmo & Tango
Elmo and his puppy Tango take a fantastical adventure through magical lands to retrieve a nutcracker toy.

(CC) DVI #0H(S)PBS

09:30a Work It Out Wombats!
Helper for the Day/Race Car Wombats

Zeke's sorting choices prove interesting when he volunteers to be Mr. E's "Helper for the Day." / The Wombats are psyched to race in the
Treeborhood Derby, but can't get their homemade car out of the house, let alone to the starting line.

(CC) DVI #113H(S)PBS

10:00a Donkey Hodie
Royal Sandcastle Builders/Bobski Bounce

Donkey and Panda want to help King Friday build a sandcastle, but when it keeps falling, they get frustrated. Can they reach their goal? /Donkey
hasn't been able to complete the Bobski Bounce Challenge. Can Bob Dog help her learn from her mistakes?

(CC) DVI #113H(S)PBS

10:30a Pinkalicious & Peterrific
Parrot Watch/Disappearing Act

Pinkalicious and Peter volunteer to watch Toothy McSquint's parrot, Captain Feathers; Peter learns to blend in with his surroundings during a
game of hide-and-seek.

(CC) DVI #404H(S)PBS

11:00a Elinor Wonders Why
The Town Picnic/The Amazing Expandable Clubhouse

The Town Picnic - It's time for the Animal Town picnic, but Ari is growing impatient waiting for Ms. Llama's famous ketchup, which just won't come
out of the bottle. Meanwhile, Elinor and her friends follow a bee to its hive and observe the honey-making process, where they discover that
honey is goopier when it has less water in it. Using this new-found knowledge, the kids are inspired to solve M. Llama's ketchup problem by
adding water and making it less goopy, just in time for Ari to enjoy his delicious sandwich. Yum! The Amazing Expandable Clubhouse - Elinor,
Olive and Ari are happy to welcome new members to The Explorer's Club, but as more and more kids join, a big problem arises: their clubhouse
isn't big enough to fit all the new Explorers! When the entire Clubhouse rolls down the hill, Elinor and her friends need to find a solution. After
observing their snail friends, Norma and Lulu, they realize that a snail's shell expands as it grows, which gives them the idea to EXPAND their
Clubhouse, adding new sections to make it nice and spacious for all to play!

(CC) DVI #101H(S)PBS

11:30a Nature Cat
Snow Way to Keep Warm/So You Think You Know Nature

A fun day playing in the newly fallen snow takes a turn for Hal when he remembers that he left his favorite dog toy Mr. Chewinsky outside
yesterday. And now, since there is so much snow, he can't find Mr. Chewinsky anywhere! Nature Cat recommends waiting until the snow melts in
a few months, when it will be easy to find the dog toy, but Hal can't do that! He cannot just let Mr. Chewinsky be outside under snow all winter!
Hal needs him and Mr. Chewinsky needs Hal! Squeeks has an idea. Using her tunneling expertise, she leads the gang under the snow on a
search for Mr. Chewinsky. / While playing in their backyard, Nature Cat and his pals become sudden and unexpected contestants on the "on the
go" game show "So You Think You Know Nature!" Led by host Twig Stickman, Nature Cat and his friends travel, by the magic of TV game
shows, to various exotic locations all around the world to prove that they know nature. How hard can that be for a nature-loving cat? It seems very
hard!

(CC) N/A #216H(S)PBS

12:00n Hero Elementary
Tail of One Kitty/Movie Theater Meltdown

A little girl's kitten is on the loose. It's Sparks' Crew to the rescue. They observe how animals use their tails and they apply that new information to
their day-saving rescue. Curriculum: Observe, describe, and compare how animals use their tails for many purposes. / At the movie theater,
Sparks' Crew meets Stevie Heat, a teen with an out of control superpower: his hands heat up and melt anything he touches. The team has to
help Stevie clean up and learn to control his heat hands before the movie starts. Curriculum: When matter is heated or cooled, it may change.
Some of those changes can be reversed and some can't.

(CC) DVI #105H(S)PBS

12:30p Xavier Riddle and the Secret Museum
I Am Nikola Tesla/I Am Nellie Bly

(CC) DVI #118H(S)PBS

01:00p Untamed
Turtles

Turtles have been around since the age of the dinosaurs but Ed and the Wildlife Center staff explain the unique challenges facing turtles today.

(CC) N/A #102HAPTEX

01:30p Daytripper
Rockport-Fulton, Tx

Chet joins the "snowbirds" and heads to the Texas coast in the winter time to see some of the only remaining wild whooping cranes. He indulges
in the coast's amazing oysters and seafood then visits "Stinky Beach" and sees one of the largest and oldest live oak trees in Texas.

(CC) N/A #705H(S)NETA
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02:00p Amazing Human Body
Learn

See how experience shapes the brain and body together, allowing them to adapt to the outside environment and develop new skills. Plus, learn
how the brain forms memories by storing and processing billions of pieces of information every second.

(CC) DVI #103H(S)PBS

03:00p Alma's Way
Alma's Showstopper/Ultimate Helper

Alma, Rafia, and Andre want to perform at open mic night, and with Lucas' sa-weet singing skills, Alma's sure their performance will be a hit! But
when Lucas gets cold feet before the big night, Alma has to find a way to help him get over his nervousness. When Alma sees Safina's picture on
the vet clinic's wall, she is determined to win the title of Ultimate Helper of the Week herself. But when her good deeds go wrong, Alma has to
think about what it really means to help others.

(CC) DVI #107H(S)PBS

03:30p Wild Kratts
Polar Bears Don't Dance

While in the Arctic, Martin and Chris are on a mission to discover how animals move around in different environments. Their new knowledge
comes in handy when they discover that Zach Varmitech has kidnapped a Walrus calf and a Polar bear cub. The Wild Kratts team must do what it
takes to return the baby animals to their mothers. Science Concepts: Buoyancy, Traction.

(CC) N/A #107H(S)PBS

04:00p The Cat in the Hat Knows A Lot About Christmas!
This adventure finds the Cat in the Hat, Nick and Sally on a journey around the world to help a lost reindeer find his way home to
Freezeyourknees Snowland in time for Christmas. On the way, the Thingamajigger breaks down and they depend on a variety of animals -- from
African bush elephants to bottlenose dolphins to red crabs -- and their remarkable abilities to help them make an amazing journey home.

(CC) DVI #0H(S)PBS

05:00p Wimee's Words
Bats

Wimee has sing-song fun with compound words; Moby tells us about bumblebee bats; a glove-wearing bat is the subject of Wimee's story; Miss
Holly translates our key words into Chinese; Ms. Kelaine shares a website with us all about bats; and Miss Sarah shows us how to calm down
using our five senses.

(CC) N/A #102H(S)NETA

05:30p BBC News America (CC) N/A #126H(S)APTEX

06:00p PBS Newshour (CC) N/A #14113H(S)NPS

07:00p Nature
American Arctic

The Arctic National Wildlife Refuge has long protected survivors of the Ice Age, but this once remote and frozen fortress is on the brink of change.
Now, for the caribou, musk oxen, polar bears, and Arctic foxes, the ice age is slipping away.

(CC) DVI #4010H(S)NPS

08:00p Nova
Ghosts of Stonehenge

Who built Stonehenge and why? Discover how the last decade of groundbreaking archaeological digs has revealed major new clues to Britain's
enigmatic 5,000-year-old site and the people who constructed it.

(CC) N/A #4414H(S)NPS

09:00p Great Polar Bear Feast
Investigate the problems facing a unique population of polar bears due to climate change. At the heart is an extraordinary event - the annual
gathering of up to 80 polar bears on Barter Island in the Arctic Ocean each September.

(CC) N/A #0H(S)PBS

10:00p Amanpour and Company
Tonight on Amanpour and Company: Robi Damelin, Israeli Peace Activist / Spokesperson, The Parents Circle Families Forum; Tom Hanks, Co-
writer and Narrator, The Moonwalkers & Christopher Riley, Co-writer and Director, The Moonwalkers. Michel Martin interviews Jill Lepore, Staff
Writer, The New Yorker.

(CC) N/A #6113H(S)PBSPL

11:00p This American Land
The Continental Divide, Escalante River, 3-D Science

On the Continental Divide in Colorado's Rocky Mountains, residents support a plan to create new wilderness and wildlife conservation areas,
including the nation's first national historic landscape to honor veterans of the Second World War. In southern Utah, the remote and untamed
Escalante River faces a major threat from invasive plants as it winds through spectacular redrock canyons; volunteers chop their way through
choking stands of Russian olive to unblock the river and keep it wild and free. A training program in Georgia educates teachers in a new
approach to science teaching called 3-D Science - getting teachers and students outside to observe their own surroundings and letting kids'
natural curiosity lead them to learn more.

(CC) N/A #1007H(S)NETA
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11:30p Outside: Beyond The Lens
Sailing to Catalina Island

Catalina Island is explored aboard a 40ft sailing catamaran. Up close contact with Spinner dolphins and the rare Giant Sunfish highlights this
ocean adventure.

(CC) N/A #210H(S)APTEX
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12:00m Nova
Ghosts of Stonehenge

Who built Stonehenge and why? Discover how the last decade of groundbreaking archaeological digs has revealed major new clues to Britain's
enigmatic 5,000-year-old site and the people who constructed it.

(CC) N/A #4414H(S)NPS

05:00a Arthur
Fountain Abbey/Arthur Calls It

Muffy's devastated when she learns her great, great grandmother Mary Alice wasn't royalty, but a common maid. The indignity! However, Mary
Alice's old diary reveals a more interesting story. Educational Objective: Muffy learns to appreciate her family history. Pressure from his
classmates has Arthur doubting his decision to call Buster out during a baseball game. Will he succumb to peer pressure, or stick with what he
believes is right? Educational Objective: Arthur learns to stand up for his beliefs, even in the face of peer pressure.

(CC) DVI #1805H(S)PBS

05:30a Odd Squad
Reindeer Games

Reindeer Games - In this Christmas-themed episode, Olive and Otto help Santa track down his missing reindeer. Also, Oscar helps Ms. O get off
Santa's naughty list. Curriculum: Coordinate graphing; greater than and less than.

(CC) DVI #104H(S)PBS

06:00a Molly of Denali
Stand Back Up/Seal Meal

Stand Back Up Inspired by real-life athletes Sharon and Shirley Firth, the first Gwich'in female Olympians, Molly trains hard to participate in a
cross-country ski race where Sharon will be speaking. But cross-country skiing is not as easy as it looks, and when Molly faces some big
obstacles, she must decide if she'll give up or stand back up. Seal Meal When Molly and her family go fly fishing in Bristol Bay, a hungry seal
sneaks into their boat and eats their precious sockeye salmon and their lunch! Can Molly figure out a way to lure the seal away from their boat so
they can get back home?

(CC) DVI #133H(S)PBS

06:30a Happy Yoga with Sarah Starr
Spectacular Sunflower

Allow the spectacular sunflower display to inspire your practice as we enjoy a modified seated yoga practice using a chair for support. Including
seated sun salutations and a gentle series of stretches to increase range of motion in the shoulders and upper back while releasing tension in the
neck and spine.

(CC) N/A #605H(S)NETA

07:00a Yoga In Practice
Plant A Good Garden

It is important to put your hands in the Earth, to plant something, prune it, nourish it, watch it thrive, to create beauty. This series of seated twists,
like planting a garden, reminds us to take our time and treat ourselves and one another with care, patience, and love.

(CC) N/A #311H(S)APTEX

07:30a Curious George
Dolphin with the Yellow Hat/Dog's Day Off

(CC) N/A #1407H(S)PBS

08:00a Daniel Tiger's Neighborhood
Daniel Gets Mad/Katerina Gets Mad

Daniel Gets Mad - Daniel Tiger and Prince Wednesday are looking forward to playing at the beach. Then it starts to rain and Mom Tiger says they
can't go outside, which makes them very mad. After Mom Tiger helps the boys deal with their mad feelings and they're calm, they come up with a
grr-ific plan to make a beach - indoors! Katerina Gets Mad - It's New Instrument Day at Music Man Stan's Music Shop. Everyone is excited, but
Katerina Kittycat gets mad when someone else picks the instrument she wants to play. Music Man Stan helps guide Katerina through her mad
feelings by teaching everyone how to dance, stomp and sing their mad feelings away.

(CC) DVI #104H(S)PBS

08:30a Rosie's Rules
Abuelas Birthday/Cat Mail

101A When Rosie finds out it's Abuela's birthday, she tries to send her a birthday party in the mail. 101B Rosie wants Abuela to feel how soft
Gatita is, so she tries to send her in the mail.

(CC) DVI #101H(S)PBS

09:00a Sesame Street
Family Album

Gabrielle and Tamir are making a family photo album for Grandma Nell's birthday present. When a gust of wind blows four of their pictures away,
Gabrielle, Tamir, Elmo and Abby go on a photo hunt to find the missing pictures. They head off to Abby's Garden and find a photo of Tamir's mom
when she was a kid. She has the same skin color as Tamir. Two more photos are found in the arbor. One is of Tamir and his cousin, who has
darker skin than Tamir and the other photo is of Gabrielle and her dad, who has lighter skin than Gabrielle. They find the last missing photo of
Grandma Nell with Tamir, Gabrielle and their cousin. During their photo hunt, they learn about melanin and that sometimes people in a family can
look the same and sometimes they can look different but are still the same family.

(CC) DVI #5314H(S)PBS
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09:30a Work It Out Wombats!
The Treeborhood Parranda/Happy New Acorn Year!

The Flapping Feathers's bus derails on its way to the Parranda. Super fans Sammy and Louisa save the celebration! / This year, the Wombats
can stay up late to watch the New Year's Eve Acorn Drop - if they can keep from falling asleep.

(CC) DVI #133H(S)PBS

10:00a Donkey Hodie
Groovy Guitar/Treasure Nest

Donkey's guitar goes missing right before the talent show. Panda and Duck Duck help her look all around for it./Duck Duck finally finds her
family's Treasure Nest, but she can't open it! Maybe she needs to look at the problem in a new way.

(CC) DVI #124H(S)PBS

10:30a Pinkalicious & Peterrific
Missing Squeakykins/The Cloud-O-Matic

It's Pinkalicious' turn to take home the class pet, Squeakykins. But poor Squeakykins looks so bored! Pinkalicious and Peter build her a giant
maze - so big that Squeakykins gets lost! With Mommy's new Cloud-o-Matic machine, Pinkalicious can make clouds that look just like her
drawings. But too many clouds can be a problem, especially at the annual Sun Festival.

(CC) DVI #119H(S)PBS

11:00a Elinor Wonders Why
Butterfly Babies/Elinor's Circus

Butterfly Babies - The kids are observing butterflies and caterpillars when they realize that they've never seen a baby butterfly. How can this be?!
They decide that they just need more observations and head off to investigate, but they still don't find any baby butterflies. They do come across
many caterpillars, though, and to their surprise, they witness the metamorphosis occur - from caterpillar to chrysalis, then from chrysalis to
butterfly. Then, they realize a caterpillar IS a baby butterfly. Amazing! Elinor's Circus - Elinor, Ari and Olive decide to put on a circus for all their
friends. They each have acts that involve balancing, but unfortunately, they're not great at it. They seek out some tips from their friend, Siggy the
squirrel, who is great at balancing. Siggy explains that a tail like his can help you balance, but extending your body or using long poles will help,
too. Bravo, the show is saved!

(CC) DVI #120H(S)PBS

11:30a Nature Cat
Onward and Songward/Why Did The Turtle Cross The Road?

(CC) N/A #303H(S)PBS

12:00n Hero Elementary
A Leg Up / Sneezitis Solution

When a baby porcupine gets itself into predicaments, it's Sparks' Crew to the rescue. But, how do they help the little porcupine when they can't
get too close to it? Curriculum: Animals, including humans, can use their legs in many ways. / Fur Blur has come down with "Sneezitis," a
hamster cold. The only cure is to sniff the flower of a certain plant. Sparks' Crew rushes her to the Citytown Greenhouse to find the plant... but
which one is it? Curriculum: Plants can be identified by similarities in size, shape and color of stems, leaves and flowers.

(CC) DVI #117H(S)PBS

12:30p Xavier Riddle and the Secret Museum
I Am Theodore Roosevelt/I Am Eleanor Roosevelt

(CC) DVI #116H(S)PBS

01:00p Steven Raichlen's Project Fire
Raichlen's Rules: Desserts

(CC) N/A #313H(S)APTEX

01:30p Tim Farmer's Country Kitchen
Appetizers and Snacks for Every Craving (Wings, Beer Cheese, Meatballs &

Appetizers galore! We're making Lamb Meatballs in a Jelly Glaze, Homemade Beer Cheese, Scrapple Sliders and Crispy Wings w/ a twist with
two sauces to choose from: Sweet Asian Sauce or Tangy Honey Mustard.

(CC) N/A #113H(S)NETA

02:00p We Said No! No!: A Story of Civil Disobedience
After the bombing of Pearl Harbor on December 7th, 1941, the United States declared war on Japan. In March of 1942 the U.S. government
decided the Japanese Americans and Japanese immigrants living on the West Coast could be spies or saboteurs. Martial Law was declared and
120,000 people were forcibly removed from their homes, forced to liquidate their businesses and told to report to so-called relocation camps. The
U.S. government called this "evacuation". After the Japanese Americans and immigrants had been incarcerated at the "internment" camps for a
year, the U.S. government decided to seek out volunteers who would now fight for America. Under the insignia of the Selective Service, military
personnel visited the ten internment camps and had every man and woman over 18 years of age fill out what has come to be known as the
"Loyalty Questionnaire". This questionnaire was to determine if you were loyal to America and would fight against any enemy of the United
States. If you answered "no" to any of the loaded questions, you were not considered a loyal American; thus, you were sent to the camp for the
disloyal - Tule Lake Segregation Camp. This film is about those Americans deemed disloyal, who fought for their civil rights in a country that had
abandoned them.

(CC) N/A #0H(S)NETA
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03:00p Alma's Way
Beatbox Big Time/Super Sisters

Alma's great at beatboxing so good that she thinks she doesn't need to practice with Eddie and Becka before their backyard show. She finds out
the hard way that practice makes perfect when she ruins the performance. Alma wants to be a "super sister" to Junior, just like Tia Gloria is to
Mami. But when Junior doesn't seem happy with her not-so-super deeds, Alma must figure out what being a "super sister" really means.

(CC) DVI #110H(S)PBS

03:30p Wild Kratts
Walk on the Wetside

When Chris and Martin locate an amazing water-walking Basilisk lizard in Costa Rica, they try to replicate its actions in order to learn how this
rare lizard is able to walk on water. They discover that by using its wide feet, churning its legs to create water pockets and keeping up a certain
speed, the Basilisk is able to run on water in order to escape from predators. And when Donita Donata begins capturing basilisks, Martin and
Chris us their new water walking powers to rescue these rare lizards.

(CC) N/A #116H(S)PBS

04:00p Odd Squad
Reindeer Games

Reindeer Games - In this Christmas-themed episode, Olive and Otto help Santa track down his missing reindeer. Also, Oscar helps Ms. O get off
Santa's naughty list. Curriculum: Coordinate graphing; greater than and less than.

(CC) DVI #104H(S)PBS

04:30p Arthur
Fountain Abbey/Arthur Calls It

Muffy's devastated when she learns her great, great grandmother Mary Alice wasn't royalty, but a common maid. The indignity! However, Mary
Alice's old diary reveals a more interesting story. Educational Objective: Muffy learns to appreciate her family history. Pressure from his
classmates has Arthur doubting his decision to call Buster out during a baseball game. Will he succumb to peer pressure, or stick with what he
believes is right? Educational Objective: Arthur learns to stand up for his beliefs, even in the face of peer pressure.

(CC) DVI #1805H(S)PBS

05:00p Wimee's Words
Trucks

Wimee sings about a food truck that goes all through the town; Moby wonders about different types of trucks; Wimee translates some words into
Robot; Damion joins us to talk about driving his food truck; our friends point out trucks they spotted in their towns; and Wimee drives a monster
truck taxi!

(CC) N/A #103H(S)NETA

05:30p BBC News America (CC) N/A #127H(S)APTEX

06:00p PBS Newshour (CC) N/A #14114H(S)NPS

07:00p This Old House
Lexington | Gone Geo

A new wall of windows with a zero-threshold entry to the patio is framed. Geothermal energy is chosen to heat and cool the home. The new
system is explained and digging begins for the wells. The exterior gets a new look with an exposed steel beam.

(CC) N/A #4505H(S)PBSPL

07:30p Ask This Old House
Generator Hookup, Brick Lintel Repair

Heath helps a homeowner install a generator hook up to the homes circuit board; Environmental contractor, Ron Peik demystifies asbestos and
shares options for mitigation; Mark fixes an insufficient brick lintel repair on an 1833 home.

(CC) N/A #2205H(S)PBSPL

08:00p Home Diagnosis
Atlantic City, Nj Not Your Average Homeowner

A homeowner with an engineering background has created a very complicated home. Multi-leveled with a central aquarium system, extra attics,
and an indoor/outdoor swimming pool located in a wet coastal environment, it's difficult at first glance to know if this home may or may not be
working. Hosts Grace and Corbett try to put all the puzzle pieces together to create a clear picture of its performance.

(CC) N/A #106H(S)NETA

08:30p Inspire
Women In Music

(N) N/A #308HKTWU
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09:00p Journey Home to the Uss Arizona
Narrated by Matthew Broderick, the one-hour documentary JOURNEY HOME TO THE USS ARIZONA follows the family of Raymond Haerry Sr.
as they travel 5,000 miles from New Jersey to the USS Arizona Memorial at Pearl Harbor in Honolulu, Hawaii, to place his ashes aboard the
sunken battleship. Following the Pearl Harbor attack on December 7, 1941, 19-year-old Ray was blown into the water and swam through oil and
fire to Ford Island, an islet in the center of Pearl Harbor, Oahu. There he found a rifle and opened fire on Japanese planes. Later, Ray helped to
recover the bodies of his fallen shipmates. One of the few remaining crew members from the USS Arizona who survived the Japanese attack
during World War II, Ray Haerry Sr. passed away at the age of 94 on September 27, 2016. In April of 2017, his ashes were interred in the USS
Arizona, where he rejoined more than 1,000 of his shipmates who lost their lives on that fateful day.

(CC) N/A #0H(S)APTEX

10:00p Sunflower Journeys
Visions of the Future

We explore a new development in Pittsburg, KS, called Block 22, and see how a public-private partnership has formed to bring together student
housing and retail space in the community's downtown area; we look at a project that began 20 years ago to relocate Lenexa's downtown area to
a new location; we learn about an organization called Forge, which is focused on networking young talent and young professionals in Topeka.

(N) N/A #3106H(S)KTWU

10:30p America's Heartland
Travel to the Brunkow Farm in Kansas for a dawn-to-dusk look at the challenges faced by a modern-day farm family. Dealing with the grip of a
difficult drought, Glenn Brunkow, his wife Jennifer, and their children Isaac and Tatum raise cattle and row crops.

(CC) N/A #1203H(S)APTEX

11:00p This Old House
Lexington | Gone Geo

A new wall of windows with a zero-threshold entry to the patio is framed. Geothermal energy is chosen to heat and cool the home. The new
system is explained and digging begins for the wells. The exterior gets a new look with an exposed steel beam.

(CC) N/A #4505H(S)PBSPL

11:30p Ask This Old House
Generator Hookup, Brick Lintel Repair

Heath helps a homeowner install a generator hook up to the homes circuit board; Environmental contractor, Ron Peik demystifies asbestos and
shares options for mitigation; Mark fixes an insufficient brick lintel repair on an 1833 home.

(CC) N/A #2205H(S)PBSPL
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12:00m Iconic America: Our Symbols and Stories with David Rubenstein
The American Bald Eagle

The story of how the American Bald Eagle soared to its vaunted perch in American iconography. Learn how it became an iconic symbol of
patriotism but also of environmental activism and Native American traditions.

(CC) DVI #106H(S)NPS

05:00a Arthur
The Case of the Girl with the Long Face/The Substitute Arthur

Fern's been feeling low and no one can figure out why. Luckily, Buster Baxter is on the case! He'll leave no stone unturned, no lead unexplored,
no ice cream uneaten... Educational Objective: Buster and George learn that it's important to respect the feelings of others. With Arthur out of
town, Buster is on the hunt for a new best friend. Problem is, Buster only wants to play games HIS way. Will Buster learn to compromise? Or is he
destined to play alone? Educational Objective: Buster realizes that it can be fun to try new things.

(CC) DVI #1803H(S)PBS

05:30a Curious George: A Very Monkey Christmas
Curious George and The Man with the Yellow Hat are having a wonderful time getting ready for Christmas. There's only one dilemma - neither of
them can figure out what to give the other for a present! In the end, both gift-giving predicaments are simply and beautifully resolved, revealing
the true spirit of the holiday season.

(CC) DVI #0H(S)PBS

06:30a Happy Yoga with Sarah Starr
Ocean Sundown

Allow the peaceful ocean sunset to inspire you as we enjoy a modified seated yoga practice using a chair for support. Including seated lower
body poses to create strength in the legs and glutes, along with upper body stretches designed to increase mobility in the shoulders and upper
back.

(CC) N/A #606H(S)NETA

07:00a Yoga In Practice
From The Complex to the Simple - Chair Yoga

Chair yoga is a practice that helps us to know ourselves better by clearing the clutter of the mind. As we calm our mind, we can hear an authentic
voice within holding the answers to who we are and what we want. Honor your multifaceted, wonderful self.

(CC) N/A #312H(S)APTEX

07:30a Curious George
Chef Rides A Bike / Face Painting

Chef Pisghetti wants to surprise Netti with a bicycle ride around Endless Park for her birthday. The only problem is, he doesn't know how to ride a
bike. Lucky for him, George is an expert! So George sets out to teach Chef, starting with the four basics of bicycling: pedal, steer, balance and
brake. After a bumpy start, Chef proves to be an eager student and makes great progress. George is an excellent instructor! But while practicing
some of the basics in the park, Chef takes a wrong turn and finds himself hurtling downhill on a runaway bike, headed straight for the Museum.
George suddenly remembers that he forgot to show Chef the fourth and final lesson... brake!! Can George help Chef master bike riding in time for
Netti's birthday surprise - but first, stop him from colliding with the exhibit of fragile and priceless artifacts?? / George is amazed by Mrs. Renkins'
painting of Mr. Renkins and Leslie the cow. What artistic talent! Inspired, George decides to draw a portrait of The Man with the Yellow Hat as a
surprise for his friend. After Mrs. Renkins shows him that drawing a face starts with basic shapes, George notices shapes everywhere. Triangles
in noses, circles in flowers - even his own house is a square! Then George gets the perfect idea. Instead of painting a small face on paper, why
not use the shapes already on the house to paint a really BIG face? With a little help from Allie and Bill, and a LOT of paint, George gets to work
transforming his house into The Man with the... Uh oh! Where will George find a BIG Yellow Hat?!

(CC) N/A #1510H(S)PBS

08:00a Daniel Tiger's Neighborhood
Daniel Waits for Show and Tell/A Night Out at the Restaurant

Daniel Waits for Show and Tell - Daniel is so excited to share a book he made with his class at "show and tell," but he's finding it very difficult to
wait. He finds that singing on Trolley, playing during science time and imagining make the waiting much easier! A Night Out at the Restaurant -
Daniel and his family are going out to dinner, and Katerina is coming too. Daniel and Katerina have a hard time waiting at the restaurant, but soon
learn ways to make the waiting time easier...and even fun!

(CC) DVI #113H(S)PBS

08:30a Rosie's Rules
Purple Sweet Potato Buns/Tias Big Break

Rosie, Jun and Granpda Liu go to the Asian Market to get more sweet potato buns, but their normal route is closed. / Rosie and Javi help Tia
overcome her stage fright when she appears on a TV cooking show.

(CC) DVI #131H(S)PBS

09:00a Sesame Street
A Home for Gecko

Elmo, Abby, and Chris are helping Zoe make a habitat for her new pet gecko, Gary. They fill a terrarium with soil, moss, rocks, and branches but
are missing a hiding place to keep Gary cool. This is a problem! They wonder what they can use for Gary's hiding spot. What if they use an empty
yogurt cup? Let's try! It works. They didn't give up and made the perfect hiding spot for Gary's new home.

(CC) DVI #5221H(S)PBS
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09:30a Work It Out Wombats!
Talent Turmoil/Zeke's Collection Selection

The Wombats learn the hard way that you can't keep a talent show in order if all the props are out of order. / Feeling left out of the Treeborhood's
Collection Bonanza, Zeke goes in search of a collection he can call his own.

(CC) DVI #114H(S)PBS

10:00a Donkey Hodie
Speedy Delivery/Ruff Night

Turtle-Lou opens a Speedy Delivery service in Someplace Else. But how can he remember which neighbors get which packages? / The pals
have a sleepover at Bob Dog's house, and Donkey can't fall asleep. Can she change her bedtime routine just for tonight?

(CC) DVI #202H(S)PBS

10:30a Pinkalicious & Peterrific
Snow Fairy/tTo Catch A Leaf

A freak snowstorm leaves Pinkville covered in pink snow - pinkamazing! Pinkalicious, Peter and Jasmine spend the day sculpting a snow fairy -
Frostina. But the sun comes out and starts to melt the snow! Can Pinkalicious find a way to make Frostina last all year? / According to Rafael, if a
falling leaf lands on your shoulder, you get a wish. However, it's autumn and only one leaf remains. Will Pinkalicious be able get her wish?
Maybe, if she can dance her way to make the leaf land on her shoulder.

(CC) DVI #109H(S)PBS

11:00a Elinor Wonders Why
Backyard Soup/Colorful and Tasty

Backyard Soup - Elinor loves making "Backyard Soup," because all the ingredients come from their backyard garden. She's eager to try the same
recipe when she visits her grandma and grandpa, but their backyard is a lot different than Elinor's, because they live in the desert. Elinor learns
that different plants grow in different environments as she makes a whole different "Backyard Soup" with her grandparents, where the main
ingredient is cactus! Colorful and Tasty - Elinor and her friends are selling lots of yummy cupcakes, but the problem is no one is buying any. The
kids don't understand what's wrong, because everyone loves cupcakes. After observing how flowers attract bees through color and smell, they go
back to their bake sale and decorate the table with fantastic colors, and use a fan to spread the aroma of the cupcakes. Before they know it, the
place is "buzzing" and they sell every cupcake!

(CC) DVI #113H(S)PBS

11:30a Nature Cat
The Moss Queen/Leaf Moving Machine Mayhem

(CC) N/A #407H(S)PBS

12:00n Hero Elementary
With A Little Push/Track That Pack

Sparks' Crew chases a giant ball through Citytown. To save the day, the team uses hands-on investigation and learns that pushing an object can
start or stop its movement. AJ's backpack has floated away in a lake. By navigating the connecting bodies of water, Sparks' Crew works together
to find his pack.

(CC) DVI #101H(S)PBS

12:30p Xavier Riddle and the Secret Museum
I Am Mary Leaky/I Am Alexander Hamilton

(CC) DVI #115H(S)PBS

01:00p Inspire
Food Insecurity in the Sunflower State

(N) N/A #301HKTWU

01:30p Cottonwood Connections
Decatur County Historical Society

(N) N/A #302HSHPTV

02:00p Lucy Worsley's Royal Myths & Secrets
Elizabeth I: The Warrior Queen

Join Lucy Worsley for an exploration of how Elizabeth I's image as a warrior queen, created by a series of myths and secrets about her victory
over the Spanish Armada, shaped British national identity for centuries.

(CC) DVI #101H(S)PBS

03:00p Sesame Street: The Nutcracker: Starring Elmo & Tango
Elmo and his puppy Tango take a fantastical adventure through magical lands to retrieve a nutcracker toy.

(CC) DVI #0H(S)PBS

03:30p Wild Kratts
Bass Class

Martin and Chris are in the middle of a friendly competition to find Small-mouth and Large-mouth Bass when they meet Wild Kratts Kid, Gavin,
who is fishing. Before they can join him, Zach Varmitech arrives and challenges them to a fishing contest. The Wild Kratts team must use their
knowledge of bass biology to win the tournament fair and square. Science Concepts: Species differentiation.

(CC) N/A #111H(S)PBS
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04:00p Odd Squad
Box Trot/O for a Day

(CC) DVI #322H(S)PBS

04:30p Curious George: A Very Monkey Christmas
Curious George and The Man with the Yellow Hat are having a wonderful time getting ready for Christmas. There's only one dilemma - neither of
them can figure out what to give the other for a present! In the end, both gift-giving predicaments are simply and beautifully resolved, revealing
the true spirit of the holiday season.

(CC) DVI #0H(S)PBS

05:30p BBC News America (CC) N/A #128H(S)APTEX

06:00p PBS Newshour (CC) N/A #14115H(S)NPS

07:00p Washington Week with the Atlantic (CC) N/A #6324H(S)NPS

07:30p Firing Line with Margaret Hoover
Exiled Venezuelan opposition leader Leopoldo Lopez discusses threats to democracy around the world and combatting autocracy. He comments
on challenging conditions in Venezuela under Maduro and the impact of Biden's policies in the region. Guest: Leopoldo Lopez.

(CC) N/A #724H(S)NPS

08:00p Market to Market
News and commodity market analysis from the weekly journal of rural America.

(CC) N/A #4917H(S)IPTV

08:30p Real Ag
The Pesticide Puzzle

(N) N/A #1205HSHPTV

09:00p Christmas at Belmont
Christmas at Belmont 2021 features Belmont University students performing holiday favorites in the new Fisher Center for the Performing Arts in
Nashville. This celebration of the season includes holiday favorites and classic songs.

(CC) N/A #2021H(S)PBS

10:00p Amanpour and Company (CC) N/A #6115H(S)PBSPL

11:00p Real Ag
The Pesticide Puzzle

(N) N/A #1205HSHPTV

11:30p Start Up
Critterpro: Jacksonville, Fl

CritterPro, a company on a mission to help people wildlife related issues that may be impacting their home. This is a story about bad partnerships
and starting from scratch.

(CC) N/A #1111H(S)NETA
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12:00m Christmas at Belmont
Christmas at Belmont 2021 features Belmont University students performing holiday favorites in the new Fisher Center for the Performing Arts in
Nashville. This celebration of the season includes holiday favorites and classic songs.

(CC) N/A #2021H(S)PBS

05:00a Mister Rogers' Neighborhood
Different Feelings About Birthdays/Candle Factory

(CC) N/A #1564HPBS

05:30a Arthur
Fountain Abbey/Arthur Calls It

Muffy's devastated when she learns her great, great grandmother Mary Alice wasn't royalty, but a common maid. The indignity! However, Mary
Alice's old diary reveals a more interesting story. Educational Objective: Muffy learns to appreciate her family history. Pressure from his
classmates has Arthur doubting his decision to call Buster out during a baseball game. Will he succumb to peer pressure, or stick with what he
believes is right? Educational Objective: Arthur learns to stand up for his beliefs, even in the face of peer pressure.

(CC) DVI #1805H(S)PBS

06:00a Molly of Denali
Stand Back Up/Seal Meal

Stand Back Up Inspired by real-life athletes Sharon and Shirley Firth, the first Gwich'in female Olympians, Molly trains hard to participate in a
cross-country ski race where Sharon will be speaking. But cross-country skiing is not as easy as it looks, and when Molly faces some big
obstacles, she must decide if she'll give up or stand back up. Seal Meal When Molly and her family go fly fishing in Bristol Bay, a hungry seal
sneaks into their boat and eats their precious sockeye salmon and their lunch! Can Molly figure out a way to lure the seal away from their boat so
they can get back home?

(CC) DVI #133H(S)PBS

06:30a Agphd (N) N/A #1340HHEFTY

07:00a Market to Market
News and commodity market analysis from the weekly journal of rural America.

(CC) N/A #4917H(S)IPTV

07:30a Curious George
Dolphin with the Yellow Hat/Dog's Day Off

(CC) N/A #1407H(S)PBS

08:00a Work It Out Wombats!
The Treeborhood Parranda/Happy New Acorn Year!

The Flapping Feathers's bus derails on its way to the Parranda. Super fans Sammy and Louisa save the celebration! / This year, the Wombats
can stay up late to watch the New Year's Eve Acorn Drop - if they can keep from falling asleep.

(CC) DVI #133H(S)PBS

08:30a Daniel Tiger's Neighborhood
Daniel Gets Mad/Katerina Gets Mad

Daniel Gets Mad - Daniel Tiger and Prince Wednesday are looking forward to playing at the beach. Then it starts to rain and Mom Tiger says they
can't go outside, which makes them very mad. After Mom Tiger helps the boys deal with their mad feelings and they're calm, they come up with a
grr-ific plan to make a beach - indoors! Katerina Gets Mad - It's New Instrument Day at Music Man Stan's Music Shop. Everyone is excited, but
Katerina Kittycat gets mad when someone else picks the instrument she wants to play. Music Man Stan helps guide Katerina through her mad
feelings by teaching everyone how to dance, stomp and sing their mad feelings away.

(CC) DVI #104H(S)PBS

09:00a Sesame Street
Sesame Street Goes to the Farm

Elmo, Rosita, Bert, and Ernie are visiting a farm today! Farmer Todd takes them on a tour and tells them all about the animals that live on the
farm, like chickens, goats, and cows, machines like tractors that help farmers do all kinds of jobs, and the food that grows on the farm, like
strawberries, blueberries, and apples. (Guest: Keke Palmer)

(CC) DVI #5224H(S)PBS

09:30a Rosie's Rules
Neighborhood Market Day / Rosie and Javis Slime Store

It's Neighborhood Market Day and Rosie searches for something to sell, but nothing seems quite right. / Rosie and Javi open a slime store, but
realize they don't have enough slime, so they have to make more.

(CC) DVI #128H(S)PBS

10:00a Donkey Hodie
Groovy Guitar/Treasure Nest

Donkey's guitar goes missing right before the talent show. Panda and Duck Duck help her look all around for it./Duck Duck finally finds her
family's Treasure Nest, but she can't open it! Maybe she needs to look at the problem in a new way.

(CC) DVI #124H(S)PBS
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10:30a Diy Science Time
Solar Balloons

Mister C and the Science Crew use the engineering design process to build a balloon that flies using only the power of the sun. This simple DIY
activity will have your science knowledge soaring to new heights!

(CC) N/A #101H(S)NETA

11:00a Paint This with Jerry Yarnell
Rocky Mountain Refuge, Part 4

The advantages of using acrylic under an oil painting is that you can actually save time by working out the compositional issues, the colors,
values and create richer texture with water miscible oils over acrylic. In exchange for the advantages, water miscible oils require more initial prep
time in mixing water miscible linseed oil to the paint to create a buttery creamy mixture. Jerry continues working on the pool of water from the
bottom up to develop the richness of color, all the while allowing the acrylic underpainting to show through. He finishes up this episode by adding
reflections of rocks, trees and grass in the pool with short broken strokes.

(CC) N/A #1308H(S)NETA

11:30a Make It Artsy
Your Home

You may be spending a little more time at home lately. Shape up your rooms with some new looks. First, host Julie Fei Fan Balzer creates quilt
block pillow covers - change them up for an instant update. Then, it's movie night with Lynn Lilly from her home studio - make a personalized
party right at home. Last is a color study - blue.

(CC) N/A #905H(S)NETA

12:00n Creative Living
Clare Rowley, President of Creative Feet LLC, will show how to use acrylic paint and a template to add designs to sewing machines and sergers.
She uses Stick and Rinse as a removable template and water soluble paint for painting. She has lots of different designs to show. When we talk
about rubber stamping, we usually are referring to craft making, but Julia Usher, chef and cookbook author, will show how to actually rubber-
stamp or wafer-paper an already top-coated cookie. She'll explain the type of ink pad to use and other tools for the project - and they are
completely edible. Designer and crafter, Ann Butler will show how to use a wooden wreath, various paints and No Bake Polymer Clay to create a
variety of fall home decor items. She uses a push mold to create the leaves and then adds metallic shimmers for that extra special touch. Butler's
company is Ann Butler Designs.

(CC) N/A #7013H(S)KENW

12:30p This Old House
Lexington | Engineered for Accessibility

A lally column stands in the way of the new open floor plan. As a solution, it is removed, and the ridge beam is replaced with a trio of engineered
beams. The new landscape is previewed in 3d, and tips are shared for creating an accessible bathroom.

(CC) N/A #4504H(S)PBSPL

01:00p Woodsmith Shop
3 Weekend Projects

Create three kitchen projects for yourself or as a special gift. Learn how to make a pizza peel, turn a rolling pin, and design a cutting board. All
three of these pieces are made from a small amount of material and offer plenty of woodworking lessons.

(CC) N/A #1711H(S)NETA

01:30p American Woodshop
The Burl Bowl/Turning Art with Barry Todd

Wild burl woods become decorative art. Lathe chisel skills are explored to get people started on a woodturning journey.

(CC) N/A #2802H(S)NETA

02:00p Garage with Steve Butler
Modern Flower Box

Steve shows us how to build a modern style flower box that will add life to any area, indoors and out.

(CC) N/A #302H(S)NETA

02:30p Chef's Life
More Than One Way to Skin A Catfish

An up-close-and-personal experience with farm-raised catfish offers Vivian an enlightened perspective on the industry. When a staff member's
last day at the restaurant finally arrives, heavy emotions, and fond memories create a bonding moment for the entire crew. It's the holidays and
Vivian is crowned Grand Marshall of the Pink Hill Christmas Parade.

(CC) N/A #407H(S)PBS

03:00p America's Test Kitchen
Spring Chicken Dinner

Test cook Lan Lam makes host Julia Collin Davison Roast Chicken with Couscous, Roasted Red Peppers, and Basil. Tasting expert Jack Bishop
talks all about grains, and science expert Dan Souza reveals the magical potential of chocolate. Test cook Erin McMurrer bakes host Bridget
Lancaster a showstopping Rhubarb Upside-Down Cake.

(CC) N/A #2318H(S)APTEX
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03:30p Cook's Country
Mediterranean Meze

Bryan Roof makes host Toni Tipton-Martin Mana'eesh Za'atar and Baba Ghanoush. Tasting expert Jack Bishop talks about different eggplants.
Christie Morrison makes host Julia Collin Davison Roasted Beets with Lemon-Tahini Dressing.

(CC) N/A #1612H(S)APTEX

04:00p Fons & Porter's Love of Quilting
Signed with Love

Quilters throughout the years have found ways to commemorate events through fabric. One of the oldest ways is through a signature quilt, in
which autographs become a cherished keepsake. Angela Huffman shares a perfect design for such a quilt. Learn all the construction techniques,
as well as tips for preparing fabric for autographs, on this episode of Love of Quilting.

(CC) N/A #4206H(S)NETA

04:30p It's Sew Easy
Tank Tech

Tanks are one of our favorite garments, whether worn alone or underneath another top. Angela Wolf is first demonstrating a sports bra tank.
Then, it's serger time with Joanne Banko and a lined lace tank stitched almost entirely on the serger.

(CC) N/A #2003H(S)NETA

05:00p Knit and Crochet Now
A Sense of Style Pullovers

These stylish-yet-comfortable pullovers are so unique you will love wearing them when the weather turns cold! Up first is Britt Schmeising. The
crochet Stamford Pullover with its basic and classical style is perfect for daily wear. Next up, is Lena Skvagerson and todays stitch and dishcloth
all in one. The golden coins is a unique cable stitch that resembles old coins with its circular design. Finally meet Kristin Omdahl for the knitted
Beall Pullover.

(CC) N/A #1306H(S)NETA

05:30p Garden Smart
Two Great Long Island Gardens and Gardeners

Carving out our own little piece of paradise is the goal of many gardeners. GardenSMART visits two gardeners who share their passion and
determination in creating their versions of paradise. Each garden reflects its owner's personality. Be sure to tune in.

(CC) N/A #7304H(S)NETA

06:01p Cottonwood Connections
Western Cattle Trail

(N) N/A #301HSHPTV

06:30p Rick Steves' Europe
Rick Steves' Europe: Baroque Art

Forged in Europe's religious struggles, Baroque art inspired the faithful and dazzled the masses. We start in Rome, with its awe-inspiring St.
Peter's, fleshy Bernini statues and bubbly fountains. In Belgium, we see the dramatic canvases of Rubens. And finally: the ultimate Baroque
palace, Versailles, with its chandeliered Hall of Mirrors and vast gardens where nobles played as Revolution brewed.

(CC) N/A #1209H(S)APTEX

07:00p The Lawrence Welk Show
50th Anniversary Special (Rocky Rockwell)

This black and white special from 1958 gives us a fascinating look at the early days of the show. Rocky sings "That's My Girl", Pete Fountain
plays, "Wolverine Blues", and Alice Lon and Buddy Merrill cut up on "Ain't We Got Fun". Don't miss "The Covered Wagon Rolled Right Along", an
old West costumed production number with Alice Lon, Larry Hooper, Big Tiny Little, and the Lennon Sisters - fun for all!

(CC) N/A #1917H(S)OETA

08:00p Crane Candlelight Concert
Let It Shine!

A long-time tradition returns for another year as hundreds of student musicians from SUNY Potsdam's Crane School of Music take to the stage in
celebration of the holiday season. The 2022 Crane Candlelight Concert will include the Crane Jazz Ensemble joining the Crane Orchestra and
Crane Chorus for the performance, and will also feature a guest conductor, Dr. Raymond Wise, who is a Gospel Music Composer and the
Director of the Indiana University African American Choir.

(CC) N/A #2022H(S)NETA

09:00p David Holt's State of Music
John Mccutcheon

John McCutcheon and series host David Holt have been friends since the 1970s. They meet to share songs and stories.

(CC) N/A #503H(S)PBSPL

09:30p Ireland with Michael
The Kerry Dances

The Dingle Peninsula is filled with small shops, must-see attractions, and skilled artisans. World Champion Irish dancer David Geaney, owns a
pub in town where he performs for Michael. Michael sings a song on emigration and the land left behind. He visits Inch Beach to catch a wave,
and cruises the coast following the Sea Safari to investigate the marine life that surrounds the Peninsula. A stop by Dingle Whiskey leads to a
visit with Irish music legend Joanie Madden of the famed band Cherish the Ladies for a few tunes on the whistle.

(CC) N/A #203H(S)NETA
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10:00p Austin City Limits
Allison Russell/The Weather Station

Singer/songwriter Allison Russell and indie rock act The Weather Station offer an hour of acclaimed music. Russell performs her renowned album
Outside Child, while the Weather Station's Tamara Lindeman, plays tunes from her LP Ignorance.

(CC) N/A #4805H(S)PBSPL

11:00p Sound On Tap
Isaac Hoskins

Denton's Isaac Hoskins is on a mission to save "Texas Music" from itself.

(CC) N/A #109H(S)NETA

11:30p Songs at the Center
Sadie Johnson, Barefoot Mccoy & Alice Peacock

Sadie Johnson ("Time to Quit" and "All Night Long"), Barefoot McCoy ("Summer in My Soul"), Alice Peacock ("Free and Wild"), and hosted by
singer-songwriter Eric Gnezda.

(CC) N/A #702H(S)
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12:00m Nature
American Arctic

The Arctic National Wildlife Refuge has long protected survivors of the Ice Age, but this once remote and frozen fortress is on the brink of change.
Now, for the caribou, musk oxen, polar bears, and Arctic foxes, the ice age is slipping away.

(CC) DVI #4010H(S)NPS

05:00a Mister Rogers' Neighborhood
Board Games & Musical Fun with Ella Jenkins

Mister Rogers visits with folk singer Andy Holiner and a group of kids at Brockett's Bakery. MR listens to Andy and kids and sings with them. In
Make-Believe, it's the day of the Poetry reading. King Friday's introduction of Audrey is longer than her poem!! And he calls her Audrey Goose
instead of Audrey Duck! Everyone makes mistakes...even kings.

(CC) DVI #1580H(S)PBS

05:30a Arthur
The Case of the Girl with the Long Face/The Substitute Arthur

Fern's been feeling low and no one can figure out why. Luckily, Buster Baxter is on the case! He'll leave no stone unturned, no lead unexplored,
no ice cream uneaten... Educational Objective: Buster and George learn that it's important to respect the feelings of others. With Arthur out of
town, Buster is on the hunt for a new best friend. Problem is, Buster only wants to play games HIS way. Will Buster learn to compromise? Or is he
destined to play alone? Educational Objective: Buster realizes that it can be fun to try new things.

(CC) DVI #1803H(S)PBS

06:00a Molly of Denali
Picking Cloudberries/Puzzled

Picking Cloudberries Molly, Trini and Nina set out to pick cloudberries to make a special pie for Molly's Mom. Grandpa Nat knows a great spot,
but the trio's trek runs into trouble when his hard-to-read directions seem to point them every way but the berries. Puzzled Molly and Tooey find a
strange box under the floorboards beneath Tooey's bed and discover it's an old Japanese puzzle box that is storing something valuable inside.
What could it be and how did it get there?

(CC) DVI #127H(S)PBS

06:30a Alma's Way
Cardboard Club/Alma Clues In

Frankie Four Feet is getting rid of a giant cardboard box, and Alma knows just what her friends will do with it: turn it into a clubhouse! But when
they're done decorating and try to pile inside, they don't fit! Can Alma think of a way for all of her friends to be included in the clubhouse fun? It's a
hot day in the Bronx, and Andre and Rafia can't wait to get to the park to split a sweet, icy piragua. When Alma arrives at the park, the piragua is
gone, and her friends are angry at each other for allegedly eating it! Can Alma find clues to help her solve the case?

(CC) DVI #106H(S)PBS

07:00a Wild Kratts
Bass Class

Martin and Chris are in the middle of a friendly competition to find Small-mouth and Large-mouth Bass when they meet Wild Kratts Kid, Gavin,
who is fishing. Before they can join him, Zach Varmitech arrives and challenges them to a fishing contest. The Wild Kratts team must use their
knowledge of bass biology to win the tournament fair and square. Science Concepts: Species differentiation.

(CC) N/A #111H(S)PBS

07:30a Curious George
Chef Rides A Bike / Face Painting

Chef Pisghetti wants to surprise Netti with a bicycle ride around Endless Park for her birthday. The only problem is, he doesn't know how to ride a
bike. Lucky for him, George is an expert! So George sets out to teach Chef, starting with the four basics of bicycling: pedal, steer, balance and
brake. After a bumpy start, Chef proves to be an eager student and makes great progress. George is an excellent instructor! But while practicing
some of the basics in the park, Chef takes a wrong turn and finds himself hurtling downhill on a runaway bike, headed straight for the Museum.
George suddenly remembers that he forgot to show Chef the fourth and final lesson... brake!! Can George help Chef master bike riding in time for
Netti's birthday surprise - but first, stop him from colliding with the exhibit of fragile and priceless artifacts?? / George is amazed by Mrs. Renkins'
painting of Mr. Renkins and Leslie the cow. What artistic talent! Inspired, George decides to draw a portrait of The Man with the Yellow Hat as a
surprise for his friend. After Mrs. Renkins shows him that drawing a face starts with basic shapes, George notices shapes everywhere. Triangles
in noses, circles in flowers - even his own house is a square! Then George gets the perfect idea. Instead of painting a small face on paper, why
not use the shapes already on the house to paint a really BIG face? With a little help from Allie and Bill, and a LOT of paint, George gets to work
transforming his house into The Man with the... Uh oh! Where will George find a BIG Yellow Hat?!

(CC) N/A #1510H(S)PBS

08:00a Work It Out Wombats!
Helper for the Day/Race Car Wombats

Zeke's sorting choices prove interesting when he volunteers to be Mr. E's "Helper for the Day." / The Wombats are psyched to race in the
Treeborhood Derby, but can't get their homemade car out of the house, let alone to the starting line.

(CC) DVI #113H(S)PBS

08:30a Daniel Tiger's Neighborhood
Daniel Waits for Show and Tell/A Night Out at the Restaurant

Daniel Waits for Show and Tell - Daniel is so excited to share a book he made with his class at "show and tell," but he's finding it very difficult to
wait. He finds that singing on Trolley, playing during science time and imagining make the waiting much easier! A Night Out at the Restaurant -
Daniel and his family are going out to dinner, and Katerina is coming too. Daniel and Katerina have a hard time waiting at the restaurant, but soon
learn ways to make the waiting time easier...and even fun!

(CC) DVI #113H(S)PBS
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09:00a Sesame Street: The Nutcracker: Starring Elmo & Tango
Elmo and his puppy Tango take a fantastical adventure through magical lands to retrieve a nutcracker toy.

(CC) DVI #0H(S)PBS

09:30a Rosie's Rules
Purple Sweet Potato Buns/Tias Big Break

Rosie, Jun and Granpda Liu go to the Asian Market to get more sweet potato buns, but their normal route is closed. / Rosie and Javi help Tia
overcome her stage fright when she appears on a TV cooking show.

(CC) DVI #131H(S)PBS

10:00a Donkey Hodie
Speedy Delivery/Ruff Night

Turtle-Lou opens a Speedy Delivery service in Someplace Else. But how can he remember which neighbors get which packages? / The pals
have a sleepover at Bob Dog's house, and Donkey can't fall asleep. Can she change her bedtime routine just for tonight?

(CC) DVI #202H(S)PBS

10:30a Biz Kid$
The Economics of Economics

Here's a lighter look at a complex science. Learn about everything from micro to macro economics, supply and demand, and economic indicators.
See how business owners and even individuals use economic principles to make financial decisions. Meet a young entrepreneur who started up
her serving business when the economy turned down. It's all economics!

(CC) DVI #505(S)APTEX

11:00a Curious Crew
Sense of Touch

Sensitivity signals from our skin! It's "all hands on deck" as the crew investigates how our brains process the sense of touch!

(CC) N/A #905H(S)NETA

11:30a Make48
Time to Put Down Your Tools!

Time is up! Now our teas pitch their ideas to a panel of experts!

(CC) N/A #507H(S)APTEX

12:00n Market to Market
News and commodity market analysis from the weekly journal of rural America.

(CC) N/A #4917H(S)IPTV

12:30p Motorweek
2023 Honda Civic Type R

It's a great time for hot hatch enthusiasts, and we kick the heat up with our Road Test of the all-new Honda Civic Type R, ready for the daily grind
and the weekend track days. Then we'll get a closer look at the latest Ford Escape, flexing some new looks, updated features and the same
practicality. And we'll keep the pace up with the latest Motor News and more "Your Drive" garage help!

(CC) N/A #4314H(S)PBSPL

01:00p Real Ag
The Pesticide Puzzle

(N) N/A #1205HSHPTV

01:30p Plan Stronger TV
Challenges of Student Loan Debt

David Holland and Women's Wealth Coach, Jayne Ellegard, discuss how our money beliefs affect our finances. CFP® Professional, Reshell
Smith, explains the financial risks of dying without a will. Our Financial Panel explores the challenges of student loan debt.

(CC) N/A #612H(S)ACCES

02:00p Classic Gospel (CC) N/A #1509H(S)NETA

03:00p Your Fantastic Mind
Stress

We are a stressed society and many of us self-medicate in ways that only amplify our stress. In this episode, YFM investigates the science of
stress and how to reduce it, especially in the age of COVID. We explore the research behind meditation and mindfulness and offer ways to
implement healing practices. Exploring another facet of stress, YFM takes a closer look at the millions of Americans who report sleep disruptions
as a leading cause of stress. We highlight research that shows the impact of a bad night's sleep and talk to a leading expert who goes beyond
basic sleep hygiene, giving advice we can all use to improve sleep habits. We also learn about intergenerational trauma which is an area of
research proving that trauma inflicted on one generation is inherited by the generations that follow and a source of unspoken stress. It's a
fascinating area of research that asks us to confront our own truths and traumas, to help us understand the power we have to influence our
descendants.

(CC) N/A #103H(S)NETA
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03:30p Doctors On Call
Dr Tyrel Somers: Dementia/Long Term Care

(N) N/A #1814HSHPTV

04:00p Antiques Roadshow
The Gen X Years

Explore the era between Boomers and Millennials for exciting treasures from the mid-1960s to early 1980s, also known as the Generation X
years. Standout appraisals include Matt Groening artwork, Charles Loloma bracelets and Evel Knievel's leathers.

(CC) N/A #2325H(S)NPS

05:00p PBS News Weekend (CC) N/A #2048H(S)NPS

05:30p History with David Rubenstein
Andrew Roberts

Andrew Roberts is a professor and international bestselling author.

(CC) N/A #106H(S)PBSPL

06:00p Celebrity Antiques Road Trip
Bernard Cribbins and Barry Cryer

(CC) N/A #403H(S)PBSPL

07:00p Agatha Christie: Lucy Worsley on the Mystery Queen
Destination Unknown

Agatha Christie's shocking disappearance in 1926 gripped the nation. Lucy Worsley unravels the mystery and reveals the profound influence this
episode had on her writing.

(CC) DVI #102#(S)NPS

08:00p All Creatures Great and Small On Masterpiece
Second Time Lucky

A missing ring is just one snag as James and Helen's wedding date approaches. For one thing, a farmer's cow may have TB.

(CC) DVI #5307#(S)NPS

09:00p All Creatures Great and Small On Masterpiece
Honeymoon's Over

James and Helen enter married life, while James settles in uneasily as Siegfried's partner at the clinic. Tristan too must make new adjustments.

(CC) DVI #5308#(S)NPS

10:00p Austin City Limits
Allison Russell/The Weather Station

Singer/songwriter Allison Russell and indie rock act The Weather Station offer an hour of acclaimed music. Russell performs her renowned album
Outside Child, while the Weather Station's Tamara Lindeman, plays tunes from her LP Ignorance.

(CC) N/A #4805H(S)PBSPL

11:00p Agatha Christie: Lucy Worsley on the Mystery Queen
Destination Unknown

Agatha Christie's shocking disappearance in 1926 gripped the nation. Lucy Worsley unravels the mystery and reveals the profound influence this
episode had on her writing.

(CC) DVI #102H(S)NPS
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12:00m All Creatures Great and Small On Masterpiece
Second Time Lucky

A missing ring is just one snag as James and Helen's wedding date approaches. For one thing, a farmer's cow may have TB.

(CC) DVI #5307H(S)NPS

05:00a Arthur
Chips Are Down/The Revenge of the Chip

What a mysterious, beautiful thing is a green potato chip--and D.W. just ate a gigantic one! But then she hears a rumor that they're poisonous and
she's resolved to live what's left of her life to the fullest because, well, it's only a matter of time. In the second story, D.W.'s Mom tells everyone
the green potato chip tale. When the story hits the local newspaper, it's just too much! How can D.W. get Mom to stop blabbing about it?

(CC) DVI #305H(S)PBS

05:30a Odd Squad
The Voice/Problem Partners

The Voice - A villain steals Ms. O's voice. Curriculum: Understanding wholes and halves. Problem Partners - The agents are called in to help
when Ohlm and Orchid have problems working together. Curriculum: Rounding to the nearest 10; Odd and even numbers.

(CC) DVI #219H(S)PBS

06:00a Molly of Denali
Going Toe to Toe with a Dinosaur/Sassy Ladies On Ice

Going Toe to Toe with a Dinosaur Molly and Vera join scientists as they visit a dinosaur excavation site. Will they find a real dinosaur fossil? After
a few false starts, the girls uncover what they think might be the discovery of a lifetime. Sassy Ladies on Ice The Sassy Ladies of Saskatoon are
back-this time in search of a glacier they saw 30 years ago. Molly is excited to join them, but after a long plane ride and hike, Molly and the Sassy
Ladies are surprised to discover that the glacier has disappeared. What happened to it?

(CC) DVI #136H(S)PBS

06:30a Happy Yoga with Sarah Starr
Red Rock Panoramic

Bask in the red rock beauty as you enjoy a well balanced intermediate flow practice with an emphasis on core strengthening moves and standing
poses to open the hips, shoulders and spine.

(CC) N/A #607H(S)NETA

07:00a Yoga In Practice
The Sweetness of Learning to Let Go - Restorative Yoga

(CC) N/A #313H(S)APTEX

07:30a Curious George
Mulch Ado About Nothing/What Goes Up

Mulch Ado About Nothing - The secret to Bill's amazing garden is the compost he uses to feed his plants. George tries to make his own compost,
but soon discovers that he's made a stinky mess! The Renkins teach George that proper compost consists of dirt, water, and air with only certain
foods (no meat or dairy). In the city, George sees that the plants in the apartment need food. George prepares a hearty "meal" in the living
room...using all the containers he can find. When the Man with the Yellow Hat wakes up to a strange odor, he follows his nose to the compost!
The neighbors are delighted that George made enough for all the plants in the building. EDU OBJ: To learn what compost is, how it can be made,
and how it may be used to fertilize plants. What Goes Up - It's "Reuse Your Junk Day" and George and the Man with the Yellow Hat have one
last pickup before they go to the lake. But when they arrive at Renkins' Farm, they find a mountain of junk piled in the Renkins' living room.
There's no way they'll finish the job before the suns goes down, which means no lake for George. While the Man is taking a load to the collection
center, George discovers that he can use the ironing board as a lever to launch the junk out of the living room and onto the front yard. Soon, all
the pigs, chickens, and squirrels are ducking for cover! George's ingenious invention got all the junk outside, but it's scattered everywhere! Did
this little monkey cause more work for himself? EDU OBJ: To develop an understanding of how levers work.

(CC) DVI #304H(S)PBS

08:00a Daniel Tiger's Neighborhood
Snowflake Day!

In this thirty minute holiday musical episode, the Neighborhood is celebrating Snowflake Day! Daniel has a very important role as the snowflake in
the Neighborhood's Snowflake Day Show and he can't wait to say his lines! The Enchanted Garden is full of excitement and winter cheer as
everyone pitches in to make the celebration a true Neighborhood success!

(CC) DVI #139H(S)PBS

08:30a Rosie's Rules
Rosies Christmas In Mexico

Rosie is thrilled to spend Christmas with Abuela in Mexico City, but in her excitement, she forgets Abuela's present, and now she has to find a
new present before their Noche Buena celebration.

(CC) DVI #126H(S)PBS

09:00a Sesame Street
Rockin' with Elmo and Abby

Elmo and Abby learn how to compromise and combine their two favorite songs, creating the Best Friend Song.

(CC) DVI #5315H(S)PBS
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09:30a Work It Out Wombats!
Brother Day/Cafe Chaos

The key to a successful "Brother Day?" Make sure you ask the brother in question "Zeke" what he wants to do. / The key to being a successful
waiter? Make sure to remember everyone's order, and the order of the orders!

(CC) DVI #107H(S)PBS

10:00a Donkey Hodie
Chili Jamboree/Hoof Dancing Is Hard

Waiting for Grampy's slow-cook chili is hard for Bob Dog. His pals help him pass the time with a jamboree./Donkey wants to become a hoof
dancer just like Grampy. He helps her learn the most important steps: practice, practice some more, and practice!

(CC) DVI #107H(S)PBS

10:30a Pinkalicious & Peterrific
Monkey Dance/Royal Peacock Dance

Pinkalicious and Peter are surprised when they find a monkey outside their treehouse! While their new friend is lots of fun, she's also a bit of a
trickster - and pretty messy! What will Mommy say when she finds the kids monkeying around with Maisy the monkey? / Pinkalicious' class is
putting on a dance recital and whoever has the best posture gets to wear the Royal Peacock Crown! Rafael and Pinkalicious practice by
balancing a stack of precious objects on their heads, including Mommy's favorite tea cups. Who will get to be the Royal Peacock?

(CC) DVI #124H(S)PBS

11:00a Elinor Wonders Why
Zig Zag Plant/Butterfly Drinks

Zig Zag Plant - A mystery is afoot at Elinor's school when one of the class plants grows in an unusual shape. Instead of growing straight up like
the other plants, this plant is growing in a zig-zag pattern. Elinor and her friends investigate what could have happened to this plant to make it
grow like that. After learning that most plants always grow up towards the sky, the kids piece together the clues and discover that this plant spent
some time on its side, and then some time right side up, resulting in the zig-zag pattern! The kids love the shape of this plant, and name it "the Zig
Zag Plant." Butterfly Drinks - Insect Day is coming up at school and Elinor couldn't be more thrilled to finish her home-made butterfly costume.
However, she quickly runs into a problem, because she can't drink anything when her hands are busy being the wings in her costume! Elinor sets
out to solve the problem with her dad by learning how real butterflies drink. After some careful watching, she realizes that a butterfly doesn't even
have a mouth, but a proboscis, which looks like a long straw, and that's how they drink nectar from a flower! This gives Elinor the idea to add a
super long drinking straw to complete her costume.

(CC) DVI #121H(S)PBS

11:30a Nature Cat
Soil Turmoil/Wisteria Hysteria

Look out world, Steve the Vole is not a happy camper! And he has every right to be upset because his burrow is gone. It was the perfect place to
live. The dirt was soft enough to dig though and firm enough to hold his tunnels, but now it's just a giant hole in the ground! Who would take all
that dirt, and why? Steve just wants his home back - is that so much for a little vole to ask for? Not to worry! Nature Cat, dirt retriever
extraordinaire, is on the case. Onward and dirtward! / Oh no! Daisy needs some big-time help today. She was on her way to bring jumbo carrot
muffins (made with true love) to Granny Bunny, but when she came to the tunnel of wisteria vines she usually goes through to get to Granny's
house, someone started throwing things at her so she got scared and turned around. That's just not right! Who would do that? Hal hears that Big
Bad Wolf was in that area, and since he is so big and bad, he's probably the one throwing things. The Big Bad Wolf? Gulp! The gang investigates
only to find that the culprit is...an exploding wisteria seedpod?

(CC) N/A #219H(S)PBS

12:00n Hero Elementary
Turtle Beach / Shine A Light On Me

Sparks' Crew travels to Turtle Beach to see baby turtles hatching, but instead find the beach filled with litter. Our heroes investigate how the
garbage got there and clean it up to make the path to the water clear and safe for the hatching turtles. Curriculum: Human activity has an impact
on the world around us, but we can take action to reduce the impact of human activity. / Sparks' Crew gathers at night to help search for a
missing superdog, Spotnado. When the dog gets ahold of a flashlight, they use what they learn about light to help catch the dog. Curriculum:
Objects can only be seen if light is available to illuminate them or if they give off their own light. Some materials allow light to pass through them,
others allow only some light through, and others block all the light.

(CC) DVI #113H(S)PBS

12:30p Xavier Riddle and the Secret Museum
I Am Maya Angelou/I Am Frederick Douglass

(CC) DVI #119H(S)PBS

01:00p Gzero World with Ian Bremmer
The Complicated Us-Japan Relationship

Japan is probably the United States' closest ally in Asia, but that doesn't mean it's an easy relationship. Ian Bremmer is in Tokyo this week to
interview US Ambassador to Japan, Rahm Emanuel. Guest: Rahm Emanuel, US Ambassador to Japan.

(CC) N/A #624H(S)APTEX

01:30p Story in the Public Square
Yohuru Williams

The evidence is overwhelming: the impact of COVID-19 on communities of color was out of proportion to the size of those communities in the
overall American population. Dr. Yohuru Williams is among a group of scholars whose new book argues the experience with COVID is consistent
with other difficult experiences in American history.

(CC) N/A #914H(S)NETA
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02:00p Lucy Worsley's Royal Myths & Secrets
Queen Anne: The Mother of Great Britain

Investigate why Queen Anne's powerful role in the forging of Great Britain has often been forgotten. Lucy Worsley shares the inside story of the
salacious gossip about Anne's love life that helped destroy her image and legacy.

(CC) DVI #102H(S)PBS

03:00p Alma's Way
Alma On Ice/Junior's Lost Tooth

It's Rafia's first time ice skating, and Alma is sure she'll find it easy since she's so good at sports. When Rafia has trouble on the ice, Alma must
find a way to help her friend learn without making her feel self-conscious. When Junior loses his first tooth, Alma tries everything to cheer him up.
But with Junior still bummed out after she gives him all his favorite things, Alma realizes that the one thing she can do to make him happy is to
help him find it.

(CC) DVI #109H(S)PBS

03:30p Wild Kratts
Snow Runners

On their way to return some Hispid hares to Asia, the Wild Kratts accidentally lose them in a wintery North American forest. Martin and Chris must
use the amazing winter adaptations and strategies of the Snowshoe hare and lynx to locate the hares before it's too late.

(CC) N/A #219H(S)PBS

04:00p Odd Squad
The Voice/Problem Partners

The Voice - A villain steals Ms. O's voice. Curriculum: Understanding wholes and halves. Problem Partners - The agents are called in to help
when Ohlm and Orchid have problems working together. Curriculum: Rounding to the nearest 10; Odd and even numbers.

(CC) DVI #219H(S)PBS

04:30p The Cat in the Hat Knows A Lot About Christmas!
This adventure finds the Cat in the Hat, Nick and Sally on a journey around the world to help a lost reindeer find his way home to
Freezeyourknees Snowland in time for Christmas. On the way, the Thingamajigger breaks down and they depend on a variety of animals -- from
African bush elephants to bottlenose dolphins to red crabs -- and their remarkable abilities to help them make an amazing journey home.

(CC) DVI #0H(S)PBS

05:30p BBC News America (CC) N/A #129H(S)APTEX

06:00p PBS Newshour (CC) N/A #14116H(S)NPS

07:00p Antiques Roadshow
Tearjerkers

Grab your tissues for an emotional special episode full of guests who wear their hearts on their sleeves. Standouts include an 1888 Joseph
Nawahi oil, a Navajo Ute First Phase blanket, and a Gambrinus beer stein. One is now $1.5 million-$2 million.

(CC) N/A #2522#(S)NPS

08:00p Antiques Roadshow
Body of Work

Head, shoulders, knees, and ROADSHOW! Give a big hand to this eye-catching collection of standouts from our body of work including a Willie
Sutton prison-escape head and hand, an over-the-shoulder saxhorn, and a Victorian puffy heart charm necklace.

(CC) N/A #2523#(S)NPS

09:00p Pov
How to Have An American Baby

Voyage into the shadow economy that caters to Chinese tourists who travel to the US to give birth in order to obtain citizenship for their babies.
Told through a series of intimately observed vignettes, the story of a hidden global economy emerges-depicting the fortunes and tragedies that
befall the ordinary people caught in its web.

(CC) DVI #3614H(S)NPS

11:00p Energy Switch
Students on the Future of Energy

Two advanced energy students share their thoughts on the future of nuclear, carbon capture and storage, solar and wind, batteries, energy
reliability, climate change and their hopes for the future. Shadya Taleb, a graduate research assistant in carbon capture and storage at the
Bureau of Economic Geology, and Grace Stanke, a nuclear engineering student and Miss America 2023, discuss.

(CC) N/A #305H(S)NETA

11:30p Sara's Weeknight Meals
Southern Secrets

Sara travels south to Arkansas to discover how local farmers turn their land into sanctuaries for migrating birds in the off season. Later, one of the
farmers shows her his family's favorite deep fried Rice balls and Catfish. In Sara's kitchen, her old friend Airis Johnson digs down to her Louisiana
Creole roots to show how quick Jambalaya can be. It's the hands down best recipe for this New Orleans favorite! Recipes: Catfish and Rice Balls;
Jambalaya.

(CC) N/A #1210H(S)APTEX
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12:00m Antiques Roadshow
Tearjerkers

Grab your tissues for an emotional special episode full of guests who wear their hearts on their sleeves. Standouts include an 1888 Joseph
Nawahi oil, a Navajo Ute First Phase blanket, and a Gambrinus beer stein. One is now $1.5 million-$2 million.

(CC) N/A #2522H(S)NPS

05:00a Arthur
The Friend Who Wasn't There/Surprise!

Muffy embarks on an epic quest to find her long lost imaginary friend. But she has to be careful-the Crosswire basement is full of bewitched
boxes and gadgets and dolls...oh my! Educational Objective: Muffy discovers the value and power of having an imagination. It's Catherine's 16th
birthday, and Francine has been cordially UN-invited to the party. With the help of her friends, Francine whips up the perfect present for her big
sister...a sneaky surprise with a side of payback! Educational Objective: Francine learns the value of forgiveness.

(CC) DVI #1802H(S)PBS

05:30a Odd Squad
Double O Trouble

(CC) DVI #325H(S)PBS

06:00a Molly of Denali
Spring Carnival/Tooey's Hole-I-Day Sweate

Spring Carnival Auntie Midge loves to emcee Spring Carnival, but a hurt hip takes her out of commission. With a little help from Mr. Patak, Molly
and Tooey build a special way for her to get around in the snow. Tooey's Hole-i-day Sweater Tooey's finally outgrown an ugly, hand-me-down
Christmas sweater knit by his Grandma Elizabeth. All is well until Luka accidentally takes a bite and leaves a gaping hole in the front. Can Molly
and Tooey fix it before Grandma arrives for the holidays?

(CC) DVI #131H(S)PBS

06:30a Happy Yoga with Sarah Starr
Glowing Sunflower Sunset

Revel in Mother Nature's beauty of a magnificent sunflower sunset as we enjoy a modified yoga practice using a chair for support. Practice
seated and standing postures designed to create more balance and strength in the lower body, combined with core work, creating greater ease of
movement and better posture in your daily life.

(CC) N/A #608H(S)NETA

07:00a Yoga In Practice
Love Yourself As You Are

According to Voltaire, "The perfect is the enemy of the good." Often we do not strive for the good life or the good body or experience but the
perfect one, ruining our chances of satisfaction. The practice of yoga can open a path of self-care and awareness, help us learn to appreciate the
good in ourselves and let go of striving for perfection. In this episode we embrace who we are right now.

(CC) N/A #401H(S)APTEX

07:30a Curious George
Shipwrecked with Hundley/Chasing Rainbows

Shipwrecked With Hundley - George and the Man with the Yellow Hat join Hundley and the Doorman for a ride on their neat and orderly sailboat -
- much to Hundley's dismay. A cracked boom forces them to land on a remote island to make repairs. But when George thoughtfully returns the
anchor to the boat, he and Hundley drift into the open sea! Working as a team, they're able to navigate the sailboat back to land, but the Man and
the Doorman are nowhere to be found. Are George and Hundley stuck on this island forever, or are those familiar looking rocks, trees, and birds
the key to finding their friends? Chasing Rainbows - It's Steve and Betsy's first time in the country and who better to give them a guided tour of
the forest than George? When a light rain casts a stunning rainbow in the sky, George decides to track down the end of the rainbow to see if
there really is a pot of gold. Betsy and Charkie follow, leaving Steve behind trying to take pictures of the wildlife. Where did George and Betsy go?
Bill rescues Steve from an encounter with a moose. They seek the Man with the Yellow Hat's assistance locate George and Betsy. But can the
Man's "pot of gold" lead the travelers back to the treasure of a safe home?

(CC) DVI #310H(S)PBS

08:00a Daniel Tiger's Neighborhood
Prince Wednesday Goes to the Potty/Daniel Goes to the Potty

Prince Wednesday Goes to the Potty - Prince Wednesday is in the block corner at school building the "tallest tower in the world!" Even though he
needs to go to the bathroom, he doesn't want to stop what he is doing. He learns how important it is to stop and go right away. Daniel Goes to the
Potty - Dad's trumpet is broken, so he takes Daniel along to Music Man Stan's Shop to get it fixed. While at the shop, Daniel needs to use the
bathroom, but thinks he will have to wait until they get home. Music Man Stan explains that everyone goes to the bathroom, and Daniel learns
that he can use the bathroom there - or anywhere else in the neighborhood!

(CC) DVI #111H(S)PBS

08:30a Rosie's Rules
Rosie Maps It Out/Merry-Go-Rosie

104A When Rosie can't figure out where to take Mom for Mother's Day, Mom shows Rosie how to read symbols on a map. 104B Crystal takes
the kids to the merry-go-round at the amusement park, but first they need to plan their route on a map.

(CC) DVI #104H(S)PBS
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09:00a Sesame Street
The Pie Caper

Elmo and Abby are visiting the farm today and just helped Farmer Todd make a pie. They wait for the pie to cool and help Farmer Todd with
some chores. When they return, they see that their special treat is gone. Someone has eaten their pie! Elmo and Abby become detectives and
look for clues to figure out that Cookie Monster had eaten the pie.

(CC) DVI #5226H(S)PBS

09:30a Work It Out Wombats!
Crab Quakes/Hopping Helpers

The Wombats are on the case, helping find the mystery of a scary-weird sound that has frightened Carly, CeCe, and Clyde. / The Wombats
become "Hopping Helpers," packaging jars of super-sticky Ooey Gooey Goo.

(CC) DVI #106H(S)PBS

10:00a Donkey Hodie
The Masked Veggies/The Royal Hosts

Panda looks to his pals to cheer him on during "Masked Veggies," but can he win the final round if he can't see them?/Donkey and Panda host
King Friday for the day, but don't know what kings like to do. Will he think their fun ideas are too silly?

(CC) DVI #109H(S)PBS

10:30a Pinkalicious & Peterrific
Don't Wake Norman/Pinkasaurus

Norman's even crankier than usual. Perhaps it's because he hasn't had his "Big Sleep" in 100 years! Pinkalicious and Peter get lessons on acting
like gnomes so they can guard the garden as he sleeps. But being a gnome isn't as easy as it looks. / While enjoying a day at the beach, Rafael's
dog Rusty digs up a pink bone! What animal could it belong to? Pinkalicious, Peter and Rafael use their imaginations to try to figure that out what.

(CC) DVI #122H(S)PBS

11:00a Elinor Wonders Why
Bird Song/No Need to Shout

Bird Song - Elinor's Dad is having trouble sleeping in because of the noisy birds outside his window, so Elinor decides to find out why birds sing,
and hopefully get her Dad a little peace and quiet. Ari and Olive join her, and the kids come to realize birds sing to communicate, just like how we
talk to communicate. The next morning, Elinor uses a whistle to call the bird away so her dad can finally get some sleep. No Need to Shout -
Elinor loses her voice just before she and her friends are supposed to sing their song for the class. She needs to figure out another way to
perform, so she and her friends decide to observe nature outside for some ideas. They notice that all sorts of animals use different ways to
communicate by using actions instead of words, like a dog wagging its tail vigorously or a baby crying. This gives Elinor the idea that she can act
out the actions of the song during their presentation. The show must go on!

(CC) DVI #107H(S)PBS

11:30a Nature Cat
The Petrified Wood Mystery/Nature Buddy Clubhouse

(CC) N/A #406H(S)PBS

12:00n Hero Elementary
All Over The Map / Lights Go Down In City Town

A bird takes AJ's Twigcam and flies off with it while it is still sending footage of its flight. Sparks' Crew uses a map to help them identify the bird's
locations and follow it through Citytown. Curriculum: A map is a model of the land and its features. / Sparks' Crew is looking forward to seeing a
meteor shower, but the nighttime sky is too lit-up by the lights of the city. How can they make the sky darker so everyone can see the meteors?
Curriculum: People in cities use a lot of light at night, which makes it hard to see the night sky. But there are things they can do to reduce the
impact, like turning off lights.

(CC) DVI #109H(S)PBS

12:30p Xavier Riddle and the Secret Museum
I Am Louis Pasteur/I Am Rachel Carson

(CC) DVI #120H(S)PBS

01:00p School of Greatness with Lewis Howes
Priyanka Chopra Jonas - Self Care - Zoom

Actress & Entrepreneur Priyanka Chopra shares how to create self-worth, find happiness and focus on yourself instead of everyone else.

(CC) N/A #202H(S)APTEX

01:30p Medical Frontiers (CC) N/A #224H(S)APTEX

02:00p Lucy Worsley's Royal Myths & Secrets
Marie Antoinette: The Doomed Queen

Find out why Marie Antoinette is often blamed for causing the French Revolution by saying "let them eat cake" to her starving subjects. Lucy
Worsley uncovers the myths and secrets that led the doomed queen to the guillotine.

(CC) DVI #103H(S)PBS
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03:00p Alma's Way
Alma's Movie Night/Papi The Hero

Alma, Andre, and friends can't wait for movie night in the park! But when Andre finds out tonight's feature stars a spooky blob monster, he
suddenly remembers he has to help out at the community center. Alma offers to help him finish in time, but he doesn't seem excited. What's up?
Alma, Eddie, and Junior need inspiration for the "hero song" they are writing for Papi, so they join him as he tries to catch a lost parrot named
Wanda. Too bad they keep scaring Wanda away. Will this hero's song remain unsung?

(CC) DVI #103H(S)PBS

03:30p Wild Kratts
Octopus Wildkratticus

When Martin accidentally knocks Aviva's creature power suits into a deep Arctic trench, the Martin and Chris dive down in search of them in
Aviva's newly invented Octopod submarine. Science Concepts: An Octopus can use ink, jet propulsion, tentacle regeneration, and camouflage in
order to escape or hide when in danger. Each feature has an important function for survival.

(CC) N/A #115H(S)PBS

04:00p Odd Squad
Double O Trouble

(CC) DVI #325H(S)PBS

04:30p Arthur
The Friend Who Wasn't There/Surprise!

Muffy embarks on an epic quest to find her long lost imaginary friend. But she has to be careful-the Crosswire basement is full of bewitched
boxes and gadgets and dolls...oh my! Educational Objective: Muffy discovers the value and power of having an imagination. It's Catherine's 16th
birthday, and Francine has been cordially UN-invited to the party. With the help of her friends, Francine whips up the perfect present for her big
sister...a sneaky surprise with a side of payback! Educational Objective: Francine learns the value of forgiveness.

(CC) DVI #1802H(S)PBS

05:00p Wimee's Words
Flowers

Wimee sings about alphabet rain; Moby tells us about state flowers; Wimee and friends write a story about orchid seeds and an ice cream party;
Miss Holly translates our key words into Chinese; Ms. Kelaine shares a website to help us identify plants; and friends show us flowers that grow
near them!

(CC) N/A #104H(S)NETA

05:30p BBC News America (CC) N/A #130H(S)APTEX

06:00p PBS Newshour (CC) N/A #14117H(S)NPS

07:00p Season of Light: Christmas with the Tabernacle Choir
The Tabernacle Choir and Orchestra at Temple Square join with award winning artists Lea Salonga and Sir David Suchet for Season of Light:
Christmas with The Tabernacle Choir, a festive and uplifting Christmas special. This concert will illuminate your holiday experience with timeless
carols, treasured songs, and a story of heroic service.

(CC) N/A #0#(S)NPS

08:30p Clown By Quentin Blake
Quentin Blake's Clown is a half-hour animation that brings to life the adventures of a little toy clown, who has been thrown away. On Christmas
Eve he goes on an exciting journey to find a new home for himself and his toy friends. After a series of unhappy incidents, he finds a poor but
loving family (two children and a single mother) happy to welcome them in their humble home and love them. It's the story of an unusual outcast
that talks about resilience and hope, which will resonate with many viewers in the difficult times we live. At the end of the film, we learn that toys
only come alive when children love them.

(CC) N/A #0H(S)PBSPL

09:00p Frontline
The Discord Leaks

How a young National Guardsman allegedly leaked classified documents onto the Discord chat platform. With The Washington Post, Jack
Teixeira's alleged leak of national security secrets, why he wasn't stopped, and the role of platforms like Discord.

(CC) N/A #4206H(S)NPS

10:00p Amanpour and Company
Tonight on Amanpour and Company: Ben Hodges, Former Commanding General, United States Army Europe; Maria Pevchikh, Aide to Alexey
Navalny; Marina Abramovic, Artist. Hari Sreenivasan interviews Rabbi David Wolpe, Visiting Scholar, Harvard Divinity School.

(CC) N/A #6117H(S)PBSPL

11:00p Doctors On Call
Dr. Dustin Moffitt

(N) N/A #1806HSHPTV
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11:30p Whitney Reynolds Show
Rising Up

Today's guests are rising up to take action. From a young woman dealing with the threat of gun violence, to a former paralympian fighting for her
life. Also, a man who is turning setbacks into motivation, as well as a shoe designer who got his start in prison. Actress Ally Brooke rises towards
her dreams in the film, High Expectations, portraying the message of having control over your destiny.

(CC) N/A #406H(S)NETA
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12:00m Traveling Kansas
Trego County

(N) N/A #803HSHPTV

05:00a Arthur
Arthur Goes Crosswire/Sue Ellen and the Brainasaurous

Since they rescued Wilbur Rabbit (the guy who plays Bionic Bunny on TV!), Arthur and Muffy have been inseparable. Arthur figures it's best that
"Friends of Wilbur" stick together. But the rest of their friends are growing tired of the new Arthur. Can he be "de-Muffified?" In the second story,
Brain's a great partner for a school assignment--unless you want to work on it, too! When he's paired up with Sue Ellen for a team project, she
expects to be a team player. Can Brain tolerate anyone else messing with his perfect A?

(CC) DVI #303H(S)PBS

05:30a Odd Squad
Reindeer Games

Reindeer Games - In this Christmas-themed episode, Olive and Otto help Santa track down his missing reindeer. Also, Oscar helps Ms. O get off
Santa's naughty list. Curriculum: Coordinate graphing; greater than and less than.

(CC) DVI #104H(S)PBS

06:00a Molly of Denali
Sea Lion Crooks and Halibut Hooks/Nature's Medicine

Molly and her cousin Randall are fishing with Randall's special halibut hook! But when a sea lion with the word "glog" written on its side snatches
a fish from Molly's line, she sets off to learn who this mystery sea lion is. The kids in Molly's scout troop, the Neegoo Tsal, are determined to earn
a hiking badge. But when Trini scrapes her knee, the hike is put on hold - that is, until Atsaq teaches them to find some of the medicine that
nature has to offer.

(CC) DVI #208H(S)PBS

06:30a Happy Yoga with Sarah Starr
Island Breeze

Allow the ocean breeze and setting sun to inspire your practice as we enjoy a modified yoga session using a chair for support. Including seated
and standing postures designed to open your hips and stretch the hamstrings along with balance postures to tone your legs & glutes.

(CC) N/A #609H(S)NETA

07:00a Yoga In Practice
How to Get Going

Some days we feel stuck or bored, as if we are simply muddling through life. A word to describe this feeling is languishing. To shift out of our daily
ruts we need motivation. A good way to start is to reflect on what matters to you most, provides you with a sense of well-being and grounds your
energy, then go do that. This episode shows us how to challenge ourselves while practicing chair yoga.

(CC) N/A #402H(S)APTEX

07:30a Wild Kratts Creature Christmas
In this one-hour special, it's Christmas time and the Wild Kratts are taking a break from creature adventuring to celebrate. But when the Wild
Kratts receive an alert that their favorite creatures are suddenly disappearing around the globe, their holiday party quickly turns into a rescue
mission. Our heroes must race against time to thwart their greedy archrivals' most miserly scheme yet! Will they be able to travel to the ends of
the earth and return their baby animal friends to their homes in time for the holidays? Find out on Wild Kratts: A Creature Christmas.

(CC) N/A #0H(S)PBS

08:30a Rosie's Rules
Movie Night/Rosies Seashell Museum

109A It's family movie night, and Rosie wants Javi's popcorn, so she tries to find the perfect trade. 109B Rosie is making a seashell museum at
the beach, but she needs to find a service to trade for Crystal's purple seashell.

(CC) DVI #109H(S)PBS

09:00a Sesame Street
Chickens on the Farm

Big Bird is visiting his chicken friend, Lottie, at the farm. Lottie hasn't been able to lay an egg because the nesting box isn't comfy and cozy. This
is a problem! Big Bird wonders if there's something they can use to make the nesting box comfier and cozier. What if they use hay? Let's try! It
works. Big Bird makes the nesting box comfier for Lottie. It's so comfy that Lottie lays an egg!

(CC) DVI #5228H(S)PBS

09:30a Work It Out Wombats!
The Mighty Zeke/Gift for a Fish

Zadie and Malik hope a cape, mask, and super strength gloves will help Zeke overcome his fear of riding a two-wheeler. / The Wombats are
invited to the Fishmans' Fish Shower. But what sort of gift should they create?

(CC) DVI #105H(S)PBS

10:00a Donkey Hodie
Flying Flapjacks/Pickle Penguin Problem

Donkey wants to make a surprise breakfast for Grampy all by herself, but none of her flapjacks will fly. Maybe she does need a little help.
/Panda's toy Pickle Pet gets stuck between two rocks. How will he and Donkey rescue it?

(CC) DVI #106H(S)PBS
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10:30a Pinkalicious & Peterrific
Gingerbread House/Christmas Tree Trouble

"Gingerbread House" Pinkalicious and Peter build a pinkamazing gingerbread house that attracts Sarafina, a holiday fairy. But as pieces of the
house begin to go missing, it's up to Pinkalicious to find the sneaky snacker before all that's left are crumbs. Curriculum: (Visual Arts) Working
collaboratively to make a work of art out of edible materials. "Christmas Tree Trouble" It's time to decorate the Pinkerton's Christmas Tree! But
when the box of all of the family's ornaments break hours before the holiday party, it will take some creativity and pinkamagination to bring back
the family's Christmas spirit. Curriculum: (Visual Arts) Experiment with different tools and materials to make art (Christmas tree ornaments)
Interstitial: Kids decorate for the holidays by creating snowpeople made out of socks and other art materials.

(CC) DVI #211H(S)PBS

11:00a Elinor Wonders Why
Hiding In Plain Sight/Owl Girl

Hiding in Plain Sight - Elinor and her friends are playing Hide-And-Go-Seek at recess, but no matter where they hide, the Goat twins always seem
to find them. The kids decide they need a to find a better way to hide, so they observe some animals who are camouflaged, prompting Elinor to
realize that she, Olive and Ari can use their shapes, colors and patterns to hide themselves in plain sight, so that the Goat Twins can't spot them.
Owl Girl - Elinor isn't sure what she's going to be for Costume Day, but it has to be something INTERESTING. That night, Elinor is awakened by a
strange "Whooo!" sound coming from outside, so she and her mom go out to investigate. While looking for the source of the strange sound, Elinor
is surprised at how many things are happening outside at night while she sleeps. Suddenly, they hear the sound again and look up to see an owl
soaring in the sky, which inspires Elinor to figure out exactly what she wants to be for the costume parade.

(CC) DVI #102H(S)PBS

11:30a Nature Cat
Garden Impossible/Agents of the Great Outdoors

Garden Impossible - It's a beautiful spring day when Daisy gets an urgent video chat from her best gardening pal, Petunia, who has moved to the
city. Petunia has gotten herself into a quite a pickle. The Urban Gardening Club is coming to consider her for club membership in a month. Only
trouble is, she doesn't have a garden, and she doesn't know how to grow one in the city. If she can't become a member of the Urban Gardening
Club, she doesn't know what she'll do. Not to worry! No garden is impossible for Daisy and her pals! Time to build a city garden! Tally ho! Agents
of the Great Outdoors - The Agents of the Great Outdoors are on a super-secret spy mission! Shhh! They're going undercover to find out if the
noises animals make are their own way of talking to each other, and whoever finds the answer will get the Golden Badge of Honor. Ooooh! It's so
golden and so badge-y and all at the same time. The Agents of the Great Outdoors are on the case! Time to find out if animals communicate!
Onward and Yonward!

(CC) N/A #207H(S)PBS

12:00n Hero Elementary
The Lake Mistake/Plant Problem

On a warm day, the team takes a field trip to the lake. But, when a fellow super student accidentally freezes the entire lake, it's up to Sparks'
Crew to find a way to restore the lake back to its original, liquid state. Curriculum: Matter can be solid or liquid depending on temperature; solid
and liquid matter have different properties. / When a Turbo Grow ray zaps a plant, the plant grows out of control all over Citytown. Sparks' Crew
comes to the rescue and learns about plant parts and what plants need to survive. Curriculum: Plants have stems, leaves, and roots which
enable them to get the water and light they need in order to live.

(CC) DVI #106H(S)PBS

12:30p Xavier Riddle and the Secret Museum
I Am Rosa Parks/I Am Thurgood Marshall

(CC) DVI #123H(S)PBS

01:00p Untamed
Owls

Learn everything you ever wanted to know about these amazing nocturnal predators with Ed and the rest of the staff at the Wildlife Center of
Virginia.

(CC) N/A #103HAPTEX

01:30p Daytripper
Balmorhea, Tx

Chet heads to the desert to go swimming and SCUBA diving in a spring-fed pool. He eats homemade gas-station burritos and authentic West-
Texas tacos. Finally, he goes rock hunting for some of the area's famous blue agate.

(CC) N/A #706H(S)NETA

02:00p Lucy Worsley's Royal Myths & Secrets
Henry Viii's Reformation

Join Lucy for the inside story of the English Reformation. Was Henry VIII's desire to divorce Catherine of Aragon and marry Anne Boleyn the real
reason for England's split from Catholic Europe? Or was a secret political agenda really at work?

(CC) DVI #104H(S)PBS

03:00p Sesame Street: The Nutcracker: Starring Elmo & Tango
Elmo and his puppy Tango take a fantastical adventure through magical lands to retrieve a nutcracker toy.

(CC) DVI #0H(S)PBS
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03:30p Wild Kratts Creature Christmas
In this one-hour special, it's Christmas time and the Wild Kratts are taking a break from creature adventuring to celebrate. But when the Wild
Kratts receive an alert that their favorite creatures are suddenly disappearing around the globe, their holiday party quickly turns into a rescue
mission. Our heroes must race against time to thwart their greedy archrivals' most miserly scheme yet! Will they be able to travel to the ends of
the earth and return their baby animal friends to their homes in time for the holidays? Find out on Wild Kratts: A Creature Christmas.

(CC) N/A #0H(S)PBS

04:30p Peg + Cat + Holidays
This is a special holiday episode of Peg + Cat featuring "The Christmas Problem," "The Hanukkah Problem," and "The Penguin Problem. " This
series is designed to engage preschool children and teach them how to solve math-based problems with Peg, a chatty and tenacious five year-
old, her feline pal, Cat, and her smart, handsome, cool friend Ramone.

(CC) DVI #0H(S)PBS

05:30p BBC News America (CC) N/A #131H(S)APTEX

06:00p PBS Newshour (CC) N/A #14118H(S)NPS

07:00p Nature
Canada: Surviving The Wild North

Journey from Canada's high arctic to boreal forest and discover how polar bears, coastal wolves, lynx and more survive in the North. Timing and
seizing opportunity can mean the difference between life and death in this wild and rugged outpost.

(CC) DVI #4102#(S)NPS

08:00p Nova
The Next Pompeii

Discover Campi Flegrei, a lesser-known volcano in the shadow of Vesuvius. If it erupts, millions of lives could be at risk. Meet the scientists
exploring its geography and developing a warning system to prevent Naples from becoming the next Pompeii.

(CC) N/A #4606#(S)NPS

09:00p Great Yellowstone Thaw
A Yellowstone winter is a brutal one. With temperatures that plunge down to minus 40 degrees Fahrenheit the wildlife has to find strategies to
survive. Some animals leave, some hide and some tough it out. Grizzlies hunker down and hibernate, but this winter the temperatures have been
erratic and some bears are emerging early. Finding food is a huge challenge, but our camera crews follow one male who's lucky enough to hit the
jackpot and find a bison that's been released from its icy tomb down in the valley. But he has to hang onto it while the scavengers hassle him.
Great Gray owls suffer as their prey hides under an icy layer of snow that proves almost impossible to break through. Will this lack of food affect
their mating and ability to raise a family in the Spring? Cameraman Jeff Hogan is following them to find out. And top wolf biologist Doug Smith
explains why he's concerned about the number one predator. With a winter that's had less snow than usual it's favored the prey and the wolves
are starving hungry. Host Kirk Johnson who's the Sant Director of the National Museum of Natural History in Washington, visits this unique
wilderness to unravel the story of this particular winter in Yellowstone.

(CC) DVI #101H(S)PBS

10:00p Amanpour and Company (CC) N/A #6118H(S)PBSPL

11:00p This American Land
Public Lands, Clean Water from Farmlands, Urine Recycling

In Montana, conservationists, landowners, business leaders and government officials consider the importance of the most important yet least-
known and understood conservation and access program in the U.S. - the Land and Water Conservation Fund. Farmers in Oklahoma use cover
crops and smart pasturing of livestock to reduce their use of chemical fertilizers, improve water quality, and increase their bottom line.
Researchers are finding useful purposes for recycled urine.

(CC) N/A #1008H(S)NETA

11:30p Outside: Beyond The Lens (CC) N/A #301H(S)APTEX
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12:00m Nova
The Next Pompeii

Discover Campi Flegrei, a lesser-known volcano in the shadow of Vesuvius. If it erupts, millions of lives could be at risk. Meet the scientists
exploring its geography and developing a warning system to prevent Naples from becoming the next Pompeii.

(CC) N/A #4606H(S)NPS

05:00a Arthur
The Pageant Pickle/Some Assembly Required

School is almost out and Arthur can hardly wait for those lazy summer days by Muffy's pool. Nothing could ruin such a happy time of year...
except maybe-D.W.'s Spring Pageant! Educational Objective: Arthur learns that being a good older brother sometimes means making sacrifices.
D.W. can't wait to test out her new play set! But while it's being built she'll have to settle for the box. With the help of Bud and Emily, D.W. realizes
her imagination is way better than any toy! Educational Objective: D.W. learns that the best toy is her imagination.

(CC) DVI #1809H(S)PBS

05:30a Odd Squad
Oona and the Oonabots/The Ninja Situation

Oona and the Oonabots - Oona uses her Oonabots to fix an odd problem. Curriculum: Coding; Spatial reasoning. The Ninja Situation - Odd
Squad must go undercover to recover a stolen gadget. Curriculum: Fractions: partitioning simple shapes into halves, thirds, fourths, sixths and
eighths.

(CC) DVI #220H(S)PBS

06:00a Molly of Denali
Winter Champions/Hus-Keys

Winter Champions In an attempt to entertain themselves through the long winter months, Molly and the gang organize an outhouse race to
determine who will become "Winter Champions." Now they just have to figure out how to build an outhouse and keep it from tipping over. Hus-
Keys After hearing that her Great-Aunt Merna keeps misplacing her keys, Molly decides to create a tutorial video to help Merna train her dog to
find them for her. Molly and Tooey cast Suki in the leading roll, but when Molly's furry friend's performance is comically bad, she turns to clever
editing to make her training video effective.

(CC) DVI #115H(S)PBS

06:30a Happy Yoga with Sarah Starr
Sunflowers Galore

Renew your practice with the bountiful sunflower energy as we focus on intermediate yoga sequences to fire up the core. Including supine, plank
and standing core strengthening moves that challenge your balance and focus.

(CC) N/A #610H(S)NETA

07:00a Yoga In Practice
It's Not What You Do, But How You Do It

We all have unique gifts and talents as expressed through our lifelong accomplishments. These gifts are meant to bring joy, satisfaction, and
meaning into our lives and the lives of those around us. It's not about what you do in life but how you do it. It's about how much passion, love, and
care you put into what you do that truly matters. Consider this as we begin a gentle yoga practice today.

(CC) N/A #403H(S)APTEX

07:30a Curious George: A Very Monkey Christmas
Curious George and The Man with the Yellow Hat are having a wonderful time getting ready for Christmas. There's only one dilemma - neither of
them can figure out what to give the other for a present! In the end, both gift-giving predicaments are simply and beautifully resolved, revealing
the true spirit of the holiday season.

(CC) DVI #0H(S)PBS

08:30a Rosie's Rules
Rosies Christmas In Mexico

Rosie is thrilled to spend Christmas with Abuela in Mexico City, but in her excitement, she forgets Abuela's present, and now she has to find a
new present before their Noche Buena celebration.

(CC) DVI #126H(S)PBS

09:00a Sesame Street: The Nutcracker: Starring Elmo & Tango
Elmo and his puppy Tango take a fantastical adventure through magical lands to retrieve a nutcracker toy.

(CC) DVI #0H(S)PBS

09:30a Work It Out Wombats!
Special Delivery/Campout Confusion

Zadie helps Malik design a faster route to sick-and-snuffly Sammy, so Sammy's ice cream won't melt on the way. / When Zadie doesn't take the
time to plan what they need for a fun campout, 'fun' quickly becomes unfun, until they make a list.

(CC) DVI #104H(S)PBS

10:00a Donkey Hodie
Me, Myself, and Donkey/Fashion Donkey

Donkey is disappointed when all her pals are away for the day. Can she find ways to have fun on her own?/Donkey wants to be just like Fashion
Penguin, who has a passion for fashion, but copying him isn't exciting. Can she find her own Donkey passion?

(CC) DVI #138H(S)PBS
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10:30a Pinkalicious & Peterrific
Sidewalk Art/Gnome at Home

While drawing with chalk, Pinkalicious starts to tell her friends an epic story about Puddles the poodle and Splish-Splash the cat. Soon everyone
gets in on the fun and helps to bring the chalk drawings to life! Does Pinkville have enough sidewalk for their amazing story? / It's wintertime in
Pinkville and snow has covered the Pinkerton garden which means Norman the Gnome has nothing to guard! So Pinkalicious and Peter invite
him to watch over the plants inside their home. But they soon learn, indoor gnomes can get pretty loud, even in the middle of the night!

(CC) DVI #121H(S)PBS

11:00a Elinor Wonders Why
The Lizard Lounge/Feathers

The Lizard Lounge - Mrs. Beaver wants to build a new park bench in a perfect spot, but there's a giant rock in the way. No problem, they'll just
move it, but then they run into another problem: lizards, who keep reappearing on the rock. With a little observation, Elinor and her friends realize
that lizards like the rock because it's in the sun, and the lizards need a warm place to rest because they're cold blooded. So, the kids make a new
cozy spot in the sun for their lizard friends. Eventually, the lizards move and Mrs. Beaver is able to build the bench. Feathers - When Ari finds a
particularly cool feather and puts it in his cap, Elinor starts to wonder why birds have feathers in the first place. It's time for more observations!
The group splits up and each of the kids observe interesting birds and conclude that birds need feathers for different reasons: to fly, to stay warm,
and for decorations, sort of like their very own version of clothes! Ms. Mole confirms they are ALL right. In the end, Ari realizes there's another
cool thing you can do with a feather - it makes a perfect sandcastle flag!

(CC) DVI #106H(S)PBS

11:30a Nature Cat
Great Salt Lake/The Praying Mantis Hunters

(CC) N/A #305H(S)PBS

12:00n Hero Elementary
The Feed for Speed / An Uphill Task

The class pet, Fur Blur, is competing in the school's Super Pet Races. But, has Sparks' Crew given her everything a pet needs to be ready to
race? Curriculum: Animals-including humans-need food and water. Different animals get food and water in different ways. / AJ invents a wheeled
robot that can do everything...except get up stairs. Sparks' Crew has to figure out how to get the robot up the stairs in time for the big Invention
Fair. Curriculum: Simple Machines, such as a ramp, can be used to move something to a higher level.

(CC) DVI #111H(S)PBS

12:30p Xavier Riddle and the Secret Museum
I Am Cesar Chavez/I Am Dolores Heurta

(CC) DVI #126H(S)PBS

01:00p Steven Raichlen's Project Fire
Raichlen Grills St. Louis

When it comes to barbecue, St. Louis isn't as famous as Kansas City or Memphis-yet. But the Gateway City is experiencing a live fire
renaissance. Famous here are plate-burying pork steaks and eponymous spareribs (trimmed, rubbed, and slow-smoked over applewood). And
get ready for a Project Fire first: grilled toasted ravioli (really) with fire-roasted marinara sauce. ST. LOUIS PORK STEAKS; GRILLED RAVIOLI
WITH SMOKED-ROASTED TOMATO SAUCE; ST. LOUIS RIBS WITH RIVER CITY BARBECUE SAUCE. Guests: John Matthews - Pappy's
Smokehouse, David Sandusky - Beast.

(CC) N/A #401H(S)APTEX

01:30p Tim Farmer's Country Kitchen
It's Been 10 Years!

Hear how Tim Farmer's Country Kitchen got it's start (from the very beginning) from Tim, Nicki and Kelli! Then head back to a familiar place, the
cabin, to make the perfect summer meal. Fried Catfish (temperature is everything) loaded macaroni salad and sliced sweet potatoes with maple
syrup.

(CC) N/A #201H(S)NETA

02:00p Lucy Worsley's Royal Myths & Secrets
Kings George III and IV & The Napoleonic War

Follow Lucy as she reveals how mental health problems forced King George III to relinquish power to his debauched and extravagant son. Was
this really an era of elegance and regal splendor or an age of radicalism and revolution?

(CC) DVI #105H(S)PBS

03:00p Alma's Way
Alma's Nochebuena/Three Kings Day Do-Over

It's Alma's favorite holiday, Noche Buena (or Christmas Eve), and she can't wait to celebrate her family's yearly traditions. But when the traditions
go wrong, Alma feels disappointed. Can she still have a fun Noche Buena when things are so different? When Alma finds the Christmas gift she
gave Junior is still under the tree, she decides to skip playtime with her brother and make him a do-over gift before the big Three Kings Day
parade. But Junior isn't thrilled.

(CC) DVI #105H(S)PBS

03:30p Wild Kratts
The Amazing Creature Race

The Wild Kratts Team decides to have a Creature Power Running Race to help them figure out who are the greatest running creatures of all!

(CC) N/A #312H(S)PBS
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04:00p Odd Squad
Oona and the Oonabots/The Ninja Situation

Oona and the Oonabots - Oona uses her Oonabots to fix an odd problem. Curriculum: Coding; Spatial reasoning. The Ninja Situation - Odd
Squad must go undercover to recover a stolen gadget. Curriculum: Fractions: partitioning simple shapes into halves, thirds, fourths, sixths and
eighths.

(CC) DVI #220H(S)PBS

04:30p Arthur
The Pageant Pickle/Some Assembly Required

School is almost out and Arthur can hardly wait for those lazy summer days by Muffy's pool. Nothing could ruin such a happy time of year...
except maybe-D.W.'s Spring Pageant! Educational Objective: Arthur learns that being a good older brother sometimes means making sacrifices.
D.W. can't wait to test out her new play set! But while it's being built she'll have to settle for the box. With the help of Bud and Emily, D.W. realizes
her imagination is way better than any toy! Educational Objective: D.W. learns that the best toy is her imagination.

(CC) DVI #1809H(S)PBS

05:00p Wimee's Words
Baseball

Wimee sings a fun sports song; Moby gets a neck workout from a baseball game; Wimee and friends write a story about a picnic and a peanut
trade; Lucy translates our key story words into Spanish; Wimee dreams about playing baseball with a dog; and Jim and Wimee talk baseball -
Chicago-style!

(CC) N/A #105H(S)NETA

05:30p BBC News America (CC) N/A #132H(S)APTEX

06:00p PBS Newshour (CC) N/A #14119H(S)NPS

07:00p This Old House
Lexington | Reworked and Rewired

The fully framed front of the house is revealed. Work continues on the geothermal system, and the connection to the interior is made. Blocking is
installed in the framing. Old receptacle boxes in the original brick walls are replaced and rewired.

(CC) N/A #4506H(S)PBSPL

07:30p Ask This Old House
Double Pane Window, Paint Bench

Mauro shares the importance of prep work. Then, he and Kevin whitewash an outdoor bench; Tom learns how double pane glass is made and
then repairs a broken window.

(CC) N/A #2206H(S)PBSPL

08:00p Home Diagnosis
Form Vs. Function: Aesthetics Vs. Performance

The Lunsford's reflect on their origin story and what has motivated them to take this next big step into designing and building their own home, with
tuned performance as the driving factor. Selection of materials is explored here, as well as the ways geometry and space organization affect
performance.

(CC) N/A #201H(S)NETA

08:30p Inspire
Housing In Kansas

(N) N/A #309HKTWU

09:00p Eddy's World
The entertaining story of toy inventor Eddy Goldfarb, best known for the iconic Yakity-Yak Teeth and 800 classic toys. At 102-years-old, Eddy still
prototypes new toys in his garage machine shop and creates projects on his 3D printer.

(CC) N/A #0H(S)NETA

09:30p Christmas In New England
From the coast of Maine to the hills of the Berkshires, New England is a uniquely magical place to celebrate the holidays. Join host Lindsay Paris
as she visits eight regional destinations to take a look at the traditions and events that make Christmas in New England so special.

(CC) N/A #0H(S)NETA

10:00p Sunflower Journeys
And Then We Learn

We visit with members of the Topeka History Geeks and see how social media has brought together these like-minded individuals; we are
introduced to a group of high school students in Wamego, KS, who help veterans visit their respective military memorials in Washington, DC; and
we look at some of the findings of an archeological training dig at the Kaw Mission in Council Grove, KS.

(N) N/A #3107H(S)KTWU

10:30p America's Heartland
Take to the range in Wyoming where goats are essential to a cattle ranching operation. Haul in a sweet harvest of sugarcane in Louisiana. Travel
back in time to find out about George Washington the farmer. Discover why bok choy should be a regular vegetable on your dinner table.

(CC) N/A #1204H(S)APTEX
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11:00p This Old House
Lexington | Reworked and Rewired

The fully framed front of the house is revealed. Work continues on the geothermal system, and the connection to the interior is made. Blocking is
installed in the framing. Old receptacle boxes in the original brick walls are replaced and rewired.

(CC) N/A #4506H(S)PBSPL

11:30p Ask This Old House
Double Pane Window, Paint Bench

Mauro shares the importance of prep work. Then, he and Kevin whitewash an outdoor bench; Tom learns how double pane glass is made and
then repairs a broken window.

(CC) N/A #2206H(S)PBSPL
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12:00m Supernature - Wild Flyers
Masters of the Sky

Many animals take to the skies for a split second, but to stay there, the planet's strongest flyers push the laws of physics to the limit. Explore the
extremes of true flight: power, acceleration, top speed, maneuverability and endurance.

(CC) N/A #102H(S)PBS

05:00a Arthur
Buster's Breathless/The Fright Stuff

Will Buster's friends treat him the same after they learn he has asthma? Maybe the answer will be found on a guided tour through...Buster's
lungs! In the second story, prankster poltergeists have arrived in Elwood City--and just in time for the "Scare Your Pants Off" costume party! It's
boys versus girls in what becomes a great big battle of the pranks, until the kids learn a lesson about practical jokes...from a spooky source.

(CC) DVI #403H(S)PBS

05:30a Odd Squad
H2 Oh No/In Your Dreams

(CC) DVI #323H(S)PBS

06:00a Molly of Denali
The Qyah Ice Classic/The Great Qyah Cleanup

Spring is coming, and soon the river ice will break, but when? All of Qyah is making their guesses, and the one that comes closest earns a
special prize! Do Molly and her friends have a shot at the win? / Spring has sprung, and the whole village pitches in to clean up Qyah. Molly and
Tooey discover a mystery piece of trash that turns out to be treasure.

(CC) DVI #209H(S)PBS

06:30a Happy Yoga with Sarah Starr
Garden Paradise

Revel in the tropical garden paradise as you enjoy an accessible yoga practice using a chair for support. Including seated and standing poses to
tone your legs and core, along with upper body stretches designed to increase mobility in your spine, shoulders and chest.

(CC) N/A #701H(S)NETA

07:00a Yoga In Practice
The Delight of Freedom

How many of us have felt tightness in our neck and shoulders because we spend too much time looking down at devices or slumped over at a
desk? In time, that forward action of our head and shoulders can lead to all sorts of discomfort and even injury if we do not address it. Good
alignment is good therapy for injury, and when we feel more freedom in our body we are able to enjoy our life a bit more.

(CC) N/A #404H(S)APTEX

07:30a Curious George
Monkey Mechanic / Seahorses and Wee Horses

Nothing beats riding in The Man with the Yellow Hat's car with the top down and enjoying the fresh air. Until they hit a pothole and the car rattles
and steams! Luckily there's a repair shop up ahead, where George meets Mick Kannick, the car mechanic. There's so much cool stuff in the
garage - tools, hoses, and even a lift that raises the car so he can look underneath! George wants to help fix the car, so Mick teaches him how to
handle the hoses, loosen and tighten the screws, and most importantly, to look for anything that doesn't look right. Mick even gives him a hat and
George is thrilled. He's a real mechanic now! So when Mick steps away, George figures he can help. As Marco drops by with a deflated bike tire
and his friend Lorelei brings her broken pedal car, George applies his new auto know-how to fix their problems. But George doesn't realize he's
creating new problems - until his friend's car, still up on the auto lift, begins to leak the water that George accidentally filled the whole cab with! /
George and The Man with the Yellow Hat love visiting Uncle Tam at his castle in Scotland. The sunsets and shoreline are so beautiful - and the
seals are fun to paint! But Uncle Tam tells them that his absolute favorite animal in all of Scotland is the seahorse. These special creatures are
very distinct: they're small, move slowly, and have long snouts to snort up food and grabby tails. When Uncle Tam explains that seahorses are
hard to find in the sea these days, George embarks on a mission to find them on land. On his adventures, George encounters wonderful animals
that have some of these characteristics - including a harvest mouse and a merry-go-round horse - but none have all four. Will George ever find a
seahorse for Uncle Tam?

(CC) N/A #1511H(S)PBS

08:00a Daniel Tiger's Neighborhood
Friends Help Each Other/Daniel Helps O Tell A Story

Friends Help Each Other - Daniel spends the day at Katerina Kittycat's house. Katerina is excited to show Daniel a birthday tea-party she set up
all by herself for her stuffed animals! Katerina accidentally knocks the tea set on the floor, and is very upset that she ruined the party. Luckily,
Daniel is a helpful friend and they reassemble the party together. Daniel Helps O Tell a Story - O the Owl wants to show Daniel all his books. The
boys choose a very special book about dinosaurs, but they realize that the last page of the story is missing! O gets very flustered, but Daniel is a
good friend and uses his imagination to make up the end of the story.

(CC) DVI #107H(S)PBS

08:30a Rosie's Rules
Rosies Switcheroo/Rosies Family Tree

Rosie and Papa switch roles for the day, but it's a little trickier than they thought. / For Valentine's Day, Rosie tries to make a family tree by putting
her family in a real tree.

(CC) DVI #132H(S)PBS
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09:00a Sesame Street
Rockin' with Elmo and Abby

Elmo and Abby learn how to compromise and combine their two favorite songs, creating the Best Friend Song.

(CC) DVI #5315H(S)PBS

09:30a Work It Out Wombats!
Snout and About/Zadie's Shell Shuffle

It's All Hands on Deck! when Zadie and Malik retrace their steps to locate Zeke's beloved stuffy. / When Zadie messes up Mr. E's shell garden,
the key to fixing the pattern is... JunJun's song.

(CC) DVI #103H(S)PBS

10:00a Donkey Hodie
Feelings Detectives/Clyde's Cloudy Day

Duck Duck has a super big feeling, but she doesn't know what it is. Detectives Donkey and Panda are on the case! / When Clyde feels sad, the
pals want to help him feel better, but he needs time. They give him time until he is ready to play.

(CC) DVI #203H(S)PBS

10:30a Pinkalicious & Peterrific
Fishtastic/The Pink Ness Monster

Fishtastic: Pinkalicious and Peter are super excited to go fishing at the beach, but the fish they catch is unlike any they've seen before. Maybe a
little music is all Pinkalicious needs to realize there is more to being a magni-fish-cent fish besides the color of your scales. Curriculum: (Music)
Singing is a way to express joy. The Pink Ness Monster: No one in Pinkville has ever seen the legendary Pink Ness monster before. Frida has
her heart set on being the first and Pinkalicious will do whatever it takes to bring this monster to life. Curriculum: (Visual Arts) Creating a sculpture
from everyday objects. Interstitial: Blues singer Vaneese Thomas makes up a song with kids and shows that the blues can make you feel all sorts
of emotions.

(CC) DVI #306H(S)PBS

11:00a Elinor Wonders Why
The Tomato Drop/Look What I Can Do

The Tomato Drop - Elinor, Ari and Olive are having a fun day at the Animal Town Tomato Festival, but the day is about to get even better as they
enter the 'tomato drop' contest. After their first two tomatoes smash into goop when they hit the ground, the kids have to figure out a better way to
drop their tomatoes. This is when Elinor notices other things falling softly in nature, like the fall leaves or feathers from birds. Using those things
as inspiration, Elinor and friends quickly cobble together a tomato parachute, with a scarf as the chute. Sure enough, when Elinor drops their
tomato chute, it falls slowly and lands intact. YAY! Look What I Can Do - Elinor and her friends are playing soccer. Elinor and Ari notice all their
friends are pretty good at the game, but they aren't. After further observation, they realize all their friends have a specific talent that makes them
good during play. With Ms. Mole's help, Elinor realizes everyone has their own special abilities. Ari can fly, so he makes an awesome goalie. And
Elinor's talent? Bouncing the ball with her ears - GOOOAL!

(CC) DVI #105H(S)PBS

11:30a Nature Cat
Outdoor Nature Warrior/Hide and Go Screech

(CC) N/A #410H(S)PBS

12:00n Arthur's Perfect Christmas
Plans are underway in Elwood City for the best holidays ever as Arthur, D.W., their family and friends make preparations for perfect gifts, perfect
parties and perfect family traditions for Christmas, Hanukkah, Kwanzaa and even "Baxter Day" (Buster and his mom's special celebration). The
only problem is, just like in real life, perfection is hard to attain, and things start to fall apart.

(CC) DVI #0H(S)PBS

01:00p Inspire
Caring for Our Animal Companions

(N) N/A #302HKTWU

01:30p Cottonwood Connections
Archeology at Scott Lake

(N) N/A #303HSHPTV

02:00p Lucy Worsley's Royal Myths & Secrets
The Romanovs & The Russian Revolution

Join Lucy as she explores how the spontaneous February 1917 popular uprising was the real Russian revolution that swept the Czar from power,
not the famed October event in the history books.

(CC) DVI #106H(S)PBS

03:00p Alma's Way
Howard Flies The Coop/Supper Surprise

When Howard discovers he's afraid of pigeons, Alma and her friends try to help him get over it. When Alma is invited to have dinner with Andre
and his dad, she feels nervous about what "mystery dish" they're going to serve.

(CC) DVI #130H(S)PBS
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03:30p Wild Kratts
Crocogator Contest

A pop Creature Quiz challenge question, about what're the differences between a crocodile and an alligator, turns into a full-blown Crocogator
contest to find out why these two very similar creatures are different at all.

(CC) N/A #311H(S)PBS

04:00p Odd Squad
H2 Oh No/In Your Dreams

(CC) DVI #323H(S)PBS

04:30p Arthur's Perfect Christmas
Plans are underway in Elwood City for the best holidays ever as Arthur, D.W., their family and friends make preparations for perfect gifts, perfect
parties and perfect family traditions for Christmas, Hanukkah, Kwanzaa and even "Baxter Day" (Buster and his mom's special celebration). The
only problem is, just like in real life, perfection is hard to attain, and things start to fall apart.

(CC) DVI #0H(S)PBS

05:30p BBC News America (CC) N/A #133H(S)APTEX

06:00p PBS Newshour (CC) N/A #14120H(S)NPS

07:00p Washington Week with the Atlantic (CC) N/A #6325H(S)NPS

07:30p Firing Line with Margaret Hoover
Guest: Jonathan Greenblatt. Anti-Defamation League CEO Jonathan Greenblatt discusses the spike in antisemitism since Oct. 7, the double
standard on speech he sees on university campuses, and his concerns about anti-Zionism and a lack of moral clarity among progressives.

(CC) N/A #725H(S)NPS

08:00p Market to Market
News and commodity market analysis from the weekly journal of rural America.

(CC) N/A #4918H(S)IPTV

08:30p Real Ag
The Protein Predicament

(N) N/A #1206HSHPTV

09:00p Lookingglass Alice
An exhilarating live theatrical adaptation of Alice In Wonderland, created and performed by Chicago's Tony-Award winning Lookingglass Theatre
Company. Inspired by Lewis Carroll's beloved stories and infused with physical risk world-class circus arts, this Alice transports audiences down
the rabbit hole with new twists on the beloved characters and story, creating a wildly entertaining adventure for all ages.

(CC) N/A #0#(S)NPS

11:00p Real Ag
The Protein Predicament

(N) N/A #1206HSHPTV

11:30p Start Up
The Lip Bar: Detroit, Mi

The Lip Bar, a vegan and cruelty-free beauty brand on a mission to help change the way you think about beauty. This is a story about relentless
personal belief and building a brand from scratch.

(CC) N/A #1112H(S)NETA
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12:00m Lookingglass Alice
An exhilarating live theatrical adaptation of Alice In Wonderland, created and performed by Chicago's Tony-Award winning Lookingglass Theatre
Company. Inspired by Lewis Carroll's beloved stories and infused with physical risk world-class circus arts, this Alice transports audiences down
the rabbit hole with new twists on the beloved characters and story, creating a wildly entertaining adventure for all ages.

(CC) N/A #0H(S)NPS

05:00a Mister Rogers' Neighborhood
Board Games & Musical Fun with Ella Jenkins

Mister Rogers visits with folk singer Andy Holiner and a group of kids at Brockett's Bakery. MR listens to Andy and kids and sings with them. In
Make-Believe, it's the day of the Poetry reading. King Friday's introduction of Audrey is longer than her poem!! And he calls her Audrey Goose
instead of Audrey Duck! Everyone makes mistakes...even kings.

(CC) DVI #1580H(S)PBS

05:30a Arthur
The Pageant Pickle/Some Assembly Required

School is almost out and Arthur can hardly wait for those lazy summer days by Muffy's pool. Nothing could ruin such a happy time of year...
except maybe-D.W.'s Spring Pageant! Educational Objective: Arthur learns that being a good older brother sometimes means making sacrifices.
D.W. can't wait to test out her new play set! But while it's being built she'll have to settle for the box. With the help of Bud and Emily, D.W. realizes
her imagination is way better than any toy! Educational Objective: D.W. learns that the best toy is her imagination.

(CC) DVI #1809H(S)PBS

06:00a Molly of Denali
Winter Champions/Hus-Keys

Winter Champions In an attempt to entertain themselves through the long winter months, Molly and the gang organize an outhouse race to
determine who will become "Winter Champions." Now they just have to figure out how to build an outhouse and keep it from tipping over. Hus-
Keys After hearing that her Great-Aunt Merna keeps misplacing her keys, Molly decides to create a tutorial video to help Merna train her dog to
find them for her. Molly and Tooey cast Suki in the leading roll, but when Molly's furry friend's performance is comically bad, she turns to clever
editing to make her training video effective.

(CC) DVI #115H(S)PBS

06:30a Agphd (N) N/A #1341HHEFTY

07:00a Market to Market
News and commodity market analysis from the weekly journal of rural America.

(CC) N/A #4918H(S)IPTV

07:30a Curious George
Mule Feathers/George Serves It Up

(CC) N/A #1408H(S)PBS

08:00a Work It Out Wombats!
Brother Day/Cafe Chaos

The key to a successful "Brother Day?" Make sure you ask the brother in question "Zeke" what he wants to do. / The key to being a successful
waiter? Make sure to remember everyone's order, and the order of the orders!

(CC) DVI #107H(S)PBS

08:30a Daniel Tiger's Neighborhood
Good Morning Daniel/Goodnight Daniel

Good Morning Daniel - It's a typical morning in the Tiger household, and Daniel has to get up for school but his playing and imagining distract him
from his routine. Daniel learns that his morning routine helps him be ready in time for Trolley to take him to school. Goodnight Daniel - Tonight,
Daniel is pretending to be Super Daniel! But after dinner, he has to follow his nighttime routine even though he would rather play. Young viewers
follow Daniel as he gets ready for bed and eventually he learns that even super heroes get sleepy.

(CC) DVI #117H(S)PBS

09:00a Sesame Street
Chickens on the Farm

Big Bird is visiting his chicken friend, Lottie, at the farm. Lottie hasn't been able to lay an egg because the nesting box isn't comfy and cozy. This
is a problem! Big Bird wonders if there's something they can use to make the nesting box comfier and cozier. What if they use hay? Let's try! It
works. Big Bird makes the nesting box comfier for Lottie. It's so comfy that Lottie lays an egg!

(CC) DVI #5228H(S)PBS

09:30a Rosie's Rules
Rosies Christmas In Mexico

Rosie is thrilled to spend Christmas with Abuela in Mexico City, but in her excitement, she forgets Abuela's present, and now she has to find a
new present before their Noche Buena celebration.

(CC) DVI #126H(S)PBS

10:00a Donkey Hodie
Me, Myself, and Donkey/Fashion Donkey

Donkey is disappointed when all her pals are away for the day. Can she find ways to have fun on her own?/Donkey wants to be just like Fashion
Penguin, who has a passion for fashion, but copying him isn't exciting. Can she find her own Donkey passion?

(CC) DVI #138H(S)PBS
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10:30a Diy Science Time
Magnetic Racer

Mister C and the Science Crew create a magnet-powered race car. Harness the power of magnets to explore magnetic fields, attraction and
repulsion.

(CC) N/A #102H(S)NETA

11:00a Paint This with Jerry Yarnell
Rocky Mountain Refuge, Part 5

With the final episode, Jerry brings up the highlights slowly with multiple layers on each of the objects. He deepens the cast shadows and
completes the painting with the final details. By this time practically all of the acrylic underpainting is covered. The cabin is drawn and blocked in
with the three gray tones. Jerry demonstrates how to remove a charcoal sketch from an oil painting; with an eye to the technical aspects of how to
correctly finish this painting, with interest, Jerry adds the traditional purple flowers. Thus, the beautiful multimedia water miscible oil painting is
complete.

(CC) N/A #1309H(S)NETA

11:30a Make It Artsy
Your Stuff

Take a second look at your "stuff" and figure out new ways to use it. First, host Julie Fei Fan Balzer shows ways to reinvent using washi tape in
card making. Then, Sandy McTier demonstrates a decorative painting technique featuring a poinsettia motif. Finally, Joe Rotella reinvents his use
of foil paper as a mosaic. The show closes with a color study - teal.

(CC) N/A #906H(S)NETA

12:00n Creative Living
Marci Baker is a quilter and author, and she's taught many people how to quilt. She'll talk about why we quilt, explain how each quilt tells a story
and that most are not perfect. So, if anyone has tried to quilt in the past and been disappointed, Marcia says "Yes, You Can Quilt!" and with her
tips, you can. Baker's company is Alicia's Attic, Inc. Maria Benardis will talk about how to adopt stress free cooking at home by having the right
energy in the kitchen. This includes music, color, measurements and a sense of humor. Her book is titled "Cooking & Eating: Wisdom for Better
Health." Kerri Forrest represents Bernina Sewing Machine, and she's going to explain what a double-cord presser foot can do and demonstrate
using it. She explains that it can be used with any utility, decorative or quilt stitch, and she'll also show how to do couching and piping with this
foot.

(CC) N/A #7014H(S)KENW

12:30p This Old House
Lexington | Gone Geo

A new wall of windows with a zero-threshold entry to the patio is framed. Geothermal energy is chosen to heat and cool the home. The new
system is explained and digging begins for the wells. The exterior gets a new look with an exposed steel beam.

(CC) N/A #4505H(S)PBSPL

01:00p Woodsmith Shop
Shop Station

On this episode, the Woodsmith crew builds a two-part workshop organizer. The plywood design features customized storage solutions that you
can mix and match to suit your tools and needs. Simple joinery means this project can be built in a weekend.

(CC) N/A #1712H(S)NETA

01:30p American Woodshop
Freestanding Display Cases

(CC) N/A #2803H(S)NETA

02:00p Garage with Steve Butler
Cigar Box Guitar

Just like the early blues legends did, Steve builds a guitar out of a humble cigar box.

(CC) N/A #303H(S)NETA

02:30p Chef's Life
All Sunchoked Up

Flo and Theo's pre-school class visit the restaurant for a meal where table manners are the focus, but exceptionally slow service makes everyone
antsy, especially Ben. When her sunchoke recipe doesn't make the grade, Vivian enlists guidance from an old friend.

(CC) N/A #408H(S)PBS

03:00p America's Test Kitchen
Sweet and Savory Choux

Test cook Dan Souza bakes host Bridget Lancaster classic Choux au Craquelin. Gadget critic Lisa McManus reviews piping sets. Hosts Bridget
and Julia Collin Davison make savory Gnocchi à la Parisienne with Arugula, Tomatoes, and Olives.

(CC) N/A #2319H(S)APTEX

03:30p Cook's Country
The Best Diner Food

Ashley Moore makes host Julia Collin Davison Diner-Style Patty Melts, and Toni Tipton-Martin shares the origins of patty melts at Tiny Naylor's
restaurants. Equipment expert Adam Ried shares his top picks for automatic drip coffee makers, and Christie Morrison makes host Bridget
Lancaster the Ultimate Extra-Crunchy Onion Rings.

(CC) N/A #1613H(S)APTEX
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04:00p Fons & Porter's Love of Quilting
Harvest Sky

It can be fun to re-visit quilt patterns you've previously done, re-creating them in fresh fabrics and with new techniques. On this episode, Sara
Gallegos is joined by guest Elaine Theriault, who reworked her quilt, Harvest Sky, in exciting ways! A different take on the embroidered
centerpieces, fresh colors, and different approaches to standard patchwork makes this quilt a brand-new experience!

(CC) N/A #4207H(S)NETA

04:30p It's Sew Easy
Vintage Charm

Vintage styles continue to cycle thru our wardrobes with subtle updates. Gretchen Hirsch epitomizes that vintage style with a lace bolero. Then,
it's Kim Montagnese. Watch as she recycles a jacket with vintage details and demonstrates techniques for adding trims, lace and more. The show
closes with Joanne Banko sharing tips for cutting and sewing silky fabrics.

(CC) N/A #2004H(S)NETA

05:00p Knit and Crochet Now
Gnomes Through The Year

Gnomes are everywhere in every season and in so many styles! Rachel Alford gets us started with a trio of crocheted gnomes. Each set includes
one gnome body and 3 seasonal hats. Then it's time to join Lena Skvagerson for this week's stitch and the puff stitch crochet dishcloth. Next, it's
the knit version of our seasonal gnome with 3 hats from Britt Schmiesing. It's so easy - just change the hat according to the season and celebrate
the changing seasons.

(CC) N/A #1307H(S)NETA

05:30p Garden Smart
An Iconic and Recognizable Landscape in the Netherlands

The famous windmills of Kinderdijk provide the backdrop for the beautiful gardens explored in this episode of GardenSMART. From inside the
windmills to outside in the gardens there is a lot to learn. Be sure to tune in as we GardenSMART in the Netherlands.

(CC) N/A #7305H(S)NETA

06:00p Cottonwood Connections
Decatur County Historical Society

(N) N/A #302HSHPTV

06:30p Rick Steves' Europe
Rick Steves' Europe: Art of the Neoclassical and Romantic Ages

Around 1800, Europe was in transition, reflected in two art styles. First, we visit Europe's great cities with their stately Neoclassical buildings of
columns and domes. Meanwhile, the Revolution has unleashed a call for freedom, both political and personal. We see dramatic Romantic
canvases depicting extreme emotions and awesome Nature, and tour dreamy castles virtual theme parks of Romanticism.

(CC) N/A #1210H(S)APTEX

07:00p The Lawrence Welk Show
Christmas (Sandi Griffiths)

Sandi Griffiths hosts this Christmas favorite that opens with the classic "Jingle Bells". Bobby and Elaine dance to "The Carol of the Bells", Joe
Feeney's family celebrated "Christmas in Killarney", and Myron Floren, Bobby Burgess and his daughter, Becki dance to "Here Comes Santa
Claus". "The Hallelujah Chorus" is the perfect highlight of the show right before the arrival of Santa Claus.

(CC) N/A #1918H(S)OETA

08:00p Holidays at Murray State
The Murray State University Concert Choir, Wind Ensemble, Jazz Orchestra, a cappella group "EQ Blu," and featured faculty soloists highlight
this annual seasonal special.

(CC) N/A #2023H(S)NETA

09:00p David Holt's State of Music
Muriel Anderson

Virtuoso instrumentalist Muriel Anderson visits with David and demonstrates the harp guitar as conversation ranges from John Philip Sousa to
Chet Atkins.

(CC) N/A #504H(S)PBSPL

09:30p Ireland with Michael
The Galway Girl

Michael meets the quintessential Galway Lady, Michelle Lally - lead singer of Irish music legends De Dannan for a beautiful vocal performance.
He tours Galway City with local historian Brian Nolan. In Connemara, the Gaelic-speaking region of Ireland, Michael meets musicians Seamus
and Caoimhe O Flaharta who perform a duet of Sean Nos singing with the Wild Atlantic as their backdrop. On to South Galway for a private tour
of the Lough Cutra Castle, and ends with a cooking class from Irish TV chef Andrew Rudd.

(CC) N/A #204H(S)NETA

10:00p Austin City Limits
Brandy Clark/Charley Crockett

Delight in the throwback country music of Brandy Clark and Charley Crockett. Nashville-based hit songwriter Clark performs cuts from her highly
acclaimed Your Life is a Record. Lone Star native Crockett plays tunes from his album Music City U.S.A.

(CC) N/A #4705H(S)PBSPL
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11:00p Sound On Tap
Austin Dean Ashford

Blending ukulele and hip-hop, Austin has created a sound all his own "Island Trap."

(CC) N/A #110H(S)NETA

11:30p Songs at the Center
Keith Larsen, Todd Burge & Crys Matthews

Keith Larsen ("Double Swig Every Hallelujah"), Todd Burge ("Don't Water My Whiskey Down"), Crys Matthews, ("Six Feet Apart" and "Written in
the Stars"), and hosted by singer-songwriter Eric Gnezda.

(CC) N/A #703H(S)
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12:00m Nature
Canada: Surviving The Wild North

Journey from Canada's high arctic to boreal forest and discover how polar bears, coastal wolves, lynx and more survive in the North. Timing and
seizing opportunity can mean the difference between life and death in this wild and rugged outpost.

(CC) DVI #4102H(S)NPS

05:00a Mister Rogers' Neighborhood
The Empire Brass Quintet/Creative Ideas

Mister Rogers visits the Empire Brass Quintet and notes that it's fun to hear all the instruments playing.  If you listen carefully, you can hear each
one, but they all make "one song." In the Neighborhood of Make-Believe, Neighbors get ready for the Bass Violin Festival.

(CC) DVI #1549HPBS

05:30a Arthur
Buster's Breathless/The Fright Stuff

Will Buster's friends treat him the same after they learn he has asthma? Maybe the answer will be found on a guided tour through...Buster's
lungs! In the second story, prankster poltergeists have arrived in Elwood City--and just in time for the "Scare Your Pants Off" costume party! It's
boys versus girls in what becomes a great big battle of the pranks, until the kids learn a lesson about practical jokes...from a spooky source.

(CC) DVI #403H(S)PBS

06:00a Molly of Denali
The Qyah Ice Classic/The Great Qyah Cleanup

Spring is coming, and soon the river ice will break, but when? All of Qyah is making their guesses, and the one that comes closest earns a
special prize! Do Molly and her friends have a shot at the win? / Spring has sprung, and the whole village pitches in to clean up Qyah. Molly and
Tooey discover a mystery piece of trash that turns out to be treasure.

(CC) DVI #209H(S)PBS

06:30a Alma's Way
Howard Flies The Coop/Supper Surprise

When Howard discovers he's afraid of pigeons, Alma and her friends try to help him get over it. When Alma is invited to have dinner with Andre
and his dad, she feels nervous about what "mystery dish" they're going to serve.

(CC) DVI #130H(S)PBS

07:00a Wild Kratts
Crocogator Contest

A pop Creature Quiz challenge question, about what're the differences between a crocodile and an alligator, turns into a full-blown Crocogator
contest to find out why these two very similar creatures are different at all.

(CC) N/A #311H(S)PBS

07:30a The Cat in the Hat Knows A Lot About Christmas!
This adventure finds the Cat in the Hat, Nick and Sally on a journey around the world to help a lost reindeer find his way home to
Freezeyourknees Snowland in time for Christmas. On the way, the Thingamajigger breaks down and they depend on a variety of animals -- from
African bush elephants to bottlenose dolphins to red crabs -- and their remarkable abilities to help them make an amazing journey home.

(CC) DVI #0H(S)PBS

08:30a Daniel Tiger's Neighborhood
Friends Help Each Other/Daniel Helps O Tell A Story

Friends Help Each Other - Daniel spends the day at Katerina Kittycat's house. Katerina is excited to show Daniel a birthday tea-party she set up
all by herself for her stuffed animals! Katerina accidentally knocks the tea set on the floor, and is very upset that she ruined the party. Luckily,
Daniel is a helpful friend and they reassemble the party together. Daniel Helps O Tell a Story - O the Owl wants to show Daniel all his books. The
boys choose a very special book about dinosaurs, but they realize that the last page of the story is missing! O gets very flustered, but Daniel is a
good friend and uses his imagination to make up the end of the story.

(CC) DVI #107H(S)PBS

09:00a Sesame Street
The Great Home Carnival

It's raining, and Elmo, Abby, and Rudy can't go to the carnival anymore. This is a problem! They wonder if they can make their own carnival
games with things at home. What if they use paper for a memory game, rolled-up socks for a toss game, and empty boxes for pretend roller
coaster cars? Let's try! It works. They didn't give up, and they made their favorite carnival games at home.

(CC) DVI #5230H(S)PBS

09:30a Rosie's Rules
Movie Night/Rosies Seashell Museum

109A It's family movie night, and Rosie wants Javi's popcorn, so she tries to find the perfect trade. 109B Rosie is making a seashell museum at
the beach, but she needs to find a service to trade for Crystal's purple seashell.

(CC) DVI #109H(S)PBS

10:00a Donkey Hodie
Feelings Detectives/Clyde's Cloudy Day

Duck Duck has a super big feeling, but she doesn't know what it is. Detectives Donkey and Panda are on the case! / When Clyde feels sad, the
pals want to help him feel better, but he needs time. They give him time until he is ready to play.

(CC) DVI #203H(S)PBS
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10:30a Biz Kid$
Businesses That Give Back

Get to know some businesses that are giving back in big ways, including up-and-coming entertainer Cymphonique, who helps encourage positive
self-esteem for girls. Learn from socially conscious companies that are doing good. It's the new triple bottom line: people, planet, and profit.

(CC) DVI #506(S)APTEX

11:00a Curious Crew
Thermal Conduction

Thermal Conduction is a "hot" topic! Dr. Rob and the Crew explore how thermal energy is transferred and conserved in different environments.

(CC) N/A #906H(S)NETA

11:30a Make48
Time for a Winner!

The judges deliberate and a Make48 Winner is announced!

(CC) N/A #508H(S)APTEX

12:00n Market to Market
News and commodity market analysis from the weekly journal of rural America.

(CC) N/A #4918H(S)IPTV

12:30p Motorweek
2023 Porsche 911 Carrera T

We're going on tour in the Porsche 911 Carrera T, giving buyers of the venerable sports car another flavor to choose from one that's closer to the
models starting price, yet packing in some sought after features. We'll also spend some time on the trail and the street in the Jeep Wrangler,
updated for 2024 with some important interior changes and more off-road goodies!

(CC) N/A #4315H(S)PBSPL

01:00p Real Ag
The Protein Predicament

(N) N/A #1206HSHPTV

01:30p Plan Stronger TV
Medicaid Planning

David Holland is joined by CFP Professional, Michael Mortenson, to explore long-term care insurance. Abundance Activist, Ellen Rogin, shares
tips on how to give kids an allowance. Our Attorney Panel digs into the complexities of Medicaid planning.

(CC) N/A #613H(S)ACCES

02:00p Classic Gospel
Guy Penrod Live: Hymns & Worship

Known and loved for his heartfelt, country gospel style and powerhouse vocals, this former Gaither Vocal Band member performs a collection of
some of today's most popular hymns and worship songs, including "Amazing Grace," "The Old Rugged Cross," "Shout To The Lord" and many
more classic and contemporary favorites.

(CC) N/A #1510H(S)NETA

03:00p Your Fantastic Mind
The Opioid Crisis

This episode begins in Appalachia, the geographical birthplace of the opioid crisis, setting up how the use of opioids became rampant and
spread. Then we go inside the brain to show how and why the brain becomes quickly addicted to opioids. The episode also features medication
assisted treatment, an effective treatment that has been stigmatized.

(CC) N/A #104H(S)NETA

03:30p Doctors On Call
Dr. Perez-Tamayo: Prostate/Breast Cancer

(N) N/A #1815HSHPTV

04:00p Antiques Roadshow
Tearjerkers

Grab your tissues for an emotional special episode full of guests who wear their hearts on their sleeves. Standouts include an 1888 Joseph
Nawahi oil, a Navajo Ute First Phase blanket, and a Gambrinus beer stein. One is now $1.5 million-$2 million.

(CC) N/A #2522H(S)NPS

05:00p PBS News Weekend (CC) N/A #2050H(S)NPS

05:30p History with David Rubenstein
Jill Lepore

Jill Lepore is a professor of American history at Harvard University and a staff writer at The New Yorker magazine.

(CC) N/A #107H(S)PBSPL
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06:00p Celebrity Antiques Road Trip
Nick Hewer and Margaret Mountford

(CC) N/A #404H(S)PBSPL

07:00p Agatha Christie: Lucy Worsley on the Mystery Queen
Unfinished Portrait

Rich, famous, successful... an enigma hiding in plain sight. Lucy Worsley examines Agatha Christie's later life, and discovers how she became
the Queen of Crime.

(CC) DVI #103#(S)NPS

08:00p All Creatures Great and Small On Masterpiece
Surviving Siegfried

Siegfried's First World War experiences resurface as he struggles to save a racehorse. Helen faces a decision over James's TB testing plan.

(CC) DVI #5309#(S)NPS

09:00p All Creatures Great and Small On Masterpiece
What A Balls Up!

TB testing mistakenly puts a prize cow in danger. Helen struggles with her lifelong vocation. Mrs. Hall and Tristan have brushes with love.

(CC) DVI #5310#(S)NPS

10:00p Austin City Limits
Brandy Clark/Charley Crockett

Delight in the throwback country music of Brandy Clark and Charley Crockett. Nashville-based hit songwriter Clark performs cuts from her highly
acclaimed Your Life is a Record. Lone Star native Crockett plays tunes from his album Music City U.S.A.

(CC) N/A #4705H(S)PBSPL

11:00p Agatha Christie: Lucy Worsley on the Mystery Queen
Unfinished Portrait

Rich, famous, successful... an enigma hiding in plain sight. Lucy Worsley examines Agatha Christie's later life, and discovers how she became
the Queen of Crime.

(CC) DVI #103H(S)NPS
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12:00m All Creatures Great and Small On Masterpiece
Surviving Siegfried

Siegfried's First World War experiences resurface as he struggles to save a racehorse. Helen faces a decision over James's TB testing plan.

(CC) DVI #5309H(S)NPS

05:00a Arthur
Buster's Back/The Ballad of Buster Baxter

Buster's coming home! Today!! The word spreads fast, but so does the fear that Buster will be ... different, somehow. He has been traveling all
over the world and even visited countries where they eat snails and stuff. Will he ever want to hang out with plain old Arthur again? In the second
story, Art Garfunkel lends his voice and likeness to the guitar-strumming moose minstrel who sings "The Ballad of Buster Baxter"--the story of
how Buster feels when he comes home to Elwood City. It seems to Buster that, not only have his friends changed while he was gone, but they've
forgotten all about him! Will he ever fit in again?

(CC) DVI #301H(S)PBS

05:30a Odd Squad
Reindeer Games

Reindeer Games - In this Christmas-themed episode, Olive and Otto help Santa track down his missing reindeer. Also, Oscar helps Ms. O get off
Santa's naughty list. Curriculum: Coordinate graphing; greater than and less than.

(CC) DVI #104H(S)PBS

06:00a Molly of Denali
Mystery in the Night Sky/Lights, Camera, Patak!

What is the mysterious light moving across the night sky above the Trading Post? Tooey is convinced it's aliens! When Grandpa Nat hears this
theory, he joins the kids on a night watch. Will aliens appear, or could it be something else? / Mr. Patak needs to record a carving demonstration,
but he's super camera shy! Molly and Tooey are determined to help, but bringing out the performer in Mr. Patak may be harder than they thought.

(CC) DVI #221H(S)PBS

06:30a Happy Yoga with Sarah Starr
Island Sunset

Enjoy the brilliant ocean sunset as you experience a gentle yoga session using a chair for support. Including seated sun salutations along with
easy to follow yoga moves to create more mobility and flexibility in your hands, neck, shoulders, back, hips and more.

(CC) N/A #702H(S)NETA

07:00a Yoga In Practice
Seeking Balance

We all get into habits, good and bad ones, like a dog that runs back and forth alongside a fence creating a groove. In Sanskrit, these patterns are
called samaskaras, and they become more entrenched the longer we continue them. To cultivate better habits we have to bring awareness to
what is no longer serving us and then decide to make a change. Slowing down and being aware is a place to begin.

(CC) N/A #405H(S)APTEX

07:30a Curious George
George Digs Worms/Everything Old Is New Again

George Digs Worms - Why is Bill yelling at a mound of dirt? He's worm racing! George turns to a pile of decomposed leaves to find his own prize
worm and challenges Bill's "Fast Freddy" to a race. Pretty soon, the entire countryside catches worm-racing fever and watch as George's worm,
named "Ooh Ooh Ahh Ahh," races its way to the championship. But when Mr. Quint takes the wrong lunchbox on his fishing trip, George's worm
farm is in danger of becoming fish bait! Can George save his slimy friends in time for the championship race? Everything Old is New Again - The
city is awarding the "Golden Arrows Award" to the building that collects the most recycling. George is eager to help-once he learns what recycling
actually is, of course. The building's Doorwoman next door turns out to be tough competition, so George hunts down recycling materials from
everywhere he can think of. The only problem is, he doesn't know that he only recycle products after they've been used! Will the tenants with the
missing recyclables forgive a monkey who's not just trying to win a contest, but also save the environment?

(CC) DVI #307H(S)PBS

08:00a Daniel Tiger's Neighborhood
Daniel's Winter Adventure/Neighborhood Nutcracker

Daniel's Winter Adventure - Daniel, Dad, Prince Wednesday and Prince Tuesday are all going sledding! But once they get to the hill and see how
tall it is, Daniel and Prince Wednesday get scared. Dad assures them that if they try it a little bit at a time, they might surprise themselves and
have a great time. Later, Daniel goes ice skating for the first time. When he tries it a little bit at a time, he realizes it is not so hard. Neighborhood
Nutcracker - Daniel is going to see a show called The Nutcracker Ballet! Once he arrives at the performance, he finds out that Prince Wednesday
is sick and needs Daniel to fill in for him and dance on stage. Daniel is reluctant at first but realizes that if he learns the steps a little bit at a time,
he can dance the Nutcracker and the show will go on! Strategy: If something seems hard to do, try it a little bit at a time.

(CC) DVI #208H(S)PBS

08:30a Rosie's Rules
The Catrina Mystery/The Lucky Dragon

For their Day of the Dead celebration, Rosie is in charge of the Catrina doll, but it keeps disappearing. / Rosie celebrates Lunar New Year with
the Lius, but when they miss the dragon dance, Jun, Quinn and Rosie decide to make their own.

(CC) DVI #136H(S)PBS

09:00a Sesame Street: The Nutcracker: Starring Elmo & Tango
Elmo and his puppy Tango take a fantastical adventure through magical lands to retrieve a nutcracker toy.

(CC) DVI #0H(S)PBS
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09:30a Work It Out Wombats!
3,2,1 Lift Off! / Moon Magic

Only one way to find out if there are unicorns on the moon build a spaceship and go see for yourself! / Louisa tells Zeke she's a Moon Magician
who can turn the moon into different shapes. Would Zeke like to learn how she does it?

(CC) DVI #118H(S)PBS

10:00a Donkey Hodie
The Fastest Fetcher/Bobbly Ball

Bob Dog quits fetching when he loses the "Fastest Fetcher" gameshow. Will he find something else to be the best at?/Donkey and Panda get
bored practicing Bobbly Ball. They find ways to make practice fun so they can catch the ball and win a surprise!

(CC) DVI #110H(S)PBS

10:30a Pinkalicious & Peterrific
Star Light, Star Not So Bright/The Opera-Matic

A star from the heart-shaped constellation has landed in the Pinkerton backyard! Pinkalicious and Peter are excited to have their very own star,
until it starts to dim. Will they be able to return the star to its friends in the night sky? / With Mommy's latest invention, the Opera-matic, anything
you say sounds like opera! Pinkalicious, Peter and their friends have fun playing with it - until the machine suddenly breaks and they have to sing
their very own operatic apology to Mommy.

(CC) DVI #125H(S)PBS

11:00a Elinor Wonders Why
Wind in the Web/The Pokey Plan

Wind in the Web - Elinor and her friends volunteer to help Mr. Raccoon put up a sign for his bakery, but the sign keeps blowing away in the fall
breeze. After Elinor observes a spider in its web and how the wind doesn't seem to affect it at all, she learns things that are wide will catch the
wind, but if they have lots of holes like a spider's web, they will not. They try this new idea on their sign and cut holes in it, and it works. Problem
solved, and just in time for all the folks to notice the sign and buy Mr. Raccoon's yummy baked treats! The Pokey Plant - It's Plant Day at school
and Elinor is super excited to get a beautiful plant to take home. When she gets a cactus, she's a little disappointed at first, but after some careful
observations, she and her friends learn lots of cool things about it, like how it grows in the desert, how it doesn't need much water and how the
spikes keep it safe. Elinor decides her cactus is the coolest plant ever!

(CC) DVI #112H(S)PBS

11:30a Nature Cat
Saving Seeds/Onward and Mossward

(CC) N/A #409H(S)PBS

12:00n Hero Elementary
Toadal Confusion / Hero Hideaway

When toads take over a new skate park, Sparks' Crew has to help the toads get to their natural habitat. They try out different materials to build a
bridge that the toads can use to get home. Curriculum: Different properties of materials make them suited to different purposes. / AJ tries to make
a hero clubhouse out of cardboard boxes, but it keeps falling down. Is there a better way to build it so it will stay up? Curriculum: A structure
needs to be stable in order to remain upright. Size, shape, and placement can affect the stability of a structure.

(CC) DVI #108H(S)PBS

12:30p Xavier Riddle and the Secret Museum
I Am Edmund Hillary/I Am Celia Cruz

(CC) DVI #132H(S)PBS

01:00p Gzero World with Ian Bremmer
Fear and Loathing In Lebanon

How likely is it that the Israel-Hamas war spreads into a wider Middle Eastern conflict? Beirut-based journalist Kim Ghattas gives the on-the-
ground perspective across Israel's border with Lebanon. Then, a look back at the 1972 Lod Airport attack.

(CC) N/A #625H(S)APTEX

01:30p Story in the Public Square
Mark Johnson

Pulitzer Prize-winning science reporter Mark Johnson argues that empathy and climate change are connected and says fiction writing can be a
powerful tool to sway minds.

(CC) N/A #915H(S)NETA

02:00p George Perris - The Most Wonderful Time of the Year!
Join George Perris and his big band as they celebrate the holiday season with a special performance filmed from his home country of Greece. In
addition to Christmas carols, George and the band perform spiritual and uplifting songs every family loves to hear and holiday classics with a
Greek flair. Filmed at the Piraeus Theater, one of the most beautiful theaters in Europe, GEORGE PERRIS: WONDERFUL TIME OF YEAR
transports viewers to a magical, wintery and inspiring world!

(CC) N/A #0H(S)APTEX

03:00p Alma's Way
Alma The Artist/Bomba Or Baseball

Mr. Huda holds a contest to design a mural for his store gate, and Alma's design is the winner! Andre volunteers to help Alma paint the mural, but
begins adding his own ideas without asking. Can Alma speak up for herself and her vision? When Uncle Nestor's Bomba dance show and the
first baseball game of the season are scheduled for the same day, Alma must decide whether she'll honor her commitment to dance Bomba, or
skip the performance to watch her favorite team play

(CC) DVI #102H(S)PBS
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03:30p Wild Kratts
Mystery of the Weird Looking Walrus

Chris and Martin are on a mission to discover why walrus look so weird, but discover that Zach Varmitech has kidnapped a herd to mine precious
pearls for Donita Donata's fashion line. The Wild Kratts team must use the walrus features against Zach to save the creatures and return them to
their Arctic domain. Science Concepts: Suction.

(CC) N/A #113H(S)PBS

04:00p Odd Squad
Reindeer Games

Reindeer Games - In this Christmas-themed episode, Olive and Otto help Santa track down his missing reindeer. Also, Oscar helps Ms. O get off
Santa's naughty list. Curriculum: Coordinate graphing; greater than and less than.

(CC) DVI #104H(S)PBS

04:30p Arthur
Buster's Back/The Ballad of Buster Baxter

Buster's coming home! Today!! The word spreads fast, but so does the fear that Buster will be ... different, somehow. He has been traveling all
over the world and even visited countries where they eat snails and stuff. Will he ever want to hang out with plain old Arthur again? In the second
story, Art Garfunkel lends his voice and likeness to the guitar-strumming moose minstrel who sings "The Ballad of Buster Baxter"--the story of
how Buster feels when he comes home to Elwood City. It seems to Buster that, not only have his friends changed while he was gone, but they've
forgotten all about him! Will he ever fit in again?

(CC) DVI #301H(S)PBS

05:00p Wimee's Words
Word Games

Wimee and Moby play with rhyming words; Wimee and friends write a story about a singing fairy, a penguin, and a pencil; Ms. Grace translates
our key story words into Spanish; Jim sings a song featuring Sparky on the bell; Ms.Trisha rhymes with Wimee; and we have fun with our daily
scavenger hunt!

(CC) N/A #106H(S)NETA

05:30p BBC News America (CC) N/A #134H(S)APTEX

06:00p PBS Newshour (CC) N/A #14121H(S)NPS

07:00p 25 Years with Lidia: A Culinary Jubilee
Beloved chef Lidia Bastianich celebrates 25 years on public television in this documentary special. Join Lidia's family and celebrity friends for an
intimate look at the memorable moments of her life, both on and off the screen.

(CC) DVI #0#(S)NPS

08:00p Mary Berry's Highland Christmas
Mary Berry spends Christmas in her mother's homeland of Scotland to enjoy a winter break soaking up her Scottish heritage and enjoying
traditional festive delights with familiar faces, as well cooking up some of her own indulgent dishes.

(CC) N/A #0#(S)NPS

09:00p Antiques Roadshow
Out of This World

Explore the universe of space-themed treasures, including NASA Space Program autographed photos, a 1737 celestial & terrestrial atlas, and a
Star Trek treatment, script and letters. Have the values of these stellar finds skyrocketed in the market?

(CC) N/A #2323#(S)NPS

10:00p Amanpour and Company (CC) N/A #6121H(S)PBSPL

11:00p Energy Switch
What's New In Geothermal?

Geothermal energy can be found everywhere below the surface, at varying temperatures, depending on how deep and where you are. We can
use it to warm homes and buildings, generate electricity, and hopefully to produce high heat for industrial processes. Lauren Boyd, Acting
Director of Geothermal Technologies at the DOE, and Carlos Araque, Co-founder and CEO of Quaise Energy, discuss.

(CC) N/A #306H(S)NETA

11:30p Sara's Weeknight Meals
Essential Pastas of Rome

Sara kicks off a visit to Rome with a street food tour led by American Ex Pat Katie Parla. They sample only in Rome treats like simple but
delicious Mortadella sandwiches, Maritozzi pastries oozing with whipped cream, and Suppli, Roman deep fried rice balls. Then, they perform a
Roman hat trick - three pastas starting with the same delicious base: Gricia made with guanciale transforms into Amatriciana by adding tomatoes
or Carbonara by adding eggs. All are perfect, super easy weeknight meals. In her own kitchen, Sara makes her own delicious pasta - baked
penne with prosciutto and Fontina cheese. Mangia! Recipes: Spaghetti alla Gricia; Bombolotti all'Amatriciana; Rigatoni alla Carbonara, Baked
Penne with Prosciutto and Fontina.

(CC) N/A #1201H(S)APTEX
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12:00m Mary Berry's Highland Christmas
Mary Berry spends Christmas in her mother's homeland of Scotland to enjoy a winter break soaking up her Scottish heritage and enjoying
traditional festive delights with familiar faces, as well cooking up some of her own indulgent dishes.

(CC) N/A #0H(S)NPS

05:00a Arthur
The Blizzard/The Rat Who Came to Dinner

A big blizzard comes to Elwood City, taking out the electricity (and--gasp--television!) and sending residents scrambling for supermarket supplies.
Can neighbors find ways to help each other survive through the storm? In the second story, the unthinkable is happening... Arthur's teacher is
moving in! After his roof collapses, Mr. Ratburn stays with the Reads in order to teach and grade Arthur every second of the day! Or so Arthur
fears!

(CC) DVI #405H(S)PBS

05:30a Odd Squad
Can You Wrangle It/Ahead of the Time

(CC) DVI #326H(S)PBS

06:00a Molly of Denali
Puppypalooza Part 1/Puppypalooza Part 2

Puppy Palooza Part 1 Tooey is worried one of his sled dogs, Cali, isn't feeling well. When Tooey, Molly, and Trini take her to a vet for a check-up,
they receive some surprising news. Puppypalooza Part 2 Tooey gets to decide which one of Cali's puppies to keep and train as a lead sled dog.
Can he prove his older brothers wrong and successfully identify which one would make a good lead dog?

(CC) DVI #134H(S)PBS

06:30a Happy Yoga with Sarah Starr
Peaceful Wood Glen

Create more calm in your day in the peaceful wooded glen as you enjoy a gentle seated yoga practice using a chair for support. Including
strengthening warrior moves to create more tone in your legs, combined with upper body stretches for your shoulders and upper back.

(CC) N/A #703H(S)NETA

07:00a Yoga In Practice
Interdependence

The profound truth is that you cannot be human on your own. You are human through the relationships and connections that you make. This is
the African concept of Ubuntu, whereby a person is a person through other people. We are made for interdependence. I need you in order to be
me. Our class today will remember this deeper truth by moving from the periphery into the core using twists and backbends.

(CC) N/A #406H(S)APTEX

07:30a Curious George
Curious George and the Lost Puppy / Gnocchi's Purr-Fect Day

Walking home from marching band practice at the firehouse, George and the Man with the Yellow Hat come upon Amy's Pet Supplies which is
hosting an Adoption Fair for puppies! When a bunch of new orders comes in, Amy worries she'll need to postpone the Fair. But George eagerly
volunteers to help - his friend will do the deliveries and George will watch the 5 cute puppies! All George needs to do is to make sure they don't
escape their play pen. Easy peasy! But petting the puppies becomes too tempting and George opens the gate. As he counts the puppies, he
realizes he's lost Spot, who snuck out! When George searches for Spot he is thrilled to find 5 kittens - who then also escape! It's frolicking, furry
madness! Will George be able to lure the little ones back to where they all belong - and can he devise a way to count each wiggly one only
once?! / George likes nothing better than spending a perfect spring day playing with Gnocchi. But on this day, Gnocchi gets a thorn in her paw
while chasing butterflies! George brings her to veterinarian, Dr. Aziz, who assures him that Gnocchi will be just fine, as long as she stays off her
paw for the rest of the day. Busy at the restaurant, Chef Pisghetti is distraught that he can't take Gnocchi out to see, taste and smell all of her
favorite things. So George straps on Gnocchi's cat carrier and the two head out on the town. George is determined to give Gnocchi the perfect
day! But every stop they make ends in disaster. They fall into a pile of fish, can't catch fireflies, and George even loses Gnocchi when she crawls
out of her carrier to nap in the sun! George is devastated - he's disappointed Gnocchi! But when he brings her home to Chef Pisghetti they
discover Gnocchi's secret, special souvenirs in her carrier. Maybe she had that perfect day, after all?

(CC) N/A #1502H(S)PBS

08:00a Daniel Tiger's Neighborhood
Daniel Plays Ball/O Builds A Tower

Daniel Plays Ball - Daniel, Miss Elaina and Prince Wednesday are at the park with Prince Tuesday. They decide to play a game with a ball.
Daniel struggles to catch the ball and gets very frustrated. All of his friends remind him to keep on trying and finally, he succeeds! O Builds a
Tower - In the block corner at school, O the Owl is determined to use all of the blocks to build the tallest tower in the world. After many failed
attempts, he is frustrated, but Teacher Harriet and O's friends encourage him to try once again.

(CC) DVI #118H(S)PBS

08:30a Rosie's Rules
Rosies Christmas In Mexico

Rosie is thrilled to spend Christmas with Abuela in Mexico City, but in her excitement, she forgets Abuela's present, and now she has to find a
new present before their Noche Buena celebration.

(CC) DVI #126H(S)PBS
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09:00a Sesame Street
Backyard Pizza Parlor

It's Friday, and that means Abby and Rudy are going to Crusty Charlie's. When Daddy Freddy gets home, he tells them that they won't be able to
go to for a while, because they have to make choices and buy things they need. But they can still have pizza at home. To make it more fun, they
pretend that they're at Crusty Charlie's. They sing songs, play games, and take turns being servers.

(CC) DVI #5231H(S)PBS

09:30a Work It Out Wombats!
The Treehouse Harvest Day/The Treeborhood Thankfuness Stew

Harvest Day is being ruined by fog! Can the Wombats save the day by locating Mr. E's fog goggles, buried in a box somewhere? / It's time to
make the Treeborhood Thankfulness Stew. Can Zeke create a stew that meets Mr. E's high standards?

(CC) DVI #130H(S)PBS

10:00a Donkey Hodie
Gator's New Game/Donkey and Panda Cheer Up

Gameshow Gator wants to make up a new game everybody can play. The pals help him find a way to include everyone./Nothing is going right for
Panda this morning, and Donkey gets some bad news. They remind each other that they can cheer themselves up.

(CC) DVI #137H(S)PBS

10:30a Pinkalicious & Peterrific
Robotta's Singing Delivery Service/The Rhyme Off

Robotta's Singing Delivery Service: When Robotta responds to a sung command, Pinkalicious and Peter get an idea to set up their own delivery
service. Before long Robotta is singing and delivering packages all across Pinkville - though maybe not to the right address Curriculum: (Music)
Changing the lyrics to a familiar song. The Rhyme Off: It's the right time for Pinkalicious to rhyme. Kendra agrees, and thinks it's a breeze. They
must see who is truly the best when their rhyming is put to the test. Curriculum: Express yourself through rhymes. Interstitial: Kids from the
Boston City Singers discuss the fundamentals of singing.

(CC) DVI #307H(S)PBS

11:00a Elinor Wonders Why
Mz. Mole's Glasses/Elinor Stops The Squish

Ms. Mole's Glasses - When Ms. Mole forgets her glasses at school, Elinor and her friends follow her to return them. Ms. Mole can't see anything
without her glasses! The kids travel throughout Animal Town, just missing Ms. Mole at every turn. During their travels, the kids realize Ms. Mole
has been shopping and getting around using different senses. By the time they finally reach Ms. Mole and return her glasses, she's got all her
shopping done without them. Cool! Elinor Stops the Squish - Elinor and her friends want to bring Ms. Mole a cupcake for her birthday, but they're
worried it will get squished on the way to school. The kids find inspiration in nature when they observe how different animals/creatures stay safe
using their shells as a defense mechanism. Elinor, Ari and Olive use this idea as inspiration to make a shell around the cupcake using a hard
coconut. Because of the kids' hard work and ingenuity, the cupcake makes it all the way to school without being squished, just in time for Ms.
Mole to enjoy her present. Yum!

(CC) DVI #108H(S)PBS

11:30a Nature Cat: A Nature Carol
In the tradition of the Dickens holiday classic, Nature Cat is visited by the spirits of Nature Past (Daisy), Present (Squeeks) and Future (Hal) on
Christmas Eve.

(CC) N/A #0H(S)PBS

12:30p Xavier Riddle and the Secret Museum
I Am Jigonsaseh/I Am Sacagawea

(CC) DVI #136H(S)PBS

01:00p School of Greatness with Lewis Howes
Andrew Huberman - Healthy Habits - In Studio

Neuroscientist Andrew Huberman shares the science behind managing mental health challenges, sleep, dopamine and how to rewire the way
you think.

(CC) N/A #203H(S)APTEX

01:30p Medical Frontiers
Early Detection Technologies to Prevent Dementia

New Alzheimer's disease drugs have been developed in recent years. The key is to start treatment before dementia begins, in the stage of mild
cognitive impairment, or MCI. But detecting MCI is time-consuming and difficult because there is no clear benchmark for diagnosing it. New
devices have been developed for that purpose: a device to measure brain waves and a helmet-type PET scanner. We report on how this latest
technology is helping with the battle against dementia.

(CC) N/A #225H(S)APTEX

02:00p Carols at the Cathedral
Enjoy the architectural beauty of Saint John's Cathedral in Denver as the Cathedral Choir sings beloved Christmas carols. Dean Richard Lawson
offers a hopeful message for all people of goodwill.

(CC) N/A #0H(S)NETA
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02:30p Debbie Gibson Holiday: A Soundcheck Special
In DEBBIE GIBSON HOLIDAY: A SOUNDCHECK SPECIAL, singer-songwriter, producer and actress Debbie Gibson shares insight and
inspiration about recording her first holiday album, Winterlicious, and performs some classic and new holiday hits. The half-hour concert, filmed at
the Count Basie Center for the Arts in Red Bank, New Jersey, includes performances of "The Gift," "Let it Snow," the "Christmas Dreams Medley"
and "White Christmas," which Gibson performs as a duet with her father. In between songs, Gibson talks with host Jen Eckert about her creative
process, writing original songs, her own holiday memories, and recording the new album. Singer Joey McIntyre of New Kids on the Block also
discusses what it's like working and touring with Gibson.

(CC) N/A #0H(S)APTEX

03:00p Alma's Way
Lost in the Bronx/New Neighbors

When Alma and Uncle Nestor get separated from the rest of the family on the subway, Alma remembers the "just-in-case" plan she made with
Mami. Can she and Uncle Nestor reunite with the rest of the family before their special dinner reservation? When new neighbors Beto and Emi
move in next door, Alma and Beto hit it off straight away. Junior and Beto's little sister, Emi, seem to be fast friends, too until they aren't. Can
Alma and Beto figure out what keeps driving them apart?

(CC) DVI #136H(S)PBS

03:30p Wild Kratts
The Blue and the Gray

Martin and Chris are absorbed in a hilarious competition to discover who is the best acorn planter, blue jays or gray squirrels, when a strange
Creature Power Suit malfunction transforms Martin into an acorn and grows him into an Oak tree! Chris activates the squirrel powers of his
Creature Power Suit, but gets waylaid by a bobcat and goshawk, and the Aviva, Koki, and Jimmy can't find them. It'll take some animal-loving
Wild Kratts kids to get them out of this mess.

(CC) N/A #120H(S)PBS

04:00p Odd Squad
Can You Wrangle It/Ahead of the Time

(CC) DVI #326H(S)PBS

04:30p Curious George: A Very Monkey Christmas
Curious George and The Man with the Yellow Hat are having a wonderful time getting ready for Christmas. There's only one dilemma - neither of
them can figure out what to give the other for a present! In the end, both gift-giving predicaments are simply and beautifully resolved, revealing
the true spirit of the holiday season.

(CC) DVI #0H(S)PBS

05:30p BBC News America (CC) N/A #135H(S)APTEX

06:00p PBS Newshour (CC) N/A #14122H(S)NPS

07:00p Finding Your Roots
Country Roots

Henry Louis Gates, Jr. uncovers the remarkably diverse backgrounds of country music icons Clint Black and Rosanne Cash.

(CC) N/A #706#(S)NPS

08:00p America at a Crossroads with Judy Woodruff
At a time of heightened partisanship, declining trust in institutions, increased political violence, and rapid social change, Judy Woodruff set out
this year on a two-year reporting project, America at a Crossroads, to explore the forces driving Americans apart, and to ask people from all walks
of life and all political persuasions what might be done to reverse these worrying trends. She crisscrossed the country, listening to researchers
and writers, school board members and parents, activists, local leaders, even the President of the United States, discuss how they view
challenges before us and what can be done to surmount them. She centered these stories on lived experience, historical context, and
compassion, reporting on the phenomenon of negative partisanship - intense dislike from one party for the other; growing distrust of the judiciary,
and the privileging of partisan politics over the rule of law; how school boards became the center of fights over social issues; ongoing concerns
about domestic extremism and rising political violence; the difficulties of racial healing, and the progress that's been made; and how the
disappearance of local news has contributed to the unraveling of civic connection. Now, to round out the first year of Crossroads, in an hour-long
special we'll revisit some of our most compelling stories with a combination of writers, policymakers, big thinkers and regular people to explain
what we've learned about America's divisions, what we're still grasping to better understand, and what might be done to move forward.

(CC) N/A #0#(S)NPS

09:00p Frontline
Netanyahu, America & The Road to War In Gaza

The struggle between the Israeli leader and multiple U.S. presidents over Middle East peace. Leading up to the Gaza war, Netanyahu's relations
with the U.S. and Palestinians. Also, with The Washington Post, how Israel's security barrier was breached.

(CC) N/A #4207H(S)NPS

11:00p Doctors On Call
Dr. David Battin: Heart Disease

(N) N/A #1807HSHPTV
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11:30p Whitney Reynolds Show
Hope and Healing

Where "Hope and Healing" meet, that's today's show. We navigate this topic and discover how both words have impacted our guests and their
journeys forward after difficult situations.

(CC) N/A #501H(S)NETA
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12:00m Finding Your Roots
Country Roots

Henry Louis Gates, Jr. uncovers the remarkably diverse backgrounds of country music icons Clint Black and Rosanne Cash.

(CC) N/A #706H(S)NPS

05:00a Arthur's Perfect Christmas
Plans are underway in Elwood City for the best holidays ever as Arthur, D.W., their family and friends make preparations for perfect gifts, perfect
parties and perfect family traditions for Christmas, Hanukkah, Kwanzaa and even "Baxter Day" (Buster and his mom's special celebration). The
only problem is, just like in real life, perfection is hard to attain, and things start to fall apart.

(CC) DVI #0H(S)PBS

06:00a Molly of Denali
Big Sulky/The Funny Face Competition

Big Sulky When a windstorm knocks down Big Sulky, Qyah's oldest tree, Molly and Tooey decide to make an exhibit honoring the giant spruce.
To prepare, they interview everyone who has a Big Sulky story, and in the process, try to solve the mystery of how the giant tree got its name.
The Funny Face Competition After seeing a book of photos that misrepresent Alaska Natives, Molly and Tooey organize a Funny Face
Competition to take photos of how their friends and family really are - happy and smiling. Tooey seems like a shoe-in to win... until Aunt Merna
comes to town.

(CC) DVI #135H(S)PBS

06:30a Happy Yoga with Sarah Starr
Ocean Mist

Refresh and recharge with the ocean waves at sunset as you enjoy a gentle seated yoga practice using a chair for support. Including seated sun
salutations and gentle stretches designed to increase range of motion and enhance mobility in your shoulders, back, hips and more.

(CC) N/A #704H(S)NETA

07:00a Yoga In Practice
Reset Your Emotional Circuit Breaker

Our psyches were not developed to respond to everything that is coming at us right now. Being so connected these days to the world's news is
overloading our emotional circuit breakers. Take a few deep breaths and ask yourself: What is mine to do and not to do today? What is mine to
say and not to say today? What is mine to care about and not to care about today? Remember that someone will always care.

(CC) N/A #407H(S)APTEX

07:30a Curious George
Gnocchi The Critic/George Cleans Up

Gnocchi The Critic -Chef Pisghetti is crushed. Gnocchi usually approves every dish the Chef makes, but for some reason Gnocchi hasn't eaten
anything for days. Thinking his food is no good, the Chef decides to stop cooking and close the restaurant! Not wanting to lose his favorite ravioli,
George follows Gnocchi to find out why she stopped liking the Chef's food. George carefully observes her cat behavior, but all she does is take
naps, roll in the dirt and sneeze an awful lot. Wait...! The Man with the Yellow Hat begins sneezing due to his flower allergies. It's the same
sneeze Gnocchi made throughout the day! Can George diagnose Gnocchi in time to save Chef P's restaurant? George Cleans Up - George
made a mess of the living room. An upright vacuum is hard for a little monkey to control, so the Man with the Yellow Hat gets George a monkey-
sized vacuum. George is amazed with his new "toy" and sucks up everything in sight...including some rare stamps the Man is supposed to deliver
to Mr. Stamp! Inspired by a superhero on TV, George dons a cape and embarks on a citywide "cleaning" spree, using his little vacuum to suck up
everything from bird food to dog biscuits to a winning lottery ticket. Will George figure out how to empty the bag when it gets full? Will the town
view George as a Superhero Vacuum Monkey or a Super Villain?

(CC) DVI #311H(S)PBS

08:00a Daniel Tiger's Neighborhood
Daniel and Miss Elaina Play Rocketship/Daniel Plays at the Castle

Daniel and Miss Elaina Play Rocketship - Daniel has come to play with Miss Elaina today! They decide to play "outer space," but Miss Elaina gets
upset when her cardboard telescope and spaceship accidentally break. Lady Elaine helps the friends see that they can still have fun together,
even without the toys - because they're friends! They use their imaginations to keep playing, which is just as much fun! Daniel Plays at the Castle
- Daniel is visiting Prince Wednesday and the boys are excited to explore Prince Wednesday's rock collection. Daniel is saddened when Prince
Wednesday tells him the rocks are too delicate to play with. Daniel and Prince Wednesday learn that friendship is about more than just playing
with each other's toys - it's about being together!

(CC) DVI #106H(S)PBS

08:30a Rosie's Rules
President of the Sandbox / Dino Parade

Rosie and Javi both want to be in charge of the sandbox, so the kids hold an election to choose the president. / The Dino Parade is about to be
cancelled, so Rosie rallies her friends to form a marching band.

(CC) DVI #127H(S)PBS

09:00a Sesame Street
The Great Home Carnival

It's raining, and Elmo, Abby, and Rudy can't go to the carnival anymore. This is a problem! They wonder if they can make their own carnival
games with things at home. What if they use paper for a memory game, rolled-up socks for a toss game, and empty boxes for pretend roller
coaster cars? Let's try! It works. They didn't give up, and they made their favorite carnival games at home.

(CC) DVI #5230H(S)PBS
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09:30a Work It Out Wombats!
The Treeborhood Parranda/Happy New Acorn Year!

The Flapping Feathers's bus derails on its way to the Parranda. Super fans Sammy and Louisa save the celebration! / This year, the Wombats
can stay up late to watch the New Year's Eve Acorn Drop - if they can keep from falling asleep.

(CC) DVI #133H(S)PBS

10:00a Donkey Hodie
The Breakfast Bowl/Dancing Dandelions

Donkey and Panda compete against each other in the Breakfast Bowl. Can they still have fun if only one of them can win? / Donkey, Panda, and
Bob Dog plant Dancing Dandelion seeds and help each other find the right music to make the flowers grow.

(CC) DVI #201H(S)PBS

10:30a Pinkalicious & Peterrific
Dream Salon/The Duck Stops Here

At the Dream Salon, Pinkalicious gets the hair style of her dreams, which turns out not to be so dreamy after all. Peter is excited when a pink
duckling mistakes him as its Ducky Daddy, but he and Pinkalicious soon learn that having a duckling follow them around is not all it's quacked up
to be.

(CC) DVI #120H(S)PBS

11:00a Elinor Wonders Why
Backyard Soup/Colorful and Tasty

Backyard Soup - Elinor loves making "Backyard Soup," because all the ingredients come from their backyard garden. She's eager to try the same
recipe when she visits her grandma and grandpa, but their backyard is a lot different than Elinor's, because they live in the desert. Elinor learns
that different plants grow in different environments as she makes a whole different "Backyard Soup" with her grandparents, where the main
ingredient is cactus! Colorful and Tasty - Elinor and her friends are selling lots of yummy cupcakes, but the problem is no one is buying any. The
kids don't understand what's wrong, because everyone loves cupcakes. After observing how flowers attract bees through color and smell, they go
back to their bake sale and decorate the table with fantastic colors, and use a fan to spread the aroma of the cupcakes. Before they know it, the
place is "buzzing" and they sell every cupcake!

(CC) DVI #113H(S)PBS

11:30a Nature Cat
Tally Ho, A Volcano/No Rest for the Squeeky

(CC) N/A #306H(S)PBS

12:00n Hero Elementary
Where's Fur Blur? / The Blob

Our heroes can't find Fur Blur. Sparks' Crew uses their 5 senses to track her throughout the school. Curriculum: Humans have five senses they
use to gather information about the world around them. They can use that information to solve problems. / A giant, mysterious blob is invading the
hallways and classrooms, causing chaos. Sparks' Crew needs to identify the properties of The Blob in order to stop it and save the day.
Curriculum: Identifying the properties of a material can help give clues to what it is.

(CC) DVI #107H(S)PBS

12:30p Xavier Riddle and the Secret Museum
I Am Wilma Rudolph/I Am Jonas Salk

(CC) DVI #124H(S)PBS

01:00p Untamed
Opossums

Opossums are America's only marsupial and while they may not be the cuddliest critters, they are an evolutionary wonder.

(CC) N/A #104HAPTEX

01:30p Daytripper
Sulphur Springs, Tx

Chet goes fishing on Lake Fork, one of the most-famous big bass lakes in Texas. He visits a historic square with a see-through public restroom
and then explores a museum dedicated to the dairy business.

(CC) N/A #707H(S)NETA

02:00p Noel Triumphant
Fountainview Academy, a private boarding school for grades 10-12, is internationally acclaimed for their sacred music. Noel Triumphant features
an international choir and orchestra performing sacred Christmas songs that you know and love. The concert was recorded on December 2020
from the campus of Fountainview Academy.

(CC) N/A #0H(S)NETA

03:00p Nature Cat: A Nature Carol
In the tradition of the Dickens holiday classic, Nature Cat is visited by the spirits of Nature Past (Daisy), Present (Squeeks) and Future (Hal) on
Christmas Eve.

(CC) N/A #0H(S)PBS

04:00p Sesame Street: The Nutcracker: Starring Elmo & Tango
Elmo and his puppy Tango take a fantastical adventure through magical lands to retrieve a nutcracker toy.

(CC) DVI #0H(S)PBS
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04:30p Arthur's Perfect Christmas
Plans are underway in Elwood City for the best holidays ever as Arthur, D.W., their family and friends make preparations for perfect gifts, perfect
parties and perfect family traditions for Christmas, Hanukkah, Kwanzaa and even "Baxter Day" (Buster and his mom's special celebration). The
only problem is, just like in real life, perfection is hard to attain, and things start to fall apart.

(CC) DVI #0H(S)PBS

05:30p BBC News America (CC) N/A #136H(S)APTEX

06:00p PBS Newshour (CC) N/A #14123H(S)NPS

07:00p Nature
Santa's Wild Home

Get an intimate look into life in Lapland, fabled land of Santa Claus and actual home of tenacious wildlife such as reindeer, wolverines, Brown
bears and more

(CC) DVI #3806#(S)NPS

08:00p Nova
Decoding The Great Pyramid

Stunning new archaeological evidence provides clues about the Egyptians who built the Great Pyramid of Giza -- and how they did it. Join
researchers as they delve into the logbook of a work crew and discover how the massive project transformed Egypt.

(CC) N/A #4604#(S)NPS

09:00p Great Yellowstone Thaw
Our cameras continue to follow the wildlife dramas in Yellowstone, and Spring brings many new challenges. While the brutal cold temperatures
and deep snow of winter have gone, the weather is still erratic and there's the impending danger of the Thaw. When temperatures are high
enough to melt the snowpack, millions of tonnes of water will cascade down the mountain, bulldozing everything in its path. Wildlife cameraman
Jeff Hogan discovers a nest of Great Gray owls. There are three chicks, but one is a runt, significantly smaller than its siblings and at risk of
starvation. And when the worst storms for years hit the Beartooth Mountains, Jeff wonders whether it can hang on. Down on the Snake River the
family of beavers is busy making the most of the Spring vegetation. Infra red cameras give Jeff and host Kirk Johnson a secret view of life inside
the lodge, as the beavers squabble over food. Kirk also dons a dry suit to head underwater to admire the engineering skills of these rodents.
Massive boulders and branches are there to strengthen their dams, but will they be enough to withstand the Thaw. When the torrent of water
begins to hit, Kirk joins a hydrologist to help measure the water flow in the rivers and work out how this year's weather has affected the Thaw.
And bear expert Casey Anderson follows a mother grizzly and her cubs - and explains that the biggest dangers come not from other predators,
but surprisingly from their own kind.

(CC) DVI #102H(S)PBS

10:00p Amanpour and Company (CC) N/A #6123H(S)PBSPL

11:00p This American Land
Sage Grouse, Curlew Grassland, Tribute to Gary Strieker

Protecting the sage grouse also protects one of the largest ecosystems in North America. Stream restoration work is preserving the sagebrush
steppe of the Curlew National Grassland in Idaho. Gary Strieker was the founder and executive producer of This American Land. He inspired
"conservation through storytelling."

(CC) N/A #1101H(S)NETA

11:30p Outside: Beyond The Lens (CC) N/A #302H(S)APTEX
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12:00m Nova
Decoding The Great Pyramid

Stunning new archaeological evidence provides clues about the Egyptians who built the Great Pyramid of Giza -- and how they did it. Join
researchers as they delve into the logbook of a work crew and discover how the massive project transformed Egypt.

(CC) N/A #4604H(S)NPS

05:00a Arthur
Arthur Read: Super Saver!/Tibbles to the Rescue!

Business is slow for Mr. and Mrs. Read, and Arthur is concerned. Can this "super saver" find ways to keep his family in the green? Educational
Objective: Arthur learns how his family can work together to save money. When D.W. saves Tommy and Timmy from a nasty fall, they decide to
repay the favor...whether D.W. likes it or not. Educational Objective: The Tibbles learn how to accept and reciprocate kindness.

(CC) DVI #1808H(S)PBS

05:30a Odd Squad
Breakfast Club/Dr. O: Party Time, Excellent

The Breakfast Club - Delivery Debbie goes undercover to stop a group of villains. Curriculum: hundreds chart, odd and even numbers,
greater/less than, two-digit numbers, place value. Dr. O: Party Time, Excellent - When Olympia finds out Dr. O is leaving, she struggles to throw
the best goodbye party ever. Curriculum: money, subtraction.

(CC) DVI #221H(S)PBS

06:00a Molly of Denali
Sticker Shock/A Song for Lola

Tooey's brothers won't stop using Tooey's stuff! To keep track of who owns what, Tooey labels everything he can. Things escalate, the label
maker breaks and Molly's feelings get hurt. Can he figure out how to use the labels for good? / Vera's Lola Miranda is coming back to Qyah on a
visit from the Philippines! Vera wants to surprise her with a special song, but she and Molly are struggling to create one that's "serious" enough to
honor her Lola.

(CC) DVI #308H(S)PBS

06:30a Happy Yoga with Sarah Starr
Palm Sunrise

(CC) N/A #705H(S)NETA

07:00a Yoga In Practice
Savoring The Gifts

To savor something is the act of stepping outside of an experience to assess and appreciate it. Savoring intensifies the positive emotions that
come with doing something you love. To relish today's practice to its utmost, stay as present in the moment as possible, and feel, and even taste,
the natural gratitude that arises by simply appreciating the gifts of this life you have been given.

(CC) N/A #408H(S)APTEX

07:30a Curious George
Curious George and the Snow Festival

(CC) N/A #1007H(S)PBS

08:00a Daniel Tiger's Neighborhood
Be A Vegetable Taster!/Daniel Tries A New Food

Be a Vegetable Taster! - Teacher Harriet introduces Daniel and his friends to the school's vegetable garden and convinces them to pick out some
healthy veggies for their snack. They explore the garden, picking and trying different vegetables...with mixed results! Daniel Tries a New Food -
Miss Elaina is having dinner with the Tiger family and she encourages Daniel to try some new food: Veggie Spaghetti and Banana Swirl. Daniel is
convinced he won't like Veggie Spaghettit, even though he's never tried it before. Miss Elaina encourages him to be adventurous and try the new
food. She does the same herself, and even though she doesn't like all of it, she's proud of herself for trying.

(CC) DVI #116H(S)PBS

08:30a Wild Kratts Creature Christmas
In this one-hour special, it's Christmas time and the Wild Kratts are taking a break from creature adventuring to celebrate. But when the Wild
Kratts receive an alert that their favorite creatures are suddenly disappearing around the globe, their holiday party quickly turns into a rescue
mission. Our heroes must race against time to thwart their greedy archrivals' most miserly scheme yet! Will they be able to travel to the ends of
the earth and return their baby animal friends to their homes in time for the holidays? Find out on Wild Kratts: A Creature Christmas.

(CC) N/A #0H(S)PBS

09:30a Work It Out Wombats!
A Sleep Story for Ellie/Super's Super Mug

What's a super sleepy Ellie to do, besides stumble around groggily and talk to bushes? The storytellers of her favorite sleepy time radio show are
on vacation, so she's having trouble falling asleep! Zadie decides to come up with a soothing story just for Ellie, a story about a dragon who loves
pizza; Malik and Zeke volunteer to help provide the relaxing sound effects. Guess what? It works! / When Super's favorite mug smashes into a
bunch of pieces, the Wombats decide to fix it so Super won't be too sad. Sticky tape doesn't work, sticky taffy doesn't work, but Mr. E's Ooey
Gooey Goo, shells and gold paint - plus a whole lotta love - do the trick!

(CC) DVI #121H(S)PBS

10:00a Donkey Hodie
Growing The Ungrowdenia/Camp Buddy Buddy

Donkey gives her new flower too much water, and it grows so big that it disrupts her garden and her pals' fun. Can she learn from her mistake to
fix the problem?/When the wind ruins Donkey and Panda's Camp Buddy Buddy plan, they must change the plan.

(CC) DVI #108H(S)PBS
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10:30a Pinkalicious & Peterrific
Amazing Sled Run/Frost Fairy

It's a snow day for Pinkalicious, Peter, Rafael and Jasmine! In fact, it snowed so much that the snow reaches Pinkalicious' bedroom window! With
all this snow on the ground, the kids decide to build the most pinkatastic sled run ever! / Pinkalicious and Peter find Felix the Frost Fairy fast
asleep on the job. They'll need to help him so everyone in Pinkville will have wonderful winter window designs when they wake up.

(CC) DVI #135H(S)PBS

11:00a Elinor Wonders Why
The Unsinkable Lynx/Rocky The Rock

The Unsinkable Lynx - It's a very snowy day and Elinor, Ari and Olive meet a new friend, Gael the lynx, who has just moved to Animal Town. The
kids decide to play some fun SNOW TAG, and it quickly becomes clear that Gael is a master at the game. He moves impossibly fast in the snow.
How does he do it? After some careful observations, the kids discover that Gael's paws are much wider than theirs, which helps him walk on top
of the snow instead of sinking down into it. This discovery inspires the kids to make their own wide snowshoes! Rocky the Rock - Ari spots a
funny looking rock with a smile on it and decides to make it his new friend, Rocky. When it's time for a snack, Ari notices that Rocky doesn't eat
anything, which makes him worried. How will Ari take care of his friend Rocky? Enlisting the help of his friends, they wonder, are rocks alive?
They make observations about what living things do and compare them to what Rocky does, which sparks a lively class debate. The kids decide
that rocks are not alive, but that they can still be friends with nature.

(CC) DVI #129H(S)PBS

11:30a Nature Cat
Secrets of the Old Prairie/A Sticky Sweet Tree Treat

(CC) N/A #304H(S)PBS

12:00n Hero Elementary
The Butterfly Chasers / Something Shady

When Monarch butterflies are missing from the school garden, Benny and the rest of Sparks' Crew follow one Monarch to see where it goes.
They soon discover that all the Monarchs are on the move...but why? Curriculum: Seasonal weather changes cause Monarch butterflies to
migrate south in the winter in order to survive. / The shady spot that AJ picked for the class's outdoor lunch has disappeared. Determined, Sparks'
Crew embarks on a mission to find out who, or what, swiped AJ's shade. Curriculum: The position of the light behind an object affects the position
and size of the shadow it casts.

(CC) DVI #112H(S)PBS

12:30p Xavier Riddle and the Secret Museum
I Am Harriet Tubman

(CC) DVI #121H(S)PBS

01:00p Steven Raichlen's Project Fire
Rolled, Stuffed and Grilled

Ever since humankind first put food to fire, the world's grill cultures have wrapped and rolled flavorful ingredients. Steven explores two South
American grilled classics-a stuffed chicken breast from Uruguay called pamplona, and a colorful stuffed beef roll Argentineans know as
matambre. Plus, a Project Fire Mystery Box "roll" that may involve a crustacean. PAMPLONA OF CHICKEN WITH EMBER-ROASTED
PEPPERS; MATAMBRE WITH A CAJUN TWIST; MYSTERY BOX CHALLENGE - PROJECT FIRE LOBSTER ROLL

(CC) N/A #402H(S)APTEX

01:30p Tim Farmer's Country Kitchen
Bean with Bacon Soup, Jalapeno & Chow Chow Cornbread and Bourbon Apple

Tim is craving Bean with Bacon Soup with a shortcut that's full of flavor. Add a side of Jalapeno and Chow Chow Cornbread and Bourbon Apple
Pie with Cranberries, Raisins and Pecans for dessert! Then enjoy the soothing sounds of EmiSunshine on the front porch of the cabin.

(CC) N/A #202H(S)NETA

02:00p Holidays at Murray State
The Murray State University Concert Choir, Wind Ensemble, Jazz Orchestra, a cappella group "EQ Blu," and featured faculty soloists highlight
this annual seasonal special.

(CC) N/A #2023H(S)NETA

03:00p Alma's Way
Alma Town/Alma's Big Help

When Alma is elected mayor of Cardboard City, she promises to help the city run smoothly. But when Cardboard City's citizens start to feel
unhappy with Alma's rule-making, she has to figure out how to make rules that are fair to everyone./Alma and Junior want to help out in a big
way, but, after trial and error, they discover it's the little acts of kindness that make the biggest difference.

(CC) DVI #137H(S)PBS

03:30p Wild Kratts Creature Christmas
In this one-hour special, it's Christmas time and the Wild Kratts are taking a break from creature adventuring to celebrate. But when the Wild
Kratts receive an alert that their favorite creatures are suddenly disappearing around the globe, their holiday party quickly turns into a rescue
mission. Our heroes must race against time to thwart their greedy archrivals' most miserly scheme yet! Will they be able to travel to the ends of
the earth and return their baby animal friends to their homes in time for the holidays? Find out on Wild Kratts: A Creature Christmas.

(CC) N/A #0H(S)PBS
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04:30p Arthur
Arthur Read: Super Saver!/Tibbles to the Rescue!

Business is slow for Mr. and Mrs. Read, and Arthur is concerned. Can this "super saver" find ways to keep his family in the green? Educational
Objective: Arthur learns how his family can work together to save money. When D.W. saves Tommy and Timmy from a nasty fall, they decide to
repay the favor...whether D.W. likes it or not. Educational Objective: The Tibbles learn how to accept and reciprocate kindness.

(CC) DVI #1808H(S)PBS

05:00p Wimee's Words
Paper Airplanes

Wimee sings about flying all over the world; Moby wonders about how paper airplanes fly; Brody shows the tiny paper airplane he made for
Wimito; Mr. Brad translates the key story words into Swahili; and Ms. Bridget shows us how to make a few different types of paper airplanes!

(CC) N/A #107H(S)NETA

05:30p BBC News America (CC) N/A #137H(S)APTEX

06:00p PBS Newshour (CC) N/A #14124H(S)NPS

07:00p This Old House
Lexington | Ramping Up

Like the exterior, the interior of the home, including the new walkout basement, is taking shape. New repairs to the original brick are made to look
old. A DIY ramp is built, and a modern accessible home is toured. Trim is added to the exterior.

(CC) N/A #4507H(S)PBSPL

07:30p Ask This Old House
Rain Garden, Wrought Iron Railing

Jenn heads to Portland, Oregon to help a couple install a rain garden; Ross shares how moisture meters can detect unseen water damage; Mark
installs a railing on concrete steps.

(CC) N/A #2207H(S)PBSPL

08:00p Home Diagnosis
Big Picture: Performance Vs. Energy Efficiency

Indoor Air Quality requires understanding ventilation and air tightness targets, and with low income weatherization and government programs
pushing for EE, the origin of the 'energy audit' is exposed as good at heart but inconsistent with building codes, and possibly harmful for the
home's occupants.

(CC) N/A #202H(S)NETA

08:30p Inspire
The Impact of Race On Infant Mortality

(N) N/A #310HKTWU

09:00p Spirit of Christmas with Kevin Pauls and Friends
Experience the magic of Christmas in this exciting hour-long special musical special featuring a line-up of world renowned and beloved artists
singing popular Christmas classics. Hosted by Gaither homecoming artist Kevin Pauls the program features performances with Grammy award-
winning artist Steve Archer, Grammy-nominated and Gaither Homecoming Concert artists - The Martins, pop band Newworldson, angelic vocalist
Alynthia, and multi award-winning artist Jacob Moon. This musical special is a Christmas classic not to be missed!

(CC) N/A #0H(S)NETA

10:00p Sunflower Journeys
Let's Get Outdoors

We explore ?Field Station: Dinosaurs,? which is a new attraction in Derby, KS, that engages kids with realistic life-size models of prehistoric
creatures; we see what camping is like at a vintage RV rally at Eisenhower State Park; and we meet Denise Selbee-Koch and Jennifer Woerner
as they lead a group of women on outdoor adventures in this Plains People segment.

(N) N/A #3108H(S)KTWU

10:30p America's Heartland
Saddle up for a rodeo riding school in Montana. Visit a California farm community pulling together to save pollinating honeybees. Meet an
Arkansas rancher as he rounds up a large and growing herd of buffalo.

(CC) N/A #1205H(S)APTEX

11:00p This Old House
Lexington | Ramping Up

Like the exterior, the interior of the home, including the new walkout basement, is taking shape. New repairs to the original brick are made to look
old. A DIY ramp is built, and a modern accessible home is toured. Trim is added to the exterior.

(CC) N/A #4507H(S)PBSPL

11:30p Ask This Old House
Rain Garden, Wrought Iron Railing

Jenn heads to Portland, Oregon to help a couple install a rain garden; Ross shares how moisture meters can detect unseen water damage; Mark
installs a railing on concrete steps.

(CC) N/A #2207H(S)PBSPL
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12:00m Amazing Human Body
Survive

Discover the miracles the human body goes through every day to stay alive and healthy. From fighting infections to repairing damage, human
bodies have remarkable arsenals that allow survival against all kinds of outside threats.

(CC) DVI #102H(S)PBS

05:00a Arthur
Binky Rules/Meet Binky

Writing your own name in graffiti all over the school wouldn't be very smart, right? Binky says he didn't do it, so detectives Fern and Buster are on
the case. Can they work together to solve the crime or will their client be sent up the river? In the second story, Arthur and the gang have Binky
hats, Binky t-shirts and Binky CDs, but what they really need are Binky concert tickets!

(CC) DVI #306H(S)PBS

05:30a Odd Squad
Reindeer Games

Reindeer Games - In this Christmas-themed episode, Olive and Otto help Santa track down his missing reindeer. Also, Oscar helps Ms. O get off
Santa's naughty list. Curriculum: Coordinate graphing; greater than and less than.

(CC) DVI #104H(S)PBS

06:00a Molly of Denali
Spring Carnival/Tooey's Hole-I-Day Sweate

Spring Carnival Auntie Midge loves to emcee Spring Carnival, but a hurt hip takes her out of commission. With a little help from Mr. Patak, Molly
and Tooey build a special way for her to get around in the snow. Tooey's Hole-i-day Sweater Tooey's finally outgrown an ugly, hand-me-down
Christmas sweater knit by his Grandma Elizabeth. All is well until Luka accidentally takes a bite and leaves a gaping hole in the front. Can Molly
and Tooey fix it before Grandma arrives for the holidays?

(CC) DVI #131H(S)PBS

06:30a Happy Yoga with Sarah Starr
Pebble Shore

Recharge along the pebble beach at sunset with an energizing flow practice as we focus on increasing lower body mobility while strengthening
your core, hips, glutes and more.

(CC) N/A #706H(S)NETA

07:00a Yoga In Practice
Refining and Evolving

There is a saying, "Yoga makes the impossible possible, the possible easy, the easy elegant." Yoga, like life, is a process of refining and
evolving. The small changes that we commit to each day shift our mind, our vision, our health. One of my favorite mantras is, "I like myself when I
try." When you are on your mat you have ample opportunity to try the possible and to make the easy elegant.

(CC) N/A #409H(S)APTEX

07:30a Curious George
George Bowls A Hole In One / Virtuoso George

Unable to agree on which beach umbrella to get for Aunt Margret, Steve and Betsy want to have a fun contest to determine who gets to decide.
Steve campaigns for bowling and Betsy insists on golf, so they ask George to choose. George suggests they create a new game that combines
elements of both games - and leads his friends in inventing a quirky, challenging course in Endless Park. George works hard to do as well as his
older friends. With a little luck and a lot of duck he just might roll a bowl-in-one! / There's no telling what exciting thing a delivery person might
bring. Today, George gets an extra special surprise... a piano! George is so excited and begs for a lesson. The Man with the Yellow Hat teaches
George "Mary Had a Little Lamb" by showing him how piano keys make music notes that go up and down and can be repeated to make a song.
With practice, George really starts to get the hang of it! Later that day, they find a player piano (a piano that can play itself!) outside of the County
Store. As George has a blast pretending to play, the Renkins mistake him for a virtuoso and persuade The Man with the Yellow Hat to host a
recital and invite the town. But when George tries to turn his home piano into a player piano, he breaks it completely - just as all of his friends start
to arrive. Can George use his new knowledge of the piano's inner workings to improvise and save the show?

(CC) N/A #1512H(S)PBS

08:00a Daniel Tiger's Neighborhood
Snowflake Day!

In this thirty minute holiday musical episode, the Neighborhood is celebrating Snowflake Day! Daniel has a very important role as the snowflake in
the Neighborhood's Snowflake Day Show and he can't wait to say his lines! The Enchanted Garden is full of excitement and winter cheer as
everyone pitches in to make the celebration a true Neighborhood success!

(CC) DVI #139H(S)PBS

08:30a Rosie's Rules
Rosies Christmas In Mexico

Rosie is thrilled to spend Christmas with Abuela in Mexico City, but in her excitement, she forgets Abuela's present, and now she has to find a
new present before their Noche Buena celebration.

(CC) DVI #126H(S)PBS

09:00a Sesame Street: The Nutcracker: Starring Elmo & Tango
Elmo and his puppy Tango take a fantastical adventure through magical lands to retrieve a nutcracker toy.

(CC) DVI #0H(S)PBS
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09:30a Work It Out Wombats!
A Boxful of Snout / Postcard from Snout

Uh oh! The Wombats accidentally "gift-wrapped" Snout while helping Mr. E. Can they figure out which box he's in? / Zeke misses Snout, who's
accompanying Mr. E on a visit to Aunt Ida. Will a postcard from Snout chase away Zeke's blues?

(CC) DVI #117H(S)PBS

10:00a Donkey Hodie
Trolley Visits Someplace Else/Wish Upon A Fish

Ding-ding! Trolley visits Someplace Else for a big party. When the pals need help preparing, can they figure out what Trolley's dings mean? /
Donkey thinks her pet fish Rogers is magic and will help her do hard things. But is it magic or practice?

(CC) DVI #204H(S)PBS

10:30a Pinkalicious & Peterrific
Gingerbread House/Christmas Tree Trouble

"Gingerbread House" Pinkalicious and Peter build a pinkamazing gingerbread house that attracts Sarafina, a holiday fairy. But as pieces of the
house begin to go missing, it's up to Pinkalicious to find the sneaky snacker before all that's left are crumbs. Curriculum: (Visual Arts) Working
collaboratively to make a work of art out of edible materials. "Christmas Tree Trouble" It's time to decorate the Pinkerton's Christmas Tree! But
when the box of all of the family's ornaments break hours before the holiday party, it will take some creativity and pinkamagination to bring back
the family's Christmas spirit. Curriculum: (Visual Arts) Experiment with different tools and materials to make art (Christmas tree ornaments)
Interstitial: Kids decorate for the holidays by creating snowpeople made out of socks and other art materials.

(CC) DVI #211H(S)PBS

11:00a Curious George: A Very Monkey Christmas
Curious George and The Man with the Yellow Hat are having a wonderful time getting ready for Christmas. There's only one dilemma - neither of
them can figure out what to give the other for a present! In the end, both gift-giving predicaments are simply and beautifully resolved, revealing
the true spirit of the holiday season.

(CC) DVI #0H(S)PBS

12:00n Hero Elementary
The Crew Who Snows What to Do / Keep Your Eye on the Ball

Turbo Tina is excited for her first snowfall EVER! But, some of the snow melts quickly. Can Sparks' Crew figure out why some snow is melting
and some isn't? Curriculum: Sunlight warms the Earth's surface and melts snow. Seasonal patterns vary around the world. / A T-Ball
Championship game is in jeopardy when all the balls go missing. Where did they go? And can Sparks' Crew come up with an alternative ball so
the game can go on? Curriculum: The properties of objects involved in a collision affect the result of collisions.

(CC) DVI #124H(S)PBS

12:30p Xavier Riddle and the Secret Museum
I Am Kate Warne/I Am Sir Arthur Conan Doyle

(CC) DVI #122H(S)PBS

01:00p Inspire
Agritourism In Kansas

(N) N/A #303HKTWU

01:30p Cottonwood Connections
Sunday Go to Meetin'

(N) N/A #304HSHPTV

02:00p St. Thomas Christmas: Reflections of Gratitude
A ST. THOMAS CHRISTMAS: REFLECTIONS OF GRATITUDE is a winter tradition for the University of St. Thomas community. This year's
concert theme is "Reflections of Gratitude." The program celebrates the Advent and Christmas season by drawing from both familiar traditional
carols and innovative contemporary selections. This year's production also offers viewers two specifically commissioned pieces for the concert by
Jack Stamp.

(CC) N/A #0H(S)APTEX

03:00p Alma's Way
Alma's Nochebuena/Three Kings Day Do-Over

It's Alma's favorite holiday, Noche Buena (or Christmas Eve), and she can't wait to celebrate her family's yearly traditions. But when the traditions
go wrong, Alma feels disappointed. Can she still have a fun Noche Buena when things are so different? When Alma finds the Christmas gift she
gave Junior is still under the tree, she decides to skip playtime with her brother and make him a do-over gift before the big Three Kings Day
parade. But Junior isn't thrilled.

(CC) DVI #105H(S)PBS

03:30p Wild Kratts
Fireflies

It's time for the annual Wild Kratt Firefly picnic. Martin and Chris head off into the forest to find some fireflies to join in the fun, but fashion
designer, Donita Donata, has been capturing all the fireflies to use in the making of a sparkly, one-of-a-kind dress. The Wild Kratts team has to
save the firefly population! Science Concepts: Bioluminescence, Cold light.

(CC) N/A #112H(S)PBS
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04:00p Odd Squad
Reindeer Games

Reindeer Games - In this Christmas-themed episode, Olive and Otto help Santa track down his missing reindeer. Also, Oscar helps Ms. O get off
Santa's naughty list. Curriculum: Coordinate graphing; greater than and less than.

(CC) DVI #104H(S)PBS

04:30p Arthur
Binky Rules/Meet Binky

Writing your own name in graffiti all over the school wouldn't be very smart, right? Binky says he didn't do it, so detectives Fern and Buster are on
the case. Can they work together to solve the crime or will their client be sent up the river? In the second story, Arthur and the gang have Binky
hats, Binky t-shirts and Binky CDs, but what they really need are Binky concert tickets!

(CC) DVI #306H(S)PBS

05:00p Wimee's Words
Shapes

Wimee sings a silly, shapely song; Wimee and friends write a story about a dragon; Brody and Wimee have fun with shapes together; Ms. Grace
translates the key story words into Spanish; Jim sings a guessing game shape song; and our friend McKenna shows us how to draw shapes and
find shapes in nature!

(CC) N/A #108H(S)NETA

05:30p BBC News America (CC) N/A #138H(S)APTEX

06:00p PBS Newshour (CC) N/A #14125H(S)NPS

07:00p Washington Week with the Atlantic (CC) N/A #6326H(S)NPS

07:30p Firing Line with Margaret Hoover
Guest: Jewel Kilcher. Singer-songwriter Jewel Kilcher discusses her journey from a troubled upbringing in Alaska to music megastardom, how
she saved her own soul by prioritizing her mental health, and her virtual reality platform providing access to mindfulness tools.

(CC) N/A #726H(S)NPS

08:00p Market to Market
News and commodity market analysis from the weekly journal of rural America.

(CC) N/A #4919H(S)IPTV

08:30p Real Ag
The World of Water

(N) N/A #1207HSHPTV

09:00p The Jackie Stiles Story
Director: Brent Huff

(N) N/A #1HSHPTV

11:00p Real Ag
The World of Water

(N) N/A #1207HSHPTV

11:30p Start Up
Wolverine Pickleball: Ann Arbor, Mi

Wolverine Pickleball, a business on a mission to elevate the sport of Pickleball in SE Michigan. This is a story about ambition and the power of
community.

(CC) N/A #1113H(S)NETA
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12:00m Season of Light: Christmas with the Tabernacle Choir
The Tabernacle Choir and Orchestra at Temple Square join with award winning artists Lea Salonga and Sir David Suchet for Season of Light:
Christmas with The Tabernacle Choir, a festive and uplifting Christmas special. This concert will illuminate your holiday experience with timeless
carols, treasured songs, and a story of heroic service.

(CC) N/A #0H(S)NPS

05:00a Mister Rogers' Neighborhood
The Empire Brass Quintet/Creative Ideas

Mister Rogers visits the Empire Brass Quintet and notes that it's fun to hear all the instruments playing.  If you listen carefully, you can hear each
one, but they all make "one song." In the Neighborhood of Make-Believe, Neighbors get ready for the Bass Violin Festival.

(CC) DVI #1549HPBS

05:30a Let's Go Luna!: Luna's Christmas Around The World
When the Circo gets stuck at the South Pole on Christmas eve, Leo, Andy, and Carmen are convinced that Santa will never find them. With the
help of their friend Luna, the kids endeavor to save Christmas, learning about holiday traditions from around the world along the way.

(CC) DVI #0H(S)PBS

06:30a Agphd (N) N/A #1342HHEFTY

07:00a Market to Market
News and commodity market analysis from the weekly journal of rural America.

(CC) N/A #4919H(S)IPTV

07:30a Arthur's Perfect Christmas
Plans are underway in Elwood City for the best holidays ever as Arthur, D.W., their family and friends make preparations for perfect gifts, perfect
parties and perfect family traditions for Christmas, Hanukkah, Kwanzaa and even "Baxter Day" (Buster and his mom's special celebration). The
only problem is, just like in real life, perfection is hard to attain, and things start to fall apart.

(CC) DVI #0H(S)PBS

08:30a Daniel Tiger's Neighborhood
Be A Vegetable Taster!/Daniel Tries A New Food

Be a Vegetable Taster! - Teacher Harriet introduces Daniel and his friends to the school's vegetable garden and convinces them to pick out some
healthy veggies for their snack. They explore the garden, picking and trying different vegetables...with mixed results! Daniel Tries a New Food -
Miss Elaina is having dinner with the Tiger family and she encourages Daniel to try some new food: Veggie Spaghetti and Banana Swirl. Daniel is
convinced he won't like Veggie Spaghettit, even though he's never tried it before. Miss Elaina encourages him to be adventurous and try the new
food. She does the same herself, and even though she doesn't like all of it, she's proud of herself for trying.

(CC) DVI #116H(S)PBS

09:00a Sesame Street
Goldilocks and the Three Homes

Elmo, Abby, Baby Bear, and Chris go to Fairy Tale Land to build a home for Goldilocks. They wonder if they can build a home for Goldilocks
that's just right. What if they use a tape measure to measure her so the home isn't too big or too small? Let's try! It works. They didn't give up and
built a home that's just right for Goldilocks.

(CC) DVI #5233H(S)PBS

09:30a The Cat in the Hat Knows A Lot About Christmas!
This adventure finds the Cat in the Hat, Nick and Sally on a journey around the world to help a lost reindeer find his way home to
Freezeyourknees Snowland in time for Christmas. On the way, the Thingamajigger breaks down and they depend on a variety of animals -- from
African bush elephants to bottlenose dolphins to red crabs -- and their remarkable abilities to help them make an amazing journey home.

(CC) DVI #0H(S)PBS

10:30a Diy Science Time
Surface Tension

Mister C and the Science Crew bubble over with excitement creating a square bubble. Get ready to break the tension and explore surface
tension.

(CC) N/A #103H(S)NETA

11:00a Paint This with Jerry Yarnell
Prairie Magic, Part 1

This is the final water miscible oil painting project of the 1300 series. This painting is a 12 x 24 stretched canvas and Jerry starts this painting with
a blue gray underpainting and he begins the layering and building of the bands of colors in the rain clouds the fill the sky. He uses the 1 1/2 inch
brush to beautifully, softly blend the bands of grays to create the sheets of rain across the prairie sky. Stormy skies with oils is to create the
mixing formulas and color changes directly on the canvas and not on the palette. This will add to the drama and intensity of the stormy skies.

(CC) N/A #1310H(S)NETA

11:30a Make It Artsy
Your Mediums

Shake up the use of mediums. First, see a new concept with "framed paper" to make jewelry using stencils, ribbons and beads with host Julie Fei
Fan Balzer. Then, Joe Rotella brings fire to the show with a wood burning technique using stencils. Finally, Micah Goguen creates a self- portrait
demonstrating a special technique using markers and paint. The show closes with a color study - orange.

(CC) N/A #907H(S)NETA
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12:00n Creative Living
Artist, designer and model, Monica Duran has created a collection of hand crafted leather purses and jewelry in addition to her artwork. These
items all coordinate with her daughter's designs, which she'll tell about. Her company is Monista Arts & Designs. Designer and crafter, Shannon
Bielke will show how to use regular dominoes and a few simple craft products and turn them into jewelry, books, ornaments and more. Bielke's
company is Sha & Co. Dianna Effner is an artist and the owner of Dianna Effner Porcelain Dolls, and she's going to show several dolls wearing
tee-shirts and other garments that are decorated with transfer art. She'll show how she uses various transfer sheets for her projects.

(CC) N/A #7015H(S)KENW

12:30p This Old House
Lexington | Reworked and Rewired

The fully framed front of the house is revealed. Work continues on the geothermal system, and the connection to the interior is made. Blocking is
installed in the framing. Old receptacle boxes in the original brick walls are replaced and rewired.

(CC) N/A #4506H(S)PBSPL

01:00p Woodsmith Shop
Special Guest: Char Miller-King

The Woodsmith Shop welcomes woodworker Char Miller-King to build a bookcase along with some help. Char's passion is to teach woodworking,
especially to kids. While the cast builds a stacking bookcase, you'll learn about teaching the next generation as well.

(CC) N/A #1713H(S)NETA

01:30p American Woodshop
Kitchen Live-Edge Blended Wood Cutting Boards

Explore exciting wood combinations for kitchen use and discover the best food safe finishes. Suzy crafts a 3-foot long live-edge charcuterie board
with feet.

(CC) N/A #2804H(S)NETA

02:00p Garage with Steve Butler
Shop Bench & Stool

Steve builds a shop bench and stool that will log a lot of work hours.

(CC) N/A #304H(S)NETA

02:30p Chef's Life
Heavenly Hocks

A view behind-the-scenes reveals the hot and cold of curing ham. At a New York dinner party hosted in her honor, Vivian serves up a gift of NC
seasoning meats - the pig tails, ham hocks, and fatback that give Carolina cuisine its quintessential kick. While in the Big Apple, a visit with her
publisher reveals an itinerary certain to make for an ambitious autumn.

(CC) N/A #409H(S)PBS

03:00p America's Test Kitchen
Hearty Soup and Salad

Test cook Keith Dresser makes host Julia Collin Davison New England Fish Chowder. Equipment expert Adam Ried reveals his top picks for
Nakiri knives, and gadget critic Lisa McManus shares her favorite tiny tools. Test cook Dan Souza makes host Bridget Lancaster a Hearty Green
Salad with Chickpeas, Pickled Cauliflower, and Seared Halloumi.

(CC) N/A #2320H(S)APTEX

03:30p Cook's Country
French-Inspired Dinner

Christie Morrison makes host Julia Collin Davison Trout Amandine, and Toni Tipton-Martin discusses how Julia Child made French cuisine
accessible in the US. Tasting expert Jack Bishop takes a deep dive into freshwater fish, and Equipment expert Adam Ried shares his top picks
for bench scrapers. Ashley Moore makes host Bridget Lancaster elegant Lentilles du Puy with Spinach and Creme Fraiche.

(CC) N/A #1614H(S)APTEX

04:00p Fons & Porter's Love of Quilting
Stitch Modes 101

What in the world are all these different stitch modes? New technology means new opportunities for creativity. but it can also be a source of
confusion. Angela Huffman demystifies the various settings you may encounter on various longarm and midarm-style quilting machines, showing
you the how, why, and when for each mode.

(CC) N/A #4208H(S)NETA

04:30p It's Sew Easy
Finishing Touches

This episode features adding details that make your clothing stand out. First is Angela Wolf and how to combine the sports bra and tank with
ribbed trim. Then, Emily Thompson has the easy way to add a thumbhole trim to a long sleeve top or jacket - a stylish finishing touch. Finally,
Cheryl Sleboda adds the perfect finishing touch to cold weather fashion with a muff.

(CC) N/A #2005H(S)NETA

05:00p Knit and Crochet Now
Chic Hand Warmers!

Hand warmers with three options help you stay stylish during cold weather! Rachel Alford gets us started. You choose to make either standard
mittens, fingerless gloves or convertible mittens with flip-top construction. Then Lena Skvagerson introduces the Basketweave Waves Knit
Dishcloth. Learn an eye-catching variation of the basketweave stitch that forms little waves. We finish up with Lily Chin and the knit version of our
3 in 1 hand warmers.

(CC) N/A #1308H(S)NETA
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05:30p Garden Smart (CC) N/A #7306H(S)NETA

06:00p Cottonwood Connections
Archeology at Scott Lake

(N) N/A #303HSHPTV

06:30p Rick Steves' Europe
Rick Steves' Europe: Art of the Impressionists and Beyond

The late-1800s saw old notions of beauty challenged by revolutionary artists. We enjoy pioneering Impressionist works Monet's lilies, Renoir's
ladies, Degas' snapshots and Rodin's statues that capture the joie de vivre of the age. We trace the tempestuous travels of Van Gogh through his
incomparable art. And we finish in Spain, with wild and crazy buildings that herald the dawn of a new century.

(CC) N/A #1211H(S)APTEX

07:00p The Lawrence Welk Show
Roses (Ralna English)

The Band and singers open this show and set the theme with "Everything's Comin' up Roses". Ken Delo sings "Red Roses for a Blue Lady", Guy
and Ralna take us down "Primrose Lane", our fabulous saxophone section plays "Rose of Washington Square", and Bob Lido and the Hotsy
Totsy Boys celebrate "Rose of the Rio Grande".

(CC) N/A #1919H(S)OETA

08:00p Handel's Messiah: Tabor College 2023
Hillsboro, Ks

(N) N/A #2023H

09:00p David Holt's State of Music
Lakota John and Tray Wellington

David visits with talented young musicians Tray Wellington and Lakota John Locklear. Tray Wellington is an African American banjo player who
has won the IBMA Momentum Award; John Locklear is a member of the Lumbee tribe who excels at the blues.

(CC) N/A #505H(S)PBSPL

09:30p Ireland with Michael
The Pirate Queen of Mayo

County Mayo is the birthplace of Michael's grandfather. He drives to Achill Island to follow the life of Grainuaile (Grace O Malley - The Pirate
Queen). From there it's on to Westport House, a gorgeous mansion built on the site of the Pirate Queen's former castle. The trail leads across the
wild coast of Achill to discuss peat-harvesting on this boggy isle, tales of maritime legends, and to hear the slow airs of Joanie Madden. Michael
stops at the North Mayo Genealogy Center at Enniscoe outside the town of Ballina to learn about his ancestry, and sings a song that was popular
in Ireland during the time his great grandfather lived in Mayo.

(CC) N/A #205H(S)NETA

10:00p Austin City Limits
Nathaniel Rateliff & The Night Sweats/Adia Victoria

Nathaniel Rateliff & The Night Sweats and Adia Victoria update soul and blues on ACL. Rateliff and his band perform songs from their LP The
Future. Victoria plays tunes from her Americana Music Awards Album of the Year nominated A Southern Gothic.

(CC) N/A #4808H(S)PBSPL

11:00p Sound On Tap
Sleepspent

Sleepspent is an indie rock band from El Paso, TX who deliver unique soundscapes, bold vocals, and enchanting melodies.

(CC) N/A #111H(S)NETA

11:30p Songs at the Center
Suzy Bogguss, Robin August & Alice Wallace

Grammy Award winner Suzy Bogguss ("Letting Go"), Robin August ("Monster"), Alice Wallace ("The Same Old Song"), and hosted by singer-
songwriter Eric Gnezda.

(CC) N/A #704H(S)
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12:00m Nature
Santa's Wild Home

Get an intimate look into life in Lapland, fabled land of Santa Claus and actual home of tenacious wildlife such as reindeer, wolverines, Brown
bears and more.

(CC) DVI #3806H(S)NPS

05:00a Mister Rogers' Neighborhood
Neighborhood Opera: Star for Kitty

(CC) N/A #1565HPBS

05:30a Arthur
Binky Rules/Meet Binky

Writing your own name in graffiti all over the school wouldn't be very smart, right? Binky says he didn't do it, so detectives Fern and Buster are on
the case. Can they work together to solve the crime or will their client be sent up the river? In the second story, Arthur and the gang have Binky
hats, Binky t-shirts and Binky CDs, but what they really need are Binky concert tickets!

(CC) DVI #306H(S)PBS

06:00a Peg + Cat + Holidays
This is a special holiday episode of Peg + Cat featuring "The Christmas Problem," "The Hanukkah Problem," and "The Penguin Problem. " This
series is designed to engage preschool children and teach them how to solve math-based problems with Peg, a chatty and tenacious five year-
old, her feline pal, Cat, and her smart, handsome, cool friend Ramone.

(CC) DVI #0H(S)PBS

07:00a Wild Kratts Creature Christmas
In this one-hour special, it's Christmas time and the Wild Kratts are taking a break from creature adventuring to celebrate. But when the Wild
Kratts receive an alert that their favorite creatures are suddenly disappearing around the globe, their holiday party quickly turns into a rescue
mission. Our heroes must race against time to thwart their greedy archrivals' most miserly scheme yet! Will they be able to travel to the ends of
the earth and return their baby animal friends to their homes in time for the holidays? Find out on Wild Kratts: A Creature Christmas.

(CC) N/A #0H(S)PBS

08:00a Work It Out Wombats!
A Boxful of Snout / Postcard from Snout

Uh oh! The Wombats accidentally "gift-wrapped" Snout while helping Mr. E. Can they figure out which box he's in? / Zeke misses Snout, who's
accompanying Mr. E on a visit to Aunt Ida. Will a postcard from Snout chase away Zeke's blues?

(CC) DVI #117H(S)PBS

08:30a Daniel Tiger's Neighborhood
Snowflake Day!

In this thirty minute holiday musical episode, the Neighborhood is celebrating Snowflake Day! Daniel has a very important role as the snowflake in
the Neighborhood's Snowflake Day Show and he can't wait to say his lines! The Enchanted Garden is full of excitement and winter cheer as
everyone pitches in to make the celebration a true Neighborhood success!

(CC) DVI #139H(S)PBS

09:00a Sesame Street: The Nutcracker: Starring Elmo & Tango
Elmo and his puppy Tango take a fantastical adventure through magical lands to retrieve a nutcracker toy.

(CC) DVI #0H(S)PBS

09:30a Nature Cat: A Nature Carol
In the tradition of the Dickens holiday classic, Nature Cat is visited by the spirits of Nature Past (Daisy), Present (Squeeks) and Future (Hal) on
Christmas Eve.

(CC) N/A #0H(S)PBS

10:30a Biz Kid$
What's in the Books?

Poor recordkeeping adds up to lost money. This episode examines bookkeeping and accounting, income and expenses, profit and loss, and
gives tips on how to get over math anxiety (in case you have it). Meet the youngest Harlem Globetrotter who does a slam dunk with his books.

(CC) DVI #507(S)APTEX

11:00a Curious Crew
Surface Tension

Bonding over the science of Surface Tension! Why do some things float in water while others sink? The Crew's depth of knowledge goes WAY
below the surface, as they learn all about the molecular bonds behind water phenomena!

(CC) N/A #907H(S)NETA

11:30a Make48
Time to Hear from the Professionals

The winning product is developed by industry professionals, then we check in with some industry experts to get their opinion of the newly
developed product!

(CC) N/A #509H(S)APTEX
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12:00n Market to Market
News and commodity market analysis from the weekly journal of rural America.

(CC) N/A #4919H(S)IPTV

12:30p Motorweek
2024 Acura Integra Type S

This week, we're taking a look at the Acura Integra Type S, a modern four-door that offers plenty of performance for enthusiasts while retaining
daily comforts. Then we'll shift gears into the latest GMC Canyon, which takes this midsize pickup truck to new heights in terms of style, amenities
and performance. Plus, more Quick Spins and "Your Drive" garage advice!

(CC) N/A #4316H(S)PBSPL

01:00p Real Ag
The World of Water

(N) N/A #1207HSHPTV

01:30p Plan Stronger TV
Elderly Financial Exploitation Risks

Don Blandin, CEO of Investor Protection Trust, and David Holland discuss the risks of financial exploitation for the elderly. Also, David and a
panel of CFP professionals discuss retirement planning strategies.

(CC) N/A #101H(S)ACCES

02:00p Classic Gospel
Fortune/Walker/Isaacs/Rogers: Brotherly Love

Individually Jimmy Fortune, Ben Isaacs, Bradley Walker and Mike Rogers are some of country and gospel music's most respected singers and
musicians. Together these award-winning talents have created a masterpiece performance with "I'm So Lonesome I Could Cry," "Go Rest High
on that Mountain" and other classics. Their seamless blends and intricate arrangements set a high bar musically, showcasing warm, inviting
harmonies that mirror their long-time friendships.

(CC) N/A #1511H(S)NETA

03:00p Your Fantastic Mind
Deep Brain Stimulation for Depression

Millions of Americans have depression. For some it is intractable and often leads to attempted suicide. Deep brain stimulation (DBS), which many
people know of because of its use to control tremors in Parkinson's disease, can be life changing when used for depression. Dr. Helen Mayberg
of Mount Sinai in New York City, pioneered discovery of an area of the brain that, if stimulated, can alleviate depression. We follow 27-year-old
Tyler Hajjar who has suffered debilitating depression for a decade and has made multiple suicide attempts. YFM shadows him during the 12-hour
surgery and in the months that follow as he strives to reclaim his life.

(CC) N/A #105H(S)NETA

03:30p Doctors On Call
Taylor Ziegler Dnp, Fnp: Childrens Mental Health

(N) N/A #1816HSHPTV

04:00p Antiques Roadshow
Out of This World

Explore the universe of space-themed treasures, including NASA Space Program autographed photos, a 1737 celestial & terrestrial atlas, and a
Star Trek treatment, script and letters. Have the values of these stellar finds skyrocketed in the market?

(CC) N/A #2323H(S)NPS

05:00p Salina Symphony Christmas Festival 2023
Director & Conductor: Yaniv Segal

(N) N/A #2023HSHPTV

07:00p All Creatures Great and Small On Masterpiece
Edward

Mrs. Hall conquers demons from her past. While she is away, Tristan discovers the challenge of housekeeping. Meanwhile, Helen is at loose
ends.

(CC) DVI #5311#(S)NPS

08:00p All Creatures Great and Small On Masterpiece
For Whom The Bell Tolls

As war comes in September 1939, everyone faces decisions small and large. Romance beckons for Tristan and Mrs. Hall. TB plagues Helen's
farm.

(CC) DVI #5312#(S)NPS

09:00p All Creatures Great and Small On Masterpiece
Merry Bloody Christmas

It's Christmas at Skeldale and Siegfried has to decide whether to protect Tristan at the cost of River's welfare. Mrs. Hall realizes she has to face
her feelings for Gerald.

(CC) DVI #5313#(S)NPS
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10:00p Austin City Limits
Nathaniel Rateliff & The Night Sweats/Adia Victoria

Nathaniel Rateliff & The Night Sweats and Adia Victoria update soul and blues on ACL. Rateliff and his band perform songs from their LP The
Future. Victoria plays tunes from her Americana Music Awards Album of the Year nominated A Southern Gothic.

(CC) N/A #4808H(S)PBSPL

11:00p All Creatures Great and Small On Masterpiece
Edward

Mrs. Hall conquers demons from her past. While she is away, Tristan discovers the challenge of housekeeping. Meanwhile, Helen is at loose
ends.

(CC) DVI #5311H(S)NPS
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12:00m All Creatures Great and Small On Masterpiece
For Whom The Bell Tolls

As war comes in September 1939, everyone faces decisions small and large. Romance beckons for Tristan and Mrs. Hall. TB plagues Helen's
farm.

(CC) DVI #5312H(S)NPS

05:00a Arthur's Perfect Christmas
Plans are underway in Elwood City for the best holidays ever as Arthur, D.W., their family and friends make preparations for perfect gifts, perfect
parties and perfect family traditions for Christmas, Hanukkah, Kwanzaa and even "Baxter Day" (Buster and his mom's special celebration). The
only problem is, just like in real life, perfection is hard to attain, and things start to fall apart.

(CC) DVI #0H(S)PBS

06:00a Molly of Denali
Spring Carnival/Tooey's Hole-I-Day Sweate

Spring Carnival Auntie Midge loves to emcee Spring Carnival, but a hurt hip takes her out of commission. With a little help from Mr. Patak, Molly
and Tooey build a special way for her to get around in the snow. Tooey's Hole-i-day Sweater Tooey's finally outgrown an ugly, hand-me-down
Christmas sweater knit by his Grandma Elizabeth. All is well until Luka accidentally takes a bite and leaves a gaping hole in the front. Can Molly
and Tooey fix it before Grandma arrives for the holidays?

(CC) DVI #131H(S)PBS

06:30a Happy Yoga with Sarah Starr
Sunflower Gold

Revel in the golden sunflower sunset as you enjoy a gentle yoga practice using a chair for support. Including gentle seated sun salutations along
with easy to follow yoga moves to create more ease in your neck, shoulders, chest, back and more.

(CC) N/A #707H(S)NETA

07:00a Yoga In Practice
A Complicated Journey

Being human can be a messy and complicated journey. It is our light that makes our shadows, our sorrows that give meaning to our joys, making
us who we are. What if yoga as a practice of living fully is inviting us to engage the messiness of our life and not to run from it? Are we able to
want the life we are currently living right now? Consider this idea as we move though our practice together.

(CC) N/A #410H(S)APTEX

07:30a Curious George: A Very Monkey Christmas
Curious George and The Man with the Yellow Hat are having a wonderful time getting ready for Christmas. There's only one dilemma - neither of
them can figure out what to give the other for a present! In the end, both gift-giving predicaments are simply and beautifully resolved, revealing
the true spirit of the holiday season.

(CC) DVI #0H(S)PBS

08:30a Rosie's Rules
Rosies Christmas In Mexico

Rosie is thrilled to spend Christmas with Abuela in Mexico City, but in her excitement, she forgets Abuela's present, and now she has to find a
new present before their Noche Buena celebration.

(CC) DVI #126H(S)PBS

09:00a Sesame Street: The Nutcracker: Starring Elmo & Tango
Elmo and his puppy Tango take a fantastical adventure through magical lands to retrieve a nutcracker toy.

(CC) DVI #0H(S)PBS

09:30a Work It Out Wombats!
Amazing Adventure/The Kaya-Tastic Banana-Tastic Halo Halo Split!

Thanks to Ellie, best babysitter ever, the Wombats embark on a for-real Sticker Monster treasure hunt. / Kaya has to get creative when she
breaks her tablet right before her Kaya-tastic Banana-tastic Halo-Halo Split cooking class.

(CC) DVI #116H(S)PBS

10:00a Donkey Hodie
The Golden Crunchdoodles Return/Flowers, Fetch, and Dance

The pals finally find a box of Golden Crunchdoodles cereal, but it won't open! Will asking questions help solve the problem? /Donkey, Panda, and
Bob Dog want to play different things. Can they compromise for their three-friend playdate?

(CC) DVI #140H(S)PBS

10:30a Pinkalicious & Peterrific
Gingerbread House/Christmas Tree Trouble

"Gingerbread House" Pinkalicious and Peter build a pinkamazing gingerbread house that attracts Sarafina, a holiday fairy. But as pieces of the
house begin to go missing, it's up to Pinkalicious to find the sneaky snacker before all that's left are crumbs. Curriculum: (Visual Arts) Working
collaboratively to make a work of art out of edible materials. "Christmas Tree Trouble" It's time to decorate the Pinkerton's Christmas Tree! But
when the box of all of the family's ornaments break hours before the holiday party, it will take some creativity and pinkamagination to bring back
the family's Christmas spirit. Curriculum: (Visual Arts) Experiment with different tools and materials to make art (Christmas tree ornaments)
Interstitial: Kids decorate for the holidays by creating snowpeople made out of socks and other art materials.

(CC) DVI #211H(S)PBS
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11:00a Elinor Wonders Why
The Paper Trail/Bath Time

The Paper Trail - The kids are making a storybook when they run out of paper, so they decide to get more from the store. Unfortunately, the store
is out of paper too, so the kids wonder: where can they get more? This question brings them to Mr. Beaver's paper mill, where they learn that
paper comes from trees, and the trees come from- a tree farm! After learning all the steps and how nature plays a significant role in making
paper, the kids realize that it's important not to waste it. This inspires them to finish their story by drawing on the back of their old paper. Bath
Time - After Ari's parents let him skip bath time, he's determined to never have a bath again. This makes Elinor, Ari and Olive ask the question,
why do we have to take baths anyway? They learn all about the different ways animals keep themselves clean, but Ari is still adamant about
never bathing again. That is, until he starts to get really sticky and itchy, which disrupts his playtime. He finally gives in to bath time and makes
himself squeaky clean, but don't worry, he'll have plenty time to get dirty again tomorrow!

(CC) DVI #115H(S)PBS

11:30a Nature Cat
Snow Way to Keep Warm/So You Think You Know Nature

A fun day playing in the newly fallen snow takes a turn for Hal when he remembers that he left his favorite dog toy Mr. Chewinsky outside
yesterday. And now, since there is so much snow, he can't find Mr. Chewinsky anywhere! Nature Cat recommends waiting until the snow melts in
a few months, when it will be easy to find the dog toy, but Hal can't do that! He cannot just let Mr. Chewinsky be outside under snow all winter!
Hal needs him and Mr. Chewinsky needs Hal! Squeeks has an idea. Using her tunneling expertise, she leads the gang under the snow on a
search for Mr. Chewinsky. / While playing in their backyard, Nature Cat and his pals become sudden and unexpected contestants on the "on the
go" game show "So You Think You Know Nature!" Led by host Twig Stickman, Nature Cat and his friends travel, by the magic of TV game
shows, to various exotic locations all around the world to prove that they know nature. How hard can that be for a nature-loving cat? It seems very
hard!

(CC) N/A #216H(S)PBS

12:00n Hero Elementary
Saved from the Bell/The Right Stuff

When the bell on top of the school's Leaping Tower keeps ringing, Sparks' Crew plans and conducts an investigation. They discover that
vibrations make sound, but what's causing the bell to vibrate and ring? Curriculum: Vibrating matter can make sounds. / When Sparks' Crew
decides to restyle their current hero suits, they have to figure out what materials they can use. But, is it the right stuff to help them save the day?
Curriculum: Materials have different properties; it is possible to sort, describe and compare materials based on their properties.

(CC) DVI #104H(S)PBS

12:30p Xavier Riddle and the Secret Museum
I Am Rukmini Devi Arundale/I Am Bob Ross

(CC) DVI #133H(S)PBS

01:00p Gzero World with Ian Bremmer
Overlooked In 2023

(CC) N/A #626H(S)APTEX

01:30p Story in the Public Square
Jeremy Wallace

Texas political reporter Jeremy Wallace discusses what the 2022 midterm election could hold for Texas and the United States as a whole.

(CC) N/A #916H(S)NETA

02:00p Chef's Life Holiday Special
Doing what she knows best, Vivian hosts her own vision of the season's celebrations in this one-hour special exploring holiday traditions, Kinston,
NC style. Join her in one of the most charming and delicious celebrations of the season.

(CC) N/A #0H(S)PBS

03:00p Alma's Way
Alma's Nochebuena/Three Kings Day Do-Over

It's Alma's favorite holiday, Noche Buena (or Christmas Eve), and she can't wait to celebrate her family's yearly traditions. But when the traditions
go wrong, Alma feels disappointed. Can she still have a fun Noche Buena when things are so different? When Alma finds the Christmas gift she
gave Junior is still under the tree, she decides to skip playtime with her brother and make him a do-over gift before the big Three Kings Day
parade. But Junior isn't thrilled.

(CC) DVI #105H(S)PBS

03:30p Wild Kratts
Polar Bears Don't Dance

While in the Arctic, Martin and Chris are on a mission to discover how animals move around in different environments. Their new knowledge
comes in handy when they discover that Zach Varmitech has kidnapped a Walrus calf and a Polar bear cub. The Wild Kratts team must do what it
takes to return the baby animals to their mothers. Science Concepts: Buoyancy, Traction.

(CC) N/A #107H(S)PBS

04:00p Odd Squad
Robert Plant/Game Time

Robert Plant - Olive and Otto must find a way to stop Obfusco's plant from taking over headquarters. Curriculum: Geometry and spatial sense;
understand that maps provide information about direction and distance. Game Time - When Otto gets trapped inside a video game it's up to Olive
to rescue him. Curriculum: Measurement; identify value of coins and combinations to make a dollar.

(CC) DVI #126H(S)PBS
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04:30p Arthur's Perfect Christmas
Plans are underway in Elwood City for the best holidays ever as Arthur, D.W., their family and friends make preparations for perfect gifts, perfect
parties and perfect family traditions for Christmas, Hanukkah, Kwanzaa and even "Baxter Day" (Buster and his mom's special celebration). The
only problem is, just like in real life, perfection is hard to attain, and things start to fall apart.

(CC) DVI #0H(S)PBS

05:30p BBC News America (CC) N/A #139H(S)APTEX

06:00p PBS Newshour (CC) N/A #14126H(S)NPS

07:00p Call The Midwife Holiday Special
Two weeks before Christmas, delicate situations cause uncertainty for the midwives. With the upcoming Apollo 8 launch and the festivity
preparations starting, a treacherous heavy snowfall may complicate the holiday celebrations for everyone.

(CC) DVI #2023#(S)PBS

08:30p Salina Symphony Christmas Festival 2023
Director & Conductor: Yaniv Segal

(N) N/A #2023HSHPTV

10:30p Eddy's World
The entertaining story of toy inventor Eddy Goldfarb, best known for the iconic Yakity-Yak Teeth and 800 classic toys. At 102-years-old, Eddy still
prototypes new toys in his garage machine shop and creates projects on his 3D printer.

(CC) N/A #0H(S)NETA

11:00p Energy Switch
Electric Cars - Pros and Cons, Part 1

Electric cars are fast and efficient and produce no local emissions. But they're also expensive, with issues around the metals for their batteries.
Dr. David Rapson, Economic Policy Advisor for the Federal Reserve Bank and Professor of Economics, University of California, and Dr. Beia
Spiller, Director of the Transportation Program, Resources for the Future, discuss these issues.

(CC) N/A #307H(S)NETA

11:30p Sara's Weeknight Meals
Vegetariano Italiano

Saras guest Cristina Bowerman broke through the boys club to become the only Michelin starred female chef in Rome. The two of them go on a
delicious journey through Cristina's Trastevere neighborhood to pick up ingredients for Cristina's meatless Celeriac and Orange pizza topped with
tea and herb oil. It's easy, it's smoky delicious and its like no pizza you've ever had before. In her own kitchen Sara continues the vegetarian
Italian theme with a Spaghetti Squash pasta with walnuts and a creamy goat cheese sauce. Plus, an American in Rome living the dream as a
food photographer. Recipes: Celeriac and Orange pizza; Spaghetti Squash with Goat Cheese.

(CC) N/A #1202H(S)APTEX
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12:00m Doctors On Call
Taylor Ziegler Dnp, Fnp: Childrens Mental Health

(N) N/A #1816HSHPTV

05:00a Arthur
D.W. On Ice/Spoiled Rotten!

D.W. on Ice - D.W. tells her friends that she's a fantastic skater. The truth is, she can barely stand on ice! And with Emily's skating party coming
up, how will D.W. face everyone and tell them the truth? Spoiled Rotten - Accused of being spoiled by her friends, Muffy sets about to prove them
wrong by being the most charitable person around. But Francine is unimpressed by Muffy's token efforts - that is, until a used clothing store helps
Muffy discover her true talents, and the true meaning of charity.

(CC) DVI #1109H(S)PBS

05:30a Rocket Saves The Day
The goal is to capture the imaginations of preschoolers, and show them that with the tools of letters, sounds and words, they can learn to read.
Rocket's just the dog to do it with the help of his curious and caring new friend, Little Yellow Bird.

(CC) DVI #0H(S)PBS

06:30a Happy Yoga with Sarah Starr
Red Rock Basin

Allow the magnificent red rock wilderness to inspire your practice as you enjoy an accessible yoga session using a chair for support. Including
modified sun salutations and standing poses to build strength in your lower body and more openness in your hips.

(CC) N/A #708H(S)NETA

07:00a Yoga In Practice
Tend to the Roots

During the recent upheavals of life I have found it comforting to engage in the nourishing activities of daily life. The basics have kept me grounded
- taking walks outside, nestling into a sofa to read or watch a movie, cooking meals, playing with my grandchildren. Tending to the roots of daily
life has created an inner resiliency that helps me face future uncertainties. Let's grow some roots today.

(CC) N/A #411H(S)APTEX

07:30a Curious George
Unbalanced/Curious George Vs. Winter

Unbalanced - The Amazing Balancing Zucchinis come to town, and George realizes that there's nothing he wants more in life than to be an
acrobat. But before he can join the troupe, he needs to learn a lot more about balance and help save an allergic tightrope walker from a very
determined cat. Curious George vs. Winter - Winter is closing in and George is miserable...how's he going to survive without all the fun
summertime activities he loves? When he decides to ignore the weather and play with his wading pool and his bubbles, he learns some
interesting things about freezing and melting.

(CC) DVI #130H(S)PBS

08:00a Daniel Tiger's Neighborhood
Daniel's Winter Adventure/Neighborhood Nutcracker

Daniel's Winter Adventure - Daniel, Dad, Prince Wednesday and Prince Tuesday are all going sledding! But once they get to the hill and see how
tall it is, Daniel and Prince Wednesday get scared. Dad assures them that if they try it a little bit at a time, they might surprise themselves and
have a great time. Later, Daniel goes ice skating for the first time. When he tries it a little bit at a time, he realizes it is not so hard. Neighborhood
Nutcracker - Daniel is going to see a show called The Nutcracker Ballet! Once he arrives at the performance, he finds out that Prince Wednesday
is sick and needs Daniel to fill in for him and dance on stage. Daniel is reluctant at first but realizes that if he learns the steps a little bit at a time,
he can dance the Nutcracker and the show will go on! Strategy: If something seems hard to do, try it a little bit at a time.

(CC) DVI #208H(S)PBS

08:30a Rosie's Rules
Catch That Watermelon/Dino Cave

Rosie & Javi try to find a way to transport a watermelon from her house to the park for the family picnic. / Rosie offers to build a dino cave for
Iggy, but first she needs to transport all the materials they'll need.

(CC) DVI #135H(S)PBS

09:00a Sesame Street
A Home for Gecko

Elmo, Abby, and Chris are helping Zoe make a habitat for her new pet gecko, Gary. They fill a terrarium with soil, moss, rocks, and branches but
are missing a hiding place to keep Gary cool. This is a problem! They wonder what they can use for Gary's hiding spot. What if they use an empty
yogurt cup? Let's try! It works. They didn't give up and made the perfect hiding spot for Gary's new home.

(CC) DVI #5221H(S)PBS

09:30a Work It Out Wombats!
The Treeborhood Photo Album/Runway Recycling

Zadie creates a Treeborhood photo album to trace the growth of their beloved Tree from little, to big, to VERY big. / When Mr. E accidentally
polka-dances a sculpture to smithereens, he and Louisa hold a contest to replace it.

(CC) DVI #115H(S)PBS

10:00a Donkey Hodie
Potato Pirates/Panda's Special Something

To find the Ruby Red Tater Treasure, Captain Donkey realizes she needs to stop and listen to her pirate crew./Panda discovers his favorite
hoodie from when he was little, but it's too small for him now. Can he find a special way to say goodbye to it?

(CC) DVI #121H(S)PBS
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10:30a Pinkalicious & Peterrific
Snow Alarm/The Pinkest Reward

When the forecast says snow's coming, Peter and Pinkalicious build an alarm so they don't miss out on playing in the cold. / After Pinkalicious
earns a ribbon for helping out Pinkville the rest of her friends are inspired to make ribbons too.

(CC) DVI #501H(S)PBS

11:00a Elinor Wonders Why
Feed The Birds

Elinor is friends with a chickadee bird she names Chicky, but when snow covers the yard, she starts to worry about how Chicky will find food in
the winter. She and her friends then observe that birds all have a unique way of finding food during the winter months, called foraging. This new
knowledge inspires Elinor, Olive and Ari to build bird feeders to make food easier to find for their feathery friends!

(CC) DVI #110H(S)PBS

11:30a Nature Cat
Freezin' in the Summer Season/Total Eclipse of the Sun

Get ready, gang, it's time for Nature Cat's annual Summer Fest - summer fun, the whole day long. Whoo hooo! First up is their Summer Fest
Sprinkler Frolic, followed by Summer Fest Bike Ride and Summer Fest Kickball game. Nothing can ruin their wonderful Summer Fest, except for
the super tall dark clouds approaching and the ominous cool breeze. Man oh man! A thunderstorm! But wait a tick, what is that stuff falling from
the sky? It looks like snow, but it's bouncy. Snow in the summertime? Gimme some whaaaaat? / No one has ever seen Houston as excited as he
is today. Know why? Because today there will be a total eclipse of the sun. Woo hoo! Raise the roof! Get this, the sun will be totally blocked out
by the moon, so you won't be able to see it, and it will get dark in the middle of the day. The rest of the gang cannot wait to see the eclipse with
Houston, except for Hal, who runs away to hide because he is scared. Hal?

(CC) N/A #302H(S)PBS

12:00n Hero Elementary
Rough Sledding / Hungry Hungry Hoppers

When AJ accidentally ruins a schoolmate's box sled, Sparks' Crew pitches in to help find and test the right material to repair the sled. Curriculum:
Materials have different properties. Some materials will work better than others for an intended purpose. / Sparks' Crew is taking care of someone
else's class pet, a super frog that can leap high and far. But, when the frog gets out and hops through town, searching for food, Sparks' Crew has
to figure out what frogs eat in order to lure him back. Curriculum: Different animals eat different kinds of food. They find food in different places.

(CC) DVI #120H(S)PBS

12:30p Xavier Riddle and the Secret Museum
I Am Fred Rogers

(CC) DVI #137H(S)PBS

01:00p School of Greatness with Lewis Howes
Dr. Shefali - Healing Trauma - In Studio

Psychologist Dr. Shefali shares how we can better understand trauma and our relationships in order to heal from it and move forward in life.

(CC) N/A #204H(S)APTEX

01:30p Medical Frontiers
Brain Regeneration: Transplanting Patients' Own Cell

Stroke is the world's second-leading cause of death. Survivors may suffer brain damage that causes severe impairments in motor, language or
other abilities. Japanese doctors have spent years developing a treatment that regenerates the brain using the patient's own cells. Clinical trials
are underway. A participant who had complete paralysis on one side of her body can now walk. The treatment takes stem cells from the patient's
bone marrow and injects it directly into the brain.

(CC) N/A #226H(S)APTEX

02:00p Rick Steves European Christmas
From manger scenes and mistletoe to wintry wonderlands, RICK STEVES' EUROPEAN CHRISTMAS celebrates the Christmas season
throughout the European continent. In the special, Rick visits friends and families in England, France, Norway, Germany, Austria, Switzerland and
Italy to reveal their customs and practices of the holiday season. He begins his travels in England, where the Christmas pudding is the real
centerpiece of a traditional English holiday meal. In Paris, the Eiffel Tower heralds the season with its red, twinkling lights. And in the countryside
of Tuscany, villagers stack neat pyramids of wood for great bonfires. The lighting of the fires is a signal to villagers - dressed as shepherds - to
come and sing old carols. RICK STEVES' EUROPEAN CHRISTMAS offers a colorful, musical celebration of Christmas across Europe where
viewers will learn about customs from "the old countries," hear local choirs, and discover holiday family traditions.

(CC) N/A #0H(S)APTEX

03:00p Rocket Saves The Day
The goal is to capture the imaginations of preschoolers, and show them that with the tools of letters, sounds and words, they can learn to read.
Rocket's just the dog to do it with the help of his curious and caring new friend, Little Yellow Bird.

(CC) DVI #0H(S)PBS

04:00p Odd Squad
Reindeer Games

Reindeer Games - In this Christmas-themed episode, Olive and Otto help Santa track down his missing reindeer. Also, Oscar helps Ms. O get off
Santa's naughty list. Curriculum: Coordinate graphing; greater than and less than.

(CC) DVI #104H(S)PBS
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04:30p Arthur
D.W. On Ice/Spoiled Rotten!

D.W. on Ice - D.W. tells her friends that she's a fantastic skater. The truth is, she can barely stand on ice! And with Emily's skating party coming
up, how will D.W. face everyone and tell them the truth? Spoiled Rotten - Accused of being spoiled by her friends, Muffy sets about to prove them
wrong by being the most charitable person around. But Francine is unimpressed by Muffy's token efforts - that is, until a used clothing store helps
Muffy discover her true talents, and the true meaning of charity.

(CC) DVI #1109H(S)PBS

05:00p Wimee's Words
Farms

Wimee sings a goofy song about farm animals; Wimee and friends write a story about a lunch-stealing chicken; Brock joins us in the Wimage
Lab; Miss Holly translates our key words into Chinese; Ms. Kelaine teaches us about computer farms; and Gabriel joins us to show us his
marshmallow farm!

(CC) N/A #109H(S)NETA

05:30p BBC News America (CC) N/A #140H(S)APTEX

06:00p PBS Newshour (CC) N/A #14127H(S)NPS

07:00p Mary Berry's Highland Christmas
Mary Berry spends Christmas in her mother's homeland of Scotland to enjoy a winter break soaking up her Scottish heritage and enjoying
traditional festive delights with familiar faces, as well cooking up some of her own indulgent dishes.

(CC) N/A #0H(S)NPS

08:00p The Nutcracker and the Mouse King
Join Alan Cumming for the real story of the Nutcracker and the Mouse King with the beloved music of Tchaikovsky. Featuring the Royal Scottish
National Orchestra under the direction of John Mauceri, this new version is a rare holiday treat.

(CC) N/A #0H(S)NPS

09:30p Clown By Quentin Blake
Quentin Blake's Clown is a half-hour animation that brings to life the adventures of a little toy clown, who has been thrown away. On Christmas
Eve he goes on an exciting journey to find a new home for himself and his toy friends. After a series of unhappy incidents, he finds a poor but
loving family (two children and a single mother) happy to welcome them in their humble home and love them. It's the story of an unusual outcast
that talks about resilience and hope, which will resonate with many viewers in the difficult times we live. At the end of the film, we learn that toys
only come alive when children love them.

(CC) N/A #0H(S)PBSPL

10:00p Amanpour and Company (CC) N/A #6127H(S)PBSPL

11:00p Doctors On Call
Dr.'s Robert & Kristie Clark: Depression

(N) N/A #1808HSHPTV

11:30p Whitney Reynolds Show
Real Life Behind The Scenes

Today we are going "Behind the Scenes" and taking you with us! We are lifting the curtain to unique stories and giving our viewers a front row
seat to it all.

(CC) N/A #502H(S)NETA
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12:00m The Nutcracker and the Mouse King
Join Alan Cumming for the real story of the Nutcracker and the Mouse King with the beloved music of Tchaikovsky. Featuring the Royal Scottish
National Orchestra under the direction of John Mauceri, this new version is a rare holiday treat.

(CC) N/A #0H(S)NPS

05:00a Arthur
Two Minutes/Messy Dress Mess

Power shifts in the Tibble household when the twins find out Tommy is two minutes older than Timmy. Frustrated in his new role, Timmy enlists
the help of an expert older brother tamer: D.W.! Educational Objective: Tommy and Timmy learn that it doesn't matter which brother is older.
Ladonna's thrilled when Muffy loans her a beautiful recital dress. But a run-in with a painted bench leaves Ladonna wondering how to break the
news to her fashionista friend. Educational Objective: Ladonna learns to be comfortable in her own skin.

(CC) DVI #1807H(S)PBS

05:30a Odd Squad
Disorder in the Court

Disorder in the Court - In this half-hour episode, Olive is put on trial for causing oddness. Curriculum: Measurement; telling time on an analog
clock.

(CC) DVI #136H(S)PBS

06:00a Molly of Denali
Welcome Home Balto/Snow Jam

Welcome Home Balto When Molly finds out there is no statue of the heroic dog Balto in nearby Nenana, she sets out to remedy the situation and
ends up on her own dogsledding adventure. Snow Jam Molly's basketball team, the Qyah Northern Lights, are planning to dribble basketballs
while snowshoeing to raise money to attend a regional basketball tournament in Akiak. Before the race, Grandpa Nat teaches Molly traditional
Koyukon words for different types of snow. The lesson proves to be crucial the day of the run when Molly must rely on her new knowledge to help
her team across the finish line.

(CC) DVI #124H(S)PBS

06:30a Happy Yoga with Sarah Starr
Sunflower Meadow

Bask in the serene sunflower meadow as you enjoy a gentle yoga practice using a chair for support. Including gentle seated sun salutations along
with easy to follow yoga moves to create more ease in your hands, neck, shoulders, back, hips and more.

(CC) N/A #709H(S)NETA

07:00a Yoga In Practice
Strengthening The Back

One of the most common physical issues people deal with in modern life is lower back pain caused from too much sitting. While sitting, we often
collapse our front body and shoulders, over-extending the neck and weakening our back muscles. In today's class we will work on strengthening
the back muscles for better posture. When you enjoy good posture a natural self-assurance arises.

(CC) N/A #412H(S)APTEX

07:30a Curious George
Amazing Maze Race/The Color of Monkey

Amazing Maze Race - George is an expert at navigating the maze on the placemat at the Y-Go-By Diner, but his skills are put to the ultimate test
when the Man with the Yellow Hat takes him to the Annual Amazing Maze Race at Renkins Farm. The Man and George follow their map
precisely, but how can they compete with the Quint's computerized navigation device, Bill's system of leaving a trail of corn, and Sprint's speedy
disposition? It's not until George gets a bird's eye view of the maze that he is able to line up the landmarks on the map and figure out where to go.
But when Leslie the cow eats their map, they need to figure out a more creative way to get to the finish line! The Color of Monkey - After a bubble
bath, George promises the Man with the Yellow Hat that he will stay clean until their picture is taken for the cover of Bird Watchers Magazine. But
when George helps Steve and Betsy dye eggs, he falls into a pot of food coloring, and turns completely yellow! Trying to keep his pledge of
staying clean, he experiments with the different dye colors to see which ones he can mix with yellow to turn him brown again. In the process,
George turns himself orange, Charkie turns blue, and Compass turns red! Can George figure out how to get back to his original color, or will the
bird watchers return to find a rainbow colored monkey?

(CC) DVI #305H(S)PBS

08:00a Daniel Tiger's Neighborhood
Daniel's Babysitter/Daniel Goes to School

Daniel's Babysitter - Prince Tuesday comes to babysit Daniel Tiger while Mom Tiger and Dad Tiger go out dancing. As Daniel gets ready for bed,
he misses his Mom and Dad, but Prince Tuesday reminds him that they will be back soon. And when Tigey goes missing right before bedtime,
Daniel learns what a grr-ific babysitter Prince Tuesday is. Daniel Goes to School - When Daniel joins the rest of his friends at school, he doesn't
want his Dad to leave - until Dad Tiger reminds him that "grownups come back." Then, Miss Elaina loses her locket and misses her mom, Lady
Elaine. The kids help Miss Elaina find the locket and enjoy the rest of the school day. After lunch, the grownups return to the school.

(CC) DVI #103H(S)PBS

08:30a Rosie's Rules
Rosie The Reporter/The Jalapeno Giant

Rosie tries to be a reporter, but has a hard time finding things that are newsworthy. / Rosie & Jun believe there's a jalapeno giant on the loose, so
they try to warn everyone.

(CC) DVI #134H(S)PBS
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09:00a Sesame Street: The Nutcracker: Starring Elmo & Tango
Elmo and his puppy Tango take a fantastical adventure through magical lands to retrieve a nutcracker toy.

(CC) DVI #0H(S)PBS

09:30a Work It Out Wombats!
Junjun's Wake-Up Call/Stack 'em Up

JunJun loves ice cream -- ube ice cream, especially -- but he also loves sleep. Sleeping late, sleeping in, staying tucked up in bed for just as
longgggg as he can, which is a problem when the Eat 'N Greet holds its first-ever "Ice Cream for Breakfast" day. Can Zadie wake up her
sleepyhead best friend before last call? / Can Zeke really clean Super's big, messy closet all by his little self? (There are a TON of boxes of many
shapes and sizes.) With Louisa's help, he can once they get their imaginary "house" built, cross a raging river, and discover how triangles,
squares, and rectangles fit together nicely.

(CC) DVI #120H(S)PBS

10:00a Donkey Hodie
Speedy Delivery/Ruff Night

Turtle-Lou opens a Speedy Delivery service in Someplace Else. But how can he remember which neighbors get which packages? / The pals
have a sleepover at Bob Dog's house, and Donkey can't fall asleep. Can she change her bedtime routine just for tonight?

(CC) DVI #202H(S)PBS

10:30a Pinkalicious & Peterrific
Giganto Powder/The Extraordinary Art Experience

Pinkalicious and Peter use Mommy's new invention - Giganto Powder - to make things grow big! / Pinkalicious and Rafael attend a special art
exhibit where they can jump into paintings!

(CC) DVI #502H(S)PBS

11:00a Elinor Wonders Why
Make Music Naturally/Light The Way

Make Music Naturally - The kids learn that Senor Tapir is putting on a concert. They want to participate, but don't have any instruments. After
hearing all of the beautiful sounds around them in nature, Elinor realizes that they can make their own by listening to nature. Senor Tapir is
thrilled with their natural, handmade instruments, and together they perform a song about making music - naturally. Light the Way - The kids are
having a backyard camp out, but after Elinor's Dad falls asleep, they need to find a way to communicate quietly without waking him. As they
observe some fireflies, the kids see how the fireflies signal to one another by lighting up, and realize they can do that with their flashlights. They
blink their flashlights on and off as a way to communicate while being quiet. Shhh!

(CC) DVI #116H(S)PBS

11:30a Rocket Saves The Day
The goal is to capture the imaginations of preschoolers, and show them that with the tools of letters, sounds and words, they can learn to read.
Rocket's just the dog to do it with the help of his curious and caring new friend, Little Yellow Bird.

(CC) DVI #0H(S)PBS

12:30p Xavier Riddle and the Secret Museum
I Am Jesse Owens/I Am Ella Fitzgerald

(CC) DVI #135H(S)PBS

01:00p Untamed
Snakes

People often fear snakes but Ed and the Wildlife Center staff explain that they play an important role in the environment.

(CC) N/A #105HAPTEX

01:30p Daytripper
San Angelo, Tx

Chet dives into town's wild west history with stops at Fort Concho and a brothel museum. He eats donut sandwiches and stuffed avocadoes,
along with mountain biking the scrubby landscape and looking for fresh water pearls dug from a local river.

(CC) N/A #708H(S)NETA

02:00p Spirit of Christmas with Kevin Pauls and Friends
Experience the magic of Christmas in this exciting hour-long special musical special featuring a line-up of world renowned and beloved artists
singing popular Christmas classics. Hosted by Gaither homecoming artist Kevin Pauls the program features performances with Grammy award-
winning artist Steve Archer, Grammy-nominated and Gaither Homecoming Concert artists - The Martins, pop band Newworldson, angelic vocalist
Alynthia, and multi award-winning artist Jacob Moon. This musical special is a Christmas classic not to be missed!

(CC) N/A #0H(S)NETA

03:00p Rocket Saves The Day
The goal is to capture the imaginations of preschoolers, and show them that with the tools of letters, sounds and words, they can learn to read.
Rocket's just the dog to do it with the help of his curious and caring new friend, Little Yellow Bird.

(CC) DVI #0H(S)PBS

04:00p Odd Squad
Disorder in the Court

Disorder in the Court - In this half-hour episode, Olive is put on trial for causing oddness. Curriculum: Measurement; telling time on an analog
clock.

(CC) DVI #136H(S)PBS
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04:30p Curious George: A Very Monkey Christmas
Curious George and The Man with the Yellow Hat are having a wonderful time getting ready for Christmas. There's only one dilemma - neither of
them can figure out what to give the other for a present! In the end, both gift-giving predicaments are simply and beautifully resolved, revealing
the true spirit of the holiday season.

(CC) DVI #0H(S)PBS

05:30p BBC News America (CC) N/A #141H(S)APTEX

06:00p PBS Newshour (CC) N/A #14128H(S)NPS

07:00p Nature
Penguins: Meet The Family

A celebration of one of Earth's most iconic and beloved birds, featuring footage of all 17 species of penguins for the first time, from New Zealand,
Cape Town, the Galapagos Islands and Antarctica.

(CC) DVI #4006#(S)NPS

08:00p Nova
Alaskan Dinosaurs

Wielding chainsaws to extract fossils frozen into the permafrost and flying drones to map thousands of footprints, intrepid paleontologists discover
that dinosaurs thrived in the unlikeliest of places -- the cold and dark of the Arctic Circle.

(CC) DVI #4821#(S)NPS

09:00p Great Yellowstone Thaw
It's summer in Yellowstone, and with soaring temperatures and drought comes the risk of wildfires. All the water from 'The Thaw' has flowed away
and a lack of rain has left the ground tinder dry. When a major blaze breaks out in the Beartooth Mountains, wildlife cameraman Jeff Hogan
scrambles a team to see if the family of Great Gray Owls he's been following all year has survived. The beaver family now has three young kits.
But Jeff is shocked when their mother suddenly moves them out of the family home. It's a risky journey over dams and upriver and not something
he's ever witnessed before. Meanwhile the Pinnacle Peak pack of wolves near Jackson also has young and in a year that's been tough for
Yellowstone's top predator, wildlife photographer Charlie Hamilton James unravels why this pack is doing better than most. Up in the Gallatin
Mountains are two orphaned young grizzlies. Host Kirk Johnson joins bear expert Casey Anderson to witness the relationship between man and
bear on ranch land, where there's a balance of mutual tolerance. But with no mum alive to teach them, these yearlings are vulnerable and Casey
is worried. As our climate changes, one of the biggest signs in Yellowstone is the effect on pikas. These alpine mammals rely on the cold high up
in the mountains. But as temperatures slowly increase, the pikas are struggling. Kirk meets a scientist studying them to see what's going to
happen when there's nowhere left to go but the sky.

(CC) DVI #103H(S)PBS

10:00p Amanpour and Company (CC) N/A #6128H(S)PBSPL

11:00p This American Land
Safer Passage, Going for the Green, King of Camouflage

Recent innovations are vital to the survival of wildlife and fish as they travel in Colorado and Oregon. Greenways are valuable to urban dwellers
as they enjoy nature within cities. Technology helps biologists protect a bird that's very hard to see.

(CC) N/A #1102H(S)NETA

11:30p Outside: Beyond The Lens
Utah Route 12 Road Trip

A lesser-known National Park in Utah's red rock country, Capitol Reef National Park, is explored via a scenic drive considered to be one of the
best in the world. Jeff, Zack, and Dave follow Utah's Route 12 Scenic Byway to the majestic cliffs and slot canyons in search of the perfect frame.

(CC) N/A #303H(S)APTEX
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12:00m Nova
Alaskan Dinosaurs

Wielding chainsaws to extract fossils frozen into the permafrost and flying drones to map thousands of footprints, intrepid paleontologists discover
that dinosaurs thrived in the unlikeliest of places -- the cold and dark of the Arctic Circle.

(CC) DVI #4821H(S)NPS

05:00a Arthur
Background Blues/aAnd Now Let's Talk to Some Kids

Wouldn't it be way cool to find out that your ancestors were famous frontier explorers? Or royalty? But what if, as Francine and Muffy are about to
find out, they were just ... plain folks? In the second story, The Magic Toolbox show is coming to Ratburn's class to put the kids on TV! The kids
prepare for stardom, but a behind-the-scenes star saves the show.

(CC) DVI #304H(S)PBS

05:30a Rocket Saves The Day
The goal is to capture the imaginations of preschoolers, and show them that with the tools of letters, sounds and words, they can learn to read.
Rocket's just the dog to do it with the help of his curious and caring new friend, Little Yellow Bird.

(CC) DVI #0H(S)PBS

06:30a Happy Yoga with Sarah Starr
Peaceful Lake Sunrise

Allow the serine lake sunrise to inspire your yoga practice as we explore dynamic core focused moves to strengthen your center, along with
balance poses to lengthen, strengthen and tone your lower body.

(CC) N/A #710H(S)NETA

07:00a Yoga In Practice
Breath and Relaxation

77 percent of Americans report physical symptoms related to stress and anxiety. To calm the noise in our minds we will ease into a practice that
enhances the parasympathetic nervous system, aiding our sleep and digestion instead of fueling the fight or flight response. Today's class will
open our ribcage so we can breathe more deeply. We'll finish with a guided relaxation called yoga nidra, or yogic sleep.

(CC) N/A #413H(S)APTEX

07:30a Wild Kratts Creature Christmas
In this one-hour special, it's Christmas time and the Wild Kratts are taking a break from creature adventuring to celebrate. But when the Wild
Kratts receive an alert that their favorite creatures are suddenly disappearing around the globe, their holiday party quickly turns into a rescue
mission. Our heroes must race against time to thwart their greedy archrivals' most miserly scheme yet! Will they be able to travel to the ends of
the earth and return their baby animal friends to their homes in time for the holidays? Find out on Wild Kratts: A Creature Christmas.

(CC) N/A #0H(S)PBS

08:30a Rosie's Rules
Donating Day/Gatita The Volunteer Cat

Rosie donates some things for Donating Day, but when she accidentally gives away her doll Lele, she must get it back. / Rosie & Gatita volunteer
for Seniors Day at the Nature Center, but their volunteering doesn't go as planned.

(CC) DVI #133H(S)PBS

09:00a Sesame Street
Sesame Street Goes to the Farm

Elmo, Rosita, Bert, and Ernie are visiting a farm today! Farmer Todd takes them on a tour and tells them all about the animals that live on the
farm, like chickens, goats, and cows, machines like tractors that help farmers do all kinds of jobs, and the food that grows on the farm, like
strawberries, blueberries, and apples. (Guest: Keke Palmer)

(CC) DVI #5224H(S)PBS

09:30a Work It Out Wombats!
Moo Moo Choo Choo / Lake Bellyflop

The Wombats help to free the Moo Moo Choo Choo train, which got itself stuck in a sea of ooey-gooey mud. / First spied through a telescope,
three adventurous Wombats attempt to find mystical Bellyflop Lake - without getting lost!

(CC) DVI #119H(S)PBS

10:00a Donkey Hodie
Bright Bright Bugs/Panda's Purple Party

Donkey and Panda camp out to see the music-loving Bright Bright Bugs. When their instruments break, can they find another way to attract the
bugs? / Panda is feeling tired of his purple things today, so Donkey helps him take a break.

(CC) DVI #139H(S)PBS

10:30a Pinkalicious & Peterrific
Pinkminster Dog Show/Do-Over Ray

Pinkalicious helps Rafael train his dog Rusty to enter the Pinkminster Dog Show, however Rusty's tricks are a little different from most dogs. /
Mommy creates a special invention that lets Pinkalicous and Peter try something again if they mess up.

(CC) DVI #503H(S)PBS
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11:00a Elinor Wonders Why
Frozen Fish/Pirate Treasure

Frozen Fish - After the lake freezes over, Elinor and her friends wonder what happens to all of their fishy friends during the wintertime. How can
they survive? Do they freeze? After Ranger Rabbit cuts a hole in the ice to check on the fish, the kids gaze down through the thick ice and learn
that the whole lake isn't frozen after all. The ice is only at the top, and there's still liquid at the bottom where the fish live comfortably when the
lake freezes in the winter. Pirate Treasure - While the kids are playing pirates in search of treasure, pirate Ari realizes that he forgot where he hid
their treasure. But, no worries, because the kids are pirates, and pirates always figure it out. Unfortunately, it's not that simple, and they can't
even draw a map, because Ari can't remember exactly how to get to the treasure. Luckily, their friend Philbert the Squirrel helps them out by
teaching the kids about landmarks and how to use them to find your way. So, the mighty pirates finally find their loot. Arrrr!

(CC) DVI #122H(S)PBS

11:30a Nature Cat
Animal Rescue Crew/Nature of Dreams

When Nature Cat and his pals spend the day playing Wild Animal Rescue, they come across a little baby fox with a cut on its front paw. Oh no!
The little baby fox is injured and needs help. Looks like it is time to call the greatest animal rescuer in the whole wide world, Racer the Rescue
Raccoon. Good golly, hello dolly! / What a bummer! Sadie hurt her paw and now she has to wear a cone and sit in her apartment for a whole
month while it heals. Doctor's orders! Now, Sadie can't go to the nature playground across the street and watch all of her favorite bugs and birds.
The gang feels so badly for her, and Hal wishes there was a way to bring nature to her while she's healing. That's it! Hal's a genius. Maybe there
is a way to bring the bugs and birds to Sadie's balcony. Onward and cityward!

(CC) N/A #301H(S)PBS

12:00n Hero Elementary
Super Summertime / Snowy Journey

AJ wants to do all the activities on his super fun list, but it's summertime and everything on his list is a winter activity. Sparks' Crew works together
to devise solutions for adapting to the seasonal changes. Curriculum: Humans devise solutions for adapting to seasonal changes. / On a cold
winter morning, Fur Blur isn't her usual self: she keeps sleeping. Sparks' Crew takes her to see Benny's grandfather, a veterinarian. But, it's a
challenge to get there through the snow. Curriculum: Seasonal changes require us to change the way we do things. Animals can adapt to the
winter in their own ways, such as hibernation.

(CC) DVI #130H(S)PBS

12:30p Xavier Riddle and the Secret Museum
I Am Johann Sebastian Bach/I Am Marie Curie

I am Johann Sebastian Bach Xavier is pumped to once again rock the school talent show with his rendition of Hot Cross Buns on the recorder.
Only problem is, he hasn't exactly improved since last year's performance. In fact, he may have gotten worse! How could this happen? And what
can he do about it? To the Secret Museum! Xavier and the gang go back in time to meet someone who knew exactly how to rock out to the max:
Johann Sebastian Bach. Joining Bach as he works on his song over and over again, learns all he can about his instrument, and travels miles by
foot to watch other musicians play helps Xavier to see there's only one way he can get better on the recorder: he'll have to work hard and
practice. Curriculum: "If you want to get better at something, you have to work hard and practice." I am Marie Curie Brad is crestfallen when he
shows up for his first meeting of the Butterfly Club, only to find out it's for kids 7 and up. And he's only 6! Does this mean he'll never get to learn
more about his beloved butterflies? To the Secret Museum! Brad and the gang travel back in time to meet someone who never let anything stand
in her way: Marie Curie. Marie dreams of one day being a scientist, but those dreams seem to shatter when she finds out girls aren't allowed to
go to university. How silly! But, Marie doesn't let that stop her; she finds her own secret university where she can learn, then starts up her very
own lab and makes an amazing scientific discovery! Marie Curie inspires Brad to follow his dreams no matter what. Curriculum: "Follow your
dreams, no matter what."

(CC) DVI #101H(S)PBS

01:00p Steven Raichlen's Project Fire
The Breakfast Show

Whether you're hosting guests or just seeking a reason to get out of bed, this show amps up your breakfast game by firing up the grill. First, a
spectacular breakfast pizza. Next, a supremely satisfying twice grilled vegetable frittata. Finally, outrageous smoke-grilled cinnamon rolls from
chef Russel Cunningham of St. Louis' Union Station. Of course, there will be bacon. BREAKFAST PIZZA; TWICE-GRILLED VEGETABLE
FRITTATA; BACON BOURBON CINNAMON ROLLS Guest: Russel Cunningham - St. Louis Union Station Hotel.

(CC) N/A #403H(S)APTEX

01:30p Tim Farmer's Country Kitchen
Pan-Fried Striper, Roasted Green Beans, Sweet Yeast Rolls & A Pumpkin Roll

Pan-Fried Striper with a Citrus Balsamic Glaze is on the menu with a side of Roasted Stringless Green Beans, topped with Parmesan. Mix up
some of Lois' Sweet Yeast Rolls for a side you will want with every meal! Listen to the soothing sounds of EmmiSunshine and finish the meal with
the easiest and tastiest Pumpkin Roll, sure to impress your guests!

(CC) N/A #203H(S)NETA

02:00p Josh Turner: King Size Manger
Multi-platinum-selling recording artist Josh Turner heralds in the holiday season with his first Christmas special. King Size Manger showcases
Turner's unmistakable baritone voice performing new songs as well as nostalgic classics including "Silent Night, Holy Night" and "Joy to the
World." Hosted by Lorianne Crook and Charlie Chase, this concert features an intimate interview and performances by the Turner family and
collaborations with special guests Pat McLaughlin, Rhonda Vincent and more.

(CC) N/A #0H(S)NETA

03:00p Alma's Way
Community Campout/Leaf It to Alma

(CC) DVI #131H(S)PBS
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03:30p Wild Kratts Creature Christmas
In this one-hour special, it's Christmas time and the Wild Kratts are taking a break from creature adventuring to celebrate. But when the Wild
Kratts receive an alert that their favorite creatures are suddenly disappearing around the globe, their holiday party quickly turns into a rescue
mission. Our heroes must race against time to thwart their greedy archrivals' most miserly scheme yet! Will they be able to travel to the ends of
the earth and return their baby animal friends to their homes in time for the holidays? Find out on Wild Kratts: A Creature Christmas.

(CC) N/A #0H(S)PBS

04:30p Arthur
Background Blues/aAnd Now Let's Talk to Some Kids

Wouldn't it be way cool to find out that your ancestors were famous frontier explorers? Or royalty? But what if, as Francine and Muffy are about to
find out, they were just ... plain folks? In the second story, The Magic Toolbox show is coming to Ratburn's class to put the kids on TV! The kids
prepare for stardom, but a behind-the-scenes star saves the show.

(CC) DVI #304H(S)PBS

05:00p Wimee's Words
Friends

Wimee and Moby sing and share about their friends; Ms. Holly talks to Wimee about what it's like to have autism; Ms. Sara teaches us our key
story words in Spanish; Siblee shows us a music video of Boo Lou and her friend playing games; and Miss Maddie has a dance party!

(CC) N/A #110H(S)NETA

05:30p BBC News America (CC) N/A #142H(S)APTEX

06:00p PBS Newshour (CC) N/A #14129H(S)NPS

07:00p This Old House
Lexington | Drop in the Gutter

A walking tour of the roof reveals its various pitches. A built-in gutter system is installed. Rough-in has begun on the interior. A home originally
built and remodeled by the same architects is toured. New energy-efficient windows are installed.

(CC) N/A #4508H(S)PBSPL

07:30p Ask This Old House
Winter Prep, Miter Saw Station

Lee shares key tools and products in a winter weather kit; Richard shares a unique water heater; Mark shares homeowner-friendly masonry tools;
Tom and Kevin build a new miter saw station.

(CC) N/A #2208H(S)PBSPL

08:00p Home Diagnosis
Destruction: Water Is Everywhere

Moisture is a central instigator of chemistry and with a focus on drainage, leaks, flooding, mold, restoration, humidity, using humidity to flush
homes and finding ways to control it. The Lunsfords first introduce the concept of home chemistry and microbiology in this episode, speaking with
experts to understand its life-giving potential and destructive chemical power.

(CC) N/A #203H(S)NETA

08:30p Inspire
Kansas Staycation

(N) N/A #312HKTWU

09:00p Repeat The Sounding Joy: A Concordia Christmas
The vocal and instrumental musical ensembles of Concordia University Irvine and friends invite you to join us for a festive collection of music that
repeats the sounding joy heard at the first Christmas. Songs include the Latvian folk song "The Christmas Season", "O Come, O Come,
Emmanuel", "Alabanzas Al Rey", "Joy to the World", "Carol of the Bells", and many more.

(CC) N/A #0H(S)NETA

10:00p Sunflower Journeys
Small Town Attraction

We visit the Wash-O-Rama in Cottonwood Falls, KS, and find out how repurposing derelict buildings can stimulate local economies; we explore
tours highlighting ghost stories in Atchison, KS; we travel to Pittsburg, KS, and learn the value of local historical society as we explore the
reopening of the Crawford County Historical Museum.

(N) N/A #3109H(S)KTWU

10:30p America's Heartland
Washington farmers deliver a big, sweet, cherry harvest. See how harvesting Georgia watermelons is a BIG deal. We'll find out: are those baby
carrots really baby carrots? A Michigan farmer saves energy and the environment growing under glass.

(CC) N/A #1206H(S)APTEX

11:00p This Old House
Lexington | Drop in the Gutter

A walking tour of the roof reveals its various pitches. A built-in gutter system is installed. Rough-in has begun on the interior. A home originally
built and remodeled by the same architects is toured. New energy-efficient windows are installed.

(CC) N/A #4508H(S)PBSPL
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11:30p Ask This Old House
Winter Prep, Miter Saw Station

Lee shares key tools and products in a winter weather kit; Richard shares a unique water heater; Mark shares homeowner-friendly masonry tools;
Tom and Kevin build a new miter saw station.

(CC) N/A #2208H(S)PBSPL
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12:00m Call The Midwife Holiday Special
Two weeks before Christmas, delicate situations cause uncertainty for the midwives. With the upcoming Apollo 8 launch and the festivity
preparations starting, a treacherous heavy snowfall may complicate the holiday celebrations for everyone.

(CC) DVI #2023H(S)PBS

05:00a Arthur
Arthur's First Sleepover/Arthur's New Year's Eve

This animated series is based on Marc Brown's best-selling books about Arthur Read, an eight-year-old aardvark, his sister D.W., and their family
and friends. In "Arthur's First Sleepover," the boys feel a bit uneasy being outside in the dark, due to the recent reports of UFO sightings. Arthur
has a hard time staying up to find out what really happens at midnight, on "Arthur's New Year's Eve."

(CC) DVI #130H(S)PBS

05:30a Odd Squad
Oscar of All Trades/Swamps 'n' Gators

Oscar of All Trades - Oscar tells Olive about his early days at Odd Squad. Curriculum: Numbers and counting; estimating. Swamps 'N' Gators -
Olive and Otto get trapped inside a board game. Curriculum: Number counting and operations; recognizing the number items in a set and adding
and subtracting.

(CC) DVI #137H(S)PBS

06:00a Molly of Denali
Forget-You-Not/Fire, Food, & Family

Trini is ecstatic to send her mom, Joy, a care package of all her favorite things in Qyah. But Trini discovers that some things are impossible to
find. Can her friends help her get creative before the package has to go in the mail? / Grandpa Nat and Molly are well-prepared and cozy when
the power goes out during a fierce blizzard. Trini and her dad, however, suddenly find themselves without lights or heat. Can they find a way to
keep their home and pets warm until the power comes back on?

(CC) DVI #219H(S)PBS

06:30a Happy Yoga with Sarah Starr
Sunflower Woods

Bask in the serene sunflower beauty as you enjoy an accessible yoga practice using a chair for support. Includes a standing sequence designed
to create more freedom and mobility in your hips while building strength, balance and focus.

(CC) N/A #801H(S)NETA

07:00a Yoga In Practice
Breathing Into Awareness

Yoga is a transformational practice of awareness that connects your body with your mind, and this helps you to truly appreciate each moment. To
feel more centered, we must remember to breathe and live in the moment. Episode one teaches how to move in relation to our natural breath as
a simple awareness technique, and how to align the general foundation of a pose to create overall steadiness and focus. The class builds to a
basic balancing pose, Tree.

(CC) N/A #101H(S)APTEX

07:30a Curious George
Country in the City / Stinky Cheese

On an autumn Saturday morning, George is packed and ready to get to the Country. But the Man with the Yellow Hat tells George that he's taking
a self-improvement class for the semester and the Country will have to wait. George can't believe it! No fall in the Country? George will miss so
many things - the trees, the birds, Mrs. Renkins' pies! When leaves from outside blow into the lobby, George gets an idea. What if he could
recreate the sights, sounds and smells of the country in his apartment? As George gathers what he needs to bring a little country into the city, he
brings a lot of grief to Hundley, who can't pick up the mess fast enough. When Hundley disposes of leaves in the only receptacle he can reach
(the toilet!), flooded floors mess up George's perfect scene. Will George's creative vision get The Man with the Yellow Hat and Hundley to the
Country, after all? / George loves his fort under the kitchen sink. He can read by flashlight and munch on snacks in his own special space. But
something's wrong with the sandwich in a plastic baggie he's been saving there. It's mushy and blue! That's how George learns about mold, a
living thing that sometimes grows on food. The Man with the Yellow Hat explains that George shouldn't eat a moldy sandwich, so when George
finds blue and smelly cheese in the fridge, he assumes it's bad as well and throws it outside in the compost (lucky for Jumpy!). But George learns
too late that some cheeses are supposed to be moldy, and to make matters worse, The Man with the Yellow Hat has invited his favorite teacher
over for a stinky cheese and cracker party! Can George combine the leftover (and great-smelling) cheddar cheese with all he's learned about
about how mold grows to make his own stinky cheese in time for the special teacher's arrival?

(CC) N/A #1513H(S)PBS

08:00a Daniel Tiger's Neighborhood
A Trip to the Enchanted Garden/A Trip to the Crayon Factory

A Trip to the Enchanted Garden - The Tiger family is making strawberry pancakes for breakfast this morning, but when Mom looks more closely in
the kitchen, she realizes there are no more strawberries left. They all head to the Enchanted Garden, where Mom Tiger shows Daniel the
strawberry patch. Daniel is very curious, and learns that if he looks closely, he may be able to answer his own questions about how strawberries
grow and learn something new. A Trip to the Crayon Factory - Daniel Tiger, Miss Elaina, and Katerina Kittycat take a fun trip to the factory to see
how crayons are made but, O the Owl can't come because he's sick. At the factory, the kids watch the crayons being made, and Daniel looks and
listens closely. Daniel has an idea to take pictures at the factory and give them to O at the end of the day, so that O can learn about crayons too!

(CC) DVI #109H(S)PBS

08:30a Rosie's Rules
Rosie The Message Delivery Kid / Javi's Growl

Rosie decides to be a message delivery kid and deliver messages to her neighbors, but her messages get all mixed up. / Javi temporarily loses
his voice, so Rosie must help him recover before they perform their El Coco play.

(CC) DVI #125H(S)PBS
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09:00a Sesame Street
Chickens on the Farm

Big Bird is visiting his chicken friend, Lottie, at the farm. Lottie hasn't been able to lay an egg because the nesting box isn't comfy and cozy. This
is a problem! Big Bird wonders if there's something they can use to make the nesting box comfier and cozier. What if they use hay? Let's try! It
works. Big Bird makes the nesting box comfier for Lottie. It's so comfy that Lottie lays an egg!

(CC) DVI #5228H(S)PBS

09:30a Work It Out Wombats!
The Treeborhood Parranda/Happy New Acorn Year!

The Flapping Feathers's bus derails on its way to the Parranda. Super fans Sammy and Louisa save the celebration! / This year, the Wombats
can stay up late to watch the New Year's Eve Acorn Drop - if they can keep from falling asleep.

(CC) DVI #133H(S)PBS

10:00a Rocket Saves The Day
The goal is to capture the imaginations of preschoolers, and show them that with the tools of letters, sounds and words, they can learn to read.
Rocket's just the dog to do it with the help of his curious and caring new friend, Little Yellow Bird.

(CC) DVI #0H(S)PBS

11:00a Elinor Wonders Why
The Science of Staying Warm/The Seed of An Idea

The Science of Staying Warm - It's a wintery Saturday morning and Elinor, Olive and Ari are getting ready to go out and play in the snow with
other kids, but Olive wonders why she has to wear so many winter clothes. This catches Elinor's curiosity, so she observes that some kids have
thick fur (like her) and others (like Olive) don't. At the same time, she sees that the kids with thick fur don't need coats, and the ones without thick
fur need thicker coats. They conclude that fur must help animals stay warm. Now that Olive understands, she's excited to put on her winter stuff
and have fun in the snow! The Seed of an Idea - Elinor becomes fascinated by the Velcro on Ari's new watch and convinces her friends to help
her find out how it works. First, they make a list of what Velcro sticks to and what it doesn't stick to, but they need more observations, so they
head out onto the playground. While outside, they observe that Velcro is very similar to a burr seed that is stuck to Ari's shirt, which is no
coincidence at all! That's when they learn that the invention of Velcro was based off the burr seed. Nature is full of all sorts of inventive ideas!

(CC) DVI #103H(S)PBS

11:30a Nature Cat
Wild Batts!/No Bird Left Behind!

In this fun PBS crossover episode Chris and Martin Kratt show up on Nature Cat as Chris and Martin Batt, two wild bat brothers whose tree home
is destroyed, forcing them to find a new shelter. Enter Nature Cat and his pals who come to the rescue, helping Chris and Martin Batt by building
them their brand new home! Onward and keep-on-nature-adventuring-ward! / A Baltimore Oriole named Brooks hurts his wing and cannot fly
south for the winter. This is not good because in the winter, Brooks' food source of bugs and berries are very scarce. He needs to get south!
Enter Nature Cat and his pals, who are up for the challenge of helping Brooks migrate south, but how are they going to fly him there? Oh
Houston, we have a problem!

(CC) N/A #218H(S)PBS

12:00n Hero Elementary
What You Don't See / Super Purple Pop-Up Plants

A frightened horse is on the loose in Citytown, and Sparks' Crew tries to help catch it. But, how can they get near it when the horse runs away
whenever it sees them? Curriculum: Some animals have camouflage that helps them blend into their surroundings, which keeps them from being
seen. / Sparks' Crew investigates mysterious purple plants that keeps popping up all over Citytown. Where are these plants coming from? And
how do they stop them? Curriculum: Seeds are dispersed in many ways. Animals can disperse seeds, which helps some plants grow in different
areas.

(CC) DVI #118H(S)PBS

12:30p Xavier Riddle and the Secret Museum
I Am Ibn Batutta/I Am Beulah Louise Henry

(CC) DVI #134H(S)PBS

01:00p Inspire
Women In Film

(N) N/A #304HKTWU

01:30p Cottonwood Connections
The Iron Horse

(N) N/A #305HSHPTV

02:00p Let's Go London 2024
As 2023 draws to a close, London will gear up to welcome thousands of young American participants to its annual New Year's Day Parade. This
year, more than 20 marching bands and 1,000 Varsity cheerleaders from schools and colleges across the United States prepare in anticipation to
perform through the streets of London. Witness talented young musicians, cheerleaders, and their directors as they polish their routines and pack
up their instruments as the clock ticks down to the event.

(CC) N/A #0H(S)APTEX

02:30p Show Must Go On!
SHOW MUST GO ON! introduces viewers to four women who prove it is never too late to reinvent yourself. Performing in front of sold-out
audiences as the comedy musical act "Hot Stuff," these ladies refuse to sit still and encourage others to do the same.

(CC) N/A #0H(S)APTEX
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03:00p Rocket Saves The Day
The goal is to capture the imaginations of preschoolers, and show them that with the tools of letters, sounds and words, they can learn to read.
Rocket's just the dog to do it with the help of his curious and caring new friend, Little Yellow Bird.

(CC) DVI #0H(S)PBS

04:00p Odd Squad
Oscar of All Trades/Swamps 'n' Gators

Oscar of All Trades - Oscar tells Olive about his early days at Odd Squad. Curriculum: Numbers and counting; estimating. Swamps 'N' Gators -
Olive and Otto get trapped inside a board game. Curriculum: Number counting and operations; recognizing the number items in a set and adding
and subtracting.

(CC) DVI #137H(S)PBS

04:30p Arthur
Arthur's First Sleepover/Arthur's New Year's Eve

This animated series is based on Marc Brown's best-selling books about Arthur Read, an eight-year-old aardvark, his sister D.W., and their family
and friends. In "Arthur's First Sleepover," the boys feel a bit uneasy being outside in the dark, due to the recent reports of UFO sightings. Arthur
has a hard time staying up to find out what really happens at midnight, on "Arthur's New Year's Eve."

(CC) DVI #130H(S)PBS

05:00p Wimee's Words
Weather

Wimee and friends talk to ABC News Chief Meteorologist Ginger Zee about weather and being a scientist; Wimee and friends write a story about
a boat-driving cat; Ms. Grace translates our key story words into Spanish; Jim sings about raining food; and Brock and Brody show us how to
touch a cloud!

(CC) N/A #111H(S)NETA

05:30p BBC News America (CC) N/A #143H(S)APTEX

06:00p PBS Newshour (CC) N/A #14130H(S)NPS

07:00p Washington Week with the Atlantic (CC) N/A #6327H(S)NPS

07:30p Firing Line with Margaret Hoover
Guest: Baratunde Thurston. Writer, activist, comedian and "America Outdoors" host Baratunde Thurston discusses how nature can bridge divides
and help heal the nation. He explains why he uses humor to tackle tough topics like race and politics, and weighs in on A.I. and 2024.

(CC) N/A #727H(S)NPS

08:00p Market to Market
News and commodity market analysis from the weekly journal of rural America.

(CC) N/A #4920H(S)IPTV

08:30p Real Ag
Sunset Over The Fields: A Season Recap

(N) N/A #1208HSHPTV

09:00p Craft In America
Play

PLAY explores the intersection of play and artistry, featuring Calder Kamin, Lorena Robletto, Roberto Benavidez, Schroeder Cherry, the Cotsen
Children's Library, Chris Green, and the Skirball Cultural Center.

(CC) N/A #1501H(S)NPS

10:00p Craft In America
Miniatures

MINIATURES explores the world of tiny objects and the artists that make them, featuring the International Folk Art Market, Leandro Gomez
Quintero, Mark Murphy, Alexander Girard, and Gustave Baumann.

(CC) N/A #1502H(S)NPS

11:00p Real Ag
Sunset Over The Fields: A Season Recap

(N) N/A #1208HSHPTV

11:30p Start Up
Baobab Fare: Detroit, Mi

Baobab Fare, a restaurant that serves up traditional East African dishes from their hometown of Burundi, Africa. This is a story about sharing your
culture with the community.

(CC) N/A #1101H(S)NETA
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12:00m Craft In America
Play

PLAY explores the intersection of play and artistry, featuring Calder Kamin, Lorena Robletto, Roberto Benavidez, Schroeder Cherry, the Cotsen
Children's Library, Chris Green, and the Skirball Cultural Center.

(CC) N/A #1501H(S)NPS

05:00a Mister Rogers' Neighborhood
Neighborhood Opera: Star for Kitty

(CC) N/A #1565HPBS

05:30a Rocket Saves The Day
The goal is to capture the imaginations of preschoolers, and show them that with the tools of letters, sounds and words, they can learn to read.
Rocket's just the dog to do it with the help of his curious and caring new friend, Little Yellow Bird.

(CC) DVI #0H(S)PBS

06:30a Agphd (N) N/A #1343HHEFTY

07:00a Market to Market
News and commodity market analysis from the weekly journal of rural America.

(CC) N/A #4920H(S)IPTV

07:30a Curious George
Monkey Parade/George & Allie's Pet Hotel

(CC) N/A #1409H(S)PBS

08:00a Work It Out Wombats!
The Treeborhood Photo Album/Runway Recycling

Zadie creates a Treeborhood photo album to trace the growth of their beloved Tree from little, to big, to VERY big. / When Mr. E accidentally
polka-dances a sculpture to smithereens, he and Louisa hold a contest to replace it.

(CC) DVI #115H(S)PBS

08:30a Daniel Tiger's Neighborhood
Daniel Shares His Tigertastic Car/Katerina Shares Her Tutu

Daniel Shares his Tigertastic Car - Daniel and his friends are playing together in the park. Daniel has a new toy car and struggles to share it with
the others. But in the end, Daniel learns that sharing is easy when he knows he will get his special toy back. Katerina Shares her Tutu - Daniel is
playing at Katerina's house and the friends decide to perform a Jungle Dance show. Daniel wants to be a lion, while Katerina decides to be a
dancing flower, but both need the same tutu for their costume. Luckily, with Henrietta's help they find a way to share the tutu and perform a grr-ific
Jungle Dance show!

(CC) DVI #110H(S)PBS

09:00a Sesame Street: The Nutcracker: Starring Elmo & Tango
Elmo and his puppy Tango take a fantastical adventure through magical lands to retrieve a nutcracker toy.

(CC) DVI #0H(S)PBS

09:30a Rosie's Rules
Catch That Watermelon/Dino Cave

Rosie & Javi try to find a way to transport a watermelon from her house to the park for the family picnic. / Rosie offers to build a dino cave for
Iggy, but first she needs to transport all the materials they'll need.

(CC) DVI #135H(S)PBS

10:00a Donkey Hodie
Bright Bright Bugs/Panda's Purple Party

Donkey and Panda camp out to see the music-loving Bright Bright Bugs. When their instruments break, can they find another way to attract the
bugs? / Panda is feeling tired of his purple things today, so Donkey helps him take a break.

(CC) DVI #139H(S)PBS

10:30a Diy Science Time
Kitchen Science

Mister C and the Science Crew have the right recipe to make learning fun!. It's going to be an EGG-cellent day of learning in kitchen science.

(CC) N/A #104H(S)NETA

11:00a Paint This with Jerry Yarnell
Prairie Magic, Part 2

The intricacy of the parts of the Oklahoma thunderstorm in the sky of this painting. Jerry continues to work wet into wet to gradually build the
darker areas of the clouds. Jerry refines all the edges with highlights working across with a dark gray color. Jerry demonstrates how to create the
intermediate gray and the feathering the bands with x-strokes on the clouds in the sky. The extraordinary drama of this painting is accentuated
with a touch of purple in the dark clouds and yellow in the bright highlight.

(CC) N/A #1311H(S)NETA
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11:30a Make It Artsy
Your World

Find inspiration in this episode to shake, rock and rattle your world. First make a personal map with host Julie Fei Fan Balzer. Then Joe Rotella
creates a wooden wonderland inspired by the magical fairy world of the forest. Last is a color study - yellow.

(CC) N/A #908H(S)NETA

12:00n Creative Living
Erica Plank has come up with a great tool for quilters - it's a 9" seam pressing template that guarantees perfect corners every time. It is designed
for seam pressing only, and you use a dry setting (not steam) on the iron. She'll demonstrate its use while making a Cathedral Window quilt
block. Her company is Unseen Hands. Charlene Patton is with the Home Baking Assn., and she loves to talk about family traditions and recipes
that can be shared and passed from generation to generation. She'll demonstrate a favorite from her newest cookbook "Baking with Friends."

(CC) N/A #7016H(S)KENW

12:30p This Old House
Lexington | Ramping Up

Like the exterior, the interior of the home, including the new walkout basement, is taking shape. New repairs to the original brick are made to look
old. A DIY ramp is built, and a modern accessible home is toured. Trim is added to the exterior.

(CC) N/A #4507H(S)PBSPL

01:00p Woodsmith Shop
Steamer Trunk

Designed to evoke the travel trunks used on long ocean voyages, this classic works just as well as a storage piece in your home. Logan, Chris,
and Phil use locally harvested oak to teach you how to create a trunk with a curved lid.

(CC) N/A #1701H(S)NETA

01:30p American Woodshop
Three, Found Art Sculpted Tables:

Suzy sculpts and blends river sycamore and cypress in a glass topped gallery design. Scott uses live-edge ambrosia maple and turned maple
legs for a display table. Recycled iron parlor legs get a new white oak turned top.

(CC) N/A #2805H(S)NETA

02:00p Garage with Steve Butler
Modern Plywood Table

Steve builds a unique, modern table, using only a single sheet of plywood.

(CC) N/A #305H(S)NETA

02:30p Chef's Life
Mayo - The Mother Sauce

Vivian holds a mayo blind taste test and a surprise brand takes top prize. After a new chef takes the reins, her diminishing role at the restaurant
becomes clearer. Vivian's long-held vacation plans are stifled by a series of strange events.

(CC) N/A #410H(S)PBS

03:00p America's Test Kitchen
Grilled Short Ribs and Vegetable Casserole

Test cook Lan Lam makes host Bridget Lancaster Grilled Boneless Beef Short Ribs with Preserved Lemon and Almond Sauce. Tasting expert
Jack Bishop challenges Bridget to a tasting of goat cheese, and science expert Dan Souza reveals the science behind Thai Jelly Beer. Test cook
Becky Hays cooks host Julia Collin Davison a Greek specialty, Briam.

(CC) N/A #2321H(S)APTEX

03:30p Cook's Country
Sausages and Salad

Bryan Roof visits Portland, Oregon and shares his version of Choucroute Garnie with host Bridget Lancaster. Toni Tipton-Martin talks about
Belgian endive. Tasting expert Jack Bishop talks all about European-Style Sausages. Ashley Moore makes host Julia Collin Davison Endive
Salad with Oranges and Blue Cheese.

(CC) N/A #1615H(S)APTEX

04:00p Fons & Porter's Love of Quilting
Sunlight in the Window

This wall-hanging by Sharon Wasteney caught Sara Gallegos' eye with its unusual combination of standard patchwork and cathedral windows.
Sharon used the quilting to secure the folded edge of the cathedral windows a technique Sara wanted to explore! Learn how to create this
stunning, unique border on this episode of Love of Quilting.

(CC) N/A #4209H(S)NETA

04:30p It's Sew Easy
Quilt Necessities

Learn something new about quilting. Kim Montagnese demonstrates inside out, broken quilting featuring the double wedding ring. Then, Joanne
Banko has the perfect sewing project for a beginner quilter and a necessity for any sewer, a quilted sewing mat. Create a custom sized mat,
complete with pockets to keep commonly used tools handy while sewing.

(CC) N/A #2006H(S)NETA
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05:00p Knit and Crochet Now
Teddy Bear Fun!

Handmade Teddy bears are the perfect gift and especially when they have personality like today's creations. Kristin Omdahl introduces us to
Irene & George - cute and huggable, crochet bear buddies. Then it's a crocheted dischcloth with Lena Skvagerson. Learn how to stitch Jacob's
Ladder - a flat braid on top of your crochet dishcloth! Finally, Britt Schmiesing has her knit version of a cute Teddy Bear & Sweater.

(CC) N/A #1309H(S)NETA

05:30p Garden Smart
Roses-The Queen of the Garde

GardenSMART visits with a rose expert who discusses old vs. new roses, as well as tips for rose care. A pretty show and a lot to learn. Be sure to
tune in as we GardenSMART.

(CC) N/A #7307H(S)NETA

06:00p Cottonwood Connections
Sunday Go to Meetin'

(N) N/A #304HSHPTV

06:30p Rick Steves' Europe
Rick Steves' Europe: Art of the 20th Century

Europe's tumultuous 20th century spawned a kaleidoscope of cutting-edge art. From Spain to Hungary, Glasgow to Oslo, we seek out all that's
wild, colorful, surreal, and just plain fun. The fascinating work of Pablo Picasso leads us through the century's major art styles. And in today's
gleaming cities, we see how a persistent artistic spirit connects us with both our past and an exciting future.

(CC) N/A #1212H(S)APTEX

07:00p The Lawrence Welk Show
Themes from the Classics (Charlotte Harris)

Charlotte, the longtime cellist of the Lawrence Welk Band hosts "Themes from the Classics", a salute to classical compositions that have been
adapted into hit songs. The show opens with "Tonight We Love", Bobby and Cissy dance to "The Warsaw Concerto", and Sandi, Gail, and Mary
Lou sing "Glow Worm". Clay Hart and the singers delight with "Hot Diggity, Dog Ziggity".

(CC) N/A #1920H(S)OETA

08:00p Purdue 89th Anniversary Christmas Show
This one-hour condensed version of the 89th Anniversary Purdue Christmas Show features musical highlights from the full two-hour show. The
first act of this fast-paced high-energy production features holiday favorites from Purdue Musical Organizations ensembles including University
Choir, Purdue Bells, Heart & Soul, the Purduettes and the Purdue Varsity Glee Club. The second half features selections performed by the
massed choirs of Purdue Musical Organizations.

(CC) N/A #0H(S)NETA

09:00p David Holt's State of Music
Rob Ickes and Trey Hensley

Rob Ickes played dobro in the award-winning bluegrass band Blue Highway. He left that band to work with phenomenal young singer and
guitarist Trey Hensley, whose performances dazzled Earl Scruggs, Marty Stuart and other country legends.

(CC) N/A #506H(S)PBSPL

09:30p Ireland with Michael
The Land of Yeats

The episode begins in Sligo town, steeped in the history of Nobel Poet Laureate William Butler Yeats. Yeats' scholar Susan O Keeffe discusses
Yeats' connection to the county, his importance in literature and his beautiful poetry in a tour of the Yeats Center, where Aileen Mythen sings
"Down By The Sally Gardens" written by Yeats himself. Michael drives south to Thoor Ballylee where Yeats summered and a constant in his
poetry. Michael heads on to the town of Mohill, to visit the gravesite of legendary blind composer Turlough O' Carolan, meets Seamus O Flaharta
who plays O'Carolan music on the Harp. He then visits the sprawling medieval estate of Lough Rynn and finishes with a trip to the world-
renowned Belleek Pottery, founded by a local landlord to create employment during the Great Hunger.

(CC) N/A #206H(S)NETA

10:00p Austin City Limits
Cimafunk and the Tribe

Enjoy Cuban funk Cimafunk and The Tribe in a must-see hour. The nine-piece powerhouse band makes a thrilling ACL debut with standouts from
their soulful album El Alimento.

(CC) N/A #4807H(S)PBSPL

11:00p Sound On Tap
Drew Cypert

Drew Cypert is a one man band who came to rock and roll.

(CC) N/A #201H(S)NETA

11:30p Songs at the Center
Nellie Clay, Brandon Lee Adams & Brandi Sparks

Nellie Clay, Brandon Lee Adams, and Brandi Sparks, and hosted by singer-songwriter Eric Gnezda.

(CC) N/A #705H(S)
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12:00m Nature
Penguins: Meet The Family

A celebration of one of Earth's most iconic and beloved birds, featuring footage of all 17 species of penguins for the first time, from New Zealand,
Cape Town, the Galapagos Islands and Antarctica.

(CC) DVI #4006H(S)NPS

05:00a Mister Rogers' Neighborhood
Violinist Hilary Hahn/Some Things Children Can't Yet Understand

World-famous violinist, Hilary Hahn plays some Bach a Mister Rogers reads a bedtime book and talks about some things he was curious about
as a child at nighttime. It's nighttime in the Neighborhood of Make- Believe, and "Hula Mouse" brings Prince Tuesday and Little Panda back from
their outer space travels. King Friday comes to realize that curiosity is a healthy part of life.

(CC) DVI #1755H(S)PBS

05:30a Arthur
Arthur's First Sleepover/Arthur's New Year's Eve

This animated series is based on Marc Brown's best-selling books about Arthur Read, an eight-year-old aardvark, his sister D.W., and their family
and friends. In "Arthur's First Sleepover," the boys feel a bit uneasy being outside in the dark, due to the recent reports of UFO sightings. Arthur
has a hard time staying up to find out what really happens at midnight, on "Arthur's New Year's Eve."

(CC) DVI #130H(S)PBS

06:00a Molly of Denali
Forget-You-Not/Fire, Food, & Family

Trini is ecstatic to send her mom, Joy, a care package of all her favorite things in Qyah. But Trini discovers that some things are impossible to
find. Can her friends help her get creative before the package has to go in the mail? / Grandpa Nat and Molly are well-prepared and cozy when
the power goes out during a fierce blizzard. Trini and her dad, however, suddenly find themselves without lights or heat. Can they find a way to
keep their home and pets warm until the power comes back on?

(CC) DVI #219H(S)PBS

06:30a Alma's Way
Coqui Quest/Chalk The Block

It's one of those days where there's nothing to do, and the kids are looking for an activity. Inspired by Papi's story about how he used to look for
coqu's in Puerto Rico, Alma and friends search the park for the tiny frogs. But how fun can a game be when you're looking for something that;s
pretend? Andre has drawn a chalk art mural on the sidewalk from his building all the way to Alma;s house. He calls it "Chalk the Block," and
everyone is invited to come see it. But a heavy rainstorm washes his hard work away! Can Alma find a way to help Andre re-do his art before
everyone arrives?

(CC) DVI #108H(S)PBS

07:00a Wild Kratts
Mystery of the North Pole Penguins?

The Wild Kratts are hanging out with Emperor penguins at the South Pole and wondering why penguins don't live at the North Pole. All of a
sudden, Koki gets a report from Wild Kratt Kid, Nua, that there are penguins stranded in the Arctic. What? They're not supposed to be there! The
Wild Kratts spring into action to investigate this mystery and get the "lost" penguins back to their natural home. Science Concept : Geographical
distribution of species.

(CC) N/A #501H(S)PBS

07:30a Curious George
Country in the City / Stinky Cheese

On an autumn Saturday morning, George is packed and ready to get to the Country. But the Man with the Yellow Hat tells George that he's taking
a self-improvement class for the semester and the Country will have to wait. George can't believe it! No fall in the Country? George will miss so
many things - the trees, the birds, Mrs. Renkins' pies! When leaves from outside blow into the lobby, George gets an idea. What if he could
recreate the sights, sounds and smells of the country in his apartment? As George gathers what he needs to bring a little country into the city, he
brings a lot of grief to Hundley, who can't pick up the mess fast enough. When Hundley disposes of leaves in the only receptacle he can reach
(the toilet!), flooded floors mess up George's perfect scene. Will George's creative vision get The Man with the Yellow Hat and Hundley to the
Country, after all? / George loves his fort under the kitchen sink. He can read by flashlight and munch on snacks in his own special space. But
something's wrong with the sandwich in a plastic baggie he's been saving there. It's mushy and blue! That's how George learns about mold, a
living thing that sometimes grows on food. The Man with the Yellow Hat explains that George shouldn't eat a moldy sandwich, so when George
finds blue and smelly cheese in the fridge, he assumes it's bad as well and throws it outside in the compost (lucky for Jumpy!). But George learns
too late that some cheeses are supposed to be moldy, and to make matters worse, The Man with the Yellow Hat has invited his favorite teacher
over for a stinky cheese and cracker party! Can George combine the leftover (and great-smelling) cheddar cheese with all he's learned about
about how mold grows to make his own stinky cheese in time for the special teacher's arrival?

(CC) N/A #1513H(S)PBS

08:00a Work It Out Wombats!
The Treeborhood Parranda/Happy New Acorn Year!

The Flapping Feathers's bus derails on its way to the Parranda. Super fans Sammy and Louisa save the celebration! / This year, the Wombats
can stay up late to watch the New Year's Eve Acorn Drop - if they can keep from falling asleep.

(CC) DVI #133H(S)PBS
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08:30a Daniel Tiger's Neighborhood
A Trip to the Enchanted Garden/A Trip to the Crayon Factory

A Trip to the Enchanted Garden - The Tiger family is making strawberry pancakes for breakfast this morning, but when Mom looks more closely in
the kitchen, she realizes there are no more strawberries left. They all head to the Enchanted Garden, where Mom Tiger shows Daniel the
strawberry patch. Daniel is very curious, and learns that if he looks closely, he may be able to answer his own questions about how strawberries
grow and learn something new. A Trip to the Crayon Factory - Daniel Tiger, Miss Elaina, and Katerina Kittycat take a fun trip to the factory to see
how crayons are made but, O the Owl can't come because he's sick. At the factory, the kids watch the crayons being made, and Daniel looks and
listens closely. Daniel has an idea to take pictures at the factory and give them to O at the end of the day, so that O can learn about crayons too!

(CC) DVI #109H(S)PBS

09:00a Sesame Street
Chickens on the Farm

Big Bird is visiting his chicken friend, Lottie, at the farm. Lottie hasn't been able to lay an egg because the nesting box isn't comfy and cozy. This
is a problem! Big Bird wonders if there's something they can use to make the nesting box comfier and cozier. What if they use hay? Let's try! It
works. Big Bird makes the nesting box comfier for Lottie. It's so comfy that Lottie lays an egg!

(CC) DVI #5228H(S)PBS

09:30a Rosie's Rules
Donating Day/Gatita The Volunteer Cat

Rosie donates some things for Donating Day, but when she accidentally gives away her doll Lele, she must get it back. / Rosie & Gatita volunteer
for Seniors Day at the Nature Center, but their volunteering doesn't go as planned.

(CC) DVI #133H(S)PBS

10:00a Donkey Hodie
A Donkey Dilemma/The Quiet Game

Donkey promised to help Grampy bathe Gregory and also to play Bubble Bonanza with Panda today. What a dilemma! / The pals play too loudly
while Rock Star Penguin tries to write a song. They make up a quiet game to help. Who can stay quiet the longest?

(CC) DVI #205H(S)PBS

10:30a Biz Kid$
Take It to the Bank

Get a kid's view of the services that banks, credit unions and other financial institutions offer - and why you should make use of them early in life.
Learn the different products and services that banks offer and how to shop for the right bank for you. Meet a young entrepreneur with a haunted
house who has no fear of banking.

(CC) DVI #508(S)APTEX

11:00a Curious Crew
Guitar Science

Guitar science ROCKS! Dr. Rob and the Crew perform some very "inSTRUMental" investigations in a guitar STEM jam session!

(CC) N/A #908H(S)NETA

11:30a Make48
Time for a Wrap Up!

The team gets hands on with their new prototype! We wrap up this season and discuss next steps!

(CC) N/A #510H(S)APTEX

12:00n Market to Market
News and commodity market analysis from the weekly journal of rural America.

(CC) N/A #4920H(S)IPTV

12:30p Motorweek
2023 Ford Escape

We're back on the road in the Ford Escape, a compact utility now updated with a little extra style and some additional features for consumers.
Then we'll climb into the Mazda 3 hatchback, another practical commuter returning with some meaningful updates for the new model year. Plus,
another Quick Spin and some useful garage tips!

(CC) N/A #4317H(S)PBSPL

01:00p Real Ag
Sunset Over The Fields: A Season Recap

(N) N/A #1208HSHPTV

01:30p Plan Stronger TV
Retirement Planning: Home Equity

David Holland and Steve Sless, National Reverse Mortgage Director, US Mortgage Corporation, discuss the options for seniors who want to
access the equity in their homes for retirement. Steve Repak, CFP, reviews budgeting and credit-building strategies. The panel of CFP
professionals will debate how to balance lifestyle now vs. lifestyle later.

(CC) N/A #102H(S)ACCES
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02:00p Classic Gospel
Because He Lives

Host Mark Lowry takes viewers back in time to the beginnings of the Gaither music legacy. Featuring vintage footage from the early Bill Gaither
Trio era -- as well as clips from more recent performances - this music will trigger many memories.

(CC) N/A #1512H(S)NETA

03:00p Your Fantastic Mind
Second Chances

In this episode, YFM focuses on three separate stories, connected by the thread that in each one, the person has been given a second chance.
The first one highlights a program for adults with autism who are aging out of the system. The show follows them through three weeks of living
away from home as they gain independence and begin building what will one day hopefully be an autonomous life. The second story follows a
wife and mother, who after a decade of misdiagnoses, learns she has acromegaly, a cyst on the thyroid that can destroy a person's health and
appearance. The episode documents her journey to undergo surgery and restore her lost health. The final segment introduces a young mother
diagnosed with a rare brain cyst that can be life ending. We are there for the novel surgery and her complete recovery that follows.

(CC) N/A #106H(S)NETA

03:30p Doctors On Call
Taylor Ziegler Dnp, Fnp: Childrens Mental Health

(N) N/A #1816HSHPTV

04:00p Antiques Roadshow
Winterthur Museum, Garden & Library Hour 1

Experience an all-new season of exceptional items appraised at distinctive, historic venues across the country, kicking off from the stunning
grounds of Winterthur Museum, Garden & Library with a heartwarming valuation of a $125,000 family treasure.

(CC) N/A #2401H(S)NPS

05:00p PBS News Weekend (CC) N/A #2054H(S)NPS

05:30p History with David Rubenstein
Walter Isaacson

Walter Isaacson is a professor, financier, and former CEO of The Aspen Institute.

(CC) N/A #109H(S)PBSPL

06:00p Celebrity Antiques Road Trip
Ainsley Harriott and Anne Diamond

(CC) N/A #405H(S)PBSPL

07:00p Next at the Kennedy Center
Cynthia Erivo & Friends: A New Year's Eve Celebration

Cynthia Erivo, enchanting star of the stage and screen, invites you to ring in the New Year with her magnificent friends Ben Platt and Joaquina
Kalukango as they bring their powerful voices and favorite songs to the Kennedy Center stage.

(CC) N/A #203H(S)NPS

08:00p Next at the Kennedy Center
Cynthia Erivo & Friends: A New Year's Eve Celebration

Cynthia Erivo, enchanting star of the stage and screen, invites you to ring in the New Year with her magnificent friends Ben Platt and Joaquina
Kalukango as they bring their powerful voices and favorite songs to the Kennedy Center stage.

(CC) N/A #203H(S)NPS

09:00p Lionel Richie: The Library of Congress Gershwin Prize
Enjoy an all-star tribute to Lionel Richie, the 2022 recipient of the Library of Congress Gershwin Prize for Popular Song, with performances by
Lionel Richie, Garth Brooks, Gloria Estefan, Miguel, Boyz II Men, Luke Bryan, Andra Day, Chris Stapleton and Yolanda Adams. Hosted by
Anthony Anderson.

(CC) N/A #0H(S)NPS

10:00p Austin City Limits
Cimafunk and the Tribe

Enjoy Cuban funk Cimafunk and The Tribe in a must-see hour. The nine-piece powerhouse band makes a thrilling ACL debut with standouts from
their soulful album El Alimento.

(CC) N/A #4807H(S)PBSPL

11:00p Next at the Kennedy Center
Cynthia Erivo & Friends: A New Year's Eve Celebration

Cynthia Erivo, enchanting star of the stage and screen, invites you to ring in the New Year with her magnificent friends Ben Platt and Joaquina
Kalukango as they bring their powerful voices and favorite songs to the Kennedy Center stage.

(CC) N/A #203H(S)NPS


